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浼浼 浼璈浼   ﻐ彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 璈 璈ﻐ彸♈ ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ彸 怄 璈뙄�璈彸飠 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 怄璈 ﻐ浼 飠 璈 怄浼 浼璈璈  ♈浼 璈 浼
浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈  浼浼飠彸 怄彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠侠鱴 璈♈彸 浼ﻐﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼ﻐ뾬飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� ﻐ彸  彸浼 飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ ﻐ

㛈 浼寮 � 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄 ꅨ  浼浼 ﻐ飠璈浼�ﻐ飠�浼 ﻐ璈  � 飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ飠璈  浼 璈ﻐ浼  ꅨ 璈 ♈浼 ꅨ  寮 彸飠  寮浼 璈浼
浼浼ꅨ浼 ꅨ浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼�ﻐ怄璈 璈 ﻐꅨ 彸  ꅨ浼♈ 璈 彸ﻐ璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ  彸� 璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼♈璈  ꅨ浼♈
 彸飠걜 浼 ﻐﻐ浼ꅨ彸♈璈飠璈ꅨ �ﻐ璈怄浼璈 彸ﻐ彸 浼�ﻐ飠�浼ꅨ 寮璈浼璈 ﻐꅨ彸 怄飠浼ﻐ浼 璈彸  ﻐ浼�ﻐ飠�浼
ꅨ  浼浼 璈ﻐ飠�璈 ﻐﻐ浼♈   浼 璈 诈뾬 � 浼♈ꅨ浼 璈  浼ꅨ ꅨ 浼 璈彸  浼浼 �ﻐ飠�浼 璈 ﻐ浼浼 
�彸 ﻐ浼   浼璈诈诈뺌浼 飠�飠飠彸 彸浼璈诈诈뾬浼寮� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄ꅨ 飠ꅨ�彸 怄 浼♈璈  ꅨ浼♈
璈 ﻐꅨ �浼璈 ꅨ浼璈诈诈뾬璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ �ﻐ飠�璈빜 � 飠彸ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ 浼ﻐ寮璈�ﻐ彸 ﻐ浼  � 浼璈♈浼 ꅨ ꅨ
飠ꅨ♈彸 浼 ꅨ飠浼 ﻐﻐ璈ﻐ浼  ♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄璈  ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼  浼飠ꅨ ﻐ彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 璈璈 ꅨ璈 璈ﻐ浼 浼 浼 浼飠 ﻐꅨ  彸ꅨ怄浼 
�彸彸ꅨ  ꅨ  浼浼 怄ꅨ寮  璈 ﻐ浼浼  浼浼ꅨ浼  浼 ♈ꅨ 浼 寮璈 ﻐ璈彸浼  ꅨ 彸  ꅨ璈 彸  塼�浼浼飠 浼
♈ꅨ 浼 ﻐꅨ寮浼  璈飠 璈 怄浼ﻐ彸  ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠飠璈璈飠彸璈浼 浼♈ꅨﻐ彸♈ꅨ璈  浼浼♈彸 璈 ﻐꅨ 怄ꅨ寮 彸 
 浼ꅨ璈ﻐ寮 浼浼璈ﻐ飠 璈 怄浼ﻐ彸 璈ꅨ飠璈彸ꅨ 寮浼浼浼  ﻐﻐ飠걜浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬

ꭔ浼 璈浼 ﻐ璈浼   浼 彸♈ ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ  璈뙄�璈彸飠 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 怄璈 ﻐ浼 飠 璈 怄浼 璈  璈 璈 浼   浼 浼璈浼 
♈浼 ꅨ ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈璈ﻐ浼飠ﻐꅨ  浼ﻐ浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ浼ﻐ璈璈浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼 飠걜浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬 浼浼璈浼
ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 璈彸飠浼ﻐ浼ꅨ彸 怄浼 빜飠ꅨ璈彸璈 飠浼似鱴 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ 鱴侠 � 浼 ﻐꅨ浼 璈걜浼ﻐ ﻐ浼浼 浼ﻐ璈璈 浼
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璈 诈뾬璈  ꅨ 浼ꅨ浼 彸浼ﻐ璈  浼浼 怄  ﻐꅨ  浼浼飠ꅨ ﻐ璈浼璈 浼  ﻐꅨꭔ浼飠ꅨ �飠浼  浼 彸ﻐ
ꅨ 怄빜浼♈浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈浼浼鱴侠 � ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ寮彸 浼 飠ꅨ璈彸璈 飠浼浼飠 彸뙄�浼彸 璈ꅨ浼璈璈걜浼寮彸 彸 
璈 璈�璈 ﻐ璈浼 飠璈飠 ♈浼  飠ꅨ浼彸 怄 搀 浼璈 ﻐ侠  璈浼璈怄浼  浼 璈걜浼 浼♈彸浼  飠璈 诈㦈 ꅨ   浼 浼浼ﻐ彸璈 浼
浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 �ﻐꅨ� 彸 怄 ꅨ  怄ꅨ寮  ꅨ浼 ﻐ璈   浼 ♈璈彸  彸♈♈浼 彸璈浼 彸浼 ﻐ浼 彸   浼
� 浼ﻐ寮浼浼 ﻐ彸飠璈璈 浼 璈 彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈侠�浼�ﻐﻐ�ﻐ怄怄浼 ﻐ璈璈걜浼ﻐ璈浼璈 彸 浼怄璈璈ꅨ 浼浼ﻐ彸璈
飠璈ꅨ 飠飠彸 怄 �ꅨ璈彸浼璈诈诈뾬鱼 诈诈诈寮浼璈 浼 ﻐﻐ浼怄璈ﻐ璈  ﻐ浼飠ꅨ浼 彸飠彸浼  ﻐꅨ寮璈浼빜璈彸
浼 飠 璈 怄浼 璈   浼彸 浼浼 浼 飠浼 ꅨ  浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 璈 璈彸璈浼 ﻐ璈  ꅨﻐﻐ彸浼 ﻐ彸浼빜ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠 璈飠ꅨ ﻐꭔ浼
ꅨ♈�璈浼 浼寮璈璈♈浼浼彸 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ浼浼ﻐ浼  璈怄璈彸  ﻐ浼璈彸浼 ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈  ꅨ 浼 璈璈 ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼浼彸 ﻐ璈 �怄浼 
浼浼  ꅨ ♈ꅨ浼 �  璈璈 ꅨ♈ 璈걜浼 ﻐ璈  彸浼 ﻐꅨ  彸 浼浼  ﻐ彸 浼 璈  浼 彸걜浼 ꅨ 彸飠 ﻐ璈� ﻐ璈  寮璈浼
飠ꅨꅨ�뾬ꅨ浼璈彸 怄♈浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ ﻐ璈  彸 浼浼 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ ﻐꭔ浼ꅨ怄璈 彸ﻐ浼 寮ꅨ飠璈♈璈彸怄 ﻐ寮彸 
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ 寮璈浼浼ꅨ飠彸彸浼ﻐ璈 ��浼 飠浼璈飠飠ꅨ♈璈 彸浼 似鱴 ꅨ鱴璈 寮ꅨ飠璈♈璈彸怄 ﻐ寮 浼浼
璈뙄�璈彸飠侠鱴浼 飠 璈 怄浼寮璈♈ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ浼 ꭔ浼飠璈彸浼 ꅨ�寮ꅨ似鱴飠璈♈璈彸怄 ﻐꅨ浼彸浼 ﻐꅨ 浼璈怄浼彸浼璈 
ꅨ 浼♈ﻐ璈浼ꅨ 浼뾬 ꅨ鱴侠

浼 걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼 ꅨ   浼浼璈彸浼 彸♈ꅨ璈 飠浼 ꅨ  彸 浼浼  ♈浼 璈 浼璈 ﻐꅨ浼浼璈ﻐ浼 ♈浼飠 璈 彸 ﻐ♈ﻐ彸 ﻐ飠�飠彸璈
ﻐ彸 飠浼彸璈 浼飠 ﻐꅨ寮♈�飠 鱴♈璈浼ꅨ 彸 彸 浼 浼 ꅨ浼浼ﻐ飠璈彸 怄ꅨ 浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼鱼 诈诈诈寮浼 璈浼
璈 浼ﻐﻐ浼   浼 浼ﻐ飠彸彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 ♈浼 璈 浼 璈 ﻐꅨ 璈  浼浼璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ璈ﻐ浼  ꅨ   浼 � 璈♈浼 璈
 ﻐ彸飠璈彸 飠彸浼 ﻐ飠ꅨ�浼 寮彸  浼飠 璈璈飠浼彸ﻐ彸飠ﻐꅨ 浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ 璈 璈飠浼彸璈♈浼璈ꅨ彸飠ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ浼
飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ  ﻐꅨ   浼 ♈ꅨ 浼 浼 ﻐ�ﻐꅨ ꅨ璈  璈 怄浼 ꅨ  璈璈彸璈浼 ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈浼 浼 ꅨ♈浼  ꭔ浼 璈浼
浼ﻐ璈彸 ﻐ彸 怄璈ꅨ 怄빜浼♈鱴侠璈 鱴似鱴♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸浼璈璈ꅨ浼璈寮浼璈 璈璈彸ﻐ浼 ꅨ怄寮彸 璈ﻐꅨ 怄
飠 璈璈飠浼彸ﻐ彸飠璈浼 ꅨ  �♈♈ꅨ飠걜ﻐ璈  ꅨꅨ寮ﻐ寮彸 ꅨ浼 寮璈浼ꅨꅨﻐ� ﻐꅨ怄浼 浼寮彸  璈璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ♈
 浼 浼璈 浼  ﻐ彸浼 寮ꅨ ꅨ 怄빜浼♈ 璈璈 ﻐ浼 ﻐꅨ♈  浼 ﻐ璈♈浼 ꅨ浼璈 寮浼璈  浼飠ꅨ♈浼 璈璈彸璈浼 浼寮
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ♈浼 ꅨ  ﻐꅨin-situ 浼浼飠彸ꅨ ꅨ ♈浼 璈 浼�浼ﻐ彸 浼璈♈璈彸 寮彸浼 浼浼ꅨ浼 璈 浼ﻐ浼 
浼ﻐ璈璈浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬

鱼  诈诈 璈  ꅨ ꅨ 浼 浼♈ꅨ璈 浼飠 彸뙄�浼 浼璈浼  ﻐ璈彸 浼ﻐ ﻐﻐ浼浼 彸 浼뾬 寮 彸飠  浼 璈浼  彸  ﻐ彸� ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ寮璈 ﻐ浼浼ꅨ浼  珬ﻐ彸 怄  彸 ﻐ浼飠 彸뙄�浼 寮浼 璈ﻐꅨ 飠ꅨ �飠浼  彸  ﻐ彸� 侠鱴 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸 彸   ꅨ�怄 ꅨ� 浼怄ꅨ寮彸 怄ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ �浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼 ﻐ璈浼 ꅨ浼浼 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 浼璈彸浼
彸 ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼 ﻐ璈彸 ꭔ浼璈ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ浼飠浼 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ璈♈浼 ﻐꅨ  浼璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ  ꅨ怄璈 彸飠 璈飠彸  ﻐ彸 彸   璈 
寮浼浼璈浼ꅨ 浼浼飠  浼 璈飠彸  ﻐꅨ♈浼  ꅨ♈α빜彸 浼 浼 β빜彸 浼 浼 稤빜飠璈浼 浼 彸♈ꅨ 浼 浼 璈  β빜飠璈ꅨ 浼 浼
浼ꅨ怄璈 彸飠璈飠彸 ﻐ寮浼浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 彸 璈飠ꅨ�ﻐ浼ꅨ 璈 寮 ꅨ浼浼璈璈  浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ浼璈걜浼 飠ꅨ 飠ꅨ♈彸璈 
寮彸   浼 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  浼璈걜 � ♈ﻐ璈 璈♈ꅨ�  ﻐ寮浼浼 浼浼飠浼  璈ﻐꅨ 彸  ꅨ 浼 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ   ﻐꭔ浼 璈ﻐꅨ 浼浼ꅨ浼  璈
♈浼 ꅨ  ꅨ 璈♈彸 浼璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ� ﻐ彸 怄彸♈浼怄 璈浼  彸浼ﻐ璈 飠ꅨ浼飠浼 ﻐ璈♈浼 ﻐꅨ 璈♈彸 浼璈 璈ﻐ彸� ﻐ彸 怄 浼
寮 ꅨ浼 浼璈 浼 ♈璈ꅨ 璈♈彸 浼 ﻐ浼浼飠浼  彸  璈彸 寮浼浼 浼 璈♈彸 浼侔 彸♈浼 璈♈彸 浼 彸浼 璈♈彸 浼 璈 
彸浼 璈♈彸 浼 璈걜ꅨ璈 浼 璈  彸 ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬  侠� 浼彸♈彸 璈 浼 ﻐ�ﻐ彸 彸飠璈浼璈ﻐꅨ  璈  浼浼 璈浼 ﻐ�ﻐ璈 彸璈
璈♈ꅨ�  ﻐꅨ  ꅨ�  璈♈彸 浼 ﻐ彸  ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼ﻐ ﻐꅨ彸 璈  � 怄璈 彸ꅨ♈璈 ﻐﻐ寮 彸飠  �ﻐꅨ ﻐꅨ� ꅨ 浼ﻐ彸  ﻐ璈
璈♈彸 浼ﻐ璈浼ꅨ �飠浼  ꅨ�怄 ꅨ浼彸 빜璈♈彸 ꅨ璈飠彸 璈 寮璈璈ﻐꅨ彸 ﻐꅨ彸 浼彸浼璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼ﻐ浼璈♈彸 浼 ﻐꅨ♈
ﻐꅨ彸飠ꅨ�  浼 璈彸  浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 璈♈彸 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ彸  浼璈彸璈璈 ꅨ浼 ﻐ浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼  네彸浼ꅨ璈 ꅨ浼 璈
 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬

彸뾬

璈彸飠彸璈彸ꅨ 彸 璈怄浼ﻐ飠璈浼彸 浼怄璈浼  彸浼 璈

璈ꅨ璈ꅨ浼 浼彸♈浼 ﻐ

浼 璈飠걜ꅨ 浼 ﻐꅨ  ꅨ� 浼ﻐ浼璈飠  璈飠彸彸彸浼 ﻐ璈浼 浼浼  璈璈 ꅨ �飠 ﻐꅨ♈ ꅨ� �뺌似㛈  璈  锌㛈ꭔ ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 
浼寮ꅨ걜 浼璈飠飠浼ﻐﻐꅨ怄ꅨ璈璈 似�ꅨ浼璈 ﻐ飠璈浼璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈 ꅨ 浼飠彸♈璈浼 璈璈ꅨꅨ ﻐ璈浼浼浼 璈璈彸 浼 
 浼璈飠彸浼飠ꅨꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ璈彸飠彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨ似�ꅨ浼璈 珬 彸ꅨ  ꅨ浼飠�ﻐﻐ飠 璈ﻐ似珬鱴㛈㛈 鱼 似�ꅨ浼璈 
鱼 浼怄璈浼  ꅨ浼飠 ꅨ  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 飠ꅨ�  飠彸♈璈浼 璈  璈彸 뙄�璈彸 彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ ﻐ뾬 네�♈璈璈 浼 璈 诈诈뾬 璈 
鱼 浼怄璈浼  鱼 璈�ﻐ飠�浼 ﻐ鱼 彸彸璈彸浼 ﻐꅨ浼飠 似珬�㛈㛈  似�ꅨ浼璈  ��浼ﻐ彸浼 ﻐꅨ 㛈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 㛈浼ꅨﻐꅨ
浼ﻐ浼璈飠 뾬 鱼 ꅨ 浼 ꅨ 浼 �ﻐ浼  浼 璈飠飠浼 ﻐﻐꅨ 浼  ﻐ璈璈 ꅨꅨ ﻐ彸  浼  彸浼 ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 ﻐ飠彸浼 飠浼 ﻐ璈 
彸ꅨ ﻐ浼浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 彸 浼 璈飠浼  浼 鱴ꅨ似 浼璈♈ ﻐ璈浼 飠ꅨ 彸 �浼  璈飠彸浼 璈彸飠彸璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  浼 ꅨ 怄ꅨ彸 怄
似�ꅨ浼璈  ̨ 浼ﻐ浼璈飠  璈  彸 璈�ﻐ飠�浼 ꅨ浼飠 ﻐ浼 ♈ꅨ ﻐ飠�飠彸璈 ꅨ浼飠 ﻐ浼浼 璈浼  浼 ꅨ�빜浼璈
ꅨ浼飠̨ ﻐ빜㛈鱴 鱼�빜鱼稤 A浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐCꅨ�  ﻐ璈  璈飠浼 怄璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠  鱼 璈S�飠�浼 浼寮ꅨ걜 ﻐ浼浼
네�♈璈璈 浼 璈  彸 ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬 璈  ̨빜似锌㛈�侠�
浼 璈 빜似�ꅨ浼璈  锌璈ﻐ빜㛈浼ꅨ�侠 ﻐ鱴彸♈璈浼 鱼 浼璈飠彸ꅨ 
�� 㦸ﻐ浼浼뺌璈 彸 浼 浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬 ̨빜似似似 빜鱼稤 似 浼彸♈浼 璈彸ꅨ 彸 似飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 뾬璈 
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 浼 浼飠浼  飠ꅨ 飠� 浼   ̨빜뺌璈彸浼鱴�彸浼빜鱼 빜鱴侠珬 浼浼ﻐ浼 彸 怄  璈 浼璈 彸 怄 浼 怄浼 璈ꅨ璈ꅨ
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ꅨ璈彸浼ꅨ怄璈 彸飠飠ꅨ♈ꅨ�  侠鱴뾬浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼浼浼璈  ꅨ璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠飠 浼♈彸ﻐ 浼ﻐꅨ�飠浼ﻐꅨ 侠鱴
浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸  ﻐꅨ彸 璈  � 浼ﻐꅨ浼 浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ  璈浼 ꅨꅨ � 浼ﻐꅨꅨ  � 彸浼 뙄�璈 彸 璈  뙄�璈彸 ﻐꅨ彸
♈彸飠ꅨ彸璈 璈飠彸彸 璈   浼  ﻐ彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 ﻐ璈怄浼 ﻐꅨ  璈  ﻐ璈浼 彸 걜浼  寮彸   浼ﻐ浼 � 浼 ﻐ㛈璈ꅨ 浼  浼 璈
诈诈뾬�ꅨ彸彸ﻐ璈 浼 彸飠彸浼 侠鱴ﻐꅨ�飠浼浼浼  �彸 怄寮彸 浼璈  璈�璈ꅨ �♈璈  彸�ﻐ璈 飠浼飠璈 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼
ꅨ浼 ﻐꅨꅨ侠鱴 � 浼ﻐ�ﻐﻐ璈 彸璈 㛈璈ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈뾬  飠걜浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬

ꭔ浼 璈浼 彸 걜浼   浼 ꅨ浼 ꅨ   浼 ﻐꅨ彸 � 怄彸 ꅨ 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼  浼♈浼璈�浼 鱴侠 浼浼 ﻐ璈   ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸ﻐ
彸 浼浼  � 怄彸彸 ﻐꅨ彸飠ꅨ 璈彸 璈怄浼뙄�璈 彸彸浼ﻐꅨ 璈♈彸 浼 ﻐ璈 ﻐ璈♈浼飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� ﻐ飠璈 浼 ꅨ� 彸  浼璈彸彸 
ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼 ﻐﻐꅨ 浼 璈♈浼 Tricholoma matsutakeꅨ �飠浼 ﻐ浼 ♈浼 ﻐ璈 璈浼飠璈璈浼ꅨ  浼怄璈 彸 怄ﻐꅨ彸
ꅨ怄璈 彸飠♈璈浼 �侠뺌뾬�ﻐ怄怄浼ﻐ彸 怄 璈T. matsutake彸浼♈ﻐ璈彸 璈ﻐ璈 浼飠ꅨ♈飠ꅨ 彸 璈ﻐ♈彸ꅨ �飠璈 
璈ﻐꅨ 浼浼 璈ﻐ璈ﻐ璈ꅨꅨ  浼 彸 彸 怄 璈浼飠ꅨ♈飠ꅨ 彸 璈 � 怄彸璈ﻐ璈ꅨ浼璈ﻐꅨ彸 �侠뺌 浼飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ 
彸 ﻐ彸♈ꅨ璈  寮 浼   浼 浼 浼飠 ﻐꅨ  彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼  浼♈浼璈�浼 鱴侠 浼浼 ﻐ璈   ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸 ﻐ彸  ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼ﻐ
ꅨ 浼璈浼浼璈�璈浼   飠걜浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬

㛈ﻐꅨ 浼ﻐꅨ彸 浼璈浼  ♈浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 璈ﻐ浼飠 ﻐ璈浼彸♈ꅨ璈  浼 飠璈 ꅨ ﻐꅨ寮ﻐ�ﻐ璈 彸璈 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼  ﻐ浼
ꅨ浼ﻐ璈浼 ꅨꅨ寮浼浼 浼 彸 浼浼 飠浼彸 ꅨ璈璈♈ꅨ� ꅨ  ﻐꅨ寮璈浼璈 彸璈彸ꅨ 浼 浼飠浼  ꅨ♈璈 ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ 璈 
璈浼璈怄浼 寮彸 浼 璈  ꅨ  ꅨ 浼 ﻐ彸♈�璈浼   ﻐꅨ寮 浼浼 寮璈 ﻐ搀搀 뺌 ♈ 寮 彸飠  彸 ﻐ浼  ﻐﻐ璈   浼 彸 浼빜璈 �璈
璈彸璈彸ꅨ 彸 ﻐꅨ璈彸璈 彸璈 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ  浼ﻐ浼浼ﻐ�ﻐ寮浼飠ꅨ 飠� 浼  璈 浼ꅨﻐ彸彸浼 浼浼 璈飠걜ꅨ 飠彸♈璈浼
寮璈♈彸 怄彸 飠璈ﻐ浼ꅨ ꅨ浼 彸璈 ﻐꅨ寮 浼浼寮彸 浼ﻐ璈 ꅨ寮浼璈浼 ꅨﻐ寮ꅨ�  ꅨ浼飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼璈浼彸  浼 �ﻐ彸浼 
ꅨ浼 ﻐ네��ﻐ彸 浼 浼璈诈뾬 � 浼♈ꅨ浼寮浼 ꅨ�  璈 浼ﻐꅨ彸浼♈浼璈�浼璈 浼飠 ﻐꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸ﻐ璈 
彸ꅨ♈璈 ﻐﻐ璈ꅨ飠璈彸ꅨ  彸  �飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼 ꅨ寮璈 �ﻐ飠浼璈  �彸浼 彸飠  � 浼 鱴侠 寮璈 ﻐꅨ 飠 璈 怄浼  �浼ꅨ
飠ꅨ 飠ꅨ♈彸璈  彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 彸  浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ  彸 浼浼  ﻐꅨ彸 浼♈浼璈�浼 ﻐ彸  ꅨ 璈浼  浼 似鱴뺌 � 怄彸 ﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ
飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  璈   浼 浼ꅨ寮빜怄ꅨ�  飠璈ꅨ  ﻐ彸 걜 ﻐ浼 怄  彸  ꅨ ﻐ浼浼♈ ꅨ 浼 彸浼飠 浼璈浼  ꅨ 似鱴뺌
彸ꅨ♈璈 ﻐﻐ璈  ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  �♈璈 浼  浼 璈 诈뾬 ꭔ浼  璈浼 璈ﻐꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 ﻐꅨ彸 鱴侠 � 浼 ﻐ彸 
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ﻐ璈  ﻐꅨ♈浼 ꅨ♈彸 璈浼   ꅨ寮璈 �ﻐ飠浼 Picea abies  네璈ﻐ뾬 寮彸 ꅨ璈 ꅨ 璈彸璈 飠璈 ꅨ 
浼�ﻐ飠彸ꅨ  浼♈ꅨ璈ꅨ 寮彸 빜 璈♈璈怄浼 ♈璈浼彸璈 浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼 彸 ﻐ璈 璈 浼ꅨ�ﻐ鱴侠 �  ꅨ♈ 浼ﻐꅨ彸 �ﻐ璈飠浼
浼寮 寮彸 빜 ꅨ寮  ﻐ璈  ﻐ寮 浼浼 浼ﻐ彸 �浼 ﻐ璈浼 浼  ꅨ  ﻐ彸浼 寮ꅨ�  ♈ꅨ ﻐ彸걜浼 �  ꅨ ﻐꅨ�飠浼 ﻐꅨ  鱴侠  ꅨ
ﻐ浼浼璈浼璈 �ﻐ彸 ꅨ浼ﻐ浼怄浼 浼璈彸ꅨ 浼璈飠 浼ﻐꅨﻐ�ﻐ璈 彸璈璈ﻐﻐ彸♈彸璈彸ꅨ 璈浼 ﻐ네ﻐ浼浼璈诈诈뾬  飠걜浼
璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬
鱼 璈 彸彸ꅨ ꅨ 浼ﻐ浼♈ꅨﻐ彸♈ꅨ璈  彸 彸 怄ﻐꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐﻐ彸飠ﻐ寮浼 璈浼 浼寮彸 ﻐ彸怄 彸 걜彸 怄 浼彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈
璈飠彸彸ꅨ  浼 ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠飠 浼♈彸ﻐꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ浼侠鱴ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ 浼浼ﻐ彸璈浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ 彸ﻐ
浼璈浼  ꅨ 彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 璈飠彸彸 ♈璈彸   ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸 ﻐ寮 彸飠  彸 ﻐ浼 浼飠浼  彸   浼 彸怄  璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ  侠鱴 ﻐ浼ﻐ浼飠彸璈 �彸 怄  浼 ﻐ彸 怄 浼飠ꅨ浼 浼彸ꅨ  璈璈璈彸 浼  浼 璈 诈뾬 ꭔ浼
璈 璈 浼  浼飠 浼♈彸飠璈飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼 ﻐꅨ♈彸 彸彸 �璈�飠ꅨﻐ彸 浼ﻐ彸 璈 ꅨ♈ꅨ怄浼 浼ꅨ�ﻐﻐ璈 
浼飠 浼♈彸飠璈飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼 ﻐꅨ♈�飠ꅨﻐ彸 浼ﻐ璈彸浼ﻐﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈 浼寮浼浼 彸 彸彸 �璈浼浼ﻐ
浼浼ﻐꅨ 飠璈浼 浼 ꅨ♈彸 璈彸 怄 浼彸 璈ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠璈彸璈彸ꅨ 飠 浼♈ꅨ浼璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ  彸ﻐ浼�ﻐ璈璈♈浼浼彸ﻐ璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
璈ﻐ浼  ꅨ  ꅨ璈彸浼 ﻐ浼♈彸浼  ꅨ♈ ﻐ彸 怄浼 浼浼♈ ﻐ璈 浼 ♈彸ﻐ浼璈 彸 怄 璈  彸浼  璈怄浼 彸璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸  璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠
飠 浼♈彸ﻐ♈ꅨ 浼  ﻐ飠걜浼璈诈뾬㛈飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ ꅨ 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ♈ꅨ 浼璈ꅨ璈飠 浼 ﻐﻐꅨ寮 璈 浼浼彸ﻐꅨꅨ♈
ꅨ彸♈ꅨ浼♈浼 彸  浼ﻐ璈 빜浼浼 浼ﻐ飠彸彸ꅨ ꅨ 侠鱴ﻐꅨ�飠浼ﻐ璈ﻐ寮浼璈ﻐ彸  浼浼♈ꅨ璈 浼ﻐ飠彸彸ꅨ ꅨ 
彸彸 怄 璈飠ꅨ♈� ﻐꅨ璈 浼浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬
浼彸ꅨ♈璈 ﻐﻐꅨ  浼浼怄浼浼 ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ彸   浼 怄ꅨ�  浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ  彸 ﻐ彸怄 浼 ﻐ璈 ꅨꅨ ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈 浼ꅨ寮飠璈 ꅨ彸浼ﻐ
寮 浼浼璈 ﻐ怄璈ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ璈  浼 ﻐ浼 ꅨ♈彸 璈浼 璈  浼彸浼 ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈 ꅨ浼 璈浼璈 ﻐ彸 璈 ꅨ浼璈 彸 浼  ꅨ浼  ﻐ彸 ﻐ
彸 �浼 飠浼  ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈 ꅨ �飠彸彸 ꅨ  浼ꅨ寮빜飠璈 ꅨ 飠ꅨ♈璈♈浼   ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠 璈飠彸彸 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 
浼璈彸浼 璈  浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼  璈浼 彸  浼浼怄浼浼  ﻐ浼飠彸浼  ﻐ璈  彸  浼飠彸 �ꅨ�ﻐ ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ寮 浼浼璈  ﻐꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ 
怄ꅨ� 浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ 寮璈 ﻐ彸怄 浼ﻐ彸  浼飠彸 �ꅨ�ﻐﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ浼�ﻐ彸 怄彸  ꅨ璈 彸怄 浼 ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ 
璈 浼彸浼ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈 璈ꅨꅨ飠浼璈빜飠�ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ浼 ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ ꅨ 怄ꅨ� 浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ  浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼 
寮彸  ﻐ璈  璈怄浼 네�♈璈璈 浼 璈 诈诈뾬 ꭔ浼 璈浼 璈ﻐꅨ 彸♈ꅨ浼   浼 浼寮 ♈浼 ꅨ ꅨꅨ怄彸浼 ﻐꅨ  浼  �ﻐ ꅨ 
ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈 ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ彸  �飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼 浼浼 浼ﻐ:  ꅨꅨ浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ  ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ浼彸  浼 璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈 
�ꅨ浼ﻐ飠浼 飠浼ﻐ浼飠ꅨﻐ飠ꅨ ꅨ飠璈빜鱴璈ﻐ浼诈诈 飠걜浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬
鱼 彸 ﻐ浼 � 걜 ꅨ寮  寮 浼 浼  浼 浼♈浼璈�浼 浼浼 浼 飠浼 ꅨ  浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ  璈彸浼ﻐ ﻐﻐ浼♈璈彸飠璈
浼寮浼浼 璈뙄�璈彸飠璈 浼浼ﻐ彸璈浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 ﻐ鱼  浼浼飠浼 璈�浼璈浼谸ꅨ 빜�ꅨ飠 浼浼璈 诈뾬
 浼 璈怄浼 ﻐ璈璈璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ  浼ﻐ彸璈ꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ浼 飠ꅨ♈彸浼  ☰ 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 浼 ﻐ浼 飠ꅨ♈璈ﻐﻐ彸 怄 稤̨稤
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸浼ﻐ뾬寮璈ﻐ�ﻐ浼 ꅨ ﻐꅨ寮 璈 浼ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸彸彸ꅨ 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈飠 璈 怄浼ﻐ彸 
浼♈浼璈�浼彸ﻐ浼♈璈걜璈ﻐ彸♈彸璈 ꅨ 彸浼ﻐ浼浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 ﻐ浼 飠ꅨ♈璈ﻐﻐ彸 怄璈걜浼ﻐ彸浼ﻐ浼�ﻐ璈彸浼 ﻐ浼ꅨ浼 
ꅨ飠浼璈  璈  ꅨ浼ﻐ浼  璈  ꅨ 빜 ꅨ浼ﻐ浼  浼浼ﻐ彸璈 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ ﻐ浼 璈 �璈 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ  彸  璈뙄�璈彸飠
浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ ﻐ ﻐꅨ寮浼  璈 ﻐ�ﻐ璈 彸璈 怄浼璈浼 浼♈浼璈�浼 浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ浼 飠ꅨ♈璈浼  ꅨ  ꅨﻐ浼 ꅨ  浼浼ﻐ彸璈
浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ ﻐ寮 浼浼璈  ﻐ浼  ﻐꅨ 浼♈ 浼♈浼璈�浼 浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸浼  ꅨ浼 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈 ﻐ飠璈浼 寮浼浼 浼♈璈걜璈
ﻐ彸♈彸璈浼寮浼浼  浼浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈浼ﻐ

뺌浼ﻐꅨﻐ飠璈浼彸ꅨ ﻐ浼浼빜璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄
浼� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄ꅨ  浼寮 ꅨ浼ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐꅨ  ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ ꅨ ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 璈璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐﻐ璈彸 怄 ꅨ♈ 浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 
浼飠�ﻐꅨ ﻐꅨ♈  浼 飠璈 ꅨ � ꅨ  浼彸 璈飠彸璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ ꅨ♈ 飠ꅨ�  ꅨ浼 ﻐ彸 ﻐ彸   浼 飠ꅨ浼 ꅨ   浼  ♈ꅨ 浼ﻐ
浼 彸飠彸 怄飠彸♈璈浼浼 璈彸ꅨ 浼怄ꅨ浼璈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬侠�浼 ﻐﻐ�ﻐꅨ寮 璈彸 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ ﻐ
飠�ﻐ浼彸 怄 ꅨ   �侠 飠璈 ꅨﻐﻐ彸 ꅨ �飠浼 璈 ꅨꅨ ꅨ 飠�ﻐ浼  ﻐ璈 璈浼 璈浼 璈飠彸璈浼  ꅨ 怄ꅨ寮 ꅨ 
飠彸♈璈彸飠璈 浼浼璈  璈彸飠浼 ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐ 浼怄 � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸  ꅨ �ﻐ浼ﻐ璈�璈浼  ꅨ怄璈 彸飠 璈ꅨ ﻐ浼   浼 璈
诈诈뾬 鱼 诈诈 寮浼 璈浼 璈ﻐꅨ ꅨ �飠浼   浼 彸 ﻐ浼ﻐ彸ꅨ  ꅨ  璈 � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸  ♈ꅨ 浼 璈  ꅨ  浼 浼寮
�侠�㛈ﻐ彸♈�璈浼 ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ ꅨ怄璈 彸飠璈ꅨ�ﻐ璈 � �ﻐ彸飠璈飠彸 彸 ﻐ彸 浼 浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠ꅨ� 璈
璈浼 ꅨ 浼 璈 诈诈뾬 㛈 ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠璈 ꅨ  ꅨ � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸  �ﻐ浼 ﻐ怄ꅨ璈 ﻐꅨ璈 璈 彸璈彸ꅨ  �侠 
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ꅨ�怄  ꅨ�浼 彸 ﻐ飠ꅨ�  璈浼飠ꅨ ﻐ浼뙄�浼 飠浼ﻐꅨ 浼 飠彸♈璈浼ꅨ  浼浼璈  ﻐ彸 飠浼飠ꅨ�  ﻐꅨ璈 浼飠  浼
璈浼 ꅨ 彸ﻐ飠ꅨ ﻐ浼뙄�浼 飠浼 ﻐꅨ� 浼浼 ꅨ浼  � 浼
·

浼寮ꅨ걜彸ﻐ彸 ꅨ 빜怄ꅨ彸 怄㛈 ﻐ浼 彸ﻐ浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈 诈뾬浼 ꅨ浼  浼ꅨ浼 浼寮
璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 浼怄ꅨ璈鱴鱴彸 浼빜彸 �ﻐ彸璈浼ﻐ浼  璈璈 诈 浼浼ﻐ�ﻐ
彸 彸飠璈浼   璈 彸 飠� 彸 怄  浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  ♈浼飠 璈 彸 ♈ﻐ彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼  飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼璈  浼 浼ﻐ浼 빜 璈
璈  ꅨꅨ怄浼 彸飠 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ飠彸 怄 鱼   浼 ��浼  浼 ♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄 璈璈 璈ﻐꅨ  ﻐꅨ寮浼   璈 璈 ﻐꅨ 怄
浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼彸  浼璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ飠彸 怄彸 ﻐꅨ浼ﻐ浼浼 璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ 浼 �飠彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 彸♈璈璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ璈 �侠
浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸ﻐ璈ﻐꅨ彸 걜ﻐꅨ 浼彸怄 浼 彸 怄ꅨ  浼飠ꅨ� ﻐ彸  浼 ��浼璈♈�ﻐﻐ彸 怄 浼 浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼
彸 �侠浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈  浼彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ浼ꅨ  彸彸飠璈飠彸  뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈璈뾬

빜侠 浼璈浼璈ꅨ彸♈ꅨ浼彸ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ 彸 �浼ꅨꅨ璈 浼  浼彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 璈 浼 飠 璈 怄浼璈璈
浼浼 ﻐ浼 鱴ꅨ似  ﻐꅨ�  飠ꅨ 彸 �浼 ꅨ ﻐꅨ 怄 浼 飠ꅨ�璈怄浼 彸 ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ璈 怄璈 �璈浼 ﻐꅨ 璈浼 璈ꅨ璈  ꅨ
ꅨ ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ璈 寮ꅨ걜 璈ꅨ�   浼 寮ꅨ  鱼  璈 彸彸ꅨ   浼 鱴ꅨ似 飠ꅨ�  浼 浼 彸 ꅨ♈ ♈ꅨ浼 璈怄怄浼ﻐﻐ彸浼
浼飠�彸♈浼  ꅨ  ꅨ ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ璈 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 ﻐꅨ♈ ꅨ 浼 浼璈 彸 怄 怄ꅨ� ﻐ璈ꅨ�   浼 寮ꅨ  彸ﻐ ﻐ璈♈浼
浼 飠 璈 怄浼 飠ꅨ�  浼 浼 浼 浼  ꅨ ꅨ飠ꅨ璈  �ﻐ浼  ﻐ寮 浼浼 浼 飠 璈 怄浼 ꅨ怄璈♈ ﻐꅨ  诈 ♈ꅨ   ﻐ飠ꅨ� 
浼飠ꅨ♈浼璈 彸怄 浼 浼飠彸浼♈浼璈 ﻐꅨ ꅨ璈 浼 彸 怄 浼浼ﻐ浼飠彸浼ꅨ  ꅨ飠ꅨ璈 �ﻐ浼 ﻐ
·

浼 � 彸 璈 ﻐ浼浼  璈飠彸浼 彸  ꅨꅨﻐ彸 怄 ꅨ怄璈♈♈浼 ﻐ璈  浼ﻐ浼璈飠  ꅨ浼飠 ﻐ彸 ꅨ彸 怄 ♈ꅨ彸彸
浼寮浼浼  飠ꅨ� 彸浼 ﻐ似璈 ﻐ�♈ﻐ뺌� � ﻐꅨ彸  ꅨ飠ꅨ璈 ꅨ怄璈♈♈浼 ﻐ飠�浼  ꅨ �ﻐ飠 
ꅨ怄璈♈♈浼 ﻐ寮彸 彸  鱴ꅨ似뾬 뺌璈彸浼鱴�彸浼 鱼 彸彸璈 璈彸 彸 怄 浼寮ꅨ걜 ﻐ鱴侠珬빜鱼  鱴侠珬빜
㛈鱼 似㛈鱴侠뺌뺌뾬 璈  ꅨ 彸飠 鱴浼 浼 ﻐꅨ  似 飠浼浼 飠浼 鱴 㛈鱼鱴鱴 似 侠�  �㛈鱼뾬
璈浼浼 璈♈浼ﻐꅨ ꅨ怄璈♈♈浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ彸 怄ﻐﻐ浼♈璈彸飠♈ꅨ彸彸
·
浼� 彸 璈ﻐ浼飠�彸浼 ꅨ♈彸 浼 ﻐ飠彸浼 彸ﻐﻐ彸 璈浼浼 ﻐꅨ♈ 浼걜浼飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈ꅨﻐ寮ꅨ 寮彸 浼㛈
ꅨ 빜浼 璈�ﻐ彸浼 ﻐꅨ彸ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ彸 浼 浼ꅨ寮寮 彸飠 ꅨ  ﻐꅨ寮ﻐ璈璈ꅨ  浼浼飠�彸♈浼 ﻐ璈 
 浼浼璈浼 璈飠彸彸
诈뾬 ꅨ 浼ﻐﻐꅨ ꅨ浼 ꅨ ꅨ  ꅨ♈ ꭔ璈 ﻐ彸 怄ꅨ  �璈浼 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 寮彸 ﻐ浼   浼 璈飠璈 浼♈彸飠 浼璈
诈诈稤 彸 浼ﻐ彸 걜彸 ꅨ彸 彸 怄 彸 ﻐ彸怄  ﻐ彸 ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈 彸ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ  ♈浼 ꅨ  ﻐꅨ  璈 ꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ
璈  怄璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸 ﻐ浼 浼彸ﻐ浼 彸 ﻐ飠ꅨ♈浼♈浼 璈 ꅨ  浼 鱴ꅨ似 걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼 璈   浼浼 璈浼 ♈��璈
浼 浼 彸ﻐꅨ  彸ﻐﻐ璈璈彸飠璈浼璈 彸ﻐ彸ﻐ璈 浼寮ꅨ浼 彸 怄彸 ꅨ�飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 
뾬 㛈 � 飠ꅨ 浼ﻐﻐꅨ ꅨ뺌璈� 彸 鱼鱼鱼 璈ﻐ浼浼 彸ﻐ彸彸 怄 浼 鱴ꅨ似 ꅨ 璈浼怄�璈璈ﻐ彸ﻐﻐ浼 彸 怄
诈빜♈ꅨ  ﻐ浼浼璈彸 浼ﻐ彸 걜彸彸ﻐ飠ꅨ 彸�彸ꅨ ﻐꅨꅨ�� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈 彸飠璈
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ彸 飠侠璈 ﻐ璈彸彸 浼 鱴彸浼怄浼浼彸 浼♈浼 彸璈浼 ﻐ뺌璈� 彸 浼璈 诈 �彸彸  浼
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璈诈浼   浼璈 诈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬 璈 ﻐꅨ浼 浼 �ﻐ璈 ꅨꅨ� 彸ꅨꅨ浼 ꅨ浼璈
� 浼 ꅨ浼  彸浼 ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠飠 浼♈彸ﻐ寮彸 ꅨ浼 彸璈怄ꅨ璈飠ꅨ ﻐ浼뙄�浼 飠浼ﻐ

浼

浼ꅨﻐ빜 ꅨ飠ꅨ璈浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 ﻐ璈浼浼浼 浼飠�彸浼 浼怄 ꅨ♈
稤뾬 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸ꅨ 鱼 �ﻐ飠걜  锌浼 璈 �浼彸 浼 彸怄 浼ﻐꅨ�彸ꅨ ♈ꅨ彸彸璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 飠ꅨ 浼飠彸ꅨ 
寮彸 ♈璈ﻐﻐﻐ浼飠ꅨ♈浼彸飠璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ뾬
뾬 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  鱴浼浼   彸걜ꅨ ﻐ네璈彸彸彸ﻐ뾬 飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ  ꅨ  浼寮 璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  浼浼 ﻐ
浼寮浼浼 彸  璈  彸 ꅨ걜璈彸璈뾬 彸ﻐ飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 飠ꅨ 浼飠 ﻐ浼 鱴ꅨ似ꅨ 寮ꅨ걜飠ꅨ �飠浼 
 浼怄ꅨ�浼 似 鱴璈 璈 飠浼 怄璈  ꅨ 浼ꅨ �ꅨﻐ璈 彸ﻐ
搀뾬 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸ꅨ  璈 걜 �  璈 彸浼璈ꭔ彸♈♈浼 浼�璈诈稤뾬 浼浼ꅨ♈浼 ꅨ 飠ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 
璈彸飠浼飠ꅨ� 浼ﻐ
뾬 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ �ꅨ飠걜 ꅨ♈  뺌璈 彸璈 ﻐꅨ怄璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈 寮璈浼 � 浼寮浼浼  浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼빜
浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈빜璈  ꅨꅨ飠浼 浼彸 浼 璈飠浼ﻐ뾬
̨뾬 璈��飠 浼浼鱼 ﻐ彸�浼璈 似 �彸飠   㛈 璈� 璈璈 怄璈 ﻐ璈ﻐ浼璈♈彸 浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ뾬
彸 ﻐ飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ  彸 怄 ﻐ浼寮 걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼 浼怄璈 彸 怄  浼 璈♈彸 浼 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ璈  ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ
浼浼� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄ꅨ  浼 璈 ꅨ璈彸飠浼怄ꅨ寮 ꅨ 彸  浼鱴侠珬飠 璈♈浼璈ﻐ寮浼璈ﻐ彸  浼
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼
뾬 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  鱴 浼♈彸ﻐ 浼ﻐ彸 걜彸   㛈浼 浼 㛈 璈♈ꅨ뾬 浼浼ꅨ♈浼  ꅨ  彸ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ 
浼飠 彸뙄�浼 ﻐꅨ璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈彸飠璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
☰뾬 鱴似    ꅨ 璈 璈  �彸ﻐﻐ뾬 鱴侠珬 浼 浼彸♈浼  ﻐ璈璈 彸 浼浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 浼飠 ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈
浼浼ꅨ♈浼 
诈뾬
似ﻐꅨ 彸璈  㛈怄彸飠��璈 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 璈�   네璈璈 네ﻐ浼뾬 浼 浼彸ﻐ浼 ꅨ  ꅨ浼ﻐ
浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ � 飠彸ꅨ 彸 怄 璈  ﻐꅨ彸 ﻐ飠彸浼 飠浼 ﻐ璈 ﻐꅨ彸 浼  ꅨ浼 彸 ﻐ彸怄  ﻐꅨ 浼怄 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈
彸�ﻐ璈 飠浼  璈♈彸飠ﻐ
�浼浼璈 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 ﻐꅨ♈  浼 鱴ꅨ似  璈浼 ꅨﻐ빜 ꅨ飠ꅨ璈 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 ﻐ彸  璈彸ꅨ� ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠  璈飠彸彸彸浼ﻐ
璈ꅨ�  浼寮ꅨ �ﻐ飠 璈ﻐ

诈诈뾬
  뺌彸걜璈浼 似 璈  浼  浼ﻐ浼璈飠 鱴浼 浼 �彸飠  锌浼♈璈  浼 彸 ﻐ飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸 怄 ꅨ 
� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄 浼ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ ꅨ ꅨ寮빜ꅨ璈彸浼ꅨ怄璈 彸飠飠ꅨ♈ꅨ�  ﻐꅨ♈彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠侠鱴ﻐ
诈뾬
  璈 璈 뺌璈 彸 浼  璈 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  璈� 似ﻐꅨ 彸璈 � 浼 彸 浼怄璈浼  ﻐ浼璈璈彸璈浼
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 彸ꅨ 璈  浼浼飠彸飠璈 飠ꅨ �飠彸彸 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  璈璈 寮ꅨ 寮彸 浼璈  飠ꅨ 彸�浼 ﻐꅨ
 浼 浼浼ꅨ♈浼 ꅨ �뺌似㛈 빜浼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 彸 似ﻐꅨ 彸璈
诈稤뾬
  似彸걜 浼♈璈  珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  璈 彸 怄 鱴 彸 璈 璈 ﻐ浼浼  浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ彸浼 ꅨ �ﻐ빜
♈彸飠ꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈  璈璈璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 �뺌似㛈 빜浼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 璈璈 彸 怄
诈뾬
  似彸璈 㛈♈ﻐ彸 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 鱴浼♈ꅨ  浼璈  璈 飠浼 � 浼 寮ꅨ걜浼  浼怄 璈 � 浼
ꅨ♈浼浼ﻐ浼璈飠 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 怄璈 浼彸 怄浼 浼彸ﻐ浼浼怄璈 彸 怄 彸怄 빜璈彸� 浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ
诈搀뾬
  彸ﻐꅨ 뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼  珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  侠ﻐꅨ ꅨ寮璈 浼 彸 ﻐ寮ꅨ걜彸 怄 ꅨ  怄ꅨ璈
♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄ꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ
诈뾬
  璈�彸 璈璈ﻐꅨ 浼  彸 ﻐ飠�浼  璈 怄�浼 ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 璈 鱼 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈 鱼 ﻐ彸�浼 ꅨ 
㛈彸浼 �ﻐ浼♈ ﻐ鱼鱼㛈�㛈뾬璈 浼 �怄㛈�ﻐ彸璈彸ﻐ浼 ꅨﻐ彸 璈彸♈ﻐꅨ璈 璈♈ꅨ �浼浼ﻐ彸♈璈彸 怄
 浼 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈彸飠浼 �♈浼 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸 ꅨ  浼 锌㛈鱼� ♈ꅨ 浼 璈   � ﻐꅨ 彸♈ꅨ浼  浼
璈彸飠璈彸彸ꅨ  浼♈ꅨ 浼彸 浼 彸飠彸 怄 浼 浼璈 璈 飠彸♈璈浼浼 浼飠ﻐꅨ  浼璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ
诈̨뾬
 �浼 璈 彸浼锌璈怄 浼彸ﻐ璈ꅨﻐ빜 ꅨ飠ꅨ璈 浼ꅨ寮璈璈 ꅨ�ﻐ彸浼珬 彸浼ﻐ彸彸 璈彸 璈 
鱴璈 璈 璈寮ꅨ걜彸 怄寮彸 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ
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�� 浼 浼 飠 璈 怄浼浼寮浼浼  浼飠ꅨ浼怄ꅨ�ﻐ寮ꅨ 寮彸 浼 璈ﻐ浼浼 璈飠彸浼㛈ﻐ璈 浼 璈♈浼

诈뾬
뺌�飠 �彸璈 ꅨ걜彸 浼  寮彸 ﻐ浼  � ꅨ 璈 浼璈 璈 鱼 ﻐ彸�浼 ꅨ  ꅨꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 
浼彸 彸怄 锌浼♈璈  � 浼 寮彸 飠ꅨ 彸�浼 ꅨ  浼 ꅨ寮 �浼 浼 浼彸♈浼  ﻐ浼 ꅨ彸 怄  浼 ꅨ浼 ꅨ 
ﻐ璈彸彸 浼 鱴彸浼怄浼浼彸 浼♈浼 彸璈浼ﻐꅨ 浼ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 璈璈彸浼ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈浼浼璈 璈飠浼
怄璈ﻐ浼ﻐ
诈☰뾬
뺌�飠�彸璈 걜걜彸 浼 彸ﻐ飠�浼 璈彸ﻐ彸彸 怄  �ﻐ浼 璈 浼珬 彸浼ﻐ彸ꅨ 鱴ꅨ�♈彸璈
彸  浼寮谸ꅨ걜 �ﻐꅨ浼 璈 �彸怄  ﻐ飠 ꅨ璈 ﻐ彸 � 浼彸 ﻐ寮ꅨ걜彸 怄 寮彸 ꅨ  彸彸璈  璈浼
뺌飠浼彸ꅨ 飠 浼♈彸飠璈彸ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠ﻐ璈♈浼ﻐ
뾬
�彸 怄  浼 ꅨ 飠ꅨ♈彸 怄 뺌璈彸浼 鱴�彸浼 鱼  鱴侠珬빜 㛈鱼 ꅨ浼飠 寮ꅨ 浼寮
彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈    �ﻐ浼  ﻐ寮彸 浼 彸浼  璈 浼ﻐ彸 걜彸 ꭔ浼 璈浼 璈ﻐꅨ 璈飠彸浼 ꅨ♈ꅨ彸 怄  浼
浼飠�彸♈浼  ꅨ 뺌�飠 �ﻐ浼  ﻐꅨ♈ 浼 鱴ꅨ似 浼ꅨ 浼鱴侠珬빜 㛈鱼璈 浼ﻐ寮 彸飠 
寮彸飠ꅨ 浼飠ꅨ�璈飠彸彸彸浼♈ﻐꅨ浼彸怄 ꅨ 浼彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈浼 �飠璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼 浼 怄浼 浼璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 
ﻐ飠彸浼 彸ﻐﻐ
빜稤 浼寮彸 浼�彸飠璈 ꅨ彸飠彸♈璈飠ꅨ  浼寮ꅨ걜寮ꅨ� 浼 浼 彸ꅨ浼♈ꅨ浼飠浼璈 浼♈ꅨ ﻐ璈浼 㛈
浼ﻐ浼   浼 浼 ﻐ�ﻐ璈浼 彸怄  䏜ꅨ彸飠 浼浼璈   ﻐꅨ�  璈ﻐꅨ 浼  ﻐꅨ寮  ꅨ 浼 䏜ꅨ彸飠 璈彸浼  �ꅨ♈浼
浼飠浼 璈怄浼ꅨ  浼浼ﻐꅨ�飠浼 ﻐﻐꅨ� 浼�ﻐ浼 ꅨ璈뾬浼 怄璈怄浼彸  彸璈ꅨ怄�浼寮彸 ꅨ彸飠�ﻐ浼ﻐꅨ  浼浼ﻐ浼璈飠 璈 
ꅨ뾬飠浼璈浼飠ꅨ  彸怄 彸怄 浼 璈♈浼ﻐꅨ  彸 ﻐ彸璈ꅨ怄�浼
·

·
·

ꅨ  네�♈璈璈  璈 ﻐ浼浼  ꅨ♈彸 璈浼 璈  ﻐ浼 鱴 璈彸 ꅨ  浼  璈彸ꅨ 璈 鱴彸♈璈浼 璈 浼  ꅨ  浼 浼彸ꅨ 
诈诈诈诈稤诈诈诈稤 彸ﻐꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ꅨ彸 浼ﻐ璈 彸浼飠彸 걜ꅨ♈彸 彸ﻐ浼浼ꅨ彸飠♈璈걜浼ﻐ
鱴ꅨ似 ꅨﻐ浼  璈  浼浼 璈 浼浼  ꅨ浼  ꅨ  浼 �彸飠 彸  浼ﻐ彸 걜彸 彸浼 浼걜�♈璈뾬 浼ﻐ浼 彸 怄 浼怄  浼
璈ﻐ浼飠 ﻐꅨ  飠彸♈璈浼 飠 璈 怄浼 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼빜 ꅨ浼 ﻐ彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ飠ꅨ 浼飠彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ 彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈 飠彸♈璈浼
ꅨ彸飠彸浼ﻐ璈彸뙄�璈彸璈  浼 浼浼 ꅨ 飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸浼ﻐ飠彸浼 彸 彸飠璈飠彸彸ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ浼 浼ﻐ浼彸�ﻐﻐ浼ﻐ
㛈 뺌 璈ﻐꅨ彸 浼 璈飠ꅨ�ﻐ浼彸 䏜�飠彸浼 彸 彸飠ꅨ�浼璈飠 璈 彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈璈 浼 ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 怄诈

빜 浼浼浼♈璈彸 ♈璈ꅨ飠 璈浼 怄浼ﻐ彸 뙄�璈 彸 彸 怄 浼ﻐꅨ�飠浼ﻐꅨ 璈♈彸 浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈  浼  璈♈彸飠ﻐ
ꅨ   浼彸 彸ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 浼 飠 璈 怄浼 浼怄 彸  浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ 彸ꅨ怄浼  �ﻐ  ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸ﻐ
璈怄彸飠��璈浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ浼飠 彸 ﻐ浼浼 ﻐꅨ浼璈 ��浼彸ꅨ彸
·

浼寮ꅨ걜彸ﻐ彸 ꅨ怄浼ﻐﻐꭔ彸 彸  浼 鱴ꅨ似寮浼 璈浼 ꅨ♈浼 璈 寮ꅨ걜彸 怄怄ꅨ�璈ꅨ�  浼璈♈彸 浼ﻐ
寮 彸飠  彸 ﻐ璈彸♈彸 怄 璈 璈 飠ꅨ♈浼 浼 ﻐ彸浼 彸浼寮 ꅨ   浼 璈♈彸 浼 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ ﻐꅨ�飠浼 ﻐꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ璈 
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠飠 浼♈彸ﻐ璈  浼彸ꅨ浼彸 ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 璈璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  彸ﻐ飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸浼浼 ꅨ 璈ﻐ
璈浼璈 ﻐ璈浼 璈 寮彸飠ꅨ 彸 �浼璈 彸 浼 ﻐ彸  �彸 怄 浼飠ꅨ♈彸 怄浼璈ﻐ

빜搀 浼浼寮璈ﻐ飠�浼 彸浼彸ﻐ彸彸彸彸  浼寮ꅨ걜浼ﻐ浼 浼 ꅨ  浼寮彸 浼ꅨ浼 璈侠稤 彸ﻐ璈彸 怄
彸  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 怄ꅨ寮  ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ寮 彸飠  彸�ﻐ ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 怄 怄彸浼   浼 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ彸 怄 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 璈彸ꅨ 侠 稤�侠 彸 
似�ꅨ浼 璈� ﻐ侠 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ浼飠彸 浼 鱼  璈彸飠�璈  浼 ꅨ浼 ꅨ  ♈彸 浼  璈飠彸  飠 浼♈彸ﻐ 彸浼 �侠 璈 
侠稤♈彸 �浼ﻐ뾬彸 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈 怄ꅨ寮 浼♈璈彸 ﻐ璈飠 璈浼 怄浼 ꅨ � 浼璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ
·

㛈  璈ﻐﻐ浼♈ﻐﻐ浼  ꅨ   浼 彸彸飠 璈飠彸   � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸  ꅨ   浼 彸 彸彸璈 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ飠浼 ﻐﻐ彸 ﻐ寮ꅨ걜 彸 
ꅨ怄浼 ﻐﻐꅨ寮浼浼 璈 ﻐ璈 怄浼 浼璈 彸浼飠彸ꅨ  璈 璈  ﻐ浼 �㛈 彸 彸飠璈浼   浼 �ﻐ璈浼 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈浼
浼飠彸 彸 怄寮ꅨ 빜寮彸 浼 浼彸♈ꅨ璈 飠浼ꅨ  彸彸飠璈飠彸 彸  浼 ��浼彸 ﻐꅨ寮璈ﻐꅨ彸�ﻐ璈浼 寮ꅨ걜
ꅨ 뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈璈ﻐ璈ꅨ 怄ꅨ璈♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄浼 ꅨﻐꅨ  浼 鱴ꅨ似뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈
 ﻐꅨ寮浼   璈 璈♈�ﻐﻐ彸 怄  浼 浼ﻐ浼  璈 彸彸飠 璈飠彸  飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ寮 彸浼  浼 �侠 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈浼
浼飠彸 彸 怄寮彸 璈浼璈ﻐꅨ 怄彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼彸  浼♈ꅨ 浼浼 飠ꅨ�  ꅨ浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ浼璈 彸 怄ꅨ璈 
彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 彸  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 彸 彸浼飠 浼 浼飠 � 浼♈ꅨ浼 璈♈�ﻐﻐ彸 怄 璈 浼飠浼璈ﻐ彸 怄 浼  彸   浼 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮彸浼璈 彸 ꅨ浼 璈 飠浼 浼 浼飠 �浼ꅨ 彸彸飠璈飠彸 彸怄 浼 彸 怄 浼飠ꅨ� ﻐ彸  浼 ��浼
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빜鱼 㛈浼ꅨﻐꅨ彸ꅨ飠 浼♈彸ﻐ璈 彸ꅨꅨ怄寮浼 彸  ꅨﻐ浼浼♈�飠 璈浼 彸ꅨ 怄彸浼 ꅨ 浼ꅨ浼ꅨ 彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈
ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ彸 怄 ꅨ  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈♈ ﻐ浼 彸ꅨ 浼  彸   浼 浼彸ꅨ�� ﻐ㛈 浼ꅨ뾬 浼 ꅨ飠� ﻐꅨ  ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ
 ﻐꅨ�  浼 飠ꅨ♈彸♈浼 浼 彸♈璈彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐ彸ﻐ ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈浼 浼浼  ♈璈 浼 � 彸 浼浼  ﻐ璈
怄浼璈浼 彸浼 璈  ꅨꅨ 飠ꅨꅨ浼璈彸ꅨ 뾬ꅨ 彸怄彸 ꅨ 璈
·

·

浼寮ꅨ걜彸ﻐ彸 ꅨ怄浼ﻐﻐ뺌璈 彸 浼 浼璈寮彸ﻐꅨꅨ ♈�ﻐ彸璈♈璈 �ﻐ飠彸璈 璈 彸 怄 浼�뺌似㛈 
鱼鱼ꅨ浼 璈 ﻐꅨ浼 璈璈璈  浼飠ꅨ 浼飠彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ  浼ﻐ浼寮彸 ꅨ 浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ浼浼 璈彸浼彸浼
彸ﻐ䏜㛈 �璈飠飠浼ꅨ 璈彸ꅨ 浼ꅨ浼  � 怄璈ﻐꅨ浼ﻐ璈 璈彸飠浼♈璈ﻐﻐ彸 ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼ﻐ䏜寮 彸飠 寮彸
彸 飠� 浼 浼 浼璈彸浼 璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ 璈ꅨ 怄빜彸♈浼ﻐ浼彸浼 ﻐꅨ 彸ꅨ璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈飠飠浼ﻐ璈 ꅨ 怄빜璈 怄浼
璈 ﻐꅨꅨ  浼彸ꅨ璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ
ꭔ浼 ꅨﻐ浼 뺌鱼彸 ♈�ﻐ浼  珬빜㛈�뾬璈�뺌似㛈 鱼鱼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 彸 彸   ꅨ♈ꅨ浼 璈 诈浼璈 彸ﻐ
璈璈ﻐ浼彸 ﻐ飠�浼 浼彸 怄璈 璈ﻐ浼 寮彸  浼璈彸♈ꅨ ﻐꅨ寮 浼璈 �璈ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈璈  彸� 璈飠飠浼ﻐ
ꅨ �ﻐ浼빜♈彸飠ꅨ 彸ꅨ璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ寮彸 璈浼璈彸浼 彸怄 彸♈浼浼ﻐꅨ�彸ꅨ  诈♈彸 �浼ﻐ뾬

빜  浼 寮ꅨ걜 璈  浼 �뺌似㛈 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ寮ꅨ� 浼 浼 彸  ꅨ♈  � 浼 彸 浼怄璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼 ꅨ浼 ꅨ ꅨ ꅨ 浼 
飠 浼♈彸ﻐ 璈彸飠�璈 怄彸浼   浼 飠ꅨ 浼  ꅨ  彸 飠浼璈ﻐ彸 怄 怄ꅨ璈 ꅨ ꅨ 浼 璈飠걜怄ꅨ�  飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
似 璈♈浼 뙄�浼ﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸 飠� 浼 璈 浼ﻐﻐ彸 怄  浼 浼 浼  ꅨ 寮 彸飠  彸 飠浼璈ﻐ彸 怄 ꅨ ꅨ 浼 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈浼
侠鱴 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈浼 浼 浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ 浼 飠 璈 怄浼ꅨ 鱴侠ꅨ  ꅨ浼 ﻐ璈浼 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈 怄ꅨ寮 
璈浼 ﻐ浼怄彸璈璈浼彸 怄 �ﻐ璈浼ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ 璈浼ﻐ彸  浼浼ﻐ浼 飠浼ꅨ 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ彸 怄璈ﻐ浼璈璈彸璈彸彸뾬
·

·

㛈ﻐꅨ  彸 ﻐ寮ꅨ걜 彸 ﻐ彸  ꅨ怄浼 ﻐﻐ㛈 ♈璈 �ﻐ飠彸 璈 彸걜 浼 璈뾬 璈 璈 彸 怄 璈 浼飠璈 浼빜ꅨ 怄 ﻐ浼彸浼 ﻐꅨ 
ꅨ ꅨ 浼 浼ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 浼彸浼寮彸 㛈鱴 彸ﻐ璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ寮彸浼 璈浼 浼浼璈�璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 
侠稤浼 浼飠ﻐꅨ 侠鱴ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ 璈 鱴侠�璈걜浼璈ﻐ寮浼璈ﻐꅨ  浼ﻐ彸怄 璈�浼璈 浼浼璈 飠浼ꅨ  浼
彸 浼浼  浼ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼ﻐ彸  浼飠ꅨ 彸 浼ꅨ� ﻐꅨ浼ﻐﻐ璈 
㛈 ﻐ璈 璈  浼寮 ꅨ浼 彸 怄 寮浼 寮彸 璈ﻐꅨ 飠ꅨ 彸 �浼 ꅨ 浼 ꅨ浼  浼 ꅨ浼 ꅨ  ﻐ璈彸彸 浼  鱴彸浼怄浼浼
彸 浼♈浼 彸璈浼 ﻐꅨ  浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 飠 浼♈彸ﻐ 彸 ﻐꅨ飠浼 ﻐﻐ彸 ﻐ彸 彸彸璈浼  浼 ꅨ ꅨ 浼 浼璈飠彸 怄 寮彸 
璈걜浼 浼 ﻐ뺌璈� 彸 浼璈诈�彸彸 浼璈诈浼  浼璈诈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬 浼彸 浼浼ﻐ彸 怄彸�ﻐﻐ浼
寮彸  浼ﻐ鱴鱼彸 ﻐ璈 浼ﻐꅨ�飠浼ꅨ  浼璈 彸飠璈彸ﻐ彸 걜浼 ꅨ 浼侠鱴飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮 彸飠  璈ﻐ浼浼 
彸浼飠 彸 걜浼  寮彸   浼 怄ꅨ寮  ꅨ   浼 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 璈 ꅨ璈彸飠浼 ﻐ璈 뺌璈ﻐꅨ 浼 璈 诈 彸 
浼璈璈彸ꅨ 뾬

빜̨ 浼浼 彸ﻐ ﻐ飠ꅨ浼 ꅨ � 浼 彸 浼怄璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 �뺌似㛈  ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  浼 ﻐ�ﻐꅨ  彸ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼
浼 飠 璈 怄浼 彸 ꅨ 浼ﻐ浼 ♈ꅨ 浼 ﻐ彸  璈彸飠�璈 ꅨ  浼ꅨ浼 ꅨ  寮彸 彸 빜飠璈 ꅨ 璈彸 飠 浼♈彸ﻐ 彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ 
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 飠 浼♈彸ﻐ ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐꅨ寮浼浼 ♈ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ璈浼 璈 彸ﻐ浼  ꅨ � 璈浼  浼♈ﻐ浼浼 ﻐꅨ寮
浼 浼彸♈浼 ﻐ璈浼 ꅨ 浼璈 寮 璈彸ﻐ浼 浼彸♈浼 璈ꅨﻐﻐ彸浼�ꅨ 浼璈浼 ꅨ彸彸 怄彸 璈 彸ﻐꅨ璈浼 寮ꅨ 
·
·

�浼浼 浼浼璈ꅨ浼 浼 璈 彸걜浼璈♈璈 �ﻐ飠彸璈ﻐꅨ璈浼♈ﻐꅨ璈 璈 浼璈 ♈ꅨ 浼 浼璈彸ꅨ�ﻐ
侠稤 浼ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ彸 飠� 彸 怄  浼 飠 浼♈彸飠璈 ﻐ彸 걜 寮彸 彸  飠璈 ꅨ 飠浼璈浼   ♈ꅨ ꅨ빜 璈 
ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼ﻐ
ꭔ浼 璈浼璈ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ �飠浼 ♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄浼 ꅨﻐꅨ浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼 浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 浼璈飠彸彸寮彸 彸  浼飠璈 ꅨꅨ
 浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 侠鱴 � 浼 ﻐ彸 浼浼璈诈뾬ꭔ浼�ﻐ浼 璈ﻐꅨ飠 璈ﻐ彸飠璈怄璈 怄彸璈 璈 ﻐꅨ♈ꅨ 浼彸 
寮 彸飠  浼飠 浼♈彸飠璈 浼怄璈 璈彸ꅨ 寮璈 ﻐ浼ﻐ飠彸浼 璈 ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ 浼 浼飠璈彸 ꅨ 浼ꅨ �ﻐ 浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 
 浼 飠 浼♈彸飠璈 浼怄璈 璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  璈ꅨ浼 飠璈 ꅨ � 浼 ﻐꅨ  飠 浼♈彸飠璈 浼璈飠彸浼 ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐꭔ浼 �ﻐ浼   浼
浼 ﻐ�ﻐꅨ   浼 ﻐ彸♈�璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ怄浼 浼 寮彸  ꅨ 彸 璈  璈璈 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼  �彸 怄 珬뺌㛈빜鱴侠似鱴빜诈
飠璈♈璈彸怄 璈 璈 �飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐ彸浼 ꅨ 浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼  浼 浼 浼飠 ꅨ  浼 飠 浼♈彸ﻐ ꅨ  � 浼 ﻐꅨ  浼浼 彸飠璈 
彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠 侠鱴 ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼 璈 璈빜彸 浼 浼 璈  浼璈빜飠璈ꅨ 浼 浼 侠   浼ﻐ浼  浼 飠 浼♈彸飠璈
浼怄璈 璈彸ꅨ  璈  璈 ♈璈ꅨ 浼 浼飠 ꅨ   浼 � 浼 ﻐꅨ   浼 ♈ꅨ ﻐ浼璈飠彸浼 ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ浼璈빜飠璈ꅨ 浼 浼
寮 彸浼 浼 � 浼ﻐꅨ 璈 璈빜彸 浼 浼寮浼浼璈 浼飠浼  �彸 怄 彸怄 彸♈浼
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빜 浼璈 璈彸飠璈飠 浼♈彸ﻐ怄ꅨ� ﻐꅨ� 浼浼 飠ꅨ�璈怄浼 ꅨ  浼ﻐꅨ 怄浼ﻐꅨﻐﻐ彸浼浼♈ﻐꅨ怄璈浼
寮彸   浼 浼 飠 璈浼 怄彸 怄 ꅨ浼♈ ꅨ  뙄�璈 彸 彸 怄  浼ﻐ浼 璈ꅨ 飠ꅨ 彸�彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈  ꅨ ﻐ彸♈
飠ꅨ ﻐ璈彸 彸 怄 浼璈彸 璈飠璈ﻐ璈 彸 浼 浼浼 飠浼ꅨ浼뙄�璈 彸 彸浼 �ﻐ璈飠浼 璈  浼  浼怄浼飠浼 
·

·

�彸 飠浼ﻐ彸 怄诈 浼浼ﻐﻐꅨ  浼璈彸飠璈彸彸ꅨ  浼彸♈ꅨ浼 浼ﻐ彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼뺌㛈
璈ﻐ浼  飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ  ﻐﻐ浼♈ ꅨ   浼 뙄�璈 彸 彸飠璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  ꅨ怄璈 彸飠 飠ꅨ♈ꅨ�  ﻐ彸  怄璈 ﻐ璈 
璈彸飠浼  璈ﻐ浼  ﻐ璈浼 浼浼 彸 彸彸璈浼    浼 �ﻐ飠飠浼 ﻐﻐꅨ  浼 ﻐﻐ浼♈  璈  ﻐꅨ 浼 浼浼 
ꅨ浼  �  浼 璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐ寮彸 浼 飠璈彸浼  ꅨ� �彸 怄 璈诈 鱼  璈 彸彸ꅨ  飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ 
ﻐﻐ浼♈彸 飠� 彸 怄 ꅨ ﻐꅨ彸飠璈飠彸  浼 � 浼璈  彸浼ﻐ璈♈彸 怄 璈ﻐ浼浼 彸♈浼♈浼 浼 
彸  浼 �ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ浼�ﻐ彸璈彸彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ彸 빜 璈ﻐ浼♈彸飠ꅨ浼 璈飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ 浼飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ ꅨ 怄璈ﻐ
 璈ﻐ浼ﻐ璈♈浼寮彸浼飠璈彸 彸浼 
㛈 璈彸飠璈♈浼 ꅨ ﻐꅨ浼ﻐꅨ浼 浼璈ꅨ�飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼ꅨ 怄ꅨ彸 怄 ﻐ浼浼 浼怄ꅨ걜彸 浼 浼璈
 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬ꭔ浼 璈浼璈ﻐꅨ璈飠彸浼ꅨꅨ걜彸 怄彸 ꅨ飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮彸  浼怄璈 彸彸 怄걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼
ﻐ浼浼浼飠�彸♈浼 ꅨ 浼怄㛈 璈� 璈璈 뾬

빜☰飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ 彸♈浼ﻐ珬ꅨ ꅨ寮诈 璈浼 浼浼 浼  浼飠 浼♈彸ﻐ怄ꅨ�彸ﻐ璈寮璈浼 璈 彸ﻐ彸ﻐꅨꅨꅨ 怄
璈  ♈� ﻐ浼 浼 �飠浼  侠 浼寮彸ﻐ浼 璈  彸 浼浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 浼 ﻐ�ﻐ彸  飠ꅨ 浼飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ  ﻐ彸飠璈 浼ﻐ�ﻐ
浼♈璈彸 ﻐ뙄�浼ﻐ彸ꅨ 璈浼
·
·

彸ﻐ寮ꅨ걜彸ﻐ飠�浼 彸 ꅨ怄浼 ﻐﻐ浼彸 ♈�ﻐ浼 璈彸ꅨ  浼浼ꅨ浼 寮彸 彸  浼 鱴ꅨ似 ꅨ寮彸ﻐ彸 
璈 ꅨ�彸 浼 �ﻐ浼 ꅨ 飠ꅨ浼飠  浼 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐ璈♈浼 ﻐ璈  寮浼 璈浼 彸   浼 ꅨ飠浼 ﻐﻐꅨ  浼浼♈彸 彸 怄  浼
♈彸 彸♈�♈飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ 彸♈浼 浼浼 浼 
�ꅨ 璈 浼 �ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈浼浼浼 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈浼 ꅨ  浼 浼浼ꅨ♈浼 ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼ﻐ浼浼飠彸浼飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ 璈 
ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸彸浼 璈  浼彸璈浼 璈 璈ﻐ彸♈ ﻐ浼 ꅨ  ﻐꅨ  浼 浼�飠彸 璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 飠 浼♈彸飠璈 飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  ꅨ 
�璈 彸 浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐ搀 ♈뾬璈  ꅨ 浼璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠璈怄浼飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� ﻐ彸걜浼
璈♈彸 浼 ﻐ彸  �璈 彸 浼璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈彸飠浼 ﻐ似浼  璈 ﻐꅨ 怄璈 ﻐ诈稤  ﻐ璈♈彸 怄 彸♈浼 ﻐ璈浼浼浼 
浼浼 浼  ꅨ ♈璈걜浼 �ﻐ浼  璈  浼 璈♈ꅨ�  ꅨ  ﻐ璈♈浼 ♈璈浼彸璈 彸 ﻐ浼 ꅨ�怄  璈ﻐꅨ ꅨ  浼 璈 璈ﻐ浼ﻐ
飠璈彸浼 ꅨ�ꅨ 浼彸 ♈�ﻐ浼 璈浼飠 彸뙄�浼ﻐ�ﻐ浼  ꅨ 浼飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ 璈 飠ꅨ 彸♈璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼
浼 ﻐ�ﻐ㛈 浼  浼 �ﻐ飠飠浼 � ﻐﻐ璈彸 璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 ﻐ璈♈浼 浼浼璈♈浼  璈  璈 璈ﻐ彸♈ ﻐ浼 ꅨ ﻐ
浼浼ꅨ浼   浼 浼  ﻐ浼 彸 ﻐꅨ 浼飠浼璈ﻐ浼  浼 ﻐ璈♈彸 怄 彸♈浼 ꅨ 飠浼璈彸  璈怄浼 璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐ浼怄
璈♈彸 浼ﻐ뾬彸飠璈 浼浼璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ浼 浼 璈浼璈ﻐ诈빜诈彸♈浼ﻐ鱼 璈 彸彸ꅨ 浼怄璈 浼寮ꅨ璈浼怄璈ﻐ
飠 ꅨ♈璈ꅨ怄璈 빜♈璈ﻐ ﻐﻐ浼飠ꅨ♈浼浼뙄�彸浼 寮彸  浼ﻐ浼飠彸璈ﻐ璈♈彸 怄璈浼 浼浼ꅨ浼  ꅨ
璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 飠ꅨ浼飠彸ꅨ  寮彸 璈ꅨ寮 璈♈ꅨ  ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸♈�璈 浼ꅨ� ﻐ璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ   浼 ﻐ璈♈浼 ♈璈浼彸璈
飠ꅨ浼飠浼 

빜诈 浼 浼璈♈  ﻐꅨ�  飠ꅨ 彸 �浼 ꅨ ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐ彸浼 飠璈♈璈彸怄  ﻐ㛈 彸彸ꅨ 璈 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ  侠鱴
ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ �飠ﻐ寮ꅨ� ꅨ彸 浼璈 浼 飠浼浼 璈 彸彸ꅨ 璈飠ꅨ ﻐ璈彸 
·
·
·

ꭔ浼 ꅨﻐ浼  浼珬뺌㛈빜鱴侠似鱴诈璈飠彸彸寮 浼浼 浼ﻐ飠彸浼 彸 彸飠 彸 彸 怄ﻐ璈浼 ꅨ寮浼彸 怄
�彸 ﻐ浼  浼怄 ꭔ彸彸璈♈ ﻐ浼 璈 诈诈 뺌璈� 彸  浼 璈 诈  彸 浼 浼 璈 诈 谸璈ﻐﻐ璈璈 浼 璈
诈뾬 彸ﻐ寮璈ﻐ璈璈怄浼飠璈♈璈彸怄 寮彸 璈ﻐꅨ 怄璈彸飠彸璈彸ꅨ  浼뺌鱼
ꅨ 飠ꅨ♈彸 怄 璈飠彸彸彸浼 ﻐ彸 飠� 浼  浼 似锌㛈�侠� ꅨ浼飠 寮 浼浼  浼 浼浼彸  寮彸 浼 彸 怄
璈ꅨ� 彸  ꅨ彸 彸 怄ꅨ 璈 ﻐ浼飠ﻐ璈ﻐ寮浼璈ﻐ浼彸飠璈ꅨ 彸浼ﻐꅨ ꅨ 璈 彸飠璈 侠뾬 璈璈
璈彸彸ꅨ 飠 浼♈彸飠璈飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ 璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼 璈璈 浼ﻐ浼浼 ꅨﻐ璈浼飠ꅨ �飠浼 寮彸 彸  浼
似锌㛈�侠�ꅨ浼飠�浼浼뺌璈 彸 浼 浼璈诈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼
璈怄浼 似珬빜 � 浼 彸 璈�ﻐ飠�浼 ꅨ浼飠�ﻐ ﻐ飠 璈 ﻐ㛈鱴 鱼� 似似似 璈 㛈㛈似似  ﻐ浼浼 
璈璈璈彸 浼 浼璈诈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼뾬寮彸ꅨ彸 浼 璈 ﻐ빜 璈彸ꅨ 璈璈飠飠浼ﻐﻐꅨ彸  㛈浼璈 寮浼
璈浼 璈  彸ﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ♈ 珬 彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ  㛈 � ﻐ浼 ♈璈걜 飠ꅨ �飠彸 怄 浼ﻐ浼璈飠  ꅨ 
ꅨ怄璈 ꅨ �ﻐ璈浼 ﻐ彸  浼璈彸飠�璈浼 璈ﻐ浼璈 彸 浼飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ ꅨ  锌鱴빜璈  빜뺌� ﻐﻐ浼♈ ﻐꅨ
뙄�璈 彸   浼 ꅨ 彸 彸 浼  ꅨ璈彸浼 鱴ꅨ♈ꅨ�  飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ侠侠鱴뾬 寮 彸飠  寮璈 ﻐꅨ 浼 彸 
飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 寮彸 似뺌㛈珬似璈  뺌鱼ꭔ浼璈浼璈ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ浼飠彸 怄璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ璈♈浼ﻐ寮彸 뺌鱼
ꅨꅨ浼 浼ꅨ浼彸浼ﻐꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ寮彸  似뺌
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·

鱴�浼 璈珬�浼璈♈浼 ꅨ 似 浼怄ꅨꅨﻐ璈 璈ﻐ浼浼 ♈�ﻐ彸浼 寮 彸飠 寮ꅨ� 彸 怄㛈 뺌
♈ꅨ彸浼 璈飠彸彸ꅨ彸   ꅨ 浼浼璈 诈 浼ꅨ浼飠彸ﻐꅨꅨ걜彸 怄彸 ꅨ彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠㛈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ
璈  ꅨ寮 浼寮彸浼 浼飠飠ꅨ� ﻐ璈 飠彸♈璈浼 浼㛈 뺌 璈飠彸彸彸ﻐ飠ꅨ♈浼♈浼 璈ꅨ�뺌似㛈 
鱼鱼 ꅨ彸 彸 怄 彸 빜ﻐ彸� ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ빜飠ꅨ�  彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ寮彸  璈飠彸浼 浼♈ꅨ浼 ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸 怄
彸 ♈�ﻐ浼  ﻐ彸ﻐ璈飠彸彸彸ﻐ飠ꅨꅨ 彸 璈浼 鱼 ��걜걜璈浼  

빜诈诈�璈彸ﻐ彸飠ﻐ浼ﻐ浼 璈彸ꅨ ☰ ﻐ搀㦈飠ꅨ 彸 浼 飠浼彸 浼璈ﻐ뾬 � 浼璈浼 彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ� 浼怄彸浼 ꅨ浼ﻐ浼 彸 怄
浼ﻐ� ﻐ�ﻐ彸 怄 ♈ꅨ浼 ﻐꅨ 彸ﻐ彸飠璈浼  ♈浼彸飠 ﻐꅨ 浼 璈♈浼 浼 ﻐ ﻐ�ﻐꅨ�  怄ꅨ 浼ꅨ  ꅨꅨ걜彸 怄 璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈浼ﻐ彸 浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ浼ꅨﻐ彸 怄浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ �ﻐ ﻐ飠 璈ﻐ璈♈♈ꅨ 彸璈ꅨ뺌㛈뾬璈 ꅨꅨ걜璈浼ﻐ�ﻐ璈ﻐ
璈 � 飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ 飠 浼♈彸飠璈 浼뙄�彸璈浼  璈彸ꅨ 璈ﻐꅨ飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼彸 怄 浼ꅨ浼 ꅨ  ♈璈 ﻐﻐꅨ  浼彸 � 飠ꅨ♈ꅨ�  ﻐ寮 浼 
浼 浼ﻐﻐ彸 怄浼ﻐ�ﻐ璈ﻐ璈彸飠浼♈璈ﻐﻐ璈  �♈浼
·

㛈ꅨꅨ  浼浼 浼彸ﻐ浼浼怄璈 彸 怄ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠璈璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ彸ﻐ璈浼璈 寮彸 彸  浼怄ꅨ�璈 彸  ��浼彸寮彸
浼 � 浼�彸彸ﻐ浼 似怄�ﻐ璈 浼 浼 鱴ꅨ似♈浼浼彸 怄寮浼寮彸 ꅨﻐ璈寮ꅨ걜 ﻐꅨꅨ彸 彸 怄璈 璈 飠浼 
ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠璈璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐꅨꅨ ﻐꅨ 浼 �ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈 浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼ﻐ

빜诈ꭔ浼璈怄浼ﻐ

· 㛈 浼  浼 璈 ﻐ鱴ꅨ似 ♈浼浼彸 怄 彸 �ꅨﻐꅨ 뺌璈 诈诈 寮浼浼빜飠ꅨ �ﻐ飠浼  浼 寮寮寮빜璈怄浼ﻐ浼� 彸  璈
寮璈  璈 彸 寮ꅨ�  浼 ♈ꅨ浼 彸 ꅨ♈璈彸浼璈ꅨ�  浼 ꅨ 怄ꅨ彸 怄 璈飠彸彸彸浼 ﻐꅨ   浼 鱴ꅨ似 浼璈浼  浼浼 ﻐ
浼飠�浼 璈怄浼ﻐ璈浼彸 寮寮寮璈♈ 彸 鱴ꅨ似


珬 珬 似 侠�似鱴 �

浼 鱴ꅨ似 璈 ﻐ璈걜浼   浼 寮ꅨ  浼璈 彸 怄 ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  彸  �彸 彸 怄 � ﻐ飠彸浼 彸 彸飠 � 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄 浼璈浼  ꅨ  浼
 璈♈彸飠 ﻐꅨ  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈  浼�璈 飠�ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸   浼 ꅨ寮浼 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 璈   浼彸 彸 걜 ﻐꅨ 彸ꅨ ﻐ浼浼빜
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ彸ꅨ怄浼ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈 飠飠浼 ﻐ璈  璈飠浼 怄璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ鱴�浼  걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼 ꅨ  
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  璈  怄ꅨ寮  ♈浼飠 璈 彸 ﻐ♈ﻐꅨ  璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐ璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈 璈彸 彸ꅨ   璈♈彸飠  ﻐ浼 浼 浼飠 ꅨ 
ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 璈 彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐꅨ  怄ꅨ璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ璈  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ빜飠ꅨ� 빜飠彸♈璈浼 彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈彸 ꅨ�彸ꅨ 빜
飠彸♈璈浼彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ ﻐ璈  浼浼璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸ﻐ浼寮浼浼  浼璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼璈  彸 浼浼  浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈ﻐ璈彸飠�璈
ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼ﻐ彸ﻐ璈怄浼璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ ﻐ飠彸浼 彸 彸飠璈ꅨ璈飠  浼 鱴ꅨ似诈璈  浼ꅨ 怄ꅨ彸 怄 鱴ꅨ似

ꅨ寮浼浼 彸彸ﻐ璈浼璈 ﻐ浼浼  璈彸 ﻐ彸浼ꅨ  浼彸♈ꅨ浼 � 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄ꅨ  浼璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ
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INTRODUCTION
The ACTRIS-I3 “Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases Research InfraStructure Network” project is an
European Commission FP-7-Project aiming at integrating European ground-based stations equipped with
advanced atmospheric probing instrumentation for aerosols, clouds, and short-lived gas-phase species.
ACTRIS-I3 will be active for a period of 4 years in 2011 - 2015. The project is coordinated by CNR
(Italy) and CNRS (France) and has 29 partners. ACTRIS consortium represents 35 infrastructures in 24
European countries. In addition, more than 60 sites are reporting ACTRIS labeled data. The ACTRIS-I3project is an essential pillar of the EU ground-based observing system that provides the long-term
observations information required to understand current variability of the atmospheric aerosol components
and better predict their impact on climate and air quality in a changing climate. University of Helsinki
(UHEL) is a partner and Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) is an associated partner in the ACTRIS-I3
consortium. As a part of the European ACTRIS framework University of Helsinki, Finnish Meteorological
Institute and University of Eastern Finland have established ACTRIS-Finland research collaboration
network (http://www.atm.helsinki.fi/multisites/actris/).

METHODS
The Project is organized into three activities: networking (i) , transnational access (ii) and joint research
(iii). Networking activities (i) are designed to improve the quality and the standardization of pan-European
atmospheric measurements on aerosol vertical distribution, in-situ chemical, physical and optical
properties of aerosols , volatile organic carbon and nitrogen oxides and the clouds and aerosol quality
controlled observations . Transnational access activity (ii) is based eleven high-quality measurement
stations around Europe providing access to the data and the facility and allows to conduct experiments
with the support of the permanent technical staff. ACTRIS is also constructing the ACTRIS Data Centre,
which will give open access to all data resulting from the activities of the ACTRIS-listed infrastructures
with a user-friendly interface for the different end-user communities.
ACTRIS Joint research activities (iii) are related to developing novel observation performances, new data
products and studying methodology for the simultaneous real-time data products of chemical
composition of aerosols and trace gases. The research activity includes the integration of currently
operating aerosol observation networks, the European Aerosol Research Lidar Network (EARLINET) and
the European part of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET), development of standardized
measurement techniques of oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOC), mass closure experiments
by combined measurements of organic carbon compounds in the gas and particle phases and the physical
characterization of clouds and aerosols in the context of cloud formation and its impact on climate change.
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RESULTS
University of Helsinki (UHEL) and Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) contribute to several the work
packages (WPs) of the ACTRIS-project related to networking actions (In-situ chemical, physical and
optical properties of aerosols, trace gases, clouds and aerosol quality controlled observations, clouds and
aerosol quality controlled observations) and joint research action of comprehensive gas phase and aerosol
chemistry. There WPs are also an integral part of the FCoE research approach, especially data products
and measurement techniques. SMEAR-II in Hyytiälä, the core of the Finnish Centre of Excellence
(FCoE) datapool, is listed as ACTRIS transnational access site and is proving SMEAR-datasets and
measurement infrastructure for open use of the ACTRIS research community. The during the first year of
operation ACTRIS has opened permanent call researcher and research teams for free access to any of the
11 advanced experimental atmospheric research stations, including SMEAR-II, in a frame of ACTRIS
listed sites. Furthermore free access to the AERONET-EUROPE Calibration and Maintenance Centre
offering the scientific community the use of a unique sun photometer calibration facility in the frame of
AERONET. As a part of networking actions ACTRIS has performed first internal quality checks of the
hardware of remote sensing of vertical aerosol distribution. Networking actions for improving the in-situ
data on aerosols properties has started by implementing of the EUSAAR standardization protocol for
mobility size spectrometers. Also standardized operating procedures (SOPs) for VOC and NOxy
measurements have drafted.
University of Helsinki is leading the strategic work package (WP6) on “Integration, outreach, and
sustainability” and has released the ACTRIS Roadmap to mark out the actions to be taken for the longterm continuation of advanced measurements on aerosols, clouds and reactive gases in Europe in a
coordinated and cost-efficient way and set the framework and, how ACTRIS would be part of the
European Union research infrastructure landscape ensuring Europe’s competitiveness in “frontier”
research. The estimated schedule for the steps from the ACTRIS-I3 project to ACTRIS world-class
European Research Infrastructure (RI) in operation would be in 8 years.
During the first twelve months of the ACTRIS-I3 project the joint research on lidar and sunphotometers
has been targeted to determination of
database structure for combined lidar and sunphotometer
observations and evaluation of Raman lidar techniques for daytime extinction measurements. The work on
comprehensive gas phase and aerosols chemistry has started by the definition of experimental design for
mass closure experiments and mapping the existing cloud, aerosol, water vapour, retrieval techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Boreal forests are the major source of greenhouse gases, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) and
natural aerosols, the critical atmospheric components related to climate change processes. Major fraction of
the boreal forests of the world is situated in Siberian region. Representative measurements of carbon dioxide
(CO2) and methane (CH4) concentrations, BVOC emissions and aerosols production from the Siberian
region are of special importance when estimating global budgets of climate change relevant factors. As a
whole new knowledge is needed on the interactions of physical, chemical and biological processes of the
land-atmosphere interface in order to understand the climate change problematic in a global and regional
scales. The process based understanding is crucial basis for the Earth system models, which are the best tools
for analysing the effect of different environmental changes on future climate.
Kulmala et al. 2011 has already addressed the need for coordinated Pan Siberian research program and has
listed several research questions effecting the land-atmosphere interface processes incl. the impact of land
use changes in boreal forest areas and it’s consequences on the amount of aerosols precursors, greenhouse
gases and BVOC emissions. The other area of research focus is on the ongoing changes in cryosphere. The
permafrost area in Siberia is extensive and scientific valid estimates are needed on the progress of permafrost
thaw and smelt.
The reliable research results covering the Siberian region could only be based on the coherent, regionally
representative research infrastructure. The selection of station sites should represent the large variation of
vegetation zones and type of ecosystems in Siberia such as boreal forest (taiga), a tundra belt on the northern
fringe, and a temperate forest zone in the south. The recent reviews by Kulmala et al. 2011 and Kulmala et
al. 2012 show that of the Siberian aerosol and gas data is mostly based on temporary field campaigns.
However, already existing research stations and other infrastructure (Global Atmospheric Watch sites
(WMO), Zotino Tall tower, Japan-Russia Siberian Tall Tower Inland Observation Network, Total Carbon
Column Observing Network, TROICA experiments on board the trans-Siberian railway, Tiksi measurement
site, GOSAT) serves as good basis for further development of the measurement network. In an ideal case
each of the major ecosystem types should have a supersite type of measurement stations like SMEAR
(Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem - Atmosphere Relations) station network in Finland (Kulmala et al.
2011).
A new concept of the Pan Eurasian Experiment (PEEX) has just recently introduced in part from an the
concept of Pan Siberian Experiment by Kulmala et al., 2011. The scope of PEEX is expanded to a large-scale
experiment approach, which aims to connect and collaborate with as many Eurasian states as possible. The
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size of experiment demands the interdisciplinary research collaboration between Russian and European
research teams and the support the European Union research infrastructure instruments for establishing new
stations network to cover the Eurasian regions.

METHODS
The scope of the planed experiment is to set up a process for planning of a large-scale, long-term,
coordinated observations and modeling experiment in the Pan Eurasian region, especially to cover ground
base, airborne and satellite observations together with global and regional models to find out different
forcing and feedback mechanisms in the changing climate. University of Helsinki together with Finnish
Meteorological institute has taken an active role in organizing the Pan-Eurasian Experiment and to gather all
the European and Russian key players in the field of climate and Earth system science to plan jointly in
coordinated manner the future research activities in the Pan-Eurasian region. The Russian contribution
consists of several Russian institutes of Russian Academy of Sciences; Institute of the Cryosphere of the
Earth, Siberian Branch of RAS, Institute of Atmospheric Physics RAS, Russian State Hydrometeorological
University. The approach starts with the series of workshops in October 2012 and drafting the overall
Science Plan for Pan-Eurasian experiment.
This series of workshops is linked to several national and international research actions and projects. In the
European scale PEEX is part of the JPI Climate Fast Track Activity 1.3. “Changing cryosphere in the
climate system – from observations to climate modeling” which was approved by the JPI Climate GB in May
2012. The coordinated science plan for Pan Siberian large scale Experiment has been listed as output from
FTA-1.3 activity.
PEEX research topics are closely related the NordForsk’s Top Research Initiative project CRAICC –
Cryosphere – atmosphere interaction in the changing Arctic climate coordinated by University of Helsinki.
The CRAICC-research will focus our attention on short-lived climate forcers (SLCF) and clouds and their
linkages with cryospheric changes due to their significant relevance in Arctic warming. PEEX is also a
central part of the ongoing the Finnish Cultural Foundation – Earth System modeling Working Group
activity (2012-2013). Working group will identify scientific uncertainties in current Earth System Models
and aims to create a deep understanding on several processes associated with biosphere-atmosphere
interactions, biogeochemical cycling of climatically relevant compounds and soil processes.
PEEX scientific aims and future actions to develop Pan Eurasian research infrastructure can be linked to
several EC and ESA funded activities such as EU-FP7 project aiming to develop research infrastructures and
data products. ACTRIS-I3 (Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases Research InfraStructure Network-project
2011-2015) and is aiming at integrating European ground-based stations equipped with advanced
atmospheric probing instrumentation for aerosols, clouds, and short-lived gas-phase species. ICOS is a
research infrastructure to decipher the greenhouse gas balance of Europe and adjacent regions. EU-FP-7 einfra project ENVRI “Common Operations of Environmental Research Infrastructures” is a collaboration
effort of the ESFRI Environment Cluster and to develops common e-science components and services for
their facilities. Furthermore, The Pan-Eurasian Experiment will be supported iLEAPS (Integrated Land
Ecosystem – Atmosphere Processes Study) bringing the PEEX under umbrella of the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP).
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CONCLUSIONS
The permafrost regions and boreal forests of the Pan Eurasian area can be identified as a hot spot of climate
change research in a global scale. PEEX experiment can be considered as a crucial part of the strategic aims
of several international and national roadmaps for climate change research and the development of nextgeneration research infrastructures.
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Background
Climate change is proceeding fastest at the Arctic, its near-surface warming being about
twice the global average during the recent decades. Simultaneously, the Arctic
cryosphere has experienced notable changes: the sea-ice area has been decreasing at
record rates, and precipitation and river discharges into the Arctic Ocean have been
increasing. The changes have dramatic impacts on the Arctic ecology and societies.
There is no consensus on the reasons why climate changes so fast in the Arctic, and
whether the amplified warming will continue. It is clear, however, that the Arctic surface
radiation balance regulates the melting and freezing of the pack ice, a key climate
regulator. Simulations of Arctic clouds are particularly deficient, impeding correctly
simulated radiative fluxes. Important, yet poorly-quantified players in this context are
short-lived climate forcers (SLCF): natural and anthropogenic aerosols, ozone and
methane.
The climate impacts of SLCFs are tightly connected with cryospheric changes and
associated human activities. Transport of black carbon aerosols into high latitudes and
their deposition on snow decrease the surface albedo. Together with decreased sulfate
aerosol emissions it has probably contributed to the observed Arctic warming. Melting of
the pack ice and sea ice is likely to result in increased numbers of aerosol particles and
CCN from sources in the high Arctic, which increase the reflectivity of clouds. Properties
of high-latitude clouds may also be affected by the changing biogenic aerosol formation
associated with warming and snow-cover changes over boreal forest regions. Emissions
of methane from thawing permafrost and coupling of atmospheric methane oxidation
with ozone formation affect Arctic greenhouse gas forcing. Finally, cryospheric changes
alter human activities in Arctic and Nordic regions, which changes anthropogenic
emissions of SLCFs over these areas.
The Nordic Center of Excellence Cryosphere-Atmosphere interactions in a changing
Arctic Climate (CRAICC) started in autumn 2010. The goals of CRAICC are i) to
identify and quantify the major processes controlling Arctic warming and related
feedback mechanisms, ii) to outline strategies to mitigate Arctic warming, and iii) to
develop Nordic Earth System modeling. The project includes 23 partners from all Nordic
countries (Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Iceland) and is coordinated by Prof.
Kulmala from the Division of Atmospheric Science at the University of Helsinki.
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RESULTS FROM THE SECOND YEAR
During the second year the CRAICC community has initiated several workshops and
courses related to the scientific topics in CRAICC, which were all announced on the webpage of the project and other related places. The activities in CRAICC-fellowships
increased dramatically during the last 12 month and involved are nearly all CRAICCpartners through doctoral, post-doctoral and visiting scientist fellowships. In 2012, the
education and knowledge transfer activities in CRAICC included three summer schools
and one winter school. More specific information on the single CRAICC-actions are
presented below.
The first CRAICC-annual meeting was arranged in October 2011 in Iceland. An abstract
book including all 50 abstracts submitted to this meeting was published under the Report
Series in Aerosol Science (No: 128, 2011). The picture below shows the 76 participants
on a field trip to glaciers, volcanoes and other interesting sites in Iceland.

1. Fellowships
Since the start of the project altogether 25 proposals for fellowships were submitted to the
CRAICC-coordination office in Helsinki. Out of these 22 were accepted by the Scientific
Steering Committee (SSC). At the end of the second year of the CRAICC-project two
fellowships had already ended, 13 are on-going and 7 will start in the next months. The
fellowship-projects are distributed over all scientific objectives and work packages from
CRAICC and involve until now all partners beside two (Norwegian Meteorological
Institute and the Centre for International Climate and Energy Research in Oslo CICERO). A table including the project topic, the selected fellow, the start and duration
of the project and the institutes and PI’s responsible is presented at the end of the
abstract. Two of the fellowships are shared between the CRAICC and Defrost NCoEs.
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2. Networking
In 2011, four workshops with different scientific themes related to one or more work
packages were organized under CRAICC, partly in cooperation with the other Nordic
Centres of Excellence.
Earth System Modelling - CRAICC-SVALI-DEFROST initiative
This workshop was a common initiative by all three Nordic Centres of Excellence and
took place in June 2012 at the University of Helsinki, Finland. The main topics were
the cross-cutting themes among the NCoEs, the involvement of observation and process
based studies into ESM activities and planned actions of collaborations. The discussions
showed that there exists a long list of themes important and crucial in all NCoEs, like the
ocean land-ice interface or the deposition of aerosols on glaciers. Related to available
data sets it was recognized that all NCoEs provide data as open access, but a common
database for all Centers does not exist until now. The data should be reported and
documented well with standardized data format for easy comparison between
observations and models (ESM and others). Recommendations for data-format and
metadata should be provided by the NCoEs as already exist in other projects like ICOS,
AeroCom or EBAS. For a better future collaboration the participants of the workshop
suggested many possible action items, like a data-workshop which concentrates on what
kind of data is needed and what can be provided by each NCoE, hands-on workshops on
ESMs with details on different models, and a common course on running an ESM model
for people from different fields with different interests.
Black Carbon
The workshop on the formation, life cycle, impacts, co-benefits, policy, mitigation and
response measures of black carbon was organized in June 2012 at the Lund University,
Sweden. Soot (or BC: "Black Carbon") is one of the short-lived climate forcers. The
Swedish Minister of the Environment, Lena Ek, together with the US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton and others in Washington, recently launched a global initiative in order to
decrease emissions of SLCF including soot. The purpose of the workshop was to
summarize the state of knowledge regarding the effects of black carbon on climate and
human health and map the fields of research, within and across disciplines, which need to
be addressed in order to fulfill the requirements of the society. It was discussed to
establish a dialogue between scientists in relevant disciplines and the stakeholders of our
society and to outline a roadmap for how research on the climate and health effects of
soot should be conducted and financed.
Ice Nucleation
Three workshops were organized, the first one already during the first year of the
CRAICC-project in April 2011 in Copenhagen, Denmark, the second theory
workshop in Helsinki in August 2011 and the third in February 2012 at ETHZ,
Zurich, Switzerland. The talks in Copenhagen represented different aspects of ice
nucleation: including theoretical and experimental studies on molecular level, laboratory
studies on aerosols and ice, instrument development, as well as global modelling of the
importance of ice nucleation.
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The second theoretical workshop gathered 27 scientists from 7 institutes to discuss the
state of art of the ice nucleation theory for three days. The presentations outlined the
basic concepts and theoretical framework of 1) homogeneous gas-to-liquid and liquid-toice nucleation 2) heterogeneous gas-to-liquid, liquid-to-solid and gas-to-solid nucleation.
Concepts and main features of different types of homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation were compared to each other.
The last workshop focused on technical aspects of ice nuclei measurements and in
particular the goals for the CRAICC community in terms of establishing ice nuclei (IN)
measurement and monitoring capacity within the Nordic countries. In this regard the
main focus was to discuss and examine specific instrumental options for CRAICC
collaborators to pursue in regard to establishing Nordic based measurement instruments.
Modelling was also discussed with the idea of maintaining open communication with the
modelling community with the desire those measurements serve as functional input for
weather and climate modelling at a range of scales. Within the workshop multiple talks
from outside collaborators focused on current measurement instruments. After reexamining the CRAICC proposal and discussions regarding the potential for high levels
of contribution to the IN research community it was evident that the place for the best
synthesis is for CRAICC to support technology development that enables continuous IN
monitoring of Arctic sites. A second goal of any Nordic based instrumentation must be
that it can be utilized for controlled laboratory measurements. This may necessarily be a
two stage process because even the most advanced INCs currently have difficulty
measuring both continuously and very low concentrations.
Eddy-covariance fluxes
The training course/workshop on Eddy-covariance fluxes was jointly organized by the
NORDFLUX network and the two Nordic Centers of Excellence CRAICC and
DEFROST in January 2012 at the University of Helsinki, Finland. The training course
focused on eddy covariance flux (EC) measurements technique and on the software
EddyUH (a software for eddy covariance flux calculation), recently developed by the
Micrometeorology group of the Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of
Helsinki, Department of Physics. The course consisted of lecture and practical work
sessions, and it was intended to those students/researchers with scientific background in
atmospheric surface layer and eddy covariance technique.
3. Education
Within CRAICC, education and knowledge transfer have been given a special emphasis.
Following the CBACCI Education Structure (CBACCI, 2003), determined work has been
carried out to develop the multidisciplinary training on all levels (master students,
doctoral students, postdoctoral scientists, professors).
In 2012, the education and knowledge transfer activities in CRAICC included three
summer schools and one winter school:
Advanced analysis of atmospheric processes and feedbacks and biosphereatmosphere interactions, Hyytiälä, Finland, February 27 - March 8, 2012
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Measurements of atmospheric aerosols: aerosol physics, sampling and
measurement techniques, Hyytiälä, Finland, May 5-12, 2012
Arctic air pollution, Lund, Sweden, June 11-20, 2012
Formation and growth of atmospheric aerosols, Hyytiälä, Finland, August 14-24,
2012
Altogether, more than 100 students participated in these courses. Some of the courses
were given in collaboration with the other NCoEs in Interaction between the Cryosphere
and Climate Change (ICCC), DEFROST and SVALI. Furthermore, the education
strategy was discussed during a special working group session during the annual meeting
in Iceland in October 2011, and the education collaboration with DEFROST and SVALI
was discussed in a joint meeting during the ICCC meeting in Oslo in November 2011.
4. Other activities
The CRAICC partners were actively presenting their research results in several
Cryosphere-related international meetings. These included e.g. the Committee on River
Ice Processes and the Environment (CRIPE) conference (Manitoba), the 3rd iLEAPS
Science Conference (Garmisch-Partenkirchen), Bert Bolin Climate Center annual
meeting (Stockholm), American Geophysical Union (San Francisco), the International
Polar Year conference (Montreal, Canada), European Geosciences Union General
Assembly 2012 (Vienna), and the European Aerosol Conference (Granada) 2012.
5. On Research Activities and Publications
As one common activity by the three Nordic Centers a new special issue entitled
"Interactions between climate change and the Cryosphere: SVALI, DEFROST,
CRAICC” was established for the three EGU journals: The ‘Cryosphere’, ‘Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics’ and ‘Biogeosciences’. The special issue was launched in 2012
and will be open for submission until the end of 2016.
The first manuscript partly based on the results of the fellowship by Dr. Tjarda Roberts
‘Linking Svalbard ice core records to atmosphere measurements at Zeppelin station’
which ended in December 2011 was published (Kuhnel et al., 2011). And a second
manuscript by Carsten Ambelas Skjoth, also a CRAICC-fellow (‘Tree species inventories
in the northern hemisphere’) ended in February 2012 is in preparation.
The ongoing activities in the NCoE in the different work packages are reflected by the
research projects of the CRAICC-fellow which will be summarized below. Most of the
projects will provide valuable contributions to several WPs but listed in the WP were
their expected results have the highest impact.
In WP 2 various aspects related to cryosphere changes are investigated. The trend of
northern hemisphere seasonal snow mass and albedo for the period of 29 years was
studied with satellite data in combination with albedo modelling. The results reveal that
albedo changes show in general a negative trend with the most pronounced changes at
areas with melting conditions (Atlaskina et al., this issue).
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The under ice carbon dioxide dynamics and the implications for a changing cryosphere
was investigated and preliminary results show that lake water pCO2 under ice cover is
primarily dependent on lake morphology and hydrological conditions (Denfeld et al., this
issue). The research on the energy exchange and dissolve organic matter (DOM)
production in boreal forest in relation to cryosphere processes will clarify the role of
runoff changes in the framework of boreal-arctic climate change (Kasurinen et al., this
issue).
Natural emissions, their fate in the atmosphere and their relation to warming and
cryospheric changes are the topics under WP 3. A global data base of forests and tree
species and for atmospheric modelling of BVOCs has been established and it could
concluded that for global or near global usage, modelers need to be able to deal with data
spare areas or areas without any information at all (Skjøth et al., this issue). The longterm arctic tree-line changes are investigated by model-data comparison in the European
tree-line region. The simulated tree-line appears to be too sensitive to climate, suggesting
the current model may need to include potential ecological factors of, for example,
microclimate conditions generated by forest (Fang et al., this issue).
The evaluation of sea spray aerosol source functions in Lagrangian particle dispersion
model FLEXPART was investigated and preliminary results indicate that there is more
than an order of magnitude difference in mass produced by the different source functions
and similar differences in the resulting concentrations (Grythe et al., this issue). The
influence of microbiology on sea spray production at low temperatures will be
investigated experimental in a new sea spray simulation tank incorporating a number of
design features to enable systematic investigation of the physical, chemical, and
biological parameters that control SSA production (Salter et al., this issue).
WP4 will measure aerosol chemical composition, physical parameters and optical
properties as well as ozone and other gases concentrations at the Arctic and sub-Arctic
stations. Impurities in snow, such as black carbon (BC), have been known for some time
to have negative effects on snow albedo, hence perturbing the climatic system, especially
in the vast snow-covered Arctic. Snow samples were collected along a transect ranging
from western Sweden to eastern Finland. This pilot study showed some promising results
with an east-west gradient and also a potential north-south gradient (Svensson et al., this
issue). New particle formation statistics at Puijo measurement station in central Finland
indicate that air masses associated with nucleation events arrive mostly from Arctic, the
northern Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean (Baranizadeh et al., this issue).
In WP 5 the cryosphere-aerosol-cloud-climate interactions are investigated. One primary
aspect of the ice nucleation studies in the CRAICC framework is the development of
continuous Ice Nuclei Counters (INCs) for use by CRAICC partners in both laboratory
and filed measurement campaigns. Currently, a detailed production plan for CRAICC
INCs is expected to be completed shortly after the technology sharing agreement has
been fully implemented and CRAICC partners receive technical specifications (Thomson
et al., this issue).
Hygroscopic and condensation nuclei properties of nucleation, Aitken and accumulation
mode particles in sub- and supersaturating condition were analysed in a boreal forest
environment during the summer of 2010. The parameters determined were compared
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with each other, and their information were coupled with the aerosol chemical
composition data from an aerosol mass spectrometer (Hong et al., this issue). The CCN
activation of insoluble silica aerosols coated with soluble pollutants was examined.
Results showed that the size distributions of pure particles formed unimodal distribution
curves, while the coated particles distributions behave as bimodal distribution curves.
(Dalirian et al., this issue).
WP 6 concentrates on the atmosphere-cryosphere-societal interactions. We have
implemented new particle formation mechanisms in the NorESM (Norwegian Earth
System Model). Compared to the original bulk nucleation scheme in NorESM,
mechanistic nucleation implementations increase global average number concentrations
by 10-20% below 700 hPa height. Due to active binary nucleation in the upper
troposphere, the number concentrations between 200 and 500 hPa are increased globally
by over 50%, compared to the original NorESM without mechanistic nucleation scheme.
Future work will include quantification of the effect of nucleation on cloud properties and
aerosol indirect effect, and also studying the climate feedback mechanisms related to
secondary aerosol formation (Makkonen et al., this issue).
Past long term changes in the Arctic is the topic in Wp7.The long-term accumulation of
black carbon in the European Arctic will be studied by comparing the BC concentration
of four lakes from continental northern Europe with BC concentrations from a lake
sediment core in Svalbard for the industrial era. This project will strengthen our
understanding on the past variations in BC concentrations in the Arctic, test new methods
for BC quantification from different matrices and thereby enhance comparability of BC
concentration results from different kind of studies (Ruppel et al., this issue).
WP8 will address cross-cutting issues between the different components of the Earth
system. These issues include interactions between the atmosphere and the cryosphere,
including various feedback mechanisms. Most of the projects will provide valuable
contributions to the last and crucial work package.
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Table: List of past, active and already funded fellowships under CRAICC
Start

WP
contrib.

Inst.

Name of Pis from the
CRAICC-partners

6

1.9.2011

3

4A

Henrik Skov

4

1.9.2011

4+7

7

Elisabeth Isaksson

14 A

Johan Ström

Name of person and title of the proposal

Form Duration

Carsten Ambelas Skjoth - Tree species iventories in the
northern hemisphere

PhD

Dr. Tjarda Roberts - Linking Svalbard ice core records to
atmosphere measurements at Zeppelin station

PD

Blaize Denfeld - Carbon fluxes from freshwaters under a
changing climate

PhD

48

1.9.2011

2

15

Gesa Weyhenmeyer

Ksenia Atlaskina - Satellite retrieval of aerosol properties
over the Arctic and impacts on climate (SAAC)

PhD

36

1.7.2011

2

1A

Gerrit de Leeuw

Jonas Svensson - Depostion of absorbing aerosol on snow
and its climate effects
Ville Kasurinen - Energy exchange and DOC production in
boreal forests in relation to cryosphere processes

Dr. Mathew Salter - Sea spray sources at low temperatures

Henrik Grythe - Source, fate and transport of SLCF in polar
regions

Elham Baranizadeh - Data Analysis and Regional Scale
Modeling of Arctic Aerosol
Juan Hong - Cloud formation in the arctic region:
laboratory and filed observations

Dr. Erik Thomson - Heterogeneous Ice Nucleation

PhD

PhD

PD

24

36

18

PhD

PhD

PhD

PD

48

36

24

24

28.11.2011

15.4.2012

1.1.2012

1.11.2011

1.6.2012

1.1.2012

1.1.2012

2+4

2+3+7

3+5

3+4

4

4+5

5

Maryam Dalirian - Ice and Liquid-phase Cloud Activation
and Gas-Aerosol Interactions of Insoluble and Slightly
Soluble Particles

PhD

48

1.3.2012

5

Meri Ruppel - Linking past black carbon variations in lake
sediments and Svalbard ice core data

PhD

12

1.1.2012

7

Dr. Keyan Fang - Past-long-term changes in the Arctic

Dr. Risto Makkonen - The sensitivity of aerosol direct and
indirect effects to aerosol nucleation

PD

24

PD

12

53

1.9.2011

1.7.2012

7

8

2

Pekka Kolmonen

13

Erik Swietlicki

2

Heikki Lihavainen

14 A

Johan Ström

1B

Frank Berninger

10

Knut Alfredsen

15

Gesa Weyhenmeyer

14 A

Douglas Nilson

5

Merete Bilde

14 A

Radovan Krejci

8

Andreas Stohl

1A

Aki Virkkula

3

Ari Laaksonen

14 A

Ilona Riipinen

1A

Tuukka Petäjä

14 A

Ilona Riipinen

5

Merete Bilde

16

Jan Pettersson

5

Merete Bilde

13

Erik Swietlicki

14 A

Ilona Riipinen

2

Ari Laaksonen

7

Elisabeth Isaksson

1D

Atte Korhola

1C

Heikki Seppä

14 B

Margareta Hansson

9

Jon Egill Kritjansson

1A

Markku Kulmala

Name of person and title of the proposal

Form Duration

Start

WP
contrib.

Inst.

Name of Pis from the
CRAICC-partners

14 C

Annica Ekman

The effect of sea-ice loss and climate change on the
natureal sulphur cycle and radiative forcing

PD

4

1.9.2012

6+8

14 C

Oyvind Sland

Formation, occurrence and climate effects of
organosulfates in Nordic and Arctic aerosols

PhD

48

1.10.2012

3, 4 + 5

4B

Marianne Glasius

Long-range transported aerosols to the high Arctic

VSS

1.5

1.10.2012

4

4A

Henrik Skov

9

Jon Egill Kritjansson

Aerosols from ship traffic in the Arctic

PD

6

1.11.2012

4+5

13

Erik Swietlicki

2

Gerrit de Leeuw

5

Merete Bilde

Quantification of VOC emissions from periodically icecovered aquatic sources (iceVOC)

PD

12

1.1.2013

2, 3 + 8

1B

Jaana Bäck
Anne Ojala

Measurements and modeling of the atmospheric
boundary layer sturcture in high-Arctic

The impact of aerosols deposition on radiative forcing in
the Arctic and speed up of snow and glacier melt

VSS

PhD

3

36

not
decided

not
decided

2

2+3

16

Jan Pettersson

6

Sven-Erik Gryning

4A

Henrik Skov

2

Gerrit de Leeuw

17

Throstur Thorsteinsson

8

Andreas Stohl

2

Gerrit de Leeuw

1A

Aki Virkkula

red = ongoing fellowships
green = funded but not yet started
blue = past fellowships

Partners and PI’s in CRAICC:
1. University of Helsinki: A) Dept. of Physics (Prof. Kulmala); B) Dept. of Forest Sciences –
Prof. Nikinmaa; C) Dept. of Geosciences and Geography – Prof. Seppä; D) Dept. of
Environmental Sciences – Prof. Korhola
2. Finnish Meteorological Institute - Prof. de Leeuw
3. University of Eastern Finland - Prof. Laaksonen
4. University of Aarhus: A) Dept. of Atmospheric Environment - Prof. Skov, Dr. Massling;
B) Dept. of Chemistry - Dr. Glasius
5. University of Copenhagen - Prof. Bilde
6. Technical University of Denmark - Prof. Gryning
7. Norwegian Polar Institute - Dr. Isaksson
8. Norwegian Institute for Air Research - Dr. Stohl
9. University of Oslo - Prof. Kristjánsson
10. Norwegian University of Science and Technology - Prof. Alfredsen
11. Norwegian Meteorological Institute - Dr. Iversen
12. Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Prof. Myhre
13. Lund University - Prof. Swietlicki
14. Stockholm University: A) Dept. of Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology - Prof. M.
Hansson; B) Institute of Applied Environmental Research - Prof. HC Hansson; C) Dept. of
Meteorology - Dr. Leck
15. Uppsala University - Prof. Weyhenmeyer
16. University of Gothenburg - Prof. Pettersson
17. University of Iceland - Prof. Jónsdóttir
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INTRODUCTION
Today it is crucial to point out in any statement given from the scientific community to politicians that
many of our future climate predictions are based on simplified and more or less empirical achieved
parameterizations without knowing the detailed processes. In general the activities of the Atmosphere
Modelling Group are to improve our knowledge in several atmosphere relevant topics focused to decrease
the uncertainties in future climate predictions. One important goal in the group is to understand the
formation of secondary aerosols starting from the emissions of precursors from the canopy up to their
activation to form cloud droplets.

OBJECTIVES
The Atmosphere Modelling Group in the Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Helsinki,
was established in the beginning of 2009. The group currently includes beside Dr. Boy who is leading the
group two post-doctoral scientists, three PhD- and three Master students. The main objectives of the group
activities are:
to quantify the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from different ecosystems and to
pinpoint the fraction of organic compounds which are not identified by novel instrumentation up today
to study different not complete solved chemical reaction mechanisms important in the formation of
new particles (e.g. OH and H2SO4 closures)
to improve our capability in modelling the formation of SOA in the atmosphere and their ability to act
as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
to gain a better understanding in the cloud formation processes and the influence of turbulence on the
aerosol dynamic and vice versa
to parameterize the new achieved results on a more process-based understanding and implement them
in large-scale models

METHODS
The tools used are several models reaching from process-based models like the University of Helsinki
Multi-component Aerosol Model UHMA up to the general circulation model of the atmosphere ECHAMHAM. A detailed description with references from all models used inside the group is available at the
group website: http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/tutkimus/atm/english/research/atmosphere_modelling.html.
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RESULTS
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Figure 1 shows the place in time and space of the individual models. The scientific goal of each model and
flow of information between the models are presented by thin black lines and blue arrows, respectively.
Although each activity by itself contributes valuable information to the scientific community an overall
outstanding achievement can only be reached when a strong and barrier-less cooperation between all
group-members is guaranteed.
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Figure 1: The used models and activities of the group in time and space
In the following we present specific discussions of new results by the group in the fields of emissions of
organic vapours from the biosphere, the sulphuric acid closure, activation of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) at the cloud edge and the BVOC- aerosol-climate interactions in the global model ECHAM-Ham.

Emissions of VOC’s
Biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) are essential in atmospheric chemistry because of their
chemical reactions to produce and destroy tropospheric ozone, their effects on aerosol formation and
growth, and their potential influence on global warming. As one of the important BVOC groups,
monoterpene has been drawing more and more scientific attention in atmospheric research. Detailed
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regional measurements and model estimates are urgently encouraged to study emission controls and
monoterpene budget on a global scale. However, since physical and biological factors such as genetic
variation, temperature and light, water availability, seasonal changes, and environmental stresses have
complex impacts on monoterpene emissions, comprehensive inventories are not so often reliably defined.
To further track monoterpene concentrations and their chemical transformations, the model SOSA (Boy et
al., 2011) was applied to investigate Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) emissions in the boreal coniferous forest
at SMEAR II in Hyytiälä, Finland. Monoterpene emissions in the boreal pine forest at SMEAR II with the
consideration of meteorological transport and atmospheric chemistry have been modelled in this study.
We found that chemodiversity matters when constructing input inventories and parameters for emission
models (Bäck et al., 2012). Better understandings of chemotypic characterization variability could reduce
the model uncertainties. The three emission modules implemented in SOSA give reasonable simulations
of monoterpene concentrations in comparison with measurement data. Monoterpenes emitted from
conifers were identified as specific storage in resin canals, or resin ducts, and the emissions did continue
during the night. The available forest floor emission data were included in our model for several months as
well, and we found that the high forest floor emission seasons were spring and autumn with active
microbes and increased litterfall. The modelled dominant compounds of monoterpene composition were
-pinene, followed by 3–carene and -pinene, which is compatible with our measurements. Prominent
seasonal variations with the highest concentrations in summer and small cycles throughout the year were
reported by the model as well as the observations. The diurnal maximum monoterpene emissions appeared
during the afternoon hours, whereas the monoterpene concentrations in ambient air were small at daytime.
The vertical concentrations were found at very low values near ground but to reach their maximum in
canopy region and then to decrease with height.

Atmospheric chemistry
According to several studies (e.g. Paasonen et al., 2010; Sipilä et al., 2010; Lauros et al., 2011) sulphuric
acid is one of the initial or required molecules in the atmospheric nucleation mechanism(s). In order to
quantify future atmospheric sulphuric acid concentrations a complete understanding of the sink and source
terms is crucial. Although the precursors for sulphuric acid (at least some of them), as well as the main
sink term (condensation on atmospheric aerosols) have been measured in several places, the closure
between measured and calculated sulphuric acid concentrations has rarely been investigated (Eisele et al.,
1993; Weber et al., 1997; Boy et al., 2005).
New atmospheric observations supported by laboratory experiments and theoretical considerations point
to the existence of compounds (most probably stabilized Criegee Intermediate radicals – CI’s) which have
significant capacities to oxidize atmospheric trace gases like sulphur dioxide (Welz et al., 2012; Mauldin
III et al., 2012). In this work we investigated the effect of increased reaction rates of SO2 with Criegee
Intermediate radicals on the atmospheric concentrations of sulphuric acid for two different stations:
SMEAR II, Hyytiälä, Finland and Hohenpeissenberg, Germany. The results showed that oxidation of SO 2
by stabilized Criegee Intermediate radicals can be a crucial source for atmospheric sulphuric acid
production in VOC rich environments. Depending on the concentrations of several investigated organic
compounds (reaction products from ozone oxidation of isoprene and monoterpenes) their contribution via
the reaction of stabilized Criegee Intermediates to atmospheric sulphuric acid gas phase concentrations
could be as high as 50 % at ground level. Taking into account that most of the H2SO4 measurements are
performed at ground level, the inclusion of this new oxidation mechanism is crucial in regional, as well as,
global models.
Our model investigations of the boundary layer in Hyytiälä showed that the contribution from the sCI to
sulphuric acid production is, as expected, most important in the canopy where the concentration of organic
compounds are highest. However, our overall results show that the effect of sCI's up to 100 m is very
important to consider when calculating the sulphuric acid concentration. Figure 2 shows sulphuric acid
production ratio for two different height intervals (500 m and 50 m) averaged over the whole year 2010 at
the SMEAR II station. We define the H2SO4 production ratio as the ratio between H2SO4 produced only by
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OH oxidation of SO2 divided by H2SO4 produced both by OH oxidation of SO2 and also by reactions of
stabilized Criegee intermediates with SO2.

Figure 2: Yearly average sulphuric acid production ratio for 50 and 500 m above the surface at SMEAR II
station in Hyytiälä, Finland.
Activation of CCN
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) are used to study the structure of the cloud edge area. In this study we
used the direct numerical simulation high-order public domain finite-difference PENCIL Code for
compressible hydrodynamic flows. The code is highly modular and comes with a large selection of
physics modules. It is widely documented in the literature and used for many different applications (W.
Dobler et al., 2006; Pensil Code, 2001). Recently, a detailed chemistry module has been implemented,
including an accurate description of all necessary quantities, such as diffusion coefficients, thermal
conductivity, reaction rates etc. (N. Babkovskaia et al., 2011). The new developed aerosol-module coupled
to the PENCIL Code now is prepared for calculating an evaporation and condensation processes of aerosol
particles, which consists of a solid core covered by liquid water.
Depending on different conditions in the investigated area the particles are evaporated or grow because of
condensation. We study the effect of the air mixing on the aerosol dynamics and vise versa. The results
show that due to interaction of air fluxes with different properties the final particle distribution is crucially
changed. In turn, the influence of aerosol dynamics on the fluid dynamics is negligibly small in proposed
model (a manuscript is in preparation).

BVOC-aerosol-climate interactions
In the study by Makkonen and co-workers (2012) we used the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM5.5HAM2 to explore the effect of BVOC emissions on new particle formation, clouds and climate. Two
BVOC emission models, MEGAN2 and LPJ-GUESS, are used to estimate the effect of BVOC-aerosol
climate coupling.
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The change of shortwave cloud forcing from year 1750 to 2000 ranges from 1.4 to 1.8Wm 2 with 5
different nucleation mechanisms. We showed that the change in shortwave cloud forcing from the year
2000 to 2100 ranges from 1.0 to 1.5Wm 2. Although increasing future BVOC emissions provide 3–5%
additional CCN, the effect on the cloud albedo change is modest. Due to simulated decreases in future
cloud cover, the increased CCN concentrations from BVOCs cannot provide significant additional cooling
in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
The forest ecological research at the SMEAR stations (Stations for Measuring forest EcosystemAtmosphere Relations) has continued to develop towards a comprehensive understanding of the feedbacks
and linkages between different compartments in the ecosystem and the surroundings. This has been
possible due to rapid developments in many research methods (e.g. in soil carbon and nitrogen dynamics,
VOC exchange, upscaling), as well as due to a long-lasting and insightful development of both personnel
and expertise. The SMEAR station network and the research philosophy were described by Hari &
Kulmala (2005) as: ‘The major coupling mechanisms between atmosphere and land surface are the fluxes
of energy, momentum, water, carbon dioxide, atmospheric trace gases and atmospheric aerosols.
Understanding of couplings and feedbacks is the basis for the prediction of changes in the system formed
by atmosphere, vegetation and soil.’
Simultaneous, well planned and continuous measurements of several processes and phenomena in a forest
ecosystem enable the understanding of feedbacks and connections, joining the ecosystem compartments
and the surrounding atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere in a dynamic manner. These include (i)
carbon and nitrogen fluxes (photosynthesis, respiration, growth), (ii) trace gas exchange (reactive carbon
compounds, N-compounds, ozone), and (iii) hydrological fluxes.
Below the forest ecological research at the SMEAR stations (mainly at SMEAR II) is described, along
with recent new openings that have emerged from previous work.
BOREAL FORESTS AS MODIFIERS OF ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY (J. Bäck et al)
Compared to tropical areas, the boreal forests are relatively inefficient as volatile organic compound
(VOC) sources, but due to their large aerial coverage, their contributions are both regionally and globally
important. The reactive VOCs are influencing the atmospheric O3 and NOx budgets, acting as precursors
for secondary organic aerosols (SOA) and influencing methane lifetime. They are considered to be
secondary compounds in the plant metabolism, implying that their role is in defence and signalling instead
of being directly related to growth processes. However, physiologically they have many linkages to
important primary processes, such as photosynthesis and transpiration.
VOC’s are emitted from vegetation as mixtures of a variety of compounds, depending on plant metabolic
activity both seasonally and diurnally. The most important compounds with respect to atmospheric
reactions are terpenoids, i.e. isoprene, mono- and sesquiterpenes, but also several oxygen containing
compounds such as methanol, acetone and acetaldehyde are emitted in variable quantities from vegetation.
Field measurements on VOC exchange between ecosystems and atmosphere at the SMEAR II site have
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been conducted for over 10 years, and they have provided us understanding on how the boundary layer
atmospheric chemistry is influenced by vegetation under the boreal forested setting. Yet, many new
processes are being recognized to contribute to the fluxes, when the long time series are analyzed in detail.
Isoprene is the dominant biogenic VOC globally (e.g. Guenther et al., 1995, Arneth et al., 2011) and its
emissions from boreal forests are also significant. The main sources for isoprene in SMEAR II are
Norway spruce (Picea abies), trembling aspen (Populus tremula ) and willow (Salix sp.) (e.g. Hakola et al.,
1998, Hakola et al., 2003). The ecosystem scale measurements of isoprene show that emissions increase in
spring-time, stay rather constant in summer and decline again in fall (Hakola et al., 2003).
The most important group of VOCs in boreal forests is monoterpenes. They form the main emissions from
Norway spruce and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), as well as from several other, deciduous species (e.g.
Betula pendula , Betula pubescens and Alnus incana ) (Hakola et al., 1998, 1999, 2001, 2006, Tarvainen et
al., 2005). Monoterpenes are a large group of compounds with different reaction coefficients in the
atmosphere, and thus it is important to know also the compound specification in emissions. Based on
enclosure measurements, the two most important compounds in pine emissions are -pinene and 3
carene, followed by -pinene, myrcene and camphene, and several minor compounds. Interestingly, the
pine individuals emit a specific, inherited monoterpene blend, and thus the concentrations at the top of the
canopy can differ significantly from those at the shoot level (Bäck et al., 2012, Yassaa et al., 2012). This
has important implications for emission models, which are normally parameterized using information
from one tree individual only (Smolander et al., this issue).
Sesquiterpenes are a very reactive group of terpenoids, emitted during summer months from pine and
birch, among others (Tarvainen et al., 2005, Hakola et al., 2001, 2006). Most important compounds in pine
emissions are -caryophyllene and -farnesene (Hakola et al., 2006, Yassaa et al., 2012). In recent years,
with the novel online measurement technique PTR-MS (proton-transfer reaction mass spectrometer), also
fluxes of other volatile compounds have been measured from boreal forests (Lappalainen et al., 2009,
2012). These include the short-chained alcohols, aldehydes and ketones such as methanol, ethanol,
acetaldehyde and acetone. Also one larger alcohol, methyl butenol (MBO) was detected in Scots pine
emissions.
We have also succeeded to measure sesquiterpene concentrations in addition to isoprene and
monoterpenes in boreal pine forest air, using an in situ gas chromatograph mass-spectrometer (Hakola et
al., 2012). The measurements covered the whole year, at least one week every month. During the winter
months, and still in March, the concentrations of all biogenic compounds were very low, most of the time
below detection limits, but in April they started to increase and show diurnal variability with maxima
during night and minima during day. The diurnal variation was affected by the friction velocity, high
concentrations being found with low friction velocities and low concentrations being observed high
friction velocities. The main sesquiterpenes were longifolene and isolongifolene. Sesquiterpenes had a
similar diurnal cycle to that of monoterpenes and contrary to isoprene suggesting temperature dependent
source of sesquiterpenes.
The dynamic enclosure system (Kolari et al., 2012) has enabled the detailed analyses of factors driving the
trace gas exchange under field conditions. The setup enables measurement of VOC emissions with good
accuracy while minimising the disturbance caused by the chamber to the object being measured. The
system underestimates the isoprene, monoterpene and many oxygenated VOC fluxes by 5-30%, mainly
due to the enclosure itself. The systematic error is higher at high relative humidity than in drier conditions,
which suggests that the thickness of the water film adsorbed on the chamber inner surfaces (and thus
transpiration) contributes to the VOC loss rate in the chamber. This method has been applied to study
fluxes of biogenic VOCs, as well as ozone and nitrogen oxides (e.g. Joensuu et al., this issue).
In short term, the biogenic emissions of VOCs show clear temperature dependence, owing to the
exponential relationship between volatility and temperature (e.g. Guenther et al., 1993, Tarvainen et al.,
2004, Aalto et al., this issue). Isoprene emissions are also closely connected to irradiance, as a result of the
direct link between isoprene emission and synthesis from photosynthetic products. Further, the observed
de novo synthesis of monoterpenes indicates that prevailing light conditions can also be important for their
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biosynthesis even in terpene-storing species such as e.g. pine and spruce (Bäck et al., 2005, Ghirardo et
al., 2010). In addition to the short term drivers, emissions are responsive to medium-term changes in
growth conditions, which may affect the emission capacity, the shape of the light response as well as the
temperature optimum of emission (Guenther et al., 2006, Arneth et al., 2008, Lappalainen et al., 2012).
Large seasonal variability in monoterpene-producing enzyme activities (Juurola et al., this issue) reflects
the plant’s dynamic, inherent emission capacity and strong relationships with other processes and incident
emission rates
In addition to emissions from green tissues, VOCs are also originating from other sources in boreal
ecosystems. The below-canopy compartment, both the ground vegetation, decaying litter, and soil
processes, is important as source of VOCs in particular during spring and fall, when fresh litter is creating
a large source (Aaltonen et al., 2011, 2012b). The forest floor plays a substantial role (from a few per
cents to several tens of per cents, depending on the season) in the total VOC emissions of the boreal forest
ecosystem. Somewhat surprisingly, the wintertime fluxes within the snowpack can be equal to those from
the soil during warmer periods, especially after strong winter storms when large amounts of litter are
accumulating in the snow (Aaltonen et al., 2012a). The common forest soil fungal species are potential
contributors for the soil VOC fluxes, especially the oxygenated compounds (methanol and acetone) (Bäck
et al., 2010). Also the woody stems and branches contribute to the total VOC flux considerably (Vanhatalo
et al., this issue). In a recent study (Sjöblom 2011) we observed that the lake water was a substantial
source of many VOCs. Their chemical composition and also the flux rates were rather similar to that
measured in the nearby forest (Aaltonen et al. 2011). Aquatic fluxes were largest during night-time,
indicating either a specific nocturnal source for VOCs or an effect of transport phenomena. The research is
continued with a campaign by the lake in fall 2012.
Estimates of emissions from vegetation are traditionally obtained for mature leaves under standard
(constant) conditions to yield standard emission potential values (‘Guenther approach’), which then are
used as model parameters. However, seasonality (aside from direct temperature effect) has been
recognized to strongly influence isoprene and monoterpene emission rates as well as the emission
capacity. A particular feature in boreal regions is that evergreen vegetation is dormant in winter, but
recovers from dormancy when temperatures rise in spring. Our measurements show that the growth
processes induce high emissions of VOCs from buds and shoots. New shoots make up a small biomass in
the beginning, but their absolute contribution to the emissions from foliage is 50-75% for monoterpenes,
25-50% for methanol, 25% for acetone and 25-50% for isoprene/MBO. The maximum emission rates for
monoterpenes are observed before growth even starts. During the most active growth period, the
normalized emissions from growing shoots are larger during morning hours and less in the afternoon than
those of the old (mature) foliage, showing clearly that these emissions originate from growth processes.
This will be further analyzed using our continuous field data, to reveal potential circadian controls over
emission rates and their links to other physiological processes.
Canopy density influences the chemical degradation of VOC flux from forest floor (Rinne et al., 2012) by
hindering transport and thus prolonging the transport time, in addition to affecting the lifetimes of VOCs
by influencing the concentrations of oxidants. For isoprene the above-canopy flux closely corresponds the
emission, whereas for more reactive compounds such as caryophyllene the effect of chemistry is
considerable especially at nighttime, and the calculated fluxes are seriously underestimating the actual
emissions.
INFLUENCE OF TREE STRUCTURE ON FLUXES ON FOREST ATMOSPHERE-INTERFACE
(Nikinmaa et al)
Material fluxes at forest atmosphere boundary occur predominantly through leaf surfaces. The rate across
the surface depends on its total (leaf) area and the surface specific exchange rate. In flux studies the
former is often considered to be fairly constant and the latter to be driven by the properties of the
atmosphere next to and radiation reaching the leaf. The largest fluxes between canopies and atmosphere
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are those of CO2 and water vapor and thus the most influential atmospheric properties are the
concentrations of those gases along the components of the radiation balance.
In reality the situation is much more complex than described above as trees exert considerable control on
both the total leaf area and the leaf area specific exchange rate. For most of the time at tree stand level the
leaf area is in fact quite constant as the stand becomes fully stocked relative to resource availability (often
the light) but there are important deviations from this situation after disturbances when the leaf area
becomes zero. The dynamics how trees grow and leaf area develops depends on the structural
development and resource allocation, that is an important factor determining the competitive status of tree
individuals. Carbon capture and its allocation by individuals determine how quickly stand becomes fully
stocked and after that which individuals continue growing and how much and which individuals die. They
also determine the longevity of captured carbon in the organic matter as there are hundred times difference
in maximal carbon residence time between foliage and stemwood. We have been successfully studying
and modeling forest dynamics since early 1980´s as described below. In this analysis one key aspect has
been the functional balance between different structural components of trees.
Similarly as structure exerts strong influence on the leaf area dynamics, it has strong impact on the leaf
area specific exchange rate. Under conditions that allow photosynthesis, parallel flows of carbon dioxide
into leaf and water vapor out of the leaf are driven by opposite concentration gradients of these gases. By
adjusting the size of the pores (stomata) through which the gas exchange occurs in leaves, plants can
influence the conductivity of the pathway. However, it simultaneously influences the driving gradient of
CO2 inflow as the downstream concentration of CO2 results from the balance between consumption in
photosynthesis and inflow from atmosphere. As the driving downstream concentration of water vapor
remains constant, the stomatal control also influences the ratio of carbon and water vapor exchange. We
have shown (Hari and Mäkelä 2003, Mäkelä et al., 2004) that even in humid boreal climate optimizing the
carbon gain relative to water use seem to predict well the stomatal action relative to environmental
conditions. The optimization requires though that carbon cost of transpired water is defined.
The carbon cost of transpired water is related to tree structure as one of the main roles of branches and
stems of trees is to transport water from soil to replace the water that is transpired from leaves. The water,
or the sap, flow relies on metastable state of water and therefore requires specific structural properties to
allow the transport. As water is lost from water surfaces to vapor at internal air spaces in leaves the
surfaces become curved. Surface tension forces create a pull that the cohesive forces propagate throughout
the transport structure. The viscous forces oppose the flow and tension gradients of several MPa can
develop in the water transporting xylem. This means that the xylem structure has to be very strong to
avoid collapsing under the tension. Under such negative pressure also air bubbles are easily formed and
they spread readily threatening the water transport that relies on continuous chains of water molecules
from leaves to soil. Xylem tissue consists of small conductive elements with thick walls that are connected
to each other through small pits that have a filtering membrane in the middle. Such structure can withstand
strong pressure gradients and efficiently hinder the spreading of the air bubbles. Downside of such
structure is that the better filtering capacity, the more resistance there is for water flow. Our recent
theoretical analysis suggests that the membrane pore sizes, the sizes of conductive elements and the
macroscopic stem and branch structure and wood versus foliage relationships seem to be tightly and
optimally connected relative to carbon cost of water transport (Hölttä et al., 2011).
The xylem structure and quantitative scaling between xylem and foliage (along with leaf properties)
determine how large negative pressure develops per unit of transpired water. As mentioned, high tensions
can be detrimental if they result into formation and spreading of air-bubbles in the xylem conducting
tissue. But further, xylem tension influences also the trees ability to transport assimilated sugars from
leaves to other parts. The transport of sugar is driven by positive bulk (turgor) pressure gradient of water
that is osmotically created in the living cells of phloem that is a parallel transport system to xylem in the
bark tissue. At the sites of sugar assimilation osmotic strength is high resulting into high turgor pressure
while at the sites of sugar consumption it is the opposite case. Now if the water tension is high in the
parallel xylem tissue, more sugars are needed to draw water from there to phloem and consequently sugar
transport with the bulk flow is slower than it would be if xylem tension was lower. By opening and closing
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of stomata, leaves control the water and carbon flows i.e. also xylem water tension and assimilation rate
and hence the potential osmotic strength in the phloem. Incidentally, we recently showed that requiring the
stomata open such that maximizes the sugar transport from leaves, produces observed behavior of stomata
and leaf gas exchange (Nikinmaa et al., 2012). The result is naturally the same as with the previously
introduced optimal stomatal control of gas exchange as both fit the data the same way but this recent
formulation does not require assigning carbon cost for water but it directly links gas exchange with xylem
and phloem transport properties and structural scaling.
Gas exchange of carbon and water is determined by structural properties and scaling of transport tissue
relative to leaves but simultaneously they are the largest sinks of assimilated carbohydrates. This linking is
further emphasized as the growth of new tissue requires positive cell enlarging pressure in the growing
cells. So gas exchange, water pressures and growth need to match each other at any time but over
extended periods their relationships determine the structural properties that in turn feed back to those
fluxes. It is foreseeable that only specific combinations of these processes will thrive in given
environment. Combining these with the tree stand and canopy dynamics builds up a coherent framework
of understanding the role of trees in controlling water and carbon cycles.
At SMEAR stations one of our main goals is to understand how vegetation controls the carbon and water
fluxes. The above theoretical framework that we have developed since 1980´s forms the basis for versatile
tree measurements that aim to test and quantify our theoretical framework and the component processes
dynamically under the full spectrum of long term environmental variation. We have measured the leaf gas
exchange (with automated chambers (Hari et al., 1999) and eddy-covariance (e.g. Kolari et al., 2004)),
xylem and phloem pressures, with diurnal diameter variation of xylem and bark tissue, (Perämäki et al.,
2001, Sevanto et al., 2002 and 2003), sapflow rate in the xylem (with granier type sensors) and also
dynamics of extension and thickness growth. We have also modeled xylem and phloem transport
dynamics and their interaction with leaf gas exchange and growth (e.g. Hölttä et al., 2006 and 2010;
Duursma et al., 2008; Nikinmaa et al., 2012).
The last fifteen years have included large variation of weather from cold and wet years to exceptionally
warm and dry years which together with mathematical modeling of the theoretical framework will allow
us to predict the forest behavior in the changing climate. The modeling can also be used to analyze the
sensitivity of the outcome on specific structural or process features that can be experimentally tested.
Finally the analysis can be extended easily to other species allowing us to build more comprehensive
picture at landscape and larger levels.
RESEARCH ON PLANT PRODUCTIVITY AND ENERGY EXCHANGE (F. Berninger et al.)
Previously we have shown that the productivity of boreal evergreen forests depends largely on the length
of the growing season (Suni et al., 2003, 2004, Mäkelä et al., 2004). Furthermore, the transitions between
the winter and summer stages seem to be important for the emission of volatile organic carbon compounds
and lead to frequent nucleation events during spring (Kulmala et al., 2004, Dal Maso et al., 2009).
From a research perspective we have been working towards a better understanding of how to better predict
this “phenology of photosynthesis” on different scales (shoot, stand, region), to better understand the
underlying physiological processes, including approaches that can be used for monitoring of
photosynthetic production using present or future remote sensing methods. For, forest energy balances we
tried to understand how changes in albedo affect the forest energy balance and the interactions of albedo
changes with climate variability and land use changes.
It is well known that the photosynthesis of boreal trees is slowed down during the winter period due to
environmental constraints as physiological adjustments of the trees. While the environmental constraints
are reasonably well addressed by current models, models including physiological adjustments are rare and
not well established. Porcar et al. (2008a, b) developed models of the recovery of photosynthetic
production based on fluorescence. They demonstrated that the recovery under field conditions depends
strongly on the light environment and developed new approaches for the quantification of long term
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acclimation to cold using fluorescence. This slow recovery of photosynthesis is not well understood in
present models of photosynthetic production but has received a lot of emphasis in our research group
using models based on the work of Mäkelä et al. (2004). We tried to expand the analysis to a multisite
comparison of eddy covariance sites (Mäkelä et al., 2008, Gea-Izquierdo et al., 2010) and found that slow
physiological recovery processes are very important in boreal forests. While, ignoring this slow recovery
from models of production in temperate forests will not bias photosynthesis models much, models for
boreal forests will be seriously biased if slow physiological adaptations are ignored.
During 2011 we started with attempts to come to a more rigorous description of forest energy balances on
the landscape scale. Using long time series from the SMEAR II station we arrived to quantify the variation
of albedo in Scots pine forests under different snow conditions (Kuusinen et al., 2012). The work showed
that the albedo during snow cover is variable. Highest albedo values seem to occur after snow fall and
under cold, but cloudy conditions. This shows that the modelling of albedo, snow cover and its integration
with remote sensed data should be used and designed with care, since satellite pictures, emphasizing clear
sky conditions, will yield different albedos than ground data (that measures under all conditions). We are
presently developing approaches to combine land cover data and satellite data for albedo estimation from
satellites (Kuusinen et al., submitted).
REMOTE SENSING OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS: UNDERSTANDING THE SEASONAL SIGNALS
(A. Porcar-Castell et al)
Plants are constantly adjusting their photosynthetic performance to the environment. Adjustments take
place during the day in response to the diurnal changes in illumination and temperature, but also at a much
more slow temporal scale in response to water or temperature induced stress, and the seasonal pattern in
light and temperature. These adjustments generate optical signals that have been widely used to study the
short-term acclimation in photosynthetic energy partitioning at the leaf level. Optical signals include the
emission of chlorophyll-a fluorescence as well as the reflectance spectra. The mechanisms linking these
optical signals to photosynthesis are very well understood at the short-term (minutes-days). However,
important questions at the seasonal time-scale remain, which need to be solved if we are to implement the
approach to the remote sensing of photosynthesis.
During the last years our group has made significant advances in this field: (1) We have developed a
theoretical model framework and generated a number of novel fluorescence parameters (Porcar-Castell et
al. 2008a, Porcar-Castell 2011, Porcar-Castell, this issue) that allow us to study the seasonal acclimation
of photosynthesis using chlorophyll fluorescence (Porcar-Castell et al. 2008b) or spectral reflectance
indices (Porcar-Castell et al. 2012a). In addition (2) we are world pioneers in the implementation of longterm leaf-level chlorophyll fluorescence monitoring in the field (Porcar-Castell et al. 2008c), and the first
to characterise the annual dynamics in photosynthetic energy partitioning at the light reactions of
photosynthesis in situ (Porcar-Castell 2011). These advances are crucial to understand the signature of
photosynthesis as we see it from space (Porcar-Castell 2012b), and the sun-induced fluorescence signal
(Guanter et al, in review). In the present we are working with leaf-level bottom-up mechanistic models
(remote sensing friendly) (Olascoaga et al. In prep, Olascoaga et al. manuscript), that once coupled with
canopy and atmospheric radiative transfer models will facilitate the interpretation of the satellite passive
fluorescence signal.
Last but not least, the most obvious application of this approach is the spatially explicit estimation of intra
and interannual variability in ecosystem GPP, however, because the seasonal acclimation of the light
reactions might also be linked to the seasonal dynamics in VOC emission (Porcar-Castell et al. 2009), the
resulting synoptic maps of photosynthetic activity might be useful for modelling of large-scale VOC
emission patterns.
MODELLING FOREST PRODUCTIVITY AND GROWTH (A. Mäkelä et al.)
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The objective of our modelling work is to synthesize the empirical research in quantitative terms, in order
to develop tools for the analysis of the interactions of the different material fluxes and the interactions
between plant structure and function (Mäkelä 2012). The models also aim to offer tools for applications in
forestry in a changing climate.
We have developed models combining tree and stand carbon fluxes with structural growth through
functional balances since 1980s (e.g., Mäkelä 1986, Mäkelä and Hari 1986, Nikinmaa 1992, Mäkelä
1997). While a lot of our work has been directed towards a better understanding of the long-term structural
dynamics of trees and stands (Mäkelä and Sievänen 1992, Valentine and Mäkelä 2005, Mäkelä and
Valentine 2006) with applications to economic optimisation of forest management (Hyytiäinen et al. 2004,
Niinimäki et al. 2012), the focus has more recently shifted to (1) incorporating spatial and temporal
variation in environmental conditions quantitatively in the models, and (2) including a better description
of nutrient and water dynamics alongside with carbon dynamics. These developments have made the
approach more readily applicable to the analysis of climate change impacts and adaptation (e.g., Mäkipää
et al. 2011, Nikinmaa et al. 2012).
A unique characteristic of our work is modularity based on scale. According to this, short-term processes
and processes defined at high spatial resolution are modelled in relative isolation from those at the larger
scale, however, defining the links between the scales carefully on the basis of process understanding. This
allows for independent testing and calibration of the models at different scales, therefore increasing the
transparency of the modelling process (Mäkelä 2003). Examples of this include models of canopy
photosynthesis as driven by environmental variables (Mäkelä et al. 2008, Peltoniemi et al. 2012) and
combining these with regional flux and stand growth predictions (Härkönen et al. 2010, 2011), as well as a
modular model of wood quality with a hierarchical structure including tree, whorl, and branch levels
(Mäkelä and Mäkinen 2003). Recently, we have further developed our earlier canopy photosynthesis
model by adding ecosystem water fluxes (Peltoniemi et al., in preparation).
For the analysis of nitrogen and carbon relationships, we have developed an approach based on
evolutionary optimisation and yielding optimal co-allocation of carbon and nitrogen in the forest stand.
Our first approach focused on a quasi-steady state assuming slow height growth, resulting in realistic
predictions of the impacts of carbon and nitrogen availability on stand structure (Mäkelä et al. 2008,
Dewar et al. 2009). A further development of this model included height growth dynamics (Valentine and
Mäkelä 2012). This approach is currently being combined with a model of soil carbon and nitrogen
dynamics (Chertov et al. 2001), and applications to forest productivity and growth in a changing climate
are underway (Nikinmaa et al. 2012). Preliminary results suggest that while canopy photosynthetic
potential may increase in boreal forests due to increasing temperatures, precipitation and CO 2 levels, the
degree to which this can be actually utilised by the canopy largely depends on the simultaneous increase in
nutrient release from the soil, which may be accelerated less than the potential photosynthetic capacity.

PROCESS STUDIES WITH MANIPULATION AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS UNDER
CONTROLLED CONDITIONS (J. Bäck et al)
We have conducted continuous gas exchange measurements (at both shoot and stand scales) in our field
site for already 16 years. These are among the longest time series in the world. The field data has been
used for calculating stand level budgets of carbon, water and nitrogen balances (e.g. Ilvesniemi et al.,
2009, 2010, Kolari et al., 2006, 2009, Korhonen et al., 2012 submitted). These measurements give ample
information on tree and stand physiological processes in prevailing and momentary environmental
conditions, and on the seasonal and interannual patterns in the measured processes (Altimir et al. 2006,
Mäkelä et al. 2006, Kolari et al. 2007, Launiainen et al. 2011).
The small-scale flux measurements have also been utilised in more theoretical studies of stand-scale flux
measurements (Mammarella et al. 2007) and in studying the contribution of different CO2 sinks and
sources to observed stand-level CO2 exchange (Alekseychik et al. submitted).
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However, field measurements give information on the rates of physiological processes in prevailing
conditions where the environmental driving factors are often correlated. Less understanding is obtained on
e.g. the potential photosynthetic capacity in standard or optimal conditions, changes in photosynthetic
parameters with environment, or separating the effects of whole-tree or belowground sink control from
direct effects of environment on shoot photosynthetic responses (or vice versa). A two-year campaign of
monthly measurements of gas exchange responses on pine shoots revealed that different drivers and
mechanisms are responsible to the seasonality of photosynthesis (Juurola et al. this issue). Therefore we
have been developing instrumented laboratory facilities, with a potential to manipulate the tree (branch,
roots or whole tree) environment, and to measure instantaneous and delayed responses to these
manipulations. The fast response photosynthesis measurement system with attached microcosms enable
studies where dynamic interactions between above and below ground plant compartments can be
efficiently analyzed.
As an example, the microcosms were used for testing the impact of soil temperature and three different
boreal forest tree species on the archaeal populations in the bulk soil, rhizosphere, and mycorrhizosphere
(Bomberg et al., 2011). The most commonly detected archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequences belonged to a
group typically found in boreal and alpine forest soils. Interestingly, also one sequence belonging to group
I.1b Crenarchaeota was detected from Scots pine mycorrhiza although sequences of this group are usually
found in agricultural and forest soils in temperate areas. Tree and temperature-related shifts in the archaeal
population structure were observed. The greatest diversity of archaeal DGGE bands was detected in Scots
pine roots and mycorrhizas. No archaea were detected from humus samples from microcosms without tree
seedling, indicating that the archaea found in the mycorrhizosphere and root systems were dependent on
the plant host.
TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED APPROACH IN ECOSYSTEM STUDIES FROM THE SOIL POINT
OF VIEW. (J. Pumpanen et al.)
The response of forest soil to rising atmospheric CO2 concentration and rising temperature, and their
feedback effects on the greenhouse gases and aerosols in the atmosphere, and in this way to the radiative
forcing of the atmosphere, are key questions when predicting the climate conditions in the future.
Recent studies have shown that plants act as carbohydrate sources, by emitting root exudates which
sustain mycorrhizal fungal symbionts, but also other groups of specialized micro-organisms (Högberg and
Read 2006, Pumpanen et al., 2009; Heinonsalo et al., 2010, Pumpanen et al., 2012). The flux of carbon
belowground stimulates the decomposition of soil organic matter and nitrogen uptake of trees (Drake et al.
2011, Phillips et al. 2011). It has been suggested that root exudates and other easily decomposable carbon
could enhance the decomposition of old soil organic matter (Fontaine et al., 2007, Kuzyakov 2010) and
turnover rates of nitrogen in the rhizosphere with possible vegetation growth enhancing feedback (Phillips
et al., 2011). In our ongoing studies, we have also observed that the root exudates and other easily
decomposable carbon increase mineralization of old recalcitrant soil organic matter which was shown both
in the age of respired CO2 from the soil and 15N isotopic signal of the trees (Lindén et al., unpublished).
In coupled climate-carbon cycle models, biological activity of soils is usually driven by abiotic factors
such as temperature and moisture (Conant et al., 2011). However, in the nature the effects of temperature
are coupled with other environmental factors such as irradiation, and the allocation of carbon belowground
(Reichstein et al. 2005), which are seasonally and geographically highly variable. Plant growth and carbon
allocation in boreal forest ecosystems depend on the supply of recycled nutrients within the forest
ecosystem, because the external inputs in the form of atmospheric deposition are very low compared to the
total requirement. In nitrogen limited boreal forest ecosystems the biologically available nitrogen (NH 4
and NO3) is in short supply although the amount of N bound to soil organic matter may be large. Upon the
decomposition of lignocellulose, the proportion of compounds having higher nitrogen content increases
while the proportion of compounds containing carbohydrates (hemicellulose and cellulose) decreases.
Therefore, there is a large pool of immobilized nitrogen in the slowly decomposing SOM pool
(Hättenschwiler and Vitousek 2000).
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Nitrogen balance of boreal forests and peat lands have been one of the focal points of the soil research
conducted in the FCoE. Korhonen et al. (submitted, 2012) showed that in the boreal forest stand at
SMEARII station nitrogen uptake and retranslocation were as important sources of N for plant growth.
Most of the uptaken nitrogen originated from decomposition of organic matter, and the fraction of
nitrogen that could originate directly from deposition was about 30%. Dry deposition and organic nitrogen
in wet deposition contributed over half of the input in deposition. Total outputs of nitrogen from the site
were very small were 0.4 kg N ha -1 yr-1, the most important outputs being N2O emission to the atmosphere
and organic nitrogen flux in drainage flow.
Recent studies have shown that the nitrogen mineralization is stimulated by the increases in the flux of
carbon belowground resulting in feedbacks to nitrogen cycling and nitrogen uptake of the trees (Drake et
al., 2011 and Phillips et al., 2011). This may further increase net primary productivity of the forest
ecosystem (Hari and Kulmala 2008). However, the processes affecting these feedbacks are poorly known
and not quantified so that they could be incorporated in coupled climate-carbon cycle models (Arneth et
al., 2010, Drake et al., 2011, Conant et al., 2011). We are tackling the processes underlying nitrogen
acquisition of trees and ground vegetation from old recalcitrant soil organic matter by using stable
isotopes 15N, 13C, radiocarbon dating, mesocosm and field experiment and process modeling. According to
our preliminary results, the amount of easily decomposable carbon (sugar) affects the source of nitrogen
acquisition of the Pinus sylvestris (Lindén et al., unpublished). We have also observed that belowground
carbon sink activity is reflected to the aboveground photosynthesis in the common boreal tree species in
an experiment where tree seedlings of different tree species were grown under three different temperature
regimes (Pumpanen et al., 2012). The photosynthesis rate was reduced by cold soil temperatures and
increased at higher temperatures. The net CO2 exchange and seedling biomass did not increase
significantly with increasing temperature due to a concomitant increase in carbon assimilation and
respiration rates. Highest biomass accumulation was observed in the medium temperature.
Fire and storm are the most important natural disturbances in the boreal forest influencing strongly the
structure, composition and functioning of the forest. Although less than 1 % of the boreal forests burn
each year, it is a significant land area when taking into account that boreal forests cover 15% of the Earth's
land area. It is expected that with future climate change the fire frequencies in boreal forests will increase
as a result of long drought events. Already now, large forest fires are common in Russia and Canada
during summer months. During a fire, SOM, mostly carbon, is released from the forest biomass rapidly to
the atmosphere through combustion, and simultaneously the mineralized N is released in the soil in the
form of NO3- and NH4+ favoring the re-establishment of vegetation during the first years of succession.
However, the long term consequences of fire on the C and N cycle are largely unknown. It is not well
known how the turnover rate of the remaining SOM will change as a result of changes in the fire interval.
In 2010, we have established a chronosequence study at SMEAR I station and its surrounding forests in
Värriö Strict Nature Reserve for studying the processes underlying carbon and nitrogen cycle at taiga
forests exposed to fire. We are conducting there soil CO2 efflux measurements as well as above and below
ground C- and N-pool inventories.
A chronosequence approach was also used for studying the role of ground vegetation in the carbon
exchange of boreal forest ecosystems (Kulmala 2011). A process model for estimating the gross primary
productivity (GPP) of the most common shrub species was developed by Kulmala et al. (2011), and used
for determining the GPP of a chronosequence of clear-cut sites around Hyytiälä area (Kulmala et al.,
2012). Ground vegetation plays on important role in the carbon exchange of boreal forest; its contribution
to total annual GPP in forest ecosystem was highest in young 6-9-year-old forest sites (about 350 g C m -2)
and decreasing during the forest succession.
The role of aquatic systems as a net sink or a source for atmospheric CO2 is presently under debate. In a
recent Nature paper (Yvon-Durocher et al., 2012), we showed that the annual ecosystem respiration in
aquatic ecosystems show a substantially greater temperature compared to those of terrestrial ecosystems.
This can be due to differences in the importance of other variables beside temperature such as primary
productivity and allochtonous/terrestrial carbon inputs to the aquatic systems. When precipitation or other
processes pull large volumes of organic matter from the land into nearby lakes, this carbon effectively
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disappears from the carbon budget of terrestrial ecosystems if gas fluxes over the lake surface are ignored,
which they traditionally have been. We have tracked the flow of carbon into and out of a lake in Southern
Finland over five years and found that the lake was a net source of carbon, emitting between 70 and 100 g
C m-2 each year. When compared against the role of surrounding forest, which was a net C sink, the lake’s
emissions were enough to offset about 10% of the forest’s annual C sequestration (Huotari et al., 2011). It
is obvious that fluxes of carbon within lacustrine ecosystems must be accounted for when estimating
carbon fluxes at the regional level. This is especially true in the boreal zone where lakes are abundant
(Hanson et al., 2004, Wetzel 2001). The CO2 which is transported from aquatic ecosystems to the
atmosphere originates from the surrounding soils and wetlands, from mineralization of organic carbon and
from respiration of roots and mycorrhiza. This way the biological processes taking place in the terrestrial
ecosystem (e.g. photosynthesis, respiration and decomposition) are interlinked. In our recent studies, we
have observed that the CO2 concentration in stream and lake indeed are controlled by the water flushing
from the surrounding forest soil through the riparian zone during and after heavy rain events (Rasilo et al.,
2011). For monitoring the CO2 concentrations in the aquatic systems and in the soil profile, we have
developed a novel method using non-dispersive infrared CO2 sensors (Hari et al. 2008). The system has
been successfully used in our group for measuring the photosynthesis and respiration of planctonic algae
(Hari et al., 2008), vertical distribution of respiration in the soil profile and the seasonal pattern of root and
rhizosphere respiration (Pumpanen et al. 2008) and changes in the CO2 concentrations in the soil, riparian
zone, stream and lake continuum following rain events (Rasilo et al., 2012).
Riparian zone, between the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems is an important hotspot area having
important implications both in the lateral transport of carbon and nitrogen and as a source of major
important greenhouse gases CO2, CH4, N2O and also biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs). The
concentration of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O) in the lake is accumulating during the winter and
released after the ice has melted. The proportion of aromatic compounds in the water percolating through
the soil profile increases as it passes through the riparian zone (Rasilo et al., submitted 2012) indicating
that the riparian zone also acts as a source of aromatic and volatile compounds. However, the processes
affecting the water quality in the pathway of the water from the terrestrial to the aquatic ecosystems are
still relatively poorly known.
Soil can also be a substantial source of organic amine compounds due to the large pool of organic nitrogen
in the soil. This is because the most common form of N in soils is amino acid N (20–50% of the total N as
amino N) (Senwo and Tabatabai 1998). Recently, we carried out a mesocosm experiment where amine
formation in forest soil was induced with different enzyme treatments and artificial glucose amendments.
The preliminary results show that amine formation seems to have a close link with root system and its
processes since the quality and quantity of amine compounds were different and dependent on the
presence of root system.
To sum it up, soil plays an important and active role in controlling the greenhouse gas balance in the
atmosphere and it also affects indirectly the radiative forcing of the atmosphere through various feedback
effects. In the future, we will emphasize the process understanding in our studies by planning field and
laboratory experiments for studying the connection between above and below ground parts of the forest
ecosystem. We will also continue studying the role of lateral transport of greenhouse gases between the
ecosystems e.g. the connection between aquatic and terrestrial systems. Finally, last but not least we will
strengthen our already strong methodological skills in greenhouse gas flux measurements (Pumpanen et
al., 2004, Pihlatie et al., submitted) by organizing a new campaign to quantify errors related to N 2O flux
chamber measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
The comprehensive measurements and development of sophisticated theoretical frameworks on the boreal
forest ecology and ecophysiology at the SMEAR stations have provided us important understanding on
how the forest ecosystem works, how it reflects the variability in environment, and how it influences the
surrounding atmosphere, soil and watershed. The development of measurements and theoretical
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frameworks will be continued and the systems constantly upgraded, further enhancing the implementation
of our results in models for predicting the responses of forests to future conditions. Further, truly novel
understanding about the role of boreal ecosystems, especially forests, in global biogeochemical cycles and
in atmospheric chemistry and physics will be emerging with these powerful methods and exceptionally
long time series. Effective and open collaboration between different disciplines is a crucial factor in this
work.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol and trace gases are key factors in most processes affecting the properties of the
atmosphere and its effect on the earth’s biosphere. Changes in their concentrations and transport
cause changes in eg. the radiative properties of the atmosphere, the water budget of the landatmosphere interface, the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere, and many other processes. Such
changes impact human and ecosystem welfare, for example via a changing climate or increases in
aerosol concentrations causing adverse health effects. In addition, these changes cause changes in
the atmospheric processes, which in turn can further change the concetrations of aerosols and trace
gases, causing feedbacks in the system of ecosystems.
The aerosol phenomenology group is focused on studying these processes and the phenomena caused
by them by making use of field data collected at various sites, and analysing them with a processoriented view.
OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
The aerosol phenomenology group consists of 4 post-doctoral researchers and ca. 10 PhD and MSc
students, and is lead by Miikka Dal Maso. The focus areas of the Aerosol Phenomenology group
are

Aerosol particle birth and evolution of aerosol populations
Research on the atmospheric aerosol particle birth and evolution of aerosol population extends
from molecular clusters to the activation of cloud condensation nuclei, and from biogenic aerosol
precursor vapours to the evolution of aerosol population in urban areas.
One of the major research topics is atmospheric new particle formation. The group studies the
formation of aerosol particles by nucleation and the growth of these nanosized particles towards
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) sizes, as well as relevant ambient vapours and aerosol particle
loss processes. The background aerosol particle concentration in both urban and rural areas and
the activation of aerosol particles to CCN are also researched, as well as indoor aerosol processes.
The characterisation of the physical and chemical properties of aerosol particles is imperative in
improving our understanding of the processes that they are involved in and the potential influence
on global climate and human health they exert. Our research spans several orders of magnitude
of particle size, and considers both natural and anthropogenic, as well as primary and secondary,
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aerosol. One of the specific interests of our group is concentrated on the aspect of urban aerosols
and their health effects. Both field measurement data and atmospheric models are used as tools.
The research in our group also focuses on the ability of aerosol particles to act as CCN, which
is largely determined by the size and chemical composition of the particles. The main research
objectives are the spatial and temporal variability of CCN properties, the role that CCN chemistry
plays in cloud formation, and the evolution of aerosol populations through cloud processing.

Characterization of physical and chemical properties of aerosol particles
Research on the atmospheric aerosol particle birth and evolution of aerosol population extends
from molecular clusters to the activation of cloud condensation nuclei, and from biogenic aerosol
precursor vapours to the evolution of aerosol population in urban areas.
One of our major research topics is the atmospheric new particle formation. We study the formation of aerosol particles by nucleation and the growth of these nanosized particles towards cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) sizes, as well as relevant ambient vapours and aerosol particle loss processes. We also study the background aerosol particle concentration in both urban and rural areas
and the activation of aerosol particles to CCN. Our study also includes indoor aerosol processes.

Advanced statistics and machine learning
The datasets from our SMEAR stations are large, and there is potential for deriving a lot of
knowledge from them. However, the size and complexity of these datasets make it difficult and
time consuming to extract more information. Helpful tools for this work are found in the fields
of statistics and machine learning. For the study of new particle formation a tool based on selforganising maps has been developed. From a set of learning data it extracts information on the
particle number size distributions on days with and without new particle formation. Given a new
set of number size distribution data, it can tell us on which days new particle formation happened.
A forecast model for urban particle number concentration is another example. It is a parametric
regression model implemented in a Bayesian framework. Through Bayesian inference it forecasts
probability distributions of particle number concentrations. Also cluster analysis has been used in
various contexts.
RESULTS
We will present a summary of recent results of the aerosol phenomenology group.
A study of aerosol transport between 3 stations in Northern Finland showed a consistent pattern
of how aerosol grows as it arrives over land. The pseudo-Lagrangian methodology used allowed
the determination of an overall average growth rate of aerosols, without selection bias towards
days that are particle formation days; this led to lower values than previous estimates made from
Euclidean point measurements, and the average growth rate of aerosols was shown to be around 1
nm/h (Väänänen et al.).
A air mass history study of aerosol formation in the Boreal clean sector that acts as a source area
for the SMEAR I and II stations shows that the aerosol mass yield – and also their growth rate –
from biogenic precursors is a) temperature-dependent for the SMEAR II station (see Fig. 1) and b)
lower at the northern stations (Liao et al.). This is of interest to the organic aerosol community, as
current efforts to model organic aerosol growth usually use a constant yield factor from precursors.
The long-term aerosol and trace gas time series measured at the SMEAR I and II stations have
been utilized to perform an analysis of possible trends visible in the time series. For the SMEAR
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Figure 1: The aerosol mass yield as a function of temperature for air masses arriving at the SMEAR
I and SMEAR II station.

Figure 2: The correlation between measured SO2 correlation statistics and observed particle formation event numbers at the SMEAR I station.
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Figure 3: Change in upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) when aerosol optical depth (AOD) is high
vs. low: UTH(0.2¡AOD¡0.6)/UTH(AOD¡0.2). White areas are areas with less than 10 data points.
The study is done over ocean only.
I (Värriö) station, trend analysis showed a decreasing trend for SO2 , as expected, and also a
decrease in total particle number and CCN number, but not nucleation mode particle nubmers.
However, yearly sums show a correlation between the number of aerosol formation events and the
SO2 concentration sum (Fig. 2); this is certainly interesting but as the causal link between the two
observations is compicated, a deeper study into this phenomenon is warranted (Kyrö et al.).
A similar trend analysis was performed for the SMEAR II data. The analysis revealed that formation rates of particles did not exhibit a significant trend; however, a 3% annual increase of
particle growth rate relative to the 16-year trend was observable in the measurements. Trends in
the condensation sink and an semi-empirical sulphuric acid proxy were found to be negative, which
suggests that the increase in growth rates is not due to sulphuric acid, but eg. organic compounds.
In addition to SMEAR station data, data from measurement campaigns was also investigated. A
campaign at the Aboa station in antarctica revealed particle formation occurring on several days.
Deeper investigation of the formation periods revealed that the particles were formed as the air
mass passed over liquid water ponds on Antarctica, but not when air was coming from the coast.
This presents a new source for aerosol formation on the Antarctic continent, and based on the
evidence organic emissions from the scarce Antarctic flora are involved (Kyrö et al.,b).
As demonstrated by some of the above studies, an important link between the biosphere and the
atmosphere are organic compounds. Emission rates and concentrations of biogenic volatile organic
compounds (BVOCS) are continuously measured at the SMEAR II station. To try to understand
the variations of the concentrations of some BVOCs, these measurements were used to construct a
statistical model of the concentrations. A model that included temperature, the mixed layer height
and the ozone concentration was found to be the best fit to the observations (Karsisto et al.).
Studies of satellite data concerning atmospheric humidity and its connection to aerosol concentrations (Riuttanen et al.). Investigations showed an increase in the upper tropospheric humidity
(UTH) when the aerosol optical depth was high (see Fig. 3). To study this potentially climatically
important phenomenon, careful examination of the data is necessary, as it is affected by factors such
as deep convection, seasonal changes in aerosol sources, wet scanvenging, meteorological patterns
and possible cloud or humidity contamination of the AOD data.
As the secondary effect of aerosols on climate is largely based on the number of cloud condensation
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Figure 4: Monthly variation of differently derived Dc for two SS levels at SMEAR II

Figure 5: A schematic of the data findability and sharing solution being developed for the SMEAR
stations.
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nuclei (CCN) present in the atmosphere, we have also studied the 3-year time series of CCN
measured at the SMEAR II station. The analysis of the data required methodology development,
and a new method was developed to derive critical diameters. Using the new method, result point
to higher hygroscopicity of boreal particles than previously thought. An annual variation of critical
diameters was found (Fig 4.), the more hygroscopic particles found in winter (Paramonovet al.).
Members of the phenomenology group have also participated in the development of a data handling
environment, aimed at facilitating the usage and sharing of data between researchers inside the
Centre of Excellence and also the rest of the scientific community. The vision and basic outline of
the planned data storage, search, and handling environment is shown in Fig. 5.
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 ﻐꅨ寮飠ꅨ浼璈彸ꅨ 寮彸  浼璈彸飠浼侠鱴璈彸ꅨ㛈 彸彸ꅨ ꅨ  怄ꅨﻐ飠ꅨ彸飠� �ﻐ彸飠璈飠彸 ꅨ 浼�侠㛈彸뙄�浼 彸浼 
 浼 ♈彸 浼  璈彸飠浼 ﻐ璈 ꅨ寮  ﻐꭔ浼 � 浼 ꅨ浼  璈 彸  � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸  璈 ﻐ璈  彸♈ꅨ璈  ꅨ浼 彸 
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐꅨ� 浼�ﻐ ﻐ�ﻐ怄怄浼  ﻐ璈 浼 ﻐ �飠浼璈浼  璈彸飠浼 ﻐ飠ꅨ 璈彸 彸 怄
璈浼飠彸璈浼璈♈ꅨ� ﻐꅨ � �ﻐ彸飠璈飠彸 璈浼彸 彸彸璈彸뙄�彸 

鱼 璈 彸彸ꅨ ꅨ �ﻐ彸浼 ﻐꅨ �侠㛈 璈ﻐ浼寮浼 璈浼飠璈彸浼 ꅨ� 璈  飠 璈♈浼 浼 浼彸♈浼 ﻐꅨ彸 浼ﻐ彸怄璈浼♈璈ﻐﻐ
彸浼 ﻐꅨ �侠㛈 ꅨ♈ 浼ꅨ 彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ a빜彸 浼 浼璈 浼璈璈 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈ꅨ浼璈诈诈뾬璈  浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 
彸ꅨ彸飠 ﻐ浼 ﻐﻐꅨ �侠㛈  ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ  ꅨ飠彸 怄 ꅨ 飠彸♈璈浼  ꅨ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈璈彸 浼 璈 诈뾬  ꅨ  浼 �侠㛈 
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ♈浼璈璈 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ♈璈ﻐﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈彸浼  ꅨ♈诈☰㦈璈뺌ꅨ☰μ怄♈−稤ꅨ诈̨̨㦈璈
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뺌ꅨμ怄♈−稤寮浼浼ꅨﻐ浼浼 璈ﻐ浼 ꅨ  浼浼 ﻐ�ﻐ浼�侠㛈♈璈ﻐﻐ彸浼 ꅨ 诈齀㦈飠璈 浼浼飠ꅨ♈♈浼 浼 
ꅨ 怄ꅨ璈ﻐ飠璈浼 璈ꅨ浼璈诈诈뾬璈ꅨ璈ꅨ璈  彸浼 浼 浼彸♈浼  ﻐﻐꅨ寮浼  璈彸ꅨ彸飠ﻐ浼 ﻐﻐ彸浼彸 ﻐ浼飠
浼彸ꅨ뾬 彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 侠鱴 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈  飠璈 诈빜 ꅨ 뾬 浼�ﻐ彸 怄 彸  빜诈 ꅨ  彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸 
�侠㛈 ♈璈 ﻐﻐꅨ♈浼   ꅨ�怄  ꅨ ꅨ ꅨﻐ彸 ﻐ璈 搀빜  ꅨ  侠稤  浼 浼 ﻐ�ﻐꅨ♈ 彸浼  璈  璈ꅨ璈ꅨ
浼 浼彸♈浼  ﻐ怄ꅨ璈 ♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄 锌侠뺌㛈뾬 璈 ﻐ璈浼彸浼 ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ �ﻐ ﻐ怄怄浼  ﻐ璈 ♈ꅨ浼 浼뙄�浼  彸 ﻐ浼飠
ꅨ�浼璈걜 ﻐ彸 璈寮璈♈彸 怄飠彸♈璈浼飠ꅨ� 浼�ﻐ彸 璈♈浼彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼彸 彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠�侠㛈 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 彸  浼ꅨ浼璈
ꅨ 浼璈 璈 浼飠 ꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 彸浼飠 璈 彸 彸浼飠 ꅨ飠彸 怄ꅨ 飠彸♈璈浼璈 浼怄彸ꅨ 璈ﻐ飠璈浼 ﻐ浼浼 浼飠 ꅨ 彸 ﻐ浼飠
ꅨ�浼璈걜 ﻐꅨ  侠鱴 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈  �侠㛈 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ   ﻐꅨ�  浼 飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼浼  彸  ��浼 飠彸♈璈浼 ♈ꅨ 浼
飠璈飠�璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈璈彸浼璈诈뾬




㛈 뺌侠�似 鱼鱴似ꭔ㛈 鱼鱴似 侠 뺌㛈 鱼侠

浼寮璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ   뾬浼浼  ﻐ璈浼浼浼 ꅨﻐ浼浼  浼뙄�浼 璈♈ꅨﻐ浼浼寮 浼浼怄ꅨ璈 Kulmala
et al., 2004 璈  浼 浼浼 飠浼  ﻐ浼浼彸 뾬 ꅨ寮浼浼  浼 � 璈♈浼 璈 ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐ飠璈�ﻐ彸 怄 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 
ﻐ�ﻐ浼뙄�浼 怄ꅨ寮 彸 ꅨ 浼ﻐ彸 浼빜璈 怄浼ꅨ 璈 浼寮 璈 ꅨ♈浼浼ﻐ璈浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ寮浼� 浼ﻐꅨꅨ 뺌ꅨﻐ彸걜浼 浼浼
彸 ﻐꅨ �ﻐꅨ 浼♈浼飠 璈 彸 ♈ﻐ璈飠ꅨ ꅨﻐ璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐꅨ彸♈ꅨ浼 浼� 浼ﻐ璈 彸 怄
ꅨ  璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠   �♈浼ꅨ� ﻐ彸浼  ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ璈ꅨ璈ꅨ 浼 浼彸♈浼  ﻐ璈  ♈ꅨ 浼 �ﻐ ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈浼
浼ꅨ浼 ꅨ♈ꅨ 彸ꅨ 浼怄璈ﻐ빜 璈ﻐ浼 �飠浼璈彸 怄璈ꅨﻐ璈 飠 浼♈彸飠璈飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ  浼寮璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 
㛈 璈 飠浼  彸浼 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈浼飠�飠彸璈ꅨꅨ彸 浼彸 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈ꅨ� 浼ﻐ璈彸璈 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼璈浼
飠ꅨ浼 彸飠彸浼  彸  浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 璈璈♈浼浼彸 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ璈ﻐﻐ浼 ﻐﻐ浼彸♈璈飠ﻐꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ﻐꅨ 飠彸♈璈浼寮浼璈 浼 璈彸
뙄�璈彸璈  �♈璈  浼璈 

浼飠浼  璈  彸 浼 ﻐ彸浼 彸浼  飠璈♈璈彸怄  似锌㛈�侠�뾬  �ﻐ 寮璈 ﻐ飠ꅨ �飠浼  璈  浼 �璈  彸浼ꅨ 鱴璈ꅨ 彸�♈浼
�鱴뾬♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ   稤☰诈诈 稤̨似诈诈♈璈ﻐ뾬 ꅨ♈� 浼稤 ꅨ�诈 诈�彸 怄 彸ﻐ
♈♈�ﻐ浼飠璈♈璈彸怄 璈璈怄浼 �♈浼ꅨ  彸 浼浼 뙄�璈 彸彸浼ﻐ寮浼浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼浼璈彸 浼 璈彸ꅨ 璈浼ﻐ浼璈飠 
怄ꅨ��ﻐ彸 怄 彸ﻐ飠璈♈璈彸怄 璈璈怄浼 �♈浼 ꅨ  浼浼 ﻐ寮浼浼ꅨﻐ浼浼  ꅨ♈璈ꅨ璈ꅨ 稤☰ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 
璈ﻐ㦈彸浼稤 璈ﻐ寮浼浼 浼寮璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ   뾬 璈ﻐ뾬

璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  浼浼  ﻐ璈浼 ꅨﻐ浼浼  璈 �鱴 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  诈搀 璈 ﻐ彸  璈 浼璈 寮彸 
♈璈 彸♈璈 彸 浼浼  浼뙄�浼 飠彸 ﻐ彸 怄璈 ♈♈�ﻐ浼 璈♈浼 浼 璈̨뾬ꅨ寮浼浼  浼ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈  ﻐꅨ 怄
�飠浼璈彸ꅨ  浼浼  ﻐ璈浼 ♈ꅨ浼 浼뙄�浼  彸  ♈♈�ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ   璈  ﻐ彸 怄 ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ  寮彸  ♈璈 彸♈璈 彸  � 浼빜�
ꅨ怄浼 浼寮彸  浼似锌㛈�侠�飠ꅨ璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 寮浼璈浼飠 璈璈飠浼彸 彸 怄 浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ璈  浼飠 浼♈彸ﻐ
ꅨ 璈彸飠浼� ﻐ彸 怄 浼怄ꅨ寮  璈ﻐ浼ꅨ  浼 浼뙄�浼 ꅨﻐ浼浼  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ彸 �鱴璈彸飠�璈寮浼
浼ꅨ 彸뾬 浼浼♈ꅨ璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ 璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼 �♈浼 璈 飠ꅨ♈ꅨﻐ彸彸ꅨ  �彸 怄 浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ㦸
彸彸뾬  浼  璈♈彸飠 ﻐꅨ  飠 浼♈彸飠璈 ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ彸   浼 �璈 彸 浼 璈彸飠浼ﻐ㦸 璈  彸彸彸뾬  浼 ꅨﻐﻐ彸浼 ♈浼飠 璈 彸ﻐ♈ﻐ
浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ彸浼 ꅨ 浼怄ꅨ寮 ꅨ �璈 彸 浼璈彸飠浼 ﻐ璈♈浼 浼璈诈璈뾬

鱼 璈 彸彸ꅨ ꅨ�鱴ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 寮浼浼 浼 浼 ꅨ�璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ  ꅨ 浼ꅨꅨ怄 璈♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸浼ﻐ彸�璈浼 彸 
 浼��ﻐꅨ  浼飠彸ﻐꅨ♈浼걜♈ ꅨ♈�鱴㦸彸 浼浼ﻐ彸 怄 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ璈寮璈ﻐ璈걜浼璈飠浼诈빜 ꅨ�ﻐ
浼璈彸浼彸 �鱴 璈 彸 ꅨꅨ怄 璈 ﻐ浼浼 彸怄诈뾬 彸 ﻐ璈浼璈ﻐꅨ浼璈ﻐﻐꅨ飠彸璈浼 寮彸  浼♈ꅨ 彸 怄ꅨ� 璈璈浼
浼浼ꅨ♈浼  ﻐ璈 ꅨ  浼彸飠璈 ♈彸 彸 怄뾬  璈 ﻐ璈 ﻐ浼璈彸浼 彸  �鱴 浼 浼彸♈彸 璈 浼 ﻐ ﻐ�ﻐꅨ寮  璈
浼怄彸ꅨ 璈 浼 浼浼ꅨ♈浼 ♈璈彸怄怄浼 ﻐ浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ鱼 ꅨ 浼ꅨ飠 璈璈飠浼彸 浼 浼ꅨ� 璈
璈浼 浼ꅨ�彸ꅨ  �彸 怄  浼♈ꅨ 彸 怄  浼♈彸 浼 璈浼 浼彸怄  彸♈ ﻐꅨ 浼浼 �ﻐ彸 怄 浼 彸怄빜浼ﻐꅨ�彸ꅨ  寮浼璈 浼
♈ꅨ 浼㛈 뺌侠鱼似

浼ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐꅨ�   璈 璈ﻐ彸� ﻐ彸 怄  浼 飠璈♈璈彸怄  浼彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈 �鱴  浼 飠ꅨ 彸 �ꅨ�♈ ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  ﻐꅨ   浼
璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ♈ﻐ浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈璈 怄璈 ﻐ璈璈璈�鱴 璈浼浼浼  �ﻐ彸浼  ꅨ 浼�鱴
ﻐ彸浼 璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 浼璈搀㦸뺌彸걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈㦸�ꅨ怄璈飠 浼璈浼璈̨㦸璈♈浼 浼璈̨㦸璈璈彸 浼 
浼璈☰뾬 浼璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈 浼�鱴♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 寮浼浼ﻐ璈浼 ꅨ 
뺌璈飠  璈♈浼 浼璈̨뾬鱼 璈 彸彸ꅨ ꅨ 浼飠ꅨ 彸 �ꅨ�ﻐ璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐﻐ浼浼璈怄璈ﻐ
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璈

♈浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈璈璈♈浼浼ﻐ璈浼浼彸 怄♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 璈�鱴�侠侠侠侠 侠稤浼♈浼璈�浼浼璈彸浼
�♈彸 彸 寮彸  彸浼飠彸ꅨ  寮彸  ﻐ浼浼  怄ꅨ璈 璈 彸璈彸ꅨ  浼飠彸彸璈彸ꅨ  璈  璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠 浼�ﻐﻐ浼
珬 ꅨ� 璈浼彸 ♈ꅨﻐꅨ 怄浼♈♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 � �ﻐﻐ彸飠璈飠彸  浼♈ꅨﻐ彸♈ꅨ璈  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ ﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ빜
彸 ﻐꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼  ꭔ浼  浼浼 ꅨ浼 璈浼 ꅨ♈�璈浼  ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠璈 ꅨ 彸浼 ﻐ뺌彸걜걜ꅨ 浼  浼 璈 诈诈뾬  ꅨ  浼
似珬鱴㛈㛈 鱼ﻐ彸浼ﻐ뺌彸걜걜ꅨ 浼 浼璈飠ꅨ 飠� 浼  璈 浼浼ﻐ浼 彸飠彸浼ꅨ ꅨ �侠璈 彸 浼浼 似�ꅨ浼璈 
ﻐ彸浼ﻐ寮璈ﻐ璈飠 彸浼浼 ♈�彸彸 怄飠ꅨ♈彸 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 怄ꅨ璈ﻐꅨ璈璈 彸璈彸ꅨ �侠飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 飠ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 
ﻐ彸 걜璈 浼璈彸浼 �♈彸 彸



璈뾬








 







뾬


彸怄�浼 诈  浼寮 璈彸飠浼  ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  璈  诈뾬 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼  뺌� ﻐﻐ浼♈ ﻐ璈  璈뾬 �璈 ﻐ彸浼 �鱴 
ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  걜♈ ꅨ 浼璈 ﻐ浼飠彸ꅨ ꅨꅨ怄 璈뾬璈  뾬璈 浼ꅨꅨ怄 璈 ��ﻐ璈 ﻐ彸浼뾬♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 


浼飠浼  璈♈浼 浼璈 诈뾬 璈浼浼 浼 浼  浼飠ꅨ 彸 �ꅨ� ﻐ璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ  浼�鱴ꅨﻐ璈 诈 浼璈ﻐ
彸怄�浼 ﻐꅨ寮 ﻐ浼♈ꅨ   浼뙄�浼 飠ꅨ  浼寮璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈�鱴ꅨ浼  浼诈빜浼璈 璈璈ﻐ浼
珬 彸걜浼 ꅨ ♈璈  ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ   ﻐ浼 ♈璈 彸♈�♈ 浼뙄�浼 飠 ꅨ  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 ﻐꅨ飠飠�� ﻐ彸 怄 ♈♈�ﻐ浼 寮彸 
♈璈 彸♈�♈ꅨ 㦈彸 �뾬寮 彸浼 浼ꅨ寮浼 ﻐ浼뙄�浼 飠 稤㦈뾬ꅨ飠飠�� ﻐ彸 怄璈��♈ 璈 寮彸 浼 ﻐ浼浼 彸怄�浼
뾬 浼ﻐ浼浼 ﻐ浼 浼飠 浼ꅨ浼ꅨ  浼璈 彸璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ彸彸 怄 浼 ꅨꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈 浼�ﻐ彸 
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  �飠浼璈彸 怄 璈ꅨ� ﻐ鱴ꅨ♈浼 浼 ﻐ彸浼 ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠璈 璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ   浼   寮彸  浼ﻐ浼飠 ꅨ
♈浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈璈 璈飠浼怄璈ﻐ浼ﻐꅨ  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐꅨ浼�飠彸 璈浼 浼 彸 浼浼 ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ怄ꅨ浼  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ
 浼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 璈浼彸 ꅨ怄浼ﻐﻐ璈 寮彸浼浼ﻐ浼 浼 彸 ꅨ�彸 飠ꅨ♈彸 怄�彸飠璈彸ꅨ 
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浼ﻐ彸 浼 ꅨ 璈浼 璈 ꅨ 怄 浼♈ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ ♈ꅨ 彸ꅨ彸 怄 彸 ﻐ飠ꅨ �飠浼  ꅨ  ꅨ ꅨ   浼 �彸ꅨ ꅨ寮浼 彸  네�ꅨ彸ꅨ
浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 浼璈诈㦸ꅨ彸 浼璈诈㦸뺌彸浼ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈뾬 浼♈ꅨ 彸ꅨ彸 怄寮璈ﻐﻐ璈浼 彸 璈 
ꅨ彸 浼ﻐ璈  ꅨꅨ� 彸ꅨ �ﻐ  ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠ﻐ璈璈 ﻐ彸浼寮 彸飠 彸ﻐꅨ飠璈浼 浼寮浼浼 璈 璈怄浼�璈 ꅨ浼ﻐ浼 
璈浼璈璈 璈飠彸寮彸 璈ꅨ�璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  ☰ 浼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 彸ﻐꅨ  浼ꅨꅨ  浼�彸ꅨꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ ꅨ寮浼㦸
 搀¢稤²̨ 稤☰¢稤诈²似稤♈璈ﻐ璈 ♈璈ꅨ浼 浼�ﻐꅨ� 彸 怄璈걜浼璈 ꅨ飠璈浼 璈ꅨ�걜♈
ꅨ 寮浼ﻐꅨ  浼飠浼 浼ꅨ 네�ꅨ彸ꅨ飠彸似璈ﻐ浼  彸 璈 浼璈彸ﻐꅨ  浼ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 飠璈 浼 ꅨ� 彸 浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 浼
璈 ☰뾬 浼ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 璈 浼�彸ꅨ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 浼ﻐ浼 浼  浼浼ꅨꅨ걜璈飠浼
ꅨ♈� 浼 ꅨ ꅨ浼♈浼 ☰ 浼浼 璈浼 彸ﻐ彸 飠 ﻐ浼飠ꅨ ﻐꅨ 飠浼璈 浼 璈  ♈ꅨ浼ꅨ�浼  璈彸 寮 彸飠 
怄彸浼 � ﻐ璈 怄ꅨꅨ  ꅨꅨ� 彸 ꅨ 彸 浼ﻐ彸怄璈浼  浼 浼 浼飠 ﻐꅨ  ꅨ飠璈 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ�飠浼 ﻐꅨ  璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ 璈彸飠浼
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 侠�璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 璈彸飠浼 �♈浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ  ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ寮浼浼飠璈彸浼 
ꅨ��ﻐ彸 怄璈寮彸 뺌�ﻐﻐ浼♈ 彸 浼浼 彸璈뺌ꅨ彸彸璈彸飠浼�彸 浼ﻐ뾬璈 浼�彸ꅨﻐ彸浼 寮彸 璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼
璈 怄浼ﻐꅨ ̨빜 ♈뾬璈飠浼怄璈ﻐ飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ � ﻐ侠侠 侠稤뾬璈 璈ﻐ彸飠♈浼浼ꅨꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈璈彸璈浼  ﻐ
寮彸 ﻐ浼浼 璈 寮彸  彸浼飠彸ꅨ 뾬


彸怄�浼 뺌ꅨ   浼뙄�浼 飠ꅨ  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  浼浼  ﻐ璈  浼 �鱴뾬 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ浼 诈 浼璈 ﻐ璈璈 뺌璈飠 빜
뺌璈飠 诈뾬

鱼  浼ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐꅨ  浼 璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ♈�彸ꅨ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  浼璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ寮浼浼彸 浼 彸 彸浼 
璈  飠璈ﻐﻐ彸 彸浼  彸 ꅨ  浼浼 彸 浼浼  飠璈浼怄ꅨ彸浼 ﻐ璈飠飠ꅨ 彸 怄 ꅨ  浼 ꅨ飠璈 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ�飠浼ﻐ㦸 鱴璈 ﻐﻐ诈 彸 飠� 浼ﻐ
ꅨ♈璈 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈ﻐ ﻐ彸♈彸璈 ꅨ 寮 璈 璈 ﻐ浼浼  ꅨﻐ浼浼  彸  彸 浼浼  浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 ﻐ뾬 寮彸  浼 彸怄 
�♈浼 璈彸飠浼 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈  飠浼璈 怄ꅨ寮  ꅨ   浼 浼寮 ꅨ♈浼  璈彸飠浼  ﻐ璈 璈 ﻐꅨ ♈璈  ꅨ�ﻐ㦸
鱴璈  ﻐﻐ彸 飠� 浼 ﻐ飠浼璈  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 ﻐ寮彸  浼璈彸浼 浼 ꅨ寮 怄ꅨ寮  璈浼 ﻐ璈  ꅨ寮 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ 
�侠 뾬㦸 璈  鱴璈 ﻐﻐ稤 彸 飠� 浼 ﻐꅨ�浼  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 ﻐ寮彸  彸怄  飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ   �侠  寮 浼   浼 寮彸 
飠ꅨ♈浼 ﻐꅨ♈  似 彸浼飠彸ꅨ ﻐ뾬 璈♈浼  浼 璈 诈诈뾬  ﻐꅨ寮浼   璈 诈㦈 ꅨ   浼 ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼  璈 ﻐ寮浼浼
�飠浼璈彸ꅨ  浼浼  璈 ﻐ彸浼 飠璈 ﻐﻐ诈뾬 诈̨㦈 寮浼浼 ꅨ 빜 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 ﻐ搀稤㦈 ꅨ   浼 璈 ﻐ寮浼浼 飠璈 ﻐﻐ稤
뺌ꅨ浼ꅨ浼 璈♈浼 浼璈 �ﻐ浼♈ 璈ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐ浼 彸浼ﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ�飠浼 ﻐ璈 浼 彸ﻐ彸  浼네�ꅨ彸ꅨ浼怄彸ꅨ 璈  浼
彸 浼璈浼寮浼浼  浼浼 ﻐ璈 ꅨ飠璈浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ♈ﻐꅨ彸璈浼  浼ꅨ 怄ꅨ彸 怄飠ꅨ♈浼 浼 ﻐ彸浼璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ

㛈飠飠ꅨ 彸 怄 ꅨ  浼 浼飠浼   �ﻐ  浼ﻐ걜彸 浼  浼 璈 诈뾬 璈璈 彸 璈 浼  浼 璈 诈뾬 彸彸 浼   浼 璈飠걜
璈浼飠ꅨ彸浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ 彸浼璈彸♈璈ﻐﻐ璈彸璈ﻐ浼飠ꅨ ﻐ璈♈浼 璈ﻐ㛈飠彸飠 稤诈搀빜诈뾬㛈飠彸飠네ꅨ璈 诈빜̨뾬似璈̨ ﻐ빜
诈뾬�ꅨ�  诈빜稤搀뾬璈 ꭔ浼 ﻐ稤搀빜稤诈搀뾬 璈浼诈 ﻐꅨ寮 ﻐ浼 �♈浼ﻐꅨ 飠璈ﻐﻐ彸 彸浼  璈ﻐ彸  彸 浼浼 
ﻐ浼飠ꅨ ﻐ浼浼 ﻐﻐ�ﻐꅨ寮 璈♈ꅨ ﻐꅨ♈彸 璈 璈浼飠ꅨ 彸浼飠彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈 ﻐ鱴璈ﻐﻐ诈뾬璈浼飠ꅨ♈彸 怄
ꅨ♈璈飠浼璈 ﻐ浼飠ꅨ �浼飠ꅨ搀뾬

浼飠浼  璈♈浼  浼 璈 诈飠뾬  �ﻐ彸浼  鱴鱴 ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ  ꅨ♈ �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  浼浼  ﻐ璈걜彸 怄 璈飠浼 璈 �彸ꅨ
ﻐ璈彸ꅨ  뺌浼 ꅨ  ﻐ璈  ♈璈彸  彸 彸 怄 ﻐ璈浼 浼ﻐ浼 浼  彸   彸 ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼 ꅨ  鱴ꅨ似 诈 锌浼 浼璈 搀㦈 ꅨ   浼
�飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ璈�彸ꅨﻐ璈彸ꅨ 寮浼浼ﻐꅨ 怄浼 ꅨ�怄  ꅨ璈 璈飠彸ꅨ ꅨ 璈彸飠浼ﻐꅨ�ﻐ彸浼ꅨﻐ彸 浼ﻐꅨ 搀 ♈
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璈 璈怄浼侠浼璈 浼 璈浼璈ﻐꅨ浼ﻐꅨ♈浼寮 璈♈ꅨ浼彸♈ꅨ璈 ﻐꅨ�飠浼ꅨ 鱴鱴彸 �彸ꅨ飠ꅨ♈璈浼 ꅨ
璈璈ﻐ彸 璈璈 


ꅨ璈
�浼飠ꅨ

�♈浼
�浼飠ꅨ诈 �浼飠ꅨ �浼飠ꅨ稤 �浼飠ꅨ
搀
ꅨ  璈ﻐ
飠璈ﻐﻐ诈
诈☰
̨

诈

☰
飠璈ﻐﻐ
稤̨

̨


诈
飠璈ﻐﻐ稤


诈诈
搀
诈
诈
似
诈
诈̨
稤搀




璈浼诈�♈浼ꅨ  �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼  璈ﻐ璈  ꅨ 빜浼浼  似뾬 璈ﻐ彸  浼搀ﻐ浼飠ꅨ�ﻐ浼飠ꅨ诈彸ﻐ㛈飠彸飠
稤诈搀빜诈뾬ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 彸ﻐ㛈飠彸飠네ꅨ璈 诈빜̨뾬ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 稤彸ﻐ似璈̨ ﻐ빜诈뾬ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 彸�ﻐꅨ�  诈빜稤搀뾬
璈 ﻐ浼飠ꅨ搀彸ﻐꭔ浼 ﻐ稤搀빜稤诈搀뾬 �彸 怄彸♈浼浼彸ꅨ � 浼ꅨꅨ浼♈浼☰



似侠 似 鱼鱴㛈珬鱴似㛈 鱼侠� 珬鱼似�
ꅨ 浼 璈飠 � 浼 彸 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ   浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ飠浼 ﻐﻐ浼 彸  ꅨﻐ浼浼     浼 彸� ﻐ飠浼璈彸ꅨ 
 浼ꅨ浼♈ 璈ﻐ浼浼 ꅨ�彸 浼�ﻐ浼  彸 ﻐ浼ꅨ浼♈彸 걜ﻐꅨ怄浼 浼 浼 �♈浼ꅨ ♈ꅨ浼飠�浼ﻐ彸 ﻐꅨ빜飠璈浼 飠彸彸飠璈
�飠浼� ﻐ浼ﻐ浼 彸 怄 ꅨ浼 浼飠걜 ꅨ 璈ꅨ�빜ꅨ빜璈彸飠浼 璈 ﻐ彸彸ꅨ   浼 璈浼 ꅨ    璈  飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ 
飠ꅨ 浼 ﻐ彸 怄 ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ﻐ浼怄 � �ﻐ彸飠 璈飠彸 뾬 浼飠浼  寮浼 璈浼 浼♈ꅨ ﻐ璈浼  ꅨ 璈 ♈ꅨ 浼 ﻐﻐ浼♈  ﻐ璈
飠ꅨ璈怄�璈彸ꅨ ꅨﻐﻐ浼ﻐꅨ 飠�ﻐ浼♈ﻐﻐ璈浼 璈  浼飠彸彸飠璈ﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐꅨ 浼浼ﻐ�ﻐꅨ  彸ﻐ璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐ뺌璈彸璈浼璈
诈璈뾬ꅨ寮璈 ﻐ璈怄浼 ﻐ彸 浼 ﻐ寮 彸浼飠�ﻐ浼빜飠�ﻐ浼 彸 浼璈飠彸ꅨ  ﻐ浼 걜璈♈ 걜彸 浼璈 诈뾬 璈浼 ꅨ♈彸 璈 
璈 ꅨꅨﻐ彸浼浼 浼飠ꭔꅨ걜ꅨ浼 浼  浼ﻐ浼浼 ﻐ�ﻐꅨ璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠璈浼浼璈 ﻐﻐ浼♈ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 ꅨ怄浼 ﻐﻐ뺌璈彸璈
浼璈诈뾬

浼稤 ♈璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈浼 稤뾬璈  浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 璈浼 诈뾬璈浼飠浼 璈뙄�璈 彸彸浼 ﻐꅨ �飠浼璈彸ꅨ 璈 
  璈 璈ﻐ彸 ﻐ浼 浼ﻐ彸♈璈彸ꅨ  ꅨ  诈 彸�ﻐ� ﻐ璈 浼 璈ꅨ璈浼  ꅨ♈  浼 璈璈浼  ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ  璈浼 ꅨ  稤 ♈
璈彸飠浼 ﻐ稤뾬 寮 彸飠 彸 ﻐꅨ璈彸 浼  ꅨ♈ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ ﻐ뺌璈 ꅨ � 飠浼璈彸 彸浼ﻐ璈ꅨ� 
 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼寮浼浼 彸ﻐ飠�ﻐﻐ浼 璈浼彸 ♈璈 �彸飠璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ浼怄네ꅨ ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈诈뾬浼 彸 浼 浼璈 诈뾬
璈浼 浼浼ꅨ彸 怄璈 浼寮♈浼 ꅨ  ꅨ 浼ﻐ彸♈璈彸 怄  浼 �飠浼璈彸ꅨ  璈浼 ﻐꅨ♈璈璈浼  璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 璈浼ﻐ
璈 彸飠浼浼ﻐ璈璈걜彸 怄彸 ꅨ璈飠飠ꅨ�  浼浼 浼飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼 浼浼 浼 怄ꅨ寮 璈浼ﻐ璈ﻐ寮璈ﻐ浼飠ꅨ♈♈浼 浼 璈浼ﻐ
 �ﻐꅨ 네�璈 怄浼璈 诈诈뾬


似 似 似鱴似�


㛈 ♈璈 鱼 뺌彸浼ꅨ 浼 ꅨ彸 㛈㛈ꅨ璈�뺌彸걜걜ꅨ 浼 㛈浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 뺌네ꅨ♈�璈네似浼 彸 浼 㛈
璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 � ꅨ♈璈걜걜璈 彸浼♈彸 诈뾬㛈浼ꅨﻐꅨ浼 浼飠ꅨ �璈彸 ꅨ♈飠ꅨ� ﻐ鱼 ﻐ彸�ﻐ뺌侠鱼�ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
뺌璈 �ﻐ飠彸彸 浼璈璈彸ꅨ 

璈璈 彸 璈 浼 似㛈浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 㛈璈♈浼 㛈彸璈 浼 ꅨ彸 뺌네ꅨ♈�璈㛈璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼  诈뾬浼寮璈彸飠浼
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠ﻐ璈�彸ꅨ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 뺌璈 �ﻐ飠彸彸 浼璈璈彸ꅨ 

璈璈 彸 璈 浼 似㛈浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 㛈璈♈浼 㛈璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈彸璈 浼 ꅨ彸 뺌네ꅨ♈�璈 诈뾬浼寮璈彸飠浼
ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈彸ﻐ彸飠ﻐ璈�彸ꅨ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ 㛈ﻐ璈飠彸♈�ﻐﻐ彸浼 ꅨ鱴 㛈㛈鱼鱴寮ꅨ걜 ﻐꅨ侠ﻐꅨ

浼怄♈璈  네浼♈彸 浼 빜뺌네ꅨ ꅨ 浼 浼 彸 浼 네뺌璈걜걜ꅨ 浼  㛈ꅨ璈㛈뺌彸浼ꅨ 浼  
ꅨ♈璈걜걜璈 彸浼♈彸�네�♈璈璈뺌璈 네ꅨ걜걜ꅨ璈 诈뾬似璈�璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼ﻐ浼飠彸ꅨ 璈璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ♈彸飠ꅨ ﻐ彸飠♈ﻐꅨ �浼
�㛈�㛈彸♈浼♈浼 璈彸ꅨ 彸 似鱴㛈뺌搀빜㛈뺌璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ빜飠彸♈璈浼♈ꅨ 浼锌浼ꅨﻐ飠彸뺌ꅨ 浼浼搀搀빜
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璈彸彸璈 뺌浼璈鱴鱴璈飠彸彸彸浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ彸彸飠璈璈彸飠浼ﻐ飠ꅨ璈浼 寮彸 璈彸ꅨ�ﻐﻐꅨ�浼ﻐ�ﻐ璈 飠浼 ﻐ诈뾬뺌璈 �ﻐ飠彸彸 
浼璈璈彸ꅨ 

璈♈浼 㛈ꅨ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈璈彸�뺌彸걜걜ꅨ 浼 �ꅨ怄璈飠 浼璈뺌璈뺌璈ﻐꅨ뺌네�♈璈璈 鱴璈璈彸� � 彸뺌鱴
璈飠飠 彸 彸�浼飠浼ﻐ璈彸뺌뺌彸飠浼璈네似浼 彸 浼 璈 璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈 ̨뾬�飠浼璈彸ꅨ 璈 怄ꅨ寮 ꅨ  浼寮
璈彸飠浼ﻐ彸 ꅨ璈浼鱼璈㛈♈ꅨﻐ鱴 浼♈ ̨ﻐ稤搀搀빜稤̨̨

璈♈浼 㛈ꅨ彸 浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 㛈네ꅨ♈�璈뺌浼 彸 浼 네似 ꅨ♈璈걜걜璈 彸浼♈彸��♈彸 
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네ꅨ ꅨ 浼 璈 㛈璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼  诈뾬似 浼飠ꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨﻐ彸 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ 飠 璈 怄浼ﻐꅨ 㛈侠鱴鱴璈 飠ꅨ�  ꅨ浼
�♈浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 飠璈ﻐ浼 �ﻐ彸浼 ﻐꅨ♈似 �璈 뺌浼彸 锌浼♈璈 锌浼ꅨ  ﻐ浼ﻐ诈诈̨̨
ꅨ彸诈诈☰诈诈诈̨☰诈
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ꅨ♈璈걜걜璈 彸浼♈彸�㛈璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 璈   璈璈彸걜璈彸 浼 似璈ꅨ璈彸ꅨ 璈 飠ꅨ 浼 ﻐ璈彸ꅨ ꅨ ﻐ浼♈彸ꅨ璈彸浼飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� ﻐ彸 
鱴鱴빜飠ꅨ� 浼诈 彸ﻐ彸�ﻐﻐ浼

�璈�걜걜ꅨ似네���璈彸 浼 璈 彸璈 浼 㛈 诈璈뾬㛈♈浼 ꅨ ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ浼 浼 璈ﻐ浼ﻐ璈浼ꅨ 璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ
㛈♈ꅨﻐ뺌浼璈 ﻐ浼飠 搀搀☰빜搀 ꅨ彸诈搀诈☰璈♈빜搀빜搀☰빜诈

�璈�걜걜ꅨ似璈♈浼㛈 뺌璈ﻐﻐꅨ彸네ꅨꅨ ꭔ彸怄 鱴ꅨ璈 ﻐ璈浼 浼 浼 浼璈㛈侠 璈ﻐ飠  
璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈璈彸 ꅨ彸ﻐꭔꅨ ﻐꅨ 璈 彸璈 浼 㛈 诈뾬�♈彸 彸빜 浼浼 浼  璈ﻐ浼ﻐ璈浼ꅨ �侠㛈
璈彸飠浼 ﻐꅨ♈彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠璈 璈  ꅨꅨ怄浼 彸飠浼飠�ﻐꅨﻐ㛈♈ꅨﻐ鱴 浼♈ ﻐ诈̨搀诈̨빜̨搀☰

�ꅨ璈♈璈璈 璈 璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈 ̨뾬 浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 侠璈 ﻐꅨ彸ꅨ ꅨ 飠ꅨ� 빜 ꅨ璈飠彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 彸 ﻐꅨ�浼璈彸飠浼ﻐ
璈 浼ꅨ浼彸飠璈 璈♈浼寮ꅨ걜㛈♈ꅨﻐ鱴 浼♈ ̨ﻐ诈̨搀빜诈

�ꅨ怄璈飠 浼璈璈♈浼 㛈 璈飠飠 彸 彸뺌鱴네�♈璈璈뺌璈 璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈 浼璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 璈彸♈璈 ﻐﻐ彸ﻐꅨꅨ
�飠浼璈彸ꅨ 浼浼 ﻐ彸 ꅨ璈浼鱼璈�ﻐ彸 怄璈飠걜璈浼飠ꅨ彸浼ﻐ璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐ㛈♈ꅨﻐ鱴 浼♈ ̨ﻐ稤☰빜搀稤̨

浼 걜璈♈ 걜彸  뺌  뺌飠锌璈    네��   �彸  네 似  浼 彸 浼 璈 뺌 네�♈璈璈  诈뾬  浼 彸 걜彸 怄  浼 
璈彸飠璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼 彸� ﻐ飠浼璈彸ꅨ  浼ꅨ浼♈ꅨ璈彸飠浼 ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ 鱴 浼♈ ﻐ诈稤☰诈̨

彸璈 浼 㛈네璈 ꅨﻐꅨ네���璈彸 浼 㛈 ♈璈 㛈ꅨ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈璈彸�璈�걜걜ꅨ似璈ꅨ谸彸빜彸彸  彸彸璈
ꅨꅨ璈彸 浼 네네浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 ꭔꅨ ﻐꅨ �♈彸 璈 璈璈걜ﻐꅨ 浼 㛈 诈诈뾬
ꅨ� 飠浼浼 璈彸ꅨꅨ  浼 ﻐ �飠浼璈浼 彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 璈ꅨ怄璈 彸飠璈浼ꅨﻐꅨ璈彸飠浼ﻐ
㛈♈ꅨﻐ鱴 浼♈ ﻐ诈诈☰稤诈稤빜☰稤稤

彸璈 浼 㛈ꅨ�ﻐ浼 ﻐ璈璈彸네ꅨꅨ 네璈 ꅨﻐꅨ谸彸빜彸彸 浼ﻐ걜彸 浼 뺌 걜浼 뺌ꅨꅨ璈彸 浼 네
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol and climate research group carry out research on properties, processes and influences of aerosols
to climate in the atmosphere, especially at northern latitudes. The research is based on continuous and
campaign type measurements, laboratory experiments and modelling. The objective of the research is to
answer following questions:

what is the direct radiative forcing in our environment ?

how does pollution in the atmosphere affect to the properties of clouds and indirect
radiative forcing in northern latitudes ?

what is the ratio between direct and indirect forcing in our environment ?

what is the role of human activities to the radiative forcing by aerosols in our
environment
Here we report the group’s recent activities.
METHODS
The activities of the group can be divided into four categories: continuous in situ field measurements,
modelling and data analysis, laboratory experiments and instrument development and campaign based
measurements. In the following a more detailed insight to recent activities is given.
1. Continuous field measurements
Continuous field measurements of aerosol physical and optical properties are conducted in three different
stations in Finland: In Pallas-Sodankylä Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) station, Utö Atmospheric and
Marine Research Station, and Virolahti measurement station. Utö and Virolahti are part of European
Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP ). In Pallas-Sodankylä GAW station we have studied
aerosol long term properties, for example, time series new particle formation events (Asmi et al., 2011)
and involved in study of long term trends of aerosol properties (Collaud Coen et al. 2012 , Asmi et al.,
2012a, Asmi et al., 2012b ). Data from all above mentioned three stations, along with two other stations,
have been used to characterize black carbon aerosol properties in Finland, a gateway to Arctic (Hyvärinen
et. al. 2011a).
Group is also involved in several measurement programs abroad. In India we have established a
continuous measurement station, which has been operational since 2006. Currently we characterize the
basic properties of aerosol, the effect of monsoon on aerosols properties (e.g Hyvärinen et al, 2011b,
Hyvärinen et al., 2011c, Panwar et el. 2012) and new particle formation in rural background environment
in northern India (Neitola et al., 2011).
We are also involved in collaboration to establish a state of the art long term measurement station to
Siberia in Russia (Asmi et al. 2012). So far, direct year-round observations of important climate forcing
agents have been inadequate within the Russian side of the Arctic. This is the reason why a new climate
observatory was founded in Tiksi, Russia. Measurements of aerosol particles and greenhouse gases by
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Finnish Meteorological Institute started in summer 2010 in Arctic Russia, Tiksi observatory. The yearround observations are used to pinpoint regional and global sources of these important climate forcing
agents, and to study their interaction and feedback processes in this extreme Arctic climate. Importantly,
up to now, very few direct observations from northern Siberian region have been available.
Finnish Meteorological Institute is in process of building a remote sensing instrument network which
consists of Doppler lidars, a Raman lidar, ceilometers and a Doppler cloud radar. The sites in the network
represent different environments and climate conditions from southern to northern Finland : 1) Helsinki,
urban environment with marine influence, 2) Utö island, part of the Finnish archipelago, 3) Hyytiälä,
continental background site, 4) Kuopio, continental urban site and 5) Sodankylä, arctic continental site.
The aims for the network include monitoring and investigating aerosol, clouds and boundary layer wind
and dynamics (Hirsikko et al., 2012) for weather forecast, air quality, aviation safety and climate change
assessment purposes.
2. Modeling and data analysis
Models are developed to describe aerosol processes in the atmosphere. We use also process models to
interpret of the aerosol measurements and new methodologies to analyse measurement data. Group also
develops parameterizations to aerosol and cloud processes.
Modeling activities include studies on the relationships between aerosol properties (such as their physical
size distribution, chemical composition and mixing state, i.e. the degree to which individual particles
differ in their chemical composition among a particle population), aerosol CCN activity and clouds. We
have developed a computational scheme that can be used to assess the influence of the particle
hygroscopicity and mixing state on the cloud nucleating ability of particles. Additionally, the model
provides an estimate for the peak supersaturation of water vapour reached during the formation of the
observed clouds. The developed tools was applied to observations made during the Second and the Third
Pallas Cloud Experiment (see field campaigns) in the Pallas – Sodankylä GAW station (Anttila et al.,
2009, 2012). It was shown that the activated fractions and the total number of particles acting as CCN are
were highly sensitive to the particle hygroscopic growth properties in the cloudy air masses sampled
during the second Pallas cloud campaign (PaCE-2, Anttila et al., 2009). Also, size-dependent activation
ratios of particles, which were determined from the measurements, were shown to carry information on
the mixing state of particles. Further calculations done with the cloud model demonstrated that the
observed variability in cloud droplet concentrations during PaCE-3 campaign was driven mainly by
changes in the particle size distribution while variations in the meteorological conditions and in the
particle hygroscopicity contributed to a lesser extent (Anttila et al., 2012a, b).
We have worked on a long-standing question in aerosol science about how to combine measurement data
from several instruments. Current methods require limiting assumptions concerning the overlapping
measurement ranges and have difficulties in properly accounting for measurement uncertainties. For this
purpose, we have implemented an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and applied it to generate state estimates
of the particle size distribution from multiple simultaneous measurements, namely from Differential
Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS), Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) and nephelometer (Viskari et al,
2012a, b). The results indicate that the EKF is a very promising alternative to the instrument specific
inversion techniques and seem to alleviate many deficiencies of the current techniques, such as unrealistic
solutions in the over-lapping measurement ranges. The increased physical realism is due to the fact the a
detailed microphysical aerosol model, the so-called UHMA model, is used to propagate the state
estimation in time.
Methods that have previously been used to estimate the particle diameter growth rate and the proportion of
ion-induced nucleation from measurements of aerosol charging state and fraction of charged particles have
been developed to cover conditions in which the concentrations of negative and positive small ions are
different (Gagné et al., 2012). Such conditions were observed at Helsinki, Finland, where aerosol charging
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state was measured between December 2008 and February 2010, and the data was analyzed with these
newly-developed methods (Gagné et al., 2012). The applicability of these methods in various atmospheric
conditions was tested by conducting a set of aerosol dynamic simulations using an Ion-UHMA model and
comparing the values from the simulations to those determined from the simulated data using the methods
(Leppä et al., 2012a, b). It was found that the methods were able to provide reasonable estimates on the
growth rate and the proportion of ion-induced nucleation, if the growth rate was high enough and if the
charged particles did not grow much more rapidly than the neutral ones.
We are studying computationally cheap method to estimate and forecast the visibility in infrared
wavelengths (Kivekäs et al., 2012). The study aims to improve the current estimations by taking a
prescribed source region dependent shape of the dry aerosol size distribution and then scaling it by PM10
aerosol concentration and relative humidity.
3. Laboratory experiments and instrument development
In laboratory we have mainly studied nucleation, both unary and multicomponent nucleation. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first experimental work providing temperature dependent nucleation rate
measurements using a high efficiency particle counter with a cutoff- size of 1.5 nm together with direct
measurements of gas phase sulfuric acid concentration (Brus et al., 2011). A methods to produce constant
amount of sulphuric acid into a gas flow and the effect of amines to nucleation in dry and at 30 % RH was
studied (Neitola et al., 2012). The saturator method for producing sulphuric acid vapour is determined to
perform well when comparing to the previous method of furnace. It produces constant sulphuric acid
concentration with reproducible nucleation results. Total sulphate concentrations agree very well with
prediction whereas the mass spectrometers measured monomer concentration is one to two orders lower
than prediction. This difference between total sulphate and monomer concentration cannot be explained by
formation of larger clusters (dimer, trimer, etc.) as the dimer concentration was always less than 1% of
monomer, with decreasing trend when moving towards larger clusters. No clear enhancement to sulphuric
acid –water nucleation rates of amines was observed.
In instrument development we have found an undercounting feature of black carbon in Multi Angle
Absorption Photometer (MAAP). This was found during field experiments in polluted areas and occurs
with high concentration. This was quantified with laboratory experiments and a method to correct for this
has been proposed (Hyvärinen et al., 2012).
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) in co-operation with Aalto University built a flying platform
suitable for various surveillance and research applications (Brus et al., 2012). A Modified SHORT SC-7
Skyvan aircraft was equipped with isokinetic aerosol inlet and instruments to monitor aerosols and gases.
The instrumentation is flexible and can be chosen according to purpose of the activity. First flight, so
called demo flight, took place in July 2012.
4. Field campaigns
We have been conducting a series of cloud campaigns in Pallas-Sodankylä Global GAW station. The first
Pallas Cloud Experioment (PaCE) was held in 2004 , second in 2005 and third one in 2009. The results of
this campaign has been analysed and presented also here (Anttila et al., 2012).
We are conducting series of Soot on Snow (SoS) field campaigns targeting issue of the effect of deposited
black carbon on snow albedo and melting (Kivekäs et al., 2012b). The SoS 2011 experiment demonstrates
clearly that soot does have an effect on the albedo of snow, and that the effect in melting is also
measurable. In SoS 2012 the weather was less favourable and masked all effects of the soot on the albedo
and melting of snow, even though some effect on the snow structure remained.
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In winter 2012, elemental carbon (EC) (also referred to black carbon depending on measurement
technique) was investigated in Arctic Scandinavia (Svensson et al., 2012). The aim of the survey was to
observe EC concentration differences throughout the Scandinavian Arctic, with the hypothesis that
concentrations would increase the closer to the Russian border a sample was taken, due to higher
emissions for the industrialized Kola Peninsula. Not obvious, but a tendency with higher concentrations
the closer to Russia a sample was collected could be observed in the survey.

CONCLUSIONS
An overview has been presented of the group’s activities. These supports the objectives of the group
mentioned in the introduction, the collaborating universities and institutes and the goals of the Finnish
Center of Excellence 'Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Meteorology of Atmospheric Composition and
Climate Change’ program. Our work contributes to achieve the objectives in Work Packages 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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INTRODUCTION
The last years have been active for the measurement group of Division of Atmospheric Science,
University of Helsinki. Scientific achievements include breakthroughs in atmospheric oxidation (Mauldin
et al. 2012), in nanoparticle and cluster formation (Petäjä et al. 2011, Kirkby et al. 2011, Kulmala et al.
2012), in aerosol growth (Riipinen et al. 2012) as well as in resolving climatic impacts of atmospheric
aerosol particles and their mixing state (Cappa et al. 2012), all published within the last two years in a
scientific collaboration with external partners as well as within the Finnish Center of Excellence.
The presented short synthesis is based mainly on the work published within years 2011-2012.
Furthermore, some ongoing research activities are introduced shortly by refereeing to relevant extended
abstracts in this issue of FCoE proceedings and to already published works in the scientific literature.
ADVANCES IN UNDERSTANDING ATMOSPHERIC OXIDATION
Sulfuric acid has been a long time one of the favourite molecules connected to atmospheric aerosol
formation (Weber et al. 1996, Petäjä et al. 2009, Sipilä et al. 2010). This is linked to the tremendous
decrease of saturation vapour pressure after the rapid oxidation steps after the initial OH attack on the
precursor sulphur dioxide favouring either nucleation or condensation to pre-existing particles. The
oxidation by OH is the rate limiting step. However, a recent laboratory study by Weltz et al. (2012)
showed that also stabilized Criegee Intermediates (sCI) can oxidize SO2 with a reaction rate orders of
magnitude higher than assumed previously (Johnson, et al., 2001).
In the atmosphere, the sCI radicals originate from ozonolysis of alkenes. Ozone attacks the double bond of
olefins producing an energy-rich primary ozonide, which decomposes very rapidly forming athe so-called
Criegee Intermediate, CI. This energy-rich CI can either decomposes in a unimolecular reactions yielding
OH and other products, or is can be collisionally stabilized by the media gaseous medium. This stabilized
Criegee Intermediate (sCI) can further still decompose via in unimolecular reactions leading also to OH
formation. However, besides the unimolecular reaction, the sCIs can react with several atmospheric
constituents (Welz, et al., 2012, Taatjes et al., 2012, Mauldin et al., 2012, Berndt et al., 2012). This new
pathway can potentially contribute to the atmospheric oxidation and budgets of various compounds. This
can have large consequences of current knowledge on atmospheric oxidation capacity as well as new
particle formation.
In our recent study we investigated oxidation of SO2 by the sCIs formed in monoterpene ozonolysis and
found that they react rapidly enough with trace amounts of atmospheric SO2 to contribute to ambient
sulphuric acid production and budget in a boreal forest environment (Mauldin et al. 2012). We showed
that in the summertime boreal forest, with an extensive biogenic activity, the sCI chemistry can account
even up to 50% of the sulphuric acid production in the surface layer. Further ramifications of this pathway
are discussed in Sipilä et al. (2012).
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ADVANCES IN UNDERSTANDING ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEATION
The atmospheric new particle formation is a complicated problem. Sometimes laboratory studies in
controlled surroundings can resolve some of the complexities. A detailed study by Kirkby et al. 2011 in
the CLOUD chamber shed light into the formation of aerosol particles both via neutral and ion induced
pathways. One of the main outcomes of this study was that sulphuric acid – water system is not capable of
reproducing the atmospheric new particle formation in the boundary layer. The role of ammonia in
concentrations less than 100 pptv was crucial enhancing the nucleation rate considerably.
Ammonia is not in any way the only atmospheric base capable of stabilizing highly acidic sulphuric acid
clusters. For example, amines (Ge et al. 2011) is a group of compounds identified as potential candidates
for this stabilization (Kurtén et al. 2008). In order to explain our surprisingly high formation rates of
sulphuric acid dimers (Petäjä et al. 2011) in a laminar flow tube setup in IfT, we proposed that amines are
present even in ultra-clean laboratory experiments. The presence of the stabilizing compound prevented
the dimer evaporation. Our results are in line with recent data obtained from CLOUD chamber.
However, understanding a process in a laboratory does not necessarily depict the whole phenomenon
occurring in the real atmosphere. Our recent data from Hyytiälä (Arppe et al. 2012, this issue) for example
shows that we regularly observe halogen containing compounds during daylight hours. Biogenic iodine
has been identified being responsible for coastal nucleation (O’Dowd et al. 2002). Putting these findings
together, we need examine further the role of the halogens also in the atmospheric chemistry and
potentially aerosol formation in the boreal forest as well.
The key observation in the laboratory experiments and in the field was the Atmospheric Pressure interface
Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer APi-TOF, Junninen et al. 2010, Ehn et al. 2010). This instrument is
sensitive enough to resolve the nucleating clusters and follow their growth molecule by molecule, given
that the process occurs at the measurement site. The Chemical Ionization APi-TOF utilizing nitrate ions to
charge the ambient sample was introduced in Jokinen et al. 2011. The gas phase amine measurements with
the CI-APi-TOF are described in Jokinen et al. 2012, this issue.
The added value of the capacity to characterize both the physical size and the chemical identity of the
nucleating clusters is discussed in Kontkanen et al. 2012, this issue).
ADVANCES IN UNDERSTANDING NANOPARTICLE GROWTH
Organic vapours are thought to be responsible for a large fraction of the aerosol growth (Riipinen et al.
2012) as it cannot be typically explained with sulphuric acid alone. Riipinen et al. 2012 illustrated that a
coherent picture can be drawn from the net effect of the organic condensation to nanoparticle growth for
example in Hyytiälä. The results indicated that already at sizes around 5 nm more than half of the aerosol
mass fraction is organic. The exact nature of these condensing vapors is unknown. Processes leading to
formation of low-volatile organic compounds include 1) gas-phase oxidation, 2) organic salt formation
and 3) polymerization / oligomerization in the growing clusters.
Laboratory study at a Teflon chamber at Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland revealed also the importance
of organic condensable vapours to nucleation and growth. The results indicated that the organics
contribute to the process already at 2 nm (Riccobono et al. 2012). Extremely oxidized organic molecules
and their importance in the clustering process and aerosol formation was examined in Ehn et al. (2012).
Based on this work we estimated concentration of these organic vapours in Hyytiälä to be in the range of
0.1-1 pptv (Ehn et al. 2012). Schobesberger et al. 2012, this issue, shows cluster evolution during
sulphuric acid, ammonia, amines and pinanediol in the initial steps of nucleation and cluster formation in
the CLOUD chamber. These observations indicate that the gas phase oxidation can rapidly produce also
low volatile organic compounds.
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In collaboration with the Analytical Chemistry group, we developed a methodology to collect atmospheric
aerosol particles in the size range from 10 to 50 nm. We are able to separate the aerosol and gas phase
collection enabling us to reduce the effect of positive artefact of the gas phase adsorption (Parshintsev et
al.2011). Off-line analysis methods are developed and optimized e.g. for aliphatic and aromatic amines
(Ruiz-Jimenez et al. 2012). In Hyytiälä for 30 nm particles, 13 different amines were quantified.
Furthermore, 400 organic compounds were identified (Ruiz-Jimenez et al. 2011) from the atmospheric
nanoparticle samples. These results are drawn together also in Riekkola et al. 2012, this issue.
ADVANCES IN UNDERSTANDING AEROSOL CLIMATIC EFFECTS
Understanding the processes and compounds participating in the new particle formation adds to our
knowledge on aerosol climatic effects as this phenomenon frequently produces particles large enough that
can activate as cloud droplets (Kerminen et al. 2012, Paramonov et al. 2012, this issue) in the boundary
layer. However, in the real atmosphere this is not the only process. Another significant source of CCN
sized particles is traffic and human actions. To further complicate the issue, e.g. diesel engines produce
black carbon (BC) as well, which mixes to the pre-existing particulate population. Black carbon absorbs
solar radiation and a BC layer in the lower troposphere can alter the temperature profile of the boundary
layer and hinder mixing with atmospheric layers aloft.
To resolve the mixing state of BC in the atmospheric nanoparticles we developed a Hygroscopicity
Volatility Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (HV-TDMA, Hakala (2012). This instrument is capable
of probing to evaporation and hygroscopic growth of particles from 10 – 150 nm, where the former is
connected to the BC concentration (Häkkinen et al. 2012) and the latter to cloud activation. In CalNexproject, the HV-TDMA was deployed onboard R/V Atlantis in a cruise along the Pacific coast in
California in 2012 (Bates et al. 2012). The main impetus of this study was to probe into anthropogenic
influences and aerosol aging as the emissions from California mix with clean marine air. The field data
show that BC absorption enhancement is much less pronounced (6% at 532 nm) than earlier anticipated
and only weakly affected by aerosol aging (Cappa et al. 2012). This can have dramatic consequences as
typically the models assume the enhancement up to a factor of two potentially overestimating the effect of
BC to the warming of the boundary layer.
The human influences on air quality and climate need a suite of high quality measurement data to facilitate
the analysis. Recently, we have been conducting measurements around the world with a long-term
commitment in mind. Currently we conduct aerosol measurements in Nanjing, China (Herrmann et al.
2012, this issue), South Africa (Vakkari et al., this issue) and in Saõ Paolo, Brazil (Backman et al. 2011).
We also make targeted field studies to key areas, such as next to an oil refinery (Sarnela et al. 2012, this
issue), Antarctica (Kyrö et al. 2012) and onboard an aircraft (Leino et al. 2012, this issue). We are also
participating planning of the Pan Eurasian Experiment (Kulmala et al. 2012b, this issue). These kinds of
measurements together with network of stations around the world (Kulmala et al. 2012c, this issue)
provide a backbone e.g. for the assessment of aerosol particles in climate change (Asmi et al., this issue).
ADVANCES IN METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Kulmala et al. 2012 presents a complete methodology to characterize regional new particle formation
events. This work was mainly done in collaboration with the FCoE. In Kulmala et al. 2012 we explain,
how formation, nucleation and growth rates of atmospheric nanoparticles can be determined from state-ofthe-art observational data. We introduce the relevant technologies for detecting these particles, explain
needed data analysis techniques, provide the best practices to a wider community and even give
troubleshooting advice. Furthermore, we underline the need for a long-term commitment of
measurements, which is needed in order to resolve regional new particle formation and its consequences in
various atmospheric environments.
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Instrument development during the last few years has been productive. A crucial step in the development
is building up an instrument characterization setup. Kangasluoma (2012) and Kangasluoma et al. (2012,
this issue) describes a calibration and instrument verification setup capable of generating ions, clusters and
charged particles from molecular standards, inorganic salts, metals and even fullerene in the size range 1-5
nm in a controlled and clean manner. The purity of the system has proven to be crucial in the success of
instrument verification and development in the sizes below 3 nm.
The generation setup is important for ongoing development of chemical ionization methods for mass
spectrometers (Adamov and Sipilä, 2012, Jokinen et al. 2012b, this issue) as a sample can be prepared
with the same and known chemical composition increasing the repeatability and representativeness of the
laboratory verifications (Lehtipalo et al. 2012, Hakala et al. 2012, this issue). The setup can be used also
for transmission and fragmentation studies (Sundell et al. 2012, this issue) inside the mass spectrometers.
OUTLOOK
Our scientific understanding on the atmospheric nucleation, growth and aerosol effects on climate have
expanded and strengthened during the last few years. The main findings have been obtained after teaming
up with various research groups. The added value of the FCoE comes with the collaborative research.
Excellent example is e.g. use of quantum chemical considerations to understand better chemical ionization
processes (Kurtén et al. 2011). Breaking free from the methodological boundaries will evolve in a wider
scientific understanding of the physical and chemical processes leading to secondary aerosol formation.
Together we can tackle grand challenges that are arising. In the atmospheric – surface interface the cycles
of carbon, nitrogen, sulphur, water and energy are interconnected. These issues can only be solved jointly
by in a large group, utilizing all the tools available in an open and coordinated research effort.
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INTRODUCTION
Qualitative and quantitative information about the compounds in aerosol particles is essential if we are to
comprehend their role and effects in the atmosphere. To date, numerous analytical techniques, both online and off-line, have been developed in order to determine size-dependent chemical composition of
ambient aerosol particles. However, still today chemical characterisation of aerosol samples can be
plagued by significant errors in sampling, sample pre-treatment and in analytical procedures. Besides the
artefacts of the sampling method, the sampling time to get enough particle mass for the analysis needs still
often to be long so that rapid changes in concentration level of particular compounds might be difficult to
track. In addition, before samples can be analysed by different methods, they must be pre -treated.
Traditionally the sample pre-treatment steps are quite time-consuming, tedious, environmentally
unfriendly and sometimes even a serious source of errors. The uncertainty of the data on organic
compounds in aerosol particles is usually considerable because of bias in sampling and errors generated
during sample pre-treatment.
The research of aerosol group of the Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry, University of Helsinki has been
focused on the improvement of existing analytical methodologies and on the invention of new analytical
approaches. This abstract compiles recent analytical advances achieved in the Laboratory. New
methodologies for the determination of amines in atmospheric aerosols are presented. In addition,
relatively new technique, called desorption atmospheric pressure photo-ionization mass spectrometry has
been utilized for the semi-online analysis of aerosol particles, and laser desorption-ionization aerosol mass
spectrometry has provided valuable information about chemical composition of ultra-fine aerosols.
Moreover, methodologies for the determination of vapour pressures of even unknown compounds in
mixtures have been developed. As well-recognized especially vapour pressures are important
physicochemical properties in the aerosol formation.
METHODS
Alipha tic and a roma tic a mines in a tmospheric aerosol particles

Although the chemical composition of atmospheric aerosols has been extensively studied during the last
decades, only a few papers have focused on the determination of chemical composition of ambient
nanometer size particles. Recent studies have demonstrated the relevance of the nitrogen containing
organic compounds in the aerosol chemistry and their participation in particle growing processes.
The sampling of atmospheric aerosol particles is a highly challenging task, especially in the case of size
segregated ultrafine particles. Two different devices such as, impactors and differential mobility analyzers
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(DMA) can be utilized, but unfortunately the collection efficiency of the former tend to be poor for
particles significantly smaller than 100 nm due to evaporation processes. The size-separated particles can
be collected on the impactor plate or on a suitable filter, extracted and analyzed with chromatographic
techniques utilizing mass spectrometric detection or directly transferred to a mass spectrometer. It is well
known that a significant amount of gaseous compounds can be adsorbed on the filter, causing
overestimation of particulate concentration of compounds, especially in the case of nanometer size
aerosols. Two different approaches can be used in order to avoid or limit the presence of these artefacts.
The first one is based on the removal of gas phase compounds before the collection of the particles in the
filter using classical denuders. The second involves the use of new sampling systems based on particle
size separation using a DMA and simultaneous collection of gas-phase zero samples allowing the
quantification of these artefacts. It should be emphasized that this method is able to offset the adsorption
of the gas phase on the filter but no other artefacts which can affect the concentration of the target analytes
on the particles during the sampling step.
A complete methodology was developed for the determination of aliphatic and aromatic amines in
atmospheric aerosol particles using liquid chromatography - tandem mass spectrometry. Derivatization of
the target analytes using dansyl chloride as reagent was needed in order to improve the chromatographic
and spectrometric properties. This step was accelerated by ultrasounds. The reaction vials were kept in
dark while not in use. The chemical variables (pH, buffer and derivatization reagent concentrations) have
the same optimal values in the classical derivatization procedure (Cohen, 1995) and the ultrasound
assisted method. However, the reaction temperature was substantially lower in the case of the ultrasound
assisted method (35 vs 60 ºC), thus avoiding the most of the losses due to the evaporation and
decomposition of the analytes (Cohen, 1995, Mao, 2009). The ultrasound assisted method shortened the
derivatization time to the one fourth (15 vs 60 min) in comparison with the classical method (Cohen,
1995).
From three different ionization techniques tested in this research such as, electrospray ionization (ESI),
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) and atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI), ESI
was superior in terms of sensitivity, linearity, repeatability and reproducibility over atmospheric pressure
chemical ionization and photoionization for the target analytes.
Two different instruments were tested for the determination of the target analytes in aerosol samples. An
Agilent 1100 series liquid chromatograph furnished with an Waters Sunfire C18 column (150 mm × 2.1
mm i.d., 3.5 µm particle size), coupled to an Esquire 3000 plus ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker
Daltonics) for the detection; and an Agilent 1260 series liquid chromatograph furnished with an Agilent
Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (50 mm × 3 mm i.d., 2.7 µm particle size), coupled to an Agilent 6420
triple quadrupole mass spectrometer for the detection. The latter reduces the chromatographic analysis
time to the half (15 min vs 30 min), improving the peak to peak resolution and reducing the ion
suppression effect. In addition, this device improves the repeatability and sensitivity of the method and
allows the determination of relatively important compounds such as methyl amine.
The developed method was fully characterized and validated using three different sample matrices such as
gas phase collected onto the filter, ultrafine (30 nm) and total suspended particles (TSP). The accuracy of
the method and the potential matrix effects were evaluated using standard addition at two concentration
levels. An absence of significant differences between the concentrations added and those found in terms of
mean, range, variance, and median, were proved by different statistical tests such as ANOVA, multiple
ranges, Levene and Kruskal-Wallis, and Mood's median. The final step of the validation was the
comparison of the results obtained by the developed methodology with those provided by our earlier
validated method (Ruiz-Jimenez, 2011). The latter is also based on LC-MS but the analytes were analyzed
without the derivatization. The same statistical tests used to establish the differences between the added
concentrations and those found in the samples were used in this case. No significant differences were
found in terms of mean, range, variance, and media.
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Finally the method was applied for the determination of amines in natural aerosol samples. The results
obtained for the atmospheric aerosol samples were in a good agreement with those provided by other
methods found in the literature.

Pa rtia l lea st squa re regression a s a tool for the qua ntifica tion of a mines identified by comprehensive twodimensiona l ga s chroma tography coupled with time-of-flight ma ss spectrometry

Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(GCxGC-TOF-MS) has already shown a great potential as screening tool in different fields. The superior
resolution and sensitivity of GCxGC-TOF-MS compared to conventional GC-MS instruments allows the
identification of hundreds or even thousands of compounds in the samples. The great potential of the
technique could be considered also as a drawback, if the target of the analysis is the quantification of the
identified compounds, due to the very limited variety of commercial standards available in the
laboratories. This fact not only hinders the proper quantification of the identified compounds , but also
limits GCxGC-TOF-MS to the semiquantification of minor and major components on the samples.
It is possible to find several approaches in the literature, based on the use of surrogates, for the
quantification of compounds identified using MS (Claeys, 2004, Decesari, 2006), but frequently these
approaches fall in a total lack of accuracy. In this study, a new approach based on partial-least-squares
regression (PLSR) has been developed for the quantification of amino compounds. The peak areas and the
mass spectra provided by the instrument for the individual reference compounds —tyramine,
benzenepropanamine, cadaverine, dibutylamine, dipropylamine, and tripropylamine— were used for the
development of the equations. Standard solutions, containing these compounds at eight different
concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 30 ng µL-1 , were analyzed. All the samples were analyzed in triplicate.
The total number of samples used for the equation development was 144. The individual response factors
provided for the reference compounds were recalculated as a function of the different ions produced
during their fragmentation (RFi (m/z)) using the mass spectra provided by the instrument.
The dataset was divided before the equation development into calibration and validation sets, which were
defined independently and used for the model development and equation testing, respectively. 75% of the
samples were in a calibration set and 25% in a validation set. The applicability of the model for the
quantification of amines which were not included in the model, was evaluated using a procedure similar to
cross-validation. The original samples were carefully divided into six training and validation sets
containing 120 and 24 samples, respectively. All the samples from the same standard were included in a
single validation set and the rest of the samples were included in the training set which was used for the
recalculation of the equations. The results provided by these equations allowed the estimation of the
prediction error for analytes not used in the development of the equations, which could be extended to
other amines.
The reference data used for the equation development comprised 144 RFi (m/z) collected for 6 amines at
eight concentration levels (mean concentration value 7.68 ng µL -1 , standard deviation 6.6 ng µL -1 ).
Standard laboratory error (SEL), which arises from standard solution preparation, was 0.3 ng µL -1 .
Because the standard deviation of the samples used for the development of the PLSR equation was higher
than SEL, the theoretical R2 for the PLSR equation was 0.99 according to the Mark and Workman
equation (Mark, 1987, 1996). Partial least squares regression (PLSR) was used to develop the calibration
equation (main equation) based on the previously defined dataset. Maximum number of PLS factors was
13. This selection was based on the following rule: one PLS factor per ten samples of the training set plus
two. Full cross-validation procedure was used to calibrate the equations. Minimum value of the standard
error cross-validation determined the number of PLS factors in the equation, thus avoiding over-fitting
problems. The criteria proposed by Shenk and Westerhaus (Shenk, 1996), based on the values of R2 and
standard error cross-validation (SECV), allow the evaluation of the developed equation. The values
provided by the equation for R2 prediction (0.99) and SECV (0.40 ng) indicated an excellent precision.
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Calibration equation was tested using the validation set. Different parameters such as standard prediction
error (SEP), R2 , slope and bias were studied for the evaluation of analytical quality of the equations (Table
2). The values of slope and bias were useful to distinguish systematic errors and study the correlation
between the reference data and those provided by the proposed method. It was tested with a significance
level of 99.5%, whether or not the slope was statistically equal to 1 and bias to 0. Non-significant ranges
are shown in the slope and bias rows (values for these parameters were always within these ranges). The
value for the slope was lower than 1 meaning that the values provided by the proposed method were
systematically higher than the reference values, considering that the proposed method corresponded to the
abscissa in the correlation plots. Because the SEP value was lower than 1.5×SECV, the developed
equation was robust. The R2 values for the correlation between the reference values and those obtained
with the proposed method were always higher than 0.99. According to the R 2 criterion, amines can be
determined with excellent precision using the developed equation.
Table 1. Statistical parameters for the evaluation of the PLSR equation.
Main equation
Parameter
SEP
R2 prediction
Slope
Bias
Prediction error (%)

Value
0.405
0.994
0.994 (0.968 – 1.001)
0.004 (-0.028 – 0.068)
7.931

Tested equations
Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 3
Equation 4
Equation 5
Equation 6
Mean

Prediction error (%)
7.339
8.259
8.659
7.775
7.972
7.584
7.931

All the values obtained can be used to describe the developed equation and to evaluate the results derived
from the determination of standard compounds, which were used for the development of the equation.
However, no information was provided about the reliability of the results derived from the determination
of unknown amines. Therefore, the samples were divided into six new training sets and their
corresponding validation sets, which included all the different measurements of an excluded standard in
different concentrations. Six equations were developed using the new training sets, and prediction errors
were evaluated with the validation sets. Table 2 shows the prediction errors for the different tested
equations and the mean prediction error (7.9 %), which can be associated with the error of the main
equation.
The developed methodology was applied for the determination of amines in aerosol samples collected in
SMEAR II station during 2011.
Desorption a tmospheric pressure photoioniza tion-ma ss spectrometry for the determina tion of chemica l
composition of a tmospheric a erosols

Semi-on-line analysis, based on filter sampling of all-size ambient aerosols and desorption atmospheric
pressure photoionization-mass spectrometry (DAPPI-MS, Figure 1) with consecutive DAPPI-MS2 was
developed. This approach allows the verification of structures of compounds found in aerosols by tandem
mass spectrometry. The DAPPI-MS system gave linear response over the calibration range from 20 to 400
ng applied on filter for over 30 studied compounds (acids, aldehydes and amines). This allowed
semiquantification of the compounds from the filter samples. Since no sample preparation was required
and since the sampling system can be easily integrated to DAPPI-MS analysis, the method developed
herein can be considered highly promising in the field of atmospheric research.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the DAPPI setup (Haapala, 2007).

Two-dimensiona l ga s chroma togra phy time-of-flight ma ss spectrometry (GC x GC-TOFMS) for the
determina tion of vapor pressures of a tmospherica lly relevant compounds from complex ma trices

Four different approaches for the vapor pressure determination were studied. In the first one, isothermal
runs were conducted for homologous series of alkanes by gas chromatography with flame ionization
detection, followed by the runs under the same conditions for the compounds, for which vapor pressures
were determined. The calculated retention indices were utilized to provide vapor pressures according to
eq. 1, where pz and pz+1 are vapor pressures of alkanes eluting before and after the studied compound. The
effect of column polarity and film thickness to the vapor pressure determination was also investigated. In
the second approach, mass spectrometer was employed as a detector to get essential structural information
for compounds needed e.g. in the chamber experiments. The third approach included gradient elution to
speed up the process (eq. 2, t1 and t2 are retention times of compounds eluting before and after the studied
compound (t r), P 1 , P 2 and P 0 are corresponding vapor pressures). In the last fourth approach, compounds
of similar chemical nature as that of the studied compounds (alkanols, ketones and aldehydes) (Fig. 2)
were selected as reference compounds to eliminate possible errors caused by the polarity differences
between the analytes and alkane standards, and two-dimensional gas chromatography time-of-flight mass
spectrometry was utilized.

Based on our studies, the most suitable column for the vapor pressure measurements was the nonpolar HP1 column with 0.1 μm film thickness (30 m x 0.25 mm i.d.) (Hartonen, 2012). All four methodologies
studied were compared and the fourth was the best for the compounds with different functionalities. Table
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3 presents the final results. As expected, homologous series of compounds studied gave values comparable
with the calculated ones. The procedure developed herein proved to be superior over all the existing
methodologies in terms of sensitivity, analysis time, sample preparation and precision. In addition, the
method allowed the structural elucidation of known and unknown compounds simultaneously with the
vapor pressure determination in a single run. Vapor pressures of several atmospherically important
compounds were determined for the first time.

Figure 2. 3D plot (axes in seconds) of GC x GC-TOFMS experiment for the mixture of aldehydes (C3C14, 12 compounds), alkanols (C6-C22, 14 compounds), 2-alkanones (C5-C16, 12 compounds), n-alkanes
(C8-C20) and oxidation products of terpenes in Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph equipped with a
split/splitless injector and a LECO Pegasus® 4D TOFMS system. An HP-1 column (30 m x 0.25 mm i.d.,
0.1 μm film thickness) was used as the first-dimension column and an SLB TM-IL 59 column (1 m x 0.1
mm i.d., 0.08 μm film thickness) as the second-dimension column (Parshintsev 2012).
Table 2. Vapor pressures (Pa) of studied compounds determined by gas chromatography (fourth
approach), (Parshintsev 2012).
Reference homologic series
Analytes
alkanols ketones aldehydes alkanes theoretical value
caryophyllene aldehyde
0.01
0.08
0.13
0.07
1.55
nocaryophyllene aldehyde 0.01
0.06
0.09
0.05
0.20
pinonaldehyde
0.32
5.23
9.12
7.95
10.70
cis-pinonic acid
0.12
1.49
2.55
1.94
0.53
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Identifica tion of 1-(x-methylquinolin-x-yl) ethanone from 10 nm a mbient aerosol pa rticles

Measurements of 10 nm ambient aerosol particles were carried out in boreal forest environment at
SMEAR II station Hyytiälä, Finland between 14th of March and 16th of May in 2011. Utilized
instruments were the Laser AMS and aerosol filter collection system with off-line chromatographic
analysis. The Laser AMS (Laitinen 2011) was used to determine different organic compounds, with focus
on the nitrogen containing compounds, from 10 nm particles. The filter collection system was used to
collect samples for quantitative chromatographic analysis of 18 carboxylic acids, 3 sugars, 18 aldehydes
and 18 amines/nitrogen containing compounds from 30 nm and all-sized filter samples. Most interesting
point in measurements was seen in mid-April 2011. On that time , the soil surface was uncovered from the
heavy snow, temperatures went up and troposphere chemistry changed totally.
Two most abundant and interesting ions (m/z 143 and 185) in Laser AMS spectra after snow melted were
further tested and identified together with filter samples (analyzed by HPLC-Ion Trap-MS) and
additional analysis of filter samples with high resolution TOF instrument. The resulting compound for
these studied Laser AMS ions was 1-(X-methylquinolin-X-yl)ethanone, C12 H11 NO, at molecular weight of
185.22 g/mol. The fragmentation of mother ion in HPLC-Ion Trap-MS of filters samples can be seen in
figure 3.

Figure 3. Fragmentation pattern of 1-(7-methylquinolin-3-yl)ethanone, with its intensities and exact
masses of fragments, compared to the M+. This is one of the possible molecules for studied unknown
nitrogen compound (Laitinen, 2012).
Within these techniques it is impossible to determine the exact structure of the molecule. Only HPLCNMR could show the exact locations of substituents on the molecule, but sample amounts needed for that
kind of analysis are several folds higher. This compound could also be determined by HPLC according to
its retention times but that would require a standard solution of each possible molecule and synthesis of
them in a laboratory.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented achievements in analytical chemistry of atmospheric aerosols bring us closer to the
understanding of the complicated issue of aerosol formation and growth. Future developments are seeked
from the special sampling valve that allows the size-selected particles to be introduced directly into the gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis. However, more research is needed in cooperation with
scientist from other fields to draw a whole picture of aerosol life-cycle and effects on climate.
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BACKGROUND
The Center of Excellence (CoE) is a significant funding scheme in the Finnish research system. By
providing six-year funding, the programmes offer an excellent opportunity to create an innovative and
target-oriented environment where the research is performed in interdisciplinary collaboration
between research groups in different institutions and universities. The programme has enabled us to
develop a unique infrastructure and make the scientific breakthroughs at the interfaces of scientific
disciplines and research fields.
The large and sophisticated measurement network and the long-lasting research collaboration among
the Finnish Center of Excellence (FCoE) partners enable a strong international research orientation to
our work. Indeed, international collaboration is necessary for the strengthening of high level research,
for attaining wider perspective of the scientific scope and exploitation of the results in global context.
Our CoE, the Center of Excellence on Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change, has large
spectrum of international activities and stands at the forefront of on-going climate change research on
European as well as Global level (Fig.1). Strong participation in the European Research Area (ERA)
is a key part of this.
EUROPEAN RESEARCH LANDSCAPE
In 2008, Europe relaunched a vision for durable research integration, which is based on decision to
create the common European Research Area (ERA). The ERA is carried through specific initiatives
such as initiatives on Research Mobility, Research Infrastructures (RI’s), Knowledge Sharing (IPR
issues), Joint Programming (JPI), and International Science& Technology Cooperation. The ERA
initiatives are mutually interlinked and for the specific research field it is necessity to develop the
initiatives together in order to create such an overall research environment that enhance the excellence
and new scientific breakthroughs. The FCoE structure, our position in science and our performance
enable us to be an active partner in different ERA initiatives.
EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES
Research Infrastructures in the environmental sciences are necessary instruments for developing and
securing environmental observations in research. They provide tools for scientists in their pursuit of
understanding the principles of the climate change and its effects. The global nature of today’s
environmental challenges means that international collaboration among them is fundamental. Global,
national as well as regional RI’s will all contribute to the global network of research infrastructures,
needed for environmental research.
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The European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures, ESFRI, is a key instrument to support
policy-making on research infrastructures. A major step took place in the ERA since 2006 with the
publication of ESFRI Roadmap, which highlighted the key RI’s necessary for European research in
the next decades. Currently the ESFRI roadmap has 10 pan-European environmental infrastructures at
the roadmap. FCoE is a member in many of these ESFRI infrastructures (e.g. in ICOS, COPAL,
SIOS, LifeWatch, ANAEE) and in EC funded integrated infrastructure projects (ACTRIS, InGos and
EXPEER). The backbone of our research infrastructure activities is our own efficient infrastructure,
namely the network of stations like SMEAR’s and Pallas-Sodankylä GAW stations. Our expertise, the
research carried and data collected in these multifunctional, comprehensive measurement stations
form the solid RI hard-ware, knowledge and expertise to contribute to the European level RI’s in their
construction and implementation phase.

Figure 1. Coordination activities of the Finnish Center of Excellence in Physics, Chemistry, Biology
and Meteorology of Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change
The development and financing of most infrastructures will remain in hands of science communities
and the EU Member States, however strong cooperation amongst them, with the support of the EU, is
needed to develop synergies and a common vision: this is a key element of the ERA vision and it has
received consideration within the EU framework programmes, as well as in the forthcoming Horizon
2020.
Until now, EC has supported the ESFRI preparatory projects through cluster projects in a given
scientific field. In environmental sciences, EC support has been provided through ENVRI and
COOPEUS. These projects aim to enhance the interoperability of the data, methods, tools and services
within the Environmental Research Infrastructure cluster. FCoE has a key role by leading the Work
Packages on strategic planning and integration in both projects.
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ENVRI
ENVRI “Common Operations of Environmental Research infrastructures” is gathering six ESFRI
Environmental projects, to develop, with the support from ICT experts, common data and software
components and services for their facilities.
The ESFRI-ENV projects are not starting from nothing. They all build upon many years of existing
practice. All of them are currently working with some form of data infrastructures and contributing
data and knowledge to international observation systems and for broad user communities. The ENVRI
project is aiming to minimize the heterogeneity among environmental data infrastructures to offer
common best practices and to provide technical tools to help ESFRI RIs to better fulfil their scientific
remit.
The central goal of the ENVRI project is to implement harmonized solutions and draw up guidelines
for the common needs of the environmental ESFRI projects. While the ENVRI infrastructures are
very diverse, they face common challenges including data capture from distributed sensors, metadata
standardization, management of high volume data, workflow execution and data visualization. The
common standards, deployable services and tools developed will be adopted by each infrastructure as
it progresses through its construction phase. Moreover, the ENVRI project aims to ensure that each
infrastructure will fully benefit from the integrated new ICT capabilities beyond the project duration
by adopting the ENVRI solutions as part of their ESFRI implementation plans. The projects period of
ENVRI is 2011 - XX
COOPEUS
COOPEUS “Strengthening the cooperation between the US and the EU in the field of environmental
research infrastructure” brings together scientists and users being involved in the ESFRI ENV
preparatory projects with their US counterparts. The intention is that by interlinking the activities new
synergies stimulating the creation of a truly global integration of existing infrastructures will be
generated. The key of this integration process is the efficient access to and the open sharing of data
and information produced by the environmental research infrastructures. This important crosscutting
infrastructure category is subject to rapid changes, driven almost entirely outside the field of
environmental sciences. Trends in this area include growing collaborations between computer and
environmental scientists, leading to the emergence of a new class of scientific activity structured
around networked access to observational information. Therefore links to running projects like
ENVRI in Europe or EARTHCUBE in the US who are developing relevant architectures are
indispensable. Considering this perspective the COOPEUS project will serve as a testbed for new
standards and methods. Interoperability concepts and the development of e-infrastructures for the
environmental ESFRI projects will beyond data also include the tools that scientist use for analyzing
the data. The new term that describes this new quality in cooperation is “interworkability” which
means that interoperability is extended to the exchange of concepts between individual scientists. The
COOPEUS project will act as an incubation chamber for new sustainable concepts in this field. The
main outcome will be to develop MoUs that will determine future cooperation strategies between the
research infrastructures.
To avoid the duplication of work, collaboration of the projects is very important. We, as the leaders of
working groups organizing External liaisons (ENVRI) and Common Research Infrastructure
framework (COOPEUS) are strongly contributing to development of common strategies, networking
and cooperation, which is necessary in order to bring the resources together and build the ERA.
JOINT PROGRAMMING INIATIVE AND JPI CLIMATE
The concept of Joint Programming (JPI) was introduced by the European Commission in July 2008.
JPI is another initiative for implementing of ERA aiming to remedy the unwanted fragmentation in
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environmental sciences. The idea of JPI is to increase the value of relevant national and EU R&D
funding by concerted and joint planning, implementation and evaluation of national research
programmes.
JPI Climate - Connecting Climate Knowledge for Europe – is one of the 10 initiatives launched so far.
JPI Climate is a platform where the research funding policies of 12 countries, responsible for a large
amount of climate research funding in Europe, can be aligned. Representing a funding volume of
more than 200M€ per year by its member countries, JPI Climate has the potential to become a vital
and important point of reference in the ERA landscape as well as on the international level.
JPI Climate has established its first Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) in June 2011. The Initiative is
built upon four modules (M1: Moving towards decadal climate predictions, M2: Research for climate
service development, M3: Understanding sustainable transformations of societies under climate
change, M4: Improving models and scenario빜based tools for decision빜making under climate change),
defined in SRA.
FCoE is strongly involved in JPI Climate and the members of the FCoE are committed in various
tasks, such as being a member of the JPI Climate Management Board, co-chairing the Module 1:
Moving towards decadal prediction, participating in Module work with several science experts as well
as co-chairing the first JPI Climate implementation activities (e.g. Fast Track Activity (FTA) 1.3.:
Changing cryosphere in the climate system – from observation to climate modeling). One of the first
activities within the FTA 1.3. is a Pan-Eurasian Experiment (PEEX) workshop held in Helsinki in
October 2012. The scope of the workshop is to set up a process for planning of a large-scale, longterm, coordinated observations and modeling experiment in the Pan-Eurasian region, especially to
cover ground base, airborne and satellite observations together with global and regional models to
find out different forcing and feedback mechanisms in the changing climate. The PEEX is described
more in details in the PEEX Abstract by Kulmala et al. in this volume.

CONCLUSIONS
International research cooperation is crucial in Environmental sciences, given the fact that
environmental challenges have international, regional and global dimensions. International
cooperation is further motivated by the fact that a critical mass is needed given the scale, scope and
high level of complexity of research. The FCoE acknowledge the importance of international
collaboration and it has proven its capability to contribute and to be active partner in international
cooperation and for further development of the European Research Area in the field of atmospheric
and environmental sciences. For the future, the aim of the FCoE is to keep the current position in the
forefront of the atmospheric science and continue to contribute to the building of a more coherent
European environmental research landscape via various European RI and research projects.
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INTRODUCTION
Experimental and theoretical data indicates that the formation of new particles in the atmosphere in most
cases very likely involves sulphuric acid assisted with some base molecules. The role of ions in
atmospheric particle formation is has been widely discussed during recent years. So far, there are no
consistent theoretical approaches capable of explaining and predicting atmospheric neutral particle
formation rates using realistic trace gas concentrations. All previous attempts (for example, binary H2SO4H2O and ternary H2SO4-NH3-H2O theories) have invariably predicted much too low formation rates for
atmospheric conditions, apart from the Napari et al. 2002 ternary model, which is known to be internally
inconsistent (Anttila et al. 2005). The diameter of the forming clusters is 1-2nm, falling between the
smallest size where brute force quantum mechanical treatment is possible, and macroscopic size where
bulk thermodynamics in applicable. A recent tutorial review (Vehkamäki and Riipinen, 2012a)
summarizes current key questions in atmospheric particle formation.

METHODS

We have used a cost-effective multi-step computational chemistry method involving automated
configuration sampling, density functional theory geometry optimizations and coupled-cluster energy
calculations, to study the stability of charged and neutral sulphuric acid clusters containing ammonia and
dimethylamine. We deduce fragmentation rates of the clusters from the computed formation free energies
(Ortega et al. 2012). Collision and coagulation rates are computed from kinetic gas theory. We model
cluster formation by explicitly simulating all possible collision, coagulation, evaporation and
fragmentation reactions for a certain set of clusters. Dynamic simulations are carried out using the
Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code model (ACDC; McGrath et al. 2012).
RESULTS
Our main line of study has been the formation of neutral and both positively and negatively charged
clusters containing sulphuric acid, ammonia and DMA. We have modelled the formation and evaporation
of clusters containing up to four sulphuric acid and four base molecules. The exclusion of larger cluster is
a computational necessity rather than ideal choice at the moment. However, we predict that neutral
clusters containing more than four acids and approximately the same number of stabilizing bases will
evaporate very slowly, allowing their formation rate be used as justified approximation for the particle
formation rate. We have show that clustering of DMA and sulphuric acid molecules at atmospheric vapour
concentrations lead to particle formation rates comparable to those observed in the atmosphere. Our model
also yields formation rates close to, although most somewhat above those observed in the CLOUD
chamber experiment in CERN in the sulphuric acid, DMA and/or ammonia system. For computational
reasons they model does not so far contain water molecules, although water is present both in atmosphere
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and in the CLOUD chamber (Kirkby et al. 2011). Quantum chemical and thermodynamic test calculation
imply that the clusters studies are fairly dry, and water present in the cluster does not alter the cluster
dynamics significantly.
We studied the substitution of ammonia by dimethylamine in positively charged sulphuric acid –
ammonia – dimethylamine clusters demonstrating a good agreement with an experimental study (Bzdek et
al. 2010). Then we simulated base exchange in neutral clusters, which cannot be measured directly.
Collisions of a dimethylamine molecule with an ammonia-containing positively charged cluster result in
the instantaneous evaporation of an ammonia molecule, while the dimethylamine molecule remains in the
cluster. According to our simulations, a similar base exchange can take place in neutral clusters, although
the overall process is more complicated. Neutral sulphuric acid – ammonia clusters are significantly less
stable than their positively charged counterparts, resulting in a competition between cluster evaporation
and base exchange (Kupiainen et al. 2012).
We have shown that our quantum chemical methods produce consistent results with quadrupole-time-offlight mass spectrometer experiments of small protonated pyridine/ammonia/water clusters and their
reactions with ammonia. The pattern of the observed magic numbers suggest that
H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n have structures consisting of a NH4+(H2O)n core with the pyridine molecule
hydrogen-bonded to the surface of the core (Ryding et al. 2012).
We studied effect of cluster formation on the measurement of gas-phase sulphuric acid, predicting that a
significant fraction of the gas-phase sulphuric acid molecules are clustered with amines if the amine
concentration is even a few ppt. A small fraction of these acid-amine clusters may not be charged by the
chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) instrument (Kurtén et al. 2011). The amine molecules will
evaporate practically immediately after charging, thus evading detection. We also used our model to show
that the observation of a close-to-collision-limited sulphuric acid dimer formation in atmospherically
relevant laboratory conditions suggests that even in the ultraclean conditions there exist stabilizing
compounds with concentration high enough to prevent the dimer evaporation (Petäjä et al. 2011). We have
helped to rule out significant participation to particle formation of some oxidation products of sulphur
dioxide other that sulphuric acid (Toivola et al. 2011)
To assist rigour interpretation of particle formation experiments, we studied how widely used nucleation
theorems are affected by the existence of small stable clusters, whose collisions are the key pathway
leading to overcritical clusters and thus stable particle. We conclude that if cluster-cluster collisions
dominate over monomer cluster collisions, the nucleation theorems can not be used to infer the critical
cluster size (Vehkamäki et al. 2012b).We have also developed theoretical tools for analysing novel
experiments of heterogeneous nucleation on nanometre sized seeds (Winkler et al. 2012) and performed
quantum chemical calculations on the interactions between the seed molecules and condensing vapour
(Ruusuvuori et al. 2011).

CURRENT DIRECTIONS
Extensive analysis concerning the agreement of our computational results with CLOUD experiments and
Hyytiälä field data is underway. We will use Markov chain Monte Carlo method to perform the error
estimates in a more rigorous way, and to identify parameters whose feasible variations are most likely to
result in significant changes ion our predicted cluster distributions and formation rates. We will further
study the effect of water on cluster formation both using quantum chemistry and thermodynamic theories.
Molecular dynamic studies based on quantum chemical molecular interactions are just becoming possible
for smallest cluster relevant for atmospheric particle formation. Thus, we have started to study truly
dynamic kinetic issues, such as steric hindrance, affecting cluster- cluster/molecule sticking in collisions.
We continue to provide theoretical support for experiments and instrument development, such as a CIMS
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aimed at measuring low concentrations on amines, and seek to improve and test our model by comparing
to a wide selection of experiments.
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BACKGROUND
Biosphere interacts with the atmosphere in the form of the exchange of mass, heat and momentum. Central
for these processes is the tight coupling of transport phenomena, phase transitions and plant metabolism.
The metabolic processes create sources and sinks, which act as driving forces for transport, either
molecular (diffusion) or convective (bulk flow). Here three central research themes of biosphereatmosphere interactions are discussed: whole-tree regulation of water circulation, gas exchange of aquatic
ecosystems and methane emissions of peatlands. The common feature in the themes is that the mass
transport phenomena occur at the presence of water-air interfaces, either extended flattish interfaces or
curved interfaces such as in pores or bubbles. In this abstract, we overview the research themes and draft
ideas and plans for future work on them.
METHODS
Whole-tree water circulation and stomatal regulation
Regulation of water circulation by trees has been under intensive study since 70’s (see e.g.
Mencuccini, 2003). Components of circulation are transpiration through stomata, sap flow in xylem,
phloem flow and radial transport in the stem. These processes are tightly coupled. Trees regulate
transpiration via stomatal action, which balances carbon uptake against water loss (e.g. Buckley, 2005) to
match the transport capacity of xylem for replacing lost water while maintaining sufficient flux of water to
phloem for transport of assimilated sugars (Hölttä et al. 2009). The so-called cohesion-tension theory (see
e.g. Zimmermann, 1983) has been broadly accepted as a sound physico-biological framework for the
ascent of sap, and there exists strong experimental support for the optimal stomatal control (e.g. Cowan
and Farquhar, 1977). However, the understanding of the fundamental processes and mechanisms coupling
these two, particularly with phloem transport of sugars is still far from complete. When the transport
capacity of a tree is not enough, it tends to close stomata. Very intriguing question is related to embolism:
Gas bubbles may form in the xylem conduits if water tension increases too much at high transpiration,
reducing conductivity and potentially leading to desiccation of the plant (e.g. Sperry, 2000). However,
plants are able to refill these gas-filled conduits (Salleo et al., 1996; Vesala et al., 2003), but how they do
that, and in what conditions is still unknown despite the recent progress made in this field (Zwienicki and
Holbrook, 2009). Understanding how embolism repair under tension occurs is critical for evaluating
metabolic costs (Hölttä et al., 2009) and constraints of water transport (Hölttä et al., 2011).
To solve the problems, we formulate and test two new theoretical concepts related to the plant
level regulation of stomatal opening, to water-use efficiency, to functioning of xylem and phloem
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transport and to xylem embolism repair. The first theoretical concept is the hypothesis that there exists a
stomatal opening that maximizes the sugar transport from leaves (Nikinmaa et al, 2012). The second one
is the inclusion of the curvature of water surface in the physics of the plant gas exchange and water
transport. Transpiration generates water tension, which via the surface tension produces curved surfaces in
the pores. Beside the effects on the stomatal gas exchange, curved water surfaces may be involved
reducing vulnerability of the water conduits to cavitation as well as in refilling of embolized water
conduits. The gas bubble in the embolized conduits creates concave liquid surfaces, where the equilibrium
vapour pressure is decreased. We utilize both new laboratory experiments and field observations.
Aquatic ecosystem gas exchange
The exchange of gases between the atmosphere and water bodies is controlled by the transport
through a thin layer on the water-side of the surface (Jähne and Haussecker, 1998). To estimate the
exchange rate, models are applied based on the measured CO2 partial pressure difference between the air
and water and parameterized bulk transfer coefficients, but the coefficient is difficult to determine
experimentally (MacIntyre et al., 2010). Data on fluxes measured by the eddy-covariance (EC) technique
over the lake can be also utilized in the quantification of the transfer coefficient. However, still only seven
articles are reporting on EC measurements of CO2 fluxes over lakes (see Vesala et al., 2012), and none
over rivers, and the lengths of the records are rather short. Only one data set, which is longer than year,
has been published (Huotari et al., 2011). There we presented the EC record over five consecutive openwater periods on a small lake Valkea-Kotinen (Finland). Nevertheless, inland waters, mostly being net
heterotrophic and thus processing carbon of terrestrial origin, have a significant role in the sequestration,
transport and mineralization of organic carbon (e.g. Battin et al., 2009). Although inland waters are
especially important in lateral transporters of carbon, their direct carbon exchange with the atmosphere, so
called outgassing, has also been recognized to be a significant component in the global carbon budget
(Bastviken et al., 2011). There is a negative relationship between lake size and the gas saturation and
especially small lakes are a relatively large source of CO2 (e.g. Kortelainen et al., 2006). Beside EC,
multiple other approaches to estimating air-water gas exchange exist (Cole at al., 2010), like floating
chambers and profile methods. So far only one article has been published on EC measurements for CH 4
over the water body (Eugster et al., 2011). The water-side EC technique is becoming also an established
method for estimating oxygen fluxes in natural aquatic ecosystems close to the bottom sediment (Lorrai et
al., 2010).
To solve the problems, we address gas transfer coefficients for water-air exchange and they
dependence on environmental variables and possible site-specific factors. We formulate new
parameterizations to be tested against earlier ones and other data sets. There is a urgent need for more flux
data from lakes and rivers of different size and type (like trophic status and water colour) over varying
meteorological conditions and different seasons. We organise two campaigns with measurements of water
velocities and turbulence accompanied by EC for CH4. We carry out two EC campaigns over rivers (one
large river and one smaller one) for CO2.
Peatland methane emissions
Peatlands occupy a relatively small fraction, about 3%, of the Earth’s land area, but they are a
globally important carbon store due to their high carbon density (Frolking et al., 2011). Overall,
undisturbed peatlands are currently a weak carbon sink and a moderate source of methane, emissions of
which is a result from a balance between CH4 production and CH4 oxidation. The production results from
metabolism of archaea (Vogels et al., 1988) degrading different carbon pools. Archaea require oxygenfree environments, found in waterlogged peatlands. The produced CH4 can be transported to the
atmosphere via diffusion through the peat matrix or through the gas-filled pore spaces of vascular plants or
be released abruptly in the form of bubbles (ebullition) (e.g. Wania et al., 2010). The knowledge of the
relative importance of different transport/released mechanisms is crucial, since it affects how much CH4
may be oxidized before escaping to the atmosphere. Especially, the diffusion in the peat is prone to
oxidization by methanotrophic aerobic bacteria (Hanson and Hanson, 1996), which may live in mutually
beneficial loose symbiosis between mosses providing carbon to them (Kip et al., 2010; Putkinen et al.,
2011). The processes that underlie CH4 emissions are complex and depend on several climate- and
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vegetation-related variables (such as inundation, vegetation composition and soil temperature). The
inclusion of peatland methane emissions to terrestrial biosphere models and Earth System Models (ESM)
have recently started. The model presented by Wania et al. (2010), simulating CH4 emissions from
northern peatlands, is suitable for large-scale applications and is broadly used, but several aspects of the
model could be still improved.
To solve the problems, we address the description of the methane transport and release processes
based on the fundamental physical principles coupled with the characteristics of vegetation and bacterial
metabolic processes. The comparison of the model results to broad range of available observations are
performed. We are establishing a long-term CO2 and CH4 EC measurement site at a boreal wetland, a
raised bog with a strong characteristic pattern of hummocks and hollows with open water pools. Thus,
together with data set from the nearby fen site, two long-term data sets from the same boreal wetland
become available. New measurement methods for in-situ detection of methane bubbles in peat matrix will
be developed and tested.
CONCLUSIONS
Comprehensive research of the phenomena discussed above requires theoretical frameworks, long-term
field observations at different spatial and temporal scales, intensive measurement campaigns, laboratory
experiments, process models and terrestrial biosphere models. We implement the new theoretical concepts,
process model modules and parameterizations, into several terrestrial biosphere models and compare the
model results against observations. We also carry out model intercomparisons and sensitivity tests. This
leads to a new level of sophistication of understanding Biosphere-Atmosphere feedbacks concerning
essential branches of carbon and water cycles. The results of the project are further utilized in process
parameterizations of regional models or Earth System Models via international collaboration.
The research connects physical knowledge with ecophysiology, brings theoretical, experimental,
observational and modeling aspects together and links various spatio-temporal scales (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Approximate scales of main processes and methods used. Ellipses refer to processes and boxes to
methodologies. Green refers to trees/forests, red to peatlands, blue to lakes/rivers, red dashed line to
peatlands jointly with trees or lakes and grey to joint item for all. Kelvin effect is the novel concept in
plant physiology related to curved sub-stomatal water interfaces under high water tensions and consequent
modification of the gas solubility to the water.
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INTRODUCTION
Estimates of biogenic volatile organic compound (BVOC) emissions are needed for atmospheric
chemistry and climate change models. The majority of the BVOC emissions originate from plant
biomass, especially from green leaves. Estimates of the BVOC emissions from the leaves are
traditionally obtained for mature leaves or shoots under standard (steady-state) conditions to yield
standard emission potentials (Guenther approach, G93, see e.g. Guenther et al. 1993, 1997), which then
are used as model parameters for emission rates along the growing season. Temperature is the only driver
for emissions of monoterpenes in the base model. However, in addition to the temperature-dependent
volatility and the resulting emission rate, seasonality can also have an influence the monoterpene
emission potentials due to changes in inherent biological processes involved in biosynthesis of the
compounds (see critics to emission potential, Niinemets et al. 2010). The seasonal variations in emission
potentials are not implemented in the G93 model approach, partially due to the lack of long term
monitoring of emissions under natural conditions. Therefore we set up to study the temporal variability of
the emission potential and the temperature dependency of the potential with high-resolution field data of
Scots pine monoterpene emissions.

METHODS
We measured the monoterpene emission rates from mature Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) shoots using
fast online VOC analyzer (proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometer, model PTR-QMS high sensitivity,
Ionicon Analytik G.m.b.H., Austria) coupled with a gas-exchange monitoring system based on dynamic
chamber enclosures (Kolari et al. 2012). The measurements were conducted during years 2009, 2010 and
2011 at SMEAR II station, Hyytiälä, Finland. The shoot chambers had typically 32 measurement points
(=closures) per day.
The description of the temperature based emission rate (G93) for monoterpenes is
)

(1)

Where E is the monoterpene emission rate (ng g-1 s-1), E30 is the steady-state emission rate under standard
condition (T=30 °C), T is prevailing temperature (°C) and T30 is the standard condition temperature. The
parameter (°C-1) describes the temperature dependence of the monoterpene evaporation from the
monoterpene reserves, and it is based on the compound volatility as described in Henry’s law (Copolovici
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& Niinemets 2005). However, since the monoterpene emissions from Scots pine are partially lightdependent and originate also from recent assimilates (Shao et al 2001, Ghirardo et al. 2010), includes
also the effect of varying enzyme activity on de novo synthesis of monoterpenes (Niinemets et al. 2010).
Although there clearly is variation in temperature dependency of monoterpene emissions (e.g. Tarvainen
et al. 2005), in this calculation we used the constant, commonly used temperature dependency value, 0.09
°C-1 (e.g. Guenther et al. 1993.).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our data from three years (Figure 1) confirms the previously reported large variations in emission
potentials of Scots pine over the seasons (e.g. Tarvainen et al 2005), but it also shows interesting, highly
dynamic features that require further analyses. High maximum momentary monoterpene emission
potentials (peaks up to 2-3 µg g(DW)-1 h-1) were seen in early spring, before the onset of shoot
photosynthetic activity. The 10-day average emission potentials over the whole measurement period
varied between 0.003 and 1µg g(DW)-1 h-1.

Figure 1. Scots pine monoterpene emission potential (µg g-1(DW) h-1) as momentary values (individual
points) and 10-day sliding averages (lines).
There seems to be four distinct periods, differing in monoterpene emission potential over the year:
i)

ii)

iii)

Spring and early summer are characterized by an order of magnitude variation in
monoterpene emission potential. Variations exist both within and between years. The typical
ambient conditions of this stage are characterized by large variations between daily
maximum, minimum and mean temperature, increasing solar radiation intensity, and snow
melt. The springtime recovery of photosynthetic apparatus coincides with this period so that
at the end of this stage the photosynthesis is fully recovered.
In mid-summer period, between early June and mid September, the emission potential is
rather constant, but clearly lower than in springtime. The fairly constant emission potential is
in line with the ambient conditions during high and late summer: the fluctuations in
temperature within and between days and the changes in light conditions are not as drastic as
during spring months.
During early autumn (September) the monoterpene emission potential declines, together
with the slowly cooling ambient temperatures and declining solar radiation intensity and
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iv)

duration. However, the shoot photosynthesis rates are still high, which implies decoupling of
processes related to monoterpene emissions from those related to carbon assimilation.
Late autumn, October - November the emission potential returns back to summertime
values.

The widely applied G93 approach takes temperature into account only when the temperature dependence
of monoterpene evaporation is described, but abundant data implies that the emission potential itself also
reflects temperature-dependent variations. Our long time series and fast time resolution measurements
confirm these results, and provide an insight on the dynamical processes, such as photosynthesis and
monoterpene biosynthesis, which influence the monoterpene emission potential. The results suggest that
if model parameterization is based on a constant monoterpene emission potential, the resulting errors in
atmospheric concentrations can be large, and therefore a dynamic emission potential should be used.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) constitute the largest part of hydrocarbons produced and emitted by
the biosphere (Kesselmeier & Staudt, 1999; Guenther et al., 2006). Terpenoids are a diverse group of
maybe the most emitted biogenic VOCs, commonly divided into three parts: isoprene, and monoterpene
and sesquiterpene groups. Also oxygenated hydrocarbons, like alcohols, aldehydes, alkenes and ketones,
are common in biogenic VOC emissions.
Most of VOCs are emitted by flowers, fruits and green parts of plants and they function as inter- and
intraspecific messenger compounds and as repellents or attractants for insects (Kesselmeier & Staudt,
1999; Dudareva et al., 2004; Schiestl, 2010). In addition to plant shoots, also roots (Hayward et al., 2001;
Smolander et al., 2006) as well as decomposing processes and soil micro-organisms (Leff & Fierer, 2008;
Bäck et al., 2010) have been found to produce VOCs, but the quantities and functions of these compounds
in soils are largely unknown (Tholl et al., 2006).
VOCs have significant climatic effects, since in the troposphere VOCs react with ozone, and OH and NO3
radicals and their reaction products may condense into aerosol particles (Kulmala et al., 1998, 2004). The
branch- and canopy-level VOC emissions are rather well characterized (e.g. Kesselmeier & Staudt, 1999;
Schnitzler et al., 2002; Hakola et al., 2003, 2006; Ruuskanen et al., 2005), but much less is known on
volatiles originating from soils. Especially understanding on the dynamics of soil processes and the roles
of different soil components such as roots, rhizosphere and decomposing organisms to VOC formation is
limited (Asensio et al., 2007; Leff & Fierer, 2008; Gray et al., 2010). The VOC emissions from boreal
forest field layer and soil have been observed to be highest in spring and autumn (Hellén et al., 2006;
Aaltonen et al., 2011), but the processes behind seasonal variation are still uncertain. However, soil
temperature and humidity conditions are important for many physical and biological processes related to
VOC formation in soils (Asensio et al., 2007).
Since soil originating VOCs are poorly understood, we conducted measurements of belowground VOC
concentrations during three consecutive years. The purpose was to identify and quantify the VOC
compounds originating from boreal forest soil at different depths, as well as to determine the spatial and
temporal changes in the respective VOC concentrations.
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METHODS
Field measurement
The VOC concentrations in Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) forest soil were measured at SMEAR II
station (61°51´N, 24°17´E, 180 m a.s.l.), located in Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station in southern Finland
(Hari and Kulmala, 2005). The measurements were performed during the snow free seasons starting in the
autumn of 2008 and ending at the autumn of 2011. Samples were collected from cylindrical hydrophobic
gas collectors (4 cm in diameter, 12 cm long) installed belowground permanently in spring 2008. The gas
collectors were made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) by sintering with pore sizes of 5–10 μm. The
pores in collectors allow diffusion of gases while keeping the liquid water outside.

Figure 1. Measurement set-up for soil VOC concentration profiles.
Two collectors were installed at depths of 5 and 17 cm from soil surface in three places. The upper
collectors were installed at the humus layer-mineral soil interface, the lower ones being completely in
mineral soil (Figure 1). For sampling, two PTFE tubes (8 mm internal diameter) were connected to gas
collectors. Samples were collected aboveground by circulating air from the gas collectors through Tenax–
Carbopack-B adsorbent tubes at a flow rate ~100 ml min-1 using portable pumps. Air pumped through the
adsorbent tube was returned to the collectors. Between the samplings the aboveground ends of the PTFE
tubes were blocked. Each sample consisted of four 15 min sampling periods, with 15 min gaps between
them. The amount of VOCs in the air volume inside the collector (~0.15 L) alone would not have been
sufficient for analysis; thus, in order to get a sufficient sample volume the air samplings were prolonged
to 60 min. Samplings were carried out in four 15 min periods to equilibrate the VOC concentrations
between the collectors and the soil around them. During the four years, the samplings were performed 18
times in total. The samples were analysed using a gas-chromatograph with a mass selective detector. The
detection limits varied from 0.04 to 0.60 ng per tube and the analytical error was ~6%, based on repeated
analysis.
Laboratory test for the collector
The permeability of the gas collectors for VOCs was tested in laboratory conditions before installation to
the field. The test was made for both dry and wetted collectors by using a gas mixture containing known
concentrations of nine compounds (methanol, acetonitrile, acetaldehyde, acetone, isoprene, methyl vinyl
ketone, 2-butanone, hexanal, and α-pinene) and proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) for
analysis (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Set-up for the permeability tests of the sintered gas collectors.
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All the compounds in the VOC standard permeate the collector easily, in order of minutes also with the
wetted collector (Figure 3). α-Pinene was the heaviest compound in the gas mixture, and so was its
diffusion through the wall of the collector the slowest. Methanol instead peaked immediately after
introducing the gas mixture to the glass bottle, but after that it stabilised quickly.
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Figure 3. Results of the permeability tests with the five most relevant compounds for this study. Panel a)
shows the results with dry collector and panel b) with a wetted one. Vertical line shows the time point
when introduction of the VOC standard began.
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Belowground VOC concentrations
We found 22 VOCs from the air in the soil layers and most of them belonged to mono- and
sesquiterpene groups. Monoterpenes was the most abundant group, α-pinene, 3-carene and β-pinene
having the highest concentrations of the single compounds. Monoterpenes constituted almost 90% of the
total VOC concentration, sesquiterpenes accounting for less than 10%. The rest consisted of isoprene and
oxygenated terpenoids. Monoterpenes were observed in every sampling, but sesquiterpenes and isoprene
were absent in some sampling times. The average monoterpene concentration was 5200 ng m-3 in the
organic layer and 4200 ng m-3 in mineral soil. Monoterpene concentrations were almost consistently
higher in collectors located in the organic layer (Figure 4), while sesquiterpenes were always found in the
lower collector in higher concentrations. Sesquiterpene concentration was on average 260 ng m-3 in the
organic layer and 770 ng m-3 in mineral soil. The belowground concentrations of isoprene were low, only
31 and 14 ng m-3 in organic and mineral layer, respectively.
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Figure 4. Belowground monoterpene concentrations in both depths (-5 and -17 cm) during the whole
measurement period from autumn of 2008 to autumn of 2011. Dashed lines are just for guiding eyes.
The spatial variation in terpenoid concentrations between the three sampling places was substantial, even
though the locations were chosen in order to minimize variations. The highest monoterpene
concentrations were more than twofold the lowest in both depths. Sesquiterpene concentrations in the
organic layer collectors were very similar, but in mineral soil the difference was again large. Also the
ratio between terpenoid concentration in organic and in mineral soil layers changed between places. The
average ratio between mineral soil and organic layer varied in monoterpenes between 0.60 and 0.82, and
in sesquiterpenes between 1.3 and 3.6, respectively. The seasonal variations in belowground terpenoid
concentrations were not as clear as those observed with terpenoid fluxes from forest floor (Hellén et al,
2006; Aaltonen et al., 2011). Monoterpene concentrations were generally higher in late summer/early
autumn in the collectors in organic layer, while in mineral soil the concentrations peaked slightly later.
However, with sesquiterpenes no seasonal trend was observable.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The long-term measurements indicated noteworthy concentrations of terpenoids belowground. Especially
the monoterpene concentrations in organic layer were high, in the same order of magnitude as observed
inside snowpack during winter (Aaltonen et al., 2012). Sources of the forest floor/soil VOCs can differ
depending on compound and/or soil layer. The decomposing litter has been assumed as being the main
source for VOCs in the ground layer (Hayward et al., 2001; Hellén et al., 2006; Leff & Fierer, 2008; Gray
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et al., 2010), and both decomposers and decomposing material can influence the VOC formation in the
organic soil and decaying plant material. Another important source of belowground VOCs is roots
(Smolander et al., 2006), and for compounds found deeper in soil, such as sesquiterpenes, roots are indeed
a more feasible source.
A concentration peak in monoterpenes was measured in autumn; however this was missing with the other
terpenoids. The forest at SMEAR II station is dominated by Scots pine, which drops the oldest age class
of needles in autumn. The storages of monoterpenes in conifer needles are released during the
decomposition. Thus the autumn peak in belowground monoterpene concentrations was most probably at
least partly caused by decomposition of recently fallen needles. Also the delayed peak concentrations of
monoterpenes in mineral soil compared to those in organic soil support theory of a source more distant
from the deeper collectors. In addition to seasonal variation, also spatial variation in terpenoid
concentrations was substantial, even though the forest at the site was fairly homogenous. This reflects the
spatial heterogeneity in soil structure as well as processes observed also in many other measurements, and
underlines the importance of sufficient numbers of samples.
Since these measurements showed such high terpenoid concentrations in soil layers, the next step is to
study formation processes of these VOCs more carefully, applying also laboratory tests.
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INTRODUCTION
Reported recently (Jokinen et al. (2012)), a nitrate ion based chemical ionization with atmospheric
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF) is a reliable and sensitive tool for sulfuric acid and
neutral cluster detection. Primary ions in the CI-APi-TOF are produced by collisions between nitric
acid containing clean air and alpha particles, which are generated by radioactive material (10 MBq
241 Am). 241 Am based ion source has excellent stability and requires no power for maintaining of
the ion generation. However, transportation and using 241 Am material need special permission and
often impossible due to local safety regulations. This work presents two non-radioactive alternatives
for existing CI-APi-TOF instrument: corona discharge chemical ionization, and soft X-ray chemical
ionization.
METHODS
Corona discharge atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (CD-APCI) is widely used non-radioactive
alternative to radioactive atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (R-APCI)(Gross (2004)). When
R-APCI produces positive and negative ions simultaneously, the CD-APCI has separate positive
and negative modes, depending on corona needle polarity. Formation of the negative analyte ions in
negative CD-APCI is analogous to 63 Ni or 241 Am based R-APCI. Replacing R-APCI by CD-APCI
has been reported for similar chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS)(Kürten et al. (2011))
and its application for H2 SO4 measurements was found favorable over traditionally used for that
applications R-APCI.
Soft X-ray is another alternative ion source, which can replace R-APCI in CI-APi-TOF set-up. A
soft X-ray source with energy less then 9.5 keV can produce high concentrations of bipolar ions.
Thus, X-ray ionize air molecules creating equal amount of positive and negative charges. And the
ionization process is similar to 85 Kr, 210 Po and 241 Am R-APCI.
In order to confirm usage of the suggested alternative ionization methods, two version of CI-inlet
set-up for CI-APi-TOF (described in details by Jokinen et al. (2012)) were build for this study.
Modifications were done only to ionization part on CI-inlet. Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of
both versions. 241 Am foil was replaced: by corona needle tip and by X-ray beam. The position
of the corona tip and the X-ray beam were inside the gap between to concentric electrodes, where
241 Am foil was placed in original CI-APi-TOF. Also, required for corona needle and X-ray tube
additional HV power supplies were installed on CI-APi-TOF set-up.
CONCLUSIONS
Two non-radioactive ionization alternatives to 241 Am were suggested for CI-APi-TOF. Corona
discharge chemical ionization and soft X-ray chemical ionization sources were build and tested.
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Figure 1: Corona CI-inlet set-up (above doted line) and soft X-ray CI-inlet set-up (below doted
line).
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INTRODUCTION
The radiative properties of boundary layer stratus and stratocumulus clouds are dependent on their
geometrical thickness (and liquid water profile), number of cloud droplets (Nd), effective cloud droplet
size and the shape of cloud droplet size distribution. Geometrical thickness and vertical profile for liquid
water content are mainly determined by the meteorology. Cloud droplet number concentration depends on
aerosol particle size distribution, chemical composition, temperature, and on the updraft velocity at the
cloud base (McFiggans et al., 2006). According to Twomy (1977) for a given Liquid Water Content
(LWC) the increase in Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) results in decrease of cloud droplet size which
increases the reflection of solar radiation back to space (First indirect effect (1st AIE)). The shape of cloud
droplet size distribution can be described for example by the width or standard deviation (sigma –
standard deviation of droplet diameter about mean diameter) of droplet size distribution. In several
previous studies it has been shown that the width is dependent on the number of cloud droplet and also the
number concentration of cloud condensation nuclei so that with air masses having marine or continental
origin will have different cloud droplet properties. Thus for determination of 1st IAE and 2 nd IAE
(Albrecht, 1989), it is not enough to know Nd only but also information about cloud droplet size
distribution is needed.
There exist several studies where cloud droplet properties are reported (see e.g. Miles et al., 2000).
However, usually many in situ measurements are conducted with aircraft flights providing thus only
limited amount of data. Also, compared to ground based measurements, the high speed of flying aircraft
might cause some averaging effect of properties measured. The aerodynamic of air flow around cloud
droplet probes mounted on aircrafts could also affect the measurement. Thus the long term observations
reported from ground based measurement stations are needed.
METHODS
In this work we have studied boundary layer clouds (Stratus/Stratocumulus) observed at Puijo
measurement station (62º54'34" N, 27º39'19" E), in Kuopio (Finland). At the station cloud properties are
measured using Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) and aerosol properties by Differential Mobility Particle Sizer
(DPMS) (Leskinen et al, 2009, Portin et al, 2009). Puijo tower has been found to be a good place for the
observation of aerosol-cloud interactions as cloud events can be observed approximately during 15% of
the days with different origin of air masses coming from very clean areas in the North and more polluted
areas in the South.
Altogether, we will study the aerosol and cloud droplet size distribution data collected between the years
2005 and 2012. We will analyze dependence of cloud droplet size distribution parameters on the aerosol
size distribution and origin of air masses, and meteorological parameters like rain intensity. We will study
the effect of averaging time and wind speed to get an idea how much artificial widening can take place
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because of spatial/temporal averaging. In this abstract we show a subset of the data with preliminary
results.
RESULTS
In this abstract we present results from the observations made in 2007. CDP gives droplet concentration in
30 different bins ranging from 3 50 micron in diameter, and from the size distribution data we are able to
calculate averages of total number concentration (263 cm-3), liquid water content (0.046 g/m3), standard
deviation (2.78µm), and mean diameter (6 µm). The values of LWC, and mean droplet size are small as
Puijo station is most of the time close to the base of the cloud. Usually these values increase as a function
of altitude in the cloud as boundary layer clouds usually have close to adiabatic vertical profiles, while
number concentration can be assumed to be constant.
In Figures 1 and 2 the standard deviation about the mean diameter and dispersion ( /diameter) are
presented as a function of cloud droplet number concentration for two different averaging times. Like
expected, increase in the averaging time decreases the scatter. For example the cases with very low sigma
are removed due to averaging. These could be cases where measured cloud droplets are just activated and
these have not had time for mixing with other air parcels.

Figure 1: Standard deviation about mean diameter ( ) against droplet number concentration (Nd) measurement based
on October 2007 (one minute average on the left and 10s average on the right) data from cloud droplet probe (CDP).
Colorbar shows liquid water content.
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Figure 2: Dispersion ( / MD) vs. cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) measurement based on October 2007. One
minute average is shown on the left and 10s average on the right. Colorbar shows liquid water content.

Figure 3:

vs. mean diameter, for 12 second data over October 2007.

In Figure 3 the standard deviation is presented as a function of mean diameter, and here clearly distinct
datasets can be seen. The reason for these is large particles present in the cloud droplet distribution
increasing the liquid water content.
Overall, the values observed here agree well with those presented in other studies (see e.g. Miles et al.,
2000, Hudson et al., 2012). We will continue the study by extending it to longer time period, and we will
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divide the data according to air mass origin. We will also give special emphasis to time periods when we
have measurement campaigns of aerosol-cloud interactions with CCN- measurements of aerosols
available. The effect of temporal averaging on will also be the part of our future analysis, as it is
expected to be changing with temporal averaging.
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INTRODUCTION
The world’s oceans are a very large source of aerosol particles to the atmosphere, and in the marine
boundary layer sea salt particles may dominate the number of cloud forming nuclei. When waves break air
bubbles are formed just below the water surface. When these bubbles burst, a spray of drops is formed
which will remain as an aerosol in the atmosphere. Traditionally, research around these particles is
motivated by their cloud forming properties and their ability to scatter solar radiation. In this study we
have investigated the bubble bursting particles with respect their ability to absorb light. Specifically, we
have investigated if the water temperature may influence the emission of light absorbing particles through
this formation mechanism.
METHODS
The experiments were conducted in Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard in the local Marine Laboratory facility. Three
types of winter water and three types of summer water were analyzed. “Deep” water was pumped from
about 80 m depth out of Kongsfjorden directly into the Marine Laboratory (both during summer and
winter). “Ocean” water was sampled at Kvadehuken, at the mouth of Kongsfjorden, from the coast line
during wintertime and out of the fjord from a boat during the summer campaign. In addition a summer
sample was taken in the middle of the fjord and a winter sample in the inner part of the fjord. These two
fjord samples are simply termed “Fjord”
Approximately 55-140 L of sample water was contained in a stainless steel tank for each experiment.
Water from this tank was pumped into a plastic container of approximately 20 L. A constant water level
with a volume of about 10 L was maintained by a simple overflow system. Water was introduced from a
¼” stainless steel tube about 16 cm above the water surface at a rate of about 2 to 5 L per minute. When
the recycled water hit the surface, this emulated the process of aerosol particle production from breaking
waves. Water temperature, oxygen saturation, and salinity were monitored continuously. Cold samplewater was warmed by the ambient room temperature. To test reproducibility, experiments where the water
was cooled down from room temperature to freezing temperature were also performed. Cooling was
achieved by placing the storage tank outside the laboratory, but this was only done for the winter
campaign.
During the experiment a suite of instruments was used to characterize the particles produced in the plastic
container. The central for this study was the measurements of the particle light absorption that was
conducted using a custom built Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP) (Krecl et al., 2007). In the
PSAP instrument, sample air is drawn through a glass fiber filter with cellulose baking (Pall Corporation,
Tissueglass E70-2025W) creating an approximately 3 mm diameter sampling spot by light absorbing
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particles. A green LED at 525 nm wavelength is illuminating the filter area over the spot as well as a
reference area that is not loaded with particles. Two detectors placed on the backside of the filter are used
to measure the light transmitted through the filter. The rate of change of the transmitted light is a measure
of the aerosol absorption coefficient (m-1). To convert to a black carbon mass concentration equivalence, a
specific absorption coefficient of 5 m2 g-1 was used.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiment results from using different water types are superimposed in Figure 1. Each water type is
illustrated by a different color of the symbol. A clear systematic temperature dependence is evident, where
colder water temperatures cause more light absorbing particles to be emitted. Traditionally the oceans
have been regarded as a source of light scattering aerosols, but data presented in this study indicates that
there might be a significant component of light absorbing aerosols in sea spray as well. At least this is true
for the different Arctic waters tested here. Both surface water and water from 80 m depth were tested,
during both winter and summer conditions and in all cases the results gave evidence of the ocean as a
source of light absorbing aerosols. Although calculations are highly uncertain, the estimated mass fraction
(not explained here) of the light absorbing particles may be on the same scale as the non-absorbing
particle mass. Based on the observed size distribution, it is expected that the bulk of the light absorbing
particles are found in the accumulation mode size range and larger. The source strength of light absorbing
particles presents a clear dependence on water temperature. Decreasing the temperature from 10 to 0 °C
increased the amount of light absorbed by the particles emitted to the atmosphere by about a factor of
three.

Figure 1. Mass concentrations of light absorbing particles as function of water temperature. Each data point
represents a two minute average. Each color represents a different type of water.
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INTRODUCTION
Representation of clouds in large scale models is a major source of uncertainty in climate change
predictions (Forster et al., 2007). The uncertainty stems partly from the fact that global climate models
have coarse spatial resolution due to the limited computing resources available, and therefore such models
cannot resolve the microphysical processes involved in the cloud formation explicitly. Droplets that make
up liquid phase clouds in the atmosphere are formed on aerosol particles called as cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) on air containing supersaturated water vapour. The size distribution and chemical
composition of aerosols are the key properties that determine the number of CCN formed at a certain
water vapour supersaturation. On the other hand, meteorological conditions influence the water vapour
supersaturation levels reached in ambient clouds as well. Several microphysical parameterizations have
been developed, implemented and tested in global models (Ghan et al., 2011) to tackle the problem of
describing cloud formation on physical basis in large scale models. Despite these developments, further
empirical and process level model studies on the relationships between aerosols, CCN and cloud
microphysics are needed to increase our understanding on the climatic effects of aerosols (Ghan and
Schwartz, 2007).
In this study, we focus on concurrent measurements of aerosols, CCN and cloud droplet activation that
were carried out as a part of the third Pallas Cloud Experiment (PaCE-3). The campaign took place at a
Pallas Global Atmospheric Watch station located in northern Finland (Hatakka et al., 2003) between
September 11th and October 10th of 2009. The current study extends the work carried out during the first
two PaCE campaigns (Lihavainen et al., 2008; Anttila et al., 2009; Kivekäs et al., 2009). Here we focus on
comparing CDNC with various aerosol properties and CCN concentrations.
METHODS
Two differential mobility particle sizers (DMPS) were used to measure the aerosol number size
distribution. Both instruments were operated as described by Komppula et al. (2005). One DMPS was
attached to a so-called total air inlet, which lets in all particles including cloud droplets (but not rain
drops). The cloud droplets were then evaporated, and the dry cloud condensing nuclei were measured
among the non-activated particles. The other DMPS was attached to a PM 2.5 µm inlet which prevented
the cloud droplets from entering the system and therefore this DMPS measured only the non-activated
particles.
The Cloud Condensation Nuclei Counter (CCNC, DMT model CCN-100) was operated at a total flow rate
of 0.5 lpm and at five different supersaturations (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0%), each set for 15 min. Data
processing included skipping the first five minutes of data after changing the supersaturation to ensure that
the CCNC column was operating at stable conditions. The total aerosol number concentration (CN) was
measured by a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI model 3772) connected to the same sampling line
as the CCNC.
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Presence of clouds on the measurement site was assessed with the approach taken in the previous study of
Komppula et al. (2005). Briefly, a cloud event was judged to have taken place when the following
conditions were met at least for an hour: relative humidity stayed around 100% and visibility was below
1000 meters. For further screening of the data we calculated the size distribution of activated particles
(cloud residual particles) during the cloud events as described in Anttila et al. (2009). This allows for
inferring the fraction of particles that activated into cloud droplets for each DMPS channel. The acquired
data set was further screened according to the following criteria: no rainfall took place during the period
and the fraction of activated particles was >80% at the diameter range >400 nm. As a result, the data set
analyzed here consists of around 33 hours of measurements with five prominent cloud events.
RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the key features of the considered cloud events which consist of around 33 hours of
measurement data. The shortest event in duration, case B, covered only a single averaging interval while
the longest case E lasted for around 11 hours and 45 minutes. The average total particle concentrations,
CNtot, varied from 385 to 1518 cm−3 between the events. Table 1 shows further that particles with dry
diameters above 100 nm, CN(>100 nm), made only a small contribution to the total number
concentrations: the ratio between CNtot and CN(>100 nm) varied in the range 0.07 to 0.25, implying that
Aitken mode sized particles dominated the total particle number concentrations. The average number of
cloud droplets inferred from the dual-DMPS setup, CDNC, varied between 49 and 99 cm−3. Such numbers
are somewhat smaller than the average numbers obtained from an analysis of a longer data set from the
site (Komppula et al., 2005) and are also generally smaller than observed in the previous campaign, PaCE2 (Anttila et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. The diameter corresponding to 50% activation efficiency (D50) versus particle and CCN
concentrations (indicated in the legend).
The average value of the diameter at which 50% of the particles are activated into cloud droplets, D 50,
varied in the range 80 to 102 nm between the cases. These numbers are slightly lower than observed in the
previous campaign (Anttila et al., 2009) but compare well to those reported by Komppula et al. (2005).
Figure 1 shows the correlation between D50 and CNtot as well as between D50 and CN(>100 nm). No
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visible correlation can be seen which suggests that the observed variation in D50 was not driven by the
aerosol number concentrations.
Table 1. Observed features of the analyzed cloud events. For each event, an average value of the quantity
is shown followed by the value range during the event in parenthesis. Here CNtot is the total particle
number concentration, CN(>100 nm) is the concentration of particles with dry sizes above 100 nm, CDNC
is the inferred number of cloud droplets and D50 is the diameter corresponding to the 50% activation ratio.
Also, measured CCN concentrations for supersaturation 0.2 and 0.4%, if available, are shown.
Case
Date and time
CNtot (cm−3)
CN(>100nm)
(cm−3)
CDNC (cm−3)
D50 (nm)
Activated
fraction
CCN(0.2%)
(cm−3)
CCN(0.4%)
(cm−3)

A
9.9.
08:00-13:45
531 (389-532)

B
22.9.
06:45-8:15
1518

C
22.-23.9.
22:30-08:30
449 (325-768)

D
25.-26.9.
23:30-04:15
385 (339-434)

E
4.10.
01:30-12:15
499 (321-1141)

127 (56-242)
93 (43-168)
101 (98-106)

131
97
98

100 (82-125)
89 (72-105)
92 (86-97)

29 (14-46)
49 (41-56)
80 (78-81)

119 (74-226)
99 (79-125)
102 (79-125)

0.17 (0.09-0.22)

0.06

0.22 (0.09-0.29)

0.13 (0.11-0.17)

0.23 (0.13-0.37)

n/a

35

28 (21-37)

28 (23-35)

n/a

n/a
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103 (78-126)

52 (39-67)

n/a

Overall, comparing the corresponding values of CN(>100 nm), CDNC and D50, it can be concluded that
Aitken mode particles made only a small contribution to the number of activated cloud droplets. This is
further illustrated Figures 2 and 3: Figure 2 shows the correlation between CDNC and CN(>100 nm) while
Figure 3 illustrates the average and overall variation of these quantities for each cloud event. Conversely,
CNtot and CDNC do not show any visible correlation (Figure 1) which further emphasizes the dominant
role of accumulation mode particles played in the observed variation in CDNC. This finding is consistent
with the previous cloud observations done at the site (Komppula et al., 2005). As also seen from Figure 2,
the relationship between CDNC and CN(>100 nm) is approximately linear. This is in contrast with many
other empirical data sets where sub-linear correlation between CDNC and accumulation mode sized
particles is found (see e.g. Figure 5 in Lihavainen et al., 2008). As noted above, CDNC varied over a
relatively small interval in the cloud cases considered here while the data set displayed in the
aforementioned study covers a larger range of conditions. Also, the air masses sampled here were
relatively clean while the “suppression effect”, i.e. non-proportional increase in CDNC as a response to
increasing aerosol concentrations, is more characteristic to polluted air masses.

CONCLUSIONS
Concurrent measurement of aerosols, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations and cloud droplet
activation were carried out as a part of the third Pallas Cloud Experiment (PaCE-3) which took place at a
ground based site located on northern Finland during the autumn of 2009. Here we have focused on
selected cloudy periods to investigate relationships between the aerosol properties, CCN and size resolved
cloud droplet activation. The results suggest that the observed clouds were formed on the “aerosol-limited
regime” where the number of CCN active particles largely determines CDNC. This is consistent with
previous studies on the microphysics of clouds formed in clean air masses (e.g. Twohy et al., 2005). It
should be noted, however, that the current study is based on a rather short intensive campaign where the
range of atmospheric conditions encountered was limited. Therefore long term simultaneous
measurements of aerosols, CCN and cloud droplet activation are desirable to investigate how the results
obtained here compare to larger data sets containing results from different seasons and air mass types. As
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a part of an ongoing research, the measurements observations reported here are further interpreted using
modelling tools developed earlier (Anttila et al., 2009; Anttila, 2010).
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Figure 2. Cloud droplet concentration (CDNC) versus particle and CCN concentrations (indicated in the
legend). A 1:1 line is included as a guide to the eye.
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Figure 3. The comparison of the cloud droplet concentrations (CDNC), the number concentrations of
particles with dry diameter above 100 nm, CN(>100 nm), and CCN concentrations at supersaturations 0.2
and 0.4% for each cloud case. Here the symbols represent average values and the bars indicate the range
over which the quantity varied during the event.
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INTRODUCTION
The role of iodine species in the formation of aerosols has been actively studied in recent years (O’Dowd
et al., 2002a; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2012). The ions I– and IO3– seem to be the inorganic iodine species to
accumulate in aerosols, whereas the identity of soluble organic iodine, which is often thought to be a
major fraction, is largely unknown (Vaattovaara et al., 2006). The influence of iodine on particle
formation on a regional and global scale remains uncertain as most observations are from coastal locations
(O’Dowd et al., 2002b; Kulmala et al., 2004). In this study, we investigate the occurrence of naturally
charged iodine-containing ions in air at an inland site in Finland.
METHODS
The measurements were performed in August–October 2011 in a boreal forest area in Hyytiälä, Southern
Finland in the SMEAR II station (Hari and Kulmala, 2005). The concentrations of negative ions in
ambient air were monitored using an atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer APiTOF (Junninen et al., 2010). The APi-TOF is an instrument capable of determining chemical composition
of naturally charged atmospheric ions without any pre-treatment (Ehn et al., 2010). The instrument was
located in a container approximately 100 m south of the main measurement mast at SMEAR II (see, e.g.,
Williams et al., 2011 for more details). The sample was taken from 2 m above ground level.
RESULTS
Many iodine-containing ions were observed, including I–, IO–, IO2– and IO3– and their water complexes. In
addition, IO3– ion was present in the dimer HIO 3∙IO3– and acid complexes HIO3∙NO3– and HIO3∙HSO4–.

Figure 1. Concentrations of IO3– (uppermost curve, left scale) and I– (middle curve, left scale) and
intensity of solar radiation (lowermost curve, right scale) in Hyytiälä on 19 October 2011.
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The iodate–malonic acid complex C3H4O4∙IO3– was the clearest example of soluble organic iodine in these
measurements. The major ionic iodine species was IO3–, closely followed by I–. The diurnal cycle of IO3–
and I– was usually connected with solar radiation (Fig. 1). The presented preliminary results warrant a
more thorough examination of the role of iodine in the particle formation in this non-marine environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The long-term variability of aerosol particle number concentration is relevant for climate research, as
it can reveal important feedback mechanisms that need to be accounted for in projection studies,
provide important information on past drivers of climate change, and give a useful comparison
parameter for long-term simulations of atmospheric chemistry. Analyses of the variability of aerosol
number concentration and size have been performed by many studies, in particular from regionally
representative stations of the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) network or affiliated to the EUInfrastructure ACTRIS. The high seasonality can easily mask any other long-term variability, if not
properly taken into account. Aerosol number concentration trends have not been so widely studied
as trends in other aerosol properties, especially particulate matter (PM) and aerosol optical depth
(AOD).
It is necessary to have access to time series over sufficient duration to distinguish between shortterm variability and long-term trends. Continuous measurements of aerosol number concentration
and size were initiated in the mid-70s at some stations, but it is only from the early 90s that
reporting aerosol number concentrations or number size distributions have become more common.
As of today, nearly 30 stations are regularly reporting number concentration information, many
including the number size distribution information, to the World Data Center for Aerosols (WDCA)
but very few records span over more than 5 years. Analyses of long-term trends for aerosol physical
or optical properties require at least 10-year long records, which explains why very few studies have
been published on aerosol particle number concentration trends.
We provide reliable information on aerosol number concentration decadal trends on both number
concentration (Asmi et al., 2012) and on in-situ aerosol optical properties viewpoints (Collaud Coen
et al., 2012). We study the similarities to aerosol optical properties trends and discuss potential
causes for the long-term trends. We also evaluate the trends of aerosol number size distributions in
locations where such information is available, and study the applicability of aerosol particle number
concentration trends to CCN-sized aerosol properties in these environments. The results are meant
to be consistent and robust for end-user groups from aerosol specialists to climate modellers.
METHODS
The aerosol particle number concentrations were measured with a variety of condensation particle
counters (condensation nuclei counters), which differed significantly in type and performance from
site-to-site. The main criterion for having a dataset of one station was at least 10 years of relatively
continuous measurements.
The number size distribution measurements were obtained by custom-made mobility particle size
spectrometers (differential mobility particle sizer, DMPS) systems, which stayed relatively unchanged during the whole measurement period. All of the stations included in the size distribution
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Trends of 2000-2010 aerosol properties
(this study and Collaud Coen et al., 2012)
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Figure 1: Direction of trends of number concentration (CN) (Asmi et al., 2012), aerosol optical
properties (Collaud Coen et al., 2012) and, for comparison, satellite AOD (from de Meij et al.
(2012)).
analyses had either constant monitoring of the instrument by measurement personnel (Hyytiälä)
or effective site calibration routines.
Two methods for trend fitting were used: 1) The non-parametric Mann-Kendall trend analysis
(MK) is based on rank and is associated with the Sen’s slope estimator allowing detection of the
presence of a trend and its magnitude, respectively. To correct for autocorrelation in the data, a
pre-whitening procedure was applied to the data prior to the trend detection. Both methods were
applied to linear space slope determination, which was then converted to relative trends by dividing
by the sample median. 2) The generalized least square (GLS) trends, with either autoregressive
or block bootstrap confidence intervals for statistical significance testing. The GLS approach is
adapted from Mudelsee (2010) with minor modifications.
CONCLUSIONS
Trend analysis showed that the near-surface concentrations of atmospheric aerosol particles decreased at most observation points since the 1990s (Figure 1). These changes are visible and
statistically significant in most locations studied in this paper, covering Northern Europe, North
America, Antarctica, and the Pacific Ocean. The derived negative relative trends are generally
slightly lower in magnitude than the reduction of anthopogenic SO2 emissions over the last decades
in EU and in US. However, the low number of stations with long datasets does not allow us yet to
conclude that such decreasing trends are universal, regionally or globally.
Aerosol number concentration trends showed clear seasonal variations, with Northern European
stations especially showing decreasing N trends during wintertime. At stations where size distribution measurements were available, the trends of number concentrations of over 20 nm particles
and over 100 nm particles generally agreed very closely with each other, suggesting that, at least
for Northern European conditions, the observed decreasing trends are happening for both N and
CCN size ranges. Comparison with results from the companion paper do not show clear similarities
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between the N and optical properties trends, although the locations where this comparison could
be made was limited. The high level of agreement between the two fitting methods used in this
paper demonstrates the technical reliability of the trend fitting procedures.
There is no real reason to assume that there is only one process affecting N trends at one station, or
that the same process would be effective globally. The strongest support for the observed decrease
in N during 2001-2010 period, of the limited set of potential reasons for these trends that was
considered, is the reduction in the anthropogenic sources of aerosols and aerosol precursors, SO2 in
particular. Until the cause of the trends is better constrained, however, drawing strong conclusions
about the future of aerosol number concentrations is not possible.
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INTRODUCTION
The Arctic and northern boreal regions of Eurasia are experiencing rapid environmental changes
due to pressures by human activities. The largest anthropogenic climate forcings are due to aerosol
particles and greenhouse gases (GHGs). Especially in the Arctic, there are also several possible
amplifying feedpacks related to aerosols and GHGs which are expected to follow the changing
climate. Of the most discussed, is for example release of methane from thawing permafrost soils
with increasing temperatures. Also, methane emissions from the sea bottom of the Laptev and
East Siberian seas have been reported recently (Shakhova et al., 2010).
The Arctic environment is also highly sensitive to changes in aerosol concentrations or composition, largely due to the high surface reflectance for the most part of the year. Concentrations of
aerosols in winter and spring Arctic are affected by ’Arctic Haze’ (Shaw, 1995); a phenomenon
suggested to arise from the transport of pollutants from lower latitudes e.g. (Stohl, 2006) and
further strengthened by the strong stratification of the Arctic wintertime atmosphere. Sources
and transport patterns of aerosols into the Arctic are, however, not fully understood. In addition,
the polar front isolating the Arctic stratosphere makes it potentially very sensitive to emissions
from inside the region. The latest studies show alarming indications that the long-term observed
decreasing concentration trend has recently changed (McConnell et al., 2007; Gong et al., 2010).
In order to monitor the changes within the Arctic region, as well as to understand the sources and
feedback mechanisms, direct measurements of aerosols and greenhouse gases within the Arctic are
needed. So far, direct year-round observations of these important climate forcing agents have been
inadequate especially within the Russian side of the Arctic. This is the reason why a new climate
observatory was founded in Tiksi, Russia.
Tiksi meteorological observatory in northern Siberia (71◦ 36′ N; 128◦ 53′ E) on the shore of the Laptev
Sea has been operating since 1930s. Recently, it was upgraded and joint in the network of the
International Arctic Systems for Observing the Atmosphere (IASOA, www.IASOA.org), in the
framework of the International Polar Year (IPY) Activity (#196) project (Fig. 1). The project
is run in collaboration between National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) with
the support of the National Science Foundation (NSF), Roshydromet (AARI and MGO units),
government of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI).
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The research activities of FMI in Tiksi include continuous long-term measurements of aerosol
physical properties as well as the fluxes and concentrations of the most important greenhouse
gases (GHGs), carbon dioxide and methane. The measurements have been successfully running
since summer 2010 and provide important additional information on the Arctic concentrations
and processes, in addition to the FMI long-term Arctic measurements in northern Finland PallasSodankylä station.

Figure 1: Map of IASOA observatories around the Arctic.

METHODS
Aerosol particle number size distributions are measured with a twin-DMPS system in the range of
7 to 500 nm using a TSI 3772 CPC as a particle counter in both of the systems. Larger particle size
distributions are measured with a TSI APS 3321 between 0.5 and 10 µm. In addition, aerosol BC
is measured by NOAA with a Magee Scientific Inc. 7-wl aethalometer. All aerosol data presented
are cleaned from local influences using the additional available data sources and by removing the
data measured during winds from polluted sector (mainly Tiksi town in north). It should be noted
that prevailing wind directions are east and west.
Methane and carbon dioxide concentrations were measured by Los Gatos DLT100 laser spectrometer at sampling height of 10 m. Two calibration gases and one target gas were analysed every
50 hours. These cylinders were prepared at the WMO/GAW Central Calibration Laboratory
in NOAA/ESRL, Boulder, CO. One target gas from MGO, St Petersburg was measured every 17
hours. Based on target gas measurements, methane concentrations were close to meet WMO/GAW
compatibility goal of ± 2 ppm, but carbon dioxide compatibility was only around 1 ppm. Beginning
from August 2011, weekly flask samples have been collected from the same mast and analysed in
NOAA/ESRL, Boulder. Comparison between these flask samples and in-situ monitor indicated
that methane observations were close to meet WMO compatibility target.
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RESULTS
The aerosol number concentration shows a pronounced seasonal cycle with two maxima: early
spring (March–April) and late summer (July–August) (Fig. 2). This is in agreement to that
observed in lower latitutes in central Siberia (Heintzenberg et al., 2011) although a highly more
pronounced cycle is seen in high-Arctic in Tiksi. The spring maximum is likely related to appearance
of sunlight together with very cold temperatures, favoring accumulation of pollutants near the
surface. However, process of new particle formation was also seen to initiate with strong bursts
of newly formed tiny particles already in the month of March. This suggests that transport of
sufficient precursors from lower latitutes can indirectly increase the number concentration within
the Arctic region during spring season.

Figure 2: Total aerosol number concentration median with quartiles for each month with sufficient
data coverage.
The summer maximum in concentrations is affiliated with increasing biogenic emissions over Siberia.
In summer, the concentrations of CCN-sized (diameters > 100 nm) particles were the highest during
continental winds while in contrast, the nucleation mode (diameters < 20 nm) aerosols were slightly
favoured by marine or coastal clean air influences. Effect of biomass burning on summer aerosols
is also studied using measured BC concentration.
In addition to differences by seasons and sources regions, local meteorological parameters presented
clear patterns with aerosol number. A drastic increase of total (and also CCN-sized, > 100 nm)
particle number was seen when temperature increased to over 15◦ C (Fig. 3). Concentrations were
also elevated during the coldest temperatures observed, whereas the lowest number concentrations
occured in temperatures between –10◦ C – 0◦ C. Clear patterns with other meteorological variables
were also seen, such as continuous decline of concentrations with increasing RH. To find the reasons
for these correlations, aerosols are separated by their source regions and studied together with other
available precursors.
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Figure 3: Dependance of > 100 nm particle concentration on temperature.
Methane concentrations showed seasonal winter maximum and early summer minimum because in
wintertime the main sink process, photochemical destruction is diminished in the polar region (Fig.
4). On the average, methane concentrations in Tiksi were highest among the Arctic monitoring
stations. This may be explained by vicinity of sources, stable boundary layer in the cold season
and relatively low sampling height. Concentrations and their variability were high in June–October
that is due to terrestrial and marine emissions. This period coincides with the period when topsoil
temperature was close or above 0◦ C. Terrestrial methane emissions in this period were confirmed
by nearby micrometeorological flux measurements. High concentrations in winter were observed
when air mass advection was from the industrial areas of Siberia or European Russia.
CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of aerosol particles and greenhouse gases by Finnish Meteorological Institute started
in summer 2010 in Arctic Russia, Tiksi observatory. The year-round observations are used to
pinpoint regional and global sources of these important climate forcing agents, and to study their
interaction and feedback processes in this extreme Arctic climate. Importantly, up to now, very
few direct observations from northern Siberian region have been available.
The aerosol concentrations and size distributions, as well as the atmospheric methane concentrations and fluxes, were found to show clear seasonal patterns. Sources, sinks and local meteorological
conditions were all shown to affect the concentrations. Natural aerosol particle production initiates
relatively early in spring when soil is yet covered by snow. To which extend the aerosol concentrations can be explained by long-range transport, what are the main source regions as well as the
role of local influeces, are currently studied.
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Figure 4: Half-hourly methane concentrations, air and top soil temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION
The seasonal snow cover governs the terrestrial surface albedo and thus the radiation balance of the
climate system at high latitudes. Due to the large difference in albedo of snow-covered and snow-free
surface, the snow albedo has the largest impact on the radiative balance during snowmelt period. We
investigate trends in albedo and radiative forcing by applying novel observational datasets derived from
space-borne measurements as input to the albedo formulation of ECHAM-5 General Circulation Model
(GCM).
METHODS
The GlobSnow snow water equivalent (SWE) processing system (Takala et al. 2011) employs in an
assimilation scheme passive microwave observations from Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
(SMMR), Spectral Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
(AMSR-E) sensors and in situ snow depth observations, to produce maps of SWE estimates over the
northern hemisphere (NH). The dataset covers the period from 1979 till present; however, in this work,
only years from 1982 to 2010 are considered.
In the ECHAM-5 albedo formulation scheme (Roeckner et al. 2003) two dynamical variables for land
grid points are considered: (a) the fractional snow cover and (b) surface temperature (Ts). The albedo of
snow is parameterized as a linear function of Ts with a maximum of 0.8 at T s < -5 °C and 0.3 at Ts > 0 °C.
Among the static parameters are (a) surface topography, (b) forest coverage, (c) land type (GlobCover
dataset) and (d) forest canopy transmissivity derived from MODIS-observations together with GlobCover
land cover dataset (Metsämäki et al 2012, Bicheron et al. 2008).
RESULTS
Albedo changes show in general a negative trend with the most pronounced changes at areas with melting
conditions (Fig.1). The magnitude of the trend is increasing from January to May. Positive trends are
observed mainly over areas with negative temperature trends and mountain areas in North America. Mean
trend values for Eurasia and North America separately are shown in the Table 1.
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Figure 1. Modeled albedo trends [%] for years 1982-2010.

Month
January
February
March
May
June

Eurasia
-0.36
-0.72
-2.17
-1.0
-3.0

North America
0.2
0.11
0.33
-2.76
1.62

NH
-0.19
-0.46
-1.39
-1.55
-2.52

Table 1. Modeled albedo trends [%] for years 1982-2010 for Eurasia, North America and Northern
Hemisphere.
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Figure 2. Trend for years 1982-2010 of top-of-the atmosphere (TOA) net shortwave flux (down-up)
referred to albedo changes only [W/m2].
Radiative forcing (RF) associated with albedo changes was estimated by simulating short-wave radiative
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere with ECHAM-5 and the CERES Energy-Balanced and Filled (EBAF)
radiative flux dataset. RF has predominantly positive trend consistent with albedo changes, shifting from
south to north as snow melting processes propagate.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol clouds are dynamic systems with spatially and temporally varying properties. More cloud
droplets may form due to in-cloud activation or due to entrainment of air from cloud edges that
might lead to formation of fresh cloud droplets (J.-L., Brenguier, and W. W. Grabowski, 1993).
On the other hand, cloud droplets may be evaporated because of mixing at cloud boundaries or
in-cloud dynamics causing part of droplets to evaporate (S. Romakkaniemi et al., 2009). The latter
of these can be important in stratus type clouds with long in-cloud residence time of air parcel.
The mixing at cloud boundaries takes place in all clouds, and the type of mixing is dependent on
the conditions and mixing time scales.
Different phenomena related to aerosol cloud interactions and cloud dynamics involve large range
of scales. Microphysics of cloud aerosol interactions can be studied by process models, or so called
box models, which are mainly used to study how and which aerosol particles are able to form cloud
droplet. On the other end of scales are global models which are needed to assess how changes
in cloud properties affect global radiation budget. Between these scales there are cloud resolving
(CRM), or large eddy models (LES), that can be used to study cloud dynamics, and for example the
effect of aerosol on drizzle formation. However, even in CRM the scale (resolution > 1 m) is such
that all small scale turbulence needs to be parameterized. A tool to provide these parameterizations
is direct numerical simulation (DNS), which can be used to study for example cloud boundaries in
the scales from few centimeters up to few meters at most.
In this study we used the direct numerical simulation high-order public domain finite-difference
PENCIL Code for compressible hydrodynamic flows. The code is highly modular and comes with
a large selection of physics modules. It is widely documented in the literature and used for many
different application (W. Dobler et al., 2006; Pensil Code, 2001). Recently, a detailed chemistry
module has been implemented, including an accurate description of all necessary quantities, such
as diffusion coefficients, thermal conductivity, reaction rates etc (N. Babkovskaia et al., 2011). This
module was well tested by using the commercial code for calculation of the turbulent combustion
process (Chemkin). The new developed aerosol-module coupled to the PENCIL Code now is
prepared for calculating an evaporation and condensation processes of aerosol particles, which
consists of a solid core covered by liquid water.
Since initially the PENCIL Code was elaborated for studying turbulent motions, it is well suitable
to modeling the fluid mechanical processes in the atmospheric clouds. Additionally, due to an
accurate description of the chemistry, the PENCIL Code is a powerful tool for studying the aerosol
dynamics in a turbulent medium with complicated chemical composition. The scientific goals for
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Figure 1: Velocity and temperature fields in the 2D calculated domain for inlet velocity Uin = 20
cm/s (left panel) and Uin = 0 cm/s (right panel) at t = 0, 1, 2, 3 s.
the construction of the new model are to investigate the spatial distribution of aerosol particles,
turbulent mixing of clouds with the environment and the influence of turbulence on aerosol dynamics
(and vice versa).
METHOD
In previous studies the direct numerical simulations are used to model micro-scale cloud-clear
air mixing (M. Andrejczuk et al., 2004; M. Andrejczuk et al., 2004). They use the Boussinesq
approximation where the density, kinematic viscosity and diffusivity of the temperature and water
vapor in air are assumed to be constant. The temperature evolution is determined by the thermal
flux and by the release/absorb of the energy due to evaporation/condensation of water droplets.
Additionally, they neglect the solute effect in the aerosol dynamics (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) and
consider 16 classes of the cloud droplets with the droplet sizes linearly distributed in the range
from 0.78 to 24 µm.
In the proposed model we consider compressible gas; thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients
of every species and of a mixture are not constant and described by the accurate expressions (N.
Babkovskaia et al., 2011); thermal flux, change of energy by evaporation/condensation and viscous
heating are included in the energy equation, and the solute effect is taken into account. To study
the activation of aerosol particles we take 80 classes of the cloud droplets with the droplet size
logarithmically distributed in a range from 0.08 to 10 µm. Following Andrejczuk et al. (2004) we
take the grid length of 2 cm, which is much larger than the estimated Kolmogorov scale of O(1)
mm, and use Smagorinski subgrid scale modeling with parameter for turbulent viscosity Cs = 0.15
(N. Haugen, A. Brandenburg, 2006; J. Kleissl et al., 2003).
For test purposes we start from a zero dimensional problem and take into account the condensation
and evaporation of the aerosol particles covered by liquid water. We take the initial temperature
T = 293 K, the air density ρ = 8.6 × 10−4 g cm−3 , the pressure p = 1 atm, and a lognormal
distribution of 100 particles. In a general case the number density function f (x, ms , r, t) is a
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Figure 2: Distribution of particles avaraged over x for inlet velosity Uin = 20 cm/s (left panel) and
Uin = 0 cm/s (right panel) at t = 0, 1, 2, 3 s.
function of the solute mass per particle ms and the size of the particle r. We neglect by the
dependence on ms and assume that all particles have the same solute mass, which does not change
with time. We make calculations for supersaturation S = −0.1% and 0.1 %, and show that for
S = −0.1% the particles are evaporated and S = 0.1% they are activated.
Next, we consider one dimensional model. We take the size of the domain of 250 cm and 128
grid points. The air flux of the temperature T = 290 K with 100 particles, having the same
parameters as in 0D model comes to the domain with the inlet velocity of 20 cm/c. In the middle
of the domain there is a front (or cloud edge). Before the front the supersaturation is −0.1 % and
behind it the supersaturation is 0.1 % and temperature T = 293 K. Analyzing the distribution
of particles at different time moments we find that the larger particles are accumulated in the
middle of the front, while the maximal concentration of smaller particles are at its edges. The
maximum of S is in the middle of the front, and therefore, the most intensive growing of particles
due to condensation of water happens there. Moreover, since the smaller the particles the larger
the growth rate they have, at every time moment the largest particles appear in the middle of the
front, while the smaller particles are accumulated at the edges. Since supersaturation is negative
before the front and positive behind it, before the front the particles are evaporated and behind it
they are activated.
Also, we study the structure and evolution of the cloud edge for different front thickness, inlet
velocities and supersaturation. We conclude that qualitatively the results look quite similar, and
no new features are found.
Finally, we consider a 3D domain of the size of 250 cm x 128 cm x 128 cm. The boundary
conditions in y-direction is the same as in 1D model. In x- and z- directions we take periodic
boundary conditions. The y - component velocity Uy as a function of x at y = −125 cm is taken
to be Uy (x) = 20 cm/s × cos(2πx/∆x), where ∆x = 128 cm is horizontal size of the domain. In
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the upper part of the domain there is a horizontal wind and vertical flux interacts with it at zero
level (y = 0), i.e. Ux (y ≥ 0) = 50 cm/s. The initial Uz is taken to be zero.
Analyzing the results of 3D simulation we find that for the first 5 s the z-component of velocity is
still close to zero, i.e. 3D turbulence is not generated for such a time period. Therefore, for the
next simulations we take 2D domain of the size of 250 cm x 128 cm and resolution 128 x 64 grid
points. The time step is 3 × 10−5 s. Also, to study the effect of mixing on the particle distribution
we compare the results of simulation for Uin = 20 cm/s and Uin = 0 cm/s. The temperature and
velocity fields for these two cases at time moments t = 0 s, 1 s, 2 s and 3 s are presented in Fig. 1.
In a case of zero inlet velocity Uin the shape of the front stays the same (flat), while for Uin = 20
cm/s it is significantly curved. However, the change of temperature before and behind the front
appears to be smaller than 0.05 K.
In Fig. 2 we show distributions of particles averaged in x - direction at t = 0 s, 1 s, 2 s and 3 s.
Both in a case of zero and in a case of non-zero inlet velocity before the front there is evaporation
and behind the front particles are growing because of condensation (the same as in 1D approach).
Also, for zero inlet velocity the most efficient growing of particles occurs inside the front (as it is
in 1D model). In a case of non-zero inlet velocity, Uin = 20 cm/s, particles also intensively grow in
the middle of the front, but additionally there is intensive evaporation near the front edges because
of blowing water vapor away there.
Also, we analyze the distribution of supersaturation. We find that its distribution repeats the shape
of the front. Moreover, the air mixing results in an increase of the supersaturation inside the front
because of evaporation of particles there.
Finally, we study the effect of the air mixing on the particle activation. We compare a ratio of
the amount of activated particles (r > 5 µm) to the total number Nin = 20 cm/s and without it.
Note, that in a case of zero inlet velocity the shape of the cloud edge stays the same as initially at
every time moment. A number of activated particles appears to be larger in a case of non-zero inlet
velocity. The reason of that is in extension of the front where the activation occurs more efficiently
(see Fig. 1).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we study the activation process at the cloud edge. We consider the flux of aerosol
particles, which goes through the boundary between the dry and wet air. For a test purpose we
start from a zero-dimensional problem and take into account the condensation and evaporation of
the aerosol particles covered by liquid water. Initially we take a lognormal distribution of particles
and supersaturation S = ±0.1 %.
Next, we consider a one dimensional problem to study a motion and evolution of the front between
the dry and wet air. The dry air flux of 100 aerosol particles with the maximum of distribution at
rm = 1 µm and supersaturation S = −0.1 % is coming into domain with inlet velocity Uin = 20
cm/s and interacts with a wet cloud edge. The supersaturation behind the front is S = 0.1 %. This
approach allows us to analyze the effect of the fluid mechanics on the aerosol dynamics (and vice
versa) in a laminar regime. Using 1D approach we find that the most intensive activation occurs
in the middle of the front, i.e. the distribution of the largest particles has a maximum there. Then
such a single bump is splitting into two ones, and in turn, they shift toward the front edges.
Finally, we make 3D simulation with a more complicated velocity field at the cloud edge. We
assume that the dry air flux is coming into the computational domain in its middle part and
coming out near its boundaries. Wet air is moving in horizontal direction with velocity Ux = 50
cm/s. The third velocity component initially equals to zero, Uz = 0 cm/c. The maximum of
particle distribution before the front is at rm = 1 µm and behind the front is at rm = 3 µm. The
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other initial conditions are the same as in 1D case. After several seconds the cloud edge is curved
and we analyze the final distribution of the aerosol particles there. We find that after 5 first seconds
the z-component of velocity is still close to zero, i.e. for this time period the 3D turbulence is not
developed, and for the next simulation we use 2D approach.
We study the effect of air mixing, comparing the results of simulation with zero, Uin = 0 cm/s,
and non-zero, Uin = 20 cm/s, inlet velocity. We find that for Uin = 0 cm/s (no mixing) the most
efficient growing of particles due to condensation occurs inside the front. In a case of Uin = 20
cm/s the intensive mixing of air results to evaporation and increasing of the supersaturation in the
front area. Additionally, comparing the results of simulation for such two cases (with Uin = 0 cm/s
and Uin = 20 cm/s) we conclude that the air mixing leads to increase of the number of activated
particles (with the size larger than 5 µm). It happens because of extending of the front area where
the most efficient growing of particles occurs. Also, we study the effect of the aerosol dynamics
on the air motion. We conclude that its influence is very small and does not significantly change
velocity field.
We should note that in this study the initial and boundary conditions are taken as typical parameters for the atmospheric conditions. Next we are planning to use the results of LES simulation
for more detailed description of the boundaries. Also, the size distribution of the aerosol core and
more detailed chemistry will be added in future.
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INTRODUCTION
New particle formation (NPF) in the atmosphere is a global phenomenon that has been shown to take
place in a wide variety of environments. The newly formed 1-2 nm sized particles can further grow
through condensation and coagulation up to a size range of > 100 nm and have a significant effect on our
climate. Particles grown from NPF can affect the Earth’s radiation balance directly by scattering sunlight
and indirectly by having the potential to grow large enough to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN),
and moreover, can activate to cloud droplets, resulting in even greater scattering of radiation which leads
to a cooling effect on the climate (International Panel on Climate Change, IPCC 2007). However, the
magnitude of aerosol indirect effects remains the single largest uncertainty in current estimates of
anthropogenic radiative forcing (IPCC 2007) and causes large uncertainties in the calculations of future
climate change.
Besides NPF, there are various natural and anthropogenic aerosol sources such as traffic, energy
production, industry, biomass burning, wildfires, deserts, and oceans, which produce climatically active
particles. Some of these particles (e.g. desert dust, sea-salt particles) are large enough that they can scatter
sunlight and act as CCN, others (e.g. small particles from combustion processes) need to grow to larger
sizes, similarly as the particles produced in NPF events, in order to have climatic relevance. At a given
location, the fraction of different particle types depends on nearby particle sources and on meteorological
conditions which govern NPF efficiency, particle removal processes, and the extent to which long range
transport from distant particle sources contributes to the particle concentrations.
In this research we investigate the aerosol particle formation and evaluate the sources of different types of
Arctic aerosols at Puijo station. The Puijo (62ᵒ54′32 N, 27ᵒ39′31 E) measurement station is on the top of
an observation tower, 306 m a.s.l. and 224 m above the surrounding lake level. The tower is a 75 m high
building on the Puijo hill, approximately 2 km northwest of the center of Kuopio. Several research groups
at the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) in Kuopio and Helsinki and at the University of Kuopio
established the station in 2005. They instrumented the station for continues measurement of aerosols,
cloud droplets, weather parameters and trace gases. They started measuring the weather parameters on 12
October 2005, the aerosol size distribution and total number concentration on 1 June 2006, aerosol optical
properties (light absorption and scattering coefficient) on 26 August 2006, and concentrations of trace
gases on 30 October 2006.
There are distinct sectors for cleaner and more polluted air, which enable us to investigate the effects of
local emission sources on aerosol and cloud properties at Puijo (Figure 1). This study makes use of
continuous 3 years of particle size distribution carried by Differential Mobility Particle Sizers with particle
size ranges of 10-800 nm (Leskinen et al. ,2009).
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Figure 1. Surrounding of Puijo measurement site. 1= Puijo tower, 2 = Savilahti Campus, 3 = the peat-fired district
heating plant, 4 = the paper mill, 5 = Highway. The blue area is water, green forest, and gray residential areas. The
sectors in this figure are for local source emissions and are not the same as for the trajectories which will be shown in
next part.
.

METHODS
In this research the nucleation event classification method adapted from Hamed et al., 2007 who have
classified the new particle formation event using the particle size distribution. Therefore the nucleation
classification here is base on event clarity, i.e. the number concentration of freshly formed particles, and
their formation and growth rates. The nucleation event classes 1, 2 and 3 indicate strong, intermediate and
weak nucleation event days respectively.
After classification of NPF events, to investigate the source and transport pathways of the air masses
arriving to Puijo station during the time period from June 2006 to November 2009 we analyzed 120-hour
back trajectories in 3-hour intervals from event and non-event days. According to Leskinen et al. (2009)
who classified the trajectory into five air mass arrival sectors, named as Arctic (315-10ᵒ), Arctic\Kola (1070ᵒ), East (70-160ᵒ), South (160-235ᵒ) and West (235-315ᵒ) which has been shown in Figure 2, we analyzed
back trajectory arriving at noon time 12:00 from clear event and non-event days base on its main sector,
i.e. the sector where it had spent most of the time during the last 120 hours.

Figure 2. Location of Puijo measurement site in Kuopio, Finland. The lines define 5 sectors for trajectory
calculations: sector 1 is: Arctic (315-10ᵒ), sector 2 is: Arctic\Kola (10-70ᵒ), sector 3 is: East (70-160ᵒ),
sector 4 is: South (160-235ᵒ) and sector 5 is West (235-315ᵒ). The Marin areas are grey. This Figure
adapted from Leskinen et al., 2009 renaming the marine sector as "West".
RESULT AND DISCUSION
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Table 1 shows the number of normal new particle formation ( NPF) days (class 1, 2 and 3) are the highest
in spring times and the lowest in winter times which is a normal interpretation to the significant role of
solar radiation in NPF processes, while the summer time events show moderate number of NPF.
Furthermore, the maximum number of non-event days occurs during summer (Jun-July) and the minimum
occurs during spring season (March-April).

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
sum

operational
days
93
85
93
90
93
120
124
124
120
124
119
93
1278

class
1
0
1
4
3
4
1
4
0
2
0
0
0
19

class
2
0
1
3
12
5
5
3
1
4
3
0
0
37

class class
class0
3
4
1
58
10
6
47
9
3
57
9
12
33
13
13
39
23
8
44
36
7
28
15
5
23
15
3
41
19
5
54
10
2
64
10
1
36
12
66
524
181

NE

ND

BD

19
7
7
5
8
13
21
22
16
20
15
15
168

3
10
7
8
0
9
41
46
34
31
20
17
226

3
4
3
3
0
3
5
10
1
0
8
10
50

Table 1. numbers of nucleation event days (class 1, 2, 3 events), class 4, class 0, Non-Event (NE) and
Missing Data (ND) from measurements for Puijo station during time period June 2006 to November 2009.
(Operational Days=DMPS instrument was operational)
Figure 3 shows monthly frequency of nucleation event days in different classes. The maximum event
frequency occurs during April with 30% of days and on May between 20 to 25% of days. Also, no class 1
and 2 events have been observed during November-January.

Figure 3. Monthly Frequency of nucleation event and non-event days at Puijo station.
Class 4 event is a new class that includes days with high effect of local emission sources (e.g. days that
show high concentrations of SO2 from the pulp mill and from south east direction where the power plant
is). It is not clear for us whether the class 4 is a nucleation event or not, however it is not included in nonevent cases. Figure 4 shows an example of class 4 on 26 June 2009. The highest frequency of class 4
occurs during September-March and the lowest frequency occurs in summer time (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Example of class 4 on 26.06.2009

Figure 5. Monthly Frequency of class 4 event at Puijo station.
Table 2 summarizes the number of the event days in their main sectors which have been shown in Figure 2
numbered from 1 to 5. The results shows the air masses associated with nucleation events arrive mostly
from Arctic sector and West sector where covers the northern Atlantic and the two Arctic sectors and the
Arctic Ocean. In the resulting analysis clear nucleation events (classes 1, 2 &3) and non-events were only
taken into consideration. Further study about class 4 is still ongoing and will be presented later.

class 1
class 2
class 3
NE

total
number of
days
19
37
66
168

Sector 1
7
20
28
17

Sector 2
2
7
11
35

Sector 3
1
0
5
24

Sector 4

Sector 5

0
0
1
28

9
10
21
64

Table 2. Number of nucleation event days and non-event (NE) days in their main sector of the trajectory
during time period June 2006 to November 2009. Sector 1 is: Arctic (315-10ᵒ), sector 2 is: Arctic\Kola
(10-70ᵒ), sector 3 is East (70-160ᵒ), sector 4 is South (160-235ᵒ) and sector 5 is West (235-315ᵒ)
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INTRODUCTION
Northern boreal and arctic ecosystems are undergoing multiple changes at different scales and different
processes are occurring simultaneously. There is evidence that temperatures and potential evapotranspiration in
the arctic has increased leading to more frequent droughts (Barber 2002). On the other hand on the average the
runoff of arctic rivers has been increasing (Rennermalm 200x). Increases in winter precipitation, leading to a
later activation of tree photosynthetic activity could be another major factor increasing runoff vs.
evapotranspiration. Furthermore, changes in the atmospheric CO2 concentration could lead to stomatal closure
further reducing transpiration.
In this presentation of a “proof of concept” that combinations of different data sources, eddy covariance
measurements from fluxnet, river runoff data, global meteorological data can result in powerful models that can
be used to infer ecosystem functioning. Because of the close physiological connections between the different
processes these models can be used to infer on ecosystem processes beyond water balance: as long term changes
of gross primary production or changes in DOC export from the land.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We developed a model of boreal photosynthesis and transpiration based on the works of Gea et al. (2010). The
model includes slow processes of the recovery of photosynthesis from winter. It was assumed that the rate of
photosynthesis and stomatal conductance are correlated. The recovery of maximum photosynthesis, determining
the stomatal conductance was assumed to depends as a dynamical process on temperature. The time constant of
this process is quite long (several days) and therefore photosyntheis as traspiration depend on the development of
temperatures over longer periods. We found previously that northern forests are strongly temperature limited in
their photosynthesis and hypothesize that the linkage of the plant canopy to the atmosphere as well as the
transpiration rates in these ecosystem. The models showed a good fit to carbon exchange data on different time
scales (Figure 1)
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Figure 1) Observed and measured carbon flux from the model and for the Eddy Covariance site at NOBS.
To validate the model we used river debit data for this analysis, as a close correlation between the photosynthetic
production and transpiration is expected on both theoretical (Wong et al. 1979) and empirical grounds (e.g.
Monteith 1988). We used yearly debit data of the Caniapiscau River, which drains an area of 37380 km2 above
the gauging station. The basin and a climate station are in the eastern part of the experimental area. These data
were measured from 1956 to 1985 and reconstructed thereafter using the water balance of the basin since the
river was diverted for hydroelectricity in 1985. We validated the simulated transpiration by comparing
percolation for the simulated site with the runoff of the Caniapiscau basin. We simply assumed that the simulated
runoff from our sites equals the yearly runoff of the Caniapiscau basin. The comparison was performed at a
yearly scale since we do not have a detailed runoff model of the basin. The results are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2) Measured and simulated debit of the Caniaspiscau basin.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The project demonstrates that the use of physiological models has potential to explain and understand the water
flow of northern rivers. The transitions from winter to spring seem to play an important role in the transpirational
power of forests (as shown by Gea-Izquierdo for photosynthetic production.
The work will be used to predict water flows of northern rivers and to understand the influences of changing tree
physiology on river debit in low internesity managed or unmanaged ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION
The chemistry of snow is a complex cocktail of ions that is a function of: 1) the origin of the air masses
that produce the snow, 2) on the ambient exchange en route, 3) what ice nucleation processes that was
operating, and 4) what the snow flake scavenged during the snow fall. Further, post depositional processes
as photochemistry, evaporation, dry deposition, melt events and biological assimilation may alter the
original signature from the snow fall. All these processes results in the chemical records found in ice cores
and are used to evaluate past climates and atmospheric contents. However, it is also commonly known that
the within snow chemical variability is large.
METHODS
To retrieve an overall picture of the chemical load to Svalbard snow nine glacier areas (Austre
Brøggerbreen, Kongsvegen, Holtedalfonna, Slackbreen, Tellbreen, Nordenskiöldbreen, Lomonosovfonna,
Austfonna and at Hartogbukta) was investigated in spring 2010. In total 16 snow pits was sampled with a
resolution of 5 to 10 cm ranging from 100 to 1200 m in elevation and from the far west to the far east of
the archipelago.
RESULTS
Large variation was found (e.g. from below detection to up to almost 1 mg/l for nitrate) within the layering
of the snow pits indicating different origin of the air masses and different transport routes. This is in line
with recent findings that a few episodic precipitation events might give up to 50 % of the annual load of
nitrogen.
Data will also be used to model the main explanation parameters as: location, elevation and accumulation,
for the data set.
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Figure 1. Snow pit stratigraphy and chemistry at Holtedahlfonna, 770 m a.s.l., on the west coast of
Svalbard.

Figure 2. Snow pit stratigraphy and chemistry at Austfonna, 790 m a.s.l., on the east coast of Svalbard.
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INTRODUCTION
The Baltic Sea is a busy area for short-sea marine traffic. Nowadays shipping represents one of a major
contribution to the international transportation sector which is unfortunately not well quantified in terms of
global emissions and climate impacts (Petzold et al., 2008). In this context, gaseous and particulate matter
emissions from seagoing ships are gaining increasing attention because of probable environmental and
climate effects. Most of the existing methods to estimate emissions of ship traffic up to the present have
unfortunately relied on very simplified information (Dentener et al., 2006) and are based on averages in
terms of the number and size of vessels, the distances travelled between ports, engine power levels and/or
the amounts of fuel. One of the key components of the particulate matter, sulphates, can be effectively
reduced by using low-sulphur fuel in marine diesel engines. In this context there raised a need of a suitable
infrastructure enabling direct comprehensive measurements of physical and chemical properties of
boundary layer atmosphere over the Baltic Sea, its coast and over the inland.
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) in co-operation with Aalto University built a flying platform
suitable for various applications of such a kind. Basic funding to start the design became available in the
end of 2011 by FMI, and the Measurement, Monitoring and Environmental Assessment programme
(MMEA). The main goals within the programme are: The monitoring and direct measurements of ship
emissions over the Baltic Sea (SA Bonus programme 2013 and forward), the direct comparison of remote
sensing (Utö station) vs. airborne observations (Skyvan platform) and greenhouse gases (GHG) profiling
in the boundary layer over the sea and Finland.

METHODS
In this study a modified SHORT SC-7 Skyvan aircraft (Short Brothers and Harland Ltd, Northern Ireland,
UK) suitable for various research purposes was used. Currently, Skyvan is operated by Radio Science and
Engineering Department of Earth observation group at Aalto University. It is a non-pressurized twinengine turbo-propeller aircraft with a maximum operating distance of 1370 km and the maximum
operating height of just over 3 km. Skyvan is equipped with the MIDG II INS/GPS, an Inertial Navigation
System with Global Positioning System for recording of precise position and speed.
All the onboard instruments were connected to BMI Isokinetic Inlet System (Model 1200, Brechtel
Manufacturing Inc., USA.). The inlet system is fully automated, with transmission efficiency > 90% for
particle aerodynamic diameters < 10 µm. It is equipped with anti-icing system, Pitot tube for airspeed
measurements and isokinetic flow control, also directly provides flow rate, pressure and temperature
measurements of sample flow. Integrated data system records all parameters in 1 Hz resolution.
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The Soot particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (SP-AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc., USA) is a modified
version of High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) (DeCarlo et al.,
2006). The instrument consists of a particle sampling inlet, a particle sizing chamber and a particle
composition detection section. The aerosol particles are sampled through aerodynamic lens, forming a
narrow particle beam which is transmitted into the detection chamber where non-refractory species are
flash vaporized upon impact on a hot surface (~600ºC) under high vacuum and chemically analyzed via
electron impact ionization (70 eV) in the high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer. When equipped
with an intracavity laser vaporizer (1064 nm), based on the Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) design,
it measures online chemical composition of submicron particles containing refractory black carbon
(Onasch et al., 2012).
The continuous-flow stream wise thermal-gradient cloud condensation nuclei counter (DMT-CCNC) was
used in this study, model No. CCN-100 (Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc., DMT, USA).
The design and operating principles of the instrument are based on Roberts and Nenes (2005). The CCN
was operated behind the Constant Pressure Inlet (CPI, DMT Inc., USA) set to 700 or 615 mbar, together
with a condensation particle counter (CPC, model 3010, TSI, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA). The CCN was
set to sampling flow of 0.5 lpm and constant level of saturation ratio of 0.5% through the whole campaign.
The total number of aerosol particles was monitored with second CPC 3010 connected to BMI isokinetic
inlet.
The scattering and backscattering coefficients were measured with an integrating nephelometer (model
3563, TSI, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota, USA). This instrument measures scattering by aerosols in three
walengths; 450, 550 and 700 nm. The instrument measures scattering, sca, and backscattering
coefficients, bsc, in three wavelengths, 450, 550, and 700 nm. The instrument illuminates the sample
volume from the side and measures the light scattered by aerosol particles and gas molecules in the
direction of the photomultiplier tube integrating the scattering over angle of 7–170°. The instrument is
described in detail by e.g. Anderson et al. (1996). Calibration of the nephelometer is carried out using CO2
(purity 4.0) as high span gas and filtered air as low span gas. Nonidealities due to nonlambertian and
truncation errors in nephelometer were corrected using the method described by Anderson and Ogren
(1998).
Picarro G1301-m (Picarro, Inc. Sunnyvale, CA USA) measures concentrations of CO2, CH4 and H2O
using near-infrared lasers and Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (Crosson, 2008; Chen et al., 2010). This
model is designed for measurements on mobile platforms such as airplanes. Measurement cycle is
accelerated giving rise-fall time less than 2 seconds. Inlet gas flow is about 0.4 lpm and inlet pressure may
vary between 1000 - 250 Torr. Precisions of the concentrations of CO2, CH4 and H2O are 0.2, 0.0015, and
100 ppmv, respectively. Response of the instrument was checked before the flight campaign and it was
calibrated after the campaign. Power consumption was around 250 Watts.

RESULTS
The airborne measurements consisted of two demonstrations flights, the first on July 30th from HelsinkiVantaa airport towards town of Porvoo and back, and the second on July 31st from Helsinki-Vantaa
towards town Perniö and then towards island Utö and back. Both flight-paths can be seen in figure 1.
During both flights several ascents were done to monitor vertical profiles of measured properties, those
can be seen as spirals in the flight-paths. The ranges of altitudes in first and second flight were from 300 to
2800 m and 300 to 3100 m, respectively.
The measured chemical composition of non-refractory particles (smaller than 1µm) by SP-AMS
instrument can be seen on figure 2: nitrate, organics and sulfate mass concentration as function of altitude.
Unfortunately during this demonstration flights the SP module was not operating due to electricity
restrictions in Skyvan.
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Figure 1. Flight-paths of two flights, the first flight from Vantaa (white line) only over land around town
of Porvoo, the second from Vantaa (green line) over both land and Baltic Sea around Utö island.
The spirals represent the vertical ascents from ~300 to ~3000 m.

Figure 2. SP-AMS data from the ascent near Perniö, the contribution of nitrate, sulfate and organics
composition during the flight as a function of altitude, and the averaged chemical composition data can be
seen in the pie chart.
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Example dataset of particle number concentration (CN) and number of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
from the first demo flight over Porvoo can be seen in figure 3. The CCN number concentration data are
corrected to ambient pressure, since operating CCN counter at constant pressure affects the particle
concentration. Data has to be also corrected for the supersaturation since the instrument was calibrated at
ambient pressure. Usually the applied correction is about 0.035% per 100 mb change in pressure, so the
constant supersaturation set to SS=0.5% will change close to 0.4% at ambient pressure during the flight.

Figure 3. The timeline of first demo flight, particle number concentration (CN), number of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) raw and corrected data, set pressure of constant pressure inlet (CPI) and
ambient pressure in millibars.
In Figure 4 is example of results from the second demo flight, vertical profiles of scattering coefficient at
550 nm over land and over sea about 60 km south from the coast. Scattering values are reported in 0°C
and at 1013 hPa.
Picarro measured successfully during the both flight days. As an example we present CO2 and CH4
concentrations during the flight path from the north of Utö island to Vantaa on July 31 (Figure 5).
The flight altitude was 200-350 m. We observed marine boundary layer for 16 minutes in the beginning.
The air advected from southwest, the Northern Baltic proper. Then the plane entered the island of Keimiö
and we sampled boundary layer air over mainland. Over the Archipelago Sea CO2 concentrations were
relatively high being lower closer to the Utö island and coastline. Over the rural areas CO2 concentrations
were about 4 ppm lower and variability much higher than over the sea reflecting CO2 uptake by terrestrial
vegetation during the summer day. Closer to the Helsinki metropolitan area CO2 concentrations increased
probably due to anthropogenic emissions. Close to the city of Lohja we observed elevated CO2
concentrations and slightly elevated CH4 concentrations. Methane concentrations were on the same level
over the sea and land but variations over land were double compared to those over the sea. Highest CH4
concentrations were observed in the plume of the Ämmässuo landfill which is the largest municipal solid
waste landfill in the Nordic countries. The plane passed this plume three times at a distance of about 4 km
from the landfill.
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of scattering coefficient at 550 nm. Scattering values are reported in 0°C and at
1013 hPa.
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INTRODUCTION
The Arctic region is slowly heading towards a new climatic state with substantially less permanent ice
cover. The Arctic environment is very specific and full of not very well understood feedbacks, thus very
hard to be predictable with current global models. Central role in these feedback processes are supposed to
play Arctic clouds (Vavrus, 2004).

METHODS AND RESULTS
The winter cloud experiment has been conducted in first week of February 2012 at Finnish Meteorological
Institute's Pallas-Sodankylä Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) station located in northern Finland. The
measuring site - Sammaltunturi station (67°58′N, 24°07′E) - resides on a top of the second southernmost
fjeld, a round topped treeless hill, in a 50-km-long north and south chain of fjelds at an elevation of 565 m
above sea level. Sammaltunturi station is due to topography of the surrounding terrain a great place for
ground-based observations of orographic clouds. Thus providing an opportunity to investigate not only the
cloud droplet activation of aerosol particles but also directly the cloud particle phase (Komppula et al.,
2005).

Figure 1. Example of raw size distributions obtained with CAS-DPOL and CIP-Greyscale probes during
the campaign at Sammaltunturi, between 01:50-02:30, February 1st 2012.
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The Cloud, Aerosol and Precipitation Spectrometer (CAPS, DMT, CO, USA) which includes three
instruments: the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP), the Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS)
with depolarization, and the Hotwire Liquid Water Content Sensor (Hotwire LWC), were used in this
campaign together with Cloud Condensation Nuclei counter (CCN-100, DMT, CO, USA) and
Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyser (HTDMA). The CAPS probe was equipped with
tailored inhalator to make it suitable for ground-based measurements. The average airspeed in the system
was approximately 22 ms-1. The shattering (Schwarzenboeck et al., 2009) and thus overestimation of the
concentrations of ice crystals obtained with the CIP probe is not expected to be observed. Within the one
week of intensive campaign five arctic cloud or freezing fog events lasting several hours have been
observed. The maximum and minimum temperature during the campaign was between -14 and -27°C. The
maximum droplet concentrations were observed up to 100 cm-3 and 400 cm-3 for CIP-Greyscale probe and
CAS-DPOL probe, respectively. Liquid water content was observed up to 1.5 g m-3.
Figure 1 shows overlap of number concentration distributions obtained with CAS-DPOL and CIPGreyscale probes in a range 0.5 µm – 1 mm. Images taken by CIP probe show both small spherical supercooled drops together with larger irregular particles, figure 2.
The next step of the analysis will include all available experimental data on cloud particles together with
physical and chemical properties, and activated fraction of aerosol particles (CCN and HTDMA).

Figure 2. Example of image taken with CIP-Greyscale probe, particle sizes found on the picture are
between 25- 850 m.
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INTRODUCTION
Sea spray aerosols play an important role in the Earth’s climate system, representing a significant
fraction of the total mass of aerosol in the atmosphere Seinfeld and Pandis (2006). Information on
the chemical composition of these aerosols has been probed in previous studies Claeys et al. (2010);
Rinaldi et al. (2010); O’Dowd et al. (2004); Kawamura et al. (2003) but the resolution has been
limited to the cut-off diameter of the sampling instruments, to both secondary and primary aerosols
sampled, and a large chemical matrix. Recent work focusing on the organic fractions of laboratory
produced sea spray aerosols (SSA) from various groups has led to a characterization of the effects
of organics on the CCN activity King et al. (2012); Fuentes et al. (2010); Moore et al. (2011);
Wex et al. (2010). While these studies have elucidated the role of organics in the modification
of the CCN properties of primary marine aerosols, little information has been elucidated on the
preference of certain organic species to enter the aerosol phase via bubble bursting processes. We
present preliminary results of a novel measurement system in the field of primary marine aerosols
which consists of a thermodenuder (TD) operating with same principle as a VH-TDMA.
METHODS
For this study we present initial results of organic/inorganic mixtures to test our assumptions of
fully evaporated and denuded organic components of laboratory generated aerosols. With this first
phase complete, chemical compositions similar to those used in the atomizer will be introduced in a
laboratory SSA tank where SSA are generated via bubble bursting at a simulated sea-air interface
King et al. (2012). In principle, a plunging jet, which is similar to the plunging jet observed in
a plunging breaker Deane and Stokes (2002), is continuously impacted on the surface of a sample
solution, entraining bubbles which rise and burst on the surface releasing aerosols. Since aerosols
produced by Continuous atomization will have the same composition as the atomized solution, the
differences in aerosols produced via bubble bursting and continuous atomization will indicate which
organic species are enriched in the aerosol phase relative to the tank solution. In addition, the CCN
activity of aerosols produced via bubble bursting both before and after the TD will be measured
to reinforce previous results King et al. (2012).
The aerosols generated, either by atomization or bubble bursting, are dried, size selected using
DMA #1 (TSI 3080), passed through a TD, and finally an SMPS. Aerosols observed to decrease in
Geometric Mean Diameter, measured as the difference between the inlet DMA mobility diameter
and the geometric mean of the sample collected by the SMPS system at the outlet, are assumed to
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have lost organic material in the TD. The change in diameter is then used to calculate the volume
of inorganics remaining in the aerosol sample which also gives the size dependent fraction of organic
material for the aerosol if the mobility diameter of aerosols introduced to the TD is varied at fixed
temperatures. The TD employed in this study was produced by TOPAS GmbH (model TDD 590)
and is designed to be operated with flows from 1-3 L min−1 . The residence time in the heating
section, L = 143.5 cm, D = 12.7 mm, for 1 L min−1 flow is 1.0 s, while the residence time in the
denuding section is approximately 4.4 s. Temperature ranges of 25 ◦ C (298 K) to 400 ◦ C (673 K)
were tested.
A solution of 60.7 mg NaCl (Sigma Aldrich) and 62.7 mg Fructose (C6 H12 O6 , Fluka) in approximately 700 mL of Milli-Q Ultrapure De-ionized water was aerosolized in a TSI 3076 constant output
atomizer. The aerosol sample was then directed through two diffusion driers (TSI), followed by
a Kr-85 bi-polar charger, size selected by a TSI 3081 DMA (10:1 sheath to aerosol ratio) passed
through the TOPAS TD at different temperatures, and finally sampled by a TSI SMPS. A second
solution was prepared in the atomizer consisting of 37 mg NaCl (Sigma Aldrich) and 37 mg Sodium
Laurate (NaLa, Lauric Acid Salt, C12 H23 N aO2 , Fluka) and a similar stepping of temperature and
mobility diameter was performed.
A solution of 100 g NaCl and 1 g Sodium Laurate were prepared in 10 L of Milli-Q Ultrapure water
in the SSA tank of King et al. (2012). A similar aerosol sampling system was devised as for the
atomizer experiments with additional sweep air exhausted to achieve 1 L min−1 flow rates through
the TD. The plunging jet system was used with a nozzle of 4 mm diameter, corresponding to a
flow rate of 4.5 L min−1 .
RESULTS
Results for the atomized NaCl and Fructose solution are given in Table 1. The first diameter D1
indicates the diameter selected by DMA #1. The measured diameter, D2 , represents the geometric
mean diameter of the aerosol population exiting the thermodenuder. Assuming NaCl is the only
remaining constituent of the aerosol, the mass of the organic that has evaporated is calculated baed
on the density of NaCl and the organic.
D1
(nm)
25
50
100

D2
(nm)
18.75
36.98
73.22

V1
(nm3 )
8.18 × 103
6.55 × 104
5.24 × 105

V2
(nm3 )
3.45 × 103
2.65 × 104
2.06 × 105

Volume %
Remaining
42 %
40 %
39 %

Organic Mass
Fraction
0.44
0.46
0.57

Table 1: Atomizer experiments with NaCl and Fructose indicating a loss of material through the
thermodenuder (set to 200◦ C). The original mass fraction of organic to total mass of solute the
atomizer was 0.508 (Fructose:NaCl).
The results for the experiment with a solution of NaCl and Sodium Laurate (NaLa) in the atomizer
are shown graphically in Figure 1. For all diameters selected by DMA #1 a decrease in particle
diameter with increasing TD temperature is observed. The diameter decrease is most pronounced
for 100 nm particles when the TD was operated at 400 ◦ C indicating a decrease in diameter of 33
%, while the smallest diameter decrease for the same temperature is measured for 30 nm particles
where only 30 % of the particle is lost. The decrease in particle diameter may indicate the loss
of organics during transit through the TD. A sample calculation of the volume change of the 100
nm particles indicates that the volume decreases by 70 %. Assuming the two constituents did not
disrupt the crystalline structure of the other, a density of NaCl of 2.1 g cc−1 and a density of NaLa
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of 1 g cc−1 , the mass fraction of organic for 100 nm particles is 52.4 wt. %. This is within the
range of experimental error to the expected result of 50 % based on the solution in the atomizer.

100 nm
80 nm
55 nm
30 nm

Mobility Diameter [nm]

100

80

60

40

100

200
Thermodenuder Temperature [ºC]

300

400

Figure 1: Series of temperature profiles for mobility selected diameters of aerosol produced from
an atomizer containing a 50:50 solution of NaCl and NaLa.
The data indicates that sodium laurate volatilizes from aerosols generated from a mixture of sodium
laurate and sodium chloride at roughly 350 ◦ C (623 K) as indicated by a slight leveling off of the
diameter in Figure 1. Seddon and Wood (1986) found that sodium dodecanoate (sodium laurate)
lost 71.8 % of it’s initial mass in the temperature range of 373-821 K using a Thermobalance
while the residual was characterized as carbonaceous. This would indicate that thermodenuder
evaporation studies must take into account the evaporation kinetics of the organic compound of
interest. If the volatilization point of the organic compound of interest is higher than the maximum
temperature of the TD or if complexes of organic:inorganics of higher volatilization are formed.
The results for the aerosol composition from the SSA tank are shown in Table 2. The results
indicate a clear enrichment of the aerosols at 55 nm in organics, with the highest organic fractions
found at higher TD temperatures where more organic has thermodenuded. The enrichment factor,
or the ratio of organics to salts in the aerosol pause to that found in the parent bulk solution, for
300 ◦ C TD temperatures is EF = 58.8. The effects of a char compound left over on the aerosol and
perhaps a higher evaporating temperature need to be taken into account of a future error analyses.
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Temperature
(◦ C)
25
250
350

D2
(nm)
54.08
48.76
34.24

V2
(nm3 )
8.28 × 104
6.07 × 104
2.10 × 104

Volume %
Remaining
100 %
73.3 %
25.3 %

Organic Mass
Fraction
0.00
0.148
0.583

Table 2: SSA tank experiment results for a solution of NaLa and NaCl (1:100 mass ratio, 0.01
(wt/wt) organic). DMA #1 was set to 55 nm giving a Geometric Mean Diameter in the SMPS
after the TD at 25 ◦ C of 54.08 nm. DMA #1 remained set to 55 nm while the TD was set to 250
◦ C and 300 ◦ C.
CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary results are presented for experiments with two solutions of organic and inorganic
compounds which have been atomized and bubbled and then passed through a thermodenuder.
The fraction of material remaining after passing through the TD for Fructose and NaCl mixtures
for initial diameters of 25 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm were 42%, 40%, and 39%, respectively. For
experiments with Sodium Laurate and NaCl, similar results were obtained with higher temperature
resolution, although for a 50:50 mixture of organic:inorganic. The results of the NaLa: NaCl
experiment show that 70% of the original particle volume remains after transit through the TD,
which corresponds to the 50:50 mixture of organics:inorganics in the atomizer solution within 2.5
%, which is within experimental error. The results for the SSA tank indicate that this method
is sensitive to the organic enrichment of aerosols of approximately 55 nm, showing an enrichment
of at least 58. These results are encouraging for further studies using the TD to investigate the
organic fraction from our SSA tank, however the results will have to be analyzed for the possibility
of aerosols not fully volatilizing which would affect the results significantly.
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INTRODUCTION
Clouds are an important component of the Earth’s radiation budget and hydrological cycle. Even small
changes in cloud properties may have significant impacts on climate. According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), aerosol-cloud interactions represent the largest single
uncertainty in predictions of future climate. Insoluble atmospheric particles, like mineral dust, soot and
silica, can also act as efficient cloud condensation nuclei if they acquire some amount of deliquescent
material. In recent years, some studies have been done on CCN activation of insoluble particles.
Sorjamaa and Laaksonen (2007) studied cloud droplet activation of wettable insoluble compounds by
assuming that droplet growth happens through multilayer adsorption. They combined adsorption
isotherms and traditional Köhler theory to describe the equilibrium growth of insoluble particles and to
find out their critical saturation ratios. Kumar et al. (2009) developed a cloud droplet formation
parameterization where the CCN constitutes an external mixture of soluble aerosol (that follows Köhler
theory) and insoluble aerosol (that follows FHH (Frenkel, Halsey and Hill) adsorption activation theory,
FHH-AT). Kumar et al. (2011a) reported laboratory measurements of CCN activity and droplet
activation kinetics of aerosols dry generated from clays, calcite, quartz, silica and desert soil samples.
They used FHH adsorption activation theory for describing fresh dust CCN activity. Kumar et al.
(2011b) studied particle size distributions, CCN activity, and droplet activation kinetics of wet generated
aerosols from mineral particles.
In this study, laboratory measurements were conducted on the particle size distribution and CCN
activation of insoluble silica particles coated with soluble and slightly soluble pollutants. The
experimental results were analysed and compared to the theoretical calculations using the framework
introduced by Kumar et al. (2011b).

MEASUREMENTS
Particles with insoluble core and soluble coating were generated and analysed in this study. Fumed silica
(SiO2, AEROSIL-90) was used as the insoluble particle. Three different kinds of species were used as
soluble coatings: a salt (ammonium sulphate), a sugar (sucrose) and a protein (bovine serum albumin
known as BSA). Particles were produced using the method introduced by Keskinen et al. (2011). The
solid content (SiO2+soluble coating) in the water suspension was set to 0.06 wt%. The ratios of coated
component to silica were 1:19, 1:9 and 1:3, so soluble species were supposed to form 5%, 10% and 25%
of total mass of the particles. Particle number distribution measurements were conducted using a
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scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). The CCN instrument measures aerosol particles that can form
cloud droplets. Size-resolved CCN activity is carried out using the Scanning Mobility CCN Analysis
(SMCA), where the DMA used for aerosol classification is operated in scanning voltage mode with dry
particle diameters from 30 to 200 nm in supersaturation (SS) range from 0.1 to 1.5.

THEORY
κ-Köhler theory (Petters & Kreidenweis, 2007) was used to estimate the critical supersaturation of pure
ammonium sulphate, sucrose and BSA species. Critical supersaturation of pure silica particles, on the
other hand, were calculated using the FHH adsorption theory (Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2007 and
Kumar et al., 2009 & 2011a). For mixed soluble and insoluble particles Kumar et al. (2011b) introduced
a shell-and-core model with the core representing insoluble dust and shell consisting of a layer of soluble
salt. In this case the relationship between water saturation ratio S and particle size and composition can
be expressed as:
⁄

(4)

In which s is the saturation ratio, σw is the water surface, ρw is the water density, Mw is the molar mass of
water, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, Ddry is the dry particle diameter, Dp is the
droplet diameter, DH2O is the diameter of water molecule, κ is the hygroscopicity parameter of soluble
particles, εi and εi are the insoluble and soluble volume fractions in the dry particle and AFHH and BFHH are
the FHH adsorption isotherm parameters.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Aerosol particle size distributions
The SMPS measurements yielded the number size distributions for silica particles coated with
(NH4)2SO4, sucrose and BSA. Figure 1 shows the size distribution of particles made of pure fumed silica,
pure sucrose and particles made of silica and different coating amounts of sucrose. Particles made of pure
sucrose have a mean diameter of about 50 nm, and the particles made of pure silica around 100 nm. For
the silica particles coated with different amounts of sucrose the size distribution show two peaks, one at
less than 30 nm and the second one at around 150 nm.

Figure 1: SMPS data on the number size distributions of silica particles coated with sucrose.
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Particles which remained in the first peak of bimodal distribution curves are likely pure soluble particles,
since their mean diameter is smaller than that of the pure silica particles. We therefore conclude that the
second peak of the bimodal distribution curves represent the silica particles coated with the soluble
species.
We calculated estimates on the coating thicknesses based on the SMPS results. For these calculations, we
first assumed that all silica particles were coated and there were no pure soluble particles – thus yielding
the maximum estimates for the coating thicknesses. The calculated coating thicknesses for the above
assumption are presented in table 1 for particle with the dry diameters of 100, 150 and 250 nm. From a
comparison with calculated coating thicknesses it became evident that a more careful treatment,
accounting for the fraction of soluble material that formed pure particles instead of coating the silica, is
needed (see Table 2 below). This is one of the next steps of the study.

25%
10%

SiO2+(NH4)2SO4
Ddry =
Ddry =
Ddry =
150nm 200nm 250 nm
16.1
21.5
26.9
6.2
8.3
10.4

SiO2+sucrose
Ddry =
Ddry=
Ddry =
150nm
200nm
250 nm
17.6
23.4
29.3
6.9
9.2
11.5

Ddry =
150nm
19.8
7.9

SiO2+BSA
Ddry =
Ddry =
200nm
250 nm
26.4
33.0
10.5
13.2

5%

3.1

3.4

3.9

5.3

Soluble
mass
fraction

4.1

5.1

4.5

5.7

6.6

Table 1: Calculated coating thicknesses (in nm) assuming that all soluble material is distributed on top of
the silica particles.
CCN activation results
Kumar et al. (2011a) (quartz silica) and Keskinen et al. (2011) (Fumed silica, AEROSIL-300) suggested
quite different values for FHH adsorption parameters of silica. To compare our results (Fumed silica,
AEROSIL-90) of the pure silica activation to these studies, we fitted the FHH adsorption parameters of
silica. AFHH and BFHH values of 2 and 1.43 explained our results on the activation diameter vs. critical
supersaturation (Fig. 2), although the fits were difficult to constrain uniquely. The results do indicate,
however, that our results are a bit better in line with the work of Kumar et al. (2011a) than Keskinen et
al. (2011). The main differences are most probably caused by different silica material used in each study
(Figure 2). The experimental results showed that critical supersaturation of pure silica doesn’t have the
behavior as it was expected in calculations and in lower diameter (less than 150 nm) its relation with
particles dry diameter is nonlinear. The reason for this apparent discrepancy between our experimental
results and the FHH theory at the small particle sizes is not clear and a subject for further investigation.

Figure 2: Critical supersaturations and activation diameters of pure silica particles with different FHH
adsorption isotherm parameters.
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For estimating the critical supersaturation of pure soluble particles, κ-Köhler theory was used. Lots of
studies have been done on CCN properties of pure ammonium sulphate. So in this study we only
investigated the CCN properties of pure sucrose and BSA particles. The calculated and experimental
values of critical supersaturations of pure BSA and sucrose particles are shown in Fig. 3.
κ-Köhler theory gave good results with the CCN activation of pure BSA and sucrose particles. The κ

values for sucrose and BSA were calculated by the relation introduced by Petters & Kreidenweis
(2007) using the observed pure soluble particles critical supersaturations obtained from the
experiments. The estimated κ values for ammonium sucrose and BSA are 0.084 and 0.012,
respectively.

Figure 3: Critical supersaturation of pure sucrose and BSA particles in different diameters
As it was described in the previous part, most of the silica particles coated with (NH4)2SO4, sucrose and
BSA had mean diameters of around 150 nm. Theoretically, the coated particles had a maximum 5%, 10%
or 25% of soluble coating. However, as it was described before, the SMPS data revealed that some
particles were made of pure soluble species.
150 nm
Particle composition

calc.
Sc

exp.
Sc

100% silica

0. 76

100% (NH4)2SO4
25% (NH4)2SO4, 75% silica

200 nm
AAD%

calc.
Sc

exp.
Sc

0.73

3.56

0.59

0.071
0.22

0.42

47.62

10% (NH4)2SO4, 90% silica

0.3

0.46

5% (NH4)2SO4, 95% silica

0.21

100% sucrose
25% sucrose , 75% silica

250 nm
AAD%

calc.
Sc

exp.
Sc

AAD%

0.6

2.33

0.48

0.51

5.31

0.052
0.145

0.369

60.70

0.037
0.105

0.28

62.5

34.782

0.2

0.39

48.72

0.145

0.33

56.06

0.22

4.54

0.138

0.13

6.15

0.099

0.095

4.21

0.21

0.22

4.55

0.14

0.13

6.15

0.1

0.095

4.21

0.35

0.3

17.00

0.23

0.25

6.4

0.17

0.206

17.48

10% sucrose , 90% silica

0.48

0.44

9.32

0.33

0.38

12.89

0.25

0.31

20.97

5% sucrose , 95% silica

0.58

0.54

6.48

0.41

0.47

12.98

0.31

0.38

18.42

100% BSA

0.55

0.56

2.5

0.36

0.37

2.7

0.26

0.28

7.14

25% BSA , 75% silica

0.651

0.59

10.34

0.41

13.42

0.354

0.35

0.37

4.32

10% BSA , 90% silica

0.705

0.61

15.574

0.51

2.74

0.413

0.41

0.46

10.22

5%BSA , 95% silica

0.728

0.67

8.66

0.55

0.36

0.442

0.44

0.49

9.8

Table 2: experimental and estimated critical supersaturations (Sc) for 150, 200 and 250 nm particles made of pure
and coated materials, assuming complete coating with all available soluble material. AAD is the average absolute
deviation of the experimental and theoretical supersaturations.
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In table 2, the estimated critical supersaturations of 150, 200 and 250 nm particles made of pure silica
and pure soluble materials (calculated with the approach by Kumar et al., 2011) and particles made of
silica and 5, 10 and 25% soluble species have been presented compared to results obtained from the
experiments. The comparison between the experimental and calculated critical supersaturations showed
that the theoretical values were systematically lower than the experimental ones. In fact, the average
absolute deviation for coated particles is much more than the pure ones and in most cases by increasing
the coating thickness the deviation is increasing. However here, we have overestimated the theoretical
coating thicknesses by ignoring the separate mode of pure soluble particles (Figure 1) in calculations.
During the studies, the activation ratio curves (the ratio of cloud condensation nuclei to condensation
nuclei) were prepared for particles with the dry diameters of 100, 120, 150, 200 and 250 nm and different
ratios of soluble to insoluble materials.
Figure 4 represents the activation probabilities of silica particles coated with BSA. The coated particles
behave similarly as the particles coated by (NH4)2SO4 and sucrose: The activation diameter at a given
supersaturation getting smaller with an increasing fraction of soluble material. The pure (NH4)2SO4 and
sucrose particles activated at a lower supersaturations than the coated particles – as predicted by the
theory as well. In the case of pure BSA, however, different behaviour was observed: The pure BSA
particles started to activate at higher supersaturations for a given particle size than the coated ones (see
Fig, 4).The reason for this behaviour is not clear, but it has been shown that adsorption of BSA on the
silica can affect the structural properties of BSA (Larsericsdotter et al., 2005).This might cause coated
particles activate at lower supersaturations than the pure ones.

Figure 4: Activation ratios vs. supersaturation for silica + BSA particles of 150 nm dry diameter.

CONCLUSIONS
We measured the particle size distribution and CCN activation of insoluble fumed silica particles coated
with (NH4)2SO4, sucrose and BSA with an SMPS. Results showed that the size distributions of pure
particles formed unimodal distribution curves, while the coated particles distributions behave as bimodal
distribution curves. The SMPS measurements showed that the some of the particles consisted of pure
soluble materials and the diameters of these particles were less than 100 nm. Also, some of the silica
particles might remain uncoated but it couldn’t be defined directly by SMPS experiments.
The CCN activity measurements were conducted in various supersaturations up to 1.5 and activation
ratio curves were prepared for particles with the dry diameters of 100, 120, 150, 200 and 250 nm and
different ratios of soluble to insoluble materials. The experimental data were compared to theoretical
predictions using the FHH adsorption theory (e.g. Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2007) for the pure silica
particles, the κ-Köhler theory (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) for the pure soluble particles, and the
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combination of these two (Kumar et al., 2011a) for the coated particles. The first estimates on the coating
thicknesses needed in the calculations were obtained by assuming that all the soluble material was
distributed onto the insoluble silica particles.
The pure soluble particles, specifically sucrose and BSA, followed the predictions of κ-Köhler theory.
The pure silica, however, showed a deviation from the FHH theory at particle sizes below 200 nm. The
reason for this deviation is not clear and needs further investigation.
For the coated particles, at particle sizes > 150 nm the experiments showed that by increasing the
thickness of soluble coating of the particles activated at lower supersaturations. In the case of BSA,
however, abnormalities were observed. The pure BSA particles activated at higher supersaturations than
the coated ones. Because of adsorption of BSA molecules by silica particles, their structural stability
could have been influenced and it could be a reason for the different activation behaviour of coated
particles compared to the pure BSA. Curiously, ammonium sulphate and sucrose showed similar
behavior at the small (< 150 nm) particle diameters. The reason for this behaviour needs further
investigation.
The next steps of this study include a more accurate calculation of the coating thicknesses based on the
SMPS data, accounting for the formation of the separate mode of soluble particles. This proved to be
critical for meaningful comparisons of theoretical and experimental data on the activation behaviour of
the coated particles. Additionally, Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) will be used to find out the
structure of the particles and their effect on the size-dependence of the CCN activation behaviour of pure
silica as well as the coated particles.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol retrieval using satellite data was introduced at the Department of Physics of the University of
Helsinki and the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) in 2007. The instrument used is the Advanced
Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) which was launched on the European Space Agency (ESA)
Environmental Satellite ENVISAT in March 2002 and provided data until 6 April 2012 when contact with
the satellite was lost. AATSR and its predecessor ATSR-2 (Along Track Scanning Radiometer) on ERS-2
were initially designed for measurements of land and sea surface temperatures. However, both instruments
have two views (nadir and 55o forward) which, together with its seven wavebands at wavelengths from the
visible to the thermal infrared, render it very suitable for aerosol retrieval over land (Veefkind et al.,
2008a,b). Algorithms to achieve this were developed at the Netherlands Organisation for Applied
Scientific Research TNO (Veefkind et al., 2008a,b, 2000; Robles-Gonzalez et al., 2000, 2003, 2006, 2008;
Schmid et al., 2003) and transferred to Helsinki in 2007. The algorithms used are the dual view algorithm
(ADV) used over land (Veefkind et al., 1998a; Curier et al., 2009; Kolmonen et al., 2012) and the single
view algorithm used over water (Veefkind et al., 1998b; Kolmonen et al., 2012). After initial
implementation problems a long period followed in which the algorithms were substantially improved and
applied in a range of studies including forest fires (Sundström et al., 2008, 2009b; Sogacheva et al., 2011),
absorbing aerosol (Sundström et al., 2009b) , AOD over Finland (Sogacheva et al., 2008) and the Boreal
forest (Sogacheva et al., 2010b), the synergistic use of AATSR and MERIS for aerosol retrieval over
ocean (Sogacheva et al., 2009) an studies over China (Sundström et al., 2010a; 2011a; 2012a; b), India
(Sundström et al., 2010b, c; 2011) and Africa (Sogacheva et al., 2010a) estimates of the direct radiative
effect of aerosol (Sundström et al., 2011b; 2012c), model evaluation (Hannukainen et al., 2011a),
Volcanic ash detection (Virtanen et al., 2012a; b), Megacities studies (Rodriguez et al., 2010a; b; c;
Hannukainen et al., 2011b; Beekmann et al. 2012), determination single scattering albedo (ssa) and
surface albedo (Rodriguez, 2012a; b).
In this contribution we describe work undertaken to prepare for the use of satellite data to produce
essential climate variables (ECVs) for aerosols, in particular the aerosol optical depth (AOD). Focus will
be on work by the UHEL/FMI team using data from the Advanced Along track Radiometer (AATSR)
flying on the European Space Agency (ESA) environmental satellite ENVISAT (2002-2012). This work
contributes to Aerosol-cci project funded by the European Space Agency (ESA) as part of the ESA
climate change initiative (CCI).
ESA CLIMATE CHANGE INITIATIVE
The goal of the ESA climate change initiative (CCI) is to produce essential climate variables (ECV) using
satellite data, following requirements formulated by GCOS and potential users (mainly the climate
modelling community). The ECVs cover 13 different areas, divided in three topics: atmosphere (aerosols,
clouds, greenhouse gases, ozone), ocean and land. The focus is on the use of European satellites, but other
satellites are used as needed. The ECVs are produced for use by the climate change community which is
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involved in the initiative as advisors represented by the Climate Change User Group (CMUG), a
consortium comprising the Met Office Hadley Centre, the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, ECMWF
and Météo-France. For more information see http://www.esa-cci.org/.
THE AEROSOL-CCI PROJECT
The Aerosol-cci project is a consortium including 14 partners coordinated by DLR and FMI providing the
science co-leader. The consortium consists of three teams. The EO team is responsible for algorithm
development and improvement, the validation team is responsible for the validation and evaluation of the
retrieval products, and the system engineer team is responsible for the actual processing of the data series
and system design. The validation team is independent from the EO team (different partners) which
ensures an independent and unbiased evaluation of the EO products. Furthermore, the validation team
includes representatives of the global climate modelling community through AEROCOM and their
feedback ensures that products will indeed be useful for them. This aspect has proven to be of crucial
value for the improvement of the retrieval algorithms. The system engineering team brings the experience
of data centres and experience with data format and data access. The Aerosol-cci project started in July
2010 and has a duration of 3 years with a potential extension to 6 years.
AEROSOL RETRIEVAL ALGORITHMS
The aerosol retrieval algorithms included in the Aerosol-cci project use data from the Advanced Along
Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR), the MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) both
flying on ESA’s Environmental satellite ENVISAT (2002-2012) and POLarization and Directionality of
the Earth's Reflectances (POLDER / PARASOL) part of NASA’s A-train constellation. Aerosol-cci
includes both algorithms using one single instrument as well as synergistic use of two instruments
(SYNAER). These algorithms provide information on column integrated aerosol properties such as AOD.
In addition, the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) provides information on the aerosol absorbing index
(AAI) and the Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) provides information on
stratospheric aerosol profiles. The algorithms included in Aerosol-cci and the institutes developing these
are:
• AATSR ADV (FMI / Univ. Helsinki)
• AATSR ORAC (Oxford University / RAL)
• AATSR SU (Swansea University)
• AATSR+SCIAMACHY SYNAER (DLR)
• MERIS standard (testing by HYGEOS)
• MERIS ALAMO (ocean only, HYGEOS; complimentary retrieval)
• MERIS BAER (Univ. Bremen)
• PARASOL (ocean only; LOA)
•
•

OMI AAI (KNMI)
GOMOS stratospheric extinction profile (BIRA)

The initial focus of the Aerosol-cci project was on understanding differences between different algorithms
as a basis for their improvement. The baseline algorithms were those that existed at the start of the project
and improvements were measured with respect to these, as measured by several different methods. Tests
were made for data from a single month (September 2008) and the best version, as decided by the each EO
team for their own algorithm, was used in a round robin (RR) test which encompassed four months in
2008 (March, June, September and December) representing the different seasons. Aerosol-cci brings
together the most prominent European aerosol retrieval groups. Non-European groups are invited to attend
workshops and discussion meetings to exchange information and advance aerosol observations from
space.
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Based on the RR exercise, the best possible algorithm, or combinations of algorithms will be selected to
produce the global AOD for the whole year 2008. For more information on the aerosol-cci project, see:
http://www.esa-aerosol-cci.org/.
VALIDATION AND EVALUATION
For validation and evaluation of the retrieval algorithms used in Aerosol-cci, three principal methods were
used, based on statistics for Level 2 (L2) and Level 3 (L3) products, where in Aerosol-cci L2 products are
the daily products as produced by the retrieval with a spatial resolution of 10x10km2 and L3 are daily or
monthly aggregates provided on a spatial scale of 1ox1o. These products are available globally. It is noted
that using the FMI/UHEL other products are available as well such as for 1x1 km2 over limited areas.
The principal validation methods include:
• Statistical inter-comparison of L2 products (scatterplots, LSQ fits and histograms of AOD and
Ångström coefficients):
• versus collocated AERONET sun photometer measurements
• versus products from other satellites (MODIS, MISR)
• L3 comparison with daily AERONET data providing statistics (slope, bias, correlation) and
histograms.
• Statistical analysis of satellite products with collocated or daily AERONET data gridded to 1o x1o
(correlation, bias) to establish regional spatial and temporal correlations which are combined to a
total score (= bias * spat.corr * temp.corr), and combination of the total regional scores to a
global score
Other validation exercises include studies on uncertainty estimation and studies on the comparison with
measurements of aerosol properties at ambient relative humidity (RH) (such as column integrated
measurements with associated variations of ambient properties with height) with in situ measurements
such as those made in the ground-based networks with controlled RH (cf. Zieger et al., 2011) .
ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENT
Aerosol retrieval is an underdetermined problem since the number of degrees of freedom is smaller than
the number of observations. Hence assumptions need to be made. The most important assumptions made
in aerosol retrieval concern:
• Aerosol optical properties and size distribution
• Cloud screening
• Surface treatment
Algorithm improvement in Aerosol-cci is based on an open discussion and interaction involving the
European aerosol retrieval groups (EO partners) in which experts from outside (e.g. MODIS, MISR) are
invited to participate. In addition, working groups have been established to work on the three topics
identified above.
The aerosol properties workshop has resulted in a simple set of aerosol components with prescribed
lognormal size distributions, defined by mode radius, effective radius, geometric standard deviation and
variance, and complex refractive index for fine mode absorbing and non-absorbing particles and for
coarse mode particles (sea spray aerosol and desert dust). These components can be mixed to provide an
aerosol model described by a bimodal size distribution with any absorption.
Furthermore, a climatology of aerosol properties has been derived from 12 global models participating in
AEROCOM which provides the median, monthly distribution of aerosol components, together with
statistics derived from AERONET (Holben et al., 2008) data. This climatology is used as a priori for the
occurrence of aerosol types /mixtures, per region and per month. Using the occurrence of aerosol types,
the retrieval algorithm computes the radiances at the top of the atmosphere which are compared with the
satellite measurements. Based on this comparison the aerosol mixtures are adjusted and the procedure is
iterated until convergence is reach and the most likely aerosol model providing the measured radiance is
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selected. With this model the AOD is computed. The FMI/UHEL dual view algorithm ADV provides as a
bonus also the mixing ration of the various aerosol components and the surface reflectance (Kolmonen et
al., 2012). It is noted that the surface reflectance can only be provided because ADV eliminates surface
effects by using the AATSR dual view and hence no assumptions need to be made in the retrieval
The above aerosol retrieval can only be made for cloud-free sky because the high reflectance of clouds at
wavelengths in the UV-NIR interferes with the aerosol reflectance and hence prohibits accurate retrieval
of aerosol properties. Therefore, an accurate cloud mask has to be applied to screen all pixels for the
occurrence of clouds and exclude them form retrieval. The Aerosol-cci cloud working group has studied
various cloud detection methods and has provided a cloud mask for comparison of results from different
satellites. This subject is still under study and no unique cloud detection method is currently in use. The
FMI/UHEL algorithm ADV uses the cloud mask described by Robles-Gonzalez (2003) (see also Curier et
al., 2009), with a post-processing method based on comparison of neighbouring pixels in a 3x3 pixels (L2)
area which provides adequate results and has very much improved the retrieval products.
As indicated above, the ADV algorithm used at FMI/UHEL uses the two AATSR views to eliminate
surface effects and retain only the atmospheric path radiance. However, other groups apply other
principles and the effect of treatment of the surface is an on-going issue in aerosol retrieval over land (cf.
Kokhanovsky and de Leeuw, 2009). Over ocean only a single view is used in the retrieval step. The ocean
surface is dark at wavelengths in the NIR and an ocean reflectance model is used to correct for effects due
to chlorophyll and whitecaps.
Algorithm improvement was measured by application of the validation and evaluation exercises described
above. These exercises were made for only one month, September 2008, a necessary restriction because of
time limitation and pressure to produce the results. Success was identified by comparison with the baseline
algorithm and successive improvement after implementation of different aerosol models, the use of the
AEROCOM median with different degrees of comprehensiveness (i.e. varying from completely free
retrieval without any use of the climatology to a full prescription of the aerosol mixing and combinations
thereof) and different cloud masks. In addition to these experiments, algorithms were also improved as
regards coding and debugging and the retrieval products were improved by application of post-processing.
ROUND ROBIN EXCERSIZE
The round robin (RR) exercise was made for four months in 2008 (March, June, September and
December), using global retrieval results from each of the algorithms indicated above (except GOMOS
and OMI) providing AOD and Ångström coefficients. The versions of the algorithms used to provide
these products were selected by each of the retrieval groups based on the exercises described above. The
products were evaluated by the validation group which provided an advice as regards the statistical
quality. Other considerations were data coverage and spatial patterns. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the
global AOD which was provided or the RR exercise from the ADV algorithm, aggregated from the four
months to an annual product and a similar map based on MODIS/Aqua Collection 5 data which is used as
a reference. Also shown is the ADV baseline product.
Comparison of the RR results with the baseline shows the enormous improvement of ADV. The global
mean AOD is 0.154 as compared with the MODIS / Aqua Collection 5 global mean AOD of 0.156. Some
differences are still visible between MODIS and ADV, which are a subject of further study which should
include both ground-based observations and comparison with other algorithms. Discrepancies may be due
to either ADV or MODIS or both.
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Figure 1. Global AOD maps aggregated from AATSR (baseline lADV v1.0; left, RR results ADV v1.3,
set 3D; middle) and MODIS/Aqua Collection 5 (right) retrievals. The AATSR RR map shows the large
improvement with respect to the baseline algorithm, in particular over ocean but also over land, resulting
in a global mean AOD of 0.154 (upper right corner) as compared to the MODIS Aqua global mean of
0.156.
An obvious difference is the lower coverage of ADV than MODIS which is due to the restriction to a
relatively low solar zenith angle in ADV (60o) which is currently enhanced to 75o. Furthermore, cloud
screening over ocean is being improved leading to better coverage. Preliminary results including these two
improvements in Figure 2 (note the different colour scale) show the effects of these on the coverage. Yet,
AATSR is less mature than MODIS, as was concluded in the validation, mainly due to coverage problems
associated with the smaller swath (500 km for AATSR vs 2330 km for MODIS). Nevertheless, the use of
AATSR could be an advantage over MODIS since the RR validation scores for AATSR were somewhat
better than those for MODIS over North America and similar over Europe. However, a firm conclusion
can only be made after inspection of a larger data set, such as the one currently produced for the whole
year of 2008.

Figure 2. Global AOD map for September 2008 generated with AATSR v1.40, with a larger solar zenith
angle and improved cloud screening over ocean, as compared to v1.3 (Figure 1 middle). Note that this is
a preliminary results and that the colour scale is different. In particular note the strongly improved
coverage with version 1.40.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented above focused mainly on AATSR and the ADV algorithm. Similar results are
available for all other algorithms and are described in de Leeuw et al. (in preparation). Results from
algorithm improvement are described in Holzer-Popp et al. (in preparation).
Based on the RR exercise, algorithms were selected to produce a first set of Aerosol ECVs (AOD,
Ångström coefficients and other parameters which may differ from each algorithm). For AATSR, ADV
will provide the principal data set which will be merged with data from SU and ORAC for areas where
these algorithms perform better (e.g. over desert). Other algorithms which are mature enough are
PARASOL and MERIS ALAMO. Other algorithms need further development while also the selected
algorithms will be further improved.
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This first set of Aerosol ECV products will be offered to the climate modelling community for their
validation and feedback as regards the use for climate studies. The cooperation of the EO community with
the global modelling community has proven to be very important, in particular as regards the production
of a data set and the data format in such a way that they are indeed useful .
The cooperation between the EO groups, which was the first time on a European level, has led to large
improvement of almost all retrieval products. The initial gap with non-European products (in particular
MODIS) has become much smaller.
The production of climate relevant data using satellites is relevant because satellites cover an extended
period of time. The first ATSR instrument which can be used for aerosol retrieval was ATSR-2 (19952003), followed by AATSR (2002-2012) and a similar instrument (SLSTR) will be launched in 2014
aboard Sentinel 3. The retrieval of SLSTR data require some adjustment of the retrieval algorithm due to
the geometry of the instrument (backward instead of a forward view), a wider swath in one of the views
and an extra channel in the NIR which may prove important for several reasons such as surface correction
in single view, or enhanced information on coarse aerosol particles
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INTRODUCTION
Snow albedo has a large impact on the radiation balance at high latitudes. Hence it is important to know
the short and long term variability of snow albedo in response to global change and associated changes in
snow and ice cover, atmospheric transport and precipitation. CRAICC WP2, on cryosphere changes
addresses such problems through application of satellite and ground-based remote sensing, in situ
measurements and modelling. In situ measurements include long term observations of surface albedo and
up-and down welling solar radiation at wavelengths in the UV and visible parts of the electro-magnetic
spectrum as well as support measurements of environmental parameters. During campaigns the set of
parameters is extended and intensive measurements are made of aerosol properties and spectral albedo and
radiation, as well as snow properties and concentrations of black carbon in snow samples.
In this contribution an overview is provided of work on satellite remote sensing of the long term variation
of seasonal snow cover using AVHRR data and it’s implication for global modeling, as well as on
experimental work in Finland on effects of black carbon (BC) on snow properties including snow melt and
snow albedo.
EVOLUTION OF SEASONAL SNOW COVER AND ALBEDO TRENDS
The evolution of seasonal snow cover governs the behaviour of the terrestrial surface albedo, and thus the
radiation balance, at high latitudes. This results from the large difference in albedo between the snowcovered and snow free terrain. The investigated key topic has been whether there are significant trends in
long-term albedo and radiation forcing due to changes in snow conditions. This is accomplished by
applying novel satellite data-derived observational data sets (GlobSnow data) as input to the albedo
formulation of ECHAM5 General Circulation Model (Takala et al., 2011; Roeckner et al., 2003;2006).
The hemispheric GlobSnow data provide values of snow water equivalent (SWE), and snow extent, on a
daily basis for a spatial grid of 625 km2, and for a time period of 29 years, see Figure 1. These data are
accompanied with other advanced data sets providing unique spatial information on land cover
(GlobCover) and forest canopy transmissivity (Metsämäki et al., 2012). The application of these dynamic
and static data as input to the albedo formulation of the ECHAM5 model enables the determination of the
albedo trends in northern latitudes in an advanced manner. An example of modelled albedo is shown in
Figure 2.
The results demonstrate the decline of the hemispheric snow mass and the resulting changes in surface
albedo for the study period, see Figure 3. The albedo trend information is further applied to estimate the
effects on top-of-the atmosphere (TOA) net shortwave radiation. The results show that the terrestrial
albedo for different latitude zones is clearly declining, except for the high arctic. Consequently, the TOA
radiation flux shows a clear increase in spring.
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Results on trends in albedo and radiative forcing derived from the application of novel observational
datasets obtained from space-borne measurements as input to the albedo formulation of the ECHAM-5
General Circulation Model will be presented by Atlaskina et al. (2012)

Figure 1. GlobSnow product on the snow water equivalent (SWE) and snow extent of the northern
hemisphere for April 2010.

Figure 2. Predicted albedo of northern latitudes for April 2010. ECHAM-5 albedo formulation is applied
using new observational data sets on snow (GlobSnow), land cover (GlobCover) and forest transmissivity
as model input.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. (a) Behaviour of Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) of different latitude zones of northern
hemisphere for the period 1982-2010. (b) Zonal behaviour of terrestrial surface albedo for the regions
seasonal snow cover during 1982-2010.
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF SEASONAL ARCTIC SNOW ALBEDO AND UV‐VIS ALBEDO CHANGES INDUCED
BY DEPOSITION OF SOOT
In situ measurements of snow albedo in the UV and VIS parts of the electromagnetic spectrum include:
a) variability of the seasonal broadband UV albedo of Arctic snow at the Sodankylä Arctic Research
Centre (67o22’N, 26o39’E, 179 m asl), measured since the International Polar Year IPY-2007,
with instruments mounted at a height of 2 m, at 1-min intervals. These measurements are
combined with weekly analysis of the concentration of elemental carbon (EC) in snow.
b) Snow albedo and reflectance changes induced by soot: broadband, multiband and spectral surface
albedo changes at wavelengths in the UV and VIS induced by the artificial deposition of soot to
snow, within the SoS-2012 field campaign.
The Sodankylä data allow for studies of Arctic snow albedo in the UV on time scales ranging from a few
days to 5 years (07-2012). The data show that the UV albedo of accumulating Arctic snow may be up to
AUV=0.8. For melting snow AUV =0.5-0.7, while EC concentrations in snow were, e.g., up to ECmax = 40
ppb in 2009. For intensively melting snow, the diurnal decrease in albedo is ~10 % per day and
asymmetric to the solar zenith angle (SZA).
To estimate the albedo effect of black carbon (BC) on snow and ice, the experiment Soot on Snow (SoS2012) (see also Kivekäs et al., 2012), took place in 2012 at the Jokioinen Observatory, a synoptic FMI
weather station in southern Finland. Soot was deposited on snow at three spots with different
concentrations (one low and two high concentrations), with a reference spot where no snow was
deposited. All soot concentrations were clearly above the background level. The experiments were
conducted on a snow-covered agricultural field. The soot we used was produced in residential heating with
wood and oil, and was collected by chimney cleaners. The soot concentration and size distribution were
monitored during the deposition, and the concentration of elemental carbon was analysed from snow
samples. The snow depth and snow albedo were measured throughout the melting period.
To measure the albedo, two erythemally weighted UV-B sensors (280-310 nm), together with
pyranometers (310-2800 nm), were installed at about 20 cm above the snow surface to measure the UV
albedo of the dirty snow continuously, until the end of snow melt. Also, periodical measurements were
made of:
i) multichannel albedo using a NILU-UV radiometer at UV and VIS (400-700 nm) channels,
ii) spectral albedo using a Bentham spectrometer (300-600 nm),
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iii) spectral reflectance using two different Analytical Spectral Devices spectrometers.
The NILU-UV results show that the initial albedo of clean snow (reference spot) were AVIS = 0.92 and
AUV = 0.70. The surface elemental carbon content was EC = 87 ppb. Immediately after the application of
soot, the albedo of the medium soot spot was AVIS = 0.29 and AUV = 0.28, while the mean amount of
surface layer elemental carbon was EC = 4916 ppb.
Measurements with the Bentham spectroradiometer were used to follow the temporal evolution of snow
albedo in the period after soot deposition unitl the snow had melted. Scans of spectral up-welling and
down-welling irradiance were successively taken over each of the deposit spots. The ratio of the downwelling and up-welling irradiance yielded an estimate of the local albedo of each spot. Preliminary
investigation of the data shows that the effect of the soot imbedded in the snow pack during the snow melt
may be retrieved from the measurements. However, the differences are not very clear due to changing
solar position and cloudiness during the spectral scans which took up to 12+12 minutes for the up-welling
and down-welling irradiances. Therefore corrections need to be applied using a radiative transfer scheme.
Detailed results of the albedo measurements and SoS campaigns will be presented in the contributions by
Meinander et al. (2012) and Kivekäs et al. (2012).
SPATIAL VARIATION OF ELEMENTAL CARBON IN SNOW
Elemental carbon (EC) (also referred to black carbon depending on measurement technique used)
concentrations in snow in Arctic Scandinavia was investigated in an East-West transect. The hypothesis
was that concentrations would increase as samples were taken further east due to the industrialized Kola
Peninsula and associated higher emissions. To test this hypothesis, surface snow and bulk samples of the
entire snow column were gathered, filtered and filters containing the impurities were analysed with an
OCEC-analyser for their EC content.
With the exception of a few samples collected in the western Scandinavia, where EC concentrations in
snow were relatively high, a trend in the EC concentrations in snow could be noticed in the data, with
higher EC concentrations toward the Russian border. The high concentrations in the west were probably
due to local pollution sources. Additional measurements are needed to further explore these results and a
more extensive field campaign is planned for the winter of 2013.
Detailed results of this survey will be presented in the contribution by Svensson et al. (2012).
CONCLUSIONS
An overview has been presented of activities on the variability of snow albedo and the effects of BC
deposition on snow. These activities contribute to achieving the following CRAICC WP2 objectives on
the short and long term variability of the surface albedo, in particular deposition of aerosols and snow
and ice cover changes, and on the evolution of snow and ice climatological zones.
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INTRODUCTION

The cycling of carbon (C) has been extensively studied globally due to its significant role as a
climate regulator (i.e. Williamson et al., 2009). Recently, inland waters have been included in estimates of
the global carbon budgets due to their capacity to efficiently transform carbon, resulting in substantial
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere. In addition to releasing CO2 to the atmosphere,
inland waters store terrestrial-derived (allochthonous) and newly produced (autochthonous) carbon in
sediments and transport C to the ocean (Battin et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2007; Tranvik et al., 2009).
Regionally, estimating CO2 evasion from inland waters in boreal landscapes, comprising 22% of global
forest area, is of particular interests as boreal region have previously been considered to be net carbon
sinks (Dunn, et al., 2007). However, the high densities of humic lakes, covering 7% of the total land area
( Kortelainen, 1993), combined with abundant streams (Koprivnjak, et al., 2010), are potentially important
conduits for carbon transformation, with a high proportion of CO2 emitted via mineralization (Algesten et
al., 2003).
A defining aspect of high latitude regions (including boreal regions) is the cryosphere; the portion
of the earth system containing water in its seasonally or perennially frozen state. Currently, annual CO2
emission budgets do not account for the ice-cover period. Rather it is assumed that ice-cover does not
change processes that control CO2 dynamics, such that autumn CO2 production rates can be applied for
winter months and CO2 accumulated under the ice is emitted as a one-time pulse emission at ice melt.
However, aquatic ecosystems experience phenological and cyclical events in nature, thus, within a given
system the abiotic and biotic conditions change seasonally (Wagner and Adrian, 2009). Sobek et al.
(2003) found that variables explaining pCO2 in lakes differ between winter and the open water season,
suggesting that cryosphere dynamics influence annual CO2 emissions during the winter. We argue that
since most boreal and arctic lakes are covered by ice during substantial parts of the year, the influence of
physical, chemical and biological processes on pCO2 dynamics during ice cover are in need of further
investigation. Understanding CO2 dynamics during ice cover is of particular importance, as climate
change will undoubtedly alter ice duration and formation on lakes (i.e. Prowse et al., 2011a).
WORKING HYPOTHESES
It is known that during the open water season lake properties (e.g. Kortelainen et al., 2006),
climatic variables (e.g. Tranvik & Jansson 2002) and lake biogeochemistry (e.g. Rantakari and
Kortelainen, 2005) have direct and indirect effects on lake CO2 dynamics. During the open water season,
pCO2 concentrations are mainly regulated by differences between lake respiration, photosynthesis,
phototransformation and sedimentation which vary as a function of temperature, light and water currents.
However ice cover reduces the temperature, light and water current regimes, allowing small processes
such as river through-flow, heat flow from the sediments, solar radiation and induced oscillations to
control the under ice conditions (Bengtsson, 1996; reference within). Thus, using the theory of findings
during the open water period combined with knowledge of ice and snow dynamics, we formed testable
hypotheses that explore ice cover CO2 dynamics. Hypotheses are grouped into the following categories:
Lake morphology, the shape (shallow vs. deep) and size (small vs. large), influences material
being sourced to the lake, how it is processed, and eventually transported. Generally, sediment respiration
rates per square meter surface area and thereby CO2 emission rates from lakes decrease with increasing
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lake depth and increasing lake size (Hope et al.,1996; Humborg et al., 2010; Kortelainen et al., 2006;
Pace and Prairie, 2005). Albeit, it is not known whether this is also the case during winter time when lakes
are covered by ice we hypothesize that CO2 is rapidly accumulated in small and shallow lakes, resulting in
a significant impact of lake morphometry on winter pCO2 values in lakes.
Hydrology, the flow path of C from the surrounding catchment, is a determinant of the fractional
flow entering a lake via surface runoff (streams and precipitation) and subsurface flow (subsurface and
ground water). During spring melt, the number of connecting streams, the amount of snow accumulated in
the catchment and the ice and snow thickness on the lake, influences the hydrological flow of the lake and
subsequent carbon processing. Thus, we hypothesize that isolated lakes and headwater lakes have highest
pCO2 and that pCO2 will decline with lake order. Since dissolved organic carbon transported from
terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems during short snowmelt period can be highly bioavailable and is used for
mineralization (Finlay et al., 2006) we further hypothesize that small lakes with large catchments will
have high pCO2.
Ice dynamics, the timing of ice formation and ice thaw, is important in the context of regulating
lake water carbon processing during the winter. In particular, ice thickness and snow depth can influence
the processes that occur during ice melt. For example, in small lakes the spreading of surface melt water
on the ice surface decreases surface albedo, indirectly advancing the radiation decay of the ice cover
(Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). Further as ice begins to melt, phototransformation and photosynthesis can
occur under the ice, reducing CO2 concentrations at surface waters. We hypothesize that longer winter
thermal stratification results in increased pCO2 accumulation. Consequently, lakes that experience earlier
ice break up will have lower pCO2.

The biogeochemistry of lake water is regulated by the presence and interactions of available
nutrients and organisms in the lake. In particular, terrestrial carbon inputs have been found to play an
important role for the carbon cycle of boreal lakes, as most lakes have been reported as net heterotrophic
due to metabolism of terrestrial organic carbon (Algesten et al., 2003). Sobek et al., (2003) found both the
quantity (DOC) and quality (A250) of carbon and nutrients such as total phosphorus had a significant
influence on pCO2 during ice cover in 33 Swedish lakes. Thus we hypothesize that the presence of
macronutrients and bioavailable carbon will lead to higher pCO2 during winter.
METHODS
To test our hypotheses, lake water chemistry (available at http://www.slu.se/vatten-miljo), climate
data (www.smhi.se) and GIS-derived lake morphology and catchment characteristics were retrieved for a
diverse set of lakes in Sweden. Lake monitoring data were filtered to only represent lakes sampled during
winter ice cover. This was done by selecting lake water samples with surface water temperatures less than
4˚C and sampled during January-April, resulting in a total of 2400 samples from 300 lakes. pCO2 for all
lakes were calculated from water temperature, pH, alkalinity and altitude (according to Weyhenmeyer et
al., 2012). Total organic carbon, total phosphorus and total nitrogen data were included in the retrieved
dataset. Using geographic information system (GIS), altitude, area, perimeter, depth, volume, runoff, lake
hydrology and lake order were determined for each of the 300 lakes. Lake hydrology and lake order
classification was based on Martin and Soranno (2006). Climate data retrieved from SMHI included ice
on, ice thaw, radiation (during February), average annual precipitation, and average annual temperature. In
GIS, an average value (1961 to 1990) for each climatic variable was extracted for all 300 lakes.
Statistical tests were carried out in JMP. To find important patterns for pCO2 on a spatial scale we
used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), separating variables into categorical classes. A post-hoc (TukeyKramer) test was run to compare means between categories. To further investigate the strength of
important drivers for pCO2 during winter we used partial least squares regressions (PLS) (e.g. Sobek et al,
2003). PLS ranks X-variables according to their relevance in explaining Y, allowing the relative strength of
each X-variable to be determined.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
According to our expectations we found that pCO2 differed significantly between lakes with
varying lake depth, lake surface area and water volume (p < 0.01, Figure 1a). pCO2 significantly declined
with increasing lake depth, lake surface area and water volume.
In addition to lake morphometry we found a significant effect of lake order, lake hydrology and
runoff on pCO2 (p < 0.01, Figure 1b). pCO2 decreased across the fluvial path with lake order; lakes with a
lake order >3 had significantly different pCO2 values than lakes with the lake order ≤ 2. Headwater lakes
differed significantly between lakes with the order ≥ 1but did not differ from isolated and inflow
headwater lakes. Lake hydrology differed significantly between identified classes: headwater lakes were
significantly different than inflow headwater and flow-through lakes but not isolated lakes. Runoff was
significantly different between classes but the pattern was not as clear as for lake hydrology and lake
order.
Unexpectedly the ice dynamics showed least impact on winter pCO2 in lakes. Indeed we found a
significant effect of freeze dates, thaw dates and ice duration on winter pCO2 (p < 0.05) but the patterns
were complex. pCO2 was highest in lakes that freeze between Nov 1 to Nov 15. pCO2 was significantly
different from lakes that freeze between Dec 1 to Dec 15 and between Dec 15 to Jan 1 but not significantly
different from lakes that freeze between Oct 15to Nov 1 and Nov 15 to Dec 1. Concerning thaw dates
pCO2 was highest in lakes that thaw between May 15 to Jul 1 pCO2 was significantly different from lakes
that thaw between Jun 1to Jun 15, Apr 1to Apr 15, and Mar 15to Apr 1 but not different from lakes that
thaw between Apr 15 to May 1 and between May 1 to May 15. Lakes that thaw between Jun 1 and Jun 15
had the lowest pCO2 and they were significantly different than all other thaw classes. Although pCO2
varied between ice duration, none of the ice duration classes significantly differed between each other.
POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS
From the preliminary results we conclude that lake water pCO2 under ice cover is primarily
dependent on lake morphology and hydrological conditions. Even ice cover dynamics play an important
role but here patterns become complex. Of particular interest are thaw dates that are late in the year. Here
surprisingly little CO2 has been accumulated in the lake waters, suggesting that CO2 is lost from lake
waters via outflows rather than via the interface surface water – atmosphere. We argue that it is important
to consider ice cover dynamics in understanding annual CO2 budgets and further investigation is needed to
be able to make more robust conclusion about the processes that affect CO2 dynamics under ice. Further
the processes must be compared so that the overall strength of the effect can be determined. Since artic
and boreal regions are poised to experience significant changes to ice duration and dynamics and increase
in winter precipitation (Prowse et al., 2011b), it is of utmost importance, in terms of understanding carbon
dynamics in aquatic systems, that we advance the understanding of climate-induced changes to arctic and
boreal freshwater ice and subsequent effects on lake CO2 dynamics.
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Figure 1. Box plots of pCO2 in relation to Lake morphology (Depth (0-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8, 8-10, 10+); Lake
Area (0.01-0.1, 0.1-1, 1-10, 10-100, 100-1000); Volume (0.1-1,1-10,10-100,100-1000, 1000+), Lake
Hydrology (Lake Order (-1 (isolated), 0 (headwater), 1,2,3,4+); Lake Hydrology (Isolated, inflow
headwater, headwater, flow through); Runoff (> 1, 1-10, 10-100, 100-1000)), and Ice Cover ( Freeze Date
(Oct15 to Nov 1, Nov 1 to Nov 15, Nov 1 to Dec 1, Dec 1 to Dec 15); Thaw Date (Jun1 to Jun 15, May 15 to
Jun 1, May 1 to May 15, Arp 15 to May 1, Apr 1 to Apr 15, Mar 15 to Apr 1); Ice Duration (7 month, 6
months, 5 months, 4 months, 3 months).
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INTRODUCTION
Methane (CH4) is one of the most important greenhouse gases, second only to CO2 (IPCC 2007) with
natural wetlands thought to be the biggest individual source. Since the advancement in CH4 gas analyser
technology and its applicability to eddy covariance flux measurements (Hendriks et al. 2008; McDermitt
et al. 2011), monitoring of CH4 emissions is becoming more widespread in northern regions (Mastepanov
et al. 2008; Sachs et al. 2008; Zona et al. 2009; Sturtevant et al. 2011). Such measurements contribute to a
better understanding of the greenhouse gas balance of the Arctic. In order to accurately estimate annual
greenhouse gas budgets, time series of high quality gap-free data are required (Falge et al. 2001; Rinne et
al. 2007). Standardised methods are available for CO2 flux data (Falge et al. 2001, Moffat et al. 2007)
while there is still no consensus on CH4 gap-filling methods. Studies where gap-filling was applied were
site dependent and often applied to low resolution daily mean values (Hargreaves et al. 2001; Rinne et al.
2007; Riutta et al. 2007; Jackowicz-Korczyński et al. 2010; Long et al. 2010; Tagesson et al. 2012).
Furthermore, large uncertainties in applied methods do still exist with no common protocol on missing
data recovery of CH4 eddy covariance flux data.
The application of neural networks (Jain et al. 1996; Saxén and Pettersson 2006) for data recovery and
gap-filling (Aubinet et al. 2000; Papale and Valentini 2003; Ooba et al. 2006; Schmidt et al. 2008) has
proven to be a very reliable tool in several scientific disciplines (Gardner and Dorling 1998; Lek and
Guégan 1999; Lee and Jeng 2002; Toptygin et al. 2005). Neural networks are implemented as a simple
gap-filling tool and they do not serve the purpose of disentangling the processes or drivers of methane
fluxes. In the current study, we discuss the applicability of neural networks to gap-fill CH4 flux data using
data from northern high latitude ecosystems (wet sedge tundra, sedge fen and polygonal tundra).
Since CH4 is the second most potent greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, it is becoming increasingly
important to introduce a method that is capable in dealing with such high resolution data and auxiliary
measurements and that is easy to implement across a variety of ecosystems. Regarding Arctic regions it is
very important to work with time series where data gaps have been filled using reliable methods in order
to accurately determine CH4 emissions, annual budgets and prediction of future emissions under a
changing climate (Anisimov 2007; IPCC 2007).
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METHODS
Methane flux and meteorological data
The CH4 eddy covariance flux data used in the current study originates from three distinctively different
arctic ecosystems (Fig. 2, 3, 7): Barrow (Alaska) a wet sedge tundra in the northern part of the Arctic
Coastal Plain (71°17’11.80’’ N, 156°36’12.23’’ W) (Zona et al. 2009); Lompolojänkkä, a nutrient-rich
sedge fen located in the aapa mire region of north-western Finland (67°59.832’N, 24°12.551’E) (Aurela et
al. 2009) and the wet polygonal tundra of Samoylov Island in the southern central Lena River Delta
(72°22’N, 126°30’E) (Sachs et al. 2008, 2010). The CH4 fluxes were measured by the eddy covariance
(EC) method (Baldocchi, 2003). Data introduced in the current study was not previously gap-filled at 30
min / 1 hour resolution.

Pre-processing of data
The meteorological data, as well as the soil property data and CH4 flux data consists of different
magnitudes and units. In order to generalise the data, we have scaled all data from 0 to 1 which is
necessary as we are applying a sigmoid activation function (Cybenko 1989), which has a range of 0 to 1.
In order to examine all input variables and their effect on methane fluxes, we applied a simple stepwise
regression in order to search for the best predictors or combinations of predictors from among all available
30 min (Barrow and Lompolojänkkä) and 1 h (Lena River Delta) resolution data. This method helped to
pre-select the input variables and to prune the network by avoiding insignificant input data (Gunaratnam et
al. 2003; Saxén and Pettersson 2006). Applying this procedure prior to running the neural network
improved the overall performance of the network and simultaneously achieved higher results (better visual
agreement and lower error values) during the training and testing phase.

Artificial Neural Networks
The neural network topology introduced in Figure 1 as an example shows the input variables (left side of
the network) that are fed into the network with weights fitted and spread across the 2 layers with
information flowing unidirectionally (blue arrows) to the nodes (marked in red) within the hidden layer,
where a bias (offset) (marked with “b”) are added. In this case the underlying function can be simply
written as:
=

è

î

where xi represents the input variables (x1,…, xn), wi denotes the fitted weights (w1,…, wn - for each input
variable) and b denotes the bias (or offset) that is added to the weighted sum (∑
Ý prior to applying
the sigmoid activation function (f), leading further to the next layer, where a new set of weights are
distributed, together with a bias and the sigmoid activation function before making an estimation of the
output values. This output value also has a range of 0 to 1 which are than rescaled to their appropriate unit.

Figure 1: Example of a neural network topology. Input variables (left side of the network) are fed into the network
with weights fitted (along blue arrows) with information flowing unidirectionally to the nodes (marked in red) within
the hidden layer, where a bias (offset) (marked with “b”) is added (along green arrows). Here a sigmoid function
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(activation function) is applied to the weighted sum, leading further to the next layer, the “output” layer where a new
set of weights are distributed, together with a bias and the sigmoid activation function before making an estimation
for the output value. As the output still has a range of 0 to 1 it is rescaled prior to replacing missing data values.
Weights are removed from the graph for clarity.

We found after applying the trial and error method that choosing rows of regular intervals gave a very
good representation of the entire dataset. The remaining complete data pairs were then used for testing and
validation purposes. Several learning algorithms are available for neural network training; in the current
study we applied the resilient backpropagation algorithm (Riedmiller 1993). In order to test the network’s
performance various error functions can be applied, we chose the sum of squared errors (SSE), measuring
the difference between predicted and observed output. In order to test the networks’ performance (Fig. 2)
the remaining complete data pairs (after rows used for training were removed) were used prior to applying
the entire data set in order to recover missing data points.

Figure 2: Visual representation of the performance of neural networks applied to Barrow, Lompolojänkkä and Lena
River Delta CH4 flux data. Data was scaled to the range of 0 to 1 in order to apply a sigmoid activation function. This
visualisation gives a very good indication of well performing networks. Original data are marked in orange while
predicted data are marked in blue. The scale in the Lena River Delta graph has been reduced for a better visual
appearance. Data points shown represent 30-min values for Barrow and Lompolojänkkä and 1 h values for Lena
River Delta.

Once we were satisfied with the performance of the networks (no further improvement could be realised in
terms of goodness of fit) and their ability to predict relatively accurate CH4 flux values we re-introduced
the entire dataset of gap-free input variables to the networks in order to estimate flux values for those time
periods where CH4 flux values were missing.
CONCLUSIONS
We were able to apply artificial neural networks to high resolution 30-min (Barrow & Lompolojänkkä)
and 1 hour (Lena River Delta) CH4 flux data to predict CH4 fluxes and proving their applicability as a gapfilling method for high resolution CH4 flux data. Gaps in the original measured CH4 flux data were
replaced with flux values predicted by their respective network. Figure 3 shows the end result for the
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month of July, seamlessly fitting into the original dataset, implying the great performance of these neural
networks as a gap-filling method and their use in CH4 flux studies. We find artificial neural networks to be
recommendable as a reliable, robust and flexible gap-filling method for high resolution CH4 flux data
originating from various ecosystems.

Figure 3: Data representing July (2007 and 2006 respectively) for all three sites, showing original measured data in
orange and potential CH4 flux values, estimated by applying neural networks, in blue.
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of aerosols and ions on cloud formation is crucial for the understanding of climate (Rosenfelf et
al, 2008). How ions are influencing droplet or ice activation? How the chemical composition of the seed is
influencing droplet and ice activation? After its first success on studying aerosol nucleation (Kirkby et al.,
2011), the CLOUD chamber has now been upgraded to study droplet and ice formation in presence or not
of ions. Here we present some of the CLOUD chamber modifications and prelimary observation of cloud
formation performed during the CLOUD6 campaign in June-July 2012.

METHODS

Figure 1: An illustration of CLOUD in the T11 experimental zone at the CERN PS. The de-focused
particle beam exits a dipole magnet (right), crosses the hodoscope counter (middle) and then traverses the
3m-diameter CLOUD chamber. The new expansion system is installed on the top of the chamber.
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The cloud chamber has been implemented with several new apparatus. A new control expansion system
composed of a fast turbine pump, a fast pressure sensor, and a set of regulation valves have been installed
on the top of the chamber (Figure 1). This new system precisely controls the expansion time, from
seconds to hours. The starting pressure and ending pressure can be adjusted as well according to the needs
of the experiment. A new temperature probe composed of a string of 5 fast thermo-sensors has been
develop and used for the first time in the CLOUD chamber. A control heated system has been added to a
standard CLOUD sampling probe for total water content measurement needs.
An aerosol population is first build up in the chamber from gas phase to particle conversion. The chamber
pressure inside the chamber is raised (usually to +200 mbar above atmospheric pressure). The relative
humidity and temperature are stable prior to start the expansion. The CERN beam is used to charge in a
control manner the aerosol population. During neutral experiment, a clearing field inside the chamber is
applied to remove all ions. An example of cloud formation can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Droplet and ice formation measured by the CAPS. During an adiabatic expansion, the
temperature decreases causing an increase of the RH. First a cloud made of liquid droplet is formed,
followed by the formation of an ice cloud when the temperature reaches the homogeneous frizzing point.

CONCLUSIONS
CLOUD6 campaign was a successful commissioning of the CLOUD chamber. Ice and liquid clouds have
been produced in a control manner. We have performed a set of experiments varying several parameters
such as initial temperature, RH, ions concentration, expansion length, aerosol seed population. We have
also learnt about technical improvements needs, such as instrumentation resistance for repeatedly pressure
change.
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INTRODUCTION

The Arctic aerosol has a strong seasonal variation in terms of number concentration. During the Arctic
haze from February to May, aerosol numbers increase significantly. When the sunlight returns and the
precipitation start, a period of cleaner air begins which lasts until fall. Long-term aerosol measurements of
hygroscopicity and cloud forming properties are scarce in the Arctic region. Previous campaign studies
suggest that local production of organic rich aerosol particles occur during the summer (Leck et al., 2002)
and model calculations have indicated that these could be important for cloud droplet formation (Lohmann
and Leck, 2005). A relationship between the number of CCN and aerosol sulphate content have been
shown by (Bigg and Leck, 2001). In addition, ice nuclei concentrations influence the CCN concentration
(Lance et al., 2011).
We are now presenting the chemical composition, hygroscopicity, CCN activity of aerosols
collected at the Zeppelin station during one year.
METHODS
From September -07 to August -08 twelve filters were collected with a high-volume sampler (PM10 cutoff) at the Zeppelin station, located at 474 m above sea level on Svalbard’s west coast, a site that has been
assessed as virtually free from local, anthropogenic particle emissions. The chemical composition was
assessed from two additional smaller filters, with OC/EC analysis and ion chromatography (IC). The
water-soluble fraction was extracted and analysed with respect to the ability to interact with sub- and
supersaturated water. For this we used a Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyser (H-TDMA)
coupled with Cloud Condensation Nuclei Counters (CCNC).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. Chemical composition of Arctic aerosol.
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Figure 2. Monthly averages of the aerosol particle size distributions during the sampling period.
The results of the chemical analysis of the Zeppelin aerosol particle samples are shown in figure 1.
The aerosol is dominated by the inorganic ions and the insoluble fraction, WINSOM and EM (EC or
soot), is small. The aerosol particle size distributions are presented in figure 2. The seasonal variation is
clearly seen.
The kappa values derived from CCNC measurements, hygroscopicity at 90% RH (H-TDMA data),
and estimated from the chemical composition are shown in figure 3. They show that also the cloud
forming properties vary during the year. The fall aerosol particles are clearly more efficient CCN than the
spring aerosol. Both are periods dominated by accumulation mode particles in number concentrations. The
summer months have size distribution shifted to Aitken mode and these particles are slightly more
favourable as CCN than spring aerosol of same size. The kappa values based on hygroscopicity agrees in
general well with those based on the CCNC measurements but the estimates based on chemistry gives
slightly higher values.

Figure 3. The κ values for each month from September 2007 to August 2008 derived from H-TDMA data,
CCNC data and estimated based on chemical composition. The lines are representing reference values for
pure ammonium sulfate (AS) and sodium chloride (NaCl) given by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007).
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Figure 4. The CCN number concentration for several hypothetical supersaturations given for each month
from September 2007 to August 2008.

To investigate whether sulphate and/or organics are important for the CCN population, we plotted
concentration quotas against the kappa values. The influence of typical continental aerosol versus common
marine was apparent. Sodium and chloride rich aerosol resulted in better CCN than sulphate and
ammonium. However, in contradiction to previous findings no correlation between organic content and
CCN efficiency was seen. IT should be noted that since we are using monthly samples, the correlations
will be dominated by seasonal variations and correlations in day-to-day variability will not show at all.
In figure 4 the average number of CCN for each month is presented for a range of
supersaturations. The CCN number is based on aerosol particle size distribution, where both size and
number has an influence, as well as the results from the CCNC measurements. It can be seen that, in the
period October to April, the number of CCN is almost independent of the supersaturation. This is
interpreted as all particles being activated already at 0.2 % supersaturation and is consistent with the
aerosol particle size distribution being dominated by accumulation mode particles (figure 2). However, for
low supersaturations and when the size distribution is dominated by smaller particles, the kappa values
makes a difference for the fraction of particles that can be activated to cloud droplets.
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INTRODUCTION
The arctic region has received much attention in recent decades due to its rapid rate of warming.
Amplified warming in the Arctic can have large impacts on the vulnerable ecosystems in the circumpolar
regions, and enables treelines advances onto the tundra. Because of the sensitivity of Arctic ecosystems to
climate warming and their potentials to provide feedbacks to the atmosphere, it is important to understand
the drivers of forest/tundra ecotone dynamics. The Lund-Postdam-Jena-GUESS (LPJ-GUESS) model has
been widely used to simulate the structure and dynamics of terrestrial ecosystems from landscape to global
scales. Extensive investigations of Holocene treeline changes over northern Europe have been conducted
using pollen, macrofossil and mega-fossil evidences. The objective of the research presented here is to
compare LPJ-GUESS model output withproxy reconstructions of treeline locations in northern Europe and
northwestern Russia over the last 9000 years and to make quantitative comparisons of biomass changes
for selected treeline locations.
DATA and METHODS
The European arctic treeline region (55 o N - 65 o N, 10 o E - 70 o E) spans from the western coast of
Norway eastward to the Ural Mountains, encompassing northern Fennoscandia, Kola Peninsula and
northwestern Russia. The modern forest/tundra ecotone essentially mirrors the Arctic Ocean coastline
between 60 to 70 N, spanning 5,500 km from the western coast of Norway eastward to the Ural
Mountains. We employed the dynamic process-based LPJ-GUESS model to simulate regional vegetation
dynamics of the plant functional types (PFT) (dominant species) with mechanistic representations of plant
physiological and biogeochemical processes. LPJ-GUESS simulates vegetation dynamics of various PFTs
using a number of replicated patches in each gridcell, allowing stochastic processes of establishment,
mortality and disturbance to be considered. Two experiments were designed in our LPJ-GUESS
simulation using climate data from the ORBGHG driven by orbital forcing and greenhouse gas forcing
and OGMELTICE paleoclimate simulations including orbital forcing and greenhouse gas forcing but also
includes forcings caused by the freshwater flux, albedo and topography of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. We
assembled our fossil dataset from existing published pollen, macrofossil and mega-fossil records in the
treeline regions to reconstruct the treeline shifts during the Holocene at 3000-year interval. We
synthesized 29 pollen and 16 macrofossil records from the treeline regions in northern Fennoscandia and
northwestern Russia.
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CONCLUSIONS
Via comparisons between vegetation simulations and fossil pollen, macrofossil and mega-fossil data from
northern Fennoscandia and northwestern Russia, we noticed that the model is limited in its ability to
simulate species-level treeline dynamics; however LPJ-GUESS is able to simulate the coniferous treeline
changes, particularly over the Scandes Mountains and Ural Mountains with a cutoff carbon biomass of 2
kg/m2. The simulation is also able to capture the northward expansion of the boreal forest onto the tundra
during the middle Holocene, and, consistently with data, show the major retreat of the arctic treeline in
response to the climatic cooling during the last 3000 years. While there are mismatch with too northern or
southern simulated treeline during the Holocene, which result from the temperature mismatches in the
paleoclimate simulations. The modeling ability could be improved by considering the topographic features
and the widespread peat land in, for example, Kanin peninsula. The simulated treeline appears to be too
sensitive to climate, suggesting the current model may need to include potential ecological factors of, for
example, microclimte conditions generated by forest. Temperature is the major driving factor for treeline
changes and future global warming may have larger impacts over the northern European Russian regions
with much tundra.
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INTRODUCTION
Ions are present in the atmosphere as part of the aerosol spectrum. They are usually classified in
three groups: small ions, if their mass diameter is smaller than 1.6 nm; intermediate ions, if it is
in the range [1.6 - 7.4 nm]; large ions, when it is bigger than 7.4 nm (Hõrrak et al., 2000). They
are continuously produced in the atmosphere from Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) and terrestrial
sources, such as Radon and gamma radiation from the soil and they are important because they
play a fundamental role in many aspects of the electricity in the atmosphere, both in fair weather
and during thunderstorms (Harrison and Carslaw, 2003). Air ions also enhance secondary aerosol
production under certain conditions and, consequently, increase the number of cloud condensation
nuclei, thus modify properties of clouds and, therefore, influence the climate (Kirkby et al., 2011).
Even though their net role in atmospheric new particle formation has been controversial and, in
the literature, there are studies suggesting that their contribution is important or even dominant,
whereas other studies indicate that their role is negligible (Hirsikko et al., 2011).
METHODS
During the CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) campaigns, several experiments of sulfuric acid-water neutral and ion induced nucleation were performed in an aerosol chamber. In this
experiment, Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) and the Proton Syncrotron (PS) accelerator at CERN
were used as sources to vary the ion production rate (IPR) to generate ions in the 26.1 m3 CLOUD
aerosol chamber under precisely controlled conditions. Both GCR and the PS pion beam were
constantly monitored by a GCR counter and by an hodoscope, respectively. The ion concentration
in the CLOUD chamber was measured with a Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer, (NAIS,
Kulmala et al., 2007). The NAIS is able to measure air ion number size distributions in the mobility equivalent diameter range of 0.8 to 40 nm and correspondingly neutral particle number size
distributions from 2 to 40 nm mobility diameter. In this study we limit our focus to ions with
mobility diameter in the range 0.8 - 1.9 nm, measured in an aerosol-free environment. From the
measured ion concentration and ion production rate we were able to determine the ion-ion recombination coefficient at different conditions. Here we present the measured recombination coefficient
as a function of RH.
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RESULTS
We observe an important dependency to RH (Figure 1). The rate at which ions recombine decrease at increasing RH.It should be noted that all the experiments were carried out at constant
temperature, therefore, in this case RH corresponds to water vapour concentration. We don’t fully
understand the RH effect, although we think that it is related to the change in size of the small
ions at increasing RH values. When more water vapour is available ions are hydrated and thus
their diameter is bigger. This idea is supported by the indication given by Quantum chemistry
calculations, that show that ions like to be clustered with water and the amount of water attached
is dependent to RH (Husar et al., 2012). It also known that bigger aerosol particles change in size
according to the RH. In fact comparing the experimental data with the change of ion-ion recombination rate as a function of size in the range 1-2 nm calculated using Fuchs equations, we can see
that there is a qualitative agreement.

Figure 1: Ion-ion recombination coefficient as a function of RH, the temperature during the experiments was kept constant. The dashed line is an exponential fit to guide the eye.
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INTRODUCTION
Lake ice is an important component of the cryosphere and its formation and decay play an important role
in the energy balance of lakes in cold regions. Changes in lake ice cover characteristics due to
anthropogenic causes will have significant ecological, hydrological, and socio-economic impacts (Prowse
et al. 2011). Several one-dimensional (1D) thermodynamic lake-models have been developed over the
years to evaluate the influence of climate and lake geometry on the lake thermodynamic balance and icephenology. Some of these studies had the objective of assessing the impact of anticipated climate change
on lake thermal regimes (Fang and Stefan 2009; Saloranta et al. 2009), and ice cover characteristics
(Stefan and Fang 1997; Fang and Stefan 1998; Fang and Stefan 2009). The coupling of 1D lake-models
and gridded climate data over large areas is quite a recent phenomenon. Walsh et al. (1998) used a 1D
lake-ice model called LIMNOS to produce ice phenology over the Northern Hemisphere on a 0.5° by 0.5°
latitude-longitude grid for the period 1931-1960. The study was conducted on hypothetical lakes with
mean depths of 5m and 20m using average monthly climate data as input. A few recent studies have also
examined conditions of lake ice under a future warmer climate based on gridded simulations over a widearea using daily input data (Brown and Duguay 2011; Dibike et al. 2011a; Dibike et al. 2011b). So far no
detailed physically based modeling of lake-ice conditions has been carried out at a spatially high
resolution over the Nordic and Baltic regions. Hence, the objective of this research is geared towards
evaluating the sensitivity of lake ice conditions to anticipated climate change in these regions. A onedimensional, physically-based model of lake-water temperature and ice-cover growth and ablation called
MyLake is used to simulate lake ice phenology in the Nordic and Baltic regions on a spatial grid of 25km.
Daily data from the ERA40 reanalysis data set downscaled to a 25km resolution using a regional climate
model (RCM) was used to drive the model for the current climate. The future climate corresponding to the
IPCC A1B, intermediate-level emission scenario, is modeled using an ensemble of two Global Climate
Models (GCMs) downscaled to the same resolution. The potential changes to lake ice regimes for
hypothetical lakes of various depths (5m, 10m, 20m and 40m) on a regional basis are evaluated for two
time periods in the future: mid-century (2041-2070) and end of century (2071-2100).
DATA AND METHODS
The Lake Ice Model, MyLake (Saloranta and Andersen 2007) was first tested and validated using in situ
observations on Lake Atnsjøen in South-Central Norway (Fig.1) which has long-term measured
temperature profiles and ice phenology data. Meteorological input forcings for model simulations consists
of 2m air temperature, precipitation, 2m relative humidity, 10m wind speed, surface air pressure and cloud
cover on a daily time step. The meteorological data at nearby stations was obtained from the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute (DNMI) whereas inflow discharge and temperature, lake temperature profiles,
and ice phenology data were obtained from the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
(NVE). The model simulates a number of lake characteristics, notably water temperature profile, freeze-up
and breakup dates as well as ice and snow thicknesses. The model was run keeping most of the model
parameters at default values to ensure its applicability to a wide range of scenarios. Model sensitivity to
input forcings was carried out to ascertain which meteorological variable(s) had a strong influence on the
results. Data for the regional simulation was obtained from the online data portal of the EU ENSEMBLES
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project (http://ensemblesrt3.dmi.dk/), maintained at the Danish Meteorological Institute. The control
period (1961-1990) lake ice conditions were simulated using the ERA40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al.
2005) dynamically downscaled to a 25km resolution by using the the Rossby Centre Regional Climate
Model (RCAO) developed by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. The Atnsjøen Lake
model was also driven with the reanalysis data to evaluate how well the observed lake characteristics are
reproduced. Hypothetical lakes of 5m, 10m, 20m and 40m depths were placed at every grid cell (25x25km)
which gave 3708 grid cells over the study area; and MyLake simulations were carried out for every grid
cell and the respective lake depths. The gridded control period simulation was also compared with
historical lake ice observations (lakes of similar depth) from the Global Lake and River Ice Phenology
Database (http://nsidc.org/data/lake_river_ice/) which are shown in Fig. 1. The future climate
corresponding to the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) SRES A1B scenario was
derived from two different GCMs (ECHAM5, Max Planck Institute, GERMANY; HadCM3Q3, Hadley
Center, UK) downscaled using the same RCAO RCM at 25km resolution. The delta-change approach
(using mean monthly delta changes) was used to perturb the control period meteorological data using the
mean monthly climate change signals. The potential changes to lake ice regimes on a regional basis are
evaluated for two time periods in the future: mid-century (2041-2070) and end of century (2071-2100) by
comparing model simulations of the future periods with the control period.

Figure1: Figure showing the study area domain, Lake Atnsjøen (white circle) used for detail model testing
and the location of additional 16 lakes (black circles) used for validation of gridded simulation
RESULTS
Detailed model tests on Lake Atnsjøen revealed that MyLake can simulate temperature profiles; lake ice
phenology as well as lake ice thickness with good accuracy (Fig. 2). This was done keeping most model
parameters at default values which ascertains the applicability of the model for region-wide simulation.
Model sensitivity analysis showed that air temperature is the most influencing factor on the model
performance followed by relative humidity and inflow temperature. In addition the region-wide gridded
simulations (using the downscaled ERA40 reanalysis data) were compared to observations at 16 sites
obtained from the Global Lake and River Ice Phenology Database. These results also proved that the
model reproduces ice-on and ice-off dates reasonably well with the gridded reanalysis data. These tests
confirmed that the model can be employed to predict future ice conditions under anticipated climate
change scenarios.
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Figure 2: Partial results of model tests on Lake Atnsjøen based on observed meteorological forcing data;
also shown are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and coefficient of determination (R2)
A: Freeze-up date, B: Breakup date, C: Ice cover duration, and D: Lake water temperature
Mid-century (2041-2070) conditions
Figure 3 shows expected future changes in lake ice phenology and ice thickness for mid-century (20412070) compared to the control period (1961-1990), and for 20m deep lakes. Accordingly, freeze-up will be
delayed by 2 to 22 days with the largest changes occurring in lower latitudes. Breakup timing, on the other
hand, will advance on a larger margin of 8 to 74 days. The advance in breakup will also be larger in the
lower latitudes. The delay in freeze-up and the advance in breakup will reduce the duration of ice cover
by 12 to 68 days. The mean annual maximum lake ice thickness will show a marked reduction ranging
from 3cm to 59cm and the largest diminution occurring along the Norwegian mountain ranges. The
variability of the changes for various lake depths are compared as shown in Figure 4. The changes in ice
phenology and thickness don’t show a clear pattern with lake depths, though there are slight variations.
End-of-century (2071-2100) conditions
Figure 5 shows the changes in lake ice parameters for end-of-century (2071-2100) period. Freeze-up dates
delay by between 5 and 26 days while breakup dates advance by between 11 and 73 days leading to a
reduction in ice cover duration of 21 to 85 days (compared to 12 to 68 days for 2041-2070). The
sensitivity of the expected changes to various lake depths is depicted in Figure 6, which shows that the
expected changes do not show clear and significant dependency with lake depths.
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Figure 3: Changes in future ice conditions (2041-2070) compared to the control period (1961-1990) for
20m deep lakes: a) ice-on dates, b) ice-off dates, c) ice duration, and d) ice thickness. The results are
derived from the mean simulations using the two GCMs (ECHAM5 and HadCM3Q3).
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Figure 4: Box plot showing the variability of the future changes for 2041-2070 and for various lake depths
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Figure 5: Changes in future ice conditions (2071-2100) compared to the control period (1961-1990) for
20m deep lakes: a) ice-on dates, b) ice-off dates, c) ice duration, and d) ice thickness (cm). The results are
derived from the mean simulations using the two GCMs (ECHAM5 and HadCM3Q3).
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CONCLUSIONS
A one-dimensional, process-based model of lake-water temperature, ice-cover growth and ablation
(MyLake) was used to simulate lake ice phenology in the Nordic and Baltic region on a spatial grid of
25km. The potential effects of climate change on lake-ice timing and thickness have been studied with the
use of modeling results based on the RCAO RCM driven by two GCMs under SRES A1B emission
scenario for two future periods: mid-century-2041-2070 and end-of-century-2071-2100. The results
showed that freeze-up will delay by an average of 1 to 3 weeks in 2041-2070 and 1 to 4 weeks in 20712100. Breakup, on the other hand, will advance by between 1 to 10 weeks in 2041-2070 and by 2 to 10
weeks in 2071-2100. The combined effects of a delay in freeze-up and an advance in breakup will shorten
the ice duration by 1 to 11 weeks in 2041-2070 and 3 to 14 weeks in 2071-2100. Ice thickness shows a
reduction between 1 and 60 cm in 2041-2070 and 1 to 70 cm in 2071-2100. These changes in lake ice
characteristics in the future can have significant consequences to the ecological and socio-economic
functions of the lakes during the winter season.
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INTRODUCTION
Africa is one of the least studied continents in respect to atmospheric aerosols. In this study measurements
from a relatively clean savannah environment in South Africa were used to model new particle formation and
growth. There are already some combined long-term measurements of trace gas concentrations together with
aerosol and meteorological variables available (Laakso et al., 2008), but to our knowledge this is the first
time detailed simulations, that include all the main processes relevant to particle formation, were done.
METHODS
MALTE (Model to predict new Aerosol formation in the Lower TropospherE) is a one-dimensional model,
which includes modules for boundary layer meteorology, emissions from the canopy as well as aerosol
dynamical and chemical processes (Boy et al., 2006, Lauros et al., 2011). The aerosol dynamic processes are
simulated with UHMA (University of Helsinki Multicomponent aerosol model) using two different
nucleation approaches, the kinetic nucleation and organic induced nucleation. Previous studies indicate that
this model is able to predict new particle formation events at the surface (Boy et al., 2006 and Lauros et al.,
2011) and in the boundary layer with good agreement compared with measurements.
The measurements utilized in this study were done at a relatively clean background savannah site in central
southern Africa (Laakso et al., 2008). The location is characterized with relatively low pollutant
concentrations with occasional polluted air masses from the industrial areas 100-300 km to the east. New
particle formation at the site has been found to take place during most of the sunny days, 69 % of the days
showing clear nucleation with additional 14 % of the days with non-growing nucleation mode (Vakkari et al.,
2011). The measurements include meteorological variables (temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and
direction, precipitation, and radiation), trace gas concentrations (SO 2, NOx, CO, and O3), aerosol number size
distribution, and concentrations of volatile organic compounds.
RESULTS
The observational data was used for input and comparisons with the simulations. We selected a couple of
days of continuous data and varying conditions of clean and polluted background air. Figure 1 shows the
measured and modelled particle size distributions for one day (the 10 th of October 2007), during which a
relatively polluted air mass was advected on the site. The model was able to reproduce the nucleation event
and the growth of the particles, but the particles grow to the detected size, which is shown in the figure with
a white line, later than observed. For this day the kinetic nucleation approach also underestimated the number
concentrations.
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Fig 1. Particle number size distribution on the 10th of Oct assuming a) kinetic nucleation and b)
organic induced nucleation in the simulation, and c) from the measurements. The white line in a and
b show the detection limit of the instrument at 10nm.

CONCLUSIONS
The frequent new particle formation events and particle growth for the simulated days was evaluated in
detail. We were able to simulate the aerosol number concentrations of newly formed particles with a
reasonable good agreement with the measurements. This work will present new model results to give a better
understanding on the new particle formation process in South Africa and discuss the reasons for high
frequency of nucleation episodes observed
FUTURE PLANS
From May 2010 onwards the station in South-Africa has been located in Welgelund, 100 km west from
Johannesburg. The instrumentation has been upgraded, for example sensible heat flux and soil temperature
are now measured. The new location also allows studying different source areas. We are planning to use this
improved data set to continue the work with the model SOSAA. SOSAA (Boy et al. 2011) is also a onedimensional model to study chemistry and aerosol dynamics in the boundary layer, but has the advantage
compared to MALTE, that it is parallized. This makes it possible to evaluate longer time series, and thus
enables better statistics and investigation of annual cycles, among other things.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the ice-albedo-feedback the Arctic is expected to be the region on Earth that is most sensitive to
global warming. The ice retreat has continued for more than a decade and shows no sign to stagnate.
Climate models (GCM) have for many years predicted a decline in Arctic perennial sea ice due an
enhanced green-house effect in combination with the ice-albedo-feedback. The Arctic summer sea ice has
declined by approximately 40%, and snow is melting earlier in spring on the surrounding land. Due to
more of open water surfaces emissions of sea salt and organic aerosols as well as DMS are expected to
increase significant in future. Therefore, it is important to include these sources of aerosols in regional and
climate model simulations in an attempt to estimate impacts on the radiation balance in this very sensitive
environment. However, the models need to be validated and then against ambient conditions, which is
possible based on remote sensing of aerosols in the atmosphere. In the present study aerosol optical
thickness (AOT) simulated by the CAM-Oslo model for the subarctic marine region has been compared to
AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) sun photometer observations for the period 2003 - 2010. In
addition, observed AOT as well as the Ångström exponent () are compared to in-situ measurements of
aerosol particle size distribution and scattering coefficient, carried out at Mt Zeppelin station, Svalbard,
for 2008. Finally, aerosol optical properties obtained with the MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) collection 5 (c005) standard aerosol product have been evaluated against the
AERONET observations.

METHODS
AERONET level 2.0 (quality assured) sun-photometer data of AOT, at 440 and 500 nm, and the Ångström
exponent (), obtained for the wavelengths 440/675 nm, have been analysed for Longyearbyn and
Hornsund and the years 2003-2004 and 2005-2010, respectively. The data were recorded every 15 min
and automatically cloud screened (Smirnov et al. 2000). AERONET derived estimates of spectral AOT are
expected to be accurate within ±0.02 (e.g., Holben et al., 1998).
The recently released MODIS Aqua Collection 5 (c005) Deep Blue level 2 column AOT and  with
the highest confidence level 3, on a 10 km grid at the wavelength 555 nm have be analyzed as well. The
spectral observations are screened for thick and thin clouds according to a horizontal resolution of 500 m
(Gao et al., 2002; Martins et al., 2002). MODIS Aqua has produce satellite scenes with a swath width of
2 330 km at the surface since 2002. The MODIS Aqua ocean c005 products are accurate to within
prelaunch expectations of AOT = ±0.03 ±0.05 · AOT (Remer et al. 2008).
In addition, the aerosols have been characterized at the Mt Zeppelin station, Ny Ålesund, Svalbard,
based on in-situ measurements of aerosol particle size distribution and light scattering at three
wavelengths with a Differential Mobility Particle Sizing System (DMPS) and an integrating nephelometer,
respectively. Measurements with these instruments were performed indoor and with dried samples at
relative humidities of 10-30%.
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Figure1 shows two MODIS Aqua scenes of AOT around Svalbard, the latter influenced by local and
transported aerosols on the 7 July 2005 and 2 May 2006, respectively. Daily median values of AOT as
well as  and corresponding one standard deviation have been calculated, according to the white box
shown in the figure, for the comparison with the AERONET sites on Svalbard.

Figure 1. Retrievals of AOT according to MODIS Aqua for 7 July 2005 (left) and 2 May 2006 (right). MODIS
median values and corresponding one standard deviation have been calculated according to aerosol pixels within the
white box in comparison with AERONET observations (Hornsund/Longyearbyn, Svalbard).

In Figure 2, daily median AOT obtained with MODIS Aqua are compared to AERONET measurements
for days of the years 2003 - 2010 where sun photometer data are available. The figure shows that the
satellite retrievals of AOT on the whole agree well with the AERONET observations. In addition a clear

Figure 2. Time series of MODIS c005 and AERONET AOT for the period 2003 - 2010. Dashed lines in the scatter
plot denote expected uncertainties for the MODIS retrievals. AAD is the absolute average deviation.
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difference in AOT appears between spring (haze period) and summer for the years where enough of data
are available. Note that the enhanced values that occur after 15 August 2008 (day 228) and 3 July 2009
(day 185) are caused by Kasatochi and Sarychev volcanic particles, respectively. Vertical profiles of
aerosol extinction coefficient at the 532 nm wavelength were measured with the Koldewey Aerosol
Raman Lidar (KARL) by Hoffmann et al. (2010) during summer 2008 and Hoffmann (2010) during
summer 2009.

Figure 3. AOT (a) and Ångström exponent (b), retrieved with MODIS and AERONET, and aerosol particle size
distributions (c) and aerosol scattering coefficient (d), measured with a DMPS and nephelometer, respectively, in the
area around Svalbard for the year 2008.

Figure 3 shows ambient column AOT and , retrieved by MODIS Aqua and AERONET for 2008.
Aerosol microphysical and optical properties measured at the Mt Zeppelin station are also shown. These
results are consistent in the sense that a clear seasonal variability appears (see above about influences from
volcanic aerosols), although the dry nephelometer aerosol scattering coefficient values are very low in
summer. This is probably explained by small aerosols present, which was also found during the summer
season at Barrow, Alaska (Quinn et al., 2002). The presence of small aerosols in summer is also supported
by MODIS and AERONET  as well as the DMPS values shown in Figure 3. Although the particle
number concentrations at Barrow shows a maximum in the summer months the scattering coefficient was
also here very low (similar to what is shown in Fig. 3d), indicating that the small particles were inefficient
scatters of light (Quinn et al., 2002). By assuming a mean scattering coefficient of 10-6, based on the
summer values shown in Figure 3d, and a boundary layer of 2 km this give an AOT of only 0.002 (dry
condition) for this layer. Although Figures 3b and 3c suggests that small particles appear in summer the
ambient AOT is highly determined by hygroscopic growth, with relative humidity values frequently found
to be around 80% or higher during this season (ECMWF). Consequently, it is important to measure
aerosol optical properties under ambient conditions in Arctic to estimate radiative effects accurately.
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Furthermore, we have compared the satellite and ground-based retrievals of AOT in ambient conditions
for the period 2003-2010 (Figure 2) with estimates of AOT by the CAM-Oslo model in the arctic region
(Struther et al., 2011). From these preliminary results we have found that the model simulation of total
AOT (Figure 9 in Struther et al., 2011) is approximately a factor between 2 and 3 too high in summer for
many of the years investigated (Figure 2). The most likely explanation for the discrepancy is an
overestimation of the transport of organic aerosol in the model, from distant sources to the arctic region.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be established based on the results obtained in this study.






The validation with AERONET measurements for sites on Svalbard shows that results of AOT
obtained with the MODIS Aqua c005 algorithm, for the wavelengths 555 nm, were generally
found to vary within the expected uncertainty for one standard deviation of the MODIS retrievals
(AOT = ±0.03 ±0.05 · AOT). Even so, in order to include results of satellite retrievals of AOT
for days where no AERONET data are available the deviations that have been found between
MODIS and AERONET for some of the days shown in Figure 2 have to be explained.
A clear seasonal variation was observed in AOT for several of the years investigated. A minimum
in AOT appears during the summer season, related to small aerosol particles present (< 100nm) in
the atmosphere. The maximum in AOT is observed during the haze season, explained by an
increase in the concentration of aerosol particles larger than 100 nm particles.
Although the number concentration of aerosols is high during the summer months the scattering
coefficient was found to be very low, indicating that the small particles were inefficient scatters of
light. Therefore, this study suggest that measurements obtained with a wet nephelometer instead
of a dry one is required in an attempt to estimate radiative effects accurately.
This study suggest that observations of aerosol optical properties from space and ground are very
useful to evaluate regional and climate model simulations of aerosols in Arctic.
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AIM OF PROJECT
The project has as starting point measurements carried out at the high-Arctic Station Nord in Greenland
which serves as a background station for air pollution. The site is at 81.6°N; 16.7°W, thus usually located
north of the polar front.
It is part of a larger project on short lived greenhouse gases in the Arctic, lead by Aarhus University. The
specific measurements of special interest here are:
1. Measurements of cloud cover and the height of the atmospheric boundary layer in the high Arctic
(St. Nord). Feasibility study with a ceilometer.
2. Measurements of atmospheric fluxes of heat and momentum by a sonic anemometer.
3. Intensive campaigns to provide details on the vertical profile of the atmospheric boundary layer by
use of radiosoundings.
The ceilometer measurements are performed continuously since 2011, two radiosonde campaigns has been
carried, one 28 July to 5 August 2011 and the next 3 weeks in March 2012. Within CRAICC we will
primarily analyze the meteorological measurements at Station Nord in order to:
1. clarify if the instruments (ceilometers, radiosounding) are useful and technical suitable for Arctic
conditions.
2.

improve the knowledge on the processes in the boundary layer in the high Arctic – what does the
weak diurnal variation of the incoming solar radiation do to the atmospheric boundary-layer.

3. See how successful the WRF model will be in modelling the meteorology measured at St. Nord,
especially during the intensive campaigns.

SOME EXAMPLES OF RADIOSOUNDINGS FROM THE SUMMERCAMPAIGN IN 2011.
It was generally found that there was more structure in the profiles of the wind speed and direction than
we usually observe in Scandinavia. In Figure 1 and 2 some prominent examples are shown. In Figure 1
left panel a very pronounced oscillations in the wind speed profiles between the ground and 1000 meters
height can be observe in combination with some very distinct shifts in the wind direction, which suggest a
layering of the atmosphere. The clockwise change in wind direction between the ground and 1000 meters
height is of the order of 300 degrees. Figure 1 right panel shows a low level jet at around a height of 200
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meters. Below the low level jet the wind direction is nearly constant, above it gradually turns clockwise
(veers) having a total turning of the wind direction between the ground and 1000 meters height of about 90
degrees.

Figure 1. Examples of radiosoundings at St. Nord.

Figure 2 left panel is a fine example of a low level jet of about 14 ms-1 at about 400 meters height and a
stronger jet of about 50 ms-1 at 8 km.. It is also interesting that the southerly wind direction is almost
constant with height. It is noted that the upper jet is not westerly as is often observed south of the polar
front. Figure 2 right panel is an example of a very shallow strong wind near the surface of about 8 ms-1 but
being only 2 and 3 ms-1 at100 to 200 meters height. There is also a pronounced shift in wind speed and
direction at 3 kilometers height but the shift is not associated by pronounced changes in the temperature
and humidity profile.
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Figure 2. Same as for fig. 1.

CONCLUSION
Rather limited information is available on the formation of the weather in the Arctic air, north of the polar
front, which makes the measurements at Station Nord very interesting and their study very challenging.
The profiles of wind speed and direction that were measured by radiosoundings carried out at St. Nord
during the summer of 2011 generally are quite different from those measured in Scandinavia in such a
way that there generally is more structure in the profiles of wind speed and direction at St. Nord. An
outline for further investigations on the details of the meteorology during the campaigns is provided.
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INTRODUCTION
Sea Spray Aerosol (SSA) is an important factor in the climate system. As atmospheric aerosols, SSA act
as climate forcers both directly by reflecting and absorbing radiation and indirectly by affecting cloud
microphysics as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Combined, the radiative effects of aerosols constitute
the largest uncertainties in climate modeling. Thus a better quantification of aerosol sources and aerosol
processing is an important task to improve our understanding of climate change (e.g. IPCC 2007).
In marine air, sea spray is generally the dominating source of particulate matter in the atmosphere. Even
globally, SSA constitute the largest mass of particulate matter in the atmosphere together with mineral
dust (Textor et. al. 2006). Production of SSA is primarily wind driven as surface stress forces waves to
break and bubbles to form which in turn burst and release particles. A climate with different surface wind
speeds will have different SSA production. Consequently SSA production can potentially provide a
strong feedback mechanism in the climate system. Recent studies also suggest that warmer ocean
temperatures may increase SSA production (Mårtensson et. al. 2003; Sofiev et. al. 2011). Thus
understanding and quantifying the mechanisms responsible for SSA entering the atmosphere is an
important task in limiting the uncertainties of the future climate.
METHODS
In this study, the Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl et. al. 2005) is used to model
SSA concentrations. It is applied to several suggested SSA source functions and compared to a global set
of observations from both research ship cruises and measurement stations, spanning almost 30 years. The
observed PM10 is compared to model masses of four r<10 m lognormal modes (size classes). The masses
that are put into each class are determined by the shape and amplitude in that size range by the different
source functions.
The model FLEXPART provides an unique tool to examine the source functions as they are easily
implemented and exchanged. FLEXPART is run backwards for each observation. The resulting emission
sensitivity is then coupled off-line (i.e., after the model run) with the independent wind (temperature &
salinity)-dependent size resolved emitted mass to produce a model PM10 mass at the observation site. By
applying all the source functions using exactly the same model output and comparing the results against a
global set of data, it should be possible to evaluate the overall strengths and weaknesses of all the source
functions. It should also be possible to examine the wind/production relationship and temperature and
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salinity dependences and identify strengths and weaknesses of individual parameterizations under certain
environmental conditions.
EXPECTED OUTCOME
Preliminary results indicate that there is more than an order of magnitude difference in mass produced by
the different source functions and similar differences in the resulting concentrations. We also find
evidence that there are only weak biases in the model between cold and warm source regions, which
suggests a rather weak link between sea surface temperature and production, with warmer waters
producing more SSA. A careful statistical analysis of parameters with possible influence on SSA
production, including wind, sea surface temperature and salinity will be performed for each observational
site. From this, characteristics of each observational site’s source region characteristics will be known and
can be used to evaluate each parameters influence. When possible, SSA size resolved observations will be
compared to modeled size distributions.
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INTRODUCTION
During the last years there has been a rapid development in application of laser spectroscopy for
greenhouse gas measurements. The goals of this study are to compare the available equipment for N2O
flux measurements and to evaluate their reliability, need of maintenance, user friendliness, data coverage,
data quality; and to determine the magnitude and dynamics of N2O fluxes during the growing season of
reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinaceae L.). The primary output from this campaign will be
instrumentation suggestion for the European research infrastructure ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation
System). In addition, the methods for flux calculation using laser spectrometer data are evaluated and
further developed.
Three gas analyzers, capable of measuring nitrous oxide (N2O) concentration at a response time necessary
for eddy covariance flux measurements, were operated in parallel during the growing season of 2011. The
instruments were TGA100A (Campbell Scientific Inc.), CW-TILDAS-CS (Aerodyne Research Inc.) (see
e.g. Zahniser et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011), and N2O/CO-23d (Los Gatos Research Inc.) (see e.g.
Provencal et al., 2005). Los Gatos instrument was operational only from the beginning of July.
The measurement site is a plantation of reed canary grass - a perennial bioenergy crop. The site is located
on the rural area of Maaninka, Eastern Finland. The plantation is fertilized in the beginning of the growing
season, resulting in large emission pulse of N2O into the atmosphere. The emission dynamics of N2O is of
great importance in defining the greenhouse gas balance of the bioenergy production by reed canary grass
(e.g. Shurpali et al., 2010).
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results show great similarity among the instruments in both concentrations and fluxes.
Figure 1 show turbulent fluxes of sensible heat, momentum and nitrous oxide measured in May 2011. N2O
fluxes were small in the beginning of the season, increased significantly after the fertilization and then
decreased back to low, although clearly positive, level after a few weeks. Aerodyne CW-TILDAS-CS has
clearly the lowest detection limit thanks to its low noise. Los Gatos N2O/CO-23d also provides
sufficiently good data, while the old generation instrument, Campbell TGA100A suffers from clearly
higher levels of noise and drift. There were some differences between the instruments in reliability and
need on maintenance. However, these are difficult to evaluate quantitatively during that short period, and
using just one instrument of a kind.
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Figure 1. The two upper panels show sensible heat flux and friction velocity measured in May 2011. The
two bottom panels show N2O fluxes measured using Campbell TGA100A and Aerodyne CW-TILDASCS. The blue dots are ½ hour data while the red stars indicate the daily averages. The fertilization took
place 23rd of May causing the strong emission peak.

Instrument

RMS noise (ppb)

Campbell TGA 100A

1.8

Los Gatos N2O/CO-23d

0.4

Aerodyne CW-TILDAS-CS

0.1

Table 1. Comparison between the RMS noises of different instruments measuring N2O at 10 Hz.
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INTRODUCTION
Monitoring the number concentration of aerosol particles is one of the basic measures to characterize the
air quality for health and climatological purposes. The Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs), which
include the new water based TSI Environmental Particle Counter (EPC) 3783 under the study, are widely
used for this purpose. In this study we present the experimental and simulated results of the performance
of the EPC 3783 for hygroscopic and hydrophobic materials.
METHODS
The detection efficiency and cut-off diameter D50 for a TSI model 3783 were determined by particles
produced by evaporating silver (Ag), ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2SO4) and sodium chloride (NaCl) to
passing nitrogen flow in a tube furnace. As the flow cooled down after exiting the furnace, the vaporized
material nucleated forming polydisperse aerosol particles. A monodisperse fraction of a certain diameter
was selected with a Differential Mobility Analyzer, and the detection efficiency of the EPC was
determined by comparing the number concentration measured by EPC 3783 to the number concentration
measured by an electrometer. The cut-off diameters for different materials with default saturator and
growth tube temperatures (20°C and 60°C respectively) are presented in table 1.
Particle
material
Ag
(NH4)2SO4
NaCl

D50 [nm]
6.4
4.8
4.3

Table 1. The EPC 3783 cut-off diameters for particles of different chemical composition.
The supersaturation inside the growth tube is the key element affecting the detection efficiency of the
laminar flow water based CPCs (Hering and Stolzenburg, 2005). It was calculated using Comsol
Multiphysics 3.5a simulation software. Knowing the supersaturation, it was possible to calculate the
contact angle best suited to replicate the detection efficiency curve for non-soluble particles using the
heterogeneous nucleation theory (Fletcher, 1958). The Köhler-theory was used to simulate the detection
efficiency for hygroscopic and water soluble salts.
CONCLUSIONS
Our experiment show an expected behavior for the cut-off diameters of particles of different chemical
compositions; the more hygroscopic the particles are, the lower the cut-off diameter. The contact angle for
silver particles retrieved from the simulation was 36°, which is in good agreement with results by Wagner
et al., 2003. In figure 1 are presented the simulated and experimental results for the detection efficiency of
the EPC 3783 for silver particles. It can be seen from the figure that the contact angle alone can’t be the
only parameter for predicting the detection efficiency. It also turned out that the simulations overestimated
the detection efficiency for NaCl and (NH4)2SO4 particles. It seems that there are no experiments
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published that study the hygroscopic growth and activation of NaCl particles below 6 nm and (NH4)2SO4
particles below 8 nm to compare our results with.

Figure 1. The simulated and experimental detection efficiency of the TSI EPC 3783 for silver particles.
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浼浼飠彸ꅨ 彸♈彸ﻐ㛈ꅨ♈璈彸飠  ꅨ飠璈ꅨ ﻐ寮浼浼 浼♈璈彸 飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� 怄ꅨ�㦸 浼♈浼璈 寮彸 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 
ꅨ 璈璈ꅨ♈璈彸飠ﻐ寮璈̨ﻐ寮 浼浼璈♈ﻐꅨ ꅨ빜璈 ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼寮彸 浼♈浼璈 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮浼浼璈 
 浼ﻐ浼飠彸浼 ꅨ飠飠璈ﻐ彸ꅨ 璈 浼彸ﻐꅨ 浼 ﻐꅨ 彸 飠� 浼 뾬 뺌ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 怄璈 �璈 彸 
ﻐ彸 怄璈 浼璈飠 浼 璈 ♈璈 彸♈�♈彸 㛈�怄� ﻐ搀뾬鱼 �♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ飠ꅨ浼浼 ꅨ  浼 彸ﻐ寮浼浼걜
璈  浼浼 ꅨ浼 浼♈璈 彸♈�♈飠ꅨ�  璈浼浼浼 浼璈飠 浼 浼璈彸浼 璈 彸 㛈�怄��ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
璈ﻐꅨ 璈  璈 ♈璈 彸♈�♈ 彸  㛈�怄� ﻐ稤 뾬 㛈ꅨ♈璈彸飠  ꅨ飠璈ꅨ  ﻐ寮浼浼 浼ꅨ寮 诈  璈 浼 � 浼 璈 
ﻐ璈浼 璈璈ꅨ寮浼浼� 彸 浼♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ寮浼浼 彸 彸 ﻐ浼 彸 侠飠ꅨ浼诈诈

浼♈璈彸 ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼彸 寮彸 浼寮璈ﻐ飠璈♈ 浼 浼 ꅨꅨ寮浼 빜飠♈浼 浼α빜彸 浼 浼璈 Δ稤빜飠璈浼 浼 彸怄뾬
浼璈♈ꅨ� ꅨ 빜飠♈浼 浼璈 飠璈♈ 浼 浼 彸  ꅨ飠 璈 怄浼♈�飠 璈 �璈 浼ꅨ寮浼ﻐ飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ浼彸 怄
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 彸  浼�璈诈诈诈ꅨ 璈  浼 彸怄 浼ﻐ彸 ♈♈�ﻐ浼诈诈诈诈彸 � 浼 ꅨ빜飠♈浼 浼璈 
 ꅨ飠璈♈ 浼 浼彸 � 浼㛈ﻐﻐ彸 怄ꅨ飠浼浼 浼  浼飠ꅨ 彸�彸ꅨ ꅨ 飠璈♈ 浼 浼璈 빜飠♈浼 浼浼飠璈♈浼
浼ﻐﻐ彸♈ꅨ璈 璈  浼�璈 浼♈璈彸 ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼寮璈ﻐ璈浼璈 α빜彸 浼 浼 ꅨꅨ寮浼 Δ稤빜飠璈浼 浼
彸♈ꅨ 浼 浼β빜彸 浼 浼璈 诈빜飠彸 浼ꅨ飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮浼浼ꅨ ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈  ♈ꅨ  ♈浼璈 璈ꅨ浼诈뾬彸 
♈♈�ﻐ浼璈 浼璈璈��♈  浼♈璈彸 ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼♈ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ浼 寮浼浼ꅨ 怄彸 ꅨ浼 浼璈 彸ﻐꅨꅨ 怄彸 ꅨ浼 浼 彸怄
稤뾬 浼ﻐꅨ♈浼寮 璈�ﻐ彸ﻐ彸 怄ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼寮彸 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ♈ﻐ璈浼 �浼ꅨ � 浼 ﻐꅨ♈ 浼 ꅨ浼ﻐ
ꅨꅨ 㛈璈ꅨ 浼 浼璈诈뾬
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彸怄�浼诈뺌ꅨ  ♈浼璈 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼ﻐ璈


璈ꅨ♈璈彸飠  ꅨ飠璈ꅨ ﻐ璈彸  





彸怄�浼

浼♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ 彸 寮彸 浼璈


彸 ♈♈�ﻐ浼璈彸  







彸怄�浼稤 浼♈ꅨ  ♈浼璈 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ  彸 浼浼 ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼ﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ璈彸  � 浼璈 �
♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ璈浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸 怄 �浼ꅨ飠 ꅨ♈璈ꅨ怄璈 彸飠ꅨ浼♈ﻐ

�彸 怄  浼 寮彸 浼 ♈ꅨ    ﻐ浼浼 寮璈 ﻐꅨ 彸� 璈 璈彸璈彸彸 彸  璈  ꅨ   浼 侠鱴 ﻐ浼 ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ璈ꅨ浼 浼浼飠彸ꅨ  彸♈彸 ﻐ寮浼浼 璈ﻐﻐꅨ飠彸璈浼  寮彸  ꅨ飠飠璈ﻐ彸ꅨ 璈 浼彸ﻐꅨ 浼 ﻐ鱼  浼 ♈彸 浼 ꅨ  㛈彸
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♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼ﻐﻐ璈浼 ꅨ ﻐꅨ寮璈ꅨ ꅨ� 飠浼  彸� 璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ ♈璈 彸♈�♈飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ飠飠�彸 怄 �彸 怄
 浼 彸怄 璈 ♈彸 彸♈璈 �彸 怄 浼 璈 彸怄뾬뺌璈飠 彸 ﻐꅨ彸 飠� 浼 彸  浼 彸怄�浼浼飠璈�ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ
彸 뺌璈飠 浼飠璈浼  浼ꅨ寮寮彸 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮彸  ꅨ 彸� 璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ 似浼  ꅨ�怄  浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐꅨ♈
�飠ꅨﻐ彸 浼  浼♈璈彸 浼浼ﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ彸  浼彸飠彸 彸뾬璈浼 彸怄 浼 �彸 怄 浼 璈 ꅨ 걜浼浼璈㦸 彸 浼浼
璈 搀㦸 璈彸璈浼 浼 璈 诈诈뾬  浼 璈♈彸浼  璈彸 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ♈ ﻐ浼璈�ﻐ浼  �彸 怄  浼 璈 寮浼浼 璈  浼彸
ꅨ寮浼� ﻐ浼ꅨ彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼 ♈彸 彸 怄璈  璈ﻐ浼 ꅨꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈浼璈飠彸ꅨ ﻐ

鱼 ♈♈�ﻐ浼 浼 彸� 璈璈彸璈彸彸寮璈ﻐﻐ彸♈彸璈ꅨ 璈彸 ﻐ彸 怄浼 飠浼 璈 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮浼浼 彸怄 浼
 浼ꅨ璈♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 浼彸 怄̨璈 彸怄 璈 彸  浼 璈彸♈浼 彸怄搀뾬 彸ﻐ彸� ﻐ浼
ꅨ 浼 彸怄 浼 浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ彸 ♈♈�ﻐ浼 浼 彸怄 浼 ﻐꅨ�♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ彸 ♈♈�ﻐ浼彸♈浼寮浼浼
怄浼 浼璈 ꅨﻐ浼浼  �彸 怄 浼彸ꅨ  ﻐ寮彸   浼 ꅨ寮浼 ﻐ彸飠彸ꅨ  浼ꅨ飠彸彸浼 ﻐ璈  彸飠浼 浼ﻐ璈 彸怄 뾬 㛈  ﻐ浼
彸飠彸ꅨ 浼ꅨ飠彸浼 ﻐꅨ浼ꅨ寮浼璈 彸怄  浼 彸怄 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼♈璈彸  ꅨ� 璈 彸怄 빜彸♈浼鱼彸ﻐ
ꅨ浼寮ꅨ   璈 ꅨ寮 璈彸♈浼 彸飠彸ꅨ  浼ꅨ飠彸彸浼 ﻐ璈浼 璈ﻐꅨ ꅨ 浼  璈ﻐﻐꅨ飠彸璈浼  寮彸  彸怄  ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸飠彸ꅨ 浼ꅨ飠彸彸ﻐ璈怄ꅨꅨ 浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼 ꅨ♈彸 彸 怄璈 ꅨ� 璈璈浼 浼彸怄  浼♈ﻐ璈浼 浼
彸飠彸ꅨ 浼ꅨ飠彸 浼♈ﻐ璈浼 浼 浼彸怄 璈 彸飠浼浼ﻐ璈似璈飠 ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼ﻐ浼飠彸浼ﻐ璈ﻐꅨ ﻐꅨ寮浼 ﻐ彸♈彸璈
浼 璈彸ꅨ� ﻐ浼璈璈浼 鱼  飠ꅨ 璈 ﻐ彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼 飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ彸  ꅨ  ﻐꅨ寮  彸 ﻐ걜彸  ꅨ 浼 璈彸ꅨ� � 寮浼浼
怄浼 浼璈ꅨ寮浼ﻐ彸  浼 彸怄 璈  彸怄 浼ﻐ彸  浼璈 浼 ꅨꅨ 

鱼ﻐꅨ浼 浼彸 ﻐꅨ♈浼 璈 浼♈彸浼 ꅨ 彸 彸怄 飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ ﻐ璈 彸 ﻐꅨ 浼浼 ꅨ浼浼♈彸浼  �彸 怄 浼 彸怄 㛈
ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈 璈ꅨ  浼♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ꅨ彸怄彸 璈浼 ﻐꅨ♈璈怄浼ﻐꅨ璈怄浼ﻐ璈 彸ﻐ� ﻐ飠ꅨ ꅨ浼 
浼♈浼璈�浼彸璈 浼ﻐ璈�璈彸ꅨ 璈ꅨ�浼�ﻐﻐ浼ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼 ﻐ锌 彸璈 ꅨ浼璈诈뾬 彸ﻐ浼璈 ﻐꅨ
ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈  彸怄 빜彸♈浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ 璈浼彸ꅨ寮浼 璈  璈彸♈浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  ﻐ� ﻐ浼 彸� 璈飠飠浼ꅨ 彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 彸 ﻐ浼ꅨꅨﻐ彸浼ꅨ 璈ꅨ  浼♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼�ﻐ彸 飠浼ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐﻐꅨ寮浼 璈
ﻐ彸♈彸璈 彸� 璈ꅨ 彸浼ꅨ 璈ꅨ  浼♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼 ﻐ彸怄̨뾬浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼 ꅨ彸걜浼ꅨ浼ꅨ璈� 浼 浼
飠ꅨ ꅨꅨ 彸怄 






彸怄�浼 浼♈浼璈  彸� 璈璈彸璈彸彸ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼ﻐ彸 ﻐ彸 怄 㛈彸뺌璈뾬뺌璈飠 彸 ﻐꅨ彸 飠� 浼 彸 
 浼 彸怄�浼浼飠璈�ﻐ浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  ﻐ浼 璈浼♈ꅨ浼彸걜浼寮彸 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ寮彸  ꅨ 彸� 璈璈彸璈彸彸
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彸怄�浼搀 浼♈浼璈  彸� 璈璈彸璈彸彸ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼ﻐ璈 彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼彸 ♈♈�ﻐ浼 � �㛈�怄뾬
鱼ﻐꅨ浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈浼� 浼浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼� ﻐ浼ꅨ浼璈걜 ꅨ�怄 ꅨ  浼飠ꅨ 璈뾬




彸怄�浼

浼♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ  浼浼


浼 飠浼ꅨ  彸飠彸ꅨ 浼ꅨ飠彸彸 � 浼�璈
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㛈�怄�ﻐ

彸怄�浼̨


浼♈浼璈  彸� 璈璈彸璈彸彸ꅨ ꅨ 怄彸 ꅨ浼 浼彸 㛈�怄�ﻐ



㛈鱴네侠ꭔ似锌似뺌似 �

浼 彸 璈 飠彸璈�ﻐꅨ 浼㛈飠璈 浼♈ꅨ  彸 璈 鱴浼 浼ꅨ 似 飠浼浼 飠浼ꅨ怄璈♈ ꅨ浼飠 ꅨ诈诈诈诈搀뾬彸ﻐ
怄璈浼 �璈飠걜 ꅨ寮浼 怄浼 
似 似 似鱴似�

锌 彸璈 ꅨ㛈네ꅨ飠 네 璈彸璈浼 彸♈♈浼鱼�飠 彸 浼빜璈  彸 浼浼浼♈彸 璈彸ꅨ ꅨ  浼 ꅨꅨ璈 ꅨꅨ
浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 浼浼 浼 ﻐꅨ♈ ꅨ�飠ꅨ♈♈ꅨ ꅨ浼璈璈彸 浼浼浼ﻐ诈稤鱴侠璈浼彸 怄璈  빜뺌�
璈 璈ﻐ彸ﻐPlant, Cell & Environment稤稤̨诈빜̨☰ ꅨ彸诈诈诈诈诈诈稤搀빜稤☰诈 诈
璈걜ꅨ璈浼� 璈 璈�彸璈  浼 浼璈ﻐꅨ 彸怄   ꅨ飠璈ꅨ  鱴빜鱴뾬飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ彸 
璈飠걜怄ꅨ� 璈彸彸  彸 璈 㛈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠似 彸ꅨ ♈浼 稤诈빜稤稤璈
璈걜ꅨ璈 璈璈彸 浼 璈�彸璈 彸� 浼 浼� 네浼ꅨ 浼 �浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨ 侠鱴
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ璈ꅨ浼璈ꅨ浼璈飠ꅨ 彸 浼ꅨ� ﻐꅨ浼ﻐ㛈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠似 彸ꅨ ♈浼 稤̨诈稤빜诈稤稤
璈걜ꅨ璈 璈璈彸 浼  飠걜 彸 浼 璈 璈ꅨ 璈 네�♈璈璈뺌�浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ빜
璈 ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ 璈浼ﻐꅨ �飠ꅨﻐ彸 浼彸ꅨ怄浼ꅨﻐ飠彸浼 飠浼 �ﻐ浼 빜鱼诈̨빜诈☰怄빜稤빜
☰稤☰稤빜诈诈
璈걜ꅨ璈浼�  璈璈彸 浼  飠걜璈ꅨ걜ꅨﻐ걜彸璈  彸 浼㛈 �璈璈彸璈彸ꅨ ﻐꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠侠鱴
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐ彸 璈ꅨ浼璈 ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ浼璈似  浼ﻐ. 诈̨̨稤☰
浼� 璈걜ꅨ璈彸ꅨ璈璈�彸璈 璈 ﻐ 浼 네빜㛈♈彸浼 璈彸飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ ﻐﻐꅨ�飠浼ꅨ 彸浼ﻐ璈 
ﻐꅨ�飠浼璈ꅨ彸ꅨ ♈浼 ꅨ ̨诈 彸 浼浼 鱴빜鱴诈ꅨ璈彸浼ꅨ怄璈 彸飠飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� ﻐ璈�璈 璈 浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸璈
璈浼璈ﻐ彸  彸 璈 似 彸ꅨ ♈浼 璈�飠彸浼 飠浼璈  浼飠 ꅨꅨ怄诈稤빜诈
浼� 璈걜ꅨ璈璈璈璈璈 璈�彸浼璈彸璈璈 네璈� 璈 彸浼♈彸뺌鱼 �浼 飠浼ꅨ 浼ﻐ彸 浼 彸璈寮ꅨꅨ 飠ꅨ♈�ﻐ彸ꅨ 
ꅨ ꅨ飠璈璈彸뙄�璈彸�飠彸浼 飠浼ꅨ  浼 ꅨ璈似 彸ꅨ ♈浼 稤☰稤稤☰
浼� 네�ꅨ 浼 璈걜ꅨ璈浼璈浼 ﻐ璈彸 浼ﻐﻐﻐ浼浼�浼 ꅨꅨ ꅨ 浼浼♈ꅨ璈彸  浼璈♈彸浼 璈彸♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 ﻐ
ꅨ ♈ꅨ ꅨ빜璈 ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼ﻐ㛈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠似 彸ꅨ ♈浼 搀̨稤搀빜诈
浼♈彸怄  侠 ꅨ 浼浼♈ꅨ璈 浼飠 彸뙄�浼ﻐ彸  浼ﻐ璈♈彸 怄ꅨ 璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠ꅨ璈彸浼ꅨ怄璈 彸飠璈飠浼怄璈ﻐ浼 ﻐ㛈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols and atmospheric trace gases exert a large effect on climate. Radiative effects of aerosols are due
to reflection and absorption of incoming solar radiation (direct radiative effect) and due to the effects
which aerosols have on cloud physical properties affecting cloud albedo and the hydrological cycle (first
and second radiative effects, respectively). Radiative effects of aerosols and trace gases are usually
evaluated using chemical transport models (CTM) or global circulation models (GCM). These models are
used to simulate the effects of atmospheric constituents and their effect is evaluated by comparison of the
results with a situation in which no trace gases and/or aerosols are present (Collins, 2009). However, the
uncertainties and the differences between different models are large because of the many assumptions that
are needed as regards sources and removal. This particularly applies to aerosol particles having a wide
variety of sources and source strengths for widely different chemical species. In the atmosphere physical
and chemical processes take place which change the physical and chemical properties of the aerosol
particles. These in turn change the optical properties.
Measurements are increasingly used to constrain the models. These include both ground-based and
satellite measurements. However, measurements alone are not enough to estimate the radiative effects of
aerosols. A review of measurement-based estimates of the aerosol direct radiative effects (Yu et al., 2006)
shows that these estimates use a combination of observations and models. The over-ocean direct radiative
effects using MODIS data (Remer and Kaufman, 2006) makes use of a radiative transfer model.
In this study satellite data have been used to retrieve global distributions of the spectral aerosol optical
depth (AOD) from radiances measured at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) with the Advanced Along
Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) flying on ENVISAT, for the year 2008. This was achieved by using
updated versions of the single view algorithm over the ocean (Veefkind et al., 1998a) and of the dual view
algorithm (Veefkind et al., 1998b) over land. These algorithms are continually updated and improved
based on new insights and developments and intercomparison with independent ground-based data
(mainly sun photometer data from the NASA network AERONET (Holben et al., 1998)), other satellite
data and models.
Satellite data have been validated with independent ground-based observations from AERONET (Holben
et al., 1998), but they are not perfect and deviation may occur because of assumptions made in the
retrieval algorithm, in particular as regards the aerosol models used and the optical properties of the
aerosol particles. Therefore, in this study we compare the AOD retrieved from AATSR and MODIS with
the AOD computed using the HadGEM2 model (Collins et al., 2011). AERONET sun photometer data,
which provides an independent and reasonable accurate estimate of the AOD, (Holben et al., 1998) are
used for comparison.
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METHODS
2.1. AATSR
The AATSR (Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer) on board ESA ENVISAT (ENVIronmental
Satellite) was launched in March 2002 and provided data until 6 April 2012. AATSR is the successor
other ATSR-2 instrument aboard ERS-2. Together these two instruments provide a 17-year data series
from 1995 to 2012. (A)ATSR was originally designed to measure SST (Sea Surface Temperature), current
applications cover atmosphere ( clouds, precipitation), Land(vegetation) and Ocean & coast (Sea Surface
Temperature). The AATSR has a dual view, one at nadir and another at 55° forward, with a spatial
resolution of 1km x 1km. The swath width is 500 km, which covers the globe in 5-6 days. AOD over land
is obtained from AATSR measurements using the ADV (Aerosol Dual View) algorithm for wavelengths
0.555, 0.659 and 1.61 μm. ADV doesn’t use a surface model, as it eliminates surface reflectance by using
the k-ratio (between. Over ocean the AOD is retrieved using the single view algorithm which is applied to
both the nadir and forward view separately. Aerosol retrieval can be made at pixel level of 1x1 km 2, but
the default resolution is 10x10 km2. AATSR data can be downloaded from http://aatsraerosol.fmi.fi/
2.2. MODIS
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) is onboard the NASA Terra and Aqua
satellites. Terra was launched in December 1999 and is in a descending orbit with an equator crossing time
at 10:30. Aqua was launched in May 2002 and is in an ascending orbit with an equator crossing time at
13:30. MODIS acquires aerosol property information including AOD in five wavelength bands with swath
width of 2330 km, and spatial resolution of 500m. MODIS achieves global coverage in 1-2 days.
Measurements used here are from Terra. MODIS data is level 2 aerosol product. This data can be found in
LAADS Web at http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html. This data has a spatial resolution of 0.1
x 0.1 degrees and it covers both land and sea areas. MODIS database also provides information of forest
fires.
2.3. AERONET
AERONET (Aerosol Robotic NETwork; Holben et al., 1998) is a federation of ground-based remote
sensing aerosol networks which provides a long-term, continuous and readily accessible public domain
database of aerosol optical, micro physical and radiative properties for aerosol research and
characterization, validation of satellite retrievals, and synergism with other databases. The network
imposes standardization of instruments, calibration, processing and distribution. AERONET data can be
found at http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/. 107 AERONET stations were selected for comparison with AATSR
and MODIS, on basis of having most and best quality data.
2.4. Model: HadGEM2
HadGEM2 (Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 2) is a climate model which has 38 levels
extending to 40 km, with a horizontal resolution of 1,875 x 1,25 degrees. At the equator this equals to 208
x 139 km2, at latitude of 55 degrees this is 120 x 139 km 2. The HadGEM2 family of models comprises a
range of specific model configurations incorporating different levels of complexity but with a common
physical framework. The HadGEM2 family includes a coupled atmosphere - ocean configuration, with or
without a vertical extension in the atmosphere to include a well-resolved stratosphere, and an EarthSystem configuration which includes dynamic vegetation, ocean biology and atmospheric chemistry.
HADGem2 AOD data used here was provided by Dr. Collins from Met Office, UK
(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk).
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CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons have been made between computed and measured radiative effects of aerosols, where the
AOD has been used as a proxy. All satellite data have a spatial resolution of 10 x 10 km 2 and were
regridded to the HadGEM2 resolution of 1,875 x 1,25 degrees for comparison. The results show the
spatial distribution of the global AOD for 2008, aggregated for the whole year and per season. Model and
satellite derived AOD general compare reasonably well but in some cases large discrepancies are
observed. Although these seem to be connected with the occurrence of fires in some areas, there is no
consistent pattern. This conclusion is based on comparison of AODs for AERONET stations inside and
outside areas affected by forest fires.
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INTRODUCTION
Arctic areas are especially vulnerable to climate change, but unfortunately also most at risk, as
documented by the higher rate of warming experienced in recent years. In order to understand important
processes influencing radiative effects of aerosols, detailed knowledge on aerosol sources and
composition in the Arctic is needed. In this study we collected aerosols at Svalbard during a full annual
cycle for analysis of the carbonaceous fraction including total organic carbon (OC), elemental carbon
(EC), carboxylic acids and organosulfates, as well as nitrooxy organosulfates. The chemical speciation
analysis focused on biogenic oxidation products. Oxidation products of biogenic volatile organic
compounds (VOC), such as monoterpenes and isoprene, contribute to biogenic secondary organic aerosol
(BSOA). The organosulfate derivatives of isoprene and monoterpenes, as well as their oxidation
products, have been identified in both laboratory and field studies where they are formed through
heterogeneous reactions involving acidic sulfur aerosols (e.g. Surratt et al., 2008), primarily originating
from anthropogenic sources. The aim of the study was thus to investigate the sources to carbonaceous
aerosols including the presence of BSOA in Arctic aerosols.
METHODS
Aerosols (TSP) were collected as weekly samples using a low-volume sampler at Zeppelin Mountain,
Svalbard, Norway (78.9°N; 11.9°E) during 2008. After extraction, the samples were analysed by HPLC
coupled through an electrospray inlet to a quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (qTOF-MS)
(Kristensen and Glasius, 2011). Carboxylic acids were identified and quantified using authentic
standards. Organosulfates and nitrooxy organosulfates were identified from their characteristic MSfragments (HSO4-, SO3- and HNO3) and the isotopic patterns of sulphur and nitrogen, and quantified
using a synthesized organosulfate standard derived from β-pinene (MW 250).
CONCLUSIONS
Figure 1 shows concentrations of carboxylic acids observed at Svalbard during 2008. All carboxylic
acids are oxidation products of biogenic VOC, except adipic acid, which is thus a molecular marker of
anthropogenic SOA. Generally the highest concentrations of carboxylic acids are observed in late winter,
when biogenic VOC emissions are expected to be low. Arctic haze is prevalent during the same period
and OC also peaks during late winter/spring.
One organosulfate of α-pinene and one of isoprene were identified in the samples together with three
previously unidentified organosulfates and two nitrooxy organosulfates of monoterpenes (Table 1). A
few of these compounds have previously been observed in particle samples from Denmark during spring
and summer (Kristensen and Glasius, 2011), as well as Norway, Sweden and Finland during summer
(Yttri et al., 2011).
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Figure 1. Carboxylic acids in aerosols collected at Svalbard during 2008. W is week number.

Table 1. Organosulfates and nitrooxy organosulfates identified in aerosol samples from Svalbard. MW is
molecular weight.
Molecular
formula

Organosulfate

Structure

Precursor

C 4H 8O 5S

Not previously
observed

C 3H 5O 6S

isoprene

MW 168

Organosulfate
MW 170

Organosulfate

α‐pinene
C5H10O5S

Unknown

MW 182_1
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Organosulfate
C6H12O5S

Unknown

Unknown

C6H10O6S

Unknown

Unknown

MW 196

Organosulfate
MW 210

Nitrooxy
organosulfate

α‐/β‐pinene
C10H17O7NS

MW 295_1

Nitrooxy
C10H17O7NS

α‐/β‐pinene

organosulfate
MW 295_2

The results show that molecular markers of BSOA are found in Arctic areas during winter and the
sources and regional scale processes affecting their levels should be studied further.
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INTRODUCTION
There are lots of natural trees and other vegetation in many cities. Trees emit biogenic volatile organic
compounds (BVOCs). These compounds are not toxic themselves, but they are very reactive and can
therefore affect on atmospheric chemistry even at relatively low concentrations. In the presence of nitrogen
oxides (NOx) they form ozone and their reaction products may take part into new particle formation.
Sources, concentration levels and effects of isoprene and monoterpenes on local atmospheric chemistry were
studied in urban background air in Helsinki, Finland. Ambient air concentration measurements were
conducted using an in-situ gas chromatograph with a mass spectrometer at an urban background station
station SMEARIII (Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations III, 60o12´N, 24o58´E, 26 m
a.s.l.) during different seasons in 2011 (Hellén et al., 2012).
METHODS
Measurements were conducted at the 5th floor on the roof of Finnish Meteorological Institute in Helsinki,
Finland, using a thermal desorpter (Markes Unity) with a gas chromatograph (Agilent 7890A) and a mass
spectrometer (Agilent 5379N). Samples were taken every other hour during different months in 2011.
Sampling time was 60 minutes and flow 30 ml min-1. Samples were collected directly to the cold trap of the
thermal desorpter. For studying source compositions and contributions multivariate receptor model EPA
Unmix 6.0 (Norri et. al., 2007) was used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Highest concentrations of isoprene and monoterpenes were measured in summer (990 ng m-3), but
concentrations were clearly above detection limit also in winter (230 ng m-3, Figure 1a). In winter and spring
the urban background concentrations were higher than in a forested site in Finland indicating anthropogenic
sources of isoprene and monoterpenes (Figure 1 b). Winter concentrations followed the diurnal pattern of
traffic. In summer, the highest concentrations were measured in the early morning when mixing started.
After that, concentrations decreased as photochemical reactions started to play an important role.
The concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons were higher than BVOCs during all seasons (Figure 1 a), but
hydroxyl radical (OH) reactivity scaled concentrations showed that also isoprene and monoterpenes have a
strong influence on local atmospheric chemistry in urban air (Figure 2). High contribution of isoprene and
monoterpenes to the OH-reactivity was detected also at other background site in Helsinki and in a residential
area close to Helsinki.
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Figure 1. a) Concentrations of measured VOCs during different seasons at an urban background site in
Helsinki in 2011 and b) monoterpene concentrations at the urban background site and in a forest 220 km
north of Helsinki in 2011 (Hakola et al., 2012).

Large amounts of monoterpenes are emitted from vegetation, but this study showed that in urban areas there
are also important anthropogenic sources. Unmix source estimates indicated, that traffic and wood
combustion have the highest impacts on the concentration levels of monoterpenes in winter, spring and
November (Figure 3). In July and October biogenic sources were dominant.
This study shows that when considering ways of improving air quality and the reduction of air pollution,
isoprene and monoterpenes, usually understood to be mainly biogenic compounds, also have to be taken into
account in urban areas. They can have a strong effect on local reactivity, especially in urban background air
or in residential areas.

Figure 2. Relative contributions of aromatics and BVOCs to reactivity during different months a) at the
urban background site (this study) in Helsinki in 2011, b) at an urban background station run by HSY in
2001 and 2004 and c) in a residential area in 2004 and 2005 (b and c were calculated from earlier data
presented in Hellén et al. (2003 and 2006)).
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Figure 3. Contributions of different sources to the measured concentrations in urban background air in
Helsinki in 2011.
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INTRODUCTION
Ammonia and amines are important gaseous species for new particle formation (Anttila et al., 2005; Smith
et al., 2008). Particles that contain ammonia and sulphuric acid or amines and sulphuric acid can grow big
enough to form cloud condensation nuclei (Kerminen et al., 2005).

The measurements of gaseous ammonia have faced difficulties especially due to problems in
differentiation between gas-phase NH3 and aerosol NH4+. We have used MARGA (Monitor for AeRosols
and Gases in Ambient air) instrument for semi-continuous measurements for gaseous ammonia and amines
in air with one hour time resolution (ten Brink et al., 2007; Makkonen et al., 2012). MARGA takes sample
from the air. Airflow (16.7 l/min) goes through wet rotating denuder (WRD) and steam jet aerosol
collector (SJAC). WRD takes the gases from the air flow, but particles continue to the SJAC. From WRD
and SJAC sample lines go to the syringes, which collect the samples. From syringes the samples go to the
IC-analysis.

In this work, we tested chamber systems to measure ammonia and dimethylamine (DMA). Our specific
aim was to find a suitable chamber material for flux measurements.

METHODS
In the system there was a pump, a 12 meter long tubing from pump to chamber, and a HEPA-filter, an
ammonia filter and some silica gel between the pump and the chamber. From the chamber to the MARGA
there was a heated 12 meter long fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing. Airflow to the chamber was
17 – 23 l/min and airflow from the chamber was 16.7 l/min. The relative humidity and the temperature
were measured from the chamber.

We tried three different chamber materials: FEP, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and stainless steel.
Volumes of the chambers were 94 l, 288 l and 133 l, respectively. First we tested the blank values of the
chambers.
After blank tests, we injected ammonia and DMA into the chambers with permeation oven. We tested both
the chambers and the heated FEP-inlet with three different amount of ammonia (0.2, 1 and 2 μg), and three
different amount of DMA (0.566, 2.83 and 5.66 μg).
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RESULTS
Heated FEP-inlet gave too high ammonia concentrations (Figure 1, 2). We couldn´t find the reason for that.
The recovery of DMA was only ~45% from the heated FEP-inlet (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Measured concentration of ammonia from heated FEP-inlet compared to ammonia input.
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Figure 2. Recovery of ammonia from heated FEP-inlet, FEP-chamber and PMMA-chamber compared to input.
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Figure 3. The recovery of DMA from heated FEP-inlet, FEP-chamber and PMMA-chamber compared to input.
PMMA-chamber heating didn´t have significant effect to results.

The blank value of ammonia was best for FEP-chamber, and for stainless steel chamber it was too high.
The stainless steel chamber wasn´t tested any further. Recovery of ammonia and DMA from FEP-chamber
was poor even with highest concentrations (Figure 3). Therefore we didn´t test it any further.

The ammonia recovery from PMMA-chamber was good with different concentrations injected (Figure 2,
4). Concentration increase in the chamber was linear (Figure 4). Before calculating the recovery, we
subtracted the blank value from the results. The DMA recovery was ~10% from PMMA-chamber (Figure
3). We tried to heat PMMA-chamber, but it didn´t have any significant effect to the results (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. Measured concentration of ammonia from PMMA-chamber compared to ammonia input.
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CONCLUSIONS
Best chamber material for the ammonia and DMA measurements was PMMA. Recovery for ammonia was
OK, but for DMA it was only ~10 %. Heating of PMMA-chamber didn´t have remarkable effect to the
DMA-results. It is not possible to study fluxes of DMA with this kind of system.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle formation has been observed all over the world (Kulmala et al. 2004). However,
the details of the process and some of the vapors involved are still under discussion. Long-term
measurements of aerosol distributions and other atmospheric data play a key role in understanding
nucleation, but currently such data sets are available from very few locations that do not represent the
global variation in conditions and circumstances (Hari et al. 2009). Nanjing University has recently
established a comprehensive measurement station whose task it is to partly fill that gap in the long run.
Here we present the first months of aerosol data from that site.

Figure 1. Conditions during the measurement period.
MEASUREMENTS
The Nanjing measurement station is located in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD), probably the biggest
agglomeration of megacities in the world and a global pollution hotspot. The station is located some 20km
east of Nanjing’s city center, thus not measuring urban air but YRD background coming in from cities
such as Shanghai and Suzhou.
The core of the aerosol measurements is formed by a DMPS an AIS (Mirme et al. 2007) which measure
aerosols from 6 to 800 nm and air ions from 0.8 to 42 nm respectively. Combining these devices, it is
possible to determine nucleation frequency, annual cycle, particle growth rates, formation rates, vapor
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concentrations and vapor source rates. Besides aerosols and air ions, also trace gases, fluxes and various
meteorological data are recorded at the station. The data presented here covers the period from 18 Nov
2011 to 31 March 2012, i.e. from late autumn to early spring. During this period, daily average
temperatures varied between 20 and a few minus degrees Celsius. The clearly dominating wind direction
is East-Northeast to East with very little contribution from the other direction.
RESULTS

Figure 2. Dependency of event and non-event days on radiation, SO2, CS, PM 2.5, and sulfuric acid
proxies.
During the measurement period, the cluster band was populated by 800 ions cm-3 on average. The average
total number concentration N was 20000 cm-3 with values ranging roughly from 10000 to 40000 cm-3. PM
2.5 values were between 25 and 200 µm-3 with a median of 80. During a 4.5-month period, 25 particle
formation events were observed, typically of type Ib.2 (classification according to Hirsikko et al. 2007)
with a clear gap between the cluster band and the smallest observed aerosol particles. Nucleation activity
was somewhat subdued only in December, with January to March showing similar nucleation
probabilities. The growth rate from 6 to 30 nm was between 4 and 15 nm/h, with a median of about 7. The
median observed formations rate J6 was about 1 cm-3s-1. During the average event, about 4000 new
accumulation mode particles were produced per cm3.
According to current knowledge, particle formation is closely linked to the amount of sulfuric acid vapor
available in the atmosphere. Since sulfuric acid is frequently not measured, a proxy has been developed to
estimate its concentration: [H2SO4] = k * [SO2] * radiation / CS where k is a factor that depends on local
conditions and has to be determined by actually measuring sulfuric acid concentrations. While such
measurements have not been performed at the Nanjing site, the proxy without its pre-factor k can still give
insight into the nucleation behavior.
Figure 2 shows the components of the proxy and the proxy itself and their average behavior for days with
and without nucleation. As can be expected, strong radiation clearly favors particle formation; sunlight is
needed to drive the necessary chemistry that produces sulfuric acid. The condensation sink CS on the
other hand suppresses nucleation. PM 2.5 has been added to the same plot to show how closely related
both values are. While SO2 is necessary in the production of sulfuric acid, higher SO2 concentrations do
not go hand in hand with event days. Apparently, SO2 is always available in abundance and not a limiting
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factor. Instead, it can be considered a mere indicator of pollution which is supported by the fact that the
SO2 and the CS plot show very similar behavior. Since SO2 and CS appear on different sides of the
fraction line, the behavior of the proxy is reduced to that of radiation. In consequence, a revised proxy for
polluted regions could be reduced to [H2SO4] polluted = kpolluted * radiation.

Figure 3. Retroplume (1 day) for event days.
Figure 3 shows the retroplume for a period for one day for event days, i.e. where the air masses have been
during the day before the event. While it can be expected that events are more likely with colder, cleaner
air coming in from the north, it is noteworthy that not a single event occurred with air masses coming in
from the Shanghai direction along the Yangtze River and various large cities, despite the fact that air
masses from that direction are quite a common occurrence.

Shanghai, CN
Nanjing, CN

10nm-100nm
28511
13000

100nm-500nm
1676
6200

J. Gao et al.(2009)
This work

Table 1. Comparison of particle concentration in Shanghai and Nanjing
Table 1 offers an explanation for this observation. While Shanghai has higher concentrations of total N,
Nanjing has much more particles in the accumulation mode. With prevalent winds from the east, this is
most likely imported pollution from the YRD, aged aerosol that has grown to larger sizes. This means a
higher CS which apparently suffices to suppress nucleation.
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INTRODUCTION
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has recently established a Doppler lidar and Doppler cloud radar
network (Hirsikko et al., 2012), which is to be completed within the coming year. The aim of the network
is to investigate aerosol, cloud and boundary layer properties. Better understanding of wind and the
turbulent nature of the boundary layer over a variety of surfaces enables us to 1) improve weather forecast
models, 2) facilitate atmospheric research, since most of the atmospheric and surface interaction reactions
are influenced by atmospheric dynamics, and 3) evaluate more accurately models of dispersion of
pollution in the atmosphere, which among other things enables better planning of urban environment and
buildings.
We focus on the urban environment, which comprises a rough and inhomogeneous surface. Due to
varying and complex conditions, many measurement locations would be needed to characterise both
prevailing meteorological parameters and microscale phenomena: much urban climate research has
concentrated on the microscale (Barlow and Coceal, 2009). For similar reasons, processes taking place at
the interface between atmosphere and open/ice covered sea surface make oceans a difficult study area.
Recent developments of Doppler lidars enable us to investigate spatial and temporal evolution of wind and
turbulence over any surface type and their interfaces (e.g. Pichugina and Banta, 2009; Collier et al., 2010).
Recent studies have reported new techniques implemented for rather short campaigns. Consequently, our
aim is to develop more complex scanning techniques, and subsequent data analysis methods, that are
suitable for long-term data collection in a number of different environments in order to better describe the
nature of air motions – particularly at the interface between rural/marine/urban environments to give a
more comprehensive understanding of boundary layer meteorology beyond the microscale (e.g. Wood et
al., 2012a). Here we present the current state of our surface wind and turbulence measurements with
Doppler lidars, giving special focus for scanning strategies.

METHODS
The FMI has three full scanning pulsed Doppler lidars (HALO Photonics; Pearson et al., 2009) which
have 30 m resolution along the beam and maximum range of about 7km. Our lidars are located on the
shore of Baltic Sea at Utö island (59.49°N, 21.23°E), on top of FMI building in Helsinki (60.12°N,
25.58°E) and Kuopio (62.44°N, 27.32°E). The Utö island is part of Finnish southwest archipelago, the
sites at Helsinki and Kuopio are in semi-urban environments. The Doppler lidars operate at 1.5 μm
wavelength receiving backscattering signal from aerosol particles and hydrometeors. Unlike heavier
hydrometeors, aerosol particles suspended in air have a small falling velocity (less than 1 cm/s) relative to
air, and thus, serve as good tracers for air motions. Moving objects shift the wavelength of backscattered
signal, known as Doppler shift, which enables us to obtain air velocity along lidar beam axis (called
Doppler velocity).
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Figure 1. Profiles of horizontal wind speed and direction show temporal and spatial changes measured at Utö island
on 25th April, 2012. The profiles are a measured snapshot (with the DBS scanning type) every 10 minutes.

The basic measurement strategy includes vertical staring for most of the time giving valuable information
of vertical motion of air, in order to investigate boundary layer mixing and evolution (O’Connor et al.,
2010; Barlow et al., 2011). By using the lidar scanning capability we are able to make more novel wind
measurements, such as Doppler beam swinging (DBS), custom designed range height indicator (RHI) and
vertical azimuth display (VAD) scans. The DBS (essentially a highly-simplified VAD scan) is a standard
software application with the Doppler lidars from HALO Photonics and it gives vertical profiles of
horizontal wind velocity (Fig. 1). The VAD scanning enables investigation of wind over a large horizontal
surface (Fig. 2), while the RHI type of scanning allows investigation of wind on vertical-horizontal
surface (Fig. 3). By using trigonometry and statistics we may analyse changes in wind speed, direction and
turbulence caused by different roughness elements (e.g. Wood et al., 2012b).

OBSERVATIONS
Horizontal wind profiles throughout the boundary layer are one of the main products with Doppler lidars
(Fig. 1). According to our current strategy one snapshot profile is measured every ten minutes (as part of a
suite of scanning types operating intermittently); whereas in some other countries, Doppler lidars are used
solely as boundary layer wind profilers. Currently we are in process of implementing wind information
measured in Finland to weather forecast models.
Most of the time Doppler lidars are set to measure vertically in order to be able to respond to the aims to
monitor and investigate aerosol, clouds and boundary layer dynamics. In between these operational tasks
we have some time to investigate other processes, for example surface layer wind evolution. We are
following the example of a simple duo-beam method introduced by Wood et al. (2012b) and are also
testing more complex RHI and VAD strategies with different custom designed coordinate combinations.
Fig. 2 shows the distributions of surface wind speed and direction retrieved using the duo-beam method
(15° separation). These are preliminary examples, which show that with utilized setups at Utö wind speed
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Figure 2. A VAD scan over land and sea interface measured at Utö on 25 th April, 2012 at 00:15 am. Wind speed (top
left panel) and direction (top right panel) over land and sea, and for method validation purposes vertical profiles of
wind speed and direction using the DBS technique. The Doppler lidar is at (0,0) marked with black squares on top
panel.

and direction are measured and retrieved quite accurately. Fluctuation in parameters is due to turbulence at
the interface of air and variety of roughness elements, in this case sea and island surfaces. These retrievals
are most representative with relative small angle between beam axis and mean wind direction. Thus, in the
Fig. 2 accuracy is best closer to north-southward line than to east-westward line.
Air motions in urban environments have been difficult to model due to challenging morphology, and thus,
most studies have concentrated on very simplified geometries of buildings and streets at the microscale
(e.g. review by Barlow and Coceal, 2009). The RHI scanning (Fig.3), together with previously discussed
VAD measurements, would allow sophisticated information on air motion over urban area with large
spatial coverage at the neighborhood and city scales.
FINAL REMARKS
Doppler lidars measuring vertically or using different scanning routines provide valuable information on
boundary and surface layer wind and turbulence. Some novel scanning and subsequent data retrieval
strategies with Doppler lidars have been proposed (Pichugina et al., 2009; Wood et al., 2012b).
Deployment of scanning Doppler lidars is young but will be continuous in Finland (Hirsikko et al., 2012).
Therefore, besides the boundary layer structure and wind profile analysis (e.g. O’Connor et al., 2010;
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Figure 3. Wind speed scan from the FMI building on 15th March, 2012. The radial wind velocity is projected parallel
to the horizontal surface. Negative velocity indicates that wind blows towards lidar at zero and positive velocity
value that wind blows away from lidar.

Barlow et al., 2011) and implementation in dispersion and weather forecast models, we are in process of
developing routines to investigate the effect of a number of surface roughness elements and combinations
on air motion, and thus, facilitate our understanding of air ventilation in and around cities; and to study
several meteorological and atmospheric phenomena. This development includes designing specific
scanning routines to each environment, but also developing the data analysis and error estimation
methods.
A full horizontal scan with zero elevation from lidar would be ideal. However, as shown in top part of Fig.
2, there are often some obstacles (i.e. trees, buildings) in the line of sight (see dark red spot in speed and
direction distribution on southeast direction or missing data on northwest direction). To overcome this, we
are testing several measurement strategies and data analysis methods beyond that proposed by Wood et al.
(2012a). Temporal resolution of data integration is also an issue. Currently each individual beam is
measured every 5 seconds, which causes additional challenges for data quality and interpretation. Due to
low aerosol concentration, lidar sensitivity has to be increased by changing telescope focus (from infinity
to just a few hundred metres) and increasing integration time (Hirsikko et al., 2012). The latter not being
favorable, because scanning strategies become more time limited. Eventually some software modification
allowing faster data collection would be one solution for discussed issues. Some of the data are very
complex (Fig. 3), which motivate us to investigate in which meteorological conditions we receive sensible
results with acceptable error. All the scanning has been done in between operation working of the lidars,
which limits the data collection and statistical analysis. Therefore, we are planning to carry out short
campaigns to collect more statistics for e.g. surface and mixed layer turbulence analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Hygroscopic properties of atmospheric aerosol particles describe the interaction between the particles with
ambient water molecules at both sub and supersaturated conditions in the atmosphere. Although the size of
the particle is dominant factor (Dusek et al. 2006) determining whether a particle is a potential cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN), hygroscopicity plays a role at the size close to the limit of activation (e.g.
Roberts et al. 2002). For example atmospheric oxidation of particles can modify the hygroscopicity of the
particles making them CCN active (Petäjä et al. 2006, Massoli et al. 2010, and Chang et al. 2010).
Furthermore, hygroscopicity can give essential information on particle composition (Swietlicki et al.
2008).
The aim of this study is to explore the hygroscopic and condensation nuclei properties of nucleation,
Aitken and accumulation mode particles in sub- and supersaturation condition in a boreal forest (Hyytiälä,
Hari and Kulmala, 2005) strongly affected by biogenic emissions from the forests during a period, which
was exceptionally warm (summer 2010). The hygroscopicity parameters determined in sub- and
supersaturations are compared with each other, and their information is coupled with the aerosol chemical
composition data from an aerosol mass spectrometer. During the measurement period, the measurement
site was also affected by occasionally by forest fires in Russia and anthropogenic emissions from Tampere
area (Williams et al. 2011). The effects of these variable aerosol sources to the hygroscopicity and CCN
concentrations are explored.
METHODS
This study was performed as a part of Hyytiälä United Measurement of Photochemistry and Particles –
Comprehensive Organic Particle and Environmental Chemistry (HUMPPA-COPEC-2010) intensive field
campaign (Williams et al. 2011). The study was hosted in Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere
Relations II, SMEAR II, Hari and Kulmala, 2005) field station in Hyytiälä, Finland between 12 June and
12 August, 2010.
Hygroscopicity of sub-micro aerosol particles were performed using a Hygroscopicity Volatility Tandem
Differential Mobility Analyzer (HVTDMA, Hakala et al. 2010), while the CCN properties were measured
with a commercial continuous-flow Cloud Condensation Nucleus Counter (CCNC, Roberts and Nenes,
2005, Sihto et al., 2011). The volatility properties were investigated using a Volatility Differential
Mobility Particle Sizer (VDMPS, Häkkinen et al., 2012). The chemical information obtained from an
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) was used to support the interpretation of the results. The instrument
parameters and size range is presented in Table 1. During the HV-TDMA measurements, the temperature
of the thermal denuder was ramped from 25°C to 280°C. The relative humidity of the aerosol after the
humidifier was set as 90% ±2% RH. The data of the aerosol passing through the whole systems were
divided into 4 modes, one without going into the thermal denuder and humidifier called dry-mode, one
going into the humidifier but without passing through the thermal denuder called H-mode, one flowing
into the thermal denuder but without the humidifier called V-mode and the one entering both the thermal
denuder and the humidifier called HV-mode. In the CCN counter operation, the supersaturation of the
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CCN chamber was hold constant, while the diameters were scanned from 20 nm to 300 nm with a Viennatype Differential Mobility Analyzer (Winkmayr et al., 1991). The volatility of the submicron population
was monitored with a Volatility Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (VDMPS). In the VDMPS, the aerosol
was heated up to a constant temperature of 280°C (Häkkinen et al., 2012).
Table 1. Instrument parameters during HUMPPA-COPEC 2010 intensive in Hyytiälä, Finland
Instrument
Description of data
CCNC
10 supersaturation levels were selected, particles were scanned
from 20 nm to 300 nm
VHTDMA
RH=90%; Dp= 50, 75, 100, 110, 135, 150 nm; time resolution is
around 3 min/dry size
VDMPS
Dp: 15-1000 nm, time resolution: ten minutes, temperature: 280°C
RESULTS
During the HV-TDMA measurements, the distribution of growth factors (GF) exhibited by the dry
particles after exposure to a selected RH, also referred to as the growth factor probability density function
(GF-PDF) was obtained. The spectra were fitted using the program TDMAinv-Tookit 3221 (Gysel et al.,
2009). Average growth factor probability density function for different sizes is illustrated in Fig. 1 for Hmode. Williams et al (2011) characterized each sector, based on trajectories and local and regional
influences observed on the site, into different time groups. The probability density function of each time
group was analyzed to give better understanding of the hygroscopic properties of the ambient aerosols
varying over time.
A hygroscopic parameter κ can be derived from the hygroscopic growth factor as a function of relative
humidity, obtained from HVTDMA measurements. The κ value, coupling with the other physical
chemical properties of particles was used to calculate the critical supersaturation of a certain size particles
(Petters & Kreidenweis 2007). The results were compared with CCN results and previous study (Sihto et
al., 2010). HVTDMA results agreed well with the oness obtained from CCNc and with the previous study
within the uncertainty, shown in Fig. 2.
The volume fraction remaining of aerosol particles (VFR) was defined as the total volume of heated
aerosol divided by the total volume of ambient aerosol. VFR is equivalent to the aerosol mass fraction
remaining, which is a parameter to investigate the evaporation of ambient particles. VFR was obtained
from both HVTDMA measurements during V-mode and VDMPS. The results were also compared with
Häkkinen et al (2012), who performed long-term volatility measurements of submicron atmospheric
aerosol in Hyytiälä. Figure 3 shows a good agreement of these results, but uncertainties need to be
included for further analysis.
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Figure 1. Probability density function as a function of growth factor for particles of different sizes during
H-mode.

Figure 2: Critical diameter as a function of critical supersaturation from this study and Sihto et al (2010).
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Figure 3: VFR as a function of temperature, obtained from HVTDMA and VDMPS, compared with
Häkkinen et al (2012).
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ABSTRACT
Over recent decades the age of sea ice covering the Arctic Ocean has decreased substantially, to the point that today
first-year ice is the dominant ice type in much of the basin. Given that further warming is expected over the coming
decades, we need an improved understanding of the processes that affect this younger ice cover; these can differ
significantly from processes on the multi-year ice that was dominant in the past. To this end, we have carried out two
field campaigns to observe the energy fluxes and processes affecting the melt of different types of seasonal sea ice.
Near Barrow, Alaska (see Figure 1), we observed the spatial variability of the four components of the surface
radiation budget along with measurements of the sensible and latent heat fluxes to the surface from the atmosphere

Figure 1. Images of the study areas. Top left: Barrow site in early April, showing the eddy covariance setup.
Top right: Barrow site in early June, at the peak of surface flooding. Bottom left: Aerial view of the Barrow
site in early June; radiation transect measurements were made along the 200-m line in red; Pond 1 and 2 are
over the 45-m under-ice radiation transect. Bottom right: Aerial view of the July site on drift ice near 82.5° N,
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21° E; the ship is visible at the left.

and the transmitted solar radiation below the ice, on relatively thick landfast ice. These observations were carried out
from before the start of snow melt until melt ponds were well developed to see how the widely varying surfaces
found on sea ice during the melt season affect the progression of the melt and the relative role played by atmospheric
and radiative fluxes. A similar set of measurements was also carried out on seasonal drifting ice north of Svalbard
(Figure 1) for a shorter period in July. Here, the surface measurements can be supplemented by more extensive
observations of solar radiation under the ice and of turbulent heat fluxes from the ocean to the underside of the ice,
allowing a complete view of the energy budget of Arctic seasonal sea ice in summertime.
Figure 2 shows the progression and spatial variability of the broadband albedo along a 200-m line on level ice in
Barrow. There was relatively little variability before the snow melt began, when dry snow provided a fairly uniform
surface. Warming in the second half of May caused the snow surface to become wet, lowering albedo and inducing
increased variability. As ponds, which initially formed below a layer of intact ice, began to open up in early June,
albedo dropped further, with another increase in spatial variability. A cooler period then stopped the progression for
several days, before the ponds completely opened up and most of the ice was flooded, bringing the season’s lowest
albedos, with very few white areas. After this, the ice began forming holes that allowed the melt water to drain,
reducing the area covered by melt water, leading to increased spatial variability and higher average albedos, though
the darkest areas did not brighten during this period.
Figure 3 shows how this surface variability is also important beneath the ice. In this photo looking up from under the
ice, areas with a white surface are clearly visible as dark regions between the ponds, which act as windows for the
light to pass through the ice, heating the ocean and driving biological activity. With the help of divers, the spectral
solar transmittance of the sea ice was measured along three 35-m profiles beneath the drifting floe studied during the
July cruise. The results of one of these profiles are shown in Figure 4. Along this 35-m transect, which included a
mix of light and dark ponds and white ice, transmittance of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, 400–700 nm,
roughly corresponding to visible light) varied from around 10% through the white ice up to over 60% through ponds
overlying thin ice. Previous studies, generally from multiyear ice, reported pond transmittances closer to the pond
over thick ice on the left end of this transect, and also showed less pond coverage overall. The increasingly
transparent Arctic ice should be better understood if we are to know how future changes to the ice and ecosystem
will unfold.

Figure 2. The seasonal progression of surface broadband albedo and its spatial variability on level ice near
Barrow, Alaska.
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Figure 3. A photograph of ponded sea ice in the Arctic Ocean in July 2012, taken from below. The light areas
are melt ponds on the surface, while the darker areas have white ice on the surface.
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Figure 4. At the top is an aerial photograph of the region under which we conducted measurements of the
transmittance of the sea ice in July, 2012, north of Svalbard; the transect follows the red line, starting at the
left. In the middle is a sketch of the ice and pond thicknesses along the line, measured every meter; ponds
had already drained to sea level. The measured transmittance of photosynthetically active radiation along the
profile is shown at the bottom. The measurements were made at the purple marks on the middle drawing.
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INTRODUCTION
A widely used method for measuring atmospheric black carbon (BC) mass concentration involves the
determination of absorption of an aerosol sample collected on an appropriate filter matrix. The most
common instruments utilized today for this purpose are the filter-tape based instruments Aethalometer
(Hansen et al. 1982), Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP) (Petzold and Schönlinner 2004,
Petzold et al. 2005), and the single-filter based instrument Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP)
(e.g. Bond et al. 1999). Since BC by definition cannot be unambiguously measured with these instruments,
it is customary to refer to the measured carbonaceous light absorbing aerosol constituent as equivalent BC
(BCe) or light-absorbing carbon (LAC). For the sake of simplicity, we use the term BC throughout.
It is well known that filter-based BC measurements suffer from several artifacts. These include the filter
loading effect that causes a decrease in the measured BC concentration with increasing filter load, and the
sample matrix effect that causes scattering aerosols on the filter to increase the measured BC
concentration. These artifacts can be corrected to some extent by using different numerical methods (e.g.
Bond et al. 1999; Weingartner et al., 2003; Arnott et al., 2005; Virkkula et al., 2007; Coen et al., 2010).
All of the correction schemes have their advantages and disadvantages under field conditions. Thus far,
the MAAP has been deemed as the most reliable filter based instrument for measurement of BC, since the
instrument design and software take the typical filter related artifact effects into account.
During aerosol field measurements in Gual Pahari, a highly polluted area in India (Hyvärinen et al. 2010),
we observed that at high BC concentrations the MAAP is not free of measurement artifacts. The observed
artifact is different from those seen with other filter based BC instruments. It occurs after a filter spot
change: as BC is collected on a fresh filter filter spot, the concentration drops. This is followed by a
gradual increase to the correct concentration level. Here, we quantify this artifact with the assistance of
laboratory measurements utilizing two MAAPs operating at different flow rates. We present a method for
correcting the results from the typical instrument print formats in the post-processing phase, and
demonstrate how the artifact can be circumvented by logging the reflected photo detector signal.
METHODS
A laboratory test was conducted to accurately quantify the artifact. The basic assumption for designing the
quantification experiment was that the observed artifact is closely related to the BC mass accumulation
rate ∆BC in µg min-1. Hence, two MAAP instruments were set up to sample from the same aerosol but
operated on different volume flow rates. This in turn resulted in different values for ∆BC.
Test aerosol was produced by atomizing (TOPAS ATM226 Atomizer) a water solution of “Aquadaq”, a
soot reference standard (Baumgartner et al. 2012), into a mixing volume of ~ 5 l. Two MAAP instruments
sampled from this mixing volume – one (s/n 145) with a high flow rate (16 – 20 l min-1), and the other (s/n
87) with a low flow rate (7 - 10 l min-1). Make-up air was taken from the lab through a HEPA filter. The
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concentration of BC was changed by changing the flow rate of the atomizer. The concentration- and flow
rate- ratios were controlled so that the artifact occurred only in the high flow rate MAAP, thus utilizing the
low flow rate MAAP as a reference instrument. MAAP flow rates were calibrated against a Gilibrator
bubble flow meter.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the photo detector response (and thus the mass accumulation rate) depends both on the BC mass
concentration and the flow rate Q of the instrument, we express the laboratory results in terms of ∆BC =
BC×Q, i.e., BC accumulation rates. This notation is used, as both BC and Q can be logged with the
MAAP standard print formats. The results indicate that at BC mass accumulation rates > ~ 0.04 µg min-1
the artifact can be identified from the data (Fig 1). The observed artifact is very systematic. After an initial
drop, the BC signal increases with a rate proportional to the prevailing BC concentration. The artifact can
be roughly divided in three distinct regions (Fig 1a):
(1) At moderately high mass accumulation rates (0.04 μg min-1 < BC×Q < 0.08 µg min-1) only the very
first minutes experience a decrease of the signal, followed by a prominent increase above the initial signal
level, before stabilization back to the correct level occurs.
(2) At high mass accumulation rates (0.08 μg min-1 < BC×Q < 0.14 µg min-1), the initial decrease of the
signal becomes more apparent compared to the following overestimation. However, the point where the
concentration stabilizes back to the correct level is still very distinct, as it is characterized by 1 or 2
minutes of clearly higher concentrations.
(3) At very high mass accumulation rates (BC×Q > 0.14 μg min-1), the initial signal decrease is so strong
that the signal never recovers to the correct level before the next filter spot change, leading to an inevitable
underestimation of the BC concentration. This reveals that an erroneous temporal response is not the only
outcome of the artifact. At high enough BC concentrations, the MAAP underestimates BC values entirely
(Fig 1b).

Figure 1. a.) Examples of the artifact temporal response. Symbol lines indicate data from the high flow
rate MAAP, and solid lines data from the reference MAAP. Three regimes of different artifact behavior
are indicated. See text for details. b.) Comparison of the low flow rate reference (BCref) and high flow rate
(BCMAAP) BC concentrations.
To compile a correction algorithm, we addressed the two principal problems present in the original data,
i.e., (1) the overall concentrations which are underestimated when the rising MAAP signal cannot reach
the true concentration (Fig 1b), and (2) the temporal response of the erroneous concentrations (Fig 1a).
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(1) The overall correction was made by correlating the smoothed data from the high flow rate MAAP with
the data from the reference low flow rate MAAP. The smoothed concentrations, BCsmooth, could simply be
the last few minutes before the next filter spot change. The correlation can be described with a third level
polynomial resulting in the corrected BCCORR× Q:

× = 5.665 ± 0.25(
0.9363 ± 0.0116(
ℎ × )

ℎ

× )3 + 0.203 ± 0.113(
(1)

ℎ

× )2 +

In conditions with changing concentrations, only considering data from a few minutes before each spot
change might be misleading due to the poor time resolution.
(2) In order to smooth the temporal response, we assumed that the real concentration is a sum of the
extracted artifact signal and real changes in the concentrations, and may thus be expressed as:

BC smooth  BC ini  ( BC mea s  BC a rtifa ct )

(2)

where BCini is the concentration before the spot change, BCmeas is the measured non-corrected
concentration and BCartifact is the artifact signal dependent on the initial concentration described below.
The shape of the MAAP artifact signal can be described with the so called Hill function as a function of
the apparent accumulated mass on the filter spot, m:

BC a rtifa ct  Q  BC ma x  Q

mn
mn  k n

(3)

where BCmax× Q is the maximum plateau value simulated by the Hill function, and k and n are parameters
describing the slope of the rising mass accumulation rate. The measured accumulated mass was chosen as
the base for characterizing the artifact, as it is a reasonable assumption that the artifact is dependent on
both the initial mass accumulation rate and the change of accumulated mass on the filter spot. The
laboratory cases were fitted with this function, and the parameters BCmax× Q, k and n were optimized. The
parameters can be expressed with the following functions and constants:

= 0.8792 ×
×
+ 0.0347
� ×
k = 1.6623 ×
×
+ 0.0462
= 20.02 × (
× )2 4.6454 ×
×

+ 1.428

where BCini× Q is the mass accumulation rate in μg min-1 before the spot change. As noted earlier, when
BC×Q<0.14 μg min-1, the artifact signal eventually makes an abrupt decrease back to the correct level (see
Figure 1a). This point was found to follow the relation:

× )
0.4
� = 0.1632 × exp 21.798 × (
(4)
The algorithm is not able to predict this decrease back to the real signal level, and should not be applied if
the apparent accumulated mass from the spot change is greater than md (in µg).
An overall representation of the laboratory results is illustrated in Figure 2. The smoothed data (BCsmooth)
corrects for the temporal response, but not the overall underestimation. However, the polynomial
regression (eq. 1) brings the two datasets to a 1:1 ratio (R2=0.99). Equation (1) is valid for the mass
accumulation rate (BCsmooth× Q) range of 0 - 0.39 μg min-1. The equation is nearly linear in the range of 00.14 μg min-1 with an average relative difference of 3.8 % from a linear 1:1 correlation. The upper limit
here is restricted by the artifact arising in the reference MAAP. The low flow rate data was used up to
BC× Q = 0.14 μg min-1 so that only the artifact–free data was chosen for the correlation. The average
absolute deviation of the corrected measurement points of the high flow rate MAAP compared to the low
flow rate MAAP was 0.49 μg m-3, and the corresponding average relative deviation was 5.4 %. The
highest individual deviations typically occur during the first 2-3 minutes after the filter spot change, due to
the very steep signal increase of the artefact.
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The BC concentrations were additionally determined from the MAAP by utilizing the instrument’s
photodetector measuring the reflected light (at 165°) from the filter sample (for details see Petzold and
Schönlinner 2004). We see that this data follows the reference concentrations closely (Fig. 2), although with
more scatter (R2=0.96). Obviously the reflectance signal is not affected by the measurement artifact. This
observation may indicate that the measurement artifact is occurring only in the processed transmission
signal which then affects also the final MAAP output signal while the reflectance signal only, with
appropriately applied corrections of the filter matrix effect (Petzold et al., 2005), is not affected by the
artifact and reports BC mass concentration values at a correct level. This presents an opportunity to utilize
the reflected signal from the MAAP when mass accumulation rates are high enough that the artifact
appears. However, as most of the print formats of the MAAP do not give the raw signals as an output, the
algorithm is a useful way for correcting the results.

Figure 2. High flow rate MAAP BC concentrations as a function of the reference (low flow rate) MAAP
concentrations. BCMAAP is the original signal, BCsmooth is the smoothed signal without an overall
concentration correction. BCCORR is the smoothed signal with the overall concentration correction. BCREFL
is the original signal determined with the reflectance method. The 1:1 ratio line is also shown.

CONCLUSIONS
We have observed a measurement artifact in the MAAP at high BC concentrations. The artifact is related
to the filter spot change – as mass is accumulated on a fresh filter spot, the photo detector response of the
transmitted 0° light is lower than anticipated. However, the 165° photo detector signal is not
compromised. The artifact seems to be related to erroneous dark counts in the transmitted light photo
detector, in combination with an instrument internal averaging procedure of the photo detector raw
signals. The artifact behavior however appears to be entirely related to the currently implemented data
inversion algorithm, but not to any unknown physical processes. Using raw data on a 1 Hz basis and postprocessing the data independently by an algorithm similar to that described by Petzold & Schönlinner
(2004) shows no artifacts as described here (T. Onasch, private communication 2011). The artifact can be
observed if the BC mass accumulation rate BC×Q exceeds 0.04 µg min-1. At the typical flow rate of 1 m3
h-1, this relates to a BC concentration of ~3 µg m-3. Overall concentrations of uncorrected MAAP data are
underestimated if BC×Q exceeds 0.14 µg min-1. With increasing BC accumulation rate, the
underestimation may be several tens of percent. We compiled an algorithm to correct the BC estimation
from the typical most commonly used print formats of the MAAP. The algorithm is not dependent on the
saving interval of the data and takes the instrument flow rate into account. It is strongly recommended that
the algorithm is used for MAAP measurements at high concentrations. We also recommend the MAAP
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users to switch to the scientific print format 12 in order to log the reflected signal of the MAAP. In the
next step, we will test the different correction schemes for field observations.
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INTRODUCTION
The long distance transport capacity of the xylem has to be high enough to be able to deliver water from
the soil to the leaves at the rate that it is transpired. Similarly, the long distance transport capacity of the
phloem has to match the production of carbon compounds assimilated by photosynthesis in the leaves. It is
well recognized that xylem transport capacity will ultimately limit the photosynthetic production rate of a
tree (Tyree & Sperry 1988). Similarly, when the transport rate of photosynthates through the phloem is not
able to keep up with the photosynthetic production rate, carbohydrates will start accumulating in the
leaves will cause down- regulation of photosynthesis and/or stomatal closure (e.g. Paul and Foyer 2001).
At the same time, the transport tissues of the xylem and phloem constitute a large proportion of a trees
carbon and nitrogen budget, and presumably even proportionally (compared to leaves and roots) with
growing tree size. Thus the within tree scaling of both xylem and phloem tissue has important influence
both on the gas exchange between forest canopy and the atmosphere and on the longevity of canopy
captured carbon in organic pools. We measured allometric relations and nitrogen content of xylem and
phloem tissue at different axial locations from four different boreal tree species. We then scaled these
results to find out how total xylem and phloem tissue volume (representative of total carbon content), total
nitrogen content, and hydraulic conductance vary with tree size.
METHODS
Eight trees were harvested at surrounding forests from Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station and two from
Ruotsinkylä. Four tree species were measured: birch (Betula pendula), aspen (Populus tremula), pine
(Pinus sylvestris) and spruce (Picea abies). Total and living bark diameters and xylem diameter were
measured at various points along the conducting pathway from the branch tips to the stem bases. From the
same samples we estimated also bark nitrogen contents. Estimates of xylem and phloem conduit radiuses
and their densities plus the ratio of heartwood radius of the xylem were taken from the literature. In
addition, the assumptions of the pipe model (Shinozaki et al. 1969) were used. Stem taper forms were
estimated from the data. The values were used to derive equations of xylem and phloem scaling. These
were used to estimate carbon and nitrogen requirements in different size trees.

RESULTS
Phloem volume was strongly concentrated towards the apex (Fig 1a), in contrast to the xylem, whose
volume is very evenly distributed within a tree (not shown). The cross-sectional areas of the xylem and
phloem were equal at branch diameters of 2.5 mm while lower down in the stem xylem cross-sectional
area is many-fold.. Nitrogen concentration of both xylem (Fig. 1b) and phloem (Fig. 1c) increased with
decreasing stem diameter, i.e. towards the transpiring leaf surfaces. The scaled volume (Fig. 2a) and
nitrogen content (Fig. 2b) (expressed per leaf area) of the xylem increased much more sharply in
comparison to the phloem with increasing tree size. Phloem conductance per leaf area (Fig. 2c) decreased
much more sharply in comparison to the xylem.
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Figure 1. Stem/branch diameter vs phloem cross-sectional area (a), xylem nitrogen content (b), and
phloem nitrogen content (c)

DISCUSSION
The study brings insight into discussion on the factors that limit tree water, carbon and nitrogen relations
as trees grow in height. Xylem and phloem function can become a limiting factor for tree performance
with growing tree size as their conductive capacity is predicted to decline strongly with tree size while
they simultaneously consume a strongly growing proportion of the carbon and nitrogen balance of a tree.
The empirically derived scaling would suggest that conductive capacity of phloem is strongly declining
with tree size. The findings also highlight the question, which has been raised in previous studies (e.g.
Thompson & Holbrook 2003), of how large trees are able to deal with phloem transport of photoassimilate
products with tree size. The Münch hypothesis alone appears incomplete in explaining this. Our recent
analysis (Nikinmaa et al. 2012) suggest that phloem transport capacity may be an important bottle neck
also for leaf gas exchange. When compared with theoretical calculations of phloem conductive capacity,
the measured scaling would suggest that it seems to be more than adequate in small trees, but declining
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sharply as tree size grows. This may reflect the high mass specific nitrogen cost of phloem tissues. Our
analysis also demonstrates that also the xylem would become a very large sink of nitrogen without the
turnover of sapwood into heartwood (that contain very little nitrogen). Our study highlights the linkages
between the carbon, water and nitrogen fluxes and more complicated connections between structural and
functional properties of trees and ecosystem material fluxes. There is a clear need to conduct more
measurements on the nitrogen content of both the xylem and phloem across a larger range of tree sizes to
verify our predictions on nitrogen allocation to within a tree as a function of tree size.

ŞÝ

ŤÝ

ŪÝ

Figure 2. The predictions for the whole tree a) volume of xylem and phloem b) nitrogen content of xylem
and phloem and c) hydraulic conductance of xylem and phloem as a function of tree height, and the same
per leaf area in (d), (e), and (f).
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INTRODUCTION
Nucleation of new particles is one of the main sources of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the
atmosphere contributing even up to 50% to the global CCN budget (Merikanto et al., 2010). The initial
steps of nucleation require the presence of sulphuric acid (SA) (e.g. Sipilä et al. 2010) but additional
vapours are needed because SA does not nucleate itself at typical atmospheric conditions. Kirkby et al.
(2011) found ammonia and dimethylamine (DMA) from charged clusters formed by ion induced
nucleation and concluded that amines are plausible candidates for stabilizing neutral clusters at lower
atmospheric conditions. The enhancing effect of amines on new particle formation was observed also in
laboratory studies by Berndt et al, (2010). Amines can bind the cluster much more strongly (Kurtén et al.,
2008) than ammonia and even ppt levels of amines can be enough to account for atmospheric nucleation
rates (Petäjä et al., 2011).
EXPERIMENT
We have performed first ambient amine measurements using an acetone based Chemical Ionization
Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-Of-Flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF). We previously used
the exact same inlet for sulphuric acid measurements (Jokinen et al, 2011) but this time we used
protonated acetone for the proton transfer reaction and ran the APi-TOF in the positive polarity mode. In
this experiment acetone was ionized using a 241Am bipolar charger to create positively charged acetone
ions and clusters. In the proton transfer reaction only compounds that have higher proton affinity than
acetone will get charged and detected by the APi-TOF.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data analysis is still ongoing and these results must be considered preliminary. We identified amine
clusters by their exact masses and isotope patterns. So far two signals have been identified to correspond
to the same chemical composition and exact mass as common aliphatic amines. These signals are
C4H12N+ (diethyl amine) and C6H16N+ (triethyl amine). Timeseries of these signals are shown in figure 1.
Figure 1 also demonstrates SA concentration (divided by 10 000) and it’s seen that during a nucleation
event, when SA concentration reaches its maximum, we only see a minimum amine signal. This may
indicate that amines are reacting and/or clustering with freshly forming SA molecules or that as amines
are emitted from the surface their concentrations are highest when the mixing layer is low during the
night.
This setup has a few disadvantages that need to be further developed. First, one of the most interesting
amine signals, trimethyl amine (TMA), is overlapped with the acetone isotope signal and it is almost
impossible to separate from the spectrum. Second, this instrument consumes high amounts of acetone.
The design of the inlet will be improved to consume less chemicals and the reagent ion may have to be
changed before quantitative analysis of atmospheric amines can be done using the CI-APi-TOF.
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Figure 1. Diethyl and triethyl amine signals (ions/sec) and SA concentration (molec/cm3) in Hyytiälä over
six days of experiment.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in atmospheric measurement techniques that include a time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (TOFMS) as a mean for separation and detection are increasing in number. Many of the
application share the same mass spectrometer that is customizable for a specific needs and has been
proven to be robust enough even for a field measurements. The TOFMS has the resolution power of
3000 to 6000 Th/Th, has mass accuracy less than 20 microTh/Th, and is built by Tofwerk AG.
Examples of application that are commercially available or built by research groups are; atmospheric
pressure interface TOFMS (APiTOF - for measuring ambient ions, Ehn et al 2010), atmospheric
pressure chemical ionization (NO3-CI-APiTOF - for sulphuric acid detection with nitrate ionization
Jokinen et al 2011; H-CI-APiTOF – proton transfer for amine and ammonia detection), reduced
pressure chemical ionization (Ac-CI-APiTOF – acetic acid ionization for detection of weak acidic
molecules; PTR-TOF – proton transfer for VOC detection), aerosol instruments (TD-CIMS, thermal
desorption aerosol collection of 10-30nm particles Smith et al 2004, laser-AMS – for laser desorption
of 10-30nm particles Laitinen et al 2009, MOVI-CIMS – simultaneous sampling of aerosol and
gaseous sample, Yatavelli et al 2010).
Common for the all techniques listed above is the same mass spectrometer and the same data format
and thus, the same data analysis requirements and needs. Work presented here provides common tools
for initial steps of data analysis of time of flight mass spectrometry data. Each sampling and ionization
technique has a specific post-processing and calibrations but the raw data acquired by the mass
spectrometer is the same for all.
Toolbox presented here features all the essential steps required for high resolution data analysis,
including custom time averaging and filtering of raw data, robust mass calibration, defining instrument
parameters, unit mass resolution stick calculations and high resolution peak fitting. The later includes
custom peak shape and isotope locking. In the presentation these steps will be explained in detail and
real world examples will be used to illustrate the process.

METHODS
The toolbox, tofTools is built in MatLab (newer than R2009b) environment. The first step after
averaging raw data to working time resolution is the conversion of measured time of flight to mass-tocharge. The time of flight of ions is converted to mass/charge (m/Q) by an empirical mass-calibration
function. The toolbox features three calibration functions; 2-parameter (Eq 1a with p=2), 3-parameter
(Eq. 1a with p=1.999-2.001) and 2-parabola function (Eq1b, where p1and p2 are constrained between
1.999 and 2.001)
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where m/Q is the mass/charge ratio of the ion, t is the measured ion flight time, and a, b, p, a1, b1, p1,
a2, b2 and p2 are instrumental parameters,
Measuring the peak location for calibration or identification purposes includes fitting a certain shape
mathematical function to a measured peak. In most simple case the fitted peak is Gaussian, but in
almost always the actual peak has a tail in front or back of the peak. Therefore, tofTools provides
means to measure the peak shape and use this custom peak shape (Figu1A) for high resolution peak
de-convolution (same method is used by DeCarlo et al 2008).

B

A

Figure 1. Instrumental parameters A) Custom peak shape, B) Resolution function, open circles are
measured resolution of single peaks.
Another instrumental parameter that has to be measured before actual peak de-convolution is resolving
power (Eq2a). Nominal resolving power (R0) is constant throughout the mass range, but actual
resolving power (R) has mass dependency that is described by equation 2b. Two parameters in Eq2b
are fitted by measuring resolution of single peaks and minimizing root mean square error.

2a
2b
where, R0 - nominal resolving power, R – actual resolving power, FWHM – full width at half
maximum, m/Q0 and slp – are constants.
When peaks of known composition are used for de-convolution the isotopic abundances have to be
taken into account by locking the isotopic intensities to main isotopic peak. So, if a peak is a
combination of isotope of a previous peak and an unknown peak, the unknown peaks is effectively
fitted to the residual what is remained by subtracting the isotope intensity. In practice all is done
iteratively so that all peaks and isotopes are fitted simultaneously. Figure 2 illustrates a situation where
intensity of an isotope of a previous peak is explaining almost half of the peak at 341Th.
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Figure 2. An example of high resolution peak de-convolution where custom shaped peaks of known
composition are fitted. Black is measured data, blue is total fitted spectrum, green fitted main isotopic
peak and brown minor isotopic peaks that are constrained to the main peak according isotopic
abundances.

CONCLUSIONS
A reliable high resolution peak de-convolution has too many degrees of freedom to be executed purely
on statistical bases. We present a toolbox, tofTools that featuring tools for constraining the deconvolution by instrumental parameters and natural isotopic abundances. Instrumental parameters
have strong effect on final output of the de-convolution and therefore have to be defined carefully. The
constraints for reliable de-convolution are custom peak shape, resolution function, isotopic locking for
known peaks.
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INTRODUCTION
Conifers in Boreal zone have a clear annual pattern in their photosynthetic activity and they undergo
several adjustments during frost-hardening period to maintain their functionality even in harsh winter
conditions (e.g. Vogg et al., 1998). Observed seasonality of Boreal Scots pine has been reported
extensively, and it has been explained by the temperature-driven seasonal change (Mäkelä et al., 2004;
Kolari et al., 2007). However, there is also evidence of the effect of light on the recovery of
photosynthesis in spring and cessation in autumn (Porcar-Castell et al. 2008a; 2008b). In general, there
has to be a correlation between photosynthetic capacity and performance. Having too high capacity
necessarily means a trade-off, i.e. the resources could have been better used.
Continuous gas exchange measurements in the field give information on photosynthetic properties in
prevailing and momentary environmental conditions, less so on the potential photosynthetic capacity in
standard or optimal conditions. Furthermore, not all photosynthetic parameters can be determined from
continuous measurements especially when the range of environmental driving factors is narrow (e.g.
low light and small diurnal variation of T in autumn). Also, tree-scale effects on instantaneous
photosynthetic rate (e.g. water supply, sink control) are embedded in the responses of photosynthetic
rate to the environment. Determining the role of different environmental drivers in the seasonality is
disturbed by these facts.
Comparison of continuous measurements on intact shoots in the field and campaign measurements of
excised shoots in controlled conditions can give more information about the different drivers of
seasonality. Tree-scale effects are also eliminated when studying excised shoots, instead there is
standard water status and photosynthate transport capacity.
There is ample literature on seasonality of photosynthesis on deciduous tree species and on species
growing at temperate climate (e.g. Xu and Baldocchi, 2003; Xu and Griffin, 2006; Ow et al. 2010).
However the studies on seasonality of conifers acclimated to survive the severe winter conditions in
boreal zone are scarce.
We studied the seasonal pattern of photosynthetic parameters for two full years at SMEAR II station in
Hyytiälä. Our aim was to determine the seasonality of photosynthetic capacity (parameters) in Scots
pine and to interpret field-observed photosynthetic parameters using measurements in controlled
conditions. Furthermore, our aim was to reveal what are the most important driving factors for changes
in photosynthetic capacity in Scots pine, how does the performance vs. capacity vary and could it be
linked to some trade-offs in resource allocation.
METHODS
We conducted monthly measurements of photosynthetic light and CO2 responses of 47-year-old Scots
pine trees (Pinus sylvestris L.) at Helsinki University SMEAR II field measurement station in Hyytiälä,
(61°51’N, 24°17’E, 181 m a.s.l). Gas exchange measurements were carried out in situ in needles from
the upper canopy of Scots pine with a portable gas exchange fluorescence system (Walz GFS-3000,
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Heinz Walz, Germany). The measurements were conducted from February 2010 to December 2011.
During each characterization, six branches from pre-selected trees were cut and sampled in the
laboratory. Five sets of measurements from each branch were executed for photosynthetic activity at
varying conditions. Measurements were held at prevailing field temperature and at 18°C. For each
temperature setting, a sample was measured by stepwise decrease (beginning at 600 µmol mol –1, with a
stabilization period between each step), then increase of saturating light (ranging from 0 to 1700 µmol
mol –1) with a stabilized CO2 concentration of 380 ppm, and again at 1500ppm. An additional
measurement at 18°C at 1300 µmol mol –1 PAR (photosynthetically active radiation) was measured at
nine CO2 concentrations, ranging from 25-1200 ppm. Relative humidity and air flow were kept constant
for all measurements, at 55% and 650 µmol mol –1, respectively. After the sampling, the needles were
collected and their projected areas were calculated with image analysis software (ImageAnalyzer
mp.14.4.2005). The needles were then measured for their fresh weight, length, and width, and dried at
105°C for 24 hours, and measured for its dried weight.
We applied a well-known biochemical model of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1980) for analysing
the state of the photosynthetic machinery. Net CO2 exchange A is determined as the minimum of lightlimited and carbon-limited photosynthetic rates Wj and Wc minus respiration Rd:

A

min Wc , W j

Rd

Light-limited photosynthesis

Wj

*
J (Ci
)
*
4Ci 8

Electron transport rate

J

I

J max

J max )2 4

( I
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2

Carbon-limited photosynthesis
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Vc max (Ci
)
Ci K C (1 O2 / K O )

The environmental driving factors in the model are photosynthetically active radiation (I) and CO2
concentration in the substomatal cavity (Ci). The maximum electron transport rate (Jmax), maximum
carboxylation rate (Vcmax ) and apparent dark respiration during the day (Rd) were determined from the
A-I and A-Ci data set by fitting the biochemical photosynthesis model. Kc, Ko and * were taken from
literature (Aalto 1998 & original references in that paper).

A
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RESULTS
We found a clear seasonal pattern in photosynthetic parameters. Light saturated rate of electron
transport (Jmax) at standard temperature, reflecting the capacity for the light reactions, peaked quite
early during the growing season, in 2010 already in May and in 2011, a bit later, in late June (Fig. 1).
During winter Jmax was clearly inhibited.
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Figure 1. Light saturated rate of electron transport (Jmax) at standard leaf temperature of 18 °C and photosynthetic
active radiation of 1300 µmol mol–1; measured at Hyytiälä, Finland from February 2010 – December 2011. The
points are average of 5-6 replicate measurements with standard error of the mean.

Maximum rate of carboxylation capacity (Vcmax), measured at the standard temperature, showed a
similar, very clear annual patter. In 2010, however, the Vcmax stayed pretty stable during the growing
season, starting to decrease only in October.
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Figure 2. Maximum rate of carboxylation (Vcmax) at standard leaf temperature of 18 °C and photosynthetic active
radiation of 1300 µmol mol–1; measured at Hyytiälä, Finland from February 2010 – December 2011. The points
are average of 5-6 replicate measurements with standard error of the mean.

CONCLUSIONS
This kind of annual pattern in the photosynthetic capacity cannot be revealed in field measurements.
Also, in other parameters analyzed a clear annual pattern was observed. There seemed to be a
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discrepancy in the recovery of photosynthetic light and dark reactions during spring. However, this was
more pronounced in photosynthetic rate and photochemical efficiency than in Vcmax and Jmax.
To our knowledge, this is the most extensive time series following the annual pattern of photosynthetic
properties in boreal conditions, where trees undergo strong adjustments to survive the harsh winter.
Some open questions that are possible to tackle with the help these results are: how does the ration of
Cc/Ci change seasonally? Is the mesophyll conductance larger in winter? These are important factors
affecting the analysis of the traditional photosynthetic parameters and thus our understanding on annual
cycle.
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INTRODUCTION
It is now well recognised that the synthesis and emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) play
an important role in tree – atmosphere interactions, especially because VOCs participate in aerosol
formation which may act as cloud formation nuclei, eventually affecting the climate system. The most
important compounds with respect to chemical reactions in atmosphere are terpenoids, i.e. isoprene,
mono- and sesquiterpenes. They can be synthesized in both aerial and below-ground plant parts, and
large storage pools of some compounds are found in e.g. conifer foliage, trunks and roots. The turnover
rates of the terpenoid pools depend both on prevailing synthesis levels, and on factors controlling their
evaporation. Their biosynthesis is regulated either by the supply of substrates, by the availability of
energy, or by enzyme activities in the metabolic branching points of the biosynthetic pathways
(Bohlmann et al., 1998; Fischbach et al., 2002; Dudareva et al., 2004).
The VOC synthesis is linked to photosynthesis through substrate availability. It has been hypothesized
that, among other roles, VOC synthesis may act as a protective mechanism during periods when
photosynthesis is depressed, especially in winter and spring. However, the direct linkage to active
photosynthesis is often hidden behind the emissions from large storage pools.
Large seasonal variation in VOC emission rates and also in the emission blend has often been reported
from coniferous trees such as Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). The monoterpene emissions are high in
spring, decrease slightly and stabilize during the summer growth period, whereas sesquiterpenes are
being emitted only during the summer period (e.g. Tarvainen et al., 2005, Hakola et al., 2006). Further,
tree-specific variation in the emission blend is large, with some trees emitting large amounts of carene,
while in other trees this compound is totally missing from emissions (Thoss et al., 2007; Bäck et al.,
2012).
Although the climate change will increase the length of the growing season, increasing winter
temperatures may induce several risks to trees. This may have significant consequences on the balance
between photosynthesis and VOC emissions as well as physico-chemical properties of leaves in
evergreen trees.
We studied the linkage between photosynthesis and synthesis and emissions of terpenoids during the
annual cycle of the trees. Here, we report the first results on the annual pattern in enzymatic activities
of monoterpene synthases and total terpene content in needles. In addition, we followed also the VOC
emission rates and other biochemical properties in needles that will be analysed later.
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METHODS
We followed total terpene content and synthase activities in Scots pine needles for 1.5 years from
winter 2009 to summer 2010 at SMEARII station in Hyytiälä Forest Field Station. Needle samples
were collected from four 47-48 years old trees. A permanent scaffold was used to reach the topmost
branches of the trees. 6 needle pairs from three different branches were collected as one pooled sample
per tree. Samples from two needle age class (formed during 2008 and 2009) were collected separately.
The samples were collected one to three times per month, so that in transient phases during spring the
sampling interval was most intensive. In mid-winter there was a break in sample collection. The
samples were immediately placed in a dry liquid nitrogen container and stored at -80 °C until analysis.
The analysis of total terpene content and enzyme activities were made in Munich at Helmholtz Zentrum
with the method introduced in Fischbach et al. (2000) and Fischbach et al. (2002). For concentration
assay monoterpenes from ground frozen samples were extracted to pentane and the extraction was
analyzed with a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS). For monoterpene synthase activity
assay proteins from the samples were extracted and incubated for 60 min with geranyl diphosphate
(GPP), a precursor of monoterpenes. The reaction products of the incubation were analyzed with GCMS.
Here we present the time series of one of the four trees, that are now fully analysed, and one spring
date, March 16th 2010 for all four trees.
RESULTS
The four trees differed clearly from each other in both in needle total monoterpene content (Fig 1); the
consequent enzyme activities (Fig. 2) as well as in the blend (chemotype) and amount of needle
monoterpene emissions (reported in Yassaa et. al., 2012). The total monoterpene content and
compound blend in needles were rather stable both in 2008 and 2009 needles and no marked annual
pattern was observed (Fig. 3). However, the total monoterpene content was always larger in the current
year (2009) needles, the difference originating mainly from -pinene.
Instead, in enzyme activities a clear annual pattern was observed (Fig. 4). Also, the effect of the aging
of the needles was evident. Needles showed higher enzymatic activity for the first year, until July in the
year following their formation. After this activities were lower for all the trees studied.
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Figure 1. Total terpene content in needles of all four trees studied in March 16th 2010. The values are
from one pooled needle sample per tree. Tree 1 suffered from insect damage on previous year needles,
and thus samples were taken only from the youngest needle age class (2009).
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Figure 2. Monoterpene synthase activities in needles in March 16 th 2010. The values are from one
pooled needle sample per tree. Tree 1 suffered from insect damage on previous year needles, and thus
samples were taken only from the youngest needle age class (2009).
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Figure 3. Time series of the total monoterpene content of tree 4. The needles were formed in the
summer 2008.
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Figure 4. Time series of the monoterpene synthase activities of tree 4. The needles were formed in the
summer 2008.
CONCLUSION
The time series is a unique data set providing information on the dynamics and origin of the
monoterpene emissions in the field. First, in agreement with resent studies e.g. by Yassaa et al. (2012),
the four trees differed clearly in their chemotype. Second, there were clear differences in the blend of
monoterpenes when the emissions, storage and monoterpene synthase activities are compared. For
example, tree 1 was totally lacking -3-carene both in concentration and in synthase activity, whereas
the other trees had substantial storage of -3-carene. In those trees, although there was a substantial
storage of -3-carene in the needles, there was very little or no enzyme activity. This suggests that any
-3-carene emissions in mature Scots pine needles would originate from the storages, not from de novo
synthesis. Third, we observed a clear effect of needle ageing in the monoterpene synthase activities,
while the total monoterpene content remained rather stable. High activity e.g. in -pinene in spring
2009 had no marked effect on the total -pinene content. These results will be combined with the
emission data from the same time period to get the full picture on the relationship between the
monoterpene content in the needles, synthesis of monoterpenes and the emission pattern observed in the
field.
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INTRODUCTION
Antarctica is an ideal continent for studying the natural aerosol processes. It is clean and there is
practically no vegetation, so the oceans surrounding it are the main source of aerosols (e.g., Yu and Luo,
2010; Udisti et al., 2012) even though also some long-range transported pollutant aerosols from other
continents have been observed (e.g., Fiebig et al., 2009). Aerosol number concentrations, size
distributions and chemical composition have been studied at several stations around Antarctica. There
exist long-term records of aerosol number concentrations (Weller et al., 2011) but aerosol number size
distributions have been measured mainly during campaigns. The measurements presented here are the first
step towards filling in this gap: particle number size distributions have been measured at the Dome C
station (75 S, 123 E) in the upper plateau at about 3200 m amsl from December 2007 to November 2009.
This study is also the first study to show that nucleation events occur in the central Antarctica and not only
in the coastal area.
METHODS
Particle number size distributions in the size range 10-600 nm were measured with a differential mobility
particle sizer (DMPS). Simultaneously with the aerosol measurements meteorological data were acquired.
The wind data were used here to exclude data contaminated by the station itself. Different modes were
identified from the DMPS data with an automatic algorithm (Hussein et al. 2005). This algorithm
parameterizes aerosol particle number size distributions with a multi log-normal distribution function.
New particle formation event days were determined following the procedure of Dal Maso et al. (2005).
The lower limit of the instrument, 10 nm particle diameter, created a challenge of interpreting both the
event starting time and the event duration. We counted as an event day the days when growth occurred as
well the days when growth could be followed.
Determining growth rates was not straightforward due to different nature of Antarctic events. Several
methods were used depending on the event. For most of the clear and more rapid events (class 1 events,
Dal Maso et al. 2005) the method of Hirsikko et al. (2005) was used. In some of the events the growth
appeared as a burst, which did not grow in to the larger sizes. These events were called apple events (Vana
et al. 2008). For apple events the growth rates were determined by fitting a curve to mode data or to
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calculated geometric mean. Besides class 1 events and apple events, two more event classes were used.
They were slowly growing events, when the growth could be followed several days and all the growth
stayed under 30 nm, and winter events, when the event happened during winter. For these events growth
rates were determined by fitting a curve to the calculated geometric mean values that were calculated for
the size distribution data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A clear seasonal cycle was seen from the number concentration data. The concentrations were at their
highest in Austral summer, when average number concentration was 324±197 cm-3 and the average
volume concentration was 0.103±0.148 µm3 cm-3, and at their lowest in Austral winter, when the average
number concentration was 21±37 cm-3 and the average volume concentration was 0.021±0.091 µm3 cm3. The cycle in particle concentrations is similar to that observed at other Antarctic sites as well (Weller et
al. 2011).
Also modal behaviour was studied for the first time at Dome C. When the concentration of particles was
low (in winter), most of the time only one mode was present. When new particle formation took place or
the air was more polluted, most often there were three modes. Figure 1 shows the relative frequency the
modes calculated by the automatic algorithm and how they fit to the nucleation mode, Aitken mode and
the accumulation mode size range. The relative frequency was calculated by summing up the occurrence
of each of them and dividing this by the total number of modes in the nucleation, Aitken and accumulation
size range in each month. The automatic algorithm fitted most of the modes in nucleation mode or Aitken
mode range. The modes were mostly found in nucleation mode range from May to August when the total
concentrations were the lowest and from Aitken mode size range in all other months. The fitted modes
could be found in the accumulation mode size range in December and at the beginning of a year when
nucleation was most frequently observed and the particles were also able to grow to bigger sizes. This all
indicates that the particles on the high Antarctic East-plateau air are small and are not growing very fast or
at all.

Figure 1: Relative frequency of the occurrence of the three fitted modes in each month. The fitted modes
have been looked monthly, how many times modes are fitted to nucleation mode, to Aitken mode or to
accumulation mode range.
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New particle formation events occurred mainly in the Antarctic summer, peaking in November and
February. In February almost 30 % of the days were new particle formation days. Almost 60 new particle
formation days were found, from which growth rate for sizes 10-25 nm was able to be determined from 26
days. Most of the new particle formation events were class 1 events, meaning that the particle growth
could be followed and the event took part within one day. Continuous growth of the nucleated particles
during several hours suggests that the new particle formation occurs in an area that is from tens of
kilometers up to hundreds of kilometers wide, depending on the wind conditions. Also apple events took
place in February, March, June, September, October and November. Apple events were seen on 0-7 % of
the month days. In Antarctica there were additionally two kinds of event types which are not often seen
anywhere else. They were slowly growing events and winter-time events (fig. 2). From the slowly
growing events, growth rates could be calculated. The growth of the event could be followed up to three
days. The winter events happened in Antarctica winter time, when sunlight was not present and particle
concentrations were extremely low. Another extraordinary quality of the observed events was that smaller
particles seemed to grow more rapidly than larger particles. It has been observed in boreal forest (Yli-Juuti
et al. 2011) and in continental European sites that larger particles tend to grow faster.

Figure 2. New particle formation event during dark time in Antarctic winter 11 th June 2008. Black dots
represent the calculated geometric mean diameter and black lines the fitted slopes where growth rate was
determined. Slope a) is fitted to the first part of growth and slope b) to the second part. Normally growth is
more rapid in the beginning and slows down, but here the case is other way round. Notice the color scale.

Growth rates and statistics were calculated for each event type. Statistics were calculated season-wise, but
in some seasons there were only one or two growth rates, when statistics are not reliable. The median
growth rate in size class 10-25 nm was 1.25 nm h-1 based on 26 events. In the class 1 events the median
growth rates were from 2-3 nm h-1 in summer and autumn, which is comparable to most of the continental
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rural or clean sites (e.g. Kulmala et al 2004; Asmi et al., 2011). In winter the growth rates in clear cases
were below 1 nm h-1. From spring the statistics could not be determined, because there were only two
class 1 events. The median growth rate in size class from 25 nm to 100 nm was 0.83 nm h-1. Statistics
could be calculated for summer, when the median growth rate was 0.78 nm h-1. For other seasons there
were not enough days when growth rate could be determined. In the apple-type events, for which growth
rates could be to determined, the median growth rate was 0.25 nm h-1. The growth rate from the apple type
events could be determined to be larger, if we could localize the event. For slowly growing events the
median growth rate was 0.36 nm h-1, which could indicate a low condensation sink. In every event type,
the growth rates were larger in spring and summer than in winter and autumn, which is similar to most
global observations. In winter there were only three events for which growth rate could be determined.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetes (Diabetes mellitus) is a group of autoimmune diseases that lead to a high blood sugar content.
The reason can be that the body of the patient is not producing enough insulin or that the cells are not
responding to the insulin which is produced. Insulin is a hormone which regulates sugar metabolism in the
body (THL). Diabetes is one of the fastest growing diseases in the world. About 6% of all the 20-79 year
olds in the world have diabetes, 80% of these people live in the developing countries (Tiede, 2006).
Diabetes mellitus is often divided into two types: type 1and type 2. The type 1 diabetes is characterized by
a loss of the insulin-producing pancreatic beta cells in the islets of Lagerhans resulting to a partial or a
complete lack of insulin. Thus the patients are dependent on insulin injections. Usually the type 1 diabetes
occurs before 40 years of age although it can develop at any age. The disease has a tendency to be
hereditary but also external factors can have an impact on the outbreak. In spite of abundant research,
these environmental factors are still poorly known. One suspected triggering factor are viral infections.
(Mustajoki, 2011).
In the type 2 diabetes insulin-regulated sugar transfer from the blood to cells is disturbed and the pancreas
has to produce more insulin in order to transfer the sugar. Over time, the insulin producing cells in the
pancreas fail to keep up leading to increase in blood sugar levels and eventually diabetes bursts.
Approximately every third people have a hereditary tendency to the type 2 diabetes. However, the genetic
tendency alone rarely leads to diabetes if a person maintains a healthy lifestyle but the tendency may
initiate the diabetes due to obesity and a low physical activity (Mustajoki, 2011).

In Finland more than 200 000 people have diabetes and over 15 000 new diabetes cases are diagnosed
every year. Since 1950’s, diabetes has become alarmingly more common; a frequency of the type 1
diabetes has gone up four-fold and the type 2 ten-fold. The type 1 diabetes, which 10-15% of the Finnish
diabetes patients are ailing, is relatively more common in Finland than anywhere else in the world. The
reason for the increase in the abundance of the type 1 diabetes is unknown. (THL and Mustajoki 2011).

Both the type 1 and the type 2 diabetes are associated with serious additional diseases such as
cardiovascular, kidney and eye diseases that develop slowly over time (Mustajoki, 2011). Thus, it is
important to follow how the state of a diabetes patient wellbeing is evolving. One possible way to do this
is to use breath air analysis. The advantage of sampling of the breath air is that it provides a non-invasive
way to take samples from the patients (see eg. Lindinger et al., 1998). However the breath air analysis is
still a relatively new branch of science and yet a lot of research on this topic needs to be conducted.
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The aim of our study is to try to characterize volatile organic compound emissions of type 1 diabetics and
further trying to identify possible VOC markers of diabetes and associated illnesses. This study was done
as part of FinnDiane (The Finnish Diabetic Neuropathy Study), which is a national study aiming to
identify genetic and environmental factors that predispose to diabetes and its additional illnesses. It was
initiated to uncover the risk factors and mechanisms of diabetes and associated illnesses concentrating to
the type 1 diabetes. FinnDiane is a collective study of the Helsinki University Central Hospital, Folkhälsan
Research Center and nationwide hospital and health care network (see FinnDiane webpage for more
information).

METHODS
For the analysis, diabetes patients and a control group each provided one single exhalation breath sample.
The sample was collected by breathing directly into a sampling bag of 1300 cm3 coated with aluminium
(Wagner Analysen Technik, WT 8004). A second sampling bag of the same type was filled
simultaneously with the room air where the subject was staying. The sampling system is described in more
detail in Metsälä et al. (2010). Both the diabetics and the control people were required to stay in the room
for a minimum of 10 minutes before the sampling and the samples were analyzed on the same day. In this
study we analyzed 17 samples from the diabetes patients and 21 samples from the healthy control group.
The samples were analyzed for volative organic compounds with a quadrupole Proton Transfer Reaction
Mass Spectrometer (PTR-quad-MS, Ionikon Analytik GmbH). The PTR-MS allows measurements of
many VOCs with concentrations in the range of a few ppt. The method is based on chemical ionization of
the analytes at a reduced pressure by hydronium (H3O+) ions, which perform a non-dissociative proton
transfer to the most of the common volatile organic compounds but do not react with any of the main
components present in the air. The instrument consists of a discharge ion source to produce the H 3O+ ions,
a drift-tube reactor, where the proton transfer reaction between H3O+ and VOCs take place, and a
quadrupole mass spectrometer for the detection of reagent and product ions. The PTR-MS measures the
mass to charge ratio with one atomic mass unit (Da) resolution and thus the different compounds with a
same unit mass cannot be distinguished. (Lindinger et al., 1998; de Gouw and Warneke, 2007). In order to
find a suite of possibly interesting compounds which can be measured with the PTR-MS from the
samples, the instrument was scanning all mass to charge ratios between 20 and 200 Da.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The preliminary results indicate that the breath samples from the type 1 diabetes patients differed in their
VOC composition from the control group (Figure 1). A more detailed analysis will be presented in the
annual workshop.
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Figure 1: The median spectra of the exhaled VOCs for type 1 diabetes patients (red bars) and healthy
control group (black bars). The concentrations of masses 33 Da and 59 Da are an order of magnitude
higher than other concentrations thus height of those bars cannot be seen from the figure.
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this research was to find out how to model biogenic volatile organic compound (BVOC)
concentrations in boreal forest as good as possible using environmental factors like temperature and
mixing height. BVOCs affect to the formation and growth of aerosols and have an effect also to optical
properties of the aerosols (Taipale et al.,2008). They react also with hydroxyl and nitrate radicals and
affect to ozone formation in the troposphere (Bäck et al., 2012; Rinne et al., 2009). The biggest sources of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are tropical forests, but also the forests of the northern areas emit
those gases (Lappalainen et al., 2009). There are also anthropogenic sources of VOCs, but the biological
emissions are ten times bigger than anthropogenic emissions (Taipale et al., 2008).
The estimates of VOC concentrations are needed to model atmospheric chemistry and climate, but it is
challenging to model VOC gases because of complex emission and loss processes (Lappalainen et al.,
2013). Many different methods have been used in BVOC modeling. Lappalainen et al. (2013) represented
three models for methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, isoprene and monoterpenes, which model day time
concentration of those gases in boreal forest. Two of those models are represented later in this study. The
two models have temperature related source terms but not loss terms at all.
This study continues the research of Lappalainen et al. (2013) extending the study from the variation of
the day time concentrations to diurnal cycle using three hour medians of BVOC concentrations. Tested
models contained also loss terms. Different dependence relations between factors are tested and the aim is
to find the model which predicts the best BVOC diurnal and seasonal concentrations. In this abstract the
results are represented for the monoterpenes and the isoprene, but also methanol and acetone are under the
research.
METHODS
Statistical modeling was used in this research, because of BVOC concentrations in the air are dependent
on many different factors and theoretical model developing would be very complicated. On the base of the
models is theoretical knowledge about the behavior of the concentrations, but the model are optimized
with statistical methods. The aim is to find the model which best fits to the measured concentrations.
BVOC and ozone concentration measurements and meteorological observations were conducted in the
SMEAR II station of the University of Helsinki. The station is located in Hyytiälä (61°51´N, 24°17´E)
about 200 north-west from Helsinki (Taipale et al., 2008). The nearest surroundings of the site were about
50 years old pine dominated forest (Ilvesniemi et al., 2009). 15 kilometers east-west from the station are
located two sawmills and the pellet factory, which caused BVOC emissions (Lappalainen et al., 2009). To
avoid error times when the wind was from that direction were deleted from BVOC concentration data. The
meteorological data was taken from the height of 16.8 meters from the SMEAR II mast. The mixing
height was taken from the Hysplit_4 -model (NOAA Air Resources Laboratory). BVOC concentrations
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were measured using proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon Analytik GmbH). The
device was calibrated regularly and the data of the same device from the years 2006-2011 was used. For
details of the device see Taipale et al., (2008).
The measurements between 12.6.2006-26.6.2009 were conducted from the cottage near the SMEAR II
mast, where the air samples came via sampling lines from the tower. The measurement place was changed
at the beginning of May 2010 and the time period 28.5.2010-5.7.2011 was measured from the SMEAR II
mast. In this study the data from the previous place at the height of 14 m and the data from the mast at the
height of 16.8 m were combined.
The modeling is based on local function minimization, where equation, dataset and the first guesses of the
parameters are given to the model. BVOC concentrations were given as three hour medians and the other
used variables were three hour averages. The model is searching for the parameters, which in the equation
gives the results best suitable to the given measurement data. This is done with Nelder mead method. For
more details, see Lagarias et al., (1998). RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) was used as the measure of the
goodness of the model. It describes difference between the modeled data and the measured data.
The dataset was divided into two parts so that one part contained the one third of the data and the other
part the rest of the data. The selection was done so that the both datasets would have equal proportions of
data from all seasons. The bigger dataset was used to find the best model and the other to the validation of
the results. Bootstrapping method was used in the modeling. The idea of the method is to calculate the
error of the estimate calculated from the data using only the same data from which the estimate was
calculated. Bootstrap sample is randomly generated from the original data and may contain some data
points several times but may not contain some data points at all. Many bootstrap samples are taken and the
estimate is calculated from the every of them. The error of the estimate is the standard deviation of the
estimates calculated from the samples (Efron and Tibishirani, 1993). In this study the model generated
bootstrap samples which were the size of 6 % of the original data and was correspond to the data of four
weeks. Usually the number of taken samples was 3000, but to find out small differences between the
models the amount of 6000 samples was used. The function minimization method was used to the every
sample and the parameters which were got from the each sample were used to calculate the RMSE
between the modeled and the measured data. The average of the different samples’s RMSE values were
used as the measure of the goodness of the models. The smaller the RMSE is the better are the results
which model gives.

Frequency

When executing the model it was noticed that using the RMSE average as the measure of the goodness is
problematic for monoterpenes and isoprene, because of the distribution of the RMSE values wasn’t
Gaussian distribution. Instead it contained several spikes (Figure 1). This was the result of some
remarkable big values, because of when those values were deleted the distribution did not have any

Figure 1. The distribution of modeled and
measured monoterpene contentrations’s
RMSE when using model 1 and 3000
bootstrap samples. The RMSE in on the x-axis
and the number of bootstrap samples which
gave approximately the same values of RMSE
when executing the model are on the y-axis.

RMSE (ppbv)
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additional spikes. Nevertheless, the big values can be real measurements and that’s why those were
included in the modeling. Instead of the average of all of the RMSE values, the median of the first RMSE
distribution spike was used as the measure of the goodness of the model. To make different models
comparable the same RMSE border was used to calculate the RMSE medians of the different models.
When referring to the RMSE median in this study it means the RMSE median of the first RMSE
distribution spike unless otherwise is said. The error of the median of the RMSE was calculated by using
the bootstrap method. Bootstrap samples were taken from the each models RMSE data and then the
medians were calculated from each sample. Number and size of the samples were the same as the size of
the original RMSE data. The standard deviations of the RMSE medians were calculated from the each
sample. The error was defined as the standard deviation multiplied by two.

RESULTS
The following results are calculated for monoterpenes. The number of the bootstrap samples was 3000.
Models 1 and 2 were the same as the first two models of Lappalainen et al., (2013). Model 1 has the form
,

(1)

where y is the concentration of the BVOC (ppbv), T is the temperature (K) and a and b are fitted
parameters. Model 2 has the form
,

(2)

where c and f are fitted parameters and S is the state of development, which descripes the photosynthetic
efficiency of trees.
The RMSE median of the model 1 was (0.241±0.006) ppbv and the model 2 gave corresbondingly
(0.241±0.05) ppbv. Those models were so near each other that it can’t be said which one is better. In
model 3 the mixing height was added to the equation:
,

(3)

where mix_h is the mixing height (m) and a and b are fitted parameters. Mixing height affects to BVOC
concentrations because of it represents the volume of the layer to which the gases can be mixed. The lower
the mixing height is the bigger is BVOC concentration. However, the result for this model was weaker
than for two previous models. The RMSE median was (0.279±0.007). In Model 4 the mixing height was
placed in square root, which improved the results significantly. The RMSE median was (0.220±0.006)
ppbv.
In model 5 also the ozone concentration was added to the equation:
√

,

(4)

where O3 is the ozone concentration (ppb) and a, b and c are fitted parameters. BVOCs react with ozone in
the atmosphere and the ozone concentrations also affects to BVOC emissions from the plants.
(Lappalainen et al., 2009; 2012) In model 6 the ozone concentration was also placed in the square root.
The model 5 gives for the RMSE median value (0.214±0.006) ppbv and with the model 6 the RMSE
median value was (0.208±0.007) ppbv. The models with ozone seem to be better than model 4, but it can’t
be said for sure since their error ranges overlap each other.
The temperature history has also an effect to the BVOC emissions. In models 7.1-7.4 temperature values
from previous averaging periods were tested to the model 6. In the models 8.1-8.4 the same sets of the
temperature data was tested to the model 1. The second numbers of model names refer to the averaging
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period where the data was taken: 3 h past,6 h past, 9 h past and 12 h past in this order. The results are
interesting, since between the models 8.1-8.4 the best results seems to give the model 8.3, where the
temperature is taken from the averaging period 9 hour before other measurements. The RMSE median for
the model 8.3 was (0.219±0.006) ppbv. Model 8.2, where temperature was from 6 hour previous
averaging period, was quite close too since the RMSE median was (0.225±0.007)ppbv. Between the
models 6 and 7.1-7.4 the models 6, 7.1 and 7.2 give results so near that it can’t be said which one is the
best. The median of the RMSE was (0,209±0.006) ppbv for the model 7.1 and (0.218±0.006) ppbv for the
model 7.2.
In the models 9.1-9.9 and 10.01-10.14 the mixing height and the ozone concentration in the model 7.1
were tested with different powers. Many of these were so near each other that the results can’t be
separated with 3000 bootstrap samples, but the power of 0.3 for the mixing height seems to give good
results. Different powers for ozone concentration were also tested in model 6 when the power of the
mixing height was 0.3. Also one model without ozone were tested with temperature from 3 hour previous
averaging period and models where there was PAR instead of ozone in the model were tested. To find out
the best of the tested models, every model’s RMSE median error range was compared to the smallest
RMSE median’s error range. The smallest RMSE median was (0.2006±0.0062) ppbv which were got with
the model 10.01. It has the form
,

(5)

where Tpast_3 is the temperature from the three hour previous averaging period. All of the models which
RMSE median error range overlapped the error range of the model 10.01 and the model 10.01 were
executed again with 6000 bootstrap samples. The comparison between the error ranges was conducted
again, but there were still many models for which it was not possible to say which one was the best.
To find the best suitable model for monoteprenes of the tested models also the correlation coefficients of
the different models were compared. Only the bootstrap samples of the model which gave RMSE value
smaller than the border of the first spike were taken in to account when calculating the average of the
correlation coefficient between the modelled and the measured data. The error of the correlation
coefficient average was calculated using the same method as for the RMSE median. The comparison of
the correlation coefficient error ranges gave the result that from the tested models the best results gives the
model of the form:
,

(6)

where P1 is between 0.05-0.6. For example when the P1 was 0.05 the median of the RMSE was
(2.008±0.0019) ppbv and the average of the correlation coefficient was 0.6886±0.0023. However, the
model didn’t catch big concentration spikes.
To define the parameters this model was executed with the smaller monoterpene dataset, which was put
aside in the beginning. 0.05 was used as the P1 value. In figure 2 there are the distributions of the
parameter. Only those parameters which are got from bootstrap samples which gave RMSE distributions
first spike was taken into account. Geometric mean for parameter a was 0.12 and for parameter b 14.
68.3 % interval of confidence was for a 0.10- 0.15 and for b 10-19. Parameter c was defined separately
giving value 0.12 for a and value 14 for b. Geometric mean of c was 9*105 and the 68.3 % interval of
confidence was (10-8) *105. The equation for monoterpenes can be now stated in form

.

(7)
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In the figure 3 there is a plots of the values predicted with the model and the actual measurements from the
time period 10.6 -10.7.2010 and in figure 4 A scatterplot of those datasets

Figure 3. The measured (solid line) and the modeled (dashed
line) monoterpene concentrations during the period 10-6-10.72012. On the x-axis there is time in form (dd-mm-yy) and on the
y-axis there is the volume mixing concentration (ppvb)

Figure 2. The distribution of parameter values for the monoterpene model. a and b were defined together and c
was defined separately. Parameter a is in the top, parameter b is in the middle and parameter c is in the bottom.
The parameter values are on the x-axis and the number of bootstrap samples on the y-axis.

A

B

Figure 4. The measured and predicted concentrations of the monoterpene (A) and the isoprene (B). Predicted
values are on the x-axis and measured values on the y-axis. The color of the spots refer to the ozone concentration.
Linea presents where the spots would be if the models were perfect.
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The same procedure was done to the isoprene, and the best results of the tested models gave the model:
√

.

(8)

To get this result both the RMSE comparison and the correlation coefficient comparison were done. With
this model and 6000 bootstrap samples the median of the RMSE was (0.0523±0.0003) ppbv and the
average of the correlation coefficient was 0.759±0.004. The parameter values was defined in the same way
as for monoterpenes, but because of the parameter b distribution had also negative values, the mean value
was used instead of geometric mean value for that parameter. The geometric mean of the parameter a was
0.11 and the 68.3 % interval of confidence was 0.09-0.12. The mean value of the parameter b was 0.06
ppb-0,5and the standard deviation was 0.07. The geometric mean of the parameter c was 0.260*1013 and the
68.3 % interval of confidence was (0.246-0.274)*1013. In the figure 4 B there is a scatterplot of the values
predicted with this model and the actual measurements.
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INTRODUCTION
Latest findings suggest that the discharge of boreal rivers has been increasing during the last decades. The
driving processes behind the phenomenon are not well understood. Hydrological conditions as well as the
interactions between cryosphere and biosphere are suggested to be potential explaining factors, although
the regulation and variation of these processes are not fully discovered. The link between energy exchange
and cryosphere processes is important, since a large part of the dissolved organic matter (DOM) is
exported to aquatic systems during snowmelt and thus depends on winter conditions (both length of the
winter and the amount of runoff). This may have implications for the carbon balance of north since
dissolved organic matter (DOM) is transported to the ocean by these river systems. Laudon et al. (2004)
reported that annual average export of total organic carbon (TOC) ranged from 36 to 76 kg ha-1 yr-1 and
correlated positively with the areal extent of wetlands (R2=0.72, p=0.03). In total, in the seven studied
catchments the four week long spring period contributed from 50% to 68% of the annual TOC export
suggesting that the leaching of organic carbon from the catchments strongly depends on the season.
While the global riverine discharge has decreased since 1948, the DOM discharge of the arctic rivers has
increased by 12.8% (Dai et al 2012). This suggests that the DOM flux of boreal and Arctic rivers is
increasing contrary to the decreasing trend at the global scale and in the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean
systems. In addition, the average DOC concentrations in boreal and arctic rivers are naturally high because
of the humic-rich soils. Biogeochemical recalcitrance of humic substances and the low mean temperatures
suggest that degradation processes in Arctic streams might be ineffective when compared to temperate or
tropical systems, and thus a relatively large fraction of organic carbon will be transported to the sea
instead of in-stream consumption and production of CO2 (del Giorgio and Pace 2008). During the instream transportation, only the labile fraction or organic carbon can be efficiently utilized, whereas a
major fraction (80 ± 16%) of it is considered non-labile in a time scale of days to few weeks (Søndergaard
and Middelboe (1995).
METHODS
In order to evaluate the energy exchange between bio- and cryosphere processes we will use the data
collected by the present network of eddy covariance sites. The data have mostly been used in CO2 flux
measurements whereas energy exchange analysis has largely been neglected, thus the surface scheme is
the main source of uncertainty in regional and global climate models. Furthermore, since a large part of
the organic carbon export to aquatic ecosystems occurs during snowmelt, it depends on both the length of
the winter and the spring conditions influencing the runoff. We aim at joining and combining the summary
models of transpiration from different tower sites. The summary models will be based on the theoretical
model of Mäkelä (2004) and they have been applied across a large dataset of eddy covariance sites in the
boreal region by Grea et al. (2010). Although these studies were only about carbon, same models can be
used for energy exchange.
At the first stage, we will analyse a large data set from the network of circumboreal and Arctic eddy
covariance stations. Water flux and other components of the energy balance will be analysed and
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explicitly modelled using simplified process based models as in Gea et al. (2010), and extended to energy
and water exchange. The energy balance will be transferred into simple hydrological models. Currently we
are developing an algorithm for the analysis of eddy covariance data. At the moment the data are covering
measurements from Hyytiälä, southern Finland, in 1997-2011.We have also planned to compare modeled
water balances between a boreal Scots pine forest and mire.
The energy balance models will address explicitly cryosphere processes like freezing, snow accumulation
and melting of the soil and the water bodies. The energy balances will be adjusted for these and DOC
export models will be derived from them. There are ample observations that snow-melt is associated with
a peak in DOC export. Simulations of energy exchange will be made for a large number of weather
stations (as for example the global summary surface of a day database of the WMO) and other selected
long-term datasets (like the Soviet Meteorological Station data). Models are derived from the data and
then spatialized to larger regions using gridded meteorological products. Although the monthly resolution
in data might be problematic for hydrological scaling, we will try to give preference to high temporal
resolution climate data (like the ANUSPLIN data of Environment Canada, the ECAC&D data for Europe).
We probably have to use other spatial interpolation methods for Russia since reliable interpolated high
frequency weather data are not available for Siberia. Simulated water balances for the large number of
water sheds will be compared to runoff data from the GRDC database that provides the runoff data for
over 2000 rivers in the boreal domain. DOM production and export will be estimated using existing
models. We are currently reviewing the COUP model (Jansson 2011) and the DOC3 model (Jutras et al.
2011) as potential DOM models for the application. We are investigating how we can take into account
changes in DOM due to changes in environmental pollution (e.g. Monteith et al. 2007). The DOC export
will be tested againts existing datasets like the database from Finnish catchments (from the Finnish
Environmental Institute) and from existing (lakes Kuivajärvi and Valkeakotinen) and planned data
(Alfredson for rivers) of water chemistry and energy exchange.
Preliminary carbon isotopic results from the streams of Hyytiälä suggest that most of transported DOM
derives from riparian zone and consists from relatively fresh carbon. These findings are in accordance
with the results from five large arctic rivers were 50% exported DOM during the arctic spring thaw is 1-5
years old, 25% is 6-10 years, and 15% is 11-20 years old (Raymond et al 2007).

CONCLUSIONS / EXPECTED RESULTS
The proposed project aims at improved characterization of changes in boreal and Arctic energy balances
and their influences on other biogeochemical processes. The effects of changing cryosphere processes will
be quantified and the sensitivity of water export to changes in cryosphere processes, like ice formation,
soil freezing and snow accumulation will be explicitly addressed.
While there is evidence for a widespread increase in the runoff of arctic-boreal rivers over the past
century, the extent of these changes due to increases in precipitation and changes in evapotranspiration or
possibly other changes (as changes in fire regimes) are not known. The proposed project will clarify the
role of runoff changes in the framework of boreal-arctic climate change.
The proposed project will further look into the effect of changes in hydrology on aquatic systems by
investigating changes in DOC export using models.
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BACKGROUND
The global mean temperature has increased and will continue to increase in the 21 st century due to the
increased concentrations of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH 4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O) in the atmosphere (IPCC, 2007). Understanding about the driving forces of climate change
requires full quantification of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and sinks by long term and high
precision observations in the atmosphere as well as on the land and ocean surfaces. There are major
research challenges such as 1) what is the regional distribution of GHG fluxes, 2) how does environmental
factors and human intervention impact the exchange of GHG, and 3) how will the sources and sinks of
GHGes change in future.
Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS) has received funding by the EU to develop a strategic plan
for constructing a European research infrastructure to provide the long-term atmospheric and flux
observations required to understand the present state and predict the future behaviour of the global carbon
cycle and GHG emissions as well as to monitor and assess the effectiveness of carbon sequestration in
GHG emission reduction activities. The backbones of the ICOS research infrastructure are the national
measurement networks for atmospheric, ecosystem and oceanic measurements. ICOS-Finland runs
observation networks for atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations and ecosystem fluxes.
The legal seat and the headquarters of the forthcoming ICOS organisation, European Research
Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC), will be located in Finland, with secondary node in France. Finland has
a role as a Nordic Hub and mobile laboratory operator of the Atmospheric Thematic Centre (ATC), which
is led by France.
METHODS
The ICOS-Finland is established by three national partners: University of Helsinki (UH), Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMI), and University of Eastern Finland (UEF). ICOS-Finland will operate 14
ICOS measurement stations: four Level 1 atmospheric measurement sites; two Level 1 ecosystem
measurement sites; one Level 2 ecosystem measurement site; and seven associate ecosystem measurement
sites.
The Finnish sites represent the boreal and sub-arctic Eurasian environments with both east-west and southnorth transitions in eco-climatic features. The Finnish SMEAR (station for measuring ecosystem-
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atmosphere relationships) stations, especially the SMEAR II in Hyytiälä is an intensively equipped worldclass observatory operating since 1995. The station is a full ecosystem station and being upgraded to
become also an ICOS atmospheric station. Scots pine forest SMEARI in northern Finland and urban
SMEARIII in Helsinki are associate ecosystem stations. The full measurement sites, Level 1 sites, will
measure the full suite of parameters based on the definition by ICOS preparatory work. The Level 2 sites
and associate sites will be measuring a subset of ICOS core parameters (see ICOS Stakeholder’s handbook
20121).
Atmosphere measurements include the precise determination of concentrations above the atmospheric
surface layer. The spatial concentration variations measured the network of inter-calibrated towers
together with the atmospheric transport models enables to estimate sinks and sources on the scale of 100–
1000 km. The Pallas-Sodankylä is the most northern of the four Finnish Atmospheric stations. It has been
operating since 1994. In the Sodankylä observatory, atmospheric concentration measurements are
upgraded and a calibration gas cylinder filling station is running. New atmospheric site is running in the
northern Baltic proper area (Utö).

Figure 1: The research stations in Finland that contribute to the European ICOS. Pallas-Sodankylä, SMEARII
Hyytiälä, Utö (Baltic Sea) and Puijo-Koli (SMEARIV) are the Finnish atmospheric stations of which Sodankylä and
SMEARII Hyytiälä are also Level 1 ecosystem stations. SMEARI Värriö, SMEARIII Helsinki, Kaamanen,
Tammela, Siikaneva, Lompolojänkkä (Pallas) and Kenttärova (Pallas) are associate ecosystem stations.

1

http://www.icos-infrastructure.eu/docs/pub/PO_stakebook2012_ref_201205.pdf
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In order to interpret the atmospheric concentrations above continents in terms of GHG cycle processes,
additional measurements are needed at the surface. Eddy covariance (EC) techniques allow continuous
monitoring of CO2, H2O and heat fluxes over vegetation canopies. These fluxes, typically calculated on ½
h basis, form the core of ecosystem measurements. The source area (footprint) extends 0.1–1 km away
from the measuring tower. The utilization and interpretation of flux measurements require the
observations of tens of other variables related to meteorology, hydrology, ecophysiology of vegetation and
soil processes. CH4 and N2O can be also measured by EC although this is not yes as routine work as it is
for CO2.
Temporal resolution of a day for eddy flux towers is sufficient to capture the variability in terrestrial
fluxes driven by changing weather patterns (e.g. the effect of frost or drought on forests) and transform
them into operational systems. ICOS network aims at obtaining GHG balances in a high-resolution grid,
ultimately in 10 km resolution. However, terrestrial ecosystem carbon fluxes are so heterogeneous and
variable that it will be impossible to measure fluxes over all kinds of ecosystems continually over Europe
and adjacent regions. The network of micrometeorological flux measurement sites should represent the
most typical ecosystems. Other integrating parameters, such as biomass and soil carbon inventories are
needed to upscale the flux data, in combination with satellite images.
The GHG balance is achieved by combining atmospheric concentration and ecosystem flux observations
in a modelling system. Observations of net ecosystem CO2 balances, using micrometeorological methods,
will constrain simulations of CO2 uptake by photosynthesis and emission by respiration. In addition, we
should have flux observations from ecosystems for which the simulations rely more on observations.
Managed peatlands are such an extensive ecosystem type in Finland. Soil respiration measurements by
chambers will help in segregating soil processes from net ecosystem balance observations.
The full ecosystem stations, SMEARII in southern Finland and Sodankylä in northern Finland are ready
and running. The eddy covariance measurements at SMEARI started in 2012. At some associate
ecosystem sites, flux measurements still needs to be developed to reach ICOS standards. New sensors for
ancillary measurements, such as radiation and soil temperature probes, are added to most sites. A new
automated chamber measurement system has been developed for forest floor vegetation gas exchange
(Lohila et al. 2010). At the Pallas node of the Global Atmosphere Watch site, a new flux site representing
the arctic mountain vegetation started in autumn 2010.
One key area for FMI flux studies is northern ecosystems with presently ongoing measurements in two
forest ecosystems on mineral soils (Sodankylä Scots pine forest and Kenttärova spruce forest) and on two
pristine wetlands (northern boreal fen Lompolojänkkä and subarctic fen Kaamanen). Another focus for
FMI is the carbon balance of different ecosystems on organic soils. The northern wetlands and one
southern boreal fen, Siikaneva, that is run in co-operation with the UH serve as a good reference for the
measurements on managed peatlands. Measurements at a nutrient-rich forestry-drained peatland
(Lettosuo) were started in 2009.
Two sites of ICOS-Finland, Puijo atmospheric station and Hyytiälä ecosystem station, are currently
participating in the ICOS demonstration experiment together with selected set of stations around Europe.
The purpose is to evaluate the communications and interactions between the stations and the Thematic
Centers, identify the critical aspect and problems in the data acquisition and data flow, evaluate if it is
possible to acquire the 95% of the data as specified in the project, and to compare the data processed
centrally with the site level version. The demonstration experiment was planned to last till October 2011,
but it has been extended to gradually switch into the operative mode of the research infrastructure.
CONCLUSIONS
Climate change is one the most challenging problems that humanity will have to cope with in the coming
decades. Long-term coordinated and standardized observations provided by ICOS help reduce the
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uncertainties of future projections and predict the future behaviour of the global carbon cycle and GHG
emissions. ICOS will monitor and assess the effectiveness of carbon sequestration and GHG emission
reduction activities on global atmospheric composition levels, including attribution of natural and
anthropogenic sources and sinks by region and sector. ICOS-Finland has the readiness to contribute to the
European research infrastructure with four Level 1 atmospheric stations, two Level 1 and one Level 2
ecosystem sites, and seven associate ecosystem stations in the boreal and subarctic environments.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the relation between aerosol and their precursor emissions, atmospheric aerosol particle
populations, clouds and, eventually, climate is not possible without quantification of the sources
responsible for atmospheric cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Carslaw et
al., 2010). One such source is atmospheric nucleation and subsequent growth of nucleated clusters to
larger sizes. Here we will synthesize the existing knowledge on CCN production associated with
atmospheric nucleation (see Kerminen et al. (2012) for more details).
OBSERVATIONS
Field and laboratory measurements indicate that nucleated particles larger than about 50 and 100 nm of
diameter are able to act as CCN in boundary-layer clouds. The initial size of freshly-nucleated particles is
about 1–2 nm (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2007), which means that nucleated particles need to undergo significant
growth before they can contribute to atmospheric CCN. Based on particle number size distribution
measurements, nuclei growth rates have been determined in a large number of lower-troposphere
environments (Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008, and references therein). The vast majority of the reported
growth rates lie in the range 1–10 nm h–1. Lower values have occasionally been observed in remote
continental sites and in the marine boundary layer. Growth rates in excess of 10 nm h–1 have been reported
in a few polluted environments, as well as in plumes from intense and localized sources of aerosol
precursor vapours. We may conclude that the growth of nucleated particle to CCN sizes takes from a few
hours up to about three days in the lower troposphere, with longer growth times more typical for remote
locations.
During the last decade or so, regional nucleation events producing particles of several tens of nm in
diameter have been found to be frequent in a large variety of lower-troposphere environments, including
forested areas, many other remote continental regions, urban areas, and heavily-polluted environments
(see Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008). Similar events have also been observed in several high-altitude sites
in the mountains (e.g. Boulon et al., 2010), whereas in the marine boundary layer they appear to be rare
(e.g. O’Dowd et al., 2010).
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While regional nucleation events are clear indicators of atmospheric CCN production initiated by
nucleation, relatively few experimental studies have attempted to quantify the strength of this source.
Lihavainen et al. (2003) and later Asmi et al. (2011) analysed a large number of nucleation events
measured at a remote site in Northern Finland, and found that number concentrations of 50, 80 and 100
nm particles were enhanced, on average, by the factors of 2.6, 1.7 and 1.5, respectively, from the
beginning of a nucleation event to the end of the event. Slightly smaller CCN enhancement factors were
reported by Sihto et al. (2011) for the SMEAR II station in Southern Finland. Laaksonen et al. (2005)
found that nucleation significantly enhances the concentrations of CCN-size particles at a highly-polluted
region of Po Valley, Italy, despite strong primary particle emissions there. Yue et al. (2011) reported
average CCN enhancement factors between about 1.5 and 2.5 in Beijing, China, with larger values
corresponding to nucleation events with higher particle growth rates. Kuang et al. (2009) derived an
overall-average CCN enhancement factor of 3.8 for nucleation events recorded at three different
continental sites, of which two (Boulder, CO and Atlanta, GA) were located in the USA and one in
Mexico (Tecamac).
Only few investigators have linked nucleation measurements directly to corresponding CCN or cloud
droplet number concentration measurements. Kuwata et al. (2008) measured aerosol number size
distributions and CCN concentrations at four supersaturations at Jeju Island, Korea. They reported a few
events where nucleation was followed by clear increases in CCN number concentrations after a few hours
from the beginning of the event. Similar observations were made by Creamean et al. (2011) at a remote
rural mountain site in California, USA, by Levin et al. (2012) at a forested site in Colorado, USA, and by
Pierce et al. (2012) in a forested mountain valley in western Canada. Wiedensohler et al. (2009) and Yue
et al. (2011) found rapid growth of nucleated particles to CCN in a highly-polluted region in Beijing,
China, and high CCN concentrations resulting from nucleation. Sihto et al. (2011) analyzed a full year of
simultaneous aerosol number size distribution and CCN concentration measurements at a forested site
(SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä) in Southern Finland. They found that nucleation enhanced CCN number
concentration by 70 to 110%, depending on the supersaturation level. Usually, CCN concentrations at
highest supersaturations increased after a few hours from the beginning of the nucleation event, whereas
CCN concentrations measured at low supersaturations tended to reach their maximum during the
following night or next day (Sihto et al., 2011). Kerminen et al. (2005) observed that nucleated particles
not only grew to CCN sizes, but also participated in cloud droplet formation at a remote continental site in
Northern Finland.
MODEL RESULTS
The first model simulations on atmospheric CCN formation were zero-dimensional box model simulations
that concentrated on the marine boundary layer. After realizing the importance of free-troposphere
nucleation for marine CCN production and the high frequency of new particle formation in continental
boundary layers, a clear need for large-scale model simulations emerged. Pioneering studies in this regard
were those by Lucas and Arimoto (2006) and Spracklen et al. (2006), who demonstrated nucleation to be
capable of enhancing aerosol number concentrations throughout the global troposphere. The first global
model study on CCN production due to atmospheric nucleation was that by Spracklen et al. (2008), after
which several other model investigations relying on different nucleation mechanisms were conducted.
Some of these studies focused solely on CCN number concentrations in the global atmosphere (Spracklen
et al., 2008; Merikanto et al., 2009, Pierce and Adams, 2009; Yu and Luo, 2009; Luo and Yu, 2011a),
while others examined also changes in cloud droplet number concentrations and resulting climatic
variables (Makkonen et al., 2009; Wang and Penner, 2009; Kazil et al., 2010; Merikanto et al., 2010).
Regional-scale simulations of the contribution of nucleation to CCN number concentrations are scarce and
cover mainly specific regions in Europe (Sotiropoulous et al., 2006; Fountoukis et al., 2012) and United
States (Jung et al., 2010; Luo and Yu, 2011b).
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Although the models simulating the production of CCN in the global atmosphere differ considerably in
terms of how nucleation and other aerosol processes are treated, the results from the conducted model
investigations share a number of common features. First, nucleation taking place in the upper free
troposphere appears to be a major source of CCN in the global troposphere. After transport and growth,
these particles dominate frequently CCN number concentrations in the remote marine boundary layer and
contribute to CCN present in continental background areas. Second, boundary-layer nucleation enhances
CCN number concentrations almost everywhere over the continents. The resulting enhancement, while
rather small over areas with substantial primary particle emissions, may be several-fold in environments
such as the summertime boreal forest. Third, organic compounds play a crucial role in the CCN
production in continental boundary layers and, possibly, elsewhere due to their ability to grow nucleated
particles effectively into larger sizes. Finally, the contribution of nucleation to the total CCN budget in the
troposphere is definitely non-negligible, and it might be even larger than 50% at water vapor
supersaturations approaching 1%.
Model simulations have pointed out that atmospheric CCN production due to nucleation depends in a nonlinear way on the nucleation rate, subsequent growth of nucleated particles to larger sizes, and the
presence of primary aerosol particles. Both nucleation and growth are very challenging processes to be
simulated in large-scale modelling frameworks. In case of nucleation, this is due to our incomplete
understanding of the atmospheric nucleation mechanisms and due to nucleation taking place in sub-grid
scale plumes from sources such as major SO2 emitters. In the case of nuclei growth, the main challenge is
the proper treatment of the chemistry and gas-particle partitioning of organic compounds. Primary
particles complicate the issue further by acting as a sink for low-volatile vapours and freshly-nucleated
particles, and by providing additional CCN as a result of their aging during atmospheric transportation.
The effect of nucleation and resulting CCN production on atmospheric radiation fluxes and climate
remain poorly constrained. Kazil et al. (2010) estimated that the total contribution of nucleation (including
direct, semidirect and indirect effects) to the present-day net short-wave radiation at the top of the
atmosphere (TOASW) is about 1% (–2.55 W m–2). This is a significant contribution, and it is likely to
have changed since the preindustrial times because emissions of gas-phase compounds responsible for
nucleation and subsequent growth, as well as of primary particles acting as a sink for nucleated particles,
have changed due to e.g. industrialization and land use changes. It is, therefore, probable that the
nucleation process contributes to current aerosol radiative forcing (present-day aerosol effect compared to
preindustrial time), and hence to climate change. This is supported by Makkonen et al. (2012a) who found
the predicted aerosol forcing to increase from –1.03 to –1.61 W m–2 when nucleation was included in their
model. Fatima et al. (2011) tested two ion-nucleation mechanisms and found a total indirect aerosol
forcing of –1.42 and –1.54 W m–2, while Wang and Penner (2009) obtained first indirect forcing estimates
ranging from –1.22 to –2.03 W m–2 depending on their treatment of free tropospheric and boundary layer
nucleation. The latter study also found that the effect of nucleation on the radiative forcing is highly
sensitive to the relative change of primary particle and nucleation precursor emissions from the
preindustrial times. In addition, Makkonen et al. (2012b) found that the simulated effect of nucleation on
aerosol forcing depends also on the model used for biogenic volatile organic compound (BVOC)
emissions. They estimated the shortwave cloud forcing to vary between –1.41 and –1.75 W m–2 depending
on the nucleation mechanism and used BVOC emission model.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on available field measurements and large-scale model simulations, we conclude that cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) production associated with atmospheric nucleation is both frequent and
widespread phenomenon in many types of continental boundary layers. The same is probably true over a
large fraction of the free troposphere as well, but confirming this matter awaits further support from
atmospheric measurements. The contribution of nucleation to the global CCN budget spans a relatively
large uncertainty range, which, together with our poor understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions, results
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in major uncertainties in the radiative forcing by atmospheric aerosols. In order to better quantify the role
of atmospheric nucleation in CCN formation and Earth System behavior, more information is needed on i)
the factors controlling atmospheric CCN production and ii) the properties of both primary and secondary
CCN and their interconnections. In future investigations, more emphasis should be put on combining field
measurements with regional and large-scale model studies.
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Evolution of nanoparticle composition in CLOUD in presence of sulphuric acid, ammonia and
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to predict the size-selected composition of the nucleated nanoparticles and their
ability to act as a cloud condensation nuclei. Particles were produced in CLOUD (Cosmic Leaving
Outdoor Droplets) experiment, whose aim is to study possible link between galactic cosmic rays and cloud
formation.
METHODS
In the CLOUD experiment the atmospheric conditions were simulated in a chamber in which aerosols
were formed. One can find detailed description of the CLOUD experiment elsewhere (Kirkby et al., 2011,
Kupc et al., 2011, Voigtlander et al., 2012 ). For particle formation, ozone (O3), sulphuric dioxide (SO2),
ammonia (NH3), dimethylamine and pinanediol (PD) were introduced into the chamber. To study the
chemical composition of the formed particles and the particle-water vapour interactions we used data from
hygroscopic and organic ethanol tandem differential analyzers (H- and OETDMA) (Joutsensaari et al.,
2001), cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCN-c) (Droplet Measurement Technologies, Roberts and
Nenes, 2005) and Aerodyne high resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS)
(DeCarlo et al., 2006). The evolution of the particle mobility size distribution during nucleation and
growth rates (GRs) of the particles were determined from the Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS)
measurements. The smallest measured size was 15 nm for H- and OETDMA, 30 nm for CCN-c 30 nm
and 50 nm for HR-ToF-AMS. For results interpretation also the gas phase chemistry studied by Proton
Transfer Reaction Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (PTR-TOF) and the ions composition (up to 2 nm)
measured by Atmospheric Pressure Interface Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (APi-TOF, Junninen et
al., 2010) was used. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental system to analyze the nucleated nanoparticle
properties during their growth.
From HTDMA and CCN-c measurements, we derived the hygroscopicity parameters ( hgf and ccn,
respectively) based on theory by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007). Same theory was also modified for
calculating ethanol affinities ( ):
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where EGF is measured ethanol growth factor, S is the saturation ratio, e is the ethanol surface tension,
Me is the molecular weight of the ethanol, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, e is the density of
the ethanol and D0 is the selected dry particles size in DMA. From HR-ToF-AMS we can derive the
oxidation level of the particles and connect that to their hygroscopic properties (Massoli et al. 2010,
Raatikainen et al. 2010).

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis presented here will give valuable insight in the composition of the size-selected (from 15 nm)
nucleated particles during their growth and further in their ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei in
the atmosphere.

Figure 1. The experimental system to analyze the nucleated nanoparticles properties during their growth.
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INTRODUCTION
The major part of nitrogen (N) in boreal forest soil is in organic form (Soil Organic Nitrogen, SON) and
largely in forms not directly available for plants or microbes (Knicker, 2011). Since the pools of
nutritionally important inorganic N like NH4+ and NO3- are very low in forest soil (Korhonen et al.
unpublished), the microbial transformations of SON into more readily available forms is of crucial
importance for forest productivity.
One of the main pathways for amine production is the decay of organic matter in soil (Vranova et al.,
2011). In soil, amino acids react with specific decarboxylase enzymes which transform them to amines
(Yan et al., 1996, Näsholm et al., 2001). Amino acid turnover time in forest soil is relatively fast (in
hours) because amino acids can be used as N and C source by plants and especially by microbes (Jones
and Kielland, 2012). Therefore, amino acid production by protease enzymes might be the critical step both
for ecosystem productivity as well as for amine production and release from forest soil.
The aim of the study was to artificially introduce enzymes responsible for protein transformation into
amino acids (proteases) as well as soil organic matter (SOM) decomposition (laccase and manganese
peroxidase) in order to increase SON transformation and amine synthesis. Treatments were conducted
both in Scots pine seedlings containing as well as non-planted microcosms. N transformations were
examined, as well as amine concentration in soil and in volatile form.
METHODS
The experiment consisted of eight different treatments, two of which were regarded as controls concerning
enzyme addition or stimulation. Four of the treatments were planted with one year old nursery grown
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) seedlings and four were non-planted. The substrate additions and the
overall experimental setup are shown in Table 1. The role of bovine serum albumin (BSA) was to act as
control protein and equal the nutritional effect of enzyme additions. Proteases have the ability to degrade
proteins into amino acids and laccase and manganese peroxidase induce SOM decomposition. Glucose
addition has been shown to induce natural soil protease activity (Linden et al., unpublished).
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Humus+BSA
Protease
Protease +Lac+ MnP
BSA+Glucose
Humus+BSA
Protease
Protease+Lac+MnP
BSA+Glucose

Scots pine N
X
15
X
15
X
15
X
15
5
5
5
5

BSA
X

Protease

Lacc+MnP

X
X

X

Glucose

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Table 1. The experimental setup. Proteases, laccase and manganese peroxidise (Lacc+MnP) are functional
enzymes and were added to induce SOM and SON transformations. Glucose has been shown to induce
natural soil protease activities and bovine serum albumin (BSA) is added to equal the treatment from
nutritional point of view (enzymes contain approx.. 15% N).
The experiment lasted approximately six months and the treatments with enzyme, protein and glucose
additions were conducted within one more month. After the treatments, the experiment was continued for
one extra month before being harvested for chemical analysis. All the analyses performed or under
progress are listed in Table 2.

Total soil N
Dissolved N
NH4+ in soil
NO3- in soil
Extractable proteins in soil
Total proteins in soil
Amino acids in soil
Amines in soil
Amines released from soil
Needle N (total)
Needle N (15N)
Protease activity
Biomass

Analysed
X
X
X
X
X

Under progress

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 2. All the analyses performed or to be performed from the experiment.
RESULTS
The protease activity was discovered more commonly after the treatment with protease or glucose
additions. In planted BSA-control some natural protease activity was found but not in non-planted
controls. Different substrate additions did not cause any differences in total N percentage, but the presence
of the seedlings diminished soil N% by approximately 20%. In addition, the same effect was clearly seen
in dissolved N, NH4+ and NO3-, which is shown in Figure 1. Plant has exploited the soluble N forms
almost entirely from the system, irrespective of the substrate treatment. However, the presence of the
seedling changed the ratio of organic N - inorganic N from inorganic nitrogen towards organic nitrogen in
the soil compared to the non-planted treatments which were dominated in inorganic nitrogen forms, NH 4+
and NO3-.
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Figure 1. Soluble soil nitrogen concentrations after different treatments. Concentrations are in mass of
nitrogen per dry mass of soil (µg N g-1 d.m.s.). Dissolved N includes soluble organic and inorganic soil N
fractions.
The overall sums of the detected amines did not differ between any of the treatments although there was a
trend of increased amine production in the absence of plants. Some amines in soil had a positive
correlation with the presence (ethanol amine, spermidine, sec- and isobutylamine) or absence
(dimethylamine) of plants. Concentrations of the most prominent amines in soil are shown in Figure 2
after different treatments.

Figure 2. Concentrations of dimethylamine, spermidine, ethanolamine, and sec-butylamine in soluble
fraction of soil after different treatments. Concentrations are in mass of amine per dry mass of soil (µg g -1
d.m.s.).
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results obtained so far, it seems that artificial induction of amines in forest soil condition was
not successful. However, we should keep in mind that large variations in natural forest soil conditions may
mask the effects potentially caused by the enzyme and glucose additions. In addition, the reactions may be
too fast for our sampling protocol.
However, it is evident that the effect of plant is crucial on many soil biochemical processes, and that soils
did contain high quantities of certain amines and there were differences in amine compounds present and
concentrations between planted and non-planted treatments. Therefore, the results confirm that if detected
amines are volatilised, soils may be a significant source of amines in forest environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Alkyl amines are organic compounds that have common structure of R3N, where R can be an alkyl group or a
hydrogen atom. Amines have been shown to participate in atmospheric aerosol formation and growth into cloud
condensation nuclei (Smith et al., 2009; Kurtén et al., 2008). This process of aerosol formation constitutes globally
important source of cloud condensation nuclei, with potentially large implications on Earth’s climate system (Wang
and Penner, 2009; Merikanto et al., 2009; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008).
Alkyl amines can be emitted from a variety of sources, both antrophogenic and natural ones. Animal husbandry,
industry, and combustion processes are main antrophogenic sources, and oceans, vegetation, biomass burning and
soils are main natural sources of amines globally (Ge et al., 2010 and references therein).
Aim of the study is determine natural alkyl amine concentration in a boreal pine forest air, and find relations with
aerosol concentrations and ecosystem variables.

METHODS
In this study a sample collection and analytical method for measuring ambient air concentrations of low molecular
weight aliphatic amines have been developed for the following compounds: dimethylamine (DMA), ethylamine
(EA), trimethylamine (TMA), propylamine (PA), diethylamine (DEA), butylamine (BA), and triethylamine (TEA),
and measured in a boreal forest ecosystem from May to the end of October in 2011 in a boreal forest measurement
station (Station for Measuring Ecosystem Atmosphere Relations, SMEAR2) in southern Finland.
In an amine sample collection, ambient air was pumped through a stack of filters. Samples were collected with an air
flow of 16 L min-1. The stack of filter consisted from a PTFE membrane filter (Millipore: Fluoropore® 3.0 µm FS)
and from an acid impregnated glass fibre filter. The PTFE filter was used to collect particles before the impregnated
filter. The impregnated filter was for trapping gas-phase amines as salts into the glass fibre filter. For the acid
impregnated filters, the glass fibre filters were treated with phosphoric acid in methanol according to procedure
introduced by Rampfl et al. (2005).
Duration of a sample collection was 24 hours in weekdays and 72 hours over weekends. During a week, samples
were pooled, and pooled filters were extracted together. Measurement height was 2.5 m above the ground and a filter
holder was shielded from rain and direct sunlight.
Analytical method for gas-phase amines is based on methods introduced by Rampfl et al. (2005). The extract was
analysed by high performance liquid chromatography electro spray ionisation ion trap mass spectrometer (Agilent
1100 series LC/MSD trap). For quantitative analysis, 5 point external standard for all measured aliphatic amines
were used. Analysis was repeated for each sample two times and final analyse results were calculated by averaging
of two analysis. Uncertainty of analysis is reported as a standard error of results. Detection limits are three times of
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standard deviations of field blanks. Because of insufficient chromatographical separation of DMA from EA, and
TMA from PA, they were handled as a pairs.
Ambient air amine concentrations were compared with aerosol data and selected ecosystem variables measured in
SMEAR2 station. For comparing data sets, weekly means were used. Aerosol data consists of NAIS and DMPS
measurement data. For positive cluster ions sizes range from 0.8 to 3 nm and from DMPS data size range of 25 to 50
nm were used. Ecosystem variables consisted soil temperature and soil water content in A-horizon (0-10 cm depth),
precipitation intensity, and air temperature measured in 4.2 m.

RESULTS
Ambient air concentration of the amines and their detection limits are shown in Table 1. EA+DMA and
TMA+PA concentrations were over the detection limit throughout the measurement period, and the
concentrations of DEA were over the detection limit for most of the measurement period. The highest
concentrations were observed in July for DEA, and in the end of September and in the early October for
EA+DMA and TMA+PA.
TEA
[pptV]

EA+DMA
[pptV]

BA
[pptV]

TMA+PA
[pptV]

DEA
[pptV]

Detection limits

3.2

0.2

8.9

0.4

6.7

Mean
Standard deviation
Max conc.
Min conc.

>3.2
3.2
>3.2

42.2
29.4
156.8
12.2

>8.9
>8.9
>8.9

21.1
23.2
103.0
4.6

>6.7
5.6
15.5
>6.7

Table 1. Detection limits and means, standard deviations maximums and minimums values for
triethylamine (TEA), ethyl- and dimethylamines (EA+DMA), butylamine (BA), trimethyl- and
propylamine (TMA+PA), and diethylamine during the measurement period from May to October. The
concentrations are in parts per trillion (pptV).
Positive cluster ions and aerosol particle number concentrations followed DEA and EA+DMA
concentrations during the measurement period, as shown in Figure 1. Concentrations of PA+TMA, and the
number concentrations of positive cluster ions and aerosols did not peak at the same time periods.

Figure 1. Diethylamine (DEA), and EA and DMA air concentrations and positive cluster ion number
concentrations during the measurement period. The concentrations are in parts per trillion (pptV) for
amines and in number per cubic centrimeter (# cm-3) for positive cluster ions.
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Soil temperature had positive correlated with DEA (r = 0.6; p < 0.05) and negative correlation with soil
water content (r = -0.50; p < 0.05), shown in Figure 2. EA+DMA air concentrations were related to soil
temperature and water content but not that strongly than for DEA.

Figure 2. Diethylamine concentrations, soil water content (above) and soil temperature (below) in Ahorizon. Diethylamine concentration is in parts per trillion (pptV), soil water content is in cubic meters per
cubic meters (m3 m-3), and soil temperature are in degrees of Celsius (°C).
CONCLUSIONS
In a boreal forest, high concentrations of measured amines we found to be in July and the highest
concentrations we found in end of September. The most prominent amine compounds during the
measurement period were the ethyl- and dimenthylamine, propyl- and trimethylamine, diethylamine.
Positive cluster ions in size range of 0.8 to 3 nm and aerosol particles in size range 25 to 50 nm were
following amine concentrations, especially of diethylamine, and ethlyl- and dimethylamine
concentrations. Soil temperature had a positive and soil water content had a negative correlation with
diethylamine concentrations. For the rest of amines, the relationship with soil temperature and water
content were not clear.
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NEUTRAL AND CHARGED SUB-2NM CLUSTERS
IN BOREAL FOREST BOUNDARY LAYER
J. KONTKANEN, S. HAKALA, T. NIEMINEN, K. LEHTIPALO, H. E. MANNINEN,
T. PETÄJÄ, AND M. KULMALA
Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, Finland
Keywords: molecular clusters, particle formation and growth, field measurements
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle formation is proposed to happen via the activation of the clusters in the size
range of 1–2 nm (Kulmala et al., 2000; Kulmala et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2006). There are numerous
observations of sub-2 nm charged clusters (e.g. Hirsikko et al., 2011 and references therein) and recent
measurements have also proven the existence of neutral clusters (Kulmala et al., 2007; Lehtipalo et al.,
2009). However, size-segregated measurements in the sub-2 nm size range are still needed to give more
insight into the role of neutral and charged clusters in nucleation. In this work we present the results from
the direct measurements of sub-2 nm clusters performed at the SMEAR II station in boreal forest
boundary layer.
METHODS
The measurements were conducted during spring 2011 (14th March–16th May) and spring 2012 (27th
March–15th May) at the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005). The size
distribution of neutral and charged clusters between 1 and 2 nm in mobility diameter was measured with
the Particle Size Magnifier (PSM; Airmodus A09), which is a recently developed mixing-type
condensation particle counter (Vanhanen et al., 2011). The ion mobility distribution was measured with
the Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS; Mirme et al., 2010) in the range from 3.2 to 0.0013
cm2 V-1 s-1, which corresponds to a mobility diameter range from 0.8 to 42 nm.
From PSM and NAIS measurements the total cluster concentration Ntot and ion concentration Nions were
calculated for different sub-2nm size classes. For the data measured in spring 2011 six sub-2nm size
classes were used (0.9–1.1 nm, 1.1–1.3 nm, 1.3–1.5 nm, 1.5–1.7 nm, 1.7–1.9 nm, and 1.9–2.1 nm), while
the spring 2012 data were divided into three size classes (1.1–1.3 nm, 1.3–1.5, and 1.5–2 nm). The
concentration of neutral clusters originating from the recombination of oppositely-charged ions Nrec was
estimated for each size class from the NAIS data. Finally, the concentration of neutral clusters Nn in each
size class was calculated from
Nn = Ntot – Nions – Nrec ,

(1)

where Ntot is the total concentration, Nions is ion concentration and Nrec is the concentration of
recombination products.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In both spring 2011 and spring 2012 a continuously present population of sub-2nm clusters was observed
in Hyytiälä. This cluster population seems to be dominated by neutral clusters, their concentration
exceeding the concentration of ions and recombination products most of the time during both
measurement periods. Especially during new particle formation events the dominance of neutral clusters
was clear, which indicates a minor contribution of ion-mediated nucleation mechanisms to the total
particle formation in Hyytiälä. On the other hand, during nighttime when the total cluster concentration
was typically low ion concentration was often larger than the concentration of neutral clusters.
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The median (and 5- to 95-percentile) concentration of sub-2nm neutral clusters was 4000 cm-3 (500–
30 000 cm-3) during spring 2011 and 3000 cm-3 (400–20 000 cm-3) during spring 2012. The ion
concentration was on average clearly lower and it also did not vary as strongly as the concentration of
neutral clusters. During spring 2011 the median ion concentration was 800 cm-3 (500–1300 cm-3) and
during spring 2012 500 cm-3 (100–1000 cm-3). The concentration of recombination products was
observed to be small during both measurement periods. The differences in the cluster concentrations
between spring 2011 and spring 2012 can at least partly be explained by the differences in the measured
size range: in spring 2011 the smallest measured clusters were 0.9 nm in mobility diameter, while in
spring 2012 the lowest size limit was 1.1 nm.
When studying the different sub-2nm size classes separately, the median concentration of neutral clusters
can be observed to exceed the median ion concentration at all sizes (Figure 1). The concentration of
neutral clusters was largest in the smallest size class (0.9–1.1 nm) and decreased with the increasing
cluster size. This indicates that neutral clusters are continuously formed in the atmosphere, after which
they grow to larger sizes or coagulate with the pre-existing larger particles. The concentration of ions
was at its maximum between 1.1 nm and 1.3 nm, which is consistent with the earlier observations on the
continuous population of small ions in the atmosphere (Hirsikko et al., 2005; Hirsikko et al., 2011).
When comparing the cluster concentrations in different size classes measured in spring 2011 and spring
2012, it seems that during spring 2012 the concentrations of both neutral and charged clusters were on
average slightly smaller than during spring 2011. However, especially in the largest size class (1.5–2 nm)
this may be due to the differences in the measured size range.

Figure 1. The concentrations of neutral and charged clusters in different size classes during spring 2011
(the boxes on the left-hand side) and spring 2012 (the boxes on the right-hand side). The red lines show
the medians and the boxes indicate the 25- and 75-percentiles. For the smallest size class only data from
the spring 2011 were used.
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CONCLUSIONS
A continuous population of sub-2nm clusters was observed during spring 2011 and spring 2012 at the
SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä. The cluster population was dominated by neutral clusters, especially
during new particle formation events. This indicates that in boreal forest boundary layer the neutral
nucleation mechanisms dominate over ion mediated ones. The continuous presence of clusters also
implies that the formation and following growth of the clusters take place in the atmosphere all the time,
not only during new particle formation events.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol size distributions usually follow log normal distribution. Thus it is tempting to use
these functions also in atmospheric modelling to describe aerosol size distributions as they provide
computationally efficient way to represent aerosols in large scale models. One, often used, way to describe
an aerosol distribution is to list the number and mass of the aerosol particles in the mode in addition with
the mode width. The average particle diameter can then be calculated for each compound with known
density. This kind of approach has been used for example with MAM7, MAM3 and M7 aerosol modules
(Sartelet et al., 2006, Vignati et al., 2003), which are largely used in several global scale applications.
In global modelling the atmosphere is divided into grid boxes, size varying from tens to hundreds of
kilometres. Because of still limited computational power, calculations for these grid boxes are done
separately during each time step. In the case of air mass mixing particles are moved between adjacent grid
boxes. This can be done by transferring certain particle number and mass between corresponding modes in
the grid boxes (accumulation mode particles to accumulation mode). If the average diameters of the
corresponding to-be-transferred modes differ significantly the result of the transfer is a distribution that
represents neither of the original distributions. To avoid this, the mode average diameters are restricted to
predefined size ranges. The modes are kept under their threshold diameter by reallocating the number and
mass corresponding to the largest particles in the mode to the larger mode (Binkowski and Roselle 2003).
This reallocation decreases the average diameter of the (source)mode, and keeps it under desired size
(Figure 1)

Figure 1: Figure showing a difference between reallocated and
freely moving distribution. Vertical lines mark the threshold
diameters for each mode.
By using reallocation routine, unrepresentative distributions are avoided when transferring particles
between grid boxes. But it will cause problems under certain conditions when the distribution is growing,
either within a grid box or as consequence of particle transfer. We studied the effects of reallocation on
cloud droplet activation during cloud formation and extinction coefficient. These are the key parameters
when the radiative effect of aerosol particles is estimated in global scale. Extinction coefficient is used in
the calculation of aerosol direct effect, and changes in cloud droplet number concentration are causing the
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so called indirect aerosol effect. We found out that reallocation can cause both under- and overestimation
of the cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) and extinction coefficient depending on the situation.

SIMULATIONS
We did two types of simulations to study the effects of reallocation to physically interesting parameters
(CDNC and extinction coefficient). Both were box model simulations and had two separate aerosol
distributions, one with freely moving modes and one with above described reallocation. The reallocation
only affects the distribution if at least one mode is growing and has reached it threshold diameter. So both
simulations have growth mechanisms (artificial and physical) for the particles. The purpose of the first
simulation (case I) was to demonstrate the aerosol size and number/vertical velocity ranges where
reallocation routine is causing over- or underestimation on either parameters. In case I we had a semirealistic base distribution and we varied simultaneously the average diameter and number
concentration/vertical velocity one mode at a time and calculated the CDNC and extinction coefficient for
each value combination. In case II we included micro physical processes to simulate a simplified
nucleation event. We were interested to see how reallocation affects the parameters during the particle
growth after nucleation. The simulation included activation type nucleation, condensation, coagulation and
water uptake. The particles in both simulations were composed from pure sulphate and the vertical
velocity in case II for these simulations was 0.8 m/s. For CDNC calculation we used a parametrisation by
Abdul-Razzak et al (2002), and libRadtran library was used for extinction coefficient calculations. In this
abstract we present the second simulation and first results.

RESULTS FROM SECOND SIMULATION
Results from the case II simulation agree with the results from the case I, where we observed clear
overestimation when the dominantly growing mode is in its entirety under the critical diameter. The
difference of the distributions can be seen from figure 2. In the simulated nucleation event the strongest
growth was in nucleation and Aitken mode and Figure 3 shows overestimation of CDNC by reallocated
distribution. Figure 3 shows the CDNC and extinction coefficient in 24 hour nucleation event for freely
moving and reallocated distribution. In the freely moving distribution the growth of the modes by
condensation and coagulation is very slow, so the number of cloud droplets remains almost unchanged
during the simulation. Small decrease in the beginning is caused by increase in the critical diameter, but
the growth after five hours is fast enough to compensate that and results in slight increase of CDNC. The
shape of the reallocated case is more interesting however. The first sharp increase is caused by the growth
of the Aitken mode and its reallocation to accumulation mode. But the newly nucleated particles also grow
and the nucleation mode reaches its threshold diameter just under five hours. The reallocation from
nucleation to Aitken mode decreases the size of the Aitken mode faster than than condensation and
coagulation increase its size and the reallocation to the accumulation mode stops. After ten hours the
growth of the Aitken mode is again fast enough for it to grow to its threshold diameter and begin
reallocating particles to accumulation mode, which is large enough to have part of its particles activated.
The size range where changes happen in the distribution is small compared to the visible light
wavelengths, because of this the changes in extinction coefficient are smaller but affected by the same
mechanics as the cloud droplet number concentration. Slightly higher extinction coefficient from the
reallocated distribution is due to higher number of accumulation mode particles.
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Figure 2: The number size distribution in the left panel is from the freely moving
distribution, right side illustrates the effect of the reallocation. The solid lines mark the
threshold diameters, and the dashed line shows the critical diameter.

Figure 3: Left panel shows the CDNC calculated from the freely moving and reallocated
distribution during 24 h simulated nucleation event. Right panel illustrates extinction
coefficient for both distributions in the same event.

CONCLUSIONS
We studied the effects of reallocation of size distribution on the cloud droplet number concentration
(CDNC) and extinction coefficient. We ran two different simulation types. The main difference between
simulations was the growth mechanism of the particles. First simulation artificially altered the distribution
and enabled us to find out how CDNC and extinction coefficient react to reallocation in wide variety of
circumstances. Second simulation created a simplified nucleation event. Main motivation was to study
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how CDNC and extinction coefficient behave during the growth of the particles after nucleation event. We
found out that reallocation has strongest effect on the CDNC when particles in the accumulation mode are
growing. The CDNC calculated from the reallocated distribution can be significantly lower compared to
freely moving distribution. But relative difference in CDNC is not negligible during the Aitken mode
growth either where the reallocation overestimates the number of activated particles. The changes in the
extinction coefficient are strongly dependant on the initial distributions. In our simulations the relative
difference of extinction coefficient varied between from -10% to 10% depending on the case. This
research is not complete yet and it would be interesting to study the effects of simultaneous growth in
several modes in detail to compare the opposing effects on CDNC. We haven't yet fully analysed the
phenomena's affecting the extinction coefficient. Growth in large particles that affect the extinction
coefficient strongly is still in progress. We are also planning to test methods to decrease the effect of
reallocation, for example by allowing bigger overgrowth with the same threshold diameters, changing the
definition of threshold diameters and the shape of the modes.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen (N) has been studied intensively during the last decades. The
deposition of reactive nitrogen (Nr) is linked with many environmental problems, such as eutrophication,
loss of biodiversity, acidification of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and health through air quality
(NOx) and quality of drinking water (NO3-; Sutton et al., 2011). Atmospheric N deposition is also an
important source of N to forests near industrialized areas, altering the biogeochemical N cycle and
boosting the forest growth.
Atmospheric N deposition consists of wet (Dw) and dry deposition (Dd), which both are within the same
order of magnitude. Wet deposition is formed when water droplets scavenge aerosol particles and gas
molecules from the atmosphere, and the water droplets are precipitated to ground. In dry deposition,
aerosol particles or gas molecules collide with surfaces in the ground (such as plant surface). The
measurement of wet deposition is challenging, because the measurement includes also some dry
deposition, and thus the measured variable is often called bulk deposition (Db). Unfortunately, Db is not
the same as the total deposition to the system, because the ratio of surface area to ground area, and other
properties are different for the collector and the forest itself. Direct measurement of dry deposition is even
more challenging, and usually dry deposition estimation is based on models (Flechard et al., 2011).
Traditionally the emphasis of research has been in mineral wet N deposition, although the importance of
organic deposition is acknowledged and studied more recently (Neff et al., 2002;Mustajärvi et al., 2008).
However, in case of dry deposition, the models are not advanced enough to include organic N deposition,
and neither there are measurements of it. In this study, we present the estimation of total N deposition to a
boreal Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) forest in Hyytiälä, including estimation of organic dry deposition.
METHODS
We measured bulk deposition above the canopy of a young Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) forest at SMEAR
II station in Hyytiälä, Finland (61° 51´N, 24° 17´E). For estimating the wet-only and dry deposition, we
used a time series of four years (2007-2010). Precipitation was collected to canisters via funnel, and
canisters were emptied monthly in winter and once a fortnight in summer, or whenever they were getting
full. No anti-microbial substances were used in the canisters. The water collection system is presented in
more detail in (Ilvesniemi et al., 2010). Ammonium (NH4+), nitrate (NO3-) and total nitrogen
concentrations (Ntot) were measured from the water samples at the Finnish Forest Research Institute,
Vantaa Unit. Organic N (Norg) was determined using total nitrogen concentration in samples as follows
[Norg] = [Ntot] - [NH4+] - [NO3-],

(1)

where the Norg consist of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) and particulate nitrogen.
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A simple model to fractionate the bulk deposition into wet and dry deposition was formulated based on the
amount of precipitation and the period of time of dry deposition accumulation to the collector. As the
result, the model gives an estimate of wet nutrient deposition to the ecosystem.
In the fractioning model the amount of nitrogen in the bulk deposition collector (Dbc; mg) is the sum of N
in wet deposition (Dw) and N in dry deposition (Dd) and it is formulated as follows
,

(2)

where subscript c refers to the chemical form of nitrogen (NO3--N, NH4+-N or Norg).
We assumed that nitrogen concentration in precipitation is constant and thus wet deposition collected into
the sampling canister (Dwc; mg) is
,

(3)

where unknown parameter cwc is concentration of the nutrient in precipitation (mg dm-3) and Vb is total
water volume in the collector (dm3) and subscript c refers to the chemical form of nitrogen (NO3--N,
NH4+-N or Norg).
We further assumed that dry deposition (Ddc; mg) is only dependent on time and thus is
,

(4)

where unknown parameter is dry deposition constant (mg day-1), t is the length of the accumulation of
dry deposition to the collector (days) and subscript c refers to the chemical form of nitrogen (NO3--N,
NH4+-N or Norg). Vaisala DRD12 optical rain detector (Vaisala Oyj, Helsinki, Finland) was used to
calculate t. Each moment in time any rain was measured, the days between the current and previous rain
event were calculated. The amount of flushing events and accumulated days were calculated for each
collection period
By combining Eqs. (2, 3 and 4), we can formulate the model as follows
,

(5)

In the equation the volume of the water sample (Vb), mc and t were measured, and cwc and were the
unknown parameters. Equation 5 was fitted to data from 2007 to 2010 for Norg, NH4+-N and NO3--N by
changing cwc and . The fit and wet deposition calculation was done separately for summer and winter,
because the collectors were different and in winter major part of the precipitation was snow. The wet
deposition (Dw, kg N ha-1 yr-1) amount was calculated as follows,
=

where

,

(6)

is the fraction of wet deposition of the bulk deposition (0…1).

A mean of the dry deposition of four models presented in Flechard et al. (2011) for Hyytiälä were used as
an estimate of dry deposition. When this dry deposition data was used in conjunction with the measured
bulk deposition data from this study, the modelled aerosol particle NH4+ and gaseous NH3+ deposition
were coupled with the bulk NH4+ deposition, and modeled aerosol particle NO3- and gaseous NO2 and
HNO3 deposition were coupled with the bulk NO3- deposition.
Organic N dry deposition was calculated by multiplying the ratio of organic and mineral dry deposition to
the collector with the estimated mineral N dry deposition to the forest.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total atmospheric deposition was 7.4 kg N ha -1 yr-1 (Table 1). Approximately 60% of the deposition
was dry deposition and approximately 40% was wet deposition. Although the deposition was mainly in
mineral form, the organic fraction was also relatively high, being 0.32 and 0.24 of the total wet and dry N
deposition, respectively.
Bulk deposition measurement overestimated wet deposition by 43%, and underestimated the total
deposition by 34%. Thus, bulk deposition measurement is only indicative estimate of the total deposition.
The underestimation was highest for NH4+ (and NH3) and lowest for Norg.
Based on model predictions by (Flechard et al., 2011), NO3-, NO2 and HNO3 together comprise over 54%
of the total dry deposition. The representative value of our analysis shows contribution of 45%.
Respectively, the contribution of NH4+ and NH3 is lower in our study. The results are not far from each
other, taken into account the uncertainties in the measurements, our analysis, the input data and the models
used in Flechard et al. (2011).
Table 1. The components of atmospheric nitrogen deposition. Wet deposition is estimated from bulk deposition
measurement by linear regression (Eq. 6) assuming that dry deposition is independent from time, and that nitrogen
concentration in wet deposition is constant. The estimated composition of dry deposition is based on the fractions of
dry deposition collected in bulk deposition collector.

-1

-1

Measured bulk deposition (Db; kg N ha yr )
-1

-1

Estimated wet deposition (Dw = Db; kg N ha yr )
-1

-1

Modelled / estimated dry deposition (Dd; kg N ha yr )*
-1

-1

NH4+

NO3-

Norg

Total

1.3

2.1

1.5

4.9

0.7

1.2

0.9

2.8

1.0*

2.5*

1.1

4.6

Estimated total deposition (Dtot = Dd + Dw; kg N ha yr )

1.7

3.7

2

7.4

Bulk deposition correction factor ( )
Dd overestimation of Dw ( (1- )Db; kg N ha-1 yr-1)
Estimated composition of dry deposition

0.52

0.57

0.63

0.57

0.48

0.43

0.37

0.43

32 %

45 %

23 %

100 %

*Flechard et al. (2011). NH4+ and NH3 are combined as NH4+ and NO3-, NO2 and HNO3 are combined as NO3-.

Our simple model was able to predict nutrient concentrations in the collector relatively well (Fig. 1). The
residual plots (not shown) do not show strong bias in the fit. There are other variables than time and
amount of precipitation explaining the dry deposition to the bulk deposition sampler, and thus the model
does not give accurate estimations for short periods of time. However, we assume that the model does give
reasonably accurate average value for longer time periods. The calculation requires relatively many data
points to be reliable, practically several years of data. The method is suitable for estimating deposition in
time scale of a year or longer. For shorter time-scales it is quite useless.
The presented approach allows separating measured bulk deposition into wet deposition estimate. The
approach also gives the composition of dry N deposition to the collector. The physical and chemical
properties of the collector and the forest are different. This is not a problem, as long as the difference
affects the measured compounds similarly. The method does not necessary require any changes to be
made to the collection system, but the systematic errors can be reduced with correct material choices. In
any case, the long datasets (such as the EMEP dataset) could be analyzed for more precise wet deposition
estimations.
No anti-bacterial substances were used in the collectors. Therefore, it is possible that mineral N was
transformed into organic N in the collector during the two-week collection period. If this was the case, the
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Norg concentration in the collector should have increased at a higher rate than mineral N as a function of
the length of the collection period. However, we did not observe this, and therefore we assume that the
observation of s significant amount of organic dry N deposition was real.
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Figure 1. Modeled bulk deposition rate based on time (t) and precipitation (P). The column at left (A, B and C) is for
summer deposition measurement, measured using a funnel. The column at right (D, E and F) is for winter (snow)
deposition measured, measured using a bucket. First row (A and D) is NH4+-N, middle row (B and E) is NO3--N and
the last row (C and F) is Norg. The first order parameter describes how much dry deposition contributes to the
measured concentration and the zero order parameter is average concentration of NH4+-N, NO3--N or Norg in wet
deposition. The negative values of Norg are due to measurement noise (see Eq. 1).
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CONCLUSIONS
The bulk deposition measurement can overestimate wet nitrogen deposition markedly. Using the approach
presented in this study, it is possible to quantify this overestimation. In addition, the approach gives
information on the composition of dry deposition. With existing estimation of mineral N dry deposition
rates, also organic N dry deposition can be estimated. The results suggest that organic N deposition can
contribute significantly to the total N deposition. The method works on time scale of a year or longer. In
combination with dry deposition models and long bulk deposition data-series, it could be used to improve
the estimations of wet and total deposition in the past and present climate.
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INTRODUCTION
Residential wood combustion produces high amounts of gaseous and particulate emissions into
atmosphere. The crucial particulate products, ash, carbon and alkali metals (Tissari, 2009), cause
commonly known climate and health effects, and therefore it is important to understand the evolution of
different chemical compounds during wood combustion. In recent studies, the chemical composition of
particulate emissions from residential wood combustion has been analyzed mainly using filter sampling.
However, these methods have poor temporal information from aerosol composition in rapidly changing
circumstances. This study’s goal is to open the time-dependent knowledge of aerosol particles chemical
composition in different combustion situations.
METHODS
The experiments were performed by burning wood chips in a grate fired burner (40 kW) under controlled
combustion conditions, and measuring the emission products with dilution ratio of 600 to 1000 regulated
by the emission yield. The experiments were divided into efficient, medium and poor combustion
conditions by the emission rates of CO (low, elevated and high, respectively). Real-time size-dependent
chemical composition of aerosol particles was measured by Aerodyne HR-TOF-AMS (High Resolution
Time-Of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer) using typical 600°C vaporizer temperature (Decarlo et al.,
2006). In addition O/H/V-TDMA (Organic/Hygroscopic/Volatilization-Tandem Differential Mobility
Analyzer) and CCNC (Cloud Condensation Nuclei Counter) measurements were carried out for getting
better approach to particulate properties (volatilization, hygroscopicity and organic content). Detailed
descriptions from instruments can be found from Joutsensaari et. al., 2001 (O-TDMA), Hämeri et al.,
2000 (H-TDMA), Burtscher et al., 2001 (V-TDMA) and Roberts and Nenes, 2005 (CCNC).
CONCLUSIONS
Aerosol mass spectrometer found nitrate, chloride, sulphate, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and
organics, which were divided into smaller subgroups by positive matrix factorization (PMF) (Ulbrich,
2009). Organics were split into formerly reported factors HOA (Hydrocarbon-like Organic Aerosol) and
OOA (Oxygenated Organic Aerosol) and new factors named “Aromatics” and “Benzene”. The proportion
of each chemical compounds are presented in table 1.
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Compound

HOA
OOA
Aromatics
Benzene
PAH
SO4
Chl

Med.
Combustion
(%)
43
15
0
12
0
23
7

Poor
combustion
(%)
8
6
24
26
31
0
5

Table 1. Relative abundance of the chemical compounds for experiments.
In the mass spectrum of HOA, highest peaks were C2H3O, C4H7, C4H9 and included notable
hydrocarbon series (i. e. CnH2n±1) with O/C ratio of 0.1. For OOA, the highest peaks were CO and CO2,
and O/C ratio was 0.75. Benzene spectrum had a remarkably high contribution of C6H5 and C5H3NO4
and O/C ratio was 0.19. The peak of C6H5 was thought to be originating from the particles produced
from the split of aromatic hydrocarbons contained aromatic ring retaining products. Aromatics had high
contribution in hydrocarbon series of Cn+5Hn+1,n = 1,..,4, which were thought to be doubly charged ions
from PAH and O/C ratio was 0.23. Aromatics had good correlation with PAH compounds in poor
combustion.
Particles were not detectable in AMS at efficient combustion conditions due to their small size and low
mass concentration of vaporized products in 600°C. In medium combustion conditions main constituents
were HOA, SO4, OOA, Benzene and Chl whereas in poor combustion there were also PAH and
Aromatics present simultaneously with constantly occurring CO/NOx plumes. In the case of poor
combustion, SO4 was almost negligible and small amounts of nitrate (mainly NO fragment) were found.
No ammonium was detected, hence we conclude that NO was originated mainly from organics.
The mechanic operation of the grate fired burner added new wood chips at every 20 minutes and changed
the burning conditions in a way that concentrations of gaseous CO/NOx rapidly increased to high values
for approx five minutes. The chemical reactions occurring at the time had an influence on oxidation level
and organic content of particles in way that oxidation increased at that time and also concentration of
PAH got higher. The average composition of the particles in poor circumstances was investigated during
the CO peaks and outside of the peaks, during regular burning conditions. It was found that Aromatics
and PAH clearly formed during the CO peaks as shown in table 2. In addition, OOA and Chl are
increasing at the same time, while they also exist outside the peak. Benzene is the only organic factor that
is higher outside the peaks and therefore it may not depend that much on chemical reactions that happen
during the addition of woodchips in grate fired burner.
Compound

HOA
OOA
Aromatics
Benzene
PAH
SO4
Chl

Average mass conc., std and relative abundance.
during peak (μg/m3)
1.9 ± 1.5 (7.1 %)
3.2 ± 2.0 (12.0 %)
7.6 ± 10.0 (28.6 %)
3.7 ± 3.7 (13.9 %)
8.6 ± 14.0 (32.3 %)
0.3 ± 0.6 (1.1 %)
1.3 ± 0.4 (4.9 %)
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outside of peak (μg/m3)
0.5 ± 1.0 (5.0 %)
0.7 ± 0.5 (6.9 %)
0.4 ± 0.4 (4.0 %)
7.1 ± 5.1 (70.3 %)
0.6 ± 0.5 (5.9 %)
0.0 ± 0.2 (0 %)
0.8 ± 0.4 (7.9 %)

Table 2. Average mass concentrations and standard deviations (std) of compounds during and outside of
gaseous CO peaks in poor combustion.
Organic growth factors from 100 nm particles show that particulate organic content increase when the
combustion conditions are getting worse from efficient to poor. Similar way the hygroscopisity of
particles decrease from efficient to poor suggesting that the organic content increase. In efficient
combustion CCNC show that particles form, activate, cloud condensation nuclei easily suggesting that the
particles are inorganic salts. Also critical diameters of (NH4)2SO4 are in good agreement with measured
critical diameters of efficient combustion results. The most volatile particles are in poor combustion and
growth factor of 0.95 suggests that roughly 15 % of particle mass evaporate in 280°C.
In efficient combustion the products are mainly inorganic salts, metals and ash compounds. In future it
might be useful to measure efficient as well as the other burning conditions with AMSs 800°C vaporizer
temperature to get more information from different inorganic salts, that didn’t vaporize at the used
temperature.
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INTRODUCTION
Primary marine aerosols (PMA) are an important source of cloud condensation nuclei and a key element
of the remote marine radiative budget. Changes occurring in the rapidly warming Arctic, namely the
decreasing sea ice extent, will alter PMA production and through a set of feedbacks will modulate the
Arctic climate. There is not much known about the effects on sea spray emissions from changes in the
physical properties of sea water in the Arctic Ocean region. In light of this, laboratory experiments with
Arctic Ocean water during both Arctic winter and summer were conducted and focused on PMA
emissions as a function of seasonality and sea water properties (Zábori et al, 2012).
METHODS
Laboratory experiments using Arctic Ocean sea water were carried out at Ny-Ålesund (78° 55´ N, 11° 56´
E), western Svalbard in a marine laboratory during late Arctic summer conditions (from the 24th August to
the 7th of September 2009) and late Arctic winter conditions (from the 15th of February to the 7th of March
2010). Sampling locations were selected to account for outer and inner fjord conditions, where the latter
was influenced by glacial melt water. During summertime, water outside the fjord mouth was sampled by
boat, while the sampling took place from the coastline at the north-west side of the peninsula during
winter conditions. In the inner part of Kongsfjorden, close to the glacier, water was sampled by boat
during both seasons. In the laboratory, a deep water inlet is permanently installed. Thus, experiments with
deep fjord water were also conducted during both campaigns.
Collected sea water was poured into a storage stainless steel tank situated in the laboratory. From the steel
tank the water was pumped into a carefully sealed polyethylene bottle (Nalgene Labware) using an
aquarium centrifugal pump. The water entered the bottle through a stainless steel nozzle producing a water
jet mimicking a wave crest which entrains air into sea water. To avoid any contamination by room air,
clean air was pumped through a particle filter resulting in particle free air into the PET bottle. The total
aerosol number concentration was measured at 1 Hz for particles with a Dp > 0.01 µm using a TSI model
3010 Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) and for particles with a Dp > 0.25 µm using a GRIMM 1.109
Optical Particle Counter (OPC). The size distribution for the size range 0.01 µm < Dp < 0.30 µm was
determined using a closed-loop sheath air custom-built differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS)
equipped with a TSI 3010 CPC. One scan covering 15 size bins was completed in 2.5 minutes. The
aerosol size distribution in the range 0.25 < Dp < µm 32 µm was determined every 6 seconds with a
GRIMM 1.109 Optical Particle Counter (OPC), sizing particles in 31 bins. The relative humidity of the
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sampled air was monitored in the sampling line prior to entering individual instruments. Due to the clean
air supplied to the tank, the relative humidity during the experiments was lower than 40 % (winter and
summer). For a comparison of the winter and summer total particle number concentration data, total
particle number concentration medians were calculated for 1 °C temperature bins for each different water
type. To compare summer and winter particle number size distributions, median number size distributions
were calculated for overlapping water temperature (Tw) ranges for the different water types.
CONCLUSIONS
Median particle number concentrations for both Dp > 0.01 µm and Dp > 0.25 µm as a function of water
temperature were compared for summer and winter measurements for the three different sampling
locations (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The median particle number concentrations as a function of water temperature (Tw). Blue data
points represent winter data and red data points summer data with triangles for particles Dp > 0.01 µm and
circles for particles with Dp > 0.25 µm. Blue and red shaded areas represent the interquartile ranges.
Particle number concentrations resulted from bubble bursting in a) deep water b) water sampled close to
glacier c) water sampled at the fjord mouth d) ratio between particle number concentration of particles Dp
> 0.01 µm and Dp > 0.25 µm. The ratios were built for each data point shown in a – c.
In addition, the dependency on water temperature of the resulting ratio between particles Dp > 0.01 µm
and Dp > 0.25 µm was compared for summer and winter conditions (Figure 1d). Three patterns can be
observed: (i) particle number concentrations decrease with increasing Tw up to a water temperature of
about 5 – 7 °C (4 – 5 time decrease from about 1 °C to 6 °C for all different water types and Dp > 0.01
µm) and stay relatively constant for higher water temperatures; (ii) in general, no distinct concentration
shift for particles with Dp > 0.01 µm between the summer and winter measurements can be observed in the
overlapping temperature bins; (iii) for overlapping water temperature ranges, summer measurements show
on average a ratio of three and winter measurements a ratio of two for particle concentrations of Dp > 0.01
/ Dp > 0.25 µm.
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Even if the dependency of particle number concentrations on water temperature is consistent for winter
and summer measurements, summer particle number concentrations for Dp > 0.01 µm are about 2 – 3
times higher than the particle number concentrations recorded during winter for the lowest overlapping
temperature bin (Tw between 5 °C and 6 °C). This is observed for water sampled close to the glacier and at
the fjord mouth. However, it should be noted that the inter-quartile range is relatively large (Figure 1b,c).
For overlapping water temperature bins, median particle number concentrations resulting from water
sampled during summer time are similar or up to 70 % higher for particles with Dp < 0.125 µm. For Dp >
0.125 µm, the particle number concentrations during winter were mostly higher than in summer (up to 50
%). During both seasons, a decrease in the relative particle number concentration for Dp 0.100 – 0.300 µm
with increasing Tw is observed. At the same time, a relative increase of particles with Dp > 1µm and Dp <
0.100 µm is observed for winter and summer measurements, respectively.
The decrease in Arctic sea ice extent due to the current warming will be followed by changes in a number
of different processes, which eventually will lead to different feedbacks. Figure 2 displays a potential
feedback loop. It is likely far from showing the complete picture. Our ambition is to focus on processes
related to PMA production and changes in sea ice cover. The impact of processes related to secondary
marine aerosol production, e.g. changes in DMS emissions, is not considered.
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Figure 2. Potential feedback loop resulting from a warming in the Arctic. Plus signs indicate increases and
minus signs indicate decreases.
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INTRODUCTION
Siberian boreal forests account for 20% of the world forest area and are mainly dominated by
deciduous Larix species. Thus, responses of Siberian larch forest to climate change can have a
significant effect on carbon fixation in terrestrial ecosystem. We compared the growth responses of
tree-ring widths and maximum densities to air temperature and precipitation on contrasting northand south-facing slopes to clarify the impact of future changes in climate on the radial growth of
Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Rupr. growing on permafrost in central Siberia.
METHODS
Research was performed in Tura, central Siberia (64o19’N, 100o16’E). An analysis was performed
of the climatic responses of radial growth of L. gmelinii at two sites with the development of ring
width and maximum density chronologies. Thirty sample trees per plot were chosen and two cores
were extracted from each tree on site 1. Tree-ring width series were cross-dated visually and
statistically to ensure that the correct date is assigned to each annual ring. Tree-ring widths were
measured at 0.01 mm precision. Measurement series were standardized by fitting a cubic
smoothing spline to extract climatic signals. Autoregressive modeling was used to remove the
effect of autocorrelation from the standard series. Residual and standard chronologies were
developed by averaging individual series. Relationships between chronologies and average daily
mean temperatures for 10 consecutive days from 1930 to 1995 (n=65) were used in the analysis
with 2 days lag starting from previous year 1st of May. Relationships between winter (October-
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April) and May precipitation (divided to early, middle and late part of the month) and monthly
precipitations from June to September from 1939 to 1995 (n=56) were also used.
To assess the climatic responses of maximum density and to confirm responses of ring width on
the other location with different site conditions, site 2 was established at the following year on the
north- and south-facing slope at 30 km away from site 1. Thirty dominant trees per plot were
chosen and disks were cut. Ring widths and maximum densities were measured by X-ray
densitometry for both sites, after which measurement series were cross-dated visually and
confirmed statistically. Residual and standard chronologies of ring width and maximum density
were developed for each slope on both sites. Responses of tree-ring parameters to air temperature
and precipitation were analyzed by calculating the simple correlations between the chronologies
and climate variables.
Ring widths were positively correlated with temperature from late May until mid June on all
four slopes. Ring widths of standard chronologies were negatively correlated with precipitation
during the winter and in May on the north-facing slope at site 1 and on the south-facing slope at
site 2, respectively. Maximum densities of tree rings were positively correlated with temperature in
early July on all four slopes. Maximum densities were also positively correlated with precipitation
during August of the previous year on all the slopes with the exception of the north-facing slope of
site 1.
Observation on snow-melt and leaf development revealed that snow-melt in the spring of 2004
occurred on 19 May on the south-facing slope and on 25 May on the north-facing slope of site 1.
Leaf flushing occurred at the 25 May and leaf development continued until the middle of June.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results demonstrate that air temperatures from the middle of May through the middle of July
are the most important determinant of the radial growth of L. gmelinii under central Siberian
permafrost conditions. Neither ring widths nor maximum densities exhibited any major differences
in terms of responses to air temperature between the north- and south-facing slopes, whereas both
tree-ring parameters exhibited site-specific responses to winter precipitation. The period that
revealed significant correlation between ring width and temperature coincided with the observed
leaf flushing and subsequent stages of leaf development. The difference in response to
precipitation between the slopes on site 1 can be attributed to one week difference in snow-melt
date. Still, the responses of ring widths on site 2 are opposite to site 1. The results suggest that the
effects of snow are likely to vary with topography and the accumulation of snow. The fore-casted
increase in winter precipitation and spring and early summer temperatures possess high potential
to influence carbon fixation of Siberian larch forest, however, the effect of each variable are in
contrast.
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INTRODUCTION
Wildfire is a natural part of forest ecology disturbing forest succession. In Fennoscandia, wildfires are
effectively eliminated during the life span of a forest stand, which possibly increases the amount of soil
organic matter in the humus layer in the long run (Wardle et al., 1997). The thick humus layer could result
in inefficient seeding and seedling establishment upon forest regeneration. Therefore, prescribed burning
of slash and other residuals from logging is sometimes used to ease the seedling establishment by reducing
the competition of ground vegetation and releasing important nutrients in the soil. Nowadays, also
biodiversity issue, i.e. creating habitat for endangered species, has become more important, because
efficient fire protection has decreased the area of forest fires in Fennoscandia. Successional patterns and
the carbon stocks after prescribed burning are well studied, but the consequences of prescribed burning
and natural forest fires on the greenhouse gas fluxes following burning of slash are still relatively poorly
known.
A clear cut removes trees and thereby eliminates most of the above- and belowground carbon input
whereas a prescribed burning eliminates the ground vegetation and decrease the amount and alter the
quality of organic matter in the soil. After the removal of the above canopy, soil is exposed to higher solar
irradiation that increases soil temperature. The effect is even greater on the burnt surface due to lack of
buffering ground vegetation and due to darkened colour leading to smaller albedo compared with a clearcut site (O’Halloran et al., 2012; Certini, 2005). Besides, wildfire or burning of slash is an enormous
disturbance affecting also many other physical, chemical and biological soil properties such as the
quantity and quality of organic matter (Certini, 2005), the availability of nutrients (Johnson et al., 2007;
Grady and Hart, 2006; Covington and Sackett, 1992), soil temperature (Takakai et al., 2008), pH (Certini,
2005), moisture (Yoshikawa et al., 2003), microbial biomass (Pietikäinen and Fritze, 1995) and microbial
species composition (Malmström et al., 2009). All of these are well-known factors determining soil greenhouse gas emissions.
The aim of this study was to quantify the changes taking place in soil following clear-cutting and
prescribed burning. In order to study these effects, we measured soil temperature and moisture
continuously and with regularity soil pH, the carbon and nitrogen content and the nitrogen compounds in
1) a mature spruce forest, 2) a clear cut spruce forest, and in 3) a clear cut and burnt spruce forest.
METHODS
The experimental site was a spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) forest near the station for measuring
ecosystem-atmosphere relations (SMEARII, Hari and Kulmala, 2005), southern Finland (61.52 N, 24.17
E). During the period from 1960 to 1990, the annual mean temperature was +2.9ºC and precipitation, 709
mm. January was the coldest month (mean –8.9ºC) and July the warmest (mean +15.9ºC). The
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experimental site belongs to Myrtillus site type (MT) in the Finnish Classification system (Cajander,1926)
with a sparse occurrence of peat. The stem volume was app. 400 m3 ha–1. Most common species on the
forest floor are Pleurozium schreberi, Maianthemum bifolium, Dicranum polysetum, Vaccinium myrtillus,
Deschampsia flexuosa and Hylocomium splendens.
1.5 ha of the site was clear cut in February 2009. The merchantable stem wood was collected but all slash
was left on the site. The biomass of the above ground slash was 47 000 kg ha–1. In June 2009, 0.81 hectare
of the clear cut area was burnt resulting in three different treatments: a mature control forest, a clear cut
site, and a clear cut and burnt site (Figure 1).
After burning we sampled the amount of unburned wood from 21 0.5m2 plots. All the wood was collected
from the plots, dried (24h, 105 °C) and weighted. The amount of burned tree biomass was calculated as
extraction of the non merchantable tree biomass (tree tops, branches and non merchantable trees) and
unburned wood biomass.
The soil temperature measurements started in early June 2008 before the treatments with two identical set
of measurements, both including two PT100-sensors in humus layer and two in A-horizon. The other set
was positioned on an area that was later clear cut whereas the other set was on an area that was clear cut,
but also burnt. Data was gap-filled by linear relationship between the prevailing measurements and the soil
temperature measurements under closed canopy at the SMEAR II station at the same depths. The linear
relationship was determined for each year. The soil temperatures at the control site was measured with
iButtons® (Maxim Integrated products Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Soil moisture was estimated from a
regression between the moisture content of manual soil samples and automatic soil moisture
measurements of SMEARII site (Ilvesniemi et al. 2010).
Soil samples were collected from all study sites once before the treatments, once after the clear cut and
seven times after the burning. We collected two separate samples from four different soil horizons (litter
layer, humus layer, 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm deep in mineral soil) at two separate sample plot at each
treatment (i.e. n=4). The soil samples for analysing total carbon and nitrogen content were pooled by layer
and analysed by Vario MAX CN elementar analyser (Elementar Analysensysteme, Germany). The four
individual samples of available ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N), nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N) and total nitrogen
(Tot-N) from each soil layer were extracted with KCl-solution for flow injection analysis.

Figure 1: The different treatments: mature control forest, a clear cut site and a clear cut and burnt site
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
According to the sampling, 38 000 kg ha–1 (78%) of slash, 2 300 kg ha–1 (~100%) of ground vegetation,
and 18 000 kg ha–1 (22%) of organic soil in litter- and humus layer were burnt during the prescribed
burning.
The soil temperatures were identical before the treatments. After the clear cut and partial burning of the
slash, temperature of humus and A-horizon were the highest in the burnt treatment and lowest in the
control forest. The soil moisture in A and B-horizons decreased the most during rainless periods in the
control forest and the least in the clear cut site.
The treatments increased pH in the organic layers in the burnt and clear cut site (Figure 2). The rise was
the highest in the litter layer in the burnt site but the pH lowered to the initial level already two years after
the treatments.
The C/N ratio was slightly decreased in the litter layer of the harvested sites due to an increased proportion
of nitrogen while the carbon content stayed constant. In the humus layer of the clear cut site, both nitrogen
and carbon content decreased being the lowest 1.5 years after the clear cut and increasing thereafter
exceeding the pre-cut level. The C/N ratio in the humus layer was still two years after the burning and
clear cut lower at the treated sites than at the control site but do not differ notably. In the mineral soil, the
C/N ratio increased in the spring after the harvesting due to decreased nitrogen content, but C/N ratio
decreased thereafter rapidly at both treatments due to a sharp increase in soil nitrogen, probably due to the
death of tree roots. However, some differences between the sites existed already before the treatments and
the results are fluctuating indicating an inadequate number of samples in the mineral soil.
The NH4-N concentrations notably increased at the harvested sites in the litter and humus layers (Figure
3A1, B1). The NO3-N content increased rapidly in the litter layer of the burnt site whereas at the clear-cut,
the NO3-N content started to increase more than year after the treatment (Figure 3A2). The increase in the
NH4-N and NO3-N contents in the mineral soil was also delayed (Figure 3C1-2, D1-2). The percentage of
the post-burn NH4-N of the total available N increased from 3 to 78% in the litter layer and from 2 to 79%
in the humus layer, respectively, being around 60–70 % two years after the treatments. Similarly, the NH4N content of the total nitrogen was maximally 82% and 77% in the litter and humus layers in the clear-cut
site being 50–60% two years after the treatments.
Total available nitrogen content (Tot-N) decreased in the litter layer of the harvested sites (Figure 3A3),
whereas in the topmost mineral soil at the burnt site, the amount of organic Tot-N peaked 0.5-1.5 years
after the treatments (Figure 3C3).

Figure 2. pH in different soil horizons from May 2009 to August 2011. The dark grey indicates the time before any
treatments. The light grey indicates the time between the harvest in February 2009 and burning treatment in late June
2009.
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Figure 3. Ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N), nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N) and total nitrogen (Tot-N) content in the different
treatments and in different soil layers. The dark grey indicates the time before the treatments and the light grey
indicates the time between the harvest in February 2009 and burning treatment in late June 2009. Note the varying yscales.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, scientists have been interested in the role of forest in the mitigation to climate change.
However, the interaction between atmosphere and biosphere is complicated and therefore, the
popularizing of the obtained results has been problematic. CarbonTree, a co-operation between art,
software development and science, has succeeded in transforming the novel scientific knowledge in a
modern and experiential way to anyone interested in the action of forest ecosystems.
SMEARII station (Hari and Kulmala, 2005) is an intensively equipped world-class observatory in
southern Finland measuring material and energy fluxes between the forest and the atmosphere. Many
years of measurements have provided a lot of information on the behaviour of the forest: how a tree
photosynthesizes and respires. We know more or less what to expect the tree will do according to the time
of the year, the available light and CO2, the air and soil temperature and the water availability in the soil.
This knowledge is expressed by mathematical models that can forecast the overall behaviour of the tree.
CarbonTree presents the obtained ecophysiological knowledge to common people and schools. The core is
a visually catching and appealing webpage (www.hiilipuu.fi) presenting the carbon exchange of a Scots
pine forest at SMEAR II. In the summer 2012, a transferable, interactive CarbonTree was aldo launched
for exhibitions.
METHODS
Thephotosynthesis
The animation on the web page is the result of models for canopy photosynthesis, soil and tree respiration.
According to the real weather and soil conditions measured on-line at the SMEARII station, we use a
model to calculate the photosynthesis rate. The photosynthesis,p (µmol m–2 s–1), is a result of leaf area
(LAI), air humidity (vapour pressure deficit, VPD), soil moisture (relativeextractable water, REW), air
temperature (T), CO2 concentration (CO2) and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR):
=

,

.

(1)

Photosynthesis increases with increasing leaf area (lai):
×

Ý © ×Ć −

Ý.

(2)

In the equation, lai=8 m2 m–2 and k=0.18. The effect of PAR (µmol m–2 s–1) is saturating:
×

Ý©

.

(3)
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In the equation, PAR is measured above canopy, pmax = 9 µmol m–2 s–1 and b = 600 µmol m–2 s–1.
Decreasing air humidity (increasing VPD) hinders the photosynthesis, modelled by the following
equation:
Ý=

×

,

(4)

where h=0.02. Low relativeextractable soil water (REW) also decreases the rate of photosynthesis below a
© ĀöĖĜ ):
critical soil moisture value (
Ćî
×

≥
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Ý

,

Āî

<

if

.

(5)

REW is calculated using measured soil moisture (SM, m3 m–3), wilting point (wp) and field capacity (fc):

REW =

SM - wp
.
fc - wp

(6)

S (°C) describes the effect of temperature history i.e. state of development (Pelkonen and Hari, 1980;
Mäkelä etal, 2004; Kolari etal, 2006). It follows temperature (T) with a time constant τ:

dS T t 뾬 - S t 뾬
=
.
dt
t

(7)

The time constant τ=150 h. The effect of S on photosynthesis is modelled by the equation (8):
× Ý©

(

Ý

,

(8)

where c = –0.25 and TS = 5.5 °C. The effect of current temperature (T) follows the equation:
× Ý©Ć−

(

(

Ý

,
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where T =–5 °C and
© Min−ĀöĆîĀöĜ ∗ × Ý − Ć.

(10)

In addition, recent possible frosts decrease the rate of photosynthesis:
×

Ý © MaxĀîMin Ćî

(

Ý
(

.
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In the equation, Tmin is the lowest temperature (°C) during previous 24 h and Tmin= –10 °C
Increasing CO2 concentration also increases photosynthesis:
ð

×Ū侠nÝ ©

In the equation,
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© ĜĀĀ ppm.


Treerespiration
Above ground tree respiration (rtree, µmol m–2 s–1) is determined by soil moisture (REW) and air
temperature (T) using the following equation:


© 뺌璈 Āî


where

× ŶꭔÝ 

뙄

© ĆöĢ µmol m–2 s–1,
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Soilrespiration
Soil respiration (rsoil, µmol m–2 s–1) is determined by soil moisture (REW) and soil temperature (Tsoil) using
the following equation:


where

© 뺌璈 ꅨî
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,
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Approaches
The idea of CarbonTree is an artistic animation that visualizes the carbon uptake and release by showing
CO2 molecules as visible particles moving towards and away from the tree and soil (Figure 1) with rates
that depend on the current state of the environmental factors that are obtained by the on-line data from
SMEAR II. On the web pages, the changes in the environmental factors and at the CO2 exchange rates are
presented also by traditional graphs over the past 24 h. Besides the on-line data, the web pages include
interactivity: a user can change the state of the environmental factors and see the effect on the rate of CO2
exchange. The web page is rebuilt in the autumn 2012 to include more spatial and temporal elements
together with deeper knowledge about the measurements, models and the research process, for example.
During June and July 2012, an interactive CarbonTree was out in Think Corner in Helsinki city centre.
The interactive piece of art consisted of a projection of the tree, soil and moving CO2 molecules but used
as an input the environmental factors near a visitor instead of the on-line data. A user could increase the
temperature by hand, increase the CO2 concentration by exhaling or decrease light intensity by his/her
own shadow. The CO2 exchange in the projected tree and soil reacted to these changes. The interactive
work received widely positive feedback and during the autumn 2012, it will be present in exhibitions to
increase the overall knowledge about forest-atmosphere relations.
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Figure 1: CO2 molecules are visualized as particles moving towards and away from soil and the tree
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INTRODUCTION
A large fraction of atmospheric aerosols are formed in the atmosphere by gas-to-particle nucleation,
but their birth-mechanism remains partly unclear. New-particle formation rates have been observed
to correlate strongly with sulfuric acid concentrations in a wide range of conditions, suggesting that
sulfuric acid would be involved in the first steps of nucleation. However, particle formation cannot
be explained by homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid and water alone. Instead, some additional
compound is needed to stabilize the small sulfuric acid clusters and enable them to grow into
particles.
Since acids and bases bind strongly together, bases are likely to enhance sulfuric acid cluster
formation. We have studied the role of ammonia, which is a weak base and abundant in the
atmosphere, and dimethylamine (DMA), which is a stronger base but has a lower concentration.
Clustering can also be enhanced by ions through several mechanisms. Firstly, ions attract polar
and polarizable molecules and clusters, which leads to higher collision rates compared to neutral
cluster formation. Secondly, ionic clusters are more strongly bound, leading to lower evaporation
rates and thus a higher probability for clusters to collide and grow before breaking. Finally, the
recombination of oppositely charged clusters may enable the formation of neutral clusters even in
conditions where purely neutral cluster formation would be negligible.
METHODS
We have computed formation Gibbs free energies of neutral and negatively and positively charged
sulfuric acid – ammonia – DMA clusters up to four acids and four bases using a multi-step quantum
chemistry method (Ortega et al., 2012). These energies were used to calculate evaporation rates
of the clusters, assuming classical collision rates and barrierless reactions. Cluster formation was
then studied using the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) (McGrath et al., 2012), which
solves the birth-death equations governing cluster collisions and evaporations.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated the formation and growth of clusters at various concentrations of sulfuric
acid, ammonia and DMA, and different ionization rates and temperatures. The formation rate
of 1.3-1.6 nm cluster is shown in Figure 1 as a function of ionization rate and in Figure 2 as a
function of temperature.
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Figure 1: Formation rate of 1.3-1.6 nm clusters as a function of ion pair formation rate at 19 ◦ C,
a sulfuric acid concentration of 106 cm−3 and different ammonia and DMA concentrations.
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Figure 2: Formation rate of 1.3-1.6 nm clusters as a function of temperature at a sulfuric acid
concentration of 107 cm−3 and an ammonia or DMA concentration of 2.5 × 108 cm−3 .
Sulfuric acid – DMA clusters are very stable in all charging states, although the optimal acid-base
ratio varies depending on the charge. In ambient temperatures, cluster formation is mainly collision
limited, as can be seen from the very weak temperature dependence of the formation rate (Fig. 2),
noting that collisions rates increase slowly with temperature and evaporation rates increase rapidly
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with temperature. At high DMA concentrations neutral cluster formation dominates (Fig. 1), but
at low DMA concentrations the ionic pathway becomes important mainly due to higher collision
rates of ionic clusters.
Sulfuric acid – ammonia clusters are overall more weakly bound than sulfuric acid – DMA clusters,
and neutral clusters are less stable than charged clusters. Formation rates are several orders of
magnitude lower than with DMA (Figs. 1 and 2) and decrease strongly with increasing temperature,
showing that evaporation of clusters limits the formation and growth rates. Since ionic clusters are
more stable than neutrals, ion induced cluster formation dominates at high temperatures and low
ammonia concentrations.
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Land cover changes are usually accompanied by changes in surface albedo, which determines the
fraction of solar irradiance absorbed by the surface. Thus, instead of quantifying only the effects of
changing carbon sequestration on radiative forcing, increasing attention is paid on the biophysical
impacts of land cover change on climate trough albedo (Betts et al. 2007). Simulations of the impacts of
land cover changes on climate need accurate estimates of surface albedo in various vegetation types.
Spatially and temporally comprehensive albedo estimates are only derived from satellite observations.
However, the spatial resolution of satellite albedo products is often too low to allow direct comparison
of pixel albedo values to vegetation cover types in areas with fragmented vegetation cover. A possible
approach to overcome this problem is to use the linear unmixing approach (Settle and Drake 1993) to
derive subpixel albedos for a priori known land cover classes from a satellite albedo product.
We used MODIS BRDF/albedo subsets and local land cover/forestry maps form three different boreal
locations (southern Finland, northern Finland and Quebec, Canada) to test the linear unmixing method.
The MODIS pixel albedos were predicted by the cover fractions of the different land cover types
(endmembers) present in the pixel area using linear least squares regression. Four years of MODIS 16day composites for each location were selected and after quality filtering 57-77 composites per area
remained for the analysis.
The albedo estimation yielded reasonable endmember albedos and the RMSEs of the prediction were
similar in all three test areas. The prediction was more accurate in summer than in winter when changes
in snow cover lead to uncertainties in the albedo estimation. R2 values of the estimation were highest in
the test areas with most distinct variations in the landscape (lakes, croplands, forest). However, the
standard errors of predicted forest endmember albedos were similar in all areas. The forest albedo was
mainly determined by tree species, and connection to the amount of growing stock after the initial
young stand phase was not found. We also compared the albedos predicted for forest endmembers in
southern Finland to mast measured forest albedos in the same area and noticed that the method tended
to shift very high and very low endmember albedos slightly towards the average. Figure 1 shows an
example of the results for southern Finland study area.
The method could be used to estimate areal average albedos for known vegetation types as well as to
track changes in the vegetation type albedos caused by ecological, climatic or human induced factors
such as phenology, snow, disturbances or forest management practices. Problems are caused for
instance by the errors in the land cover/forestry map used and the mismatch between the true
observation area and the predefined grid cells in MODIS data, causing the endmembers assigned to a
pixel not quite to correspond the real proportions of cover types present in the signal area (Tan et al.
2006).
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Figure 1. Annual course of the over four years averaged endmember albedos in Hyytiälä, southern
Finland.
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INTRODUCTION
Existing surface temperature records show warming in the beginning of last century, followed by
cooling starting from 1940 and again strong heating from 1975 until recent years. This behaviour
has been attributed to increase in the greenhouse gas and aerosol emission as well as to natural
variability of climate. Making a difference between these is crucial as climate predictions and international policy related to emission reductions are based on the models that are mainly evaluated
against the historical temperature records.
While in Europe and North America the aerosol emissions have decreased since the late 1970s,
the emissions in China and India have started to increase dramatically at about the same time
and have only recently started to stagnate due to new regulations in China. Here we use emission
scenarios from the years 1996 through 2010 to assess the effect that these emissions have on local
aerosol properties and climate as well as on the global climate.
METHODS
We use the aerosol-climate model ECHAM5-HAM (Roeckner 2003; Roeckner 2004) to simulate
the local aerosol properties in China and India in the years 1996 through 2010, and their impact
on local as well as global climate. For anthropogenic aerosol greenhouse gas emissions we use the
ACCMIP-MACCity Aerocom emissions (Aerocom 2) (Lamarque, 2010) in combination with the
emissions for China and India after Lu et. al (Lu, 2011) for the mentioned period of time.
To test the performance of the model in combination with the used emission inventories, we compare
aerosol properties, as obtained from a 15 year ECHAM5-HAM run on a T63L31 grid, with measurement data from MODIS (Acker, 2007) and AeroNet (AeroNet). The simulations use prescribed
sea surface temperatures and are nudged after (Jeuken, 1996).
To assess the impact of anthropogenic aerosol emissions on earth’s climate, we use the ECHAMHAM model coupled to a mixed layer ocean on a T42L19 grid using three different scenarios:
1. with the combined Aerocom 2 - Lu et. al aerosol emissions of 1996 as a reference point
2. with the combined Aerocom 2 - Lu et. al aerosol emissions of 2010
3. with a hypothetical scenario where the global emissions of 2010 are combined with the emissions in China and India of 1996, i.e. combining Aerocom 2 for 2010 with Lu et. al for
1996
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With each of these (fixed) scenarios, the model is run for about 70 to 100 years to simulate the
atmosphere in equilibrium, and thereby assess the relative differences in local and global aerosol
properties and temperatures.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented work is currently in progress. Preliminary results comparing the aerosol optical
depth (AOD) as obtained from ECHAM-HAM and from MODIS are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Aerosol optical depth (AOD) (one year average for 2002) as obtained with ECHAM-HAM
(left) compared to MODIS AOD data obtained from Giovanni website (Acker, 2007)
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AeroNet: See http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/new web/index.html for details
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INTRODUCTION
Antarctica is the cleanest continent. Being extremely isolated, especially during the winter, it
has had no known sources of secondary aerosol particles on its surface (Ito, 1989) until present.
However, during the Finnish Antarctic Research Program (FINNARP) 2009 expedition, the first
evidence of Antarctic particle formation due to continental biogenic precursors was observed.
The Finnish Antarctic Research Station Aboa (73◦ 03′ S, 13◦ 25′ W ) is located in Western Dronning
Maud Land. It is build on a nunatak (mountaintop) Basen, 500m a.s.l., some 130km from the
open ocean. During the Antarctic summer, many meltwater ponds and trickles form to and around
the nunataks (mountaintops) that are peaking out from the thick ice mass. These ponds hold a
variety of biological activity in them (Jungblut et al., 2005), e.g. cyanobacteria Nostoc commune
(Vaucher), a species very tolerant for extreme conditions (Dodds et al., 1995) and commonly found
from Basen. Also the margin, where continental ice ends and shelf ice starts, is abundant with
blue-ice, which experiences surface melting during the summer (Liston & Winther, 2005). Blueice and snow melting combined, as much as 11.8% of the Antarctic continent experiences surface
melting during the summer (Liston & Winther, 2005). In summer 2009 − 2010, the ponds on top
of Basen were formed around Christmas.
During the campaign, several aerosol and atmospheric composition measurements were carried out.
The measurement devices were kept inside a small container, approximately 200m upwind from
the main station. In addition to these measurements, samples of the cyanobacterial mat and water
from the meltwater ponds were taken. The ponds were approximately 2.5km upwind from the
container.
METHODS
The concentrations of neutral and charged particles as well as their size distribution and quartz
filter samples were taken from the atmosphere, about 3 m above the ground level. The filters were
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changed three times a week. Different chemical compounds from the filter as well as water and
Nostoc commune samples were analyzed later in Finland with a comprehensive two dimensional
gas chromatography-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GCxGC-TOF-MS). With this methodology,
a great amount of different organic compounds can be detected (Ruiz-Jimenez et al., 2011). The
neutral particle size distribution from 10 to 500nm was measured using a Differential Mobility
Particle Sizer (DMPS, (Aalto et al., 2001)) and Air-Ion Spectrometer (AIS, (Hirsikko et al., 2005))
was used to measure the charged particle size distribution from 0.8 to 42nm. The samples of water
and Nostoc commune were kept frozen until they were analyzed.
Growth- and formation rates (GR and J, respectively) were obtained for all new particle formation
events from both charged and neutral particle size distributions. An additional estimation of
apparent growth rates using a linear fit was applied to four apple- or bump-shaped events, where
the traditional way of calculating the GR was not feasible due to the shape of the event. HYSPLIT
back-trajectories were calculated to estimate the origin of regional new particle formation (NPF)
events.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the campaign three periods of frequent new particle formation (NPF) and subsequent growth
were observed. In two last periods, that we will now focus on - 1st to 3rd and 17th to 20th January
2010 - both local and regional particle formation was observed. On contrary to the first event
period and observations by Virkkula et al. (2009), these events were not associated with intrusion
of air from upper troposphere. The GR for the charged cluster ions as well as for neutral Aitken
mode particles were high for Antarctica (Kulmala et al., 2004) and comparable to those measured
over vegetated areas. Also the formation rates of 1.6 − nm sized negative clusters were high, even
up to 4.6cm−3 s−1 .
During these event periods, that happened after the melting of the ponds, a total of seven apple- or
bump-type (Manninen et al., 2010) NPF events were observed. The shape of the events suggested
that the formation happened on a small scale, close to the station and the particle formation
was unusually intense for Antarctica. To our knowledge, this has not been observed earlier in
Antarctica.
In addition to the local particle production, also regional NPF was observed during these periods.
We used HYSPLIT back-trajectories to estimate the origin of the growing Aitken mode particles
in the ”banana-type” events. The results showed that the particles had originated from the large
blue-ice zone in the margin of sheet and shelf ice, few hundreds of kilometres away from open ocean.
This area experiences surface melting during the summer (Liston & Winther, 2005). Some of the regional NPF events were also originated from mountain ranges Gjelsvikfjella, Mühlig-Hofmannfjella,
Heimefrontfjella and Vestfjella. This applies especially for the last event period.
Although the total surface area of the nunataks is quite small, combined with the blue-ice and
snow melt area they may be important source regions for secondary organic aerosols during the
summer in Antarctica. In the future, as the climate warms, it is likely that more meltwater ponds
will open up during the summertime and they will exist longer. Also the snow and blue-ice melt is
very sensitive to variations in atmospheric forcing (Liston, G.E. et al., 1999). This could increase
both the aerosol number concentrations and their condensational growth and finally CCN and
cloudiness. We hope, that our results will help in estimating the climatic feedbacks of aerosols and
future climate in Antarctica.
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INTRODUCTION
The smelter industry in Kola peninsula is the most important source of air pollution in Eastern
Lapland. During the past two decades, the sulphur emissions have decreased distinctively, yet they
are still bigger than the emissions of whole Finland (Paatero et al., 2008). SMEAR I station (Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) (Hari et al., 1994) was established in 1991
to measure trace gases alongside with aerosol concentration, photosynthesis and meteorology. The
station is located only some 6km from the Russian boarder and is maintained from Värriö Research Station. Usually Värriö experiences South-Westerly winds (Ruuskanen et al., 2003), but
whenever the wind direction turns between North and East, the sulphur dioxide concentration increses drastically. The largest SO2 concentrations are observed in late winter (Ruuskanen et al.,
2003).
Once emitted to the atmosphere, SO2 forms sulphuric acid (H2 SO4 ) via oxidizing reactions. Since
sulphuric acid is known to be an essential factor in atmospheric new particle formation (NPF)
(Sipilä et al., 2010), we investigated, whether we can see the decrease in the Kola SO2 emissions
also in the frequency of NPF. Such a connection has previously been reported from Central Europe (Hamed et al., 2010). Furthermore, we wanted to know, how much of the observed NPF
the emissions explain. In addition, we tested a very simple approach to see what would be the
presumable cloud condensation nuclei (CCN ) concentration if the atmospheric SO2 concentration
would drop to pre-industrial level. In the analyses, we used data from 1998 − 2011, since particle
size distributions were available from 1998 onwards.
METHODS
At SMEAR I-station many atmospheric composition and aerosol properties are measured all-yearround. In this study, we used measurements of SO2 , aerosol size distribution and meteorological
variables. The cut-off diameter of the size distribution measurements was changed from 8nm to
3nm in 2003. Sulphur dioxide is measured with a pulsed fluorescence analyzer and the aerosol size
distribution with a DMPS (Differential Mobility Particle Sizer) system (Aalto et al., 2001).
Particle formation events were classified based on the size distribution data (Dal Maso et al., 2005)
to events, non-events and undefined days. Particle formation rate was calculated by taking into
account the time evolution of 3 − 25 − nm (8 − 25 − nm) sized particles and coagulation and the
particle growth rate was obtained by following the nucleation mode mean diameter. Sulphuric acid
proxy was calculated using the established parametrization (Petäjä et al., 2009).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Timeseries of SO2 , total particle concentration, nucleation mode particle concentration
and CCN concentration together with linear fits and slope percentages.
Sulphur dioxide concentrations are decreasing at SMEAR I on average 5.4%yr−1 (Fig. 1). Similar
decreasing trend is found in total particle concentration (−0.41%yr−1 ) and CCN concentration
(−0.8%yr−1 ), however nucleation mode particle concentration is increasing (+1%yr−1 ).

Figure 2: Monthly and yearly distributions of events during 1998 − 2011 as well as monthly distributions during 1998 − 2004 and 2005 − 2011 at SMEAR I.
The number of events has a peak in April (Fig. 2A) and over the years the total number is clearly
decreasing (Fig. 2B). If the timeseries is divided into two (1998 − 2004 and 2005 − 2011), especially
the late winter - early spring (March-May) values are clearly lower in the latter period. Since
sulphur dioxide has also annual peak in late winter, the decrease in SO2 concentration could be
one reason for the lower amount of NPF in the 2005 − 2011 period.
The correlations (R2 ) with the yearly sum of events and non-events vs. the yearly sum and 95th
percentile of SO2 is presented in Fig. 3. The largest correlation (R2 = 0.44) is found with the sum
of non-events and sum of SO2 . Also the correlation with event sum and yearly SO2 95th percentile
has rather high correlation, 0.35. The median value over the whole time period is 0.2ppm. Thus,
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Figure 3: Correlations with yearly sum of events and non-events vs. yearly sum and 95th percentile
of SO2 .
the sum and 95th percentile of SO2 represents almost entirely the emissions coming from Kola
peninsula. If the sulphur dioxide data is divided into ”polluted” and ”unpolluted” using the 95th
percentile as a limit, the yearly sum of nucleation mode particles correlates very well with the
yearly sum of SO2 (R2 = 0.69) in the values that are above 95th percentile. In unpolluted data
there is no correlation (R2 = 0.02).
If the amount of events during a timestep t is divided by the same t, we get a timeseries of the
event fraction or event probability. In Värriö, the event probability is decreasing 0.8%yr−1 and the
non-event probability increases 1.4%yr−1 , correspondingly. Assuming, that the decrease in event
probability is not linear, but logarithmic, with the current pace the events would decrease to 25%
of the value in 1998 by the mid-2030s.
With similar, logarithmic approach, we can also estimate, how SO2 explains of the new particle
formation in Eastern Lapland and what would be the presumable CCN concentration with preindustrial SO2 concentration level. If both SO2 and event fraction would decrease at the same
pace as they are decreasing currently, at the time SO2 would reach an average concentration
0.1ppb, which is the detection limit of the instrument and also the pre-industrial level (Stevenson
et al., 2003), the event fraction would be decreased to 56% of the 1998 value.This would mean that
the SO2 pollution, that is mostly coming from Kola peninsula, would explain 56% of the events
observed at SMEAR I. Similarly, with the pre-industrial SO2 level, the CCN concentration would
decrease down to 127cm−3 from the 1998 value (≈ 250cm−3 ).
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INTRODUCTION
Boreal forests are a crucial part of the climate system since they contain about 60% of the carbon bound in
global forest biomes. The temperature changes predicted for the future climate will be the most
pronounced in boreal region (Kasischke, 2000).With increasing temperature there will be also changes in
the disturbance regimes (intervals, intensity, severity). Fire is one of the most important natural
disturbances in the boreal forest influencing strongly the structure, composition and functioning of the
forests (Franklin et al., 2002). Fire is the primary process which organizes the physical and biological
attributes of the boreal biome and influences energy flows and biogeochemical cycles, particularly the
carbon and nitrogen cycle. It is expected, that with future climate change the fire frequencies in boreal
forests will increase as a result of long drought events (Yakov, 2010).
Carbon fluxes between terrestrial ecosystems and atmosphere are large compared to anthropogenic
emission, but they are currently in balance so that terrestrial ecosystems are a small net sink. The
processes controlling the soil carbon pool play a substantial role in the terrestrial carbon balance. Even
small proportional changes in the turnover of soil carbon stocks will reverse the terrestrial carbon sink to a
source with consequent increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentrations. For example, a decrease by 10%
in soil organic carbon would be equivalent to all the anthropogenic CO2 emitted during the last 30 years
(Kirschbaum, 2000).
The aims of this study were to investigate the effect of fire on the decomposition of soil organic matter.
More specifically, we studied the changes in the size and quality of soil carbon and nitrogen pools

in boreal forests in the subarctic zone during different stages of forest succession after fire.
METHODS
The measurements were conducted in Värriö Nature Park (67°46' N, 29°35' E), which is located close to

the Russian border in Lapland (Finland), in the northern boreal or subarctic coniferous forests. The sites
are situated north of the Arctic Circle, near to the northern timberline at an average of 300 m altitude.
Lowlands in the area are covered by taiga, where the main tree species is Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.).
The soil in the area is moraine (with plenty of stones). Typical herbaceous plants: Vaccnium myrtillus,
Vaccinium vidis-ideae, Empetrum nigrum, indicates also rather poor soil conditions. Treeline is around
470 m a.s.l. Annual mean precipitation in the area is about 600 mm and average annual mean temperature
at Värriö research station (altitude 380 m) is around -1 °C. The climate in the area is subcontinental and
the soil has no underlying permafrost. The snow covers the ground for around 200–225 days per year, and
the length of the growing season is 105–120 days. The growing season in the area (mean monthly
temperature more than 5 °C) lasts for 4 months and the average temperature during that period (from June
to August) in the area is around 12 °C.
We have established 10 sample areas (with two replicate plots in each) in a chronosequence of 5 age
classes (2 to 150 years since the last fire) during the summer 2011. The chronosequence consisted of four
types of areas: (i) old areas, fire more than 150 years ago, (ii) fire around 60 years ago, (iii) fire around 40
years ago, (iv) fire 2 years ago. To characterize the stands we have established circular sample plots on
areas with a radius of 11.28 m, where different tree characteristics were measured (diameter at 1.3 m
height, height of a tree, crown height, crown diameter, stand age, etc.). A set of tree and ground vegetation
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biomass measurements has been made. Five litter bags with Scots pine needles have been installed to each
plot under the humus layer together with iButton temperature sensors (Maxim Integrated Products Ltd.)
for soil organic matter (SOM) decomposition measurements. Age of trees and the time since last fire has
determined from core samples taken from sample trees and analysed with WinDENDRO (Regent
Instruments. Canada Inc., 2009). Ground vegetation biomass has been determined from 5 small sample
plots (0.2 x 0.2 m in size) located systematically inside the circular sample plots.
Soil respiration was measured manually from all sample plots and continuous automatic soil air CO2
concentration, temperature and water vapour measurements were taking place on one sample area. We
measured soil air CO2 by using Vaisala GMP343 (non-dispersive infrared sensor) diffusion type CO 2
probes (Vaisala OYj., Vaanta, Finland). We installed four sensors in August 2010 on the top of a soil (the
air slot in the probe was pointing to the humus). The measurements were recorded with a data logger at
15-min intervals.
Manual chamber measurements were performed on 6 collars at each sample plot from June till August
2011 and will be performed from June till August 2012. The manual chamber was 0.24 m in high and 0.22
m in diameter. The CO2 concentration (GMP343 Vaisala), air humidity and temperature (HM70, Vaisala)
were recorded during a 4 minutes chamber closure time. The rate of CO2 exchange was estimated from
linear regression that was fitted to the CO2 readings.
To characterize the soil carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) content, and fine root biomass at the sites, we have
taken 10 soil cores (0.1 m long and 0.05 m in diameter) from every sample plot. The soil cores were
divided according to morphological soil horizons to litter and humus layers and the mineral layers to
eluvial and illuvial horizons and sieved. Fine roots were separated from the soil. The soil C and N content
was measured with elemental analyser (varioMAX CN elemental analyser, Elementar Analysensysteme
GmbH, Germany) after drying the samples in an oven at 105 °C for 24 hours.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The overall/total C and N contents in the first 10 cm of the topsoil (all soil layers taken into consideration)
were highest on old areas (fire 150 years ago) and lowest on new areas (fire 2-40 years ago). The highest
C pools (1071 g m-2) were measured on old areas from top soil horizons (consisting of decomposing
litter). The total C pool at the old site was 2329 g m-2. The area where the fire was 2 years ago had the
lowest total C pools, 1550 g m-2 respectively. The lowest C pools were measured from the area where the
fire was 60 years ago. When we compared the total C pools, the newly burned areas (areas where the fire
was 2 – 40 years ago) formed one group (had similar values of total C) and old areas (areas where the fire
was 60-150 years ago) formed another group with similar values. Same tendencies occurred also in total N
pools, where the lowest values occurred where the fire was recently and the highest values were observes
in old areas. These results are also correlating to the soil respiration measurements, where we had the
lowest values in areas where the fire was 2 years ago (0,047 mg CO2 s-1 m-2) and highest values were
measured in old areas (0,144 mg CO2 s-1 m-2).
Our preliminary results show that forest fire has a substantial effect on the C and N pool in the litter layer
decaying on the forest top soil layer, but not in the humus layer and in mineral soil layers. Soil respiration
and biomass development showed similar chronological response to the time since the forest fire
indicating that substantial proportion of the respiration was originating from the very top of the soil.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have documented evidence for dramatic decrease in both annual mean sea ice extent and
sea ice thickness (Singarayer et al. 2006) in the Arctic Ocean. The record low sea ice extent was reached
in 2007 (Lindsay et al. 2009). The concentrations of methanosulphnic acid (MSA) in the atmosphere and
sea ice extent have been shown to correlate positively (Sharma et al. 2012). Therefore, it is likely that the
aerosol production in the Arctic will increase with the declining sea ice cover.
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is an index that describes the atmospheric circulation in the North
Atlantic region and is related to the semi-permanent pressure areas over Iceland and the Azores. Eckhardt
et al. (2003) have shown that NAO strongly affects the pollution transport into the Arctic. During
positive phases of the NAO, when the pressure difference is high, more pollution is transported into the
Arctic compared to its negative phases. The aim of this study was to find out if aerosol properties (e.g.
size distribution and concentration) over sea ice differ from properties over open ocean in Ny-Ålesund,
Svalbard and whether NAO has an effect on aerosol properties.
METHODS
We used aerosol and meteorological data from Zeppelin, Ny-Ålesund and trajectories from HYSPLIT
model (Draxler and Rolph, 2011) to track air parcel backward in time. We chose trajectories which came
to Ny-Ålesund from sea and compared those with the sea ice extent to find trajectories which came to
Ny-Ålesund over sea ice and under 500 meters. The height was chosen so that trajectories travelled over
the ice inside the mixing height. We used sea ice data from the AMIP-project of Program for Climate
Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) (Hurrell et al., 2008). The ice concentration is reported
as a percentage (0 to 100 percent). We used a threshold value of 15 percent, in dividing the open sea
from ice covered sea. Same percentage is used at the National Snow and Ice Data Center. A total of 1016
trajectories fulfilled our criteria during 2000-2009. Later we will also take into our analysis the time that
the air mass stays over the ice. In addition, we used black carbon (BC) data, which is available from
2005 onwards from Zeppelin station.
RESULTS
The mean temperature, wind speed and relative humidity during 2000-2009 and over the sea ice during
the same period are shown in Table 1. The mean temperature during when the air mass is coming over
sea ice is 20 °C lower than the overall mean value. The differences in wind speed and relative humidity
between the air masses that are coming over sea ice compared to overall mean values are not large.
Nucleation and Aitken mode particle concentrations are clearly lower when the air mass has been over
sea ice compared with the entire period 2000-2009 (Table 2). In accumulation mode concentration there
is no difference. New particle formation (NPF) does not happen as often over sea ice as over sea (Fig. 1).
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Also, the aerosol is more aged in air masses over ice than over sea, which can be seen as a shift from 160
nm to 180 nm in the peak value of the larger mode in Figure 1.
Temperature (oC)
Wind speed (m/s)
Relative humidity (%)

2000-2009
6.8
3.1
83.0

Over sea ice 2000-2009
-14.0
4.2
90.0

Table 1. Mean meteorological values in Ny-Ålesund during 2000-2009 and over the sea ice during the
same period.

Nucleation mode
Aitken-mode
Accumulation mode
Total

2000-2009
28.2
64.7
71.9
156

Over sea ice 2000-2009
14.4
30.0
71.3
115

Table 2. Mean aerosol concentrations at Zeppelin, Ny-Ålesund, during 2000-2009 and over sea ice
during the same period
Mean aerosol size distributions 2000-2009
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Figure 1. Mean aerosol size distributions during 2000-2009 and over sea ice during the same period.

Nucleation mode
Aitken-mode
Accumulation mode
Total

Positive NAO-index
During 00-09
Over ice
40.1
7.80
70.1
31.3
84.3
80.5
193
119

Negative NAO-index
During 00-09
Over ice
38.2
22.1
79.5
35.0
78.5
78.7
195
135

Table 3. Mean aerosol concentrations in Ny-Ålesund, during positive and negative phases of NAO,
2000-2009 and over sea ice during the same period.
There are clear differences in the aerosol size distributions during the negative and positive phases of
NAO. While during positive NAO the aerosol size distribution over sea ice is unimodal (Fig. 2A), it is
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bimodal during negative NAO. The concentrations during 2005-2009 and over sea ice during the same
period are shown in Table 3. These differences most likely reflect the different transport pathways of air
masses during positive and negative phases of NAO.
The mean BC concentration when the air mass had been over sea ice was 0.05 µg cm-3, which is clearly
lower compared with entire period 2005-2009 (0.14 µg cm-3). During NAO+ the values were few times
larger (0.08 and 0.27 µg cm-3, respectively) , than during NAO- (0.059 and 0.032 µg cm-3, respectively).
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Figure 2. Mean values of aerosol size distributions during positive (A) and negative (B) phases of NAO,
2005-2009.
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INTRODUCTION
Condensation particle counters (CPCs) are the basis of modern aerosol instrumentation in the submicrometer size range. CPCs can be used both as stand-alone instruments for measuring the total particle
number concentration, and as counters in different kind of applications such as the differential/scanning
mobility particle sizer (DMPS/SMPS).
Airmodus A20, a new laminar flow condensation particle counter, was launched in 2011. The A20 uses
butanol as the condensing liquid and has a robust saturator design for durability. The aerosol flow rate is 1
LPM, achieved with a critical orifice and an external pump. Narrow pulse widths allow measuring at high
concentrations. The A20 can be also combined to the Airmodus A09 Particle Size Magnifier (PSM;
Vanhanen et al., 2011) for decreasing the cut-off size even down to 1.5 nm.

METHODS
The performance of the A20 CPC was verified in the University of Helsinki laboratory calibration setup
(e.g. Petäjä et al., 2006) using silver particles produced in a tube furnace and size selected by a Hauketype DMA. Nitrogen was used as carrier gas in the furnace, and the aerosol was neutralized with an
Am241 source. The size-selected silver particles were used for determining the cut-off size of the new
instrument, and for concentration calibrations. The reference instrument for the calibrations was a TSI
3068B aerosol electrometer with a sample flow rate of 5 LPM.
Additionally, we investigated the stability of the instrument in long-term measurement both in the
laboratory and in field conditions at the Hyytiälä SMEAR II measurement station (Hari and Kulmala,
2005).
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Figure 1. The detection efficiency as a function of particle size for A20.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 1 presents the results of the cut-off size calibration. The 50% detection efficiency (cut-off size) of
the Airmodus A20 CPC was about 7.1 nm for negatively charged silver particles.
Concentration calibrations were conducted using 35 nm charged silver particles. The single particle
counting capability (with < 10% coincidence) of the A20 reached to about 25 000 #/cc. In higher
concentrations the pulse rate started to decrease compared to the electrometer concentration due to coincidence in the optics. Based on calibrations, a 4th order polynomial correction function was determined
for correcting the concentration. Using this correction function to the measured pulses the concentration
matches with the electrometer even above 105 #/cc (Figure 2).
The A20 bCPC was also tested in field conditions. It proved to be suitable for long-term field
measurements over a large range of sizes and concentrations and compared well to other similar aerosol
instrumentation.
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Figure 2. The concentration (raw pulse data and the corrected concentration) measured with the A20
against the concentration from the reference instrument, presented in log-scale (larger picture) and linear
scale (small picture).
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol particles have significant climatic effects (IPCC, 2007). Depending on the
environment and conditions, the atmospheric air contains different amounts of aerosol particles. One of
the globally important sources of these particles is secondary new particle formation (Birmili et al., 2003;
Kulmala et al., 2004; Dal Maso et al., 2005; Mönkkönen et al., 2005; Stolzenburg et al., 2005; Kulmala ja
Kerminen, 2008). New particle formation (NPF) events, different growth mechanisms and composition of
the particles are currently under an intensive investigation. Another important source of aerosol particles is
primary sources, like wild fires (Niemi et al., 2005; Mielonen et al., 2011) and traffic (Kittelson et al.,
2004).
To characterize both vertical and horizontal characteristics of the sub-micron particles, we performed
several airborne measurement campaigns within the boreal atmosphere in Southern Finland during 2009–
2012 (Schobesberger et al., 2012). In this study, the analysis concentrates on flights conducted in 29 – 30
July 2010. During this period there were intensive wildfire episodes in Russia. The aim of these studies
was to investigate the total aerosol particle number concentration and carbon dioxide from ground level up
to 3500 meters in eastern and southern Finland. The results are compared with the ground-level
measurements in Smear III and observations in Mielonen et al., 2011 around Kuopio area.
METHODS
The measurement flights were made using a small aircraft, Cessna FR172F. The instrumentation onboard
the plane are described in more detail in Schobesberger et al. 2012. Shortly, the devices during these
flights in question included an ultrafine particle counter TSI 3776 (Mordas et al., 2008) that was
measuring total particle concentration with 3 nm cut-off size. There were also a CO2/H2O analyzer Li-Cor
LI–840 and a pressure sensor inside the plane and a relative humidity and temperature sensor as well as
the sample air inlet mounted outside the plane in the right wing of the aircraft. GPS receiver recorded the
flight coordinates.
Overall, the measurement flights in the lower troposphere were carried out during three campaign periods
in 2010 operated from and to Tampere-Pirkkala airport. The measurement areas covered mainly forest
areas in the central and southern Finland, with the aim to look into new particle formation events. The
exeption was the flights between 29.-30.7. 2010, when we probed into emissions of sub-micron particles
from wildfires in Russia.
BIOMASS BURNING AEROSOLS FROM WILDFIRES
During summer 2010, the forest fire emitted particles were observed in Eastern Finland (Mielonen et al.,
2012). July 29 2010 total number concentrations went up to (8 103 cm-3) cm 3 at altitudes 2.5 – 3.8 km
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over the Jämsä area in Finland. The total particle number concentration and also carbon dioxide
concentration for four altitude profiles are shown below in fig 1. At next day July 30th we did not detected
significantly elevated concentrations any more (fig 2). The flight tracks for both days are shown in fig 3.
The CO2 concentration was about 380-390 ppm during the all flights and it did not differ from usual
values. Air masses came to Finland on 29July from Southeast at altitudes 3 km and from Southeast or East
at altitudes 500 meters. On 30 July air masses came to Finland from Southwest or South at all altitudes
according to backtrajectory analysis (Figure 4). The air mass trajectories are calculated using HYSPLIT4
model (Draxler, 1999) and the results are shown in fig 4 and 5.

Figure 1. The total number concentration and CO2 concentration during four altitude profiles in the
evening on July 29th.
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Figure 2. The total number concentration and CO2 concentration during four altitude profiles in the
morning on July 30th.

Figure 3. On the left side of this figure are described the flight tracks of two measurement flights on 29
July and on the right the flight tracks of two measurement flights on 30 July. The red lines are
corresponding to the tracks for profiles considered in figures 1 and 2.

Air masses came to Finland on 29 July from Southeast at altitudes 3 km and from Southeast or East at
altitudes 500 meters. On 30 July the sampled air mass onboard the Cessna came to Finland from
Southwest or South at all altitudes.

Figure 4. The trajectories for air masses arrived to Finland in two air levels on 29 July.
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Figure 5. The trajectories for air masses arrived to Finland in two air levels at 500 m above mean sea level
and at 3000 m (AMSL) on 30 July.

CONCLUSIONS
During summer 2010 measurement campaign was conducted revealing the aerosol particle total number
concentration and carbon dioxide concentration in eastern and southern Finland during Russian peat bog
and forest fires near to Moscow. July 29 was detected significant smoky layers at altitudes 2.5 – 3.8 km
in the central of Finland. Also the visibility was weak during this measurement flight. Air masses came to
Finland directly from wildfire areas and the smell of smoke was pungent. This kind of biomass burning
measurement and other emitted particles on the air need more investigation to solving climatic problems
for instance.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol has climatic influence, and affects air quality and human health. The source of
atmospheric aerosols includes both natural and anthropogenic origins. Secondary aerosol formed via the
oxidation of biogenic volatile organic compounds accounts for the most significant fraction among the
global aerosol budget. The boreal forest emitted VOCs, in particular terpenes, have shown to be one of the
important aerosol precursor sources linking to the secondary aerosol production in northern hemisphere
(Tunved et al., 2006). The emission of biogenic VOCs is temperature dependent, thus it may influence the
secondary aerosol production as well as the CCN loading (Tunved et al., 2008), which further forms the
vegetation, aerosol and climate interaction system (Kulmala et al., 2004).
In this work, we investigate the potential and the order of magnitude of the temperature influence on the
natural aerosol budgets; we discuss the natural aerosol growth at different size ranges in different
temperature bins from back trajectory analysis.
METHODS
The research and data analysis were based on the measurements at two Finnish SMEAR (Station for
Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations stations: SMEAR I (67°46' N, 29°35' E, 400 m asl) in
Värriö, and SMEAR II (61º51’N, 24º17’E, 170 m asl) in Hyytiälä, Finland. 13 year dataset from 1998 to
2010 at SMEAR I and 15 year dataset between 1996 and 2010 at SMEAR II have been used, including
continuously DMPS measurements, temperature and backward trajectory data. The DMPS particle size
spectrums were divided into three size modes: the nucleation mode in the particle size range of 3--25 nm,
Aitken mode (25--100 nm), and accumulation mode (100--1000 nm). Particle number concentrations at
each mode were calculated every one hour. Hourly particle volume concentrations were integrated from
the DMPS size distribution assuming spherical particles. The hourly 96 hour backward trajectories
arriving at 100 m a.g.l over both stations were calculated from the HYSPLIT4 model (Draxler et al.,
1997).
Trajectories transporting 90% of time in one 180° transport sector 0ºN-180ºS relative Värriö, and travelled
only above 60° North at the SMEAR I station, and one 180° transport sector 90ºW-90ºE relative Hyytiälä
at the SMEAR II station, (seen in Figure 1), were extracted from the whole dataset. The travelling time
over land for each trajectory was estimated from topographical data. The temperature along each
trajectory was equally separated to 5 bins from 0 to 20 Celsius degrees.
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results suggest that temperature plays a strong role on controlling the growth of aerosol
particles (see. E.g. Figure 2). First, temperature controls the precursor emissions of secondary aerosols,
which will directly link to the volume and mass growth of aerosol particles. Second, temperature
influences the gas/particle partitioning mechanisms. However, temperature has various influences on
aerosol particles at different mode
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Figure 1. The transport sectors of back trajectories at the two stations. Area above red line is the travelling
zone of selected trajectories arriving at Hyytiälä station. The blue sector covers the transport area of
trajectories arriving at Värriö station. At both stations, each trajectory should spend at least 90% of
travelling time inside the transport sectors.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) The estimated aerosol yield (i.e. the direct fitting slope between aerosol mass and total MT
emissions) in five temperature bins, and (b) the pre-existing aerosol mass defined from the y-intercept
from the fitting at five temperature bins at both stations.
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INTRODUCTION
The transformation of soil organic matter (SOM) and its stabilization during decomposition processes is
reflected in the ratio between the less abundant heavier isotopes N and C compared to the lighter isotopes N and
C in SOM. The heavier isotopes tend to enrich in the compounds where the molecular bonds are strongest and
therefore, their content becomes larger in the highly, often highly processed SOM fractions (Fry 2008). In many
natural ecosystems, the availability of nitrogen, plays a crucial role in controlling net primary production and the
response of plants on increasing CO fertilization is very uncertain. In free air CO enrichment (FACE) experiments,
it has been shown that the trees can increase the nitrogen acquisition from soil by increasing belowground allocation
of recent photosynthates (Drake et al. 2011). In this study, we wanted to examine the possible changes occurring in
the natural isotopic composition of N and C in boreal topsoil SOM fractions.
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The use of isotopic tracers has its limitations in monitoring the changes taking place in SOM in field
conditions because the changes in natural isotope ratios in soils can be efficiently masked by the high variation
within the heterogeneous soil matrix that is constantly varying under opposite microbial processes. Here, we
developed a new approach for evaluating the changes occurring in SOM fractions during decomposition and nutrient
acquisition by plants. Currently, the classification of soil into different density or chemical fractions has been widely
utilized to separate different pools, but in practice these methods fail to account biological as well as structural
properties of soils that represent important constraining factors for decomposition process. We have been examining
way to combine good properties from both worlds by studying pools of material decomposition in a such way that
polymeric chemical bonds are separated indiscriminately by their energetic principles and bond strength, rather than
discriminating substances based solely on their density or chemical functionality. In our experiment, we were using
SOM from our microcosm experiment, which was first separated into different fractions according to their solubility
by using a pressurized hot water extraction (PHWE) method and subsequent radiocarbon dating as well as analysis of
δ C and δ N values form the extracts separately.
13

15

METHODS
The SOM was separated by using the pressurized hot water extraction (PHWE) (Kronholm et al. 2007).
Extractions were carried out at Finnish Forest Research Institute (METLA) by using 2 g SOM subsamples weighted
into extraction chamber. The separated fractions and the left over material were freeze-dried for later isotope analysis
of δ C and δ N at Finnish Museum of Natural History, Dating Laboratory. The preliminary results indicate that the
PHWE extraction method could be utilized to separate ecologically relevant microbial pools to reduce natural
variation within the whole soil matrix.
13
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CONCLUSIONS
The method may be suitable for studying the connection between canopy level processes and rhizomicrobial
processes in field conditions by using the natural abundance of isotope ratios of carbon and nitrogen. This enables
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the observations of otherwise hidden and small transformations. Approach could be new promising way to utilize the
natural abundance of N and C isotopes for monitoring and quantifying changes in forest soils. Currently, we are
evaluating the reliability of this approach to identify how the selective degradation of recalcitrant SOM by fungal
communities and subsequent C utilization by bacteria may be observed in field conditions without using additional
isotopic tracers.
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INTRODUCTION
At the boreal forest zone, trees experience large seasonal variations in temperature: from +30°C in
summer to -50°C in winter. At temperatures above freezing, changes of xylem diameter in stem have been
reported in several papers and they are linked to transpiration-induced water tensions inside the stem (e.g.
Simonneau et al., 1993; Zweifel et al., 2000; Sevanto et al., 2006). Xylem diameter in trees is known to
change also at freezing temperatures, it shrinks due to freezing (Zweifel and Häsler, 2000; Améglio et al.,
2001). It is not yet known what mechanism is behind the diameter changes in xylem at freezing
temperatures. It has been suggested that consistently with summer diameter changes, diameter changes in
xylem during freezing would be based on changes in xylem water tensions related to the proceeding of the
ice front (Améglio et al., 2001).
Also bark of tree stems is known to shrink due to freezing considerably more compared to xylem because
of the higher elasticity of the living cells (Zweifel and Häsler, 2000;Améglio et al., 2001). Shrinkage of
bark due to freezing has been related to extracellular freezing, which protects the living cells from cell
death (Burke et al., 1976). In extracellular freezing (Fig. 1), the freezing of parenchyma cells is avoided as
water is passively pulled out from the cells due to the difference in water vapour pressure between the
unfrozen cell sap and proceeding ice front in the extracellular spaces. As a result of this, the cell shrinks
and it’s osmotic concentration increases thus lowering the freezing point (Burke et al., 1976). When the
bark has been autoclaved, no shrinking has occurred but swelling instead due to the larger volume of ice
compared to liquid water (Améglio et al., 2001).

ICE
H2O

2

ICE

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of extracellular freezing. In extracellular freezing, the osmotic
concentration inside the living cells increases as extracellular ice creates a water vapour pressure deficit
that draws cell water out of the winter acclimated, elastic cells. This leads to shrinkage of the cells.
We hypothesize that the living parenchyma cells have a role in the diameter changes of xylem both in
summer and winter time. Xylem contains approximately 5-8% parenchyma of its volume in conifers
(Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980 in Spicer and Holbrook, 2004). There are three types of living parenchyma
in xylem: parenchyma in wood rays, longitudinal wood parenchyma and parenchyma in resin ducts
(Kärkkäinen, 2007). In order to understand the phenomena driving the xylem diameter changes better and
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to assess the potential role of the living parenchyma cells, we measured diameter changes in living and
killed samples in drying and freezing experiments.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Eight 5cm long samples from branches of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) were cut during summer from
six years old saplings for the drying experiment. For the freezing experiment, six 15cm long samples from
cold acclimated branches of Scots pine and three 15cm long samples from cold acclimated branches of
European aspen (Populus tremula) were cut during February. We also used three saplings of aspen grown
in a greenhouse and thus they were not winter acclimated. There were two alternative killing-treatments
for the samples before the drying or freezing experiments: heating and sudden freezing. In the heating
treatment, the samples were wrapped in plastic film and insulation tape after which the samples were kept
in 60°C oven for an hour in order to kill most of the living parenchyma cells in the xylem. In the sudden
freezing treatment, the samples were protected from evaporation with aluminium foil and dipped into
liquid nitrogen (LN2). The reference samples had no treatment.
Xylem was reviled at the intact surface of the diameter sensors in order to detect only changes in xylem
diameter. Before the drying experiment, water was run through the samples in order to flush the samples
and to make sure they were fully hydrated before the experiment. The drying experiment was done in
ambient room conditions by letting two samples dry on table, one killed sample (heated or suddenly
frozen) and one reference sample. The freezing experiments were conducted in a weather chamber. The
ambient temperature was decreased from approximately 20°C to -10°C in approximately two hours.
Thermocouples were measuring the xylem- and ambient temperatures. Two diameter sensors were
recording the changes in xylem ray diameter during drying or freezing.
In the drying experiment, the diameter change was defined as the total diameter change before the samples
reached approximately -1.8MPa water potential. In the freezing experiment, xylem diameter change was
defined as the maximum diameter change reached after the freezing.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the drying experiment, xylem diameter shrank more in the reference samples compared to the treated
samples (Fig. 2a). We did not make difference between the two killing treatments among the treated
samples. In the freezing experiment, xylem in the reference samples shrank, whereas in the case of treated
samples, the diameter swelled (Fig. 2b). Also in the untreated aspen saplings that were grown in a
greenhouse, the diameter swelled at freezing, because they died in the freezing experiment due to the lack
of winter acclimation (Fig. 2b). It seems that the living cells do have a role in the diameter changes of
xylem both in freezing temperatures, and in summer.
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Figure 2. Relative change of xylem diameter during a) drying and b) freezing. Each repetition with
different treatments is shown.
.
The mechanism of diameter shrinkage in the freezing experiment of the reference samples could be
similar as hypothesized for the bark; extracellular freezing of parenchyma cells (Améglio et al. 2001).
When the shrinkage of parenchyma cells was not possible, the samples swelled. Phase change of liquid
water into ice increases the volume of water by 9%. Perhaps in the case of functioning parenchyma cells
in xylem of the reference samples, the volume growth of freezing water uses the space released by the
shrinking of the elastic parenchyma cells. But when the parenchyma cells have lost the elasticity due to the
killing treatment and do not shrink, there is no space for the volume growth of water to expand than to
outwards increasing the sample diameter. Similarly in the drying experiment, part of the xylem diameter
change may be related to the water leakage out of the living cells due to high water potential differences
between the living cells and the surrounding water conducting conduits.
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The results of this study show that the changes in xylem diameter at freezing are a sum of extracellular
freezing of living parenchyma cells and phase change of water in the xylem: the xylem conduits are
expanding due to an increase in volume, and the parenchyma cells are shrinking due to extracellular
freezing simultaneously. The latter change is larger as the net effect in the reference samples is xylem
diameter shrinking. Thus the diameter changes cannot be directly used as indicators of xylem tensions
related to the proceeding of the ice front. It seems that the living parenchyma plays a role also in the
diameter changes of xylem at summer time, although the xylem diameter changes have been interpreted to
represent solely the changes in the tension of water in conducting xylem elements.
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INTRODUCTION
Boreal forest soils and peatlands store a huge amount of carbon (C) and interact with the atmosphere by
exchanging greenhouse gases (GHG) which are relevant to global warming. Besides the ecosystematmosphere exchange, the aquatic export has been recognized as a highly significant component of the C
balance (Kindler et al., 2011). The lateral fluxes of C constitute a key link between the terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems: surface waters move C from terrestrial system into lakes and finally into oceans. In a
boreal catchment with mature forest in Finland, for example, it has been estimated that about 10% of the
terrestrial net ecosystem production may be emitted back to the atmosphere by a lake (Huotari et al.,
2011). This makes it necessary to reassess the previously estimated carbon balances, which are based on
atmospheric fluxes only and thus are likely to overestimate the true terrestrial sink. For this purpose, we
have established a new eddy covariance (EC) flux measurement site on lake Pallasjärvi. The lake receives
water from the Pallaslompolo catchment, within which the carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH 4)
fluxes have been continuously measured with the EC method above a spruce forest and a wetland (Aurela
et al., 2009). In addition, lateral fluxes of inorganic and organic C have been monitored. Now, the
establishment of this new lake flux site will enable the quantification of the full catchment-scale carbon
balance. Here we present the measurement setup and the first results from this site.
METHODS
The measurements were conducted on the border of Kittilä and Muonio municpalities, on lake Pallasjärvi
(60.005°N, 24.205°E). The 2 m tall steel mast was erected on the tip of a small spit, in shallow water in
the bottom of the lake. The spit is part of an esker gravel ridge which is partly located underwater. The
ridge divides the area into a shallow and sheltered inlet where the surface waters from the Pallaslompolo
catchment are discharged (sector 160–330° from the mast), and a deeper lake (348–33° through north).
The mean depth of the lake is about 1.5 and 5 m in the inlet and deeper parts, respectively. Only data from
these wind directions were used in further analysis, while the rest of the data represents flux from the
forest sector, and were thus not used. In addition, we removed all data with friction velocity <0.05 m s-1.
The measurement height was 2.5 m above the bottom of the lake, while the water level at the point of
measurement varied from 30-60 cm during the measurement period. The EC flux measurement system
consisted of a LI-7200 CO2/H2O analyzer (LI-COR Inc.) and a sonic anemometer (uSonic-3 scientific,
Metek GmbH). In addition, meteorological variables such as air and water temperature (Pt 100), water
level height (Trafag 8438.66.2646), net radiation (NR lite, Kipp&Zonen), and incoming and reflected
PAR (PQS1, Kipp&Zonen) were measured at the site. Measurement period presented in this paper covers
June 17–August 20, 2012.
RESULTS
The CO2 fluxes were small and mainly positive during the summer. Mean emission was highest from the
shallow sector dominated by grasses, 0.019 mg CO2 m-2 s-1, and half of that in the open water sectors. On
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average, the flux rate in the open water sector equals a daily flux of nearly 1 g CO2 m-2 (Table 1). The CO2
emission from the open water sector was at the lower range of the results reported by Vesala et al. (2006)
for summer season from a small boreal lake in southern Finland surrounded by a mainly forested
catchment.
Wind direction
South, grass dominated sector
South, open water
North, open deep water

Median CO2 flux ± SE
(mg m-2 s-1)
0.019 ± 0.003
0.011 ± 0.001
0.010 ± 0.001

Daily emission
(g CO2 m-2 d-1)
1.7
0.9
0.8

Table 1. CO2 flux from different sectors on lake Pallajärvi in June-August 2012.
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Figure 1. Latent and sensible heat fluxes together with net radiation on lake
Pallasjärvi in a) June and b) July 2012.
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Latent heat fluxes (LH) were small in June-August, below 150 W m-2, and had no clear diurnal cycle.
Sensible heat fluxes (SH) were within the same range with LH. SH fluxes varied from negative to positive
values, and were controlled by the difference in air and water temperature. For example in June 23–27
with maximum air temperatures between 15–20 °C, the sensible heat flux was negative, indicating transfer
of heat from the air into the lake. However in July 17–22, with lower air temperatures (around 10°C), the
lake acted as a source of heat into the atmosphere.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, atmospheric new-particle formation is one of the most important research problems the
scientific community faces. The numerous and interconnected feedback mechanisms ranging over
several orders of magnitude in space and time make the phenomenon and its consequences very
elusive to investigate as a whole. A more viable approach, it seems, is to concentrate on the specific
details of the whole process separately. Here, we focus on the electric dipole moments of electrically
neutral (sulfuric acid) · (ammonia) and (sulfuric acid) · (dimethylamine) clusters.
Sulfuric acid is probably the most important driving agent in atmospheric new-particle formation
(e.g. Kulmala et al., 2004). However, during the very first clustering steps the participation of
other species is probable. Recently, the role of various amines in this process has raised a lot of
interest (e.g. Kurtén et al., 2008), whereas ammonia has been the standard clustering partner of
sulfuric acid for years. A good understanding of the properties and formation of these clusters is
a necessary prerequisite in the quest of finding out how the free molecules in the atmosphere form
stable aerosol particles with potentially global consequences.
One interesting property these small molecular clusters possess is the electric dipole moment.
In general, the dipole-dipole interaction is very weak in comparison with other types of electric
interactions. Nevertheless, the electric dipole moment might very well have a role in the collision
dynamics of neutral clusters, and, via the stronger charge-dipole interaction, the dipole moment
most probably has an even bigger role if ions are present. However, we start by studying the electric
dipole moment of stable and electrically neutral clusters.
METHODS
We chose to study the clusters of
(sulfuric acid)n · (dimethylamine)n
(sulfuric acid)2 · (dimethylamine)1

and
and

(sulfuric acid)n · (ammonia)n−1 ,
(sulfuric acid)3 · (ammonia)3 ,

where n = 2, 3, 4 and

as these clusters were found to be very stable in a recent theoretical study (Ortega et al., 2012).
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First, we run first-principles molecular dynamics simulations in the N V T ensemble at the temperature of T = 300 K for 45 ps with a timestep of 0.5 fs. The simulations were performed using the
CP2K program (www.cp2k.org) at the PBE/TZV2P level of electronic structure theory, using a
simulation box of 20 Å and a plane-wave cutoff of 600 Ry. The simulations provided phase-space
trajectories for all the atomic nuclei in the clusters. We then took “snapshots” from the trajectories
with an interval of 5 fs, localized the electrons to obtain an approximation for the location of the
negative charge, and finally calculated the dipole moments of the clusters.
The first ten pico-seconds of the simulations were used to equilibrate the clusters and equilibrium
data was collected from the last 35 ps. The equilibrium is defined to be reached when the average
of the potential energy stays constant (Loukonen et al., 2012). The only cluster that did not
equilibrate during the first 10 ps was (sulfuric acid)4 · (ammonia)3 . For this cluster the simulation
was continued in order to obtain 35 ps of equilibration data.
RESULTS
The time-development of the electric dipole moments for the studied clusters is shown in Figure
1: ammonia-containing clusters are in the left pane and dimethylamine-containing clusters in the
right. Perhaps the most striking aspect to notice is the rather large oscillation in the dipoles.
Firstly, there is faster, large-amplitude oscillation around the mean values. However, also the mean
values do oscillate, but with a smaller magnitude. The likely cause for the oscillations is the thermal
motion which keeps the clusters continuously moving, but is not large enough to break the clusters
(Loukonen et al., 2012). However, the dipole moments seem to be much more affected by the
thermal movement than e.g. the potential energy is. This is probably explained by the nature of
the clusters: all the base molecules have accepted one proton from the sulfuric acid molecules, thus
forming ion pairs between the acid and base molecules. These ion pairs largely dictate the bonding
patterns that bound the clusters. Interestingly, the individual atoms forming the bonds changed
during the simulations, even in equilibrium. In other words, the molecules do not only exhibit
thermal vibrations but also rotations (Loukonen et al., 2012). As a consequence, the electric dipole
moment reacts to this movement quite strongly.
The equilibrium values of the electric dipole moments are reported in Table 1.
Cluster
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric
(sulfuric

acid)2
acid)3
acid)3
acid)4
acid)2
acid)2
acid)3
acid)4

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

(ammonia)1
(ammonia)2
(ammonia)3
(ammonia)3 ‡
(dimethylamine)1
(dimethylamine)2
(dimethylamine)3
(dimethylamine)4

Electric dipole moment (Debye† )
7.56 ± 1.13
8.54 ± 1.86
6.15 ± 1.48
5.92 ± 1.83
8.47 ± 1.20
2.93 ± 1.16
8.11 ± 1.67
3.57 ± 1.43

Table 1: Mean values of the electric dipole moments from the first-principles molecular dynamics
simulations, corresponding to the last 35 ps of simulations in Figure 1.
† Debye = 3.33564 × 10−30 C·m.
‡ This value is obtained from an additional equilibrium simulation, not shown here.
It is interesting to notice that in the studied dimethylamine clusters with even number of acids
and bases, the magnitude of the dipole is clearly smaller than in the odd amine-containing clusters.
The ammonia clusters do not show similar characteristics. As one would expect, by adding a third
ammonia molecule to 3:2-cluster yields a smaller dipole, but surprisingly, by adding an acid to
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Figure 1: Electric dipole moments of the studied clusters as a function of time. A) 2A1N, B)
3A2N, C) 3A3N, D) 4A3N, E) 2A1D, F) 2A2D, G) 3A3D and H) 4A4D, where xAyN ≡ (sulfuric
acid)x · (ammonia)y and mAnD ≡ (sulfuric acid)m · (dimethylamine)n .
obtain 4:3-cluster further decreases the total dipole. Unfortunately, due to the scarcity of data
points, one is not able to draw general conclusions. However, to our knowledge, this is the first
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time the time-behavior of the electronic dipoles for atmospherically interesting clusters is presented.
The time-development of the electric dipole moment is also related to the vibrational spectrum of
the cluster. In future work we will explore this relation further and more importantly, focus on the
role of the dipole moment in the formation steps of small atmospheric clusters.
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Black carbon (BC) has received increasing attention as an important contributor to global warming
and can impact climate through several mechanisms. The lifetime, and hence transport and distribution,
as well as cloud nucleating and optical properties of black carbon (BC) aerosols depend on the mixing
state of the particles, and the parameterization of aging is an important element of global aerosol
modelling. We compare two different parameterizations of BC aging in the Oslo chemistry transport
model (CTM2). The effect on transport and distribution in general and on the contributions to Arctic
BC from selected emission source regions is explored. The OsloCTM2 is a global 3-dimensional
model with transport driven by meteorological data from the European Centre of Medium Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Here, the model is run with a horizontal resolution of 2.8° × 2.8° and
40 vertical layers. Fossil fuel and biofuel BC emissions are from Bond et al. (2004) and open biomass
burning emissions for year 2004 are from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFEDv2) (van der
Werf et al., 2006). In the standard bulk parameterization BC aging is represented by a constant transfer
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic mode and only the total mass of the aerosols is considered. The
second parameterization is the microphysical aerosol module M7 (Vignati et al., 2004), which has
been implemented in the OsloCTM2 to represent aerosol size distribution and interaction and the
formation of mixed particles. The microphysical module captures seasonal and regional variations in
BC aging by accounting for coating of the particles by sulfate, leading to differences in lifetime and
distribution of BC in the OsloCTM2 compared to using the standard parameterization.
Using M7 generally leads to higher concentrations, and in particular the wintertime accumulation and
seasonal cycle of BC in the Arctic is improved. Since the climate impact of BC aerosols can

depend on their vertical location, it is important to both measure and model the vertical
distribution of BC properly (Ban-Weiss et al., 2011; Koch & Del Genio, 2010). Comparison
with measured vertical profiles shows that the model generally overestimates the BC concentration,
especially at higher altitudes. Using M7 increases concentrations compared to the standard
parameterization and, with the exception of high northern latitudes, exacerbates the overestimation.
We consider contributions to Arctic BC from four separate emission surce regions; Europe, China,
North America and Russia including former USSR. The regional contributions to Arctic BC depend
both on the chosen parameterization and on whether we consider the atmospheric BC or the burden in
snow/ice. However, both parameterizations show that emissions in Europe contribute most to
atmospheric BC concentration and to BC in snow and ice north of 65°N. M7 leads to a pronounced
seasonal pattern in contributions and contributions from Europe and Russia increase strongly during
winter compared to the standard parameterization. There is generally a small increase in the amount of
BC in snow and ice with M7 compared to the standard parameterization, but concentrations are still
underestimated relative to measurements in several regions in the Arctic.
There are significant uncertainties related to the microphysics of BC. Future work will investigate the
microphysical module in more detail and sensitivity tests for among other the coating thickness,
interaction of BC with other soluble species and for assumptions about wet removal will be performed.
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INTRODUCTION
Bioaerosols include viable bacteria, viruses, dead bacterial cells, pollen, fungi and cell fragments, as well
as numerous organic compounds derived from biomolecules as, for example, sugars, amino acids and
methyl-derivatives. It has been shown that airborne bacteria may be viable also in the harsh conditions at
high altitudes in the atmosphere and act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN).
Furthermore, they are able to influence cloud chemistry (Santl Temkiv, 2012).
In order to study the IN and CCN properties of bioaerosols in a laboratory setting it is necessary to use a
generation methodology that preserves bacterial viability and minimize coating with redundant solvent
impurities as this will increase particle size and distort chemical analysis. Few studies describe generation
of bioaerosols, especially with respect to aerosol coating, background concentration and viability. The
objective of this work is to compare various aerosol generators for bacteria, spores and vesicles.
METHODS
Six aerosol generators are investigated: atomizer (TSI Inc., Model 3075), Collison nebulizer (BGI Inc., 3jet), bubbling aerosol disperser, sparging liquid aerosol generator (SLAG, CH Technologies), vibrating
orifice aerosol generator (VOAG, TSI model 3450) and electrospray (TSI Inc., Model model 3480).
At this point, exclusively Bacillus subtilis, a common model for gram-positive bacteria, is studied. Particle
number size distributions were measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, design: Lund
University) and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS, TSI Inc., Model 3321) in a stainless steel flow tube
with controlled dilution (Figure 1). Bacteria are collected on tryptic soy agar plates with a rotating slit
sampler.
Temp./RH-sensor
Particle free air
~50 lpm

SMPS
Exhaust, 0-5 lpm

APS

Aerosol in, ~1-15 lpm
Rotating
slit sampler

Generator

Figure 1. Experimental set-up.
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Bacterial viability is analysed by counting colony forming units (CFU) and – in future studies – also by
fluorescence with an UV-APS (FLAPS III). The initial droplet size from the generators is assessed by
generating a solution with 1% mass ammonium sulphate and calculating the drop size from the mass of
the dried particle.

RESULTS
The full matrix of generation methodologies is not yet available, but the preliminary results clearly show
that many of the methods commonly used for generation of bioaerosols are unsuitable for examination of
key properties of the particles such as CCN or IN ability. For instance the vibrating orifice aerosol
generator (VOAG) produce uniform, but comparably large droplets (typically 20-40 µm). When dried, the
background particles therefore had a size around 500 nm, while the bacteria had a peak at about 1.7 µm
which indicates a significant coating. A surface coating of bioaerosols may significantly alter these
abilities especially when soluble substances are involved.
Figure 2 shows the initial drop size from the Collison Nebulizer, the bubbling aerosol disperser and the
sparging liquid aerosol generator (SLAG). The electrospray could not be used for bacteria, since they are
too large, but may be appropriate for bacterial outer membrane vesicles and spores.

Normalized number concentration
(dN/dlogDp)

1.2

Collison
Bubbling aerosol disperser

1

SLAG

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.01

0.1

1
Diameter (µm)

Figure 2. Initial drop size from the Collison Nebulizer, the bubbling aerosol disperser and the sparging
liquid aerosol generator (SLAG).
All generators (possibly with exception for the electrospray) produce a substantial background of nonbacterial particles from impurities in the used liquid. The minimum background from Milli-Q water is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Minimum particle background from three of the generators.
The output of bacteria as colony forming units (CFU) was highest from the Collison nebulizer, but all
generators showed a similar bacteria to background ratio (Figure 4 a and b).
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Figure 4. A, left) the total output of CFU per second and B, right) the CFU to background ratio.
Preliminary experiments show that all tested generators have a reasonable stability over time.

CONCLUSIONS
It is often difficult to provide bioaerosols from distilled water of high purity since the organism typically
need some surrounding additives (salts etc.) for survival. It seems that the electrospray method is optimal
for particles up to 200 nm (virus, spores and vesicles). This instrument leaves a minor surface coating due
to a small initial droplet size. For larger particles it may be crucial to use a differential mobility analyser or
a virtual impactor to reduce the background of unwanted particles.
Future experiments will include gram-positive bacteria that are not spore forming, gram-negatives and
pure spores. In addition a UV-APS will be used to get a ratio between bacterial particles and CFU.
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INTRODUCTION
Increase in the anthropogenic green house emissions, followed by increase in the concentrations, is
considered as a main reason for global warming. Need for an emission cut has been acknowledged, but
there is no visible change in the emission trends. Thus, researchers are trying to develop some geoengineering methods to control the climate conditions in order to reduce or counteract the effect of the
greenhouse gas emissions. Many different methods of geo-engineering has been proposed so far but
increasing the brightness of stratocumulus marine clouds and mimicking of volcano eruptions by adding
aerosol particles to stratosphere are considered to be the quickest way to counteract the effect of
anthropogenic emissions. It has been suggested that the albedo of marine boundary layer clouds can be
increased enough to counteract warming from up to quadrupled CO2 concentrations by injecting high
concentration of sea-salt particles in the air that will increase the number of cloud droplets (Latham 1990).
Studies has shown that marine stratocumulus geo-engineering is a potential candidate to counteract global
warming but most of the studies has been conducted by using global climate models and without
discussion of the detailed aerosol-cloud microphysical issues. Recent calculations using global models
with size- resolved aerosol representations indicate that previously proposed sea spray producing vessel
designs and emission fluxes are unlikely to lead to uniform cloud fields with high enough drop
concentrations cooling (Korhonen et al. 2010, Partanen et al. 2011). This may have important
implications on the size of the spray vessel fleet required to achieve desired effect. Also the study by
Wang et al. (2011), using the cloud system resolving model, shown that this kind of geoengineering is
efficient only in the cases where drizzle formation is suppressed by the increased number of cloud droplets
and thus the cloud thickness is increased. They also concluded that this method is less effective in polluted
and water-vapor-limited regimes. However, this study did not consider radiative effect of injected CCN
particles, and also the representation of aerosol particles in the model was quite simple.
METHODS
In this study we have used large eddy model UCLALES (Stevens and Seifert 2007) with the aerosol
module SALSA (Kokkola et al 2007) to study aerosol-cloud interactions in a cloud resolving scale.
UCLALES model has been designed to study the marine stratocumulus clouds, and in this study we have
coupled it with aerosol module to study aerosol-cloud-aerosol interaction at micro-physical level. With
SALSA we are able to represent realistic aerosol size distribution found in marine environment. The
number concentration of cloud droplet formed is parameterized as a function of updraft velocity in the
cloud base and aerosol size distribution present in the air parcel forming the cloud. With the model we are
able to study aerosol cloud interactions in realistic conditions with artificial sea salt injections. In the study
we will use typical profiles for potential temperature and moisture content as well as surface fluxes to
produce boundary layer dynamics with UCLALES.
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UCLALES model simulations of marine stratocumulus geoengineering are performed by assuming the
static vessel that emits sea spray particles with a predescribed flux. The aim is to see how well particles
disperse in boundary layer before they enter the cloud or are removed through sedimentation. In the
simulations we assume continuous boundary conditions in the horizontal direction.
Two simulations, sim1 and sim2, have been performed in a 2x4x1 km3 domain for 4 hours with a grid
spacing 30 m in horizontal and 15m in vertical. Wind speed of 3 m/sec is assumed with the emission rate
of 5.3x1015 particles per second for about 10 minutes. Size of particles is 500 nanometers. This sea salt
flux corresponds to the water flux of ~12 kg/s. The first simulation considers particles emissions without
sedimentation, deposition, latent heat and coagulation. This means that emitted particles are behaving like
passive scalar tracers in the model. In second simulation particles sedimentation, deposition, latent heat
and coagulation processes have been taken into account to see how big fraction of particles is lost before
they are dispersed evenly.

RESULTS
Example of the simulation is presented in figure 1 where particle number concentration at different time
steps at the emission level of 45m is shown. Emissions start at around 1.4 hr and lasts for 10 minutes. In
Figure 1a the emission has lasted for 5 minutes. Particles spread in the domain with time (1b and 1c) till at
around 3.7 hours they spread over the whole domain quite uniformly.

Figure 1. Particles number concentration at the emission altitude at different time steps. Colour is 10 base logarithm
of number concentration. Size of the simulation area is 2x4km2, and the wind is from left to right.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of particles emission of both simulations at time XX hours at cloud base.
Sim2 in figure 2b shows that the number concentration of particles is lower at cloud base due to less
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efficient mixing. This is caused by latent heat released form evaporating sea salt particles, which will
cause negative buoyancy forming a pool of cold air close to the surface. Potentially this could increase the
deposition on the surface. However, as can be seen by comparing Figure 2c and 2d, later the difference
cannot be seen as clearly. It can be seen from the Figure 3, where the average number of particles in sim1
and sim2 is presented as a function of time, that the average concentration is lower in the sim2, and this is
probably caused by coagulation and sedimentation during and soon after emission when concentrations
are high. However, the change is small, and actually it seems like the inaccuracy in the calculation of
aerosol advection is more important for aerosol concentration that the removal trough sedimentation or
coagulation. This can be seen from Figure 3 as the average number concentration in sim1 should not
decrease after injection as there is no process to remove aerosol particles from the system. Thus more
work is needed to improve the numerical scheme.

Figure 2. (2a) and (2b) shows particle emission in sim1 and sim2 at 1.8hr respectively. (2c) and (2d) shows
dispersion of particle over the whole domain in sim1 and sim2 at 2.3 hr respectively.
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Figure 3. Comparison of average number of particles in sim1 and sim2
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INTRODUCTION
Formation of new aerosol particles in the atmosphere is observed around the world (Kulmala et al.,
2004). While many details of the atmospheric nucleation mechanism are still poorly understood,
the increasing number of long-term and intense campaign observations of atmospheric particle size
distributions has established several semi-empirical parameterizations of the nucleation process.
It has been shown that including nucleation in global transport models significantly improves the
simulated particle number concentrations (Spracklen et al., 2010). In global climate and earth system models (ESMs) accurate simulation of all aspects of the aerosol population is computationally
impossible. However, these models require a description of the aerosol properties and associated
processes which are relevant for quantifying their direct and indirect effects on climate.
Both observations (Kerminen et al., 2005) and model simulations (Makkonen et al., 2009; Merikanto
et al., 2009) have indicated that atmospheric particle nucleation can increase the number of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN), provided that sufficient concentrations of condensing vapors are available to further grow the nuclei before they are lost by coagulation or removal. An increase in CCN
can lead to an increase in cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC), which in turn may affect
the albedo and lifetime of clouds. Hence, in order to fully capture both the natural background
and the anthropogenic perturbation of the cloud forcing, the mechanisms behind new particle formation and the subsequent growth need to somehow be included in climate models and ESMs.
Compared to the chemical transport models, the ESMs include dynamical and physical processes,
such as climate-feedback mechanisms, and coupling of new particle formation with biogenic volatile
organic compounds (BVOCs).
METHODS
NorESM (Bentsen et al., 2012; Iversen et al., 2012) is an Earth System Model based on the CCSM4
framework, including the land model CLM, the sea-ice model CSIM/CICE, the Bergen version of
the ocean model MICOM including the ocean carbon cycle model HAMOCC. The atmospheric
model component is the CAM4-Oslo (Kirkevåg et al., 2012), which includes parameterized aerosol
chemistry and physics, aerosol-radiation, and aerosol-cloud interactions. Aerosols in CAM4-Oslo
are represented by 14 modes. The modeled aerosol compounds are sulfate, black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt and dust. The aerosol number concentration is not a prognostic variable in
CAM4-Oslo. The aerosol size distributions are constructed at each time step from calculated mass
concentrations tagged according to the production mechanism. Primary particles are given in up
to 4 log-normally size-distributed modes which are modified by the tagged concentrations.
For sulfate produced in gas phase, the current version of CAM4-Oslo assumes that after condensation on pre-existing particles has taken place, all remaining sulfuric acid immediately forms new
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particles by nucleation. In this case, the gaseous sulfuric acid is not a historic variable.
This presentation discusses an extension of the aerosol scheme in CAM4-Oslo by introducing a
nucleation mechanism. We have implemented binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation (Vehkamäki
et al., 2002) throughout the atmosphere. The binary nucleation parameterization is a function of
relative humidity, temperature and sulfuric acid concentration. While binary nucleation produces
a large amount of new particles in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, it is known to be
insufficient in the boundary layer. Hence, we have included additional nucleation schemes restricted
to the boundary layer. There are several options available for the boundary layer nucleation
mechanism, such as activation-type nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2006), kinetic nucleation (McMurry
and Friedlander, 1979), or nucleation including organic vapours (Metzger et al., 2010). We have
implemented several parameterizations from Paasonen et al. (2010). Together with the nucleation
schemes, we have also implemented gas-phase sulfuric acid as a fully prognostic variable in the
model. The calculation of sulfuric acid concentration available for nucleation is calculated following
Kokkola et al. (2009).
The nucleated particles are typically of ∼1 nm in diameter, while the effective diameter of the
nucleation mode in NorESM is 24 nm. Most of the newly formed particles can be lost by coagulation
during the growth to nucleation mode size: the survival of particles is a competition between the
coagulation sink and the particle growth rate. Including an additional mode between 1-24 nm would
help to track nucleated particles, but with a considerable cost of computational efficiency. Instead,
we use the parameterisation by Lehtinen et al. (2007) to model the apparent particle formation
rate Jx


Jx = J1 ·exp −γ · d1 ·



CoagS(d1 )
,
GR

(1)

where Jx and J1 (cm−3 s−1 ) are the formation rates at simulated particle size and nucleation rate,
respectively, γ is a parameter which depends on the existing particle population, d1 is the diameter
of nucleated particles, CoagS(d1 ) (s−1 ) is the coagulation sink of nuclei and GR (nm h−1 ) is the
particle growth rate between size of nucleation and the nucleation mode. The coagulation sink
needed by the parameterisation is calculated from the existing particle population at each time
step. The particle growth due to both sulfuric acid and BVOCs is taken into account. The BVOC
emissions can be taken from prescribed monthly emission maps, or from the coupled land model
CLM which includes online MEGAN2 emissions of isoprene and monoterpene (Guenther et al.,
2006). The NorESM does not include a separate model for secondary organic aerosol formation, and
we assume that the BVOCs are distributed into the boundary layer to estimate the concentration
of BVOC oxidation products available for particle growth.
RESULTS
The preliminary results shown are from 1-year simulations with activation-type nucleation in the
boundary layer and year 2000 emissions of aerosols and precursors. Nuclei growth rates are calculated only from sulfuric acid.
The globally and annually averaged 10 nm particle formation rates are shown in Fig.1a. Binary
sulfuric acid-water nucleation produces a distinct maxima around 250 hPa height due to favourable
conditions, including low temperature and low coagulation sink. However, binary nucleation shows
to be very weak below 700 hPa height. The activation-type nucleation is implemented across the
boundary layer. Similar to sulfuric acid concentration, activation-type nucleation peaks in the
second-lowest model level.
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Figure 1: Vertical distributions of (a) annual global median 10 nm particle formation rates and (b)
global median (solid lines) and mean (dashed lines) total particle number concentrations. The red
line shows results including binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation, boundary layer nucleation and
primary emissions. The blue line shows results from simulations where boundary layer nucleation
is turned off. In the simulations shown in green, nucleation is turned off completely. Area between
10th and 90th percentiles is indicated with shading.
Compared to the original bulk nucleation scheme in NorESM, mechanistic nucleation implementations increase global average number concentrations by 10-20% below 700 hPa height. Due to
active binary nucleation in the upper troposphere, the number concentrations between 200 and 500
hPa are increased globally by over 50%, compared to the original NorESM without mechanistic
nucleation scheme.
We tested the sensitivity of aerosol concentrations to nucleation scheme by (1) switching boundary
layer nucleation off, yet including binary nucleation and (2) switching nucleation off completely.
With this setup, we can estimate the fraction of particles from primary emissions, binary nucleation
and boundary layer nucleation as in Merikanto et al. (2009). Boundary layer nucleation increases
global average aerosol concentrations by 20-40% between the surface and 800 hPa, compared to a
simulation without boundary layer nucleation. The NorESM seems to be somewhat less sensitive
to boundary layer nucleation than shown in other models (Merikanto et al., 2009; Makkonen et al.,
2009). Globally, primary particles dominate number concentrations below 700 hPa.
The performance of NorESM to predict aerosol number concentrations is evaluated by compa in
producing new particles and leads to similar number concentrations as the experiment without
any nucleation. In Botsalano, including boundary layer nucleation improves the modeled number
concentrations, while in Finokalia, the boundary layer nucleation even overshoots the number
concentrations. In Puy de Dome (France), all experiments lead to results which are rather close to
observations, and the effect of nucleation is almost invisible.
FUTURE WORK
We have implemented new particle formation mechanisms in the NorESM. Future work will include
quantification of the effect of nucleation on cloud properties and aerosol indirect effect, and also
studying the climate feedback mechanisms related to secondary aerosol formation.
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Figure 2: Monthly average particle number concentrations (cm−3 ) in Puy de Dome (France), Finokalia (Greece) and Botsalano (South Africa). The observational data (black) is from Spracklen
et al. (2010). The green line shows results including binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation, boundary layer nucleation and primary emissions. The blue line shows results from simulations where
boundary layer nucleation is turned off. In the simulations shown in magenta, nucleation is turned
off completely.
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SEASONAL AND DIURNAL CYCLES OF NH3 IN HYYTIÄLÄ
ULLAMAKKONEN诈AKIVIRKKULA诈MARJAHENRIKSSON诈JENNIMÄNTYKENTTÄ诈HEIDI
HELLÉN诈HANNELEHAKOLA诈PETRIKERONENVILLEVAKKARIANDPASIPAALTO

诈

FinnishMeteorologicalInstituteFI빜搀HelsinkiFinland


UniversityofHelsinkiFI빜搀HelsinkiFinland


KeywordsMargaammoniaonlineionchromatograph HNO稤HONONH稤


INTRODUCTION

Alargecampaign“HyytiäläUnitedMeasurementsofPhotochemistryandParticlesinAir빜ComprehensiveOrganic
PrecursorEmissionConcentration诈 HUMPPA–COPEC빜诈뾬”wasconductedinHyytiäläSMEARII Station
for Measuring Ecosystem빜Atmosphere Relationships뾬 in July– August 诈 The general goal was to studylinks
between gasphaseoxidation chemistryandparticlepropertiesandprocesses TheFinnish Meteorological Institute
contributedtothecampaignwithanon빜lineanalyzerMARGASforsemi빜continuousmeasurementofwater빜soluble
gasesandparticles ten Brink̨뾬AfterthecampaigntheMARGAinstrumentwaskeptrunningin Hyytiäläto
studyseasonalvariationResultswithhighertimeresolutioncouldbealsousedtoevaluatemodels Schaap诈诈뾬


METHODS

TheMARGASADI ApplikonAnalyticalBVNetherlands뾬consistsoftwosampleboxesonewasusedwith
aPM诈빜inlet Tefloncoated뾬andinfrontoftheotheronetherewasalsoaPM搀 cyclone Teflon coated뾬installed
Airwasdrawn 诈m稤h뾬throughtheWetRotatingDenuder WRD뾬wherewater빜solublegaseswerediffused tothe
absorptionsolution 诈ppmhydrogenperoxide뾬AfterthatparticleswerecollectedinaSteamJetAerosolCollector
SJAC뾬 Slaninaetal诈뾬HourlysamplescollectedinsyringeswereanalyzedeveryhourwithaMetrohmanion
andcationchromatographusinginternalstandard LiBr뾬TheinstrumentwasdescribedindetailinMakkonenetal
诈



RESULTS

To study the temporal variations measurement data was divided into four seasons according to prevailing
temperaturesOn诈搀Augusttemperaturedecreasedfrom诈☰°Cto诈°CandonAugustitwasalreadybelow诈°C
thereforeinthiscontentautumnperiodstartedon诈AugustOnNovembertemperaturewentbelow°Cstarting
thewinterperiodOnMarchdailyaveragetemperatureroseforthefirsttimeover°CthoughtalltheMarchwas
closeto°C


Summer
June诈–诈搀August诈

Autumn
诈August诈–搀November诈

Winter 
November诈–稤March诈诈

Spring 
March诈诈–稤April诈诈

Fromthetimeseriesoftheammoniaaclearseasonalcyclecanbeseentheconcentrationwerehighestinsummer
̨ppbinaverage 搀㦈percentilewas诈搀ppb☰搀㦈percentilewas诈诈ppb뾬anddecreasedtowardsthewinter
average 搀 ppb ☰搀㦈 percentile ☰ ppb뾬 and increasing slowly again in spring Fig 诈뾬 following the
temperature profile ofthe same period This is obvious because at cold temperatures ammoniais in the form of
ammonium NH稤 侔HNO稤 g뾬 ↔ NHNO稤 and at warm temperatures ammonium nitrate particles may volatilize
During the coldest months when the temperature was below  ºC and the land covered with snow ammonia 
concentrationsstayednearthedetectionlimitAlsothemainsourcesofammoniaegtheagriculturalactivitiesare
mostlimitedduringwinterperiod
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Figure诈Thehourly빜averagedammoniaconcentrationsandtheprevailingtemperatureinHyytiäläin诈빜诈诈



th

FigureDiurnalcycleofammoniaduringdifferentseasonsTheboxrepresentsthe搀 tǫ搀thpercentilerangethe
barsthe☰percentilerange 搀thand☰搀thpercentiles뾬thehorizontallinethemedianandtheredcircletheaverages
ofthehourly빜averageddataofeachhour
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ThediurnalcyclesofammoniaduringdifferentseasonsarepresentedinFigureInthesummertherewasaclear
maximumduringearlyafternoonhourswhich can beseen in theautumn aswellFor particulateammoniumand
nitratetherewerenodiurnalcyclesInthesummerthediurnalvariationwaslargerthanweexpectedbecausethere
shouldnotbeanyremarkableemissionsourcesinthenearsurroundingsInthewinterperiodammoniastayedmost
of the time very low mostly below 诈 ppb In March there was no diurnal variation but the variation in the 
concentrationsonthewholewasstrongpeakingupto诈ppbFromtheendofAprildiurnalvariationinammonia
began againEvidentlyammoniapreviouslyabsorbed on leafsurfacesoftreesandon vegetation duringnighttime
maybere빜emittedastheleaflayerswarmsagaininthewarmsummermorningInadditiondecompositionofleafs
andmushroomsonforestsoilmayreleaseammonia



CONCLUSIONS

In this study relevant hourly빜averaged ammonia results could be achieved using a semi빜continuous ion
chromatographwhichisnotpossiblewithtraditionalfiltermethodsForammoniaclearseasonalanddiurnalcycles
werefoundintheborealforestenvironmentinHyytiälä SMEARII뾬Itislikelythatammoniapreviouslyabsorbed
on leaf surfaces and on vegetation during night time may be re빜emitted as temperature rise again in the warm 
summermorningInadditiondecompositionofleafsandmushroomsonforestsoilmayreleaseammoniaFurther
investigationsareneededtofindthereasonforthediurnalvariationofammonia
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INTRODUCTION
During last years, the first nucleation theorem has been applied on various experimental data
reporting the dependence of the rate of a first order phase transition as a function of chemical
potential difference between metastable and stable phases to give information on the size of the socalled critical nucleus. In case of vapour-to-liquid nucleation, several approximative forms have been
used to link macroscopic measurements to give molecular-level insight of the nucleation processes,
and in the form of “slope analysis,” have been a major evidence to justify different hypothesis on
the nature of new particle formation (NPF) in the atmosphere.
This theorem, on its commonly used form, (∂ ln J/∂ ln Sa )T,{Sb } ≈ n∗a , linking the observed NPF rate
J and saturation ratio (or concentration) of species a, Sa , to the number of a molecules in the critical
cluster, n∗a , has been noticed to suffer from shortcomings. We have recently provided a detailed
analysis on one of those, losses of precritical clusters due various vapour phase inhomogeneities
(Malila et al., 2011). Here we discuss on the extension of this work into binary systems: We
concentrate on binary sulphuric acid–water nucleation that provides an adequate description of
nucleation processes relevant for the upper troposphere and stratosphere, where NPF inside clouds
and volcanic plumes—with large coagulation sink for precritical clusters—has been observed.
MAIN RESULTS
For unary systems, the kinetic nucleation theorem (McGraw and Wu, 2003) is easily extended into
case with losses: Number concentration of g-mers is given by a balance equation
∂ng
= Jg − Jg+1 − Qg .
∂t

(1)

Here Jg is the net growth rate from size g − 1 to size g. Constrained equilibrium (Ng ) and steadystate concentrations (fg ) can be obtained from Eq. (1); if the loss rate Qq = qg ng with qg independent of ng , we can actually obtain an analytical solution for all fg and Ng . If now I is the
nucleation rate at size ḡ + 1, where ḡ is the kinetically defined critical size, when Qq = 0 for all g,
and J the corresponding rate when losses are accounted for, we have
ge =

I
ḡ,
J
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(2)

where ge is the apparent critical size from measured J.

The kinetic approach (McGraw and Wu, 2003) can be extended to Shugard–Heist–Reiss (SHR,
1974) scheme that gives a closed form solution for the binary nucleation rate:

ISHR


−1 −1



 X

X


,
βa (gH2 SO4 , gH2 O )n(gH2 SO4 , gH2 O )
=


gH SO gH O

2

4

(3)

2

where βa is a “hydrate-averaged” condensation rate of sulphuric acid on a cluster. Our previous
treatment also carries over to the SHR scheme, and we have
geH2 SO4 =

and

geH2 O =

ISHR
ḡH SO ,
JSHR 2 4

(4)

ISHR
(ḡH2 O − 1) − 1.
JSHR

(5)

HYDRATE DISTRIBUTION
As an example of the applications of the developed theory, we give the first results of sulphuric acid
monomer hydrate distribution. For the SHR rate, these results are of great importance because
they are needed for averaging over βa . (Stable) equilibrium distribution was modelled after Noppel
et al. (2002) in the scavenging-free case. The same calculation was repeated including scavenging
using parameters corresponding a tropical Cirrus (Weigel et al., 2011) observed to provide site for
NPF. Results are given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Change in the equilibrium population of the hydrates of sulphuric acid monomer when
Brownian coagulation with cloud crystals is accounted for. Scavenging free concentrations are given
in green/light and those with scavenging in pink/dark.
It should be noted that these results present only a preliminary account: To obtain the correct
coagulation scavenging of clusters inside clouds, further processes besides simple Brownian coagulation needs to be taken into account (McGraw and McMurry, 1983; Jacobson, 2005). These
calculations together with those for geH2 SO4 and geH2 O are in progress.
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NUCLEATION MODE PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS ON BOARD ZEPPELIN
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INTRODUCTION

The Zeppelin is observing radicals and aerosols in the atmospheric layers close to the ground over Europe.
Within the PEGASOS project the aim is to quantify the magnitude of regional to global feedbacks
between the atmospheric chemistry and the changing climate, and to reduce the corresponding uncertainty
of the major ones. During campaigns the Zeppelin flights are divided into three categories:
photochemistry, secondary organic aerosol, and nucleation flights. In nucleation studies, we are focusing
on atmospheric interactions among chemical and physical processes during new particle formation (NPF).
Our study consists of both airborne studies and ground based measurements. The main instruments used to
study the onset of NPF in boundary layer are Particle Size Magnifier (PSM) and Neutral Cluster and Air
Ion Spectrometer (NAIS).
METHODS
Within PEGASOS campaign following flights are planned and partly already performed (Fig 1.):
-

Northbound campaign 2012: May 2012 over central Europe to Cabauw, Netherlands
East mission transfer flight: June 2012 over Alps to Po Valley, Italy
Southbound campaign: June-July 2012 in Po Valley, Italy
West mission transfer flight: July 2012 over Alps via France to Friedrichshafen, Germany
Northbound campaign 2013: April-May 2013, heading for Hyytiälä, Finland

There are three constellations, so-called cabin layouts, of instruments used for the Zeppelin flights. Some
instruments are always on board (Fig. 2). Particle number size distributions from 1 nm to 20 µm (SMPS,
UF-CPC and PSM), concentration of NO, NOx, O3, CO, OH, HO2, and OH lifetime are measured in
every cabin layout as well as meteorological parameters. Other measurements are divided as follows
-

-

-

Nucleation layout: Atmospheric pressure interface ToF mass spectrometer (API-TOF) for
mass spectrometry of naturally charged ions, and Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer
(NAIS) to measure nucleation mode particle and ion number size distribution.
Photochemistry layout: the LOPAP instrument measuring nitrous acid (HONO) in the gas
phase, a custom-built laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) instrument for the detection of gasphase formaldehyde (HCHO), and a fast GC-MS system for VOC measurements
Secondary Organic Aerosol layout: Aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) for size resolved
mass spectra of PM1, and black carbon and aerosol hygroscopicity measurements

During 11.06.-09.07.2012 Zeppelin was performing scientific flights in area of Po Valley, Italy, where
total of 110 flight hours were used. Nucleation layout was flying on 5 days with different flight plans.
Attention was given to nucleation occuring in Po Valley area, the development and breaks of the boundary
layer and related photochemistry, and transects for aerosol composition and properties. We performed
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Figure 1. An example of 3-10 nm negative ions concentration measured along
the flight track during 28.6.2012 when the Zeppelin was flying vertical profiles
above the San Pietro Capofiume field site.

Figure 2l. PEGASOS Zeppelin and instrumentation on board.
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additional ground based measurements at the San Pietro Capofiume field site to support the Zeppelin
measurements. The NAIS, PSM, and DMPS was measuring continuously on ground the time evolution of
particle number size distribution.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
NPF was observed on 4 out of 5 nucleation layout flights during the Po Valley Zeppelin campaign. When
particle formation was observed, it was seen both on airborne and ground based measurements. The
preliminary results show that nucleation and particle growth takes place in the boundary layer not in free
troposphere. To determine in which part of the boundary layer the onset of the particle formation actually
takes place needs further data analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
Zeppelin measurements will provide an exceptional data package to study the vertical extension of NPF in
the boundary layer. The detailed measurements of the mass spectra of the naturally charged ions provide
evidence on the composition of these newly formed particles.
During next spring regional pollution gradients over Central and Northern Europe are studied. The main
focus is on measurements of regional gradients of radical, trace gas, and aerosol concentration along
transfer flights from Southern Germany to Southern Finland (via Pallas, Northern Finland). The Zeppelin
flights will take place when the NPF frequency is the highest.
PEGASOS will conduct, for the first time, a fully integrated analysis of dynamically changing emissions
and deposition, their link to tropospheric chemical reactions and interactions with climate, and emerging
feedbacks between chemistry-climate and surface processes. PEGASOS will target both local and regional
scales, taking into account chemistry and climate feedbacks on the global scale.

Blog for the EU PEGASOS Project:
http://eu-pegasos.blogspot.fi/

Link to TV feature on our work at PEGASOS Zeppelin project:
http://www.euronews.com/2012/06/14/zeppelin-led-research-into-climate-change/
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INTRODUCTION
We studied annual variation of particle mass, airborne pollen and spore concentration at the boreal forest
site in Hyytiälä, Finland. Pollens were categorized into 16 genera and fungal spores to 25 genera, which
represent majority of species observed in boreal forest. Biological particles (e.g. airborne pollen and
fungal spores) play an important role as allergens; high airborne pollen and spore concentrations can cause
allergic symptoms to sensitive people in particularly during spring season, when the concentrations are
largest. The health effects are closely connected to the particle size as the respiratory deposition depends
on the size of the pollen. Therefore, particle mass and size are included in this study. The aim of this study
is to present annual cycles of different allergens at a boreal forest in Southern Finland.
METHODS
Burkard Spore Trap (Batterbee et al., 1996) is used to collect bioaerosol samples to tapes for later
microscopy analysis. Particle mass distribution is measured with the Dekati PM10 impactor (Laakso et al.,
2003) and particle size distribution of 0.5-20 m with the TSI Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS). Years
2003 and 2004 are selected for closer studying.

Figure 1: Annual airborne pollen concentrations (particles/m3) during blossom seasons 2003 ans 2004.
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RESULTS
In boreal forests, the most common pollen particles sources are the pine, birch and alder. Some of the
more common fungal spore genera identified on the tapes belong to fungi imperfecti, basidiomycetes and
ascomycetes. As expected pollen and fungal spore concentrations show a clear annual cycle. Fig. 1
presents airborne pollen concentrations on years 2003 and 2004.
In boreal area the highest concentrations of pollen in the atmosphere are on May and June (100-10000 m3
). The first pollen observations on February are long transported particles from central Europe or Baltic
countries, where the spring begins earlier. The highest peak in airborne spore concentrations is later in
August and September. Although, the cycle on both years is the same, concentration levels do change. The
spores could be called the “ever-present” bioaerosol component of the atmosphere. Meteorological factors
affect atmospheric bioaerosol concentrations (Jones & Harrison, 2004).
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Figure 2: Mass concentration and normalized spore and pollen concentration
measured in Hyytiälä in 2003 (top panel) and 2004 (bottom panel).
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PM2.5 and PM10 has annual variation. The former peaks in autumn and the latter in summer (see Fig. 2.).
The coarse mode particle mass seems to correlate partially with the bioaerosol concentrations measured
with the spore trap (data not seen here). During the highest pollen season, impactor plates are visibly
yellow out of t he pollen particles. Especially PM2.5 correlates well with fungal spore concentrations. Both
have clearly visible peaks in autumn. Based on literature fungal spores have typical diameter of 1-30 m
and pollens 20-60 m in diameter. Airborne pollen and spore are not enough to explain particle mass
peaks. Long-range transported pollution from urban areas covers a big fraction of PM2.5.
Studied time series (2003-2004) are part of long-term measurements in Hyytiälä. The SMEARII
measurement site provides also diverse meteorogical, vegetation activity, and aerosol data for comparison.
CONCLUSIONS
This study describes the quantitative, qualitative and temporal distributions of pollen and spore seasons.
The ambient temperature, i.e. growing season, triggers the pollination. Though, the first pollen
observations at Hyytiälä forest site are long transported particles from Central Europe or Baltic countries.
In boreal forest fungal spores are present all the time. Most trees flower during spring and herbaceous
species later in summer, and the flowering phenology is similar regardless of year. Bioaerosol
concentration increases coarse mode particle mass during flowering but the effect in particle number is
minor.
The next steps are to investigate 1) associations between meteorological parameters and the incidence
different pollen and spore species, 2) diurnal cycle of pollen and spores, and 3) possible relationship with
atmospheric new particle formation (connection between particle formation, biogenic volatile organic
compounds, and biogenic factors in boreal forest).
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INTRODUCTION
The albedo of snow on land varies, for example, with wavelength, place, time, environmental conditions,
and properties of snow, like snow grain size and soot on snow (e.g., Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Warren
and Wiscombe, 1980). Our snow UV + VIS albedo activities within the NCoE CRAICC (CryosphereAtmosphere Interactions in a changing Arctic Climate, http://www.atm.helsinki.fi/craicc/), include: a)
long-term UV albedo measurements on Arctic seasonal snow at Sodankylä, North-Finland, combined with
weekly analysis of BC in snow; b) experimental field campaign measurements on snow albedo and
reflectance changes, induced by artificial deposition of soot; including broadband, multiband, and spectral
surface albedo and reflectance at UV and VIS wavelengths, within the SoS-2012 experimental field
campaign, a continuation to SoS-2011 (Virkkula et al., 2011).

METHODS

Our long-term Arctic measurements on the local UV albedo of snow at the Sodankylä Arctic Research
Centre (67o22’N, 26o39’E, 179 m asl), Finland, were planned and initiated as part of the International
Polar Year IPY-2007 activities (IPY project ORACLE-O3) (Meinander et al., 2008). Two sensors of the
UV Biometer Model 501from Solar Light Co. (SL501) with similar spectral and cosine responses are
used, one facing upwards and the other downwards, mounted at a height of 2 m. The SL501 spectral
response resembles the action spectrum for erythema, wavelengths in the UVB (280–310 nm) being most
weighted. The albedo of snow (denoted as A) is calculated from the ratio of the up-welling UV irradiance
to the down-welling irradiance (A = UVery↑/UVery↓) measured at 2π angle. Ancillary data at Sodankylä
includes, e.g., data from an automatic weather station (AWS), BC on snow, and snow grain size diameter
(D) estimated visually with a mm-grid (Figure 1).
For the Sodankylä carbon in snow results, the snow sample is melted, and the melt water is filtered
through micro-quartz filters. A hand pump is attached to the filtering system to create a vacuum during
filtering. The volume of melt water is noted and used for concentration conversions. Dried filters are
thereafter analyzed in a Thermal/Optical Carbon Aerosol Analyzer (OCEC) (Sunset Laboratory Inc.,
Forest Grove, USA) for their apparent EC concentrations at the University of Stockholm, Sweden (J.
Ström and P. Tunved).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. Our main methods at Sodankylä include: a) the continuous 1-min snow-time UV albedo
measurements at Sodankylä Arctic Research Centre; b) snow grain size diameter detection with D=1mm
and D=2 mm grids (center); and c) BC analysis of melted and filtered snow samples.
The experiment Soot on Snow (SoS-2012) to estimate the albedo effect of BC on snow and ice took place
in 2012 at the Jokioinen Observatory, a synoptic FMI weather station in southern Finland (Figure 2).
Three spots of different concentrations of soot (small, mid, and high) were generated by blowing soot on
natural snow on an agricultural field. The soot was deposited only once to each spot, and thereafter the
spots were monitored until the snow was melted. The sites were left to develop naturally, introducing as
little disturbance as possible. A fourth measurement spot was a reference with no soot. The soot we used
was produced in residential heating with wood and oil, and was collected by chimney cleaners. The soot
deposition system is described more detailed in Kivekäs et al. (2012).

Figure 2. The SoS-2012 experiment with the mid-gray spot.
For albedo monitoring, two erythemally weighted UV-B sensors (280-310 nm), together with
pyranometers (310-2800 nm), were installed at about 20 cm above the snow surface to continuously
measure the UV albedo of the dirty snow, until the end of snow melt. Also, periodical measurements on i)
multichannel albedo by a NILU-UV radiometer in the UV and VIS (400-700 nm) channels (measured by
Meinander), ii) spectral albedo with a Bentham spectrometer (300-600 nm, measured by Heikkilä), and iii)
spectral reflectance by two different Analytical Spectral Devices spectrometers (measured by Riihelä and
Meinander) were applied.
CONCLUSIONS
With the Sodankylä data, we can study Arctic snow UV albedo over a time scale ranging from a few days
to ~5 years (2007-2012). During one winter, the UV albedo of accumulating Arctic snow may be up to
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AUV=0.8, and for melting snow AUV =0.5-0.7, the elemental carbon in snow being 15-106 ppb, and most of
the winter up to ECmax = 40 ppb (in 2009, Table 1). During melt, the snow grain size diameter was then
D=-0.04t + 0.19Tmax -0.03h+4.98, where D is grain diameter , t is time (the day of year), Tmax is the
daily maximum temperature [o C], and h is the height of the snowpack. (Meinander et al., 2008). For
intensively melting snow, the diurnal decrease in albedo has been found to be ~10 % per day and
asymmetric to the solar zenith angle (Meinander et al , 2010).

Date
10.4.
11.4.
12.4.
13.4.
14.4.
15.4.
16.4.
17.4.
18.4.
19.4.
20.4.
21.4.
22.4.
23.4.
24.4.
25.4.
26.4.
27.5.

Snow conditions
Accumulation
Accumulation
Snow melt starts
Melting
Melting
Melting
Rapid melt
Rapid melt
Rapid melt
Rapid melt
Rapid melt
Melt
Melt
Melt
Melt
Melt
Melt
Melt

A (0-1)
0.66
0.74
0.69
0.67
0.63
0.59
0.58
0.57
0.58
0.60
0.59
0.59
0.56
0.58
0.55
0.52
0.51
0.47

D[mm]
0.25
2.5
2.0
1.0
1.5
-

EC [ppb]
106
16
87
-

Table 1. An example of daily albedo avarage (A), snow grain size diameter (D), and the weekly-based
elemental carbon (EC) values at Sodankylä natural snow (year 2009).
In the SoS-2012 experiment, the NILU-UV results show that the albedo values for the clean snow
(reference spot) were AVIS = 0.92 and AUV = 0.70. The surface elemental carbon content was EC = 87 ppb.
Immediately after application of the soot , the albedo of the mid-dark soot spot was AVIS = 0.29 and AUV =
0.28, while the mean amount of surface layer elemental carbon was EC = 4916 ppb (Table 2).

Albedo /
BC

Reference spot
Average (std)

Spot1
Average (std)

UV

0.70 (0.08)

0.28 (0.10)

VIS

0.92 (0.03)

0.29 (0.01)

EC(all)
EC (top)

160 (113)
87 (-)

4916 (1909)
4916 (1909)

Table 2. NILU-UV albedo (0-1) at UV and VIS, and elemental carbon (EC) [ppb] values of snow at SoS2012 experiment. For the BC analysis from the reference spot, one surface sample and a vertical profile of
every 5 cm were taken; for the sooted spot, three surface samples were taken.
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Measurements with the Bentham spectroradiometer were used to follow the temporal development of
snow albedo over the few weeks subsequent to the soot deposition. Scans of spectral up-welling and
down-welling irradiance were successively taken over each deposit spot. The ratio of the up-welling and
down-welling irradiance yielded an estimate representing the local albedo by each spot. Preliminary
investigation of the data shows that the effect of the soot imbedded in the snow pack during the snow melt
may be retrieved from the measurements. However, the analysis requires the application of radiative
transfer calculation based corrections for changing solar position and cloudiness during the spectral scans
covering up to 12+12 minutes for the up-welling and down-welling irradiances.
One of the most important tasks is the separation of the natural and anthropogenic effects of BC on snow
albedo. For that, we need to know the natural variability of albedo and BC (or elemental carbon) of snow.
Our data from Arctic Finland (Sodankylä) show that concentrations of up to 40 ppb BC in natural snow
most of the winter results in UV albedo during melt time is 0.5-0.7, and 0.8 during accumulation time. At
the same time the snow grain size diameter D varied from 0.2 mm (accumulating snow) up to several
millimeters (melting snow). For comparison, we have measured that the clean Arctic Sea ice and snow at
87oN has A = 0.91 – 0.92 both in the UV and VIS (Paatero et al. 2008), consistent with the small
absorption coefficient of ice. Our results show that in case of natural snow at southern Finland, albedo was
A=0.92 in the VIS and A=0.70 in the UV. Introducing an amount of EC=4916 ppb soot on the surface of
snow, decreased that albedo immediately into A=0.28-0.29 in both the UV and VIS. To complement these
results with a study on the effect of artificial soot on Arctic snow albedo, the SoS-2013 campaign is
planned to take place at Sodankylä in Finnish Lapland in spring 2013.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric nucleation mechanisms are still poorly understood despite extensive research. While sulfuric
acid is long considered to be involved in most of atmospheric nucleation phenomena, the role of other
components, such as ions produced by cosmic rays, has remained unclear. Global models predict that
approximately half of all global cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) originate from atmospheric nucleation
(Merikanto et al., 2010). To better understand to role of humans in historical and future evolution of cloud
albedo and lifetime, we need to understand the anthropogenic and natural influences to nucleation rates
and subsequent CCN production rates. This research is impeded by the lack of high quality laboratory
measurements of nucleation rates at atmospheric conditions. Such measurements have been produced at
the CLOUD chamber in CERN for both homogeneous and ion-induced nucleation of sulphuric acid and
water. The CLOUD experiment has already shown the enhancement of sulphuric acid nucleation rates due
to presence of galactic cosmic rays and ammonia (Kirkby et al., 2011). Here, we show some of the
newest results from these experiments for the sulphuric acid-water-ion system, and show that improved
theoretical calculations can predict the outcome of these experiments accurately. We will also discuss the
atmospheric implications of these results.

METHODS
CLOUD experiments
Experiments have been performed in the CERN CLOUD chamber during the CLOUD5 campaign
(October-December 2011). The chamber is a 3m-diameter electro-polished 316L stainless-steel cylinder
(26.1 m3). The chamber and gas supply were designed to achieve the highest standards of cleanliness. In
the experiments, highly purified air of N2 and O2 with a mixing ratio of 79:21, clean de-ionized water, and
trace amounts of SO2 are lead to the chamber. The adjustable UV irradiation stimulates the oxidation of
SO2 to H2SO4. By varying the light intensity, the H2SO4 production can be adjusted as required.
Since the chamber is not underground, i.e. not shielded, it is continuously exposed to galactic cosmic
rays. In addition to galactic cosmic rays, the chamber can be exposed to a 3.5 GeV/c secondary pion beam.
This corresponds to the characteristic energies and ionization rates of cosmic ray muons in the lower
troposphere. In the experiments with the beam turned on, the beam intensity was adjusted to produce the
natural range of equilibrium ion-pair (i.p. ) concentrations at the ground level (200 i.p cm−3). The ion-pair
concentration can also be reduced down to near zero using the clearing field inside the chamber, even
though galactic cosmic rays are always present. Experimental runs can presently be performed at
temperatures between 208 K and 310 K . The CLOUD chamber is described in detail in the supplementary
material of Kirkby et al. (2011).
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Figure 1: An illustration of CLOUD in the T11 experimental zone at the CERN PS. The de-focused
particle beam exits a dipole magnet (bottom right), crosses the aluminium hodoscope counter (middle) and
then traverses the 3m-diameter CLOUD chamber, before being stopped by the concrete wall (top left).
The instruments (blue boxes) analyse the contents of the chamber via sampling probes. Precise control
temperature air circulates between the chamber and the thermal housing. Clearing field for the removal of
ions is shown by transparency (bottom and upper part of the chamber).
Nucleation theory
For the theoretical calculations we apply an improved form of Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT)
following the work of Vehkamäki et al. (2002) presented for neutral sulphuric acid-water nucleation. In
the improved theory, the size distribution of sulphuric acid hydrates is first solved using quantum
chemistry based reaction rate coefficients given in Vehkamäki et al. (2002). This allows us to calculate the
activity of sulphuric acid more accurately than within the basic CNT. We also generalize the approach of
Vehkamäki et al. (2002) for the ion-induced case.
The nucleation rate in both the neutral and ion-induced nucleation is given by (Trinkaus, 1983;
Vehkamäki et al., 2002)

J
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equilibrium factor, N * is the concentration of critical clusters, N ref is the concentration of reference
clusters such as a free ions, acid monomers or acid hydrates, and

Wref * is the work of formation of a

critical cluster with respect to the reference cluster. According to CNT, a general expression for the work
of formation of a cluster having a radius r is given by (Laakso et al. (2002))
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where nw is the total number of water molecules in the cluster (including bulk phase and surface excess
molecules), na is the total number of molecules sulphuric acid molecules,
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composition dependent surface tension of the solution,
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the solution, respectively, and r0 is the radius of the ion.
The critical cluster is located at the top of the energy barrier,
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For neutral nucleation Eq. (3) has only one solution. In ion-induced nucleation the equation has two or
zero real solutions. If the number of solutions is two, the smaller of the two values corresponds to a stable
equilibrium cluster with r1* r0 , and r2* is the radius of the critical cluster. If the number of real solutions
is zero, particle formation takes place kinetically without any energy barrier. The work of formation of the
critical cluster with respect to the reference cluster is obtained from

Wref*
where rref

r1* and r *

W (r * ) W (rref )

(4)

r2* for ion-induced nucleation, so that the reference cluster is the free ion. For

neutral homogeneous binary nucleation r * is the only solution of Eq. (3), and take the reference cluster to
be the sulphuric acid hydrate containing one sulphuric acid molecule and two water molecules as in
Vehkamäki et al. (2002).

Figure 2: The required sulfuric acid concentration at which the ion-induced particle formation of sulphuric
acid and water becomes kinetic. The kinetic regime extends to the conditions typically seen in the free
troposphere, but not within the planetary boundary layer.

If the density of the sulphuric acid is high enough the energy barrier vanishes entirely, and particle
formation is only limited by kinetics. Since the number of free ions in the atmosphere is always relatively
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low, the ion-induced nucleation rates become atmospherically relevant only in the kinetic regime. The
kinetic regime for ion-induced nucleation is illustrated in Figure 2.

RESULTS
The experiments were carried out at temperatures between 208 K and 278 K with ions removed from the
chamber, with allowing ionization from galactic cosmic rays (GCR), and with the ionizing beam turned
on. At 208K ionization did not have an effect on the nucleation rates at the tested sulfuric acid
concentrations. At 248 K the nucleation rates were enhanced by the presence of ions, and at 278 K
nucleation only took place when ions were present. This behavior is correctly predicted by the improved
CNT. The measured and theoretical nucleation rates are in good agreement.

Figure 3: Upper panel: number of sulphuric acid molecules in the critical cluster. Lower panel: Measured
(dots) and theoretical (lines) nucleation rates of neutral nucleation (red), neutral and ion-induced
nucleation with galactic cosmic rays (green), and neutral and ion-induced nucleation with the ionization
beam on (blue) at 248 K.
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Figure 4: Upper panel: number of sulphuric acid molecules in the critical cluster. Lower panel: Measured
(dots) and theoretical (lines) nucleation rates of neutral nucleation (red), nucleation with galactic cosmic
rays (green), and with the ionization beam on (blue) at 278 K.

CONCLUSIONS
The neutral and ion-induced nucleation of sulphuric acid and water was measured with state-of-the-art
equipment at the CLOUD chamber in CERN. The obtained nucleation rates match very precily with those
predicted by the improved classical nucleation theory. This is somewhat surprising since classical
nucleation theory is known to be far from accurate in its description of nucleation of many other
substances. Nevertheless, the result is very encouraging given that parameterizations of homogeneous
nucleation of sulphuric acid and water is widely used in global aerosol and climate models, where this
mechanism is particularly active in the upper parts of the troposphere and contributes significantly to
boundary layer through downward transport of nucleated particles. Furthermore, the experimental results
show that ion-induced particle formation of sulphuric acid and water can dominate the neutral case at
conditions corresponding to lower free troposphere. It is not likely that either neutral or ion-induced
nucleation of sulphuric acid and water takes actively place within the planetary boundary layer.
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INTRODUCTION
Reliable measurements on cloud droplet concentration are needed in order to find the relationships
between cloud properties and different meteorological parameters and aerosols. One of the instruments
that can be used to measure cloud droplet concentration is Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) manufactured by
Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc., Boulder, CO, USA.
Cloud droplet measurements can be subject to a wide variety of instrument biases, uncertainties and
limitations (Lance at al., 2010). These biasing factors cause additional uncertainties in further analysis of
the measurement data, e.g. computing the liquid water content or finding correlations between cloud
droplet concentrations and the factors assumed to influence into the cloud formation. Our main goal is to
find the factors affecting to the cloud droplet concentration and thus we have to reduce the bias of the
measurements.

METHODS
The cloud droplet measurements were made in Puijo measurement station in the town of Kuopio in central
Finland. The station is located on the top of an observation tower (306 m a.s.l.) and the station is detected
to be in-cloud approximately 15% of the time. The station has produced continuous data on aerosol cloud
interactions since June 2006 (Portin et al., 2009).
Lance et al. (2010) found out that the CDP underestimates high cloud droplet concentrations due to
coincidence, when two or more droplets pass through the CDP laser beam within a very short time. In
addition our results indicate that measured cloud droplet concentration time series contains random bias,
which affects the interpretation of the time series.
The method used in reducing the bias in the measured data is called “Time series decomposition using
eigenvector filtering” (EVF). The eigenvector filtering decomposes the signal by applying a principal
component analysis (PCA) on the original signal and a certain number of copies of it incrementally
lagged, collected in a multivariate matrix. Reconstructing the signal using only the most representative
eigenvectors allows filtering it (Ibanez and Grosjean, 2009).

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a 30 minute sequence of a measured time series within a cloud event which took place in
March 6th 2009. The original measured time series in presented in the top panel, the filtered time series is
in the middle and the residual time series, presenting the random bias, is shown in the lowest panel. The
results indicate that the bias in a single observation may be as high as 50% of the measured cloud droplet
concentration. The average bias of the measurements was around 10%.
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Figure 1. Original series in topmost panel, filtered series in the middle and the residual series in the bottom panel.

CONCLUSIONS
Proper filtering of the time series was found to increase the correlations between cloud droplet
concentration and meteorological parameters suggested to influence in the cloud droplet concentration
(e.g. wind conditions). The residual time series was found to be uncorrelated with these other parameters,
which indicates that no information was lost in the filtering but all the information contained in the
measured time series was passed to the filtered series. This indicates that the filtered time series can be
used for example studying the effect of aerosol particles on the cloud formation.
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INTRODUCTION
Boreal forest is one of the areas that are expected to heat most during the future climate warming (2
– 10◦ C predicted by IPCC 2006). The summer of 2010 was significantly warmer than usual, which
gives us the possibility to study the future situation in a boreal forest during climate warming.
We present model–measurement comparison of gas phase chemistry during the extensive summertime boreal forest field campaign HUMPPA-COPEC-10 (Hyytiälä United Measurement of Photochemistry and Particles – Comprehensive Organic Particle and Environmental Chemistry 2010).
Our aim is to validate our 1D vertical chemistry transport model SOSA (Model to Simulate the
concentrations of Organic vapors and Sulfuric Acid) (Boy et al., 2011), and to explain the atmospheric chemistry that takes place in a boreal forest ecosystem during summer and during the
future climate warming.
METHODS
The measurements were conducted at the SMEAR II (Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere
Relations), Hyytiälä, Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005) from 12 July – 12 August, 2010. Information about the campaign and measurements can be found in Williams et al. 2011. For model
studies, we use the 1D vertical chemistry transport model SOSA (Model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic vapors and Sulfuric Acid) (Boy et al., 2011). SOSA includes modules for
meteorology (SCADIS), emissions (MEGAN) (Guenther et al., 2006), and chemistry (MCM version
3.2 and KPP) (Damian et al., 2002).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With these extensive measurements we are able to characterise the fluxes, concentrations and
compositions of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) emitted from the boreal forest zone during
summer and investigate our lack of understanding of VOC chemistry. In order to support this
investigation, total OH-reactivity was also measured, like total OH-reactivity and OH-reactivity
caused by reaction with specific organic and inorganic compounds were modelled.
Soil emissions are normally not included into atmospheric models due to limited or no measured
soil emission data, and no parametrisation of soil emissions are currently available. Soil emissions
of isoprene, alpha-pinene, camphene, beta-pinene, carene, cineole, and limonene were measured
during the campaign and we have investigated the effect of including soil emissions of these organic
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compounds on OH-reactivity. In Figure 1 we show the ratio between OH-reactivity calculated with
and without soil emissions into the SOSA model. The ratio is given as an 1 day average over
July and August 2010. We quickly conclude that the soil emissions are crucial to include and the
emissions have a dramatical effect especially near the forest floor (< 5 m) where we predict a more
than 50 % increase of the total OH-reactivity. This information is very important to keep in mind,
when comparing measured and modelled gas concentrations, since concentrations of atmospheric
compounds are mostly conducted near ground (∼ 1 m).

Figure 1: The ratio difference in OH-reactivity when including or not including soil emissions of
organic compounds
We have also investigated the inorganic gas phase chemistry during the campaign, and we will
present measurement-model comparison of; OH, H2 SO4 , H2 O2 , NO3 , N2 O5 . Also the oxidation
capacity (importance of OH, O3 , and NO3 at different times during day and night) was analysed.
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INTRODUCTION

Sulphuric acid is known to be key component in atmospheric nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2006) but the
exact mechanism of the first steps of nucleation are not yet known. Recent quantum chemical calculations
suggest that sulphuric acid-water clusters are not thermodynamically stable and atmospheric nucleation
needs a third species to stabilize the clusters (Ortega et al., 2012). Lately, laboratory studies of nucleation
have moved towards finding other compounds involved in nucleation. Results from these studies show
that ammonia and amines may enhance nucleation by several orders of magnitude (Benson et al., 2009;
Erupe et al., 2010; Kirkby et al., 2011; Zollner et al., 2012). Here we present results of two campaigns
where the effects of base substances to the sulphuric acid-water nucleation were studied.
METHODS
Laminar flow tube setup was used in this study and a schematic figure of the setup is presented in figure 1.
Sulphuric acid vapour was produced by saturating purified, dry, particle free air in a thermally controlled
saturator half filled with pure (97% w.t. baker analysed) sulphuric acid. The flow from the saturator was
mixed with humidified clean air in the mixing unit. After the mixer, base substance was introduced to the
flow. Nucleation and subsequent growth happens in the nucleation chamber. After the chamber relative
humidity, temperature, particle concentration and size distribution were measured together with sulphuric
acid concentration.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the setup.
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Particle concentration was monitored with CPCs; Particle Size Magnifier (PSM, Vanhanen et al., 2011),
TSI model 3776 or 3025A. The size distribution of the particles was measured in the range of 3-250 nm
using a Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) system. It consisted of radioactive neutralizer (63Ni),
short HAUKE-type Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) and a CPC 3025A.
Sulphuric acid concentration was measured in the first campaign with mass spectrometers; Chemical
Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS, Eisele & Tanner, 1993; Mauldin et al., 1998; Petäjä et al., 2009)
and Chemical Ionization Atmospheric pressure interface Time of Flight mass spectrometer (CI-Api-ToF,
Tofwerk AG, Thun, Switzerland and Aerodyne Research Inc., USA, Junninen et al., 2010; Jokinen et al.,
2012). These instruments used a similar chemical ionization inlet, where sulphuric acid molecules are
ionized using nitrate ions (NO-3) produced from nitric acid using radioactive charger (241Am). For more
details see above mentioned references.
In the second campaign an instrument for Measuring AeRosols and GAses (MARGA, Metrohm Applikon
Analytical BV, Netherlands, ten Brink et al., 2007) was used to monitor sulphuric acid concentration.
MARGA is an online ion chromatograph where the total sulphate concentration is measured. MARGA is
able to measure concentration of base substances also. The main difference between the methods is that
mass spectrometers measure the gas phase sulphuric acid monomer concentration compared to MARGA
which measures total sulphate concentration including particle phase.
Two nucleation campaigns were conducted; first one with four bases (ammonia, trimethyl-, dimethyl- and
monomethyl amine; NH3, TMA, DMA, MMA) and the second one with three bases (ammonia, dimethyland monomethyl amine). First the output of the saturator was determined without the flow tube. After this,
nucleation experiment with sulphuric acid and water only, was conducted. Amine experiments were done
after the sulphuric acid-water experiment. The sulphuric acid concentration was kept constant during each
base experiment. Base concentrations were increased in a stepwise in a range of 40-3500 ppt.
RESULTS
The measured output of the saturator is presented in figure 2 as a function of predicted concentration
calculated from the vapour pressure using equation (33) from Kulmala & Laaksonen (1990). Total
sulphate concentration measured with MARGA lies on top of the one-to-one line. Output was measured
with mass spectrometers using several flow rates through the saturator and with two inlet flow rates. Dry
and two humid conditions were used. Experiment with 1 meter tubing after the saturator was done to
investigate the magnitude of the inlet losses after the saturator. Results from mass spectrometers lies from
one to two orders of magnitude lower than the one-to-one line. RH and inlet flow rates do not influence
the results. The flow rate through the saturator affects the results if it is too low as seen in the figure with
flow rate of 0.05 and 0.2 lpm. Extended inlet has very little or no effect on the results.
Figure 3 presents the nucleation rates of sulphuric acid-water nucleation as a function of sulphuric acid
monomer or total sulphate concentration, obtained in this study and from our previous studies, for
comparison. The conditions in these measurements are exactly the same (T = 298K, RH ~30%, τ = 30s),
which is evident from the nucleation rates. Data points measured using CIMS (squares, on the left) are
done by using several CPC’s. The green squares are measured using CPC 3776, which might be
undercounting at low sulphuric acid concentration due to small sizes of the particles. This is supported by
the results as the slope of the points is bending at lower sulphuric acid concentration. The black points in
the figure represents measurements, where sulphuric acid was produced using furnace method (Brus, et
al., 2010). The production method does not have any effect as the results lie in same space with both
production methods. The stars presents results measured with ion chromatography methods, bubbler or
MARGA. See Brus et al., (2010) for details of bubbler method. Main finding here is the one to three
orders of magnitude difference between sulphuric acid monomer vs. total sulphate concentrations with
similar nucleation rates.
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Figure 2. Output of the saturator as a function of prediction by Kulmala & Laaksonen (1990) measured
with MARGA and mass spectrometers. Several saturator and two inlet flow rates were used with three
(dry, RH 15% and RH 29%) humidity conditions.

Figure 3. H2SO4-H2O nucleation rates as a function of residual sulphuric acid monomer or total sulphate
concentration. Black points are from our previous studies using furnace method.
Figure 4 shows the response of MARGA when adding base substances to the flow. Background of
ammonia was measured before adding any bases and it is at 126 ppt when RH is ~30%. In dry conditions
background ammonia concentration was found to be 60 ppt. Ammonia response is linear as it was
expected but other amines not. This is probably due to oxidation of amines towards ammonia (TMA →
DMA → MMA → NH3). This causes the amines to be distributed in to several peaks in the MARGA
spectra and the total concentration is almost impossible to get due to high detection limit.
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Figure 4. Measured base concentration as a function of added base, measured with MARGA. Background
of ammonia (RH ~30%) is presented as dashed line.
In figure 5 are presented the measured particle concentration as a function of added or measured base
concentration. Added means that output was not measured but a known amount was put in. The sulphuric
acid concentration was kept constant when adding the bases. Enhancement of nucleation was observed
only in first campaign when adding TMA (green stars), with a maximum enhancement factor of ~5.5.

Figure 5. Measured particle concentration as a function of measured or added base concentration in two
campaigns. Sulphuric acid concentration was kept constant during an experiment with each base.
Enhancement was observed in the first campaign when adding TMA. Maximum enhancement factor ~5.5.
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CONCLUSIONS
The saturator method for producing sulphuric acid vapour is determined to perform well when comparing
to the previous method of furnace. It produces constant sulphuric acid concentration with reproducible
nucleation results. Total sulphate concentrations measured with MARGA agree very well with prediction
as the mass spectrometers measured monomer concentration is one to two orders lower than prediction.
This difference between total sulphate and monomer concentration cannot be explained by formation of
larger clusters (dimer, trimer, etc.) as the dimer concentration was always less than 1% of monomer, with
decreasing trend when moving towards larger clusters. The nucleation rates also agree well when using
similar instruments for sulphuric acid detection. When comparing similar nucleation rates between
monomer and total sulphate concentration the difference in sulphuric acid concentration is from one to
three orders of magnitude.
The background of ammonia is determined to be 60 ppt and 126 ppt for dry and RH ~30% conditions,
respectively. MARGA responses linearly for adding ammonia but not for other bases. This is probably due
to oxidation of amines and subsequent distributing the amines to several peaks in MARGA spectra.
The enhancement was observed only in the first campaign, when adding TMA with a maximum
enhancement factor of ~5.5.Background of amines are below the detection limit (1 µg/cm3). The
background concentration of amines might still be high enough to saturate the influence of amines to
sulphuric acid-water nucleation and this is the reason why enhancement was not observed with other bases
than TMA.
Considering the results in this study, some important questions rises: Where is the rest of the sulphate?
What is the “true” concentration of sulphuric acid involved in nucleation? What is the contribution of total
sulphate to the growth of the particles?
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INTRODUCTION
In order to develop strategies for controlling and reducing Arctic air pollution, there is a need to understand the
basic mechanisms for determining the fate of air pollution in the Arctic. Sources of atmospheric particles at the
high Arctic site Station Nord in North East Greenland were evaluated based on measurements of elements, black
carbon and inorganic ions for a two-year period from March 2008 to February 2010 using Positive Matrix
Factorization (PMF) and Constrained Physical Receptor Model (COPREM).
METHODS
The measurement site “Flygers Hut” at Station Nord (81o36’N, 16o40’W, 30m asl) is located 2.5 km South East
of the Danish military Station at North East Greenland. The location was selected due to the insignificant
contribution from local air pollution (Heidam et al., 2004).
Parameter

Analytical method

Time resolution

Uncertainty

7 days

18%

7 days

20%

Particle Soot Absorption
Photometer (PSAP)

15 min

20%

Gas monitor

30 min

20%

40 mm FP nitro cellulose filters
Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn,
Ga, As, Se, Br, Rb, Sr, Zr, Pb

Proton Induced X-ray
Emission (PIXE)

SO2, SO42-, Na+, NH4+, NH3, NO3-, HNO3, Br-, Cl-

Ion Chromatography

PSAP filters
Black carbon
On-line gas monitors
O3, NOx, SO2

Table 1. Analytical methods and sample frequency of measured parameters at Station Nord.
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Source apportionment was performed using the receptor model PMF and COPREM, which is a hybrid receptor
model unifying qualities from both PMF and Chemical Mass Balance (CMB) (Wåhlin, 2003). All species listed
in Table 1 was included in source apportionment, with the exception of O3, NOx and SO2.
CONCLUSIONS
Source apportionment results by PMF and COPREM showed good agreement in general. Five sources were
employed to adequately explain the measurements, including a Marine and a Soil source of natural origin and
three anthropogenic sources, which were all largely influenced by metal industries namely Cu/Ni, Combustion
and Zn source (Nguyen et al., 2012).

Figure 1. Source origin of chemical species apportioned by PMF and COPREM
The Soil source was dominated by Al, Si, Ca, Ti, Mn, V and Fe whereas Na and Cl dominated the Marine
source. Source of sea salts possibly included frost flowers and marine snow pack (Fenger et al., 2012). The
impacts of large-scale industry in Siberia, Russia were evident via large contribution of Cu to both the Cu/Ni and
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Combustion source. Sources of black carbon were identified to be mainly anthropogenic and most probably of
Siberian origin (80-98%). The Combustion source was also associated with high concentrations of Pb, As, V and
Se, indicating contributions from oil and coal-fuelled industries being long-range transported to Station Nord.
While the Cu/Ni and Combustion source followed the typical Arctic haze pattern with low concentrations in
summer and elevated concentrations in winter, the Zn source accounts for episodes of high contribution of
anthropogenic pollutants at Station Nord during summer. Air mass back trajectories using the Hybrid Single
Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model suggested a Canadian Arctic origin to this Zn
source.
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INTRODUCTION
Investigating new aerosol particle formation (NPF) in the atmosphere has been very active topic during
the last two decades. This phenomenon has been observed in various environments around the world
(Kulmala et al., 2004). One of the longest and most comprehensive data sets of atmospheric aerosol
properties is available from the University of Helsinki SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, southern Finland
(Hari and Kulmala, 2005). Aerosol number concentration size distributions have been measured at
Hyytiälä since January 1996 with a DMPS system covering particle size range 3 – 1000 nm (3 – 500 nm
until end of 2004; see Aalto et al., 2001). Aerosol measurements are complemented by measurements of
basic meteorological variables, trace gas concentrations (SO 2, O3, CO, CO2, NO, NOx), and quantities
related to the soil and forest surrounding the station.

METHODS
By the end of 2011 we have observed 1337 days when regional NPF is occuring at Hyytiälä. This means
the formation of new 3 nm particles typically happening between 09–15 local time. The formation of
particles is then followed by their growth to sizes of 40 – 100 nm usually within 10 – 20 hours. An
example of an NPF event is shown in Figure 1. Most of the events occur at spring time from March to
May, when as many as every second day can be an NPF day. The number of nucleation events detected at
Hyytiälä varies from year to year in the range of 60 – 120 per year. The reasons behind this quite
substantial variation are not yet found. We have, however, established that the variation of the galactic
cosmic ray intensity due to the 11 year solar cycle is not connected to the particle formation intensity at
Hyytiälä (Kulmala et al., 2010).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Mean values and observed trends in the quantities relative to NPF are listed in Table 1. There is no
statistically significant trend in the formation rates of 3 – 25 nm particles. In contrast, the growth rates are
increasing by 3% per year relative to their 16 year mean value. Concentrations of sulphuric acid, which
has in many studies identified as the most important precursor vapor in atmospheric NPF, can be
approximated with a simple proxy model (Petäjä et al., 2009). This proxy takes into account the source
from oxidation of SO2 by OH radicals and the condensation sink by pre-existing particles. Both the SO 2
concentration and CS are decreasing in Hyytiälä, but the relative change in SO 2 is larger. This leads to a
decreasing trend of 4% per year also in the H 2SO4 proxy concentration, and suggests that the observed
increase in the particle growth rates could be caused by increased concentrations of organic compounds
and their oxidation products. As the emissions of these biogenic organic compounds are highly
temperature dependent, increasing global temperatures can lead to a larger fraction of newly formed
particles reaching cloud condensation nuclei sizes and this way NPF becoming more significant to
climate.
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Figure 1. New particle formation event at Hyytiälä 15.3.2011.

Table 1. Mean values and trends of trace gas and aerosol quantities related to new particle formation in
Hyytiälä during 1996 –2011. Trend is calculated from linear least-squares fit to all the measurement data.
Trend
1996 – 2011
absolute value
relative to
mean value
1996 – 2011
mean
SO2
Condensation sink

0.38 ppb
-3

5.1∙10 s

–0.02 ppb/year

-1

5

-3

-4

–1.5∙10 s

-1

-4

–2.9%/year

H2SO4 proxy

3.8∙10 cm

Formation rate

0.84 cm-3 s-1

no trend

–

3.1 nm/h

+0.1 nm/h

+3.2%/year

Growth rate

–1.5∙10 cm

-3

–5.0%/year
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–4.3%/year
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INTRODUCTION
To date, over half of the world’s population lives in cities (UN, http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup), and
over 70% of global energy-related CO2 emissions originate from cities (WEO, 2008; Rosenzweig
et al., 2010). This makes cities hotspots of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and a main target
in climate change mitigation (Kennedy et al., 2009). The development of mitigation strategies
necessitate the direct quantification of GHG emissions from urban areas. The eddy-covariance
method provides a means to determine the vertical surface–atmosphere exchange of CO2 , and
it has been widely used in natural environments (Baldocchi et al., 2001; Valentini et al., 2000;
Mizoguchi et al., 2009).
Extensive measurements in urban environments, to the contrary, have been conducted only during
the past decade, allowing the calculation of annual CO2 budgets (www.geog.ubc.ca/urbanflux).
These budget estimates include direct emissions from the urban area in addition to vegetative
photosynthetic uptake and respirative emissions. Thus, the budgets depart from indirect inventorybased estimates that exclude vegetation and include strong point sources, such as power plants.
We denote the eddy-covariance-based budgets the net urban ecosystem exchange (NUE), which
describes the in situ CO2 budget of urban ’background activity’, this has remained unresolved
until now.
METHODS
The eddy-covariance method is based on simultaneous measurements of wind components and scalar
concentrations, usually mounted on a mast above the desired terrain to be studied. The outcome
is typically 30-minute average vertical turbulent fluxes. When turbulent exchange is considered the
main means of vertical exchange, these fluxes can be assumed to be the surface fluxes. The source
area of the method is several hectares depending upon the upwind surface type, measurement height
and air flow properties (Vesala et al., 2008). The 14 sites (with 17 budget estimates) used in this
study (Figure 1) provide over 16 000 days of measurements with a 58% data coverage. Data-loss
is mainly caused by quality screening and thus the time series were gap-filled to provide annual
budgets (typical gap-filling errors <5%, Järvi et al., 2012). Non-linear least-squares optimization
is used for non-linear fits, and data coverage at each site is taken into account in fits by using a
weighting function. Only sites with at least a year of measurements were included.
The fraction of natural land area (fn ) is the opposite of the fraction of urban area (fu = 1 − fn ),
which can be calculated from binary (urban/non-urban) data from the MODIS satellite (Schneider
et al., 2009, 2010). These data have a spatial resolution of 500 m, and we aggregated the data into
4 km resolution to obtain a more continuous range of fu with 65 possible values. We also compilated
a set of GHG inventories from 56 urban areas in North America, Europe and eastern Asia. The
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corresponding urban fractions were then extracted from the mapping of fu using administrative
boundaries (Database of Global Administrative Areas, www.gadm.org).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Different predictors of NUE were analysed and fn had the strongest explanatory ability. Figure 1
shows NUE from 14 urban eddy-covariance sites as a function of fn , which here is the fraction of
natural area within the source area of the turbulence measurements. This fraction is a very robust
proxy for NUE (coefficient of determination r2 = 0.84), especially when taking into account the large
variety between city forms. The sites vary from the densely built-up metropolitan area of London
(Helfter et al., 2011) to an urban park (Hiller et al., 2011), and all across the North America,
Europe and eastern Asia. The largest urban emissions are forty times the uptake of grasslands
(Soussana et al., 2007) and over ten times the global median terrestrial ecosystem uptake (Beer
et al., 2010).
An urban area can be considered carbon-neutral when fn ≈ 0.8, which can be used as a first ruleof-thumb estimate in urban planning. It must be noted, though, that this is a carbon-neutrality
estimate per square metre (ecosystem view) rather than per capita (political view), and it is well
known that dense urban living has smaller per-capita GHG emissions compared to rural living
(Dodman, 2009; Brown et al., 2009; Parshall et al., 2010). Thus, the estimate of fn ≈ 0.8 should
not be used as a target in climate change mitigation. Increasing fn has a mitigating effect only if
it does not decrease living density, as with green roofs (Sailor et al., 2012).

Figure 1: Net urban ecosystem exchange (NUE) from direct eddy-covariance flux measurements
as a function of fraction of natural area (fn ). The colours show: North America (blue), Europe
(green), eastern Asia (red), Australia (grey). The colourbar shows confidence intervals of the fit
given in the legend. (Moriwaki and Kanda, 2004; Coutts et al., 2007; Kordowski and Kuttler, 2010;
Pawlak et al., 2011; Hiller et al., 2011; Crawford et al., 2011; Bergeron and Strachan, 2011; Helfter
et al., 2011; Christen et al., 2011; Song and Wang, 2012; Gioli et al., 2012; Järvi et al., 2012)
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The robustness of fn as a predictor of NUE (Figure 1) can be reasoned by the links fn has to
CO2 exchange. If fn is large, the road and population density are lower and thus the emissions
from fossil-fuel combustion and human respiration are smaller. Large fn may also cause daytime
photosynthetic uptake and nigh-time respiratory release of CO2 . The relationship between NUE
and fn is non-linear perhaps due to the exponential growth of population density as a function of
urban density (Pozzi and Small, 2005).
The strong explanatory power of fn can also be used for parameterized estimates of NUE based on
land-cover data. Figure 2a shows an example of fu for Europe, where high urbanization dominates
around the Benelux countries, Germany and southern England. This fraction is converted to NUE
using the fit in Figure 1, resulting in Figure 2b, where areas with high fu are interpreted as large
CO2 sources. The integrated NUE for the EU is 414 T g C yr−1 , which is half the inventory-based
emissions (767 T g C yr−1 in 2006, WEO, 2008) and four times the uptake of CO2 by biological
fluxes (−102±23 T g C yr−1 , Schulze et al., 2009). Similar analysis can be made for North-America
and eastern Asia which are the areas where the eddy-covariance measurements in Figure 1 are from.

Figure 2: a) Urban fraction (fu ) based on satellite observations, b) Net urban ecosystem exchange
(NUE, k g C yr−1 m−2 ) based on a parameterization as a function of fraction of natural area
(Figure 1).
Parameterized NUE estimates can be calculated for individual cities in a similar manner as for larger
regions, like EU above. Figure 3 shows the parameterized NUE as a function of inventory-based
estimates for 56 cities. The NUE estimates are systematically lower than the inventory-based
estimates for all but Prague (slope 0.50), which is expected since NUE includes vegetation and
excludes strong point sources. Nevertheless, there is a clear linear dependency (r2 = 0.72, rms
= 1.42 k g C yr−1 m−2 ), which corroborates independently the usability of fn as a proxy for NUE.
A direct validation of the NUE parameterization method is not possible, since another method for
providing CO2 budgets of urban ecosystems does not exist.
CONCLUSIONS
This study shows that the fraction of natural area (fn ) is the strongest predictor of CO2 emissions
from cities (Figure 1). We also provide the first continental-scale estimates of CO2 release from
urbanized areas (Figure 2) based on direct eddy-covariance flux measurements. Individual cities
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Figure 3: Parameterized net urban ecosystem exchange (NUE, k g C yr−1 m−2 ) against inventorybased emissions (kg equivalent C yr−1 m− 2). Inventory values contain only CO2 (filled markers)
or all GHGs (open markers); some contain aviation and/or marine emissions (diamond markers).
Continents are distinguished by colours: North America (blue), Europe (green), eastern Asia (red)
were extracted from this type of mapping and their NUE estimates are shown to correspond well
with inventory-based estimates (Figure 3), corroborating the robustness of fn as a predictor of
NUE.
Direct eddy-covariance measurements of CO2 fluxes have just during the past two years become
extensive enough to enable meta-analysis, such as the one presented here. Nevertheless, Europe
and North-America are over-represented in the urban CO2 budget measurements and studies are
needed especially from Asia, Africa and South America. There is also a lack of studies to cover
semi-continuously the whole fn range.
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INTRODUCTION
Formation of secondary atmospheric aerosol particles begins with individual molecules forming small
molecular clusters. Today high-resolution mass spectroscopy enables the detection and unambiguous
chemical characterization of electrically charged clusters from molecular scale upward, but direct
experimental observation of electrically neutral clusters smaller than 1 nm in diameter still remains
impossible. However, it is estimated that 90% of atmospheric particle formation is due to neutral particles
(Kulmala et al., 2007). This results in a need for theoretical methods able to link the observed
concentrations of charged clusters with the concentrations of neutral clusters.
METHODS
We have simulated a set of small molecular clusters containing sulfuric acid (H2SO4), dimethylamine
(DMA, (CH3)2NH) and ammonia (NH3) molecules with the kinetic code ACDC (Atmospheric Cluster
Dynamics Code; McGrath et al., 2012) that solves the birth-death equations of the clusters. The code
enables the monitoring of cluster concentrations and fluxes between the clusters and out of the simulated
system. As an input for the code we have used evaporation rates of the clusters derived from quantum
chemical calculations (Ortega et al., 2012).
We have included in the simulation both neutral clusters and negatively and positively charged cluster
ions that contain up to four sulfuric acid and four base molecules, with the exception that the highly
unstable clusters were not included. Since we have assumed that clusters that grow out will not reevaporate, they have to be relatively stable, i.e. they must have reasonable numbers of acid and base
molecules. We have set these boundary conditions to be as follows: 1) neutral clusters must have at least
five acid and four base molecules 2) negative clusters must have at least five acid molecules and one base
molecule 3) positive clusters must have at least four acid and five base molecules.
In the simulations we have used constant concentrations for DMA and ammonia monomers. However, we
have taken the sulfuric acid concentration [H2SO4] to be the sum of all neutral clusters containing 1-2 acid
molecules and 0-4 base molecules, since CIMS (chemical ionization mass spectrometer), the instrument
used to measure acid concentration, can also detect them as acid monomers. The simulations were run in
conditions relevant to the CLOUD experiment at CERN (Kirkby et al., 2011) at 5.5 °C, [H2SO4]=105107cm-3, [NH3]=10 ppt, [DMA]=1 ppt and 10 ppt and with ion production rate of 3 ion pairs s-1 cm-3.
We have examined the steady-state cluster distributions and compared the results for negatively charged
clusters to concentrations measured experimentally in CLOUD. We have also studied the distribution of
neutral clusters containing 1-2 sulfuric acid molecules to estimate what might actually be detected by
CIMS.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the modeled and experimental concentrations of negatively charged sulfuric acid mono-,
di-, tri- and tetramers as a function of sulfuric acid concentration. Concentrations of pure sulfuric acid imers and total concentrations of i-mers containing 0-4 DMA molecules in addition to the acid are shown
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with separate lines and markers. Modeled distribution of neutral clusters containing 1-2 sulfuric acid
molecules and 0-4 base molecules for different acid and DMA concentrations is shown in figure 2.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that ACDC is capable of qualitatively reproducing the results observed experimentally in
CLOUD. ACDC can also be used to simulate the distribution of neutral clusters that cannot be directly
measured, helping to evaluate the indirect measurement results and leading to a better understanding of
atmospheric molecular cluster formation.

Figure 1. Modeled and experimental concentrations of negatively charged sulfuric acid mono-, di-, tri- and
tetramers, pure or with DMA molecules, as a function of sulfuric acid concentration. Note the different
scales in the y-axes.
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Figure 2. Modeled distribution of neutral clusters containing 1-2 sulfuric acid molecules and 0-4 base
molecules for [H2SO4]=105 and 107 cm-3 and [DMA]=1 and 10 ppt. All clusters that have concentration
less than 5% of the total concentration [H2SO4] are under the label “others”.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle is an important source of aerosol particles that can act as cloud condensation
nuclei in the atmosphere. Despite the numerous efforts to determine the compounds involved in new
particle formation, some of these remain unknown. Sulphuric acid certainly has a key role in atmospheric
new particle formation, but, in realistic atmospheric conditions, cannot explain the observed new particle
formation rates on its own. Recently, state-of-the-art experiments in CLOUD chamber at CERN (Kirby et
al. 2011), have showed how, although the presence of ammonia and ions can enhance new particle
formation rates by a factor of 10000, the observed new particle formation rates are still far below those
measured in the real atmosphere. This implies that other stabilizing compound(s), yet unknown, is
involved in atmospheric new particle formation.
The participation of organic compounds in new particle formation is still under discussion. While some
studies conclude that organics are only involve in particle growth (Laaksonen et al. 2008 ,and references
therein), other studies conclude that they are also involved in the very first steps of new particle formation
(Zhang 2010 and references there in). In the present study we have use quantum chemical methods to
evaluate the stability of clusters containing sulfuric acid and different organic compounds. We have
chosen dimethylamine ((CH3)2NH) as model compound for organic bases and cis-pinonic acid (C10H14O3)
as model compound for organic acids.
METHODS
We have used the method described by Ortega et al (2011) to calculate the formation Gibbs free energies
and convert these in evaporation rates, so only relevant details are given here. The geometry optimizations
and frequency calculations were performed with the Gaussian09 program (Frisch et al 2009) using the
B3LYP hybrid functional and a CBSB7 basis set and a single- point electronic energy was then calculated
with the TURBOMOLE program (Ahlrichs et al. 1989) using the RI- CC2 method and an aug-ccpV(T+d)Z basis set.
CONCLUSIONS
The clusters included in this study are listed in Table 1 together with the formation Gibbs free energies
from monomers, so for example, H2SO4 + (CH3)2NH+C10H14O3  H2SO4 ∙ (CH3)2NH∙C10H14O3.
Cluster
(C10H14O3)2
C10H14O3 ∙ H2SO4
C10H14O3 ∙ (H2SO4 )2
(C10H14O3 )2∙ H2SO4
(C10H14O3 )2∙ (H2SO4 )2
C10H14O3 ∙ (CH3)2NH
C10H14O3 ∙ H2SO4∙ (CH3)2NH
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∆Gmon,298K (kcal/mol)
-2.51
-9.56
-15.02
-13.23
-22.38
-3.62
-26.61

C10H14O3 ∙ H2SO4 ∙ ( (CH3)2NH)2
C10H14O3 ∙ (H2SO4 )2 ∙ (CH3)2NH
C10H14O3 ∙ (H2SO4 )2 ∙ ( (CH3)2NH)2

-30.36
-41.32
-62.29

Table 1. Formation Gibbs free energies from monomers in kcal/mol for the clusters included in this study.

The formation of cis-pinonic acid dimmers is quite unfavourable, but the presence of sulfuric acid in the
cluster enhances the addition of a second molecule of organic acid to the cluster (Table 2)
n
0
1
2

Addition energy
(Kcal/mol)
-2.51
-3.67
-9.29

Table 2. Addition energy of (H2SO4)n ∙ C10H14O3 + C10H14O3  (H2SO4)n ∙ (C10H14O3)2
As can be seen, the presence of just one molecule of sulfuric acid, increases the addition energy by around
1 kcal/mol, but if a second molecule of sulfuric acid is present, the addition energy increases by 6.8
kcal/mol. This result is reasonable, since the addition of sulfuric acid to the cluster gives extra –OH and
=O groups to form hydrogen bonds. The formation of a sulfuric acid-cis-pinonic acid dimer is almost 2
kcal/mol more favourable than the formation of a pure sulfuric acid dimer (-7.89 kcal/mol), Ortega et al.
2012). The addition of a sulfuric acid molecule to the sulfuric acid- cis-pinonic acid dimer is also around
2 kcal/mol more favourable, so the most probable pathway to the (C10H14O3 )2∙ (H2SO4 )2 is the formation
of C10H14O3 ∙ H2SO4 cluster, addition of the second sulfuric acid molecule, and then the addition of the
second cis-pinonic acid molecule to the C10H14O3 ∙ (H2SO4 )2 cluster.
The formation of C10H14O3 ∙ (CH3)2NH cluster is quite unfavourable, but on the other hand the addition
energy of cis-pinonic acid to H2SO4∙ (CH3)2NH cluster is -11.2 kcal/mol, so to add one dimethylamine
molecule to cis-pinonic acid, this dimethylamine should be coordinated to a sulfuric acid molecule. The
addition of a second dimethylamine molecule to C10H14O3 ∙ H2SO4∙ (CH3)2NH cluster is not favourable.
and the addition of a second sulfuric acid molecule is not favourable either, since the (H2SO4 )2 ∙ (CH3)2NH
cluster is really stable (Ortega et al. 2012) and the evaporation rate of cis-pinonic acid from C10H14O3 ∙
(H2SO4 )2 ∙ (CH3)2NH cluster is 2.3 × 105 s-1 .
The preliminary results reported in this work shows how cis-pinonic acid can be involved in new particle
formation from the firsts steps. The presence of sulfuric acid seems crucial to allow the growth of clusters
with cis-pinonic acid, since the addition of a second molecule of this acid to the cluster is not possible
without sulfuric acid. Dimethylamine can stabilize cluster with one cis-pinonic acid but again, sulfuric
acid is needed since cis-pinonic acid on its own cannot form stable cluster with dimethylamine. The
addition of further dimethylamine or sulfuric acid molecules is not favourable, most probably cluster will
grow by addition of a second molecule of cis-pinonic acid, this pathway will be studied in more detail in
future studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Water interactions with organic phases play an important role for several atmospheric processes including
the formation and transformation of organic aerosol. Here we investigate water interactions with both solid
and liquid organics using the recently developed environmental molecular beam technique (EMB)(Kong,
Andersson et al. 2011; Thomson, Kong et al. 2011; Kong, Andersson et al. 2012). Butanol (n-) is used as a
model system and water uptake dynamics and kinetics are studied in the temperature range from 160 to 200
K. The n-butanol melts at 184.5 K and changes in alcohol surface structure influence water uptake over a 10
degrees range both above and below the melting point.
METHODS
Experiments were performed with an EMB apparatus (Kong, Andersson et al. 2011) in which a pulsed
supersonic D2O/He beam collides with a micrometer-thin n-butanol film on a flat substrate. D2O was used
instead of H2O to enhance sensitivity. D2O molecules collided with the butanol surface and inelastically
scattered and thermally desorbed D2O molecules were monitored with a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS). The D2O flight time from the surface to the QMS ionization region was 1-10 ms, and time-resolved
intensities were transformed into time-of-flight (TOF) distributions. The TOF distributions were
subsequently deconvoluted into two components: a) the inelastically scattered (IS) and b) the thermally
desorbed (TD) distributions, using a theoretical model that has been presented previously (Thomson, Kong et
al. 2011).
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Thin n-butanol multilayer films were prepared by condensation of low pressure (p(T) = 10-4 – 10-3 mbar)
vapor for about 1 min with their buildup rate (70 MLs-1) and thickness (1 μm), corresponding to ca. 3000
monolayers (ML). Their growth was controlled and measured by the reflections of a diode laser beam (1
mW, 670 nm) from the surface. Elastic scattering of helium atoms was also used to follow initial growth of
butanol on the graphite substrate.
The theoretical fitting procedure (Thomson, Kong et al. 2011) yields the desorption rate coefficient (kdes) for
water on butanol as a function of temperature. In addition, the absolute fraction of trapped and desorbed D2O
molecules (fTD) was determined.
RESULTS
Three different types of experiments were performed according to the preparation method of butanol films: i)
fresh vapor deposition at each temperature, ii) initial vapor deposition at 190 K and gradual cooling to 160 K
(cooling process), and iii) initial vapor deposition at 160 K and gradual warming to 190 K (warming
process). The temperature dependence of kdes was studied for all types of experiments. The behavior of kdes
may be divided in three temperature regimes: (I) between 160 - 180 K, where desorption from solid butanol
shows an activation energy Ea = 0.08 eV, (II) between 180-190 K, which includes the bulk melting point of
n-butanol of 184.5 K, where the desorption rates undergo a gradual decrease with temperature that depends
on the preparation method, and (III) above 190 K where water is rapidly lost by rapid diffusion into the
butanol bulk and no trapping-desorption is observed. The data obtained with freshly prepared butanol
interfaces are identical to those obtained with warming over the entire temperature range. On the other hand,
the data obtained by cooling do not follow this behavior, especially in regime I, indicating the formation of
supercooled liquid butanol layers during cooling. The crystallization or relaxation of supercooled liquid
butanol was also investigated at 170 K, by performing experiments with films initially prepared at 190 K and
subsequently supercooled to 170 K. The observed water desorption rate was constant for a period of 2 hours
under these conditions indicating that n-butanol either remains as a supercooled liquid over longer times or
that a polycrystalline phase with similar properties form.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have determined the water desorption rate on both liquid and solid n-butanol in the temperature range
from 160 to 200 K. We conclude that water trap and rapidly desorb from solid butanol below 180 K, and that
water is rapidly lost by diffusion into the bulk liquid butanol above 190 K. The most intriguing finding is the
gradual change in water-butanol interactions around the 184.5 K melting temperature. The water residence
time increases rapidly above 180 K suggesting that a liquid-like surface layer is formed below the melting
temperature; a phenomenon known as surface melting and observed for many solids including water ice.
Between 184.5 and 190 K, the surface remains more structured than the liquid bulk below. The
crystallization of the surface layer has previously been observed for long-chain alcohols and alkenes
(Sloutskin, Bain et al. 2005) and this unusual phenomenon has been termed surface freezing. We conclude
that the short-chain n-butanol undergo both surface melting and surface freezing, and the transition from a
solid to a liquid surface layer is a gradual process that takes place over 10 degrees, in sharp contrast to the
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bulk transition at the melting point. This study illustrates the potential of the EMB method for molecularlevel studies of organic surfaces of relevance to atmospheric processes.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles are omnipresent in the atmosphere, and besides directly influencing the radiative balance
of the Earth, they play a crucial role in cloud formation (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Through a variety
of microphysical processes aerosol particles influence the albedo, lifetime and precipitation patterns of
clouds in what is known as indirect effects of aerosols on climate (Forster et al., 2007). The ability of
aerosol particles to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) is strongly linked to their physical and
chemical properties, with the most important parameters being CCN number concentration, aerosol critical
diameter Dc and hygroscopicity parameter (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
METHODS
CCNC measurements have been conducted continuously at the SMEAR II (Station for Measuring
Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) in Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station in Finland since June 2008, and they
form a part of the comprehensive network of aerosol- and meteorology-related measurements in Southern
Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005). The station (61º 50' 50.685''N, 24º 17' 41.206''E, 179 m a.m.s.l.) is
located 220 km north-west of Helsinki on a flat terrain surrounded by a Scots Pine stand, and is, therefore,
well representative of the boreal environment. The CCNC in question is a diffusion-type CCN counter,
including a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), condensation particle counter (CPC), optical particle
counter (OPC) and a saturator unit. Both non-size-segregated and size-segregated measurements are
performed by the instrument, with the latter having started in February 2009 with an introduction of a
DMA into the system. CCN concentrations are measured across 30 size channels, with particle diameters
ranging from 20 to 300 nm for supersaturation levels of 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6% and 1%. From July 2010
until May 2011 the instrument was operating at levels of SS different to those of factory calibration
mentioned above, namely 0.0859%, 0.216%, 0.478%, 0.74% and 1.26%. The measurement setup allows
for a direct determination of critical diameter Dc and the hygroscopicity parameter . The dataset consisted
of data collected by CCNC from February 2009 up to April 2012.
Activated fractions A were calculated for each size channel in each spectrum by dividing the number
concentration of CCN by the corresponding number concentration of CN. Each CCN efficiency spectrum
was then fitted with a function proposed by Rose et al. (2008) in the form of

(1 + erf

)

(1),

where a is half the maximum A for each spectrum, erf is error function, D is particle diameter, Da is the
particle diameter at A = a and is the standard deviation of the cumulative Gaussian distribution function.
In the function above the fit parameter Da is the critical diameter of dry aerosol particles Dc, which in this
study is defined as the diameter at which half of the incoming particles are activated at a certain level of
supersaturation. The original fitting method was carried out as per Rose et al. (2008), in which A values
were normalized to unity by multiplying every A in the CCN efficiency spectrum with 0.5/a, and Da and
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were the fit parameters in the function. Since ambient aerosol is often externally mixed, any given CCN
efficiency spectrum does not necessarily level out at the activated fraction A=1; this, in some cases, led to
an inappropriate fit of the function to the data and the overestimation of Dc for all levels of SS. Therefore,
another method was used, in which the observed activated fractions A are used (no normalization) and the
value of a in Eq. 1 is also a fit parameter together with Da and . Hereafter, the two methods are referred
to as old and new methods.
Hygroscopicity parameter was then calculated for each pair of critical diameters and levels of SS using
the following equation from Rose et al. (2008):

=

)

exp(

)

(2)

where s is the water vapour saturation ratio, Ds is the dry particle diameter, substituted with Dc, Dwet is the
droplet diameter, sol is the surface tension of condensing solution (taken that of pure water), Mw is the
molar mass of water, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and w is the density of
water. values were determined by varying and Dwet so that s is equal to the prescribed supersaturation
and to the maximum of the Köhler model curve of CCN activation.
Critical diameters were calculated using both old and new methods, and hygroscopicity parameters
calculated for both sets of critical diameters (both also referred to hereafter as old and new).

were

RESULTS
As mentioned previously, the old method of calculating Dc produced consistently higher values than the
new method; this was true for all SS levels (Table 1). Normalizing A to unity forced the function to level
out at A=1, which in reality may not always be the case. In many instances, due to the aerosol being
externally mixed, even the larger particles did not all activate completely and the observed A values
reached a maximum of less than 1, e.g., 0.9 (Fig. 1).
Table 1. Critical diameter Dc from two methods at different supersaturations.
SS (%)
0,0859
0,1
0,2
0,216
0,4
0,478
0,6
0,74
1
1,26

Old Dc
189,66
177,30
121,08
118,37
96,12
87,81
82,13
72,70
68,16
57,96

New Dc
180,35
155,81
97,71
97,20
74,79
71,22
61,54
56,48
45,73
40,81

The old method was particularly inappropriate for higher SS levels due to a large scatter of A values. The
new method produced the best fitting to the data, as discovered by the analysis of root mean square error
(RMSE). However, it did not fit correctly in some cases of lowest SS, where the observed A reach their
maximum at the largest sizes, and, therefore, no upper plateau existed. Since a was fit parameter in the
new method, the function did not, as such, have an upper limit. Therefore, in cases described above, the
function produced very high Dc values (although the RMSE was still better).
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Figure 1. Sample CCN efficiency spectrum and two ways to determine Dc (left panel - old method, right
panel - new method).
These two main differences of old and new fitting methods are clearly seen in Figure 2. The analysis of
monthly variation of critical diameters clearly showed the annual trend for Dc at lowest SS (largest
particles) (Figure 3). With a clear minimum at the end of winter, critical diameters increase to reach their
maximum in late summer. This annual trend indicates that a particle of the same diameter is more
hygroscopic in the winter than in the summer. This will later be shown in the monthly variation of . No
diurnal variation of Dc was found.

Figure 2. Critical diameters Dc from two methods.
An overall average for aerosol particles at SMEAR II was determined to be 0.17 and 0.30 for old and
new methods, respectively, clearly indicating the presence of organic species within the particles. The old
method produced a similar value as was reported by Sihto et al. (2010) for the same location; both of these
values fall within the range of 0.27±0.21 reported by Pringle et al. (2010) for continental aerosol. While
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the old method and the results by Sihto et al. (2010) indicate that aerosol particles in Hyytiälä are fairly
non-hygroscopic, the new method, if considered appropriate, points to a higher hygroscopicity of aerosol
particles in boreal environment than previously thought. The monthly variation of from old and new
methods for two levels of SS points to the hygroscopicity of particles being largest in February and
smallest in July-August, corresponding well with the observed monthly variation of Dc. The annual trend
in Dc and is mostly pronounced for larger particles, indicating that over the course of the year the
chemical composition of smaller particles remains the same, while larger particles exhibit changes in their
chemical composition. Considering that typical levels of supersaturation inside the cloud are small
(~0.1%) (Pruppacher and Klett, 1996) and, therefore, particles that activate as cloud droplets are the larger
ones (>150 nm), the variation in their chemical composition throughout the year plays a crucial role in
cloud formation and determination of their exact hygroscopicity becomes an important task. No diurnal
variation of was found.

Figure 3. Monthly variation of differently derived Dc for two SS levels.
Particle critical diameters and their hygroscopicity were then examined with respect to potential particle
sources. The analysis of corresponding black carbon BC concentrations revealed that is not affected by
the combustion sources; this was the case for the whole dataset, as well as for separate seasons. It was also
seen that does not have any dependence on the wind direction, indicating that long range transport does
not affect the hygroscopicity of CCN-size aerosol. is likely determined by regional sources.
Since nucleation is often cited as one of the sources of CCN in the atmosphere (Kerminen et al., 2012,
accepted for publication in ACPD), it was attempted to see the effect of nucleation on . While for
particles of all sizes was lower during event days, this trend was not significant. The diurnal behaviour of
during event and non-event days also revealed no significant difference. It is hypothesized that
nucleation affects particle hygroscopicity several hours, sometimes days, later, when nucleated particles
reach relevant CCN sizes. However, since this time of growth to CCN sizes varies greatly, simply
examining event and non-event days becomes implausible. A more rigorous analysis is required to
determine the effect of nucleation on .
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) have an important role in atmospheric chemistry because they react
in the air with oxidants (O3 and NO3 ) and OH radicals and produce new oxidation products, which take
part to chemical reactions in the atmosphere (Atkinson and Arey, 2003). The VOCs are also known to
participate in the tropospheric ozone formation and destruction processes and to aerosol particle growth
(Chameides, 1992; Tunved et al., 2006). Emissions of biogenic VOCs in a global scale are estimated to be
an order of magnitude higher than anthropogenic ones (Guenther et al., 1995). In Finland the biogenic
emissions are estimated to be two times higher than the anthropogenic ones (Lindfors et al., 2000).
In this study we aim to resolve connections between the VOC mixing ratios and other trace gases as well
as meteorological variables as well as their long term trends. The volume mixing ratios (VMRs) of
ambient VOCs were measured with a proton transfer reaction - mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon
Analytik GmbH) at SMEAR II (Station for Measuring Ecosystem - Atmosphere Relations, Hari and
Kulmala, 2005), in Hyytiälä, Finland during years 2006-2008. More closely, the aim of our research was
to study correlations and connection between certain VOCs, gases (NOx, O3, SO2 and CO), temperature
and radiation.
METHODS
SMEAR II is a rural site and it is located in Hyytiälä in Southern Finland ((61o51´N, 24o17´E, 180 m a.s.l.)
220 km from Helsinki. Tampere is a largest city near SMEAR II and its population is about 200 000.
There are continuous long term measurements of trace gases, aerosol particles and micrometeorology(Hari
and Kulmala, 2005). The VMRs of the VOCs were measured from 14 m height which is inside the
canopy. The measurement set up, calibration procedure and volume mixing ratio calculations were
presented in detail in Taipale et al. (2008). In this study a set of selected VOCs (methanol (M33),
acetaldehyde (M45), acetone (M59), isoprene (M69), benzene (M79) and monoterpenes (137) ) are
discussed. In addition to the VOC data, we use data on mixing ratios of NOx, O3, SO2, CO and temperature
and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) intensity.The trace gas data and temperature were measured
at 16.8 m height level and the PAR data at 74 m ( Hari et al., 2005).
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Time series of selected VOCs are presented in Figure 1.The VMRs of biogenic influenced VOCs such as
methanol, isoprene and monoterpenes are clearly higher during summer than during winter. The
compounds that are typically associated with anthropogenic emissions, such as benzene, had a lower
seasonal variation. Comparing the summers with each other it seems that the VMRs were the highest
during summer 2006. The winters resembled each other in terms of VOC mixing ratios. In Figure 2 we
present time series of NOx, O3, SO2, CO, temperature and PAR. Monoterpene signal correlated with a
correlation coefficient between 0.44-0.53 with methanol, acetone, isoprene and acetaldehyde mixing ratios
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tentatively indicating a common biogenic source. Benzene had only very low correlation coefficient of
0.02 with the monoterpenes, an anticorrelation (r = -0.33) with temperature, and a strong positive
correlation coefficients (r = 0.89) with carbon monoxide and NOx (r = 0.53). This indicates that high
benzene mixing ratios were associated with trace pollutants with an anthropogenic origin.

Figure 1. Time series of selected VOCs: methanol (M33), acetaldehyde (M45), acetone (M59), isoprene
(M69), benzene (M79) and monoterpenes (M137) during years 2006-2008.
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Figure 2. Time series of selected gases (O3, NOx, SO2 and CO), temperature and PAR during years 20062008.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and may modify the adsorption and desorption kinetics of coated atmospheric aerosols. For clouds such effects may result
in changes in ice nucleation efficiency and rate, and could also affect ice growth morphology. In
turn, changes in the physical properties of the ice in ice clouds will affect the cloud lifetime and
its radiative properties, with implications for water cycling and global climate. Here we report on
ice formation by water deposition on both organic and inorganic carbon substrates with a range
of hydroscopic behavior. Ice nucleation and growth morphology are probed using helium and light
scattering techniques at temperatures up to 213 K.
METHODS
Experiments were preformed using an environmental molecular beam (EMB) apparatus (Kong
et al., 2011; Kong et al., 2012) that focuses a low density beam of molecules onto a graphite surface.
The surface is housed within an environmental chamber that allows finite vapor pressures (≤ 10−2
mbar) to be sustained. Thus in addition to the graphite, organic layers in dynamic equilibrium with
their vapor can be condensed and used as ice nucleating substrates. The technique differs critically
from other UHV systems in that it allows surfaces under atmospherically relevant temperatures
and pressures to be directly probed.
Surface coverage and nucleation on the substrate is monitored with a beam of He atoms which
is efficiently attenuated by ad-layers. Ice nucleation on layers of organic substrate is directly
monitored using the surface reflections of a 670 nm laser. A surface roughness model is used to
estimate surface morphology based on the attenuation of the scattered light signal (Kong et al.,
2012).
The molecular flux and thus water vapor pressure within the chamber is measured using a rotatable
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). This allows the supersaturation required for ice nucleation
to be determined as a function of temperature and surface properties.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We observe that the nucleation of ice on a bare graphite crystal becomes increasingly inefficient
as the surface temperature decreases from 200 to 155 K. The supersaturation over ice required for
nucleation to occur increases from 130% at 200 K to 850% at 155 K. Adsorption of a monolayer of
methanol on the graphite surface changes it from hydrophobic to highly hydrophilic. The methanol
molecules provide sites for efficient hydrogen-bonding of water molecules, which stabilizes water on
the surface compared to the bare graphite. Ice nucleation on the hydrophilic surface takes place
at a lower supersaturation than on the hydrophobic surface, and the adsorbate thus influences
the absolute nucleation rate at a given temperature. The supersaturation required for nucleation
increases rapidly with decreasing temperature in the range 175-190 K, and the overall trend with
temperature is similar for the bare and methanol-covered surfaces. Adsorption of a butanol monolayer results in an ice nucleation efficiency intermediate between the other two systems. Butanol
forms a highly stable solid layer on graphite and water does not appear to efficiently wet the butanol
layer. Again, the trend with temperature is similar to the other investigated systems. We conclude
that the hydrophilicity of the surface influences the absolute nucleation rate, but the overall trend
with temperature is qualitatively similar for the different systems. The results are also consistent
with the limited data from the literature in the 150-200 K range. We conclude that the rapidly
increasing supersaturation required for ice nucleation with decreasing temperature is qualitatively
reproduced by classical nucleation theory. The implications for the description of heterogeneous
ice nucleation in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Emissions of molecular nitrogen (N2) from terrestrial ecosystems have been identified to represent the
largest uncertainty in the nitrogen cycle at all scales (Galloway et al., 2004; Groffman et al., 2006). This is
largely due to difficulties in measuring the exchange of N2 in the large background of atmospheric N2.
Peat soils contain large pools of carbon and nitrogen, and hence have a high potential of losing carbon and
nitrogen to the atmosphere and water bodies. In Finland, 70% of the natural peatlands have been drained
for forestry and agricultural use since the 1920s (Paavilainen and Päivänen, 1995; Joosten and Claarke,
2002). In drained peatland forests the fertility of the original peatland determines the rate of nutrient
release into the soil, and gaseous emissions to the atmosphere. The emissions of nitrous oxide (N2O) from
fertile drained peatland forests can be very large (von Arnold et al., 2005), however, information on N2
emissions is practically non-existent due to the methodological difficulties.
Both N2O and N2 are by-products of microbial denitrification process. N2 is produced in strictly anaerobic
conditions from N2O by the enzyme N2O reductase. This enzyme is sensitive to oxygen and the reduction
can only take place in fully oxygen deprived systems. Water table fluctuations and high decomposition
activity in drained peat soils may lead to the creation of anaerobic conditions, where the most abundant
product of denitrification is N2. Hence, drained peatland soils have high potential of losing nitrogen in the
form of N2, however, there is no information available on the rates of N2 emissions or the relations of N2
to N2O in these soils. Our aim was to quantify the N2 and N2O production rates from different drained peat
soils under varying temperature and oxygen conditions.
METHODS
Soil samples were collected from two drained peatland forests differing in the fertility status and located in
southern Finland, boreal zone. The site Kalevansuo is a nutrient-poor ombrotrophic dwarf-shrub pine bog
and the Lettosuo site is a nutrient-rich myrtillus type peatland forest. Both measurement sites are part of
measurement networks related to the measurements of greenhouse gas fluxes from drained peatland
forests in Finland (GHG-Europe, Fluxnet, NitroEurope-IP).
Soil samples were collected in to stainless-steel soil cores in August 2010 and May 2011. The samples
were shipped in cool-boxes to IMK-IFU, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, and stored at 4 °C until
further analysis. Emissions of N2 to N2O from intact soil cores were measured using the helium gas flow
soil core method described in detail by Dannenmann et al. (2011), Butterbach-Bahl et al. (2002) and
Dannenmann et al. (2008). In this method the soil cores are incubated in a N2-reduced helium-oxygen
atmosphere, in which the production or consumption of N2 and N2O are automatically measured. In the
beginning of a measurement cycle the soil cores were flushed for 24-48 hours with He through the soil.
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This was followed by an automatic gas sampling from the soil core headspace during the following 8
hours. The N2 and N2O as well as CO2 concentrations in the headspace above the soil cores were analysed
by gas chromatography.
In the Experiment 1, the contribution of different soil layers to the N2 and N2O production or consumption
was studied. Soil samples collected from three peat layers were incubated at 15°C first under aerobic (20%
oxygen, 80% Helium) and then under anaerobic (0% O2, 100% He) conditions, and the N2 and N2O
production or consumption were measured. The experiment 2 followed a schedule in which first soils were
incubated in cold (2°C) aerobic (20% O2, 80% He) until the N2 and N2O production or consumption was
stabilized. Then the system was changed to a cold (2°C) anaerobic (0% O2, 100% He), again until a
stabilization was reached. Then the temperature was increased to 15°C under anaerobic conditions (warm
anaerobic), and the N2, N2O and CO2 dynamics were followed as long as the system was stabilized. Fluxes
of N2, N2O and CO2 were calculated by fitting a linear regression to the 6-8 concentration measurements
in the headspace as described by Butterbach-Bahl et al. (2002). Fluxes were further presented in soil dry
weight basis, after determination of the soil dry weight of the incubated soils.
In order to compare the gaseous dynamics to soil parameters, soil mineral N, microbial biomass N,
dissolved organic N and C and pH were analyzed from the soil samples according to Dannenmann et al.
(2010).
RESULTS
The top-most peat layer from both Kalevansuo and Lettosuo was the most active in N 2 and N2O
production or consumption. N2 production and N2O production / consumption in the deeper peat layers
(10-15 cm and 30-35 cm) depth showed negligible emission rates at Kalevansuo and Lettosuo.
The two sites Kalevansuo and Lettosuo differed markedly both in N2 and N2O dynamics under varying
temperature and oxygen availability. The nutrient-poor Kalevansuo had significantly lower emissions of
N2 and N2O than the nutrient-rich Lettosuo. The N2 dynamics in the nutrient-poor Kalevansuo peat soil did
not respond to the changes in oxygen availability and temperature, while a small increase in the
consumption of N 2O was observed in the anaerobic treatments (Table 1). In the nutrient-rich Lettosuo a
change from the cold aerobic conditions to cold anaerobic induced marked N2 and N2O production.
Furthermore, a change from a cold anaerobic (2°C) to a warm anaerobic (15°C) incubation stimulated N2
emission, whereas, there was a clear switch from N2O production towards N2O consumption.
Site
Kalevansuo

Lettosuo

Treatment
2°C, aerobic
2°C, anaerobic
15°C, anaerobic
2°C, aerobic
2°C, anaerobic
15°C, anaerobic

mean N2 flux [min-max]
7.5 [4.9-10.1]
7.4 [4.5-11.0]
6.7 [3.0-9.7]
4.3 [2.4-5.5]
14.7 [7.1-29.8]
31.5 [5.6-123]

mean N2O flux [min-max]
-0.01 [-0.02-0.00)
-0.1 [-0.4- -0.01]
-0.2 [-0.6-0.00]
0.00 [-0.04-0.1]
3.3 [-0.1-7.2]
0.8 [-0.2-10.1]

Table 1. Mean N2 and N2O fluxes (mg N kg-1 SDW h-1) and the flux range during different temperature and
oxygen availability treatments at the Kalevansuo and Lettosuo peatland forests.

CONCLUSIONS
Nutrient status of the drained peatland forest determines the potential for N2 and N2O emissions. The N2
and N2O emissions in the nutrient-rich Lettosuo in this study responded markedly to anaerobicity and
temperature, whereas both N2 and N2O production were small in the nutrient-poor peatland forest
Kalevansuo, even under changing temperature and oxygen availability. We show that nutrient-rich
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peatland forest may lose significant amounts of nitrogen into the atmosphere under conditions favourable
for denitrification.
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INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial vegetation plays a crucial role in the operation of the global carbon cycle by acting as a pump
that converts atmospheric carbon dioxide into biomass via the photosynthetic process. Consequently,
precise and accurate quantification of ecosystem carbon fluxes is key to understand the interaction
between terrestrial ecosystems and climate, and the global biogeochemistry as a whole. Carbon flux of an
ecosystem can be directly measured using eddy-covariance techniques (Baldocchi et al., 1988). However,
logistic limitation aside, these measurements do not provide the required spatial continuity needed for
upscaling ecosystem fluxes from the site to the landscape and regional levels. One indirect approach to
bypass this limitation has been the use of land surface models to upscale site-level-observations (Williams
et al., 2009). However, current models retain a high level of uncertainty. A potential approach that has
recently received very much interest is the use of remotely sensed satellite data as a direct proxy of
photosynthetic performance in terrestrial ecosystems (Grace et al., 2007; Hilker et al., 2008). This direct
approach, if proved successful, could dramatically reduce the level of uncertainty in these models since it
would provide continuous spatial coverage, and near-real time data across the planet.
Two types of optical proxies linked to the regulation of photosynthesis are currently under very active
scrutiny by the research community: 1) The use of the photochemical reflectance index (Gamon et al.,
1992), an index that is not only able to track the rapid but also the slow adjustments in leaf-level
carotenoid pigments that typically take place together with the acclimation of photosynthesis (Filella et al.
2009; Porcar-Castell et al., 2012). And 2) the use of the solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF)
emission from vegetation (Meroni et al., 2009), a phenomena that is directly linked to the first steps of the
photosynthetic process and therefore has the potential to provide very useful information. Both PRI and
SIF have been successfully derived from currently available but non-ad hoc satellite platforms. For
example, PRI has been retrieved using MODIS data (Drolet et al., 2005), and recently global SIF has been
obtained from GOSAT data (Joiner et al. 2011). These studies, together with a number of dedicated plotlevel experiments provide important data towards the design and validation of future space missions, e.g.
the FLEX mission currently under evaluation by the European Space Agency (Phase-A/B1).
This report presents some of the problematic behind the interpretation of leaf-level sun-induced ChlF data
and suggests a tentative theoretical model that could be used as a framework to study the link between
passive fluorescence data and the physiology of photosynthesis.
Since the discovery of the Kausty effect in the 30’s (Kautsky and Hirsch, 1931), chlorophyll fluorescence
has been intensively used to study several aspects of the organization and functioning of the light reactions
of photosynthesis. The emission spectra of chlorophyll fluorescence expands from c. 660nm to 800nm and
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although most of this fluorescence emanates from photosystem II (PSII), photosystem I (PSI) also
contributes to the fluorescence emission in particular in the far-red regions (>700nm) (Genty et al., 1990;
Franck et al. 2002). Although the whole fluorescence spectra has been used for example in time-resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy to follow the migration of excitation among different pigments within the
antennae (Yamazaki et al. 1984), most fluorescence studies are based on data obtained with fluorometers
that measure broadband fluorescence emission in a window around 690nm, or using a 700-710nm highpass filter that integrates the far-red fluorescence. Commonly, field fluorometers use a low intensity
modulated light that induces a modulated fluorescence signal which is registered by a detector (Schreiber
et al., 1986; Porcar-Castell et al., 2008). These Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) systems have allowed
scientists to study the acclimation of the light reactions in situ since the resulting fluorescence signal does
not suffer from interference caused by ambient light. In addition, in order to obtain information on the
current energy partitioning at the level of photosystem between photochemical (photosynthetic electron
transport), and non-photochemical (mainly thermal energy dissipation) processes, PAM fluorometers use a
saturating light pulse technique that momentarily shuts down photochemistry and thus facilitates the
quantification of the photochemical efficiency by comparing the fluorescence levels before (i.e. F s, for
stationary fluorescence) and after the pulse (i.e. Fm for maximal fluorescence) (Schreiber et al. 1986;
Porcar-Castell, 2011). These type of measurements were previously done in the laboratory using
chemicals (e.g. DCMU) or ultralow temperature (e.g. liquid nitrogen, 77K) to shut down photochemistry.
Therefore, the modulated light combined with the saturating pulse technique have dramatically advanced
the study of photosynthesis in field conditions, and the interaction between fluorescence, photosynthesis
and environment as a whole.
However, because neither modulated light nor saturating pulses can be reasonably applied from a remote
sensing platform (active fluorescence), passive systems that measure sun-induced fluorescence have been
developed and recently tested in the field to prove the connection between this sun-induced fluorescence
(SIF) and photosynthesis. The ultimate purpose is to probe and develop the required technology and
knowledge to be able to derive information on photosynthetic acclimation using SIF. SIF has been
recently measured within narrow solar or telluric atmosphere absorption bands (Hydrogen, Oxygen A- B-)
that fall within the chlorophyll emission spectra with the help of sub-nanometer resolution spectrometers
(Meroni et al., 2009). However, although the linkage between active fluorescence parameters and
photosynthesis is rather well understood, although questions remain open at the seasonal time-scale
(Porcar-Castell, 2011), the mechanistic link between SIF and photosynthesis remains elusive.
On the first place, the absence of saturating pulse does not allow us to directly estimate the photochemical
yield from the SIF signal, which calls for models that either integrate other sources of data such as the PRI
(Meroni et al., 2009, Porcar-Castell et al., 2012), or integrate knowledge on basic molecular processes at
the level of photosystem. On the second place, because SIF is often measured in the far-red region
(Atmospheric Oxygen B-band absorption) where the contribution of PSI fluorescence can be very
significant (e.g. 30-50%) (Genty et al., 1990; Pfündel, 1998; Franck et al., 2002) it is possible that the
strong contribution to the measured SIF fluorescence by PSI interferes unexpectedly with our a priori
knowledge gained from PSII fluorescence. The reason is that PSI fluorescence is expected to remain
constant in response to the fast acclimation of photosynthesis, although in fact, very little is known on the
seasonal changes in PSI, not to speak of its fluorescence. Overall, a new theoretical framework that
encompasses both photosystems is needed to tackle these research questions.
In this report I introduce a theoretical model to interpret SIF data in terms of PSII and PSI components.
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THEORETICAL MODEL
The fluorescence emanating from PSII, F(II) can be expressed following a lake model assumption where
all de-exitation processes in the photosystem compete for excitation energy from a single pool as:
( )

(Eq. 1)

Where I is the intensity of the incident photosynthetically active photon flux (400-700nm), A is the leaf
absorptance for the range 400-700nm, is the absorption cross section of PSII (between 0 and 1, typically
simplified as 0.5), kf is the rate constant of fluorescence emission, kDII is the rate constant of thermal
energy dissipation in PSII that includes both the constitutive and regulated components, i.e. the latter
being the diverse forms of reversible and sustained NPQ (Porcar-Castell, 2011), kP is the rate constant of
photochemistry which depends on the redox state of the primary electron acceptor pool as well as on the
fraction of functional reaction centres (non photoinhibited), and finally kII->I is the rate constant of energy
transfer from PSII to PSI (spillover). In turn the fluorescence emanating from PSI, F(I) can be expressed
as:
( )

+

(Eq. 2)

Where is the absorption cross section of PSI (with
dissipation for PSI.

=1), and kDI is the rate constant of thermal energy

Therefore, for a given wavelength, the measured fluorescence F ) can be expressed as the sum of a PSII
and a PSI contribution like:
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

(Eq. 3)

Where I and II are wavelength-dependent photosystem contribution factors obtained experimentally (e.g.
Franck et al. 2002), with I + II =1.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the processes underlying the atmospheric balance of nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) is their
interaction with vegetation. NOx is deposited to and potentially also emitted from the foliage. Deposition
may turn to emission at low enough ambient concentrations, i.e. below the compensation point. Existence
of the compensation point is, however, controversial (Lerdau et al., 2000). It has been detected in some
studies but not in all, probably because the signal-to-noise ratio of NOx flux measurements at near-zero
concentrations is low.
Leaf-level NOx fluxes of plants are measured with chambers. The plant or part of the plant is enclosed in a
known volume of air, and NOx concentrations inside this chamber are monitored. Magnitude of the flux
produced by the plant can be determined when one knows how much the other processes —e.g. sample air
flow to a gas analyzer, airflow compensating for the air lost as the sample, or air-chemical reactions—
change the concentration. With NOx, one has to take into account the chamber blank: concentration
change caused by interaction of NOx with the chamber surfaces. There are different ways to estimate it.
Often there is another similar but empty chamber monitored alongside the plant chamber (Gut et al.,
2002). Sometimes the blank measurements are conducted before and after each leaf measurement with the
same chamber (Hereid and Monson, 2001). Both methods have something in common: they assume the
blank of a chamber is similar with and without a plant inside. However, the conditions in the chambers are
somewhat different because plants change the composition of the chamber air by absorbing and emitting
compounds. For example, they transpire water thus increasing the air humidity.
We monitor NO and NO2 fluxes (along with fluxes of CO2, H2O, O3 and BVOC) of Scots pine shoots in
field conditions at the SMEAR II station in Southern Finland. The air there is relatively clean, thus the
NOx fluxes are small and close to the detection limit of the instrumentation. We have used a separate,
always empty chamber as an estimate for the blank. It has usually been a source of NOx; for instance, we
observed emission that depended on solar ultraviolet radiation (Raivonen et al., 2003). The aim of this
study was to improve the accuracy of our measurements by answering the question whether the chamber
blank is similar with and without a transpiring plant. In practice, we tested if simulated transpiration
affects the NOx fluxes in an empty chamber.
METHODS
In the chamber measurements of SMEAR II, the air compensating for the sample air (that is taken from
the chambers to the gas analysers) is usually normal ambient air that flows into the chambers following
the pressure gradient. However, it also is possible to use a system where compressed ambient air is fed
into a chamber at a controlled flow rate. We created the simulated transpiration using this supply air
system (Kolari et al., 2004). The supply air as itself is drier than ambient, hence causing a negative water
flux when fed into a chamber. To simulate transpiration, we added varying amounts of water vapor into
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the supply air line. This was achieved by directing part of the supply air flow into a water tank and letting
it bubble through, creating 100 % humidity in the air. The unheated and uninsulated water tank was
outside and so its temperature followed ambient temperature. The humidity thus depended on ambient
temperature, the airflow led through the tank, and the difference between ambient humidity and that of the
supply air. There were two alternative ways to adjust the water flux. In the first set of experiments, we
controlled the water vapor concentration in the supply air by adjusting the total supply flow and leading it
through the tank. Additional replacement air got sucked into the chamber from ambient atmosphere. In the
second set, we fed all replacement air into the chamber as supply air, and adjusted the supply air water
vapor concentration. We used “transpiration” patterns that either imitated the diurnal variation of normal
shoot transpiration, or differed from that, breaking the natural connection between radiation, temperature
and evapotranspiration. Figure 1. illustrates how the created water fluxes imitated real transpiration.

a)

c)

b)

Figure 1. Water concentration in (a) an empty chamber when it has been measured as a normal reference, (b) a
chamber enclosing a transpiring pine shoot, on the same day, and (c) the empty chamber on a water test day. In our
measurement system, the chambers are most of the time open to the ambient air, and close only for the flux
measurement. Thus, in the beginning of each flux measurement the gas concentrations equal the ambient but start to
change when the chamber closes for the measurement. In (a) and (b), length of each flux measurement was 150 s, in
(c) one measurement took 360 s. The concentrations are at T=273K and p=1013 hPa.

RESULTS
Analysing the NO and NO2 flux data is under way. The preliminary result is that positive water fluxes
(increasing humidity) do not seem to create any fatal artefacts in the NOx flux measurements. However, a
more detailed data analysis is necessary in order to find the possible smaller effects.
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INTRODUCTION
Methane (CH4) is the second most important greenhouse gas after carbon dioxide (CO2) and it has
produced current radiative forcing of ~30% of that of CO2. Although the total CH4 emissions in the
atmosphere are known relatively well, the contributions and trends of different sources are not. Most CH4
(over 70%) is released from biogenic sources like rice cultivation, livestock and, above all, natural
wetlands that are the largest single source of CH4 in the atmosphere. (Denman et al., 2007).
Wetlands release methane because the continually or intermittently high water table creates anoxic
conditions in the soil layers that contain decomposable plant litter. Oxic decomposition produces only CO2
but in anoxic conditions, both CO2 and CH4 are produced. CH4 is a metabolic end product of strictly
anaerobic methanogenic micro-organisms that belong to the domain Archeae. After being produced, a CH4
molecule can have different fates. It can be transported to the atmosphere through the soil by diffusion in
water- and air-filled soil pores. It can form gas bubbles with other molecules and be released to the
atmosphere in ebullition. It can be transported via plants: in stems and roots of flood-tolerant plant species
there are air spaces (aerenchyma) that enable atmospheric oxygen to move to the roots, and this route
allows also CH4 to move upwards. The molecule can also be destroyed: in the oxic parts of the soil there
are methanotrophic bacteria that use molecular oxygen to oxidize CH4 to CO2 and cellular carbon.
Because of the anoxia, wetlands also are major terrestrial carbon stores. Decomposition rate in them is
slow, slower than rate of biomass production. Therefore, a fraction of carbon accumulates as peat. Over
millennial timescales, substantial carbon reservoirs have been formed in wetlands. Yu et al. (2010)
estimated that wetlands have accumulated globally around 600 Gt of carbon. These reservoirs are
vulnerable since climatic changes like temperature rise and consequent water level draw down can change
the conditions so that the accumulated organic matter starts to decompose and to release CO 2.
As methane source and carbon sink, wetlands hence play an important role in the climate system. It would
be essential to be able to estimate how the climatic change affects their carbon cycle. The large variation
within climate change scenarios and the high structural and functional diversity of wetlands makes it quite
impossible question to address empirically. However, this can be achieved via modeling. Several models
for estimating the methane emissions from wetlands exist (e.g. Walter et al., 2001; Kettunen, 2003; Wania
et al., 2010; Riley et al., 2011).
We have been developing a model of the CH4 cycle of boreal peatlands. The model is aiming to be a part
of the CBALANCE carbon tool of the JSBACH (Jena Scheme for Biosphere-Atmosphere Coupling in
Hamburg) land component of the MPI (Max Planck Institute) Earth System Model. In addition, we plan to
use it as a tool to combine the diverse experimental studies related to the production and release of CH4
that have been conducted at our measuring site Siikaneva, an ombrotrophic fen in southern Finland.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT STATUS
The starting point of our work has been to add a methane production and transport module into the
CBALANCE of MPI-ESM. Other processes of the carbon cycle (carbon uptake and peat accumulation) of
peatlands were modeled by the group at MPI (Kleinen et al., 2012). Our model is based on the methane
emission model of Wania et al. (2010); however, there also are several differences.
At this initial phase, the peat layer in our model reaches 2.5 m depth and is divided into 5 cm thick sub
layers. Biomass of the roots of aerenchymatous plants decreases exponentially with depth (Wania et al.,
2010). This decay function is used, besides for estimating the amount of gas transporting plant roots in
each 5 cm layer, for vertical distribution of the decomposing plant litter that is available for CH4
production. We get the quantity of anoxically decomposing carbon as input from the other parts of the soil
carbon model. The description of methane production is very simple: the anoxically decomposed carbon is
divided into CO2 and CH4 using a constant ratio. The ratio of methane to CO2 production in fully
inundated conditions is now set to 20%.
Models for molecular diffusion in soil and diffusion via plants are applied for both CH 4 and oxygen (O2).
O2 concentrations in the soil are necessary for estimating the oxidation of methane. The calculation of
oxidation uses Michaelis-Menten equations adopted from Matthews et al. (2000).
The water table depth (that we get as input) determines the depth of the oxic part of the peat, and we
assume all the soil pores above it are filled with air, below it they are filled with water. So the molecular
diffusion within the peat matrix occurs either in water or air, depending on the location of the soil layer.
We included also the possible water-air interface inside the numerical diffusion scheme: e.g. CH4
produced in the bottom inundated layer must diffuse through all water-filled and air-filled soil layers
before it gets released into the atmosphere.
The model of plant transport of CH4 and O2 differs from that of Wania et al. (2010). The overall transport
through the plant is given with two processes: diffusion in water between the peat layer and the interior of
the root, and diffusion in the air inside the plant, between the root and the atmosphere. The former is
calculated taking into account the root surface area in one soil layer (approximated to be 10 m2 per 1 m2 of
soil in total, for each layer it is weighted by the root fraction), and the distance of diffusion around the root
(approximated to 1 cm).
The model of methane ebullition is the one formulated by Wania et al. (2010). It bases on calculating
maximum quantity of CH4 that can be dissolved in the water. If the CH4 concentration exceeds that limit,
the excess is released to the atmosphere as bubbles. We have also been developing an own ebullition
model, in which heterogeneous nucleation of CH4 bubbles occurs once dissolved CH4 reaches high enough
supersaturation.
The main parts of the methane module are ready and currently we are doing test runs with it. Some
additional features need still to be implemented, for instance, seasonal variation to the abundance of
aerenchymatous plants.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are mostly emitted into atmosphere from natural sources
(Guenther et al., 1995). Some of the compounds, such as monoterpenes, are highly reactive and
seem to have major contributions to aerosol particle formation and growth, thus these compounds
are also connected to the global climate change (Kulmala et al., 2004). Approximately 50 % of the
biogenic emissions are coming from the tropical rain forests, 15-20 % from the boreal forests and
the rest from the other sources such as fields and oceans.
In this study, we measured different VOC species in Hyytiälä at SMEAR II (61◦ 51’ N, 24◦ 17’
E, 180 m a.m.s.l.) using the proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Lindinger et
al., 1998), and two gas chromatography-mass spectrometers (GC-MS). The PTR-MS was operated
by University of Helsinki (UHEL) and the GC-MSs by Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI)
and EMPA (Eidgenössische Materialprüfungs- und Forschungsanstalt). FMI measurements were
conducted using an in-situ thermal desorpter (Markes Unity) with a gas chromatograph (Agilent
7890A) and a mass spectrometer (Agilent 5379N, see Hellén et al., 2012). Measurements by EMPA
were done using Modified Adsorption/Desorption System (MADS) GC-MS. The measurement period was from 16.4.–15.5.2012 and it covered the time after snow melting as well as couple of weeks
before that.
One of our aims was to do intercomparison between the PTR-MS and GC-MSs. We measured pure
hydrocarbons, such as benzene (C6 H6 ), as well as oxygenated hydrocarbons, such as acetaldehyde
(C2 H4 O) and acetone (C3 H6 O). In this abstract, we present the first results of the intercomparison
for acetone, benzene and toluene.
METHODS
The PTR-MS is a highly sensitive instrument for real-time measurements of VOCs. The instrument uses hydronium ions (H3 O+ ) to ionize target compounds via proton transfer reaction and
quadrupole technique as a mass analyzer. The PTR-MS measures with 1 amu (atomic mass unit)
resolution and it does not identify isobaric compounds. The PTR-MS is still one of the best instruments to do fast real-time measurements of many VOCs, such as methanol, acetone, isoprene and
monoterpenes. The calibration and volume mixing ratio calculation procedures for the PTR-MS
have been described by Taipale et al. (2008).
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Figure 1: The measurement setup at SMEAR II during the campaign
The PTR-MS and both GC-MSs were connected to the same inlet line (PTFE, inner diameter 8
mm, total length 20 m., flow ca. 20 l/min). A schematic illustration about our measurement setup
can be seen in figure 1. The inlet line was set above the roof of the measurement cottage and its
altitude was about 10 m from the ground.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results show that there was a systematic difference in concentrations between the instruments.
In most of the cases, the highest concentrations were detected with the PTR-MS which is predictable
because the PTR-MS adds up all the molecules within 1 amu mass range. However, the background
due to extra compounds should be much smaller than presented in the figures 2, 3 and 4. This could
indicate an error, for example, in calibrations or instrumental background measurements. There
were also significant differences in the results between the two GC-MSs (e.g. benzene, see figure 3)
which might implicate that measurements at level near the detection limit are very sensitive for an
instrumentation. Nevertheless, all three instruments had the results in the same magnitude and
the concentrations of acetone, benzene and toluene seem to also correlate well.
During the campaign, benzene and toluene had very probably an anthropogenic origin, thus measuring those is important from the air quality research point view (e.g. Hellén, 2006). The PTR-MS
has not been used widely for these purposes but this work indicates that it might be also a useable choice for monitoring some pollutants (especially when fast sampling is needed), also in high
latitudes where concentrations are expected to be low.
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Figure 2: Concentration of acetone measured by the PTR-MS (solid blue line) and the GC-MSs
(black and red dots). The calibration days of the PTR-MS have been marked in the figure using
vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 3: Concentration of benzene measured by the PTR-MS (solid blue line) and the GC-MSs
(black and red dots). The calibration days of the PTR-MS have been marked in the figure using
vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 4: Concentration of toluene measured by the PTR-MS (solid blue line) and the GC-MSs
(black and red dots). The calibration days of the PTR-MS have been marked in the figure using
vertical dashed lines.
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INTRODUCTION
Soil CO2 flux forms a substantial part of the ecosystem respiration composing 46-62% of the annual
ecosystem respiration (Wang et al., 2004). It is originated from CO2 production by autotrophic (roots and
mycorrhizae) and heterotrophic (decomposers) respiration (Hanson et al., 2000; Ryan and Law, 2005).
The production of CO2 is influenced mainly by changes in root density, microbial community
composition, quality and quantity of soil carbon pools, and photosynthetic activity (Kuzyakov, 2006)
whereas the transport of CO2 by diffusion is affected by soil moisture, soil texture, and bulk density
(Šim nek and Suarez, 1993; Moldrup et al., 1999; Pumpanen et al., 2003). Thus, soil CO2 flux, integrating
biological CO2 production in different soil layers and changes in soil CO2 diffusivity in the soil profile,
provides information about the interaction between soil processes and the atmosphere (Vargas et al.,
2010).
Generally, the soil CO2 flux is measured with chambers placed on the soil surface (e.g. Niinistö et al.,
2010). The soil temperature has been used to explain the variation of soil CO2 flux and to estimate the
annual soil CO2 flux (e.g. Reichstein et al., 2003). The flux can also be modeled from CO2 concentration
differences between soil and the atmosphere and between different soil layers (Pumpanen et al., 2003;
Pumpanen et al., 2008). Flux measurements on the soil surface do not give information on the vertical
distribution of CO2 sources and their seasonal dynamics, which can be significant e.g. in boreal forests
(Pumpanen et al., 2008). Thus, the gradient method can provide a tool to study the processes underlying
soil CO2 fluxes and to determine the contribution of biological activity at different depths.
The riparian zone acts as an interface between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and is a biogeochemical
hotspot area where hydrological flow paths converge with substrates flow paths (McClain et al., 2003).
For instance, riparian zones are known to be important sources of DOC to aquatic ecosystems (e.g.,
Hinton et al., 1998). In the boreal zone, inland waters form a substantial part of the landscape and in
Finland, fresh waters cover 10% of the land area on average and the shoreline of lakes and rivers is
approximately 215 000 km in length, emphasizing the importance of understanding the functioning of the
riparian zone.
The aim of this study was to estimate the soil CO2 flux in the riparian zone of a small forested catchment.
We study its spatial and temporal variation and aim to determine the amount CO 2 released annually from
the riparian zone soil. We compare results from chamber measurements, temperature calculations and
gradient modeling.
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METHODS
The study site was located in the Evo Nature Reserve area in the south boreal zone in southern Finland.
The Valkea-Kotinen catchment (61°14’ N, 25°04’ E) has been part of the International cooperative
programme on integrated monitoring of air pollution effects on ecosystems (ICP IM) since 1987; the only
human influence to the area comes through the atmosphere deposition. This headwater catchment
represents well the boreal zone, its outlines are easy to define and since the lake is the uppermost water
body in the catchment area and thus without an inlet, it is convenient for studies on ecosystem effects. The
catchment has been protected since 1955 and thus the forest is old and as natural as possible. The distance
to the urban areas is over 40 km, which makes Valkea-Kotinen also suitable as a reference site. The small
size of the catchment (ca. 30 ha) also hastens the response to variations in environmental conditions.
The catchment includes a headwater lake also called Valkea-Kotinen (4.1 ha, mean depth 3 m, 156 m
a.s.l.) with a small outflow brook, coniferous forest (19.6 ha) and peatlands (7.9 ha). The annual mean
temperature in the area is 3.1°C, the growing season (T > 5°C) lasts 112 days and the annual mean
precipitation is 618 mm. The old growth forests are dominated by Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.)
with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and birch (Betula sp.). The riparian zone, where the measurements
were carried out, is histosol (peat depth > 60 cm) and dominated by old Norway spruce (1188 stems per
ha), Scots pine (594 stems per ha), and birch (340 stems per ha). Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus L.),
lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.), and Labrador-tea (Rododendrum tomentosum (L.) Harmaja) form
the ground vegetation together with mosses (Pleurozium schreberi Mitt., Hylocomium splendens Schimp.,
Sphagnum spp.).
Soil temperature in the riparian zone was followed with automatic temperature sensors
(DS1921G Thermochron iButton®, Maxim, San Jose, CA) placed at 2 cm depth. Three sensors were
placed at 2 m from the lake shore and three at 12 m from the lake shore. The distance between each sensor
was approximately 100 m.
To study CO2 flux from the soil into the atmosphere, we used a closed dynamic chamber technique. The
measuring system is comprised of a CARBOCAP GMP343 infrared diffusion type sensor (Vaisala Oyj,
Finland) installed in the chamber (diameter 190 mm, height 240 mm). The chamber was covered with
aluminium foil and equipped with a fan to ensure the air mixing inside the chamber. For measurements,
plastic collars were installed in the soil at 5 cm depth. There were three collars at 2 m and three at 4 m
from the lake shore considered as “shore” and three at 10 m and three at 12 m from the lake shore
considered as “forest”. For measurements the chamber was placed on one collar for four minutes and the
increase of CO2 concentration inside the chamber was recorded at 5 s interval. The soil CO2 flux was
calculated with a linear fitting from 60 to 280 seconds starting from the placement of the chamber. First
minute, when the system was still stabilizing, was excluded as was the last minute to avoid the effect of
possible saturation. To calculate the annual soil CO2 flux, an exponential curve was fitted to the
temperature and chamber measurement data and the obtained formula was used to calculate daily values
from the continuous temperature measurements. These were then summed up to get the annual CO2 flux.
To study the spatial variation of the soil CO2 concentration, we installed gas sampling system in the
riparian zone of the Lake Valkea-Kotinen. The sampling systems were located 2 m (three systems,
“shore”) and 12 m (three systems, “forest”) from the shore. Each system consisted of steel tubes going to
the measuring depths (2 cm, 10 cm, 30 cm and 50 cm), a silicon tube enabling the gas exchange with the
soil air, three way valves to collect samples and one syringe connected permanently to the tubes to ensure
that the volume of the sample was large enough. The sample was taken with a syringe and immediately
pushed to a vacuumed vial. The vial (volume 11 ml) was over pressured with approximately 30 ml of the
sample air. The samples were analysed with a gas chromatograph (Network GC systems 6890N, Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) for CO2.
Soil CO2 flux was also calculated with a dynamic model described in Pumpanen et al. (2003 and 2008). In
the model, CO2 moves in soil and from soil into the atmosphere due to diffusion, which depends on
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porosity of soil, soil water content, and distance and concentration differences between the studied layers.
Automatic continuous measurement of soil CO2 concentration (GMP343 and GMM221, Vaisala Oyj,
Finland) and soil humidity (EC-10 ECH2O Dielectric Aquameter sensors, Decagon Devices Inc., Pullman,
WA) at 2, 10 and 30 cm depth were used to run the model and it was calibrated against the chamber
measurements. The automatic measuring system is described in details in Rasilo et al. (2012).
For data analysis, the data were divided into four seasons with three months (spring=March–May,
summer=June–August, autumn=September–November, winter=December–February). The differences
between the locations during the whole year and the seasons were tested with Mann-Whitney U-test. Tests
were done with SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Soil temperature varied throughout the year (Fig 1a). Even though the annual mean temperature was 4.7
°C both in the shore and in the forest, soil temperature between these two locations at 2 cm differed in
summer and in winter (Mann-Whitney U, Z=-1.968, P>0.05 and Z=-2.776, P<0.01, respectively). The
shore was warmer (13.2 °C) in summer and colder in winter (-1.7 °C) than the forest (12.8 and -1.2 °C,
respectively).
CO2 concentration at 10 cm depth was clearly higher in the forest (4769 ppm) than in the shore (896 ppm)
(Mann-Whitney U Z=-6.063, P<0.001) (Fig 1b). The difference between the locations was significant
during all the seasons expect for the spring (Mann-Whitney U Z=-1.549, P>0.1). Also at 2 cm, 30 cm and
50 cm depths, the difference between the shore and the forest was similar to that at 10 cm depth (data not
shown). Both locations showed annual variation with highest values in summer. The soil CO2 flux also
was highest in summer (Fig 1c), but there were no differences between the locations, neither in the whole
year, nor in a specific seasons. Our results are in accordance with soil CO2 fluxes measured elsewhere in
the boreal zone (e.g. Niinistö et al., 2011).
Seasonal variation was present in CO2 concentrations as well as in CO2 flux. In the boreal zone,
temperature varies widely and thus biological activity has a clear seasonal cycle. The temperature
sensitivity of soil CO2 flux can vary with the temperature and the substrate availability affects it, too
(Kirschbaum, 2006). During the winter the vegetation is dormant and most of the produced CO2 originates
from the decomposition, whereas in summer the active vegetation produces fresh, easily decomposable
carbon into the soil.
Exponential fitting between the soil CO2 flux and temperature (Fig 2.) resulted in the following equations
for the shore (s) and forest (f), respectively: fluxS=0.0456*e0.1121Ts, R2=0.68; fluxF=0.0466*e0.1219Tf,
R2=0.69. Calculated with these equation and daily temperatures, the annual soil CO 2 flux was 0.87 and
0.95 kg C m-2 yr-1 in the shore and forest, respectively.
Preliminary results from the gradient modeling gives higher values of annual soil CO2 flux (1.4 kg C m-2
yr-1) than those based on soil temperature and chamber measurements (Fig. 3). However, they are in the
same order of magnitude. Pumpanen et al. (2008) also determined the respiration of different soil horizons
and estimated the contribution of recent photosynthates to total respiration. Humus layer and A-horizon
contributed 69.9%, B-horizon 19.8%, and C-horizon 10.4% of the total CO2 flux. However, the soil in the
riparian zone of the Lake Valkea-Kotinen is histosol and thus, the clear layers present in podsol could not
be determined.
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Figure 1. Measured daily mean soil temperature (°C) at 2 cm depth (a), measured soil CO2 concentrations
(ppm) at 10 cm depth (b) and CO2 flux measured with chambers (c) in the Valkea-Kotinen catchment in
2007–2009. Shore = 2 m from the lake shore, forest= 12 m from the lake shore.
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Figure 2. CO2 flux (g C m-2 h-1) vs. soil temperature (°C) in the Valkea-Kotinen catchment in 2007–2009.
Shore = 2 m from the lake shore, forest= 12 m from the lake shore.

Figure 3. Modelled soil CO2 flux (g C m-2 h-1) based on the soil CO2 concentration gradient in the ValkeaKotinen catchment in 2008.
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INTRODUCTION

Hygroscopicity is one of the most fundamental properties of atmospheric
aerosols. Aerosol particles containing soluble materials can grow in size by
absorbing water in ambient atmosphere. Hygroscopic growth is described
by the growth factor ( ), which is defined as the ratio of the wet diameter
to the dry diameter of the particle. Hygroscopicity controls the size of an
aerosol particle and therefore its optical properties in the atmosphere (see
e.g. Petters and Kreidenweis 2007 and references therein). Hygroscopic
growth depends on the dry size of the particle, its chemical composition and
the relative humidity in the ambient air (Fitzgerald, 1975; Pilinis et al.,
1995). One of the typical problems in aerosol studies is the lack of
measurements of aerosol size distributions and optical properties in ambient
conditions. The gap between dry measurements and the real humid
atmosphere is filled in this study by utilizing a hygroscopic model which
calculates the hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles at Mt Zeppelin
station, Ny Ålesund, Svalbard during 2008. After using the hygroscopic
model, the radiative properties and radiative influence of the aerosols on the
Arctic environment are studied using a Mie scattering model and a radiative
transfer model to address the following questions (see Fig. 1): 1) How big is
the impact of relative humidity on the optical properties of aerosols and
radiative balance of the atmosphere? 2) Is there a seasonal trend in optical
properties of aerosol particles at Arctic? 3) How sensitive are the
hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles at Arctic and thus their optical
properties to 1) size of the particle 2) chemical composition of the particle
and 3) relative humidity?
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Fig.1. The models and inputs used in this study.

METHODS
The year 2008 was divided into 3 seasons based on the ratio of
concentration of particles in the accumulation mode compared to the Aitken
and nucleation modes (see Fig. 2), namely the haze season (Jan, Feb, Mar,
Apr), the summer season (May, Jun, Jul, Aug), and the winter season (Sep,
Oct, Nov, Dec).
Haze season

Summer season
Summer season

Winter season

Fig. 2. Aerosol particle number size distributions during year 2008 at Zeppelin
station and the classification of the data into 3 seasons.
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A hygroscopic growth model was built on the κ-Köhler theory (Petters and
Kreidenweis, 2007). The for a multicomponent particle with components
∑
is given by the mixing rule
, where is the volume fraction of .
The chemical composition of the aerosol particles was represented by
observations of inorganic ions obtained from the Norwegian Institute for Air
and
sea
salt
Research
(NILU),
sulfate
(
(
and filter sample analysis for the organic and
elemental carbon (OC/EC) concentration (Silvergren et al., unpublished
manuscript). The chemical composition was averaged over the seasons
specified in the previous Section (see Fig. 3). The thermodynamic properties
used for chemical components are listed in Table 1.
Chemical Composition, Zeppelin Station 2008
1
0.9
0.8

Mass Fraction

0.7

Insoluble Organic
Soluble Organic
Soot
Sea salt
Sulfate

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Haze

Summer

Winter

Fig. 3. The seasonally averaged chemical compositions for the aerosol particles.
M [g ]

ρ [g/cm3]

132.14*
58.44*
133**
180***
12

1.77*
2.17*
1.56**
1.5***
2

Component
Sulfate (Ammonium Sulfate)
Sea Salt (Sodium chloride)
Water Soluble Organics
Water Insoluble Organics (SOA)
Soot

[cm3]

74.66
27
85.26
120
6

κ
0.53
1.12
0.27
0.10
0.00

*(Svenningsson et al., 2006)/**(Koehler et al., 2006; Svenningsson et al.,
2006)Mean value for glutaric acid, malonic acid, Succinic acid and
Levoglucosan/***( Engelhart et al., 2008)/ κ values (Petters and Kreidenweis,
2007)Water Soluble Organics: mean value for glutaric acid, malonic acid and
Levoglucosan
Table 1. Molecular mass, density, molecular volume and κ for considered chemical
components.
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To study the sensitivity of hygroscopic growth to particle dry size, RH and
composition, the hygroscopic growth model was used for seven different
simulation cases (Table 2). The base case was defined to resemble the
ambient conditions at Svalbard as closely as possible. The variations from
the base case were studied by means of the ratio
.
Chemical composition
Base case (ambient
)
Dry case (no
)
Case 1 (ammonium
sulfate)
Case 2 (high
)
Case 3 (low
)
Case 4 (high )
Case 5 (low )

seasonal varying
seasonal varying
pure ammonium
sulfate
seasonal varying
seasonal varying
seasonal varying
seasonal varying

measured
measured
measured

ambient
no
ambient
ambient
+10%
ambient
-10%
ambient
ambient

measured
measured
measured+10%
measured-10%

Table 2. The hygroscopic model and Mie scattering model simulation cases.

The Mie scattering model, MIEV0 by Wiscombe (1979) was used. To
compare the cases outlined in Table 3 we used the ratio
.
The Santa Barbara DISORT (discrete ordinate) Atmospheric Radiative
Transfer model was used for the radiative calculations (SBDART,
Ricchiazzi et al., 1998) with the wavelength range of 0.25-4 µm. The model
is used with different surface albedos.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The calculated growth factors in
=90% for the size range of 80-120 nm
show a good agreement with the HTDMA (Hygroscopic Tandem
Differential Mobility Analyser) measurements, see Table 3.
Season
Haze
Summer
Winter

Measurements (
1.7±0.1
1.7
1.9±0.08

Hygroscopic model (
1.74
1.77
1.89

Table 3. The hygroscopic model calculations and the measured
station during 2008.
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at Zeppelin

The calculated scattering coefficient ( ) at 550 nm were compared to the
humidified nephelometer measurements during a 90 days campaign at
Zeppelin station (Zieger et al., 2010) and the dry nephelometer
measurements operated by Stockholm University (
20%), and a good
correspondence between the measured and modelled scattering was
observed at both the dry and the wet conditions (see Fig. 4).

Fig.4. Hourly scattering coefficients (a) calculated for the dry case vs. dry
nephelometer measurements. (b) calculated for the base case vs. wet nephelometer
measurements during a campaign at the Zeppelin station (July 15 th to October 12th,
2008). The red line is (y=x) and the black line is a fit to the data.

The calculated annual mean scattering coefficient was about 1.2 10-5 m-1,
and the annual mean growth factor GF was 1.56 ± 0.08. Considering the
hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles in ambient atmosphere increases the
scattering coefficient calculations by a factor of 4.2±0.8, see Fig. 5. The
annual mean radiative forcing calculated with measured surface albedo for
the dry case was about -1.3 Wm-2 and for the wet case about -2.5 Wm-2. The
hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles results thus in almost two times
larger negative forcing on the surface as compared with the dry case.
A clear seasonal trend was observed in the scattering coefficient (Fig. 5).
Minimum values during the summer season, related to the domination of
small aerosol particles (< 100nm), are followed by a moderate increase
towards the winter, which coincides with the presence of more hygroscopic
sea salt fraction with higher scattering efficiency (Fig. 3). The maximum
scattering is observed during the haze season, associated with the increase in
the concentration of > 100 nm particles (Fig. 2).
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Fig.5. The daily calculated scattering coefficient ( ) for the base case and the dry
case at
At Zeppelin station during 2008.

Sensitivity of GF and SC to aerosol properties was studied using
and
. Increasing the
by 10% increases the annual mean
by 45%.
Increasing the dry size of the particle by 10% increases the annual mean
by 36%. Replacing the seasonally varying chemical composition by pure
ammonium sulfate decreases the annual
by only 10%. We thus conclude
that the pin down of the aerosol optical properties, the size distribution and
ambient relative humidity are critical to know with good accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION

Several oxygenated carboncenteredfreeradical reactions withNO andNO havebeenstudiedindirect
time빜resolvedexperimentsThereactionswereinvestigatedintemperaturecontrolledtubularflowreactors
connectedtoUV빜laserphotolysisandresonancegaslampphotoionizationmassspectrometer LP빜PIMS뾬
EskolaandTimonen稤뾬
The studied reactions were selected based on the sparse previous knowledge on their rate
parameters and because of their probable relevance to energy production from alternative fuels The
investigationalsoconcernsthereactionsofthreeisomericCH搀Ospecies CH稤CHOH CHCHOHand
CH稤OCH뾬 which could have theoretical interest as the radicals have the same molecular formula 
CH搀O뾬butdifferintheirstructuralpropertiesFromtheseonlytheCH稤CHOH侔NOreactionhasbeen
measuredpreviously Miyoshietal诈☰☰뾬atroomtemperatureandlowpressure 빜Torr뾬usingsimilar
methodsasinthepresentexperiments
Duetothegrowingneedtodecreasefossilfuelconsumption IPCC ̨뾬thereisa soughtfor
new“greener”fuelreplacementsandadditivesTwopossiblecandidatesthathavereceivedconsiderable
attentionareethanol CH稤CHOH뾬 GoldembergandGuardabassi☰뾬currentlythemostusedbiofuel
and dimethylether CH稤OCH稤뾬 Semelsberger et al 뾬 The abovementionedradicals can be formed
fromtheseinsimplehydrogenabstractionreactionsbythereactivespeciespresent OHCletc뾬andin
thiswaythestudymayhavesomeindustrialimportanceaswell


METHODS
Reactionswerestudiedinto诈̨mmidtubularflowreactorswithtemperaturecontrolandpulsedUV
laserphotolysis 诈☰稤nm뾬alongtheaxisofthereactorToprobethetimebehavioroftheproducedradical
concentrationsinthegasmixturethereactorwasconnectedtoaresonancegaslampphotoionizationmass
spectrometerthroughasmallholeinthewallofthereactorTheschematicoftheapparatususedisshown
inFigure诈Allofthereactionswereinvestigatedatlowpressures 搀to诈TorrHe뾬andunderpseudo빜
firstorderconditions [Reactant]>>[R]뾬whichenabledustoisolateandstudythereactionsofinterest
withminimalinterferencefromsecondarychemistry
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Figure诈Schematicoftheexperimentalapparatusused EskolaandTimonen稤뾬
The radicals were generated in direct photolysis reactions of suitable precursor species For example
acetoin CH稤CHOHC O뾬CH稤뾬wasusedtoproducetheα빜hydroxyethylradicals CH稤CHOH뾬
CH稤CHOHC O뾬CH稤侔hv 诈☰稤nm뾬→CH稤CHOH侔CH稤CO

  

诈뾬

Theinitialradicalconcentrationsoftheexperimentswereestimatedfromgasflowratesprecursorvapour
pressure at the precursor temperature laser fluences and absorption cross section at 诈☰稤 nm If these 
parameters were not available the initial radical concentrations were estimated from the precursor
photodecompositionsignalInitialradicalconcentrations wereestimatedtobecloseto诈 × 诈诈诈 cm−稤 in
most of the measurements and in the range 稤 × 诈诈 cm−稤 < [R] < 诈 × 诈诈 cm−稤 in all of the
measurements
Selective ionization of the radicals and products was achieved using resonance gas discharge
lampsbycombiningaspecificlampgas withasuitablewindowfilter materialThekinetic experiments
wereperformedusingaXe빜lampwithasapphirewindoworaCl빜lampwithaCaF빜window producing
 eVor ☰诈eVradiation respectively Inseekingtheproducts alsoH빜 诈eV뾬andNe빜lamps 诈☰
eV뾬withMgFandCHS Collimatedholestructureplate뾬filtersrespectivelywereapplied
Theradicalsignalsrecordedunderpseudo빜firstorder conditionscouldbedescribedbyasingle
exponentialfunction[R]t=[R]×exp −k´t뾬侔a0where[R]tistheradicalsignalattimetk´isthepseudo빜
first빜orderratecoefficientdescribingthetimedependenceofthedecayingradicalconcentrationanda0is
thepre빜photolysisbackgroundsignalThebimolecularratecoefficientsk R侔NO뾬andk R侔NO뾬were
thenobtainedfromtheobservedpseudo빜first빜orderratecoefficients k´뾬accordingtoalinearequationk´ =
k R侔X뾬 ×[X]侔kwall Figure뾬Inthisequationkwallisthelossrateoftheradicalsinthereactorwithout
addedreactantXk´ istheratecoefficientobtainedfromthesingleexponentialfitting[X]isthereactant
NOorNO뾬concentrationandk R侔X뾬theslopeoftheplotisthebimolecularratecoefficientofthe
studiedreaction
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FigureAnexampleofaplotusedtodeterminethebimolecularratecoefficientoftheCH稤OCH侔NO
reactionTheinsetshowsatypicalCH稤OCHradicaldecaytracerecordedinthemeasurementsunderthe
conditionsofthehollowsquareintheplot

Anexpressionk T뾬 =k稤K T稤K뾬−n wasfittothetemperaturedependencesobservedintheR侔NO
and CH稤OCH 侔 NO reaction rate coefficients  Figure 稤뾬 However In the CH稤CHOH and CHOH
reactions with NO a clear curvature over this single exponential expression was observed and hence
another parameter neededtobeadoptedfor theequation ie k T뾬 =A × T稤K뾬−n×exp BT뾬tobe
abletoexpresstheresultsobtained
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Figure稤 TheR侔NOandR侔NOratecoefficientsdeterminedinthecurrentstudyshownasafunction
oftemperatureIncludedisthepreviousdeterminationoftheCH稤CHOH侔NOreactionat☰Kby
Miyoshietal Miyoshi诈☰☰뾬shownwithanx빜symbol




DISCUSSION

ThedeterminedR侔NOandR侔NOratecoefficientsareshowninFigure稤Allofthedeterminedrate
coefficients are fairly fast and display negative temperature dependence that is they speed up when
temperature is lowered This is typical for barrierless radical빜radical addition reactions where reaction
collision cross section increases with decreasing temperature Note that NO andNO arealsoformally
radicalspecieswiththeirunpairedvalenceelectronsAlsothecommontrendobservedpreviouslythatR
侔 NO reactions are generally faster than R 侔 NO reactions Manion 뾬 is observed again in the
currentresults

TheCH稤CHOH侔NOreactionratecoefficient determinedbyMiyoshiet al Miyoshi诈☰☰뾬is ingood
agreementwiththeresultsobtainedinthepresentinvestigation seeFigure稤뾬Similarcomparisoncannot
be made with the rest of the reactions as the data for these is not available All of the rate coefficients 
determined here are fast and can present a notable loss process for these radicals especially under
combustionconditionsandinhighlypollutedenvironments
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are a main source of uncertainty in our understanding of the current climate change.
Especially their complex interactions with clouds and their effect to circulation of water are of high
interest in climate research (Ramanathan et al., 2001; Tao et al., 2012). As water vapour is the
most important greenhouse gas, any changes in its distribution are of great importance to climate
(Held and Soden, 2006).
Main sources of aerosol particles are on the surface, and therefore aerosols are mainly located in
the boundary layer. However, there may be a physical connection between humidity in the upper
troposphere and aerosols when aerosols alter cloud microphysics in deep convection. To study this
we have looked at aerosol optical depth (AOD) and upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) data from
Aqua satellite and found changes in UTH when comparing high and low aerosol loadings. However,
correlation does not mean causality, and there are also other than direct physical mechanisms
causing correlations between AOD and UTH. In this abstract we look at the possible explanations
for the correspondence found in AOD and UTH data.
UPPER TROPOSPHERIC HUMIDITY AND AEROSOLS
We have analysed upper tropospheric humidity from HSB instrument onboard Aqua satellite together with aerosol optical depth from MODIS instrument onboard the same satellite (Remer et al.,
2005). HSB (Humidity Sounder for Brazil) was a microwave humidity sounder that measured mean
relative humidity from 500 to 200 hPa during 180 days from August 2002 to February 2003. A
microwave method developed by Buehler et al. (2008) and John et al. (2011) enables us to detect
humidities also in the areas of anvil clouds. Only data over oceans has been used in this study.
Differences in UTH in case of high and low AOD are noticeable in Figure 1. In general there is a
positive relationship between aerosol loading and humidity. In some regions the relative humidity
is even twice as high when AOD is between 0.2 and 0.6 as when AOD is below 0.2. However, there
are also regions, especially at low latitudes, where the relation is the opposite; namely high AOD
is associated with lower relative humidity.
Main possible explanations to the observed changes are:
Deep convection To the authors’ knowledge, the only physical connection between upper tropospheric humidity and major aerosol sources at the surface, is deep convection. Aerosol effect on
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Figure 1: Change in upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) when aerosol optical depth (AOD) is
high vs. low: UTH(0.2<AOD<0.6)/UTH(AOD<0.2). White areas are areas with less than 10
data points. The study is done over ocean only.
cloud microphysics has been studied recently and eg. Koren et al. (2005; 2010a) have found that
clouds produce more extensive anvils in the presence of high aerosol loading. Bister and Kulmala
(2011) propose that aerosols could affect the amount of water vapour left to upper troposphere
after deep convection due to their effect on cloud microphysics leading to more ice precipitation
and less warm rain.
Seasonality Seasonality in aerosol sources and general circulation pattern affect the result in
Figure 1. Eg. biomass burning emissions are high during the dry season, when the descending
motion is dominating and also upper troposphere is relatively dry. Seasonal patterns are likely to
affect the results at least over the Atlantic west to Africa and perhaps also over the western Pacific.
Wet scavenging A negative connection is found between UTH and AOD in the area of the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). This can result from wet scavenging: when convection is
most efficient, upper troposphere is humid and rain washes air from aerosols.
Meteorological patterns It is possible, that meteorological patterns affect both AOD and UTH
causing spurious correlations (Koren et al., 2010). Convection in many regions is associated with
convergence in the lower troposphere, which may cause an increase in AOD. The main meteorological parameter that has been noted to affect AOD is horizontal wind speed (Engström and Ekman,
2010), because the amount of sea salt is highly dependent on the wind speed. Also smoke and dust
transport are governed by winds.
Cloud / humidity contamination of AOD data Aerosol optical depth and relative humidity
have a strong connection. The effect may be both apparent and true - AOD detection is sensitive to
high humidity, but aerosols also swell in humid conditions, especially hygroscopic aerosols, like sea
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salt. However, as majority of aerosols are located in the lower troposphere, and we study humidity
in the upper troposphere, we assume humidification effect not to be strong.
Cirrus contamination of AOD data may affect our results, as high cirrus concentration and high
humidity are presumably connected. However, Kaufman et al. (2005) have estimated cirrus contamination in MODIS AOD data to be relatively small, 0.015 ± 0.003 at 0.55 m.
CONCLUSIONS
As all the mechanisms discussed above may affect the relation between aerosols and upper tropospheric humidity, it is challenging to separate the ”real” microphysical effect of aerosols on upper
tropospheric humidity.
Since this study covered only six months of data, definitely more data is needed to rule out purely
seasonal effects on the analysis and to get statistically more significant results. To eliminate effect
of meteorology to both AOD and UTH, the study should be done for binned vertical velocity classes
separately. Satellite detections of deep convective clouds can be used to allocate our analysis to
areas experiencing deep convection. In near future MetOp-A MHS UTH together with Terra/Aqua
MODIS AOD will be analysed.
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INTRODUCTION
Depending on the temperature, relative humidity and aerosol particle composition, semivolatile
compounds can be found from the gas or particle phase in the atmosphere. Usually low temperature and
high relative humidity, which increases liquid water content in the aerosol particles making them more
dilute, favour partitioning to particles as both decrease effective Henry’s law coefficient of gases.
Bahaviour of semivolatile compounds causes problems for both modellers and experimentalists. Beyond
the condition dependent partitioning between the gas and particles, also the partitioning between particles
of different size and composition needs be taken into account to fully address the effect of semivolatiles in
direct and indirect aerosol forcing. For example, it has been shown in several modelling studies that
semivolatile compounds enhance cloud droplet formation as they increase water soluble mass in particles
before cloud droplet formation (Kulmala et al. 1993, Laaksonen et al. 1998, Romakkaniemi et al. 2005a).
However, the effect is strongly dependent on the timescales available for condensation before maximum
supersaturation is exceeded in the cloud base (Romakkaniemi et al. 2005b). Similarly the semivolatile
compounds need to be carefully taken into account when the hygroscopic properties of particles are
measured. This might be an issue for example in the measurements of aerosol hygroscopicity with the
HTDMA. In the measurements ambient aerosol is first dried before it is size selected in the first DMA,
and depending on the conditions, some of the semivolatiles might evaporate, and part of them might stay
in the dry aerosol during water evaporation. After that aerosol is wetted, and depending on the relative
humidity some semivolatiles might condense back to aerosol or they might condense on the walls of the
instrument depending on the design of humidifier. Thus the hygroscopicity measured might be different
than the actual hygroscopicity in the ambient air.
In this work we are studying how semivolatile compounds, especially ammoniumnitrate, behave in the
CCN-counter. We will show that in the case of small particles, the evaporation rate is fast enough to
affect the CCN-activity of particles containing high mass fraction of ammoniumnitrate. On the other hand
we will show that with ambient concentrations the condensation of semivolatiles from gas to aerosol phase
inside the CCN-column is not fast enough to affect CCN-activity of particles, but in the laboratory
conditions with high concentration this might be an issue.
METHODS

To simulate condensation/evaporation dynamics of aerosol particles inside the CCN-column in the DMTtype CCN-counter, we have used a fluid dynamics model to calculate temperature and gas concentration
profiles inside the CCN-column (Roberts and Nenes, 2005, Raatikainen et al., 2012), and a cloud parcel
model (Kokkola et al., 2003, Romakkaniemi et al., 2005a) to simulate evaporation and condensation
kinetics of aerosol particles more accurately. With this modelling setup we are able to study how the
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semivolatiles are partitioned between the particles, gas phase and wetted walls in the CCN-column. The
main assumption in the modelling is that the wetted walls act as an infinite sink for semivolatile gases, and
with fluid dynamics model we are able to simulate spatial concentration of different gases in CCN-column
and thus produce trajectories of particles in the column. These trajectories are used to run cloud parcel
model to simulate time dependent partitioning with accurate thermodynamics.

RESULTS

Figure 1. Upper panel: Gas phase concentration of nitric acid in the CCN-column. Lower panel: Gas phase
concentration and water supersaturation in the centerline
From Figure 1 we can see the concentration of nitric acid inside the CCN-column. In the simulation we
have assumed that the gas phase concentrations in the sample flow and in the sheet air are both 100ppt. It
can be seen that before the water saturation reaches 1 (supersaturation 0) less than 10% of the gas phase
concentration is left in the centerline (bottom in Figure 1) where aerosol particles are located. At
maximum supersaturation this is decreased to ~1%. Based on this we can already conclude that with
atmospheric concentrations having ppb levels of nitric acid at highest in the gas phase, the condensation of
semivolatiles is not affecting CCN-results. Thus in the results presented in this abstract we concentrate
more on the evaporation from aerosol before activation into cloud droplet.
Aerosol trajectories from centreline where fed to cloud parcel model, and dry sizes of particles are
presented in the Figure 2 as a function of position in the CCN-column. In this case we have used aerosol
particles composed mainly of ammoniumnitrate with 10% mass fraction of ammoniumsulphate. It can be
seen that the evaporation of ammonia and nitrate decreases the size of all particles during the whole stay in
the column. Naturally the evaporation is fastest before saturation reaches unity. After that evaporation
slows done with particles growing to cloud particles. The size of the smallest particle activating is close to
51nm, but to activate these particles the initial dry size needs to be 63nm. Thus in this measurement the
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activation potential of particles would have been underestimated, and the hygroscopicity would have been
smaller than it would have been in the atmosphere where all semivolatiles would have condensed back to
aerosol before cloud droplet formation.

Figure 2. Dry size of particles composed of ammoniumnitrate (90mass%) and ammoniumsulphate
(10mass%) inside the CCN-column. The particles closest to the activation limit are plotted with red lines.
Also the times where S reaches 1 and maximum supersaturation are marked with green and cyan,
respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Black carbon (BC) is a combustion derived aerosol with strong climate warming impacts in the Arctic
(e.g. Baron et al., 2009). The role of BC in the regulation of Arctic climate and ecosystems is significant
but still poorly understood. The origin, transportation, deposits and climate effect of BC is currently being
studied e.g. by snow and satellite measurements (e.g. Hegg et al., 2009; Doherty et al., 2010). However,
there has been only one publication on its long-term accumulation in the Arctic using the ice cores taken
from the Greenland Ice Sheet. Information on the long-term accumulation of BC can unravel its climate
effect in the past and help to make projections for future effects.
In addition to snow, satellite and ice core measurements, the deposition and accumulation of BC can be
determined from lake sediments. Lake sediments are particularly important as a tool in retracing the
deposition distribution history of BC, which can be made by their means with a 2-5 years resolution for
hundreds and thousands of years into the past. When studying the accumulation of BC from archives it
has to be kept in mind that at a specific point in space, local conditions, such as wind directions,
topography and precipitation, can strongly affect the deposition. Thereby to get an overall view on the
deposition of BC in the Arctic studies have to be conducted at various locations. While ice sheets are
extremely valuable as archives of atmospheric pollutant deposition histories and record the concentrations
with seasonal resolution for thousands of years, they are only found on very restricted areas in the Arctic.
E.g. the Greenland ice sheet predominantly records the emission history of North America and partly
Europe (McConnell et al., 2007) so that emissions from Asia have been left unresolved. Lake sediments
however can be found all around the Arctic and thereby play an irreplaceable role in depicting the
emission and deposition history of BC in the Arctic and beyond.
The aim of this project is to quantify the BC concentration in the European Arctic during the industrial
era from lake sediments and assess its climate impact especially in connection to lake ice cover duration
dynamics. In addition methods commonly used for BC measurements in lake sediments are tested for ice
core samples in order to improve the comparability of results from these different archives.

METHODS
BC quantification
BC is not a specifically determined chemical component. Rather, the term is an operational one,
dependent on the particular method of measurement (Goldberg, 1985). Traditionally BC is divided into
char and soot BC but there are several subdivisions in the BC continuum (see Table 1).
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Table 1. The black carbon combustion continuum. (Insprired by Masiello, 2004)

The methods for BC quantification are different between different matrices (e.g. atmosphere, snow, ice
cores and sediments) and research groups, which makes comparison between these challenging. In order
to ultimately infer the atmospheric and snow concentrations of BC in the past as well as its climate impact
from lake sediments the BC content should be measured with same methods from all these matrices.
Here the BC concentration of four lakes from continental northern Europe will be compared with BC
concentrations from a lake sediment core in Svalbard for the industrial era. The quantification will be
made with three different methods:
1. Chemical extraction of Spheroidal Carbonaceous Particles (SCP), which result from fossil fuel
combustion at high temperatures (Rose, 1994)
2. Chemothermal Oxidation at 375 °C (CTO-375 –method) for high refractory soot BC (Gustafsson
et al., 1997, 2001)
3. Thermal Optical Transmittance (TOT) for elemental carbon (EC) (Chow et al., 1993)
The first two methods have been specifically developed for BC analysis from lake sediments, but both
work for atmospheric samples as well (e.g. Zencak et al., 2007). However, they measure partially
different parts of the BC combustion continuum, focusing on the high refractory part (see Table 2). The
TOT method on the other hand, which quantifies a broader spectrum of BC (Tab. 2), has been originally
developed for aerosol samples (Chow et al., 1993) but has been extended to be applicable also for snow
samples (e.g. Forsström et al., 2009). The TOT method has also been converted for the purposes of
sediment analysis (Husain et al., 2008) but this development is still continuing and the application may
entail significant error sources.
Table 2. The analytical ranges of the methods used for BC quantification. The dashed lines indicate the uncertainty in
the range of the BC continuum which each method measures. (Inspired by Hammes et al., 2007)

The TOT method seems to be most promising as a linking method between the different matrices.
Therefore its application on ice core samples will be tested for samples from Svalbard. Also the CTO-365
method will be tested for the same ice samples. If the methods prove to be applicable for ice core samples
further analysis of full ice core records from Svalbard for the last 200 years could be commenced and
compared with the lake sediment results.
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Calibration with atmospheric measurements
The past BC concentrations will be calibrated with atmospheric measurements. This will be made at a site
in northern Finland (Utsjoki), where Professor Liaquat Husain (New York State Department of Health,
USA) has undergone aethelometer measurements of atmospheric BC concentrations since 1963. He has
developed a method of transferring the BC from the aethelometer filters to filters used in TOT
measurements (Husain et al., 2008). These results will be compared to TOT results of BC concentrations
from a nearby lake for the last 50 years.
Assessment of the climate impact of BC in the past
The deposition histories of BC in the Fennoscandian Arctic will be compared to meteorological time
series of air temperatures and different kind of ice phenological data sets which refer to the formation and
melting dynamics of lake ice (Prowse et al., 2011). Ice phenology can be reconstructed from lake
sediments with help of diatom species analysis since different species are present and abundant in lakes
depending on the length of the ice free season (Weckström et al., submitted). In Arctic lakes significant
diatom species composition changes have been recorded and these are thought to be connected to
variations ice phenology (Smol et al., 2005). According to the hypotheses of this study BC has strongly
contributed to these variations by affecting the melt and freeze dynamics of Arctic lakes. The objective is
to compare if these hitherto unexplained variations coincide with variations of BC concentrations which
are not directly linked to climate. This way it is possible to study how BC affects the ice dynamics and
starts a feedback process along with climate warming resulting in hastening ice melt and increasing air
temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS
The project will strengthen our understanding on the past variations in BC concentrations in the Arctic,
test new methods for BC quantification from different matrices and thereby enhance comparability of BC
concentration results from different kind of studies. In addition the work will shed light on the sources,
e.g. though the SCP analysis, and environmental impacts of BC in the past.
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INTRODUCTION
Detailed modelling of aerosol growth is possible with a variety of methods. In some cases it may be
even possible to do all calculations analytically. Despite this, applying these models into non-trivial
situations is not simple. This study tries to illustrate the sensitivity of an aerosol model to changes
in input parameters.
In a simple chamber experiment the amount of produced compounds can be large. Same is true
for more complicated setups, as encountered in field studies (Fuentes et al., 2000). One must
be able to predict the properties of these compounds, and mixtures of them, to determine their
fluxes between the gas medium and particles. However measurement data is nonexistent for some
compounds (Poling et al., 2001). There are some methods to estimate these properties, for example
those presented by Topping et al. (2007) , Nannonaal et al. (2008) and Poling et al. (2001). As
they have explained, these estimates have errors. How does this affect the modelled results?
METHODS
This study used a simple fixed section aerosol model, University of Helsinki Aerosol Model (Korhonen et al., 2004) now on abbreviated as UHMA, to model an initially monodisperse distribution of
pure sulfuric acid particles.
The model included three vapours, sulfuric acid and two generic vapours. Vapour loss was not considered and the modelled situation was continuous growth, which means no evaporation happened
in any of the model runs. The processes considered were condensation and coagulation.
The input values for temperature, pressure and the physical properties of one generic vapour were
varied. In this study, this was done one variable at a time. The growth of the particles and the
final state of the distribution after 24 hours of growth were observed.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study show that change in parameters of one vapour can, under some circumstances, have noticeable effects on the total aerosol distribution properties and the distribution of
compounds within the aerosol. This also suggests that the effects of any possible errors in parameters may be significant. This study used a very wide range of parameters simply to see how large
the effect could be. It should also be noted that the results of this study are specific to the modelled
situation and numerical approach and thus they cannot directly be applied to other situations.
In the future we aim to extend on this study by modelling chamber experiments with explicit
chemistry and vapour property determination by several methods.
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Figure 1: As an example of the results, the effect of variations in the density of vapour 2 are shown.
Vapour 1 is sulfuric acid. The unit of vapour density is kg/m3 . The total aerosol volume fraction is
shown as a function of the geometric mean diameter of the whole aerosol distribution. Each colour
is a 24-hour simulation, where the points correspond to a different time. The values were calculated
at constant time intervals. Since there is continuous growth, larger diameter means a later instant
in time. This applies only within the same simulation. The delayed onset of condensation of vapour
2 is caused by the the kelvin effect. The figure also shows that higher vapour density reduces the
total growth.
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MOTIVATION
Even if the ocean was composed simply of inorganic ions and sea spray consisted of little more
than brine, the production of sea spray aerosol (SSA) would be complex. Winds build waves which
break and in doing so entrain clouds of air bubbles. Due to their buoyancy these bubbles rise to
the surface and break into “jet droplets” and “film drops”. Thus on the microscale, physics drives
primary marine aerosol production via viscosity and surface tension. However, the ocean is alive
and can be envisaged as a complex “soup” of organic chemistry containing many surface-active
compounds of biogenic origin which add complexity to bubble bursting and subsequent aerosol
generation.
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is the largest reservoir of reduced carbon in the ocean. It is
mostly produced autochthonously by photosynthetic plankton in the surface ocean, and serves as a
substrate to vast heterotrophic microbial populations. The least surface-active organic compounds
from within this pool are likely to reach the atmosphere in proportion to their surface water
concentration akin to the majority of inorganic ions. However, those that are most surface-active
are likely enriched in SSA due to their ability to concentrate on both the surface of rising bubbles
and the ocean surface. Importantly it is those compounds that are most surface-active that may
have the largest effect on the ability of SSA to form clouds. Therefore this complex system offers
a possible feedback link comparable to the famed CLAW hypothesis (Charlson et al., 1987) with
primary SSA and their associated organics playing a role similar to that proposed for dimethylsulfide
derived secondary aerosols in the aforementioned hypothesis (Struthers et al., 2011).
High latitudes are a region where the physical, chemical, and biological processes controlling bubble bursting and SSA generation are highly interlinked and most susceptible to climate change.
SSA production is strongly controlled by changes to the cryosphere since a reduced sea ice area
resulting from a warmer climate will result in larger SSA emissions. In addition to sea ice area and
wind speed, water temperature is another strong physical forcing on SSA generation and there is
increasing evidence that as sea surface temperatures increase SSA emissions are reduced (Zábori
et al., 2012; Bowyer et al., 1990; Mårtensson et al., 2003). Although the feedbacks between climate,
marine biology, and the physicochemistry of bubble bursting are unknown one can envisage that
as sea surface temperatures increase in concert with a reduction in sea ice extent a positive climate
feedback might ensue through a reduction in SSA emissions (Struthers et al., 2011; Mårtensson
et al., 2003).
Despite the potential importance of sea surface temperature to SSA emissions, hysteresis effects
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highlighted by previous work suggests that those studies investigating the temperature dependence
of SSA emission have probably been conducted under unrealisiticly rapid temperature changes
(Bowyer et al., 1990). It also appears that it is those temperatures closest to freezing where the
largest changes to SSA emission may take place (Zábori et al., 2012) and such conditions have been
difficult to achieve in previous laboratory work. With this in mind we are conducting a series of well
defined experiments to test discreetly those parameters thought important under highly controlled
temperature conditions.
METHODS
Recently there have been several attempts to quantify SSA production from laboratory-generated
bubble plumes using both artificial and real seawater (e.g. Mårtensson et al., 2003; Keene et al.,
2007; Tyree et al., 2007; Hultin et al., 2010; Hultin, 2010; Fuentes et al., 2010). These have highlighted the effects of salinity, temperature, means of bubble production, biology, and surfactants
on resulting SSA size distributions. However given the complexity of results, especially for real
seawater, it is now evident that greater understanding at process level and realistic parameterization of organic SSA for climate (or other large scale) models requires alteration of our fundamental
experimental approach. Thus a number of tightly controlled experiments at Stockholm University and Copenhagen University have been designed to overcome this by using single, naturally
occurring surfactants and monocultures of marine bacteria with the aim of bridging the gap between overly simplistic inorganic seawater experiments and measurements using chemically and
biologically complex seawater.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the sea spray simulation tank.
The experiments will be conducted in a new sea spray simulation tank (Figure 1) incorporating a
number of design features to enable systematic investigation of the physical, chemical, and biological
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parameters that control SSA production. For example the system will i) allow control of the waterphase temperature to within 0.1 ◦C in the range −2 ◦C to 30 ◦C; ii) aim to remove contamination of
organics using both chemically resistant, contact free pump technology and a PTFE tank coating
for all wetted tank parts; iii) be designed in such a manner that bubbles can be generated using
either a water jet or a frit using clean filtered air as well as allow water sampling at numerous depths
to allow for adjustment of both the total volume of water-phase (and therefore the water-headspace
volume ratio) and the bubble rise distance; iv) photograph and size the bubble spectra at the water
surface, where the actual bursting takes place using a modern digital SLR camera with a dedicated
macro lens.
A series of experiments will be conducted i) to evaluate our experimental setup in the context of
previous studies by characterising the role of temperature, salinity and inorganic ion content on
SSA production in this experimental system; ii) to evaluate the effect of both simple organics (e.g.
humic substances and proteins such as tryptophan and tyrosine which are major end members
of marine DOM) and complex “organic soups” on SSA production; iii) to evaluate the effect of
micro-organisms through the addition of monocultures of the major bacteria found in the worlds
oceans as well as those commonly found in the atmosphere, and iv) to evaluate potential climate
effects by linking our sea spray simulator with a CCN counter from the University of Copenhagen.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols in the earth’s atmosphere affect the radiation balance of the planet. The radiative forcing (RF)
induced by a given aerosol burden is however sensitive to its vertical density profile, in addition to aerosol
optical properties, cloud distributions and surface albedo.
Differences in vertical profiles are thought to be among the causes for the large intermodel differences in
RF of the aerosol direct effect. In (Schulz et al, 2006) it was shown that even when the global aerosol
models run with the same meteorological year and comparable emission datasets, there is significant
variability in their calculated annual mean RF.
As part phase 2 of the AEROCOM direct radiative forcing experiment (Myhre et al, 2012), this study
compares 3D concentration fields of black carbon from fossil fuel burning (BC) and sulphate (SO4) from
a large set of major global climate models. The goal is to quantify the fraction of RF variability due to
differences in assumption about the aerosol vertical profile, and to explore the mechanisms that link the
Two.
METHODS
(Samset and Myhre, 2011) presented a set of vertical profiles of the direct radiative forcing per gram of
aerosol for BCFF, i.e. the amount of top-of-atmosphere shortwave radiative forcing seen by a particular
model (OsloCTM2) per gram of aerosols at a given altitude. Here we term these efficiency profiles (EP).
For each model grid point and time step, we multiply the modeled BC concentration by the EP to get the
contribution to the total shortwave, top-of-atmosphere BC radiative forcing. This gives us intercomparable
3D RF fields, something that is not immediately available from each model. Differences in model specific
treatment of clouds, water uptake and microphysics are removed by this method, and we are left solely
with variations due to the concentration profiles and the total aerosol burden.
Model differences due to the aerosol vertical profile can, via these EPs, be factored out from other
differences such as aerosol physics, radiative transfer or ground albedo. This tool allows us to compare 4D
(spatial + temporal) RF distributions from the AEROCOM models, and to quantify the fraction of the
intermodel variability due to differences in aerosol vertical profiles.
In addition, we compare results using efficiency profiles for both all-sky and clear sky conditions, as well
as for full 4D and for global, annual mean fields, to distinguish the contribution to the final variability
from regional variations and cloud fields.
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CONCLUSIONS
For BC, we show that between 20% and 50% of the model variability in RF can be attributed to
differences in vertical profile alone. We also show preliminary results for sulphate aerosols.
Significant qualitative differences are found between primary BC emission regions such as China or
mainland Europe, and pristine regions such as the Arctic where anthropogenic BC loads are due to
transport from other regions. Future measurement campaigns aiming to constrain the vertical profile of BC
should therefore focus on both these regions, as both give distinct contributions to the modeled variability
of BC RF.
We find that models exert a significant fraction of their BC RF above 5km. In pristine regions such as the
Arctic, this fraction may be as high as 70%, while for industrial emission regions it can be as low as 20%.
While the model treatment of cloud fields is clearly important for the variability due to RF vertical
profiles, it is not the sole factor. We find significant residual variability even in the absence of clouds, due
to the interplay between BC and Rayleigh scattering, water vapor and background aerosols as outlined in
(Samset and Myhre, 2011).
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INTRODUCTION
Arctic temperatures have increased at a rate about twice as fast as the global mean rate during the last
decades (AMAP 2011). Many inter-related factors arising both from internal climate variability and
external climate forcing could have contributed to this greater-than-global Arctic warming. These factors
include local feedbacks (snow/ice-albedo, clouds), increased poleward heat transport, and enhanced
forcing by absorbing aerosols (black carbon) (IPCC 2007). Accompanied by the temperature increase, the
Arctic has experienced a longer melt season with an earlier spring melt and a decrease in the sea-ice extent
(AMAP 2011). Black carbon (BC) aerosols absorb solar radiation and heat the surrounding air. This direct
effect of BC may be potentially large in the Arctic, as the absorbing aerosols are located over highly
reflective snow/ice surfaces (Pueschel and Kinne 1995; Hansen and Nazarenko 2004). In general added
atmospheric heat will increase the downward fluxes of longwave radiation and sensible heat, and thus
warm the underlying surface. However, models and measurements (Koch et al., 2009) indicate that BC
aerosols are located mainly in the free troposphere and in may further stabilize the Arctic atmosphere,
thereby limiting the downward flux of sensible heat and the potential surface warming.
BC aerosols in the Arctic originate from emissions mainly at mid-latitudes that are transported northwards
(Barrie 1986; Law and Stohl 2007). Sources of BC include both anthropogenic sources (e.g. energy and
industrial production, domestic combustion and transport) and natural sources (forest and grassfires
induced from lightening). During winter the northward transport is strongest, and the lifetime of BC in the
atmosphere is longer, causing a maximum BC concentration in the Arctic in late winter and spring
(Sharma et al. 2006). The elevated BC concentrations also extend into the melting season, which could
make BC particularly important in the Arctic. BC aerosols affect the atmospheric temperature gradients
and can therefore change the atmospheric heat transport and the distribution of clouds. In addition, BC
aerosols can have an indirect effect on clouds by acting as cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei and
influence the cloud cover and cloud lifetime via microphysical interactions. BC can also affect the
distribution of clouds by changing the stability of the atmosphere, often referred to as the semi-direct
effect (Koch and Genio 2010).
BC affects the climate in numerous ways and there are large uncertainties in estimating the net BC
forcing. Because of the short lifetime of BC compared to well-mixed greenhouse gases, BC has a potential
for short-term climate control strategies (Hansen et al. 2000; Jacobson 2010). In order to identify the best
options for emission reductions there is a need for improving the understanding of the role of BC aerosols
in the Arctic (AMAP 2011) and how the response of the Arctic climate depends on the location of BC
forcing. Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) perturbed forcings by enhancing the concentrations of BC aerosols
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in different latitude bands and found that for the Arctic latitude band, the Arctic surface air temperature
decreased, despite a positive forcing at the top of the atmosphere. Shindell and Faluvegi attributed this to a
reduction in the pole-ward heat flux following increased absorption of incoming solar radiation by BC and
strong local heating in the free troposphere. For positive direct forcing by BC aerosols in the mid-latitude
band the Arctic surface temperature response was positive (warming).
The results from the study of Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) were somewhat unexpected, and with the
increasing focus on the effect of BC aerosols on the Arctic climate, there is a need to verify that the results
are robust by reproducing parts of the experiment with a different climate model; to analyze the Arctic
climate response to BC perturbations in the Arctic (60N-90N) and northern mid-latitude (28N-60N)
atmosphere respectively. To extend the study a bit further, we want to understand and quantify the
contribution from the different processes that are important for BC forcing and response in the Arctic,
including a comprehensive study of the Arctic heat budget. Idealized climate simulations with artificially
increased BC concentrations in the two separate latitude bands have been performed with a fully coupled
earth system model, the NorESM, to include feedbacks from sea ice cover and sea surface temperatures.
The two experiments are compared with a control run to analyze the response in the Arctic temperatures to
the two forcings, including changes in feedbacks from sea-ice, cloud cover and the meridional energy
transport into the Arctic.
METHODS
The climate model used in this study is the Norwegian Earth System Model, NorESM (Iversen et al.
(2012), Berntsen et al. (2012), Kirkevåg et al. 2012), to a large extent based on the Community Climate
System Model CCSM4.0 (Gent et al. 2011), developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR). The model is run fully coupled with an atmospheric model, an ocean model, a land model, and a
sea-ice model. The atmospheric part of NorESM, CAM4-Oslo, has applied aerosol and cloud droplet
parameterization schemes. The prognostic aerosols and aerosol precursors in CAM4-Oslo include sea-salt,
mineral dust, DMS, SO2, SO4, BC and particulate OM and they interact online with the cloud
microphysics, radiation and dynamics in the model. Both the direct effect and the first and second indirect
effects are calculated. The direct effect of aerosols is caused by the scattering and absorption of radiation,
mainly in the shortwave spectrum. The indirect effects of aerosols are due to their interaction with clouds,
by acting as cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei. The atmospheric model includes a comprehensive
treatment of aerosol microphysics, accounting for aerosol nucleation, condensation, coagulation and cloud
processing, and calculates the conversion of BC to a hydrophilic state where it can be scavenged by
precipitation. The wet deposition is calculated in full integration with the cloud and precipitation schemes
3 simulations are run, one control simulation and 2 perturbed simulations. For each simulation the model
is run 60 years from a 140 year spin-up with the same initial conditions and the same present-day
emissions. In the two perturbed simulations the BC concentrations are multiplied by a factor of 10 in the
Arctic (60N-90N; ‘the ARC experiment’) and mid-latitudes (28N-60N; ‘the MID experiment’),
respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
The influence of BC aerosols from lower latitudes provide extra warming and loss of sea-ice and snow in
the Arctic. Using the NorESM model we find that when BC concentrations are scaled up in the Arctic
according to its current vertical profile, the surface temperature response is negative despite a positive
radiative forcing at TOA (fig 1). The surface cooling can be explained by a combination of changes in the
vertical fluxes of heat and radiation and a reduction in the meridional heat transport from lower latitudes.
There is an upper troposphere heating by absorption of SW radiation, a surface dimming effect that
reduces the downwelling solar radiation and also seems to increase the static stability in the Arctic that
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suppress the turbulent mixing of the heat to the surface and increases the cloud cover. We estimate that
BC aerosols at mid-latitudes lead to increased transport of heat into the Arctic, causing a warming, both at
the surface and in the whole atmospheric column. The largest increase in the temperatures is found in the
upper troposphere during summer due to transport of heat along isentropic surfaces.

Figure 1. Zonal annual mean temperature change (in K) for the ARC-control run (left) and the MIDcontrol run (right).
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INTRODUCTION
Industrial activity is a major source of both gas and particulate phase pollution affecting the air quality in
the vicinity of the industrial sites. These emissions are strongly regulated and controlled. Finland’s
environmental administration has given reference and limit values for the industrial emissions. The air
quality in the surroundings of the Kilpilahti industrial area has been regularly monitored since 1970s. The
monitoring includes sulfur dioxide, total concentration of reduced sulfur compounds, nitrogen oxides and
ozone. The industrial emissions have decreased significantly in last twenty years due to adaptation of new
technology and stricter regulations.
In the case of sulfur dioxide, it has both natural and anthropogenic sources. The Kilpilahti industrial area
has yearly sulfur dioxide emissions of about 6000 tons. Sulfur dioxide oxidizes to sulfuric acid when
adequate catalyst for example hydroxyl radical (OH-) is present. OH- has a strong diurnal cycle which
causes the sulfuric acid concentrations to usually be lower during the night and the highest around the
noon (Paasonen et al. 2010). Sulfuric acid has an important role in the initial steps of nucleation. In this
study we examined the effects that industrial emissions cause to aerosol concentrations and behavior, and
for example to the new particle formation in the vicinity of the Kilpilahti industrial park.
SITE DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUMENTATION
Measurements were performed in the Kilpilahti industrial area in Porvoo where chemical and plastics
factories and an oil refinery are situated. The measurement campaign took place between 7 June and 5
July in 2012.
Aerosol particle size distribution and total concentrations were measured by a differential mobility particle
sizer (DMPS Aalto et al. 2001). Two flow rates were used to cover particle sizes from 6 nm to 1000 nm.
The particles sized between 6 and 200 nm were measured with a 4 liter per minute (lpm) flow rate and
particles between 200 and 1000 nm with a 1 lpm flow rate. In DMPS the particles are categorized by their
electric mobility and the number concentration of particles is recorded per sampled volume. In the
instrument the sample passes through a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) in which the applied voltage
is changed to select a certain particle size. The selected particles continue their way to the condensation
particle counter (CPC). In the CPC the particles are introduced to a high butanol saturation ratio with the
result that butanol molecules condense onto the particles. In that way the measured particles are grown to
the size in which they scatter light and can be detected optically (McMurry, 2000).
The concentrations of the smallest aerosol particles were measured with a particle size magnifier (PSM).
The PSM was used in scanning mode so that the saturator flow rate varied from 0.1 to 1 lpm. In the PSM
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small sub-3nm aerosol particles are grown to the bigger size so that they can be detected optically with the
CPC. The PSM produces a high saturation ratio by mixing a cooled aerosol sample with heated air that is
saturated by diethylene glycol. After that the flow is cooled and guided to the CPC. In that way the
particles grow approximately to the size of 90 nm (Vanhanen et al. 2011).
The chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF,
Jokinen et al. 2012) was used to observe sulfuric acid and other acidic compounds. We installed an ion
filter to the inlet of the CI-APi-TOF and took measurements while it was both switched off and on with
voltages 50 and -50 V. The chemical ionization occurs at atmospheric pressure via proton transfer
between nitrate ions and its clusters with nitric and sulfuric acid. The nitrate ions are created by alpha
radiation from 241Am source (Petäjä et al. 2009, Jokinen et al. 2012). The ionized sample enters the APiTOF through a critical orifice and end up to the TOF after differentially pumped chambers (Junninen et al.
2010, Ehn et al. 2010).
A proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Lindinger et al. 1998) was used to measure
concentrations of volatile organic compounds. The PTR-MS was calibrated weekly during the
measurement campaign. In the PTR-MS the sample is ionized in a soft ionization method by proton
transfer reactions with hydronium ions (H3O+) at a reduced pressure. When using soft ionization methods
the product ions are not usually fragmented. In the instrument the reagent and product ions are selected by
a quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected by a secondary electron multiplier (Taipale et al. 2008). In
addition to the data from our instruments Neste Oil provided us measured SO2 concentrations from the
site.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS, OUTLOOK
The measurement campaign succeeded well and data processing is currently in progress. Preliminary
analysis indicated that the total sub-micron aerosol number concentrations varied from 1×103 – 1×105 cm-3
in one hour median concentrations. Secondary aerosol formation and growth events (Kulmala et al. 2004)
were observed on few days during the campaign.
A preliminary analysis indicated that the observed mixing ratios for volatile organic compounds and sulfur
dioxide were typically below 10 ppbv and below 5 ppbv, respectively. The mixing ratio of benzene was
most of the time below 1 ppbv. The measured values are comparable to values obtained from urban areas
(Filella and Peñuelas 2006). On few occasions the trace gas concentrations increased, indicating that
during certain times the industrial emissions were higher than usual. This is valid for example for SO2,
sulfuric acid, methanol, acetone and benzene.
The concentrations of SO2 and sulfuric acid are correlated with each other and are higher than the ones
measured in Hyytiälä (Petäjä et al. 2009, Mikkonen et al. 2011) but comparable to concentrations
measured in urban areas for example in the SMEAR 3 station in Helsinki. The diurnal cycles of SO2 and
sulfuric acid seem to have two maximum points. We are going to further examine the connections
between the measured compounds and their diurnal behavior in more detail.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile amines play an important role in aerosol formation, and they are likely to be more important in the
gas-to-particle conversion than ammonia (Kurtén et al., 2008). Still, the sources and atmospheric abundance
of amines are not well known and the information available on this topic is sparse.
In previous measurements in animal housings, the main component emitted by animal husbandry was
trimethylamine (TMA). The source of TMA was assumed to scale with the emission of NH3 (Schade and
Crutzen 1995. However, a more recent study (Kuhn et al., 2011), indicated that rumination could be the main
source of the amines and that emissions from stored slurry are negligible. In addition it suggested that an
universally agricultural TMA-NH3 emission ratio is not valid.
METHODS

HT-CIMS

Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the inlet. Heated lines are shown in red, whereas black lines resemble tubing at
ambient temperature.
In the CATTLE (Cow originated Amines/Ammonia, Towards True Levels of Emissions) campaign volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), ammonia, methane and amines were measured in a research stable in
Agroscope Liebefeld-Posieux, Switzerland. The campaign was carried out between 25.07 and 6.08.2011
using (Figure 1) a PTR-TOF (Proton Transfer Reaction Time Of Flight), a HT-CIMS (High Temperature
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer), a commercial methane analyzer and impinger samples, which were
later analyzed by ion chromatography. The campaign included measurements of air inside the cow stables, as
well as air exhaled by individual ruminating cows. A video camera was recording the animal activities, so
that it was later possible to attribute concentration changes to the animal activity. Furthermore, headspace air
above dung and urine samples was recorded.
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The high mass resolution of the PTR-TOF allows separation of the isotope of acetone (breath marker) from
the TMA (Δm=0.03amu), as well as to identify various VOCs. The combination of PTR-TOF with other
high time resolution instruments allowed recording time traces of methane, ammonia, amines and acetone
with one hertz resolution and to correlate them with other 500 mass peaks found in the TOF spectra.
CONCLUSIONS
New measurements, with a combination of fast and sensitive analyzers to trace volatile organic compounds,
indicate that rumination and exhaled air are not the main sources of amines. The main compounds in breath
air were acetone and methane. The highest concentrations of TMA were measured above dung and urine
mixtures. Dung contains the enzyme urease that catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea in the urine. This process
leads to an elevated pH in the urine/dung mixture that enables the volatilization of the dissolved TMA.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols have direct and indirect effects on the Earth’s radiation balance, and therefore on
climate, as well as effects on air quality and human health. Nucleation from gaseous precursors is an
important source of aerosol particles in the atmosphere. Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) has been found to play a
crucial role in the nucleation process (Kulmala et al., 2004, Riipinen et al., 2007). Other compounds
hypothesized as important are water, ammonia (NH3), and yet unidentified organic compounds (e.g.
Metzger et al., 2010).
The CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) experiment at CERN provides exceptionally clean and
well-defined experimental conditions for studies of atmospheric nucleation and initial growth, in an
experimental setup centered on a 26.1 m3 stainless-steel chamber (Kirkby et al., 2011). In addition, the
influence of cosmic rays on nucleation and nanoparticle growth can be simulated by exposing the chamber
to a pion beam produced by the CERN Proton Synchrotron. The research at CLOUD has so far focused on
investigating nucleation at different conditions, including varying concentrations of H2SO4, NH3, varying
beam intensity, relative humidity, temperature, etc. In more recent experiments, dimethyl amine (C2H7N)
was added as well as pinanediol (C10H18O2). The latter was expected to yield oxidation products similar to
those of monoterpenes (C10H16) which are naturally abundant volatile organic compounds.
METHODS
A key to understanding the mechanism by which nucleation proceeds in the CLOUD chamber is the use of
state-of-the-art instrumentation (Kirkby et al., 2011), including novel condensation particle counters with
cut-off sizes < 2 nm, and the Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-Of-Flight (APi-TOF) mass
spectrometer.
The APi-TOF is developed by Tofwerk AG, and Aerodyne Research, Inc, and a detailed description of the
instrument can be found in Junninen et al. (2010). It typically obtains resolutions between 4000 and 6000
Th/Th and mass accuracies < 10 ppm. Sampling occurs directly from atmospheric pressure through a
critical orifice. Ions are then focused and guided to the time-of-flight mass spectrometer, while passing
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through differentially pumped chambers. Note that no ionization of the sampled aerosol is performed; only
ions charged in the CLOUD chamber are detected in the current configuration.
Using the APi-TOF, the composition of ions can be determined based on their exact masses and isotopic
patterns (Ehn et al., 2012). Current versions of the MATLAB-based software package tofTools, being
developed at the University of Helsinki, have been used for processing and analyzing the data.
RESULTS
During experiments at CLOUD, nucleation events were usually triggered in the chamber by switching on
UV light, enhancing photolytic oxidation processes (particularly the oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4).
Depending on conditions, nucleation occurred mainly or partly by ions. Before adding any organics into
the chamber, cluster ions were found to always contain H2SO4 (Kirkby et al., 2011). They also contained
NH3 molecules, with the NH3:H2SO4 ratio depending on cluster size and experimental conditions (e.g. Fig.
1). To a lesser extent, they also contained organic contaminant compounds, mainly amines.

Figure 1. Counts from ion clusters of the form (NH3)m(H2SO4)nHSO4- vs. n+1, with m color-coded, for two
different concentrations of NH3 (in gas-phase) in the CLOUD chamber.
In later experiments, two organics (first dimethyl amine, later pinanediol) were added into the chamber.
Their addition altered nucleation and growth, and the chemical compositions of the observed ion clusters
changed accordingly. Cluster growth then included mixtures of sulfuric acid and dimethyl amine and/or a
wide range of pinanediol oxidation products. Particularly with adding pinanediol into the CLOUD
chamber, the ion mass spectra complicated: Many of the main peaks in the spectra were from multiple
compounds, i.e. their masses were only partly resolvable. Yet we were able to deconvolute many such
multiple peaks (e.g. Fig. 2), enabling us to obtain a good understanding of the chemical composition of the
observed ions and ion clusters. We expect correlations between the abundances of individual clusters and
various experimental variables to give detailed insights into the early steps of new (charged) particle
formation in the CLOUD chamber.
Also, for all chemical systems studied, the initial growth of clusters/particles could be studied from
smallest clusters upwards, using a range of employed instrumentation. The APi-TOF recorded ion spectra
every 5 s; and time series for ion cluster appearance could usually be obtained at a practical time
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resolution of about 30 s. Therefore, the initial growth of ions could be resolved molecule by molecule,
while the largest observable ion clusters corresponded to mobility equivalent diameters of 1.8-2.1 nm.

Figure 2. Parts of an anion mass spectrum, showing an example situation of peak identification for ion
spectra during experiments when dimethyl amine and pinanediol were added into the CLOUD chamber.
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INTRODUCTION
Sulphuric acid (H2SO4) plays a key role in Earth’s atmosphere triggering secondary aerosol formation
(Sipilä et al., 2010) and thus connecting anthropogenic SO2 emissions to global climate via indirect
aerosol effects on radiative forcing. In the atmosphere, gas phase H2SO4 forms in a reaction chain
initiated by the reaction of SO2 with hydroxyl radical, OH. OH has two major sources, photochemical
reaction involving O3 and H2O, and ozonolysis of biogenic alkenes. Until very recently, SO2 oxidation by
OH was considered as the only important source of gaseous H2SO4 in the atmosphere. However, recent
study by Weltz et al. (2012) showed, basing on the laboratory experiment, that stabilized Criegee
Intermediates (sCI) can oxidize SO2 with a reaction rate orders of magnitude higher than assumed earlier
(Johnson, et al., 2001). In the atmosphere, sCI radicals origin from ozonolysis of alkenes. Ozone attacks
the double bond of olefins producing an energy-rich primary ozonide which decomposes very rapidly
forming the so-call Criegee Intermediate, CI. This energy-rich CI either decomposes in unimolecular
reactions yielding OH and other products, or is collisionally stabilized by the media gas. This stabilized
Criegee Intermediate (sCI) can still decompose in unimolecular reactions leading also to OH formation.
Besides the unimolecular reaction sCIs can react with several atmospheric constituents (Welz, et al.,
2012; Taatjes et al., 2012; Mauldin et al., 2012; Berndt et al., 2012).
In our recent study, we investigated the oxidation of SO2 by sCI formed in monoterpene ozonolysis and
found those reacting fast enough with SO2 to contribute to atmospheric sulphuric acid production in
boreal forest environment (Mauldin et al. 2012). We showed that in the summertime boreal forest, with
the extensive biogenic activity, sCI chemistry can account even up to 50% of the sulphuric acid
production in surface layer. In that study we were not able to experimentally determine the sCI lifetimes
or yields, required to derive the reaction rate coefficient. Thus we estimated those parameters relaying on
theoretical considerations. In the present study we investigated experimentally sCI yield, lifetime as well
as rate coefficient for reaction with SO2 for sCIs from ozonolysis of isoprene and a number of
monoterpenes. Applying knowledge of those, we assessed the contribution of sCI + SO2 reaction to the
total H2SO4 burden in Earth’s atmosphere using ECHAM5.5-HAM2 global aerosol – climate model.
EXPERIMENTAL YIELDS, LIFETIMES AND REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT FOR SCI+SO2.
Laboratory experiments were conducted in Leibniz-Institute for Tropospheric Research Laminar Flow
Tube (IfT-LFT) at T = 293 ± 0.5 K, RH = 50%. We measured sCI and sCI lifetimes in presence of water
vapour (RH=50%) representing an upper limit for the sCI lifetime against unimolecular self-reaction that
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results in sCI decomposition. Reaction rate coefficients for sCI+SO2 were also measured. Results will not
be reported here.
ROLE OF MONOTERPENE ORIGINATING SCI’S IN GLOBAL H2SO4 ,CN AND CCN BUDGET
We implemented the new SO2 oxidation pathway by sCIs in the global aerosol-climate model
ECHAM5.5-HAM2 (Zhang 2012). We performed simulations with present-day aerosol and precursor
emissions. The control simulation included SO2 oxidation only by hydroxyl radical in the gas while the
second simulation included the additional oxidation pathway by sCIs form monoterpene ozonolysis in the
gas phase. The model was integrated for 16 months, and the last 12 months were used for the analysis.
The implementation of monoterpene oxidation leads to surface-level sCI concentrations in Hyytiälä of
1.0∙106 and 0.9∙106 cm-3 in July and August, respectively. This is in accordance with our field
measurements (Mauldin et al., 2012) where we observed sCI concentrations ranging between few times
105 and few times 106 cm-3. We found that including sCI oxidation pathway in the model increases
sulphuric acid concentrations throughout the continents and that sCI+SO2 pathway contributes to H2SO4
budgets in lowest simulation levels (boundary layer). The increased sulphuric acid concentrations result
also in increased concentrations of secondary aerosol particles (CN) and cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) especially in summertime Eurasian boreal forest.
CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the kinetics of sCI from ozonolysis of boreal forest relevant alkenes. We measured the
yields of sCI formation, sCI lifetimes and reaction rate coefficients for sCI + SO2. Reaction rate
coefficients were considerably higher than assumed before (Johnson et al., 2001), but in line with our
earlier estimates (Mauldin et al., 2012). On the other hand, we found the reaction rate coefficients to be
smaller than suggested by Welz et al. (2012) for the simplest sCI in low pressure system.
We implemented the kinetics of sCI formation, loss and reaction with SO2 to global aerosol – climate
model. We found sCI to have a contribution to H2SO4, CN and CCN concentrations in lowest simulation
levels. It should be noted that thus far we considered only monoterpenes as the source of sCI in the model
simulations. Implementing the sCI from ozonolysis of isoprene as well as from yet not experimentally
investigated sesquiterpenes into model would most likely increase the H2SO4, CN and CCN
concentrations in the model simulations. Running the simulations in the future increased temperatures and
VOC emissions might reveal a new negative natural feedback mechanism possibly attenuating the climate
warming at least in the forested areas of the globe. Besides the contribution of sCI to H2SO4 formation,
also other reactions might be important from CN and CCN formation point of view.
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INTRODUCTION
Forest areas are sources for gasses and particles that are relevant in atmospheric chemistry and
physics. Emissions include isoprene and groups of monotherpenes or sesquiterpenes. Isoprene as
well as other biogenic volatile compounds is known to be important in atmospheric chemistry and
with respect to climate change. The capacity to release these gasses varies between tree species at
the species level (Simpson et al., 1999). A good example is the difference between two common
European oaks: Cork oak (Quercus suber) and Sessile oak (Quercus petraea). The emission
potential of isoprene between these two species spans several orders of magnitude (Simpson et al.,
1999). Detailed data on e.g. tree species of forests and their capability to release gasses (e.g.
precursors of aerosols) and aerosols is therefore relevant in the context of atmospheric science.
Dynamic Vegetation Models can be used to describe the evolution of forest cover, the important
feed-back processes between the biosphere and the climate system (Jones et al., 2009) as well as
the release of VOCs such as isoprene and terpenes to the atmosphere (Arneth et al., 2011). The
impact of these emissions go beyond continental scale as they take part in a number of feed-back
mechanisms in the climate system (Arneth et al., 2011). However, many processes in relation to
VOC production are still poorly understood and it has also been shown that these Dynamic
Vegetation Models are sensitive to underlying vegetation fields. Furthermore, the forest
composition is often influenced by management processes (Skjøth et al., 2008), making it difficult
to predict tree species composition using vegetation models. Finally, it is considered to be nearly
impossible using an accurate model to predict tree species composition, when the geographical
coverage goes beyond continental scale such as in Europe (Hickler et al., 2012). Mapping of tree
species in forests on either hemispheric or global scale are therefore relevant to improve our
understanding of the climate system. However data gathering from a number of different regions on
earth can be very challenging due to regional conflicts such as war or due to the fact that some
regions such as rain forests remains to be fully explored. The aim of this paper is twofold: 1) To
document current progress with respect to provide a global data base of tree species and 2) to show
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the impact of data from this data base when data are used for BVOC calculations in an atmospheric
chemistry transport model that covers most of Europe.
METHODS
Statistical data on forest compositions have been obtained from national statistical offices from a
large number of countries by using a similar approach as in Skjøth et al (2008. About 80% of the
globe is currently covered, corresponding to about 1030 statistical regions (Fig. 1). Few areas in
Africa remain to be investigated as well as e. g. China and other nearby countries. Furthermore, data
from USA needs additional calculations before this area can be considered as fully analysed.

Fig 1. Current data coverage in the tree species database. Grey areas are not yet analysed. Pink
areas have been analysed, but additional data is needed to achieve more sufficient data coverage.
Red areas are fully analysed.
Data from the database is then extracted for the BVOC modelling over Europe and harmonised for
use with grid based models. The harmonised data has then been analysed with three different land
cover data sets USGS-land cover, GLC2000 and Globcover ver 2.2. Furthermore, it has been used
by the BVOC model by Steinbrecher et al (2009) for CTM model calculations with the CAMx
model (Oderbolz et al., 2012). Additionally, the data set is compared to two other European data
sets with tree species information.
RESULTS
The data extraction show that most areas in Europe are well covered with respect to tree species
information for BVOC modelling. However a few areas like Germany have limited knowledge as
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information from the highly emitting oak species is only available at the genus level.

Fig. 2 (left) shows the result when the database is tested with three different tree species data sets
and combining this with the Globcover 2.2 land cover data set. (right) shows the test of the tree
species database by Simpson et al (1999), Skjøth et al (2008) and Köble and Seufert (2001) and
combining this with three different land cover databases: USGS Landover, GLC2000 and
Globcover 2.2, respectively. Highest emissions are in general found during summer and by
including the most detailed information with respect to tree species information.
Model calculations on the extracted data are sensitive to the choice of tree species database. Highest
emissions are observed during summer and lowest during winter. The tree species in this study
provides higher emissions than the two other data sets, primarily due to the higher emissions for
certain oak species. The model calculations also show that the choice of land cover affects the
emissions. USGS in general results in lower emissions and globcover ver 2.2 provides the highest
emissions.
Top emitters at the species level are for isoprene Quercus species and for monotherpenes Pinus
sylvestris and various Quercus species and for sequiterpenes Betula is bar far the most dominating
species.

CONCLUSIONS
We have here expanded the tree species database to near global coverage. The quality of the
database varies highly, with the highest quality data in Europe and no data in certain areas of
Africa, primarily due to the fact that regional conflicts permit access and data gathering. The tree
species database has been shown to affect model calculations over Europe (Oderbolz et al., 2012)
by using the CAMx model in connection with a dedicated BVOC model by Steinbrecher et al.
(2009). Here Oderbolz et al. suggest, that BVOC model calculations are generally improved by
making calculations at the species level and that the database in this study seems to be the best
compromise among three different European data sets. However, it is also pointed out that the
database needs improvements over certain areas such as Germany.
The results here shown that for global or near global usage, modellers need to be able to deal with
data spare areas or areas without any information at all. The model results by Oderbolz et al (2012)
also show, that minor species like e.g. Eucalyptus can have a large impact on the overall emissions.
The reason to this is a combination of climate and high emission factors for that particular tree
specie.
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Additionally, the investigation shows, that the final model results are sensitive to the chosen land
cover data set such as USGS landcover, GLC2000 or Globcover 2.2. The main reason is, that forest
cover among these data sets does not entirely agree. This of course affects the distribution of trees at
the species level.
The overall results suggest that a global database of tree species is a highly relevant product for
studies in relation to climate and atmospheric chemistry. However, it seems that data users must
accept data gaps or that the at least must be prepared to replace data gaps with supplementary
information. It is therefore highly relevant, that the database is provided as an open data set that can
be used and improved by all users including modellers that are interested in BVOCs and
atmospheric chemistry.
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彸  § 彸 璈 § 浼§ﻐ�ﻐ彸 彸飠璈浼§ 璈§♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄§璈 §ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈怄浼浼 §浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§寮浼§ 浼§
浼 ꅨ♈彸 璈 §ﻐ浼飠彸浼§ﻐ寮浼浼§α빜彸 浼 浼§ ꅨꅨ寮浼 §§稤빜飠璈浼 浼§寮 彸飠 §彸§ﻐ飠ꅨ ﻐ彸ﻐ浼 §寮彸 §浼彸ꅨ�§ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 §璈§
�뺌似㛈 §鱼鱼§�浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§璈 § 彸� 璈§璈彸璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ寮浼浼§ 浼♈ꅨ ﻐ璈浼 §彸 §ꅨ §뙄�璈 彸§璈 §뙄�璈彸§ꅨ §浼♈彸浼 §
飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� �§ﻐ侠�㛈§彸§ﻐ璈ﻐꅨ§浼♈ꅨ浼 §ꅨ§浼 §ﻐ浼§彸 �浼 飠浼§ꅨ §�ﻐ彸 怄§ 彸 浼浼 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§飠 浼♈ꅨ彸飠§
浼 §ﻐ彸 §ꅨ 浼§ꅨ§浼 �飠浼§ 浼§� 飠浼璈彸 彸浼§ﻐ彸 § 浼§ ��浼§§
§
浼§璈彸♈§ꅨ § 浼§ �ﻐ§彸§ﻐꅨ§浼彸 § 浼§浼彸璈彸彸§ꅨ § 浼§璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠§飠 浼♈彸ﻐ빜璈 ﻐꅨ§♈ꅨ 浼§�侠�㛈§
♈ꅨ 浼§ꅨ§ﻐ彸♈�璈浼§ 浼§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §ꅨ怄璈 彸飠§璈ꅨ�§ﻐ璈 §� �ﻐ彸飠§璈飠彸 뾬§璈 §ꅨ§飠ꅨ♈璈浼§ 浼§
浼 ꅨ♈璈 飠浼§ﻐꅨ § 浼浼§ 彸 浼浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ �浼§ﻐ彸♈浼♈浼 浼 §�侠�㛈§彸§ﻐ璈ﻐꅨ§浼♈ꅨ浼 §ꅨ§浼 §ﻐ浼§
彸 �浼 飠浼§ﻐꅨ§♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§ﻐ彸♈�璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ§�ﻐ彸 怄§ 彸 浼浼 §飠 浼♈ꅨ彸飠§飠 璈璈飠浼彸 璈彸ꅨ §浼 §ﻐ彸 �§彸 §
ꅨ 浼§ꅨ§浼 �飠浼§ 浼§� 飠浼璈彸 彸浼§ﻐ彸 § 浼§ ��浼§§
§
§
뺌似 侠�§
§
ꅨ§浼ﻐ彸♈璈彸 怄§ 浼§ꅨ� ﻐ浼§ﻐﻐꅨ §�侠�㛈§ﻐ浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ �浼§寮浼§�ﻐ浼 § 浼浼§ 彸 浼浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ �浼§ﻐ
䏜侠 §뺌似锌㛈§ 뺌ꅨ 浼§ꅨ §似♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §锌璈ﻐ浼§ﻐ璈 §㛈浼ꅨﻐꅨ §ﻐꅨ♈§璈�浼§锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§诈☰☰搀뾬§䏜浼寮§
뺌似锌㛈§ 锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§璈 §䏜�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§ �浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§鱼ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ﻐ  璈ﻐ浼§뺌ꅨ 浼빜彸ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈§
鱼ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §彸ꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸§ﻐ뺌ꅨ 浼§锌ꅨ浼§浼§璈§뾬§
§
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뺌似锌㛈§飠ꅨ�浼 §寮彸 §�侠�㛈§ꅨ彸 浼§ﻐꅨ 빜彸 浼§浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼§ﻐꅨ § 浼§璈 ﻐ飠璈浼빜璈浼璈怄浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈浼§ﻐꅨ §
♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§ﻐ璈 §ꅨ 浼§侠鱴 §ﻐꅨ♈§浼浼ﻐ彸璈§浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈§ﻐ彸 ꅨ§ 浼§璈ꅨ浼빜飠璈 ꅨ§璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼§璈§璈§
ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠§ꅨ飠璈彸ꅨ §璈 §彸♈浼§ 锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§ 浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §ꅨ怄璈 彸飠§璈ꅨ� §ﻐꅨ♈§ 浼§飠璈 ꅨ§寮浼浼§
飠璈飠�璈浼 §璈§ﻐ
§
似♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §샤§ꏼε§ §ꏼγ§ §ꏼρ§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 似뙄§뾬§
§
寮 浼浼§ε§ 诘怄§♈빜 빜诈뾬§彸§ﻐ璈 §浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈빜 浼浼 浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ § 璈飠ꅨ§浼浼ﻐ浼 彸 怄§ 浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ꅨ §璈§飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� §
彸 ꅨ§ 浼§飠璈 ꅨ§璈§璈§ ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠璈§璈飠彸浼§璈 彸璈彸ꅨ § 㛈 뾬§ � §ꅨ §诈诘♈ꅨ§♈빜ﻐ빜诈§璈 §浼璈 §
浼♈浼璈�浼§ꅨ §稤稤诈搀네§浼 浼浼 §ꅨ§璈ﻐ§ﻐ璈 璈 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ꅨ浼 彸璈§ꭔ浼§璈♈�ﻐﻐ浼 §�飠ꅨ§ﻐ彸 浼§ꅨ§浼§ 浼§♈璈彸 §
浼浼§ﻐ浼飠彸浼§ﻐ彸 §ꅨ�§ꅨ浼璈§ ꅨ浼§ﻐ浼飠ꅨﻐﻐ浼♈§璈 § 浼§ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§ﻐ璈 璈 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ꅨ浼 彸璈§ﻐ
�ﻐ浼 §彸 § 浼§♈ꅨ 浼§寮浼浼§ ꅨ♈§ 璈璈彸 浼 §浼§璈§搀§璈 §璈걜ꅨ璈§浼§璈§§γ§ ꅨ♈璈彸 浼 §璈彸ꅨ뾬§彸§ﻐ璈§ ꅨ 빜
彸♈浼 ﻐ彸ꅨ 璈§璈飠彸彸§璈 �♈ﻐ浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ § 璈飠ꅨ§ 璈§璈飠飠ꅨ�  §ﻐꅨ§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §飠 璈 怄浼� §ﻐ浼§ꅨ§ 浼彸璈彸ꅨ  §ﻐꅨ♈§
ﻐ璈 璈 §飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈 §ρ§ ꅨ♈璈彸 浼 §璈彸ꅨ뾬§彸§ﻐ璈§ 璈飠ꅨ§ 璈§璈飠飠ꅨ�  §ﻐꅨ§ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ §璈 §ꅨ§ﻐﻐ寮彸 彸 §璈 §
飠璈 ꅨ彸浼 §ﻐ锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§ 浼§ �ﻐ璈飠浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ § � § ꅨ♈§ 浼§浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ § 浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ §寮璈§ﻐ飠璈飠�璈浼 §
彸 § 浼§♈ꅨ 浼§璈 §ﻐ锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§诈☰☰搀뾬§§
§
浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ §샤§♈§ §ꏼε§ §ꏼγ§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 似뙄§稤뾬§
§
寮 浼浼§♈§ 걜怄§ §♈璈浼§♈빜뾬§彸 §ﻐ浼§ ꅨ彸璈§ 浼 ﻐ彸§ꅨ璈彸 浼 § ꅨ♈§ 浼§浼璈 §璈浼璈§彸 浼 § 㛈鱼뾬§寮彸 §搀稤§
걜怄§♈§璈 ꅨ浼 §璈 §ﻐ浼§飠ꅨ ﻐ璈 §璈�浼§璈§�뺌似㛈 §鱼鱼§ 鱼浼 ﻐ彸浼♈彸§浼§璈§☰뾬§ε§ 诘怄§♈빜 빜诈뾬§璈 §γ§璈浼§ 浼§
ﻐ璈♈浼§璈♈§ﻐ浼 彸ꅨ 浼 §璈ꅨ浼§
§
浼§ 浼寮§뺌似锌㛈§璈걜浼§ﻐ彸 ꅨ§璈飠飠ꅨ� §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §璈ﻐꅨ§ꅨ 浼§侠鱴 §ﻐ璈 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§ﻐ彸彸 怄§璈彸璈浼§ﻐ
�ﻐ飠 §璈§ﻐ浼♈浼璈�浼§璈 §彸怄 §彸 § 浼§璈 §ﻐ璈§ﻐ寮浼浼§璈ﻐꅨ§浼飠ꅨ 浼 §寮 浼 §飠璈飠�璈彸 怄§飠�浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ
似♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §♈浼 璈 ꅨ§ ꅨ♈璈 浼  浼§璈飠浼ꅨ 浼§璈 §ﻐ浼ﻐ뙄�彸浼浼 浼§ﻐ寮 彸飠 §♈璈§飠ꅨ 彸�浼§ﻐ彸怄 彸 彸飠璈 §ꅨ§
璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼彸飠§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §侠鱴§寮浼浼§浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼 §§ 浼§ 浼寮§뺌似锌㛈§�§寮浼浼§ ꅨ§ 彸ﻐ飠�ﻐﻐ浼 §彸 § 浼§
 �ﻐ§ �浼§ꅨ§璈§璈飠걜§ꅨ §飠ꅨ 彸 �ꅨ� §ﻐ彸怄 빜浼ﻐꅨ�彸ꅨ §ꅨﻐ浼璈彸ꅨ § 璈璈§ ꅨ§ 浼ﻐ浼§飠ꅨ♈ꅨ�  §ﻐ浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §
璈飠彸彸§ 璈飠ꅨ§γ§彸 § 浼§ 浼寮§뺌似锌㛈§寮璈§ﻐ彸♈ꅨ浼 §璈 §彸§璈飠飠ꅨ� 浼 § ꅨ§ 浼§浼 浼飠§ﻐꅨ §ﻐꅨ彸§♈ꅨ彸�ﻐ浼§浼璈 §
璈怄浼§璈 § 浼§飠璈 ꅨ§浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 §璈 §ﻐ锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§§
§
γ§샤§γ璈怄浼§ §γ�뺌§ §γ鱴似§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 似뙄§뾬§
§
寮 浼浼§γ璈怄浼§♈璈걜浼§ﻐ璈 �♈ﻐ浼  §ﻐꅨ§浼 浼飠§ﻐꅨ §浼璈 §璈怄浼§璈 §彸§ﻐ飠璈飠�璈浼 § ꅨ♈§璈§浼璈 §璈怄浼§璈怄ꅨ彸 ♈§ 璈§
璈ﻐﻐ彸怄  §ﻐ彸 浼浼 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈飠彸彸彸浼§ﻐꅨ§ 浼寮§怄ꅨ寮彸 怄§♈璈�浼§璈 §ꅨ §浼璈浼§ﻐγ�뺌§璈飠飠ꅨ�  §ﻐꅨ§ 彸浼飠§
飠 璈 怄浼§ﻐ彸 §γ§ �浼§ꅨ§飠 璈 怄浼§ﻐ彸 §ﻐꅨ彸§♈ꅨ彸�ﻐ浼§γ鱴似§ 浼ﻐ飠彸浼§ﻐ璈彸璈彸ꅨ § �浼§ꅨ§㛈鱼§璈 §彸怄 §浼♈浼璈�浼§
�♈彸 彸§璈 §寮彸 §飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ §ﻐ寮彸 彸 § 浼§飠璈 ꅨ§浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 §璈 §彸§ﻐ浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼 §璈§ﻐ
§
γ鱴似§샤§鱴鱴似§ §γ § §㛈鱼§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 似뙄§搀뾬§
§
寮 浼浼§鱴鱴似§彸§ﻐ璈§ 璈飠ꅨ§ 璈§ﻐ浼 §ﻐ浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈飠彸彸§ꅨ§� 彸§璈§ﻐ璈 璈 §飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ §ﻐγ §彸 §ﻐ浼§寮浼彸怄 浼 §
璈浼璈怄浼§ꅨ § 浼§ꅨ �飠§ꅨ §璈§浼♈浼璈�浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈飠彸彸§ 璈飠ꅨ§ γ 뾬§璈 §璈§ ꅨꅨﻐ  浼彸飠§ ꅨꅨ § � §
浼 ﻐ彸§  뾬§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈飠彸彸§ 璈飠ꅨ§ γ뾬§㛈鱼§§彸 §ﻐ浼§浼璈 §璈浼璈§彸 浼 § 浼§ 浼寮§뺌似锌㛈§浼 浼 浼 §
璈怄ꅨ彸 ♈§ﻐꅨ§浼ﻐ彸♈璈浼§γ §璈 §γ§彸 ﻐ浼璈 §ꅨ §�ﻐ彸 怄§ 浼§飠ꅨ ﻐ璈 §璈�浼§ﻐ浼飠ꅨ♈♈浼 浼 §§锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§
诈☰☰☰§寮 彸飠 §彸♈ꅨ浼 § 浼§ﻐ彸♈�璈浼 §璈彸璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ彸 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §璈ﻐﻐꅨ飠彸璈浼 §寮彸 §璈§ﻐ浼♈浼璈�浼§璈 § §
飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ  §ﻐ锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§浼彸ꅨ�§ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 浼 ﻐ§ﻐꅨ寮§ 璈§♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 §浼浼 ꅨ彸 §ﻐ璈 璈 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §
ꅨ浼 彸璈§ﻐ璈浼§ 彸怄 浼§寮 浼 §寮璈♈§ �ﻐ§飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ  §ﻐ璈浼§ꅨ飠飠�浼 § �彸 怄§ 浼§浼彸ꅨ� §ﻐ璈§ﻐ璈 §璈浼§ꅨ寮浼§彸 §
 浼浼§寮浼浼§飠ꅨꅨ§ ﻐ璈 §飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ  � §ﻐ璈걜浼§浼§璈§뾬§ 浼§彸♈璈飠§ꅨ §浼怄浼璈彸ꅨ §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ§浼 ꅨ�ﻐ浼§
ꅨ§ 彸 浼浼 §浼♈浼璈�浼§璈 §彸怄 §飠ꅨ� §璈 §ﻐꅨ§ﻐ浼浼璈§寮浼浼걜� §ﻐꅨ §浼§璈§诈뾬§ 浼§ 璈飠ꅨ§ﻐ飠ꅨ ꅨ彸 怄§
 浼ﻐ浼§璈彸璈彸ꅨ ♈§ﻐ璈§ꅨ浼璈浼§ꅨ浼§璈§飠ꅨ 彸 �ꅨ�§ﻐ璈 怄浼§ꅨ §彸♈浼§ﻐ飠璈浼 §�§ﻐꅨ§♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄§�ꅨﻐ浼 §ﻐ浼§ 浼寮§
뺌似锌㛈§飠�浼 §飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼§ﻐꅨ §§璈 §§ § 锌�浼  浼§浼§璈§뾬§
§
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�彸 飠浼§ 浼彸 浼§ 浼§ꅨ §ꅨ§ 浼§ 浼寮§뺌似锌㛈§浼ﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼§ 浼§璈彸彸§ꅨ §璈 §ﻐꅨ§璈 璈§ 浼彸§彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §
彸ꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸§ﻐ飠璈璈飠彸§  璈♈彸飠璈§璈飠飠ꅨ 彸 怄§ꅨ§飠 璈 怄浼§ﻐꅨ §浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 璈§璈璈♈浼浼� §ﻐꅨ §浼§璈§诈㦸§
�璈� §浼§璈§稤뾬§璈§ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ빜璈ﻐ浼 §♈ꅨ 浼§�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§寮璈§ﻐ璈ﻐꅨ§�ﻐ浼 §璈§ﻐ璈 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ �浼§�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§
璈걜浼§ﻐ彸 ꅨ§璈飠飠ꅨ� § 浼§ ﻐ彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈 浼 ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈§ﻐ璈浼§ꅨ § 浼§浼璈浼§ﻐ璈 § 浼§彸ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈§ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ浼§ﻐ彸걜浼§ 浼§
璈璈彸璈浼§飠璈ꅨ §璈 §浼 浼怄§浼ﻐꅨ�飠浼§ﻐ浼璈 彸 怄§ꅨ§ 浼§ ꅨ♈璈彸ꅨ §ꅨ §ꅨ璈彸浼§彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸  §ﻐ锌ꅨ浼§浼§璈§뾬§
�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§浼ﻐ浼 浼 §彸§ﻐ璈§飠ꅨ♈彸 璈彸ꅨ §ꅨ § 浼§ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ﻐ  璈ﻐ浼§♈ꅨ 浼§�鱼뺌§ 浼 彸 怄§浼§璈§
诈뾬§ 璈§  璈♈彸飠璈§ 浼ﻐ飠彸浼 §ﻐ浼§ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§ 浼浼ꅨ♈浼 §ꅨ §彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ﻐ  璈ﻐ浼§璈 § 璈彸§ﻐ浼§浼 ♈浼§
璈飠彸彸§璈 § 浼§彸ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈§彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ 浼§鱼뺌§ 彸♈♈浼§浼§璈§뾬§ 璈§♈浼飠 璈 彸飠璈§
ﻐ彸♈�璈浼ﻐ§ﻐ璈 빜浼浼§ꅨ璈彸浼§彸ﻐ浼 ꅨ彸 §ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ §彸 §浼璈彸ꅨ §ꅨ§彸 ﻐ璈 璈 浼ꅨ�§ﻐ璈§ﻐ寮浼§璈§ﻐ彸 浼怄璈浼 §
浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 璈§飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ §§ﻐ
§

§
§
彸怄�浼§诈§㛈§ﻐ彸♈浼§ﻐ飠 浼♈浼§ꅨ § 浼§�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§彸 §�侠�㛈§寮彸 §飠璈§샤§鱴侠§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §彸 § 浼§璈彸㦸§飠彸§샤§
彸 浼飠浼�璈§鱴侠§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ 㦸§怄§ﻐ샤§ﻐꅨ♈璈璈§飠ꅨ �飠璈 飠浼㦸§璈§ﻐ샤§璈걜浼 §�§飠璈ꅨ §ꅨꅨ㦸§ 뾬§샤§
 ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸§ﻐ璈浼§璈§ﻐ璈§ � 飠彸ꅨ §ꅨ §彸怄 㦸§ §샤§ 璈걜§浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ §璈浼㦸§θ§샤§ 浼§ 璈飠彸ꅨ §ꅨ §飠璈ꅨ §�ﻐ浼 §彸 §
璈 ♈§ﻐ浼璈ꅨ彸♈ﻐ㦸§걜♈锌㛈§§걜♈锌㛈§샤§뺌彸飠 璈浼彸ﻐ빜뺌浼 浼 §浼璈飠彸ꅨ §飠ꅨ浼 彸飠彸浼 ﻐ㦸§锌㛈§샤§
怄飠浼璈 浼  浼ﻐ빜稤§빜 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§锌㛈§샤§稤빜 ꅨ ﻐꅨ怄飠浼彸飠§璈 浼  浼㦸§§샤§诈빜 浼ꅨ 빜빜 �ꅨﻐ浼§搀빜
 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§뺌似§샤§빜鱴빜♈浼 빜빜浼 彸ꅨ§빜 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§㛈§샤§ 彸飠ꅨ彸 璈♈彸 浼§璈 浼 彸 浼§ 彸 �飠浼ꅨ彸 浼§
 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§鱼§샤§彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼 § 彸 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§뺌㛈§샤§ 彸♈浼 璈§ 彸 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼㦸§锌§샤§怄浼璈 §
彸 ꅨ ﻐ璈浼§
§
§
浼§�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§♈ꅨ �浼§飠璈飠�璈浼§ﻐ飠 璈 怄浼§ﻐ彸 § 浼§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ §璈§ �♈浼§ꅨ §彸ﻐꅨ浼 浼§璈 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§
浼飠�ﻐꅨ§ﻐ寮彸 彸 § 浼§飠 ꅨꅨ璈§ﻐ璈♈�ﻐﻐ彸 怄§ 浼§璈ﻐ浼 飠浼§ꅨ §ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠§ﻐꅨ璈怄浼§�ﻐ飠�浼§ﻐ璈 § 浼怄浼飠彸 怄§ 浼§
浼 浼飠§ꅨ §� ﻐ浼飠彸 彸飠§ﻐꅨ璈怄浼 §ﻐ锌ꅨ浼§뾬§鱼§璈ﻐ彸飠璈§飠ꅨ ﻐ彸§ﻐﻐꅨ §璈§ﻐ浼뙄�浼 飠浼§ꅨ § 彸ﻐ빜ꅨ 浼§뺌彸飠 璈浼彸ﻐ빜
뺌浼 浼 §浼 ♈璈彸飠§浼璈飠彸ꅨ  §ﻐ璈§ 浼浼 §ꅨ §彸 ﻐ璈 璈 浼ꅨ�§ﻐ浼♈浼璈�浼§ 锌ꅨ浼§浼§璈§诈뾬§㛈 ﻐ§ﻐꅨ寮 §彸 §
彸怄�浼§诈§彸♈璈§ﻐ�ﻐ璈浼 §ﻐꅨ§ 浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ 浼§璈浼§ꅨ彸 浼 §§ ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸 §ﻐ浼§鱴彸鱴璈§璈彸ꅨ§彸§ﻐ璈§
ﻐ浼 ﻐ彸彸浼§彸 彸飠璈ꅨ§ꅨ §ﻐꅨ♈璈璈§飠ꅨ �飠璈 飠浼§ 怄ﻐ뾬§寮 彸飠 §彸§ﻐ浼§彸♈ꅨ璈 § ꅨ§寮璈浼빜�ﻐ浼§浼 彸飠彸浼 飠§彸 §
 ꅨꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸 §ﻐ浼§璈ﻐ彸飠§飠璈ꅨ §彸 �§彸§ﻐ飠ꅨ ꅨ浼 §§彸怄 §彸 浼 ﻐ彸§ �♈彸 彸§璈 §浼♈浼璈�浼§ 浼§
� 飠彸ꅨ § 뾬§§彸怄 § 浼§璈걜浼 §�§飠璈ꅨ § 璈ﻐ뾬§彸 §ﻐ彸彸 浼 §彸 ꅨ§ 浼浼§璈 §ﻐ浼§�ﻐ浼§ꅨ § 浼§飠璈ꅨ §彸 §
浼ﻐ彸璈彸ꅨ § ꅨ§ﻐﻐꅨ§璈♈ꅨ ﻐ浼浼뾬§ 浼§�ﻐ浼§ꅨ § 浼§飠璈ꅨ §彸 § 浼§璈 ♈§ﻐ浼璈ꅨ彸 §♈ﻐθ뾬§璈 § 浼§�ﻐ浼§ ꅨ§
彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ §锌㛈§璈 §锌㛈§璈浼§♈璈 浼§ꅨ §稤§飠璈ꅨ §璈ꅨ♈ﻐ§ﻐꅨ§璈ﻐ�§ﻐ浼 § ꅨ§彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ §
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彸 §ﻐ彸彸 浼 §§稤§ꅨ§璈飠 彸浼浼§ꅨ 浼§ꅨ § 浼ﻐ浼§♈ꅨ浼飠�浼 §ﻐ浼浼§彸§ﻐ璈§ 璈飠彸ꅨ §彸 § 浼§♈ꅨ 浼§ 璈§ 浼飠彸 浼 §ﻐꅨ寮§♈�飠 §
ꅨ §锌㛈§璈 §锌㛈§璈浼§�彸§�§璈 § ꅨﻐ浼§ 璈§寮ꅨ� §浼§璈  ﻐꅨ♈浼 §彸 ꅨ§§� 浼§ 彸 浼浼 §浼璈飠彸ꅨ §璈浼§ﻐ
걜♈锌㛈§璈 §걜♈锌㛈뾬§§ 浼 §ꅨ �飠浼§ﻐ뺌似§寮彸 § 浼§浼ﻐ浼 飠浼§ꅨ §㛈§寮 彸飠 §彸§ﻐ
飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼浼 §ꅨ§浼§飠ꅨ ﻐ璈 §彸 §ꅨ�§♈ꅨ 浼§뺌似§浼璈飠 � §ﻐ浼§ꅨ§鱼§鱼§璈 §뺌㛈§璈浼§ꅨ §搀§飠璈ꅨ §
璈ꅨ♈§ﻐ璈 §彸 §浼뙄�彸彸彸�♈§寮彸 §璈§飠浼璈彸 §浼뙄�彸彸彸�♈§飠ꅨ ﻐ璈 §ꭔ 浼 §鱼§璈 §뺌㛈§�彸 §ꅨ怄浼 浼§ꅨ§
ꅨ♈§ 浼§诈§飠璈ꅨ §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§璈飠걜ꅨ 浼§♈ꅨ浼飠�浼§锌§♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§寮彸§浼§浼♈彸浼 § 浼§ꅨ浼 彸璈§
ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ §璈浼§ﻐ璈浼§ 浼浼♈彸 浼 §§璈飠彸彸彸浼§ﻐꅨ §彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §彸ꅨﻐ  浼ﻐ彸ﻐ빜浼璈浼 §浼 ♈浼 §ﻐ锌ꅨ浼§浼§璈§
诈뾬§ 浼§ꅨꅨ彸ꅨ §ꅨ §飠璈ꅨ §�ﻐ浼 § ꅨ§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼§ﻐ璈彸飠�璈§璈彸 §彸 §浼♈浼璈�浼§彸 飠浼璈ﻐ浼§ﻐ
浼ꅨ § 浼§ꅨ彸♈�♈§ ꅨ§飠璈ꅨ §璈ﻐﻐ彸♈彸璈彸ꅨ §�§ꅨ§ 浼§ꅨ彸♈�♈§浼♈浼璈�浼§ﻐꅨ § 浼§걜彸 浼彸飠§浼璈飠彸ꅨ §ﻐ
彸 ꅨ浼 §彸 §彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §ꅨ �飠彸ꅨ § 彸♈♈浼§浼§璈§㦸§锌ꅨ浼§뾬§㛈 ꅨ 浼§ ꅨ璈浼§璈 璈 璈怄浼§ꅨ § 彸§ﻐ
彸ꅨ飠 浼♈彸飠璈 ﻐ彸ꅨꅨ怄彸飠璈§璈ꅨ璈飠 §彸 §ﻐ璈§璈 §ﻐ浼ﻐﻐ浼�ﻐ§ﻐ飠 §璈 §ﻐꅨ�怄 §飠璈 §浼§璈 彸彸ꅨ 璈§彸 ꅨ �飠浼 §
寮彸 ꅨ�§璈ꅨ彸ꅨ�§ﻐ浼빜璈璈♈浼浼彸ﻐ璈彸ꅨ §璈♈�ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ浼뙄�彸浼 § 彸彸 浼♈浼§ﻐ浼§璈§诈☰☰☰㦸§锌ꅨ浼§浼§璈§诈뾬§
§
§
似�珬 �§
§
ꭔ彸 § 浼§飠ꅨ ﻐ彸 浼璈彸ꅨ §ꅨ §飠 浼♈ꅨ彸飠§飠 璈璈飠浼彸 璈彸ꅨ §寮浼§ﻐ浼浼飠浼 § 浼§璈浼璈怄浼§飠璈ﻐ浼§璈§ﻐꅨ�§彸 �§ 璈璈§ ꅨ§
♈ꅨ 浼§ﻐ彸♈�璈彸ꅨ  §ﻐ浼§ 彸 浼浼 飠浼§ﻐ璈♈ꅨ 怄§ 浼§ 浼浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ �浼§ﻐ璈 § 浼彸§浼ﻐ彸♈璈彸ꅨ § ꅨ§♈ꅨ  §
♈浼璈 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈浼§ ﻐꅨ寮 §彸 § 彸怄�浼§§㛈ﻐ§ﻐ浼浼 §彸 § 彸 §ﻐ彸怄�浼§璈§ 浼§♈ꅨ �浼§ﻐ飠ꅨ� §怄彸浼§
ﻐ彸♈彸璈§浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈浼§璈�浼§ﻐ彸 §浼璈彸浼§ꅨ§ 浼§璈璈彸璈浼§♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ § 璈璈§�浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈§
璈彸璈彸ꅨ  §ﻐꅨ♈§♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄§飠浼璈§飠ꅨ浼ﻐꅨ §ꅨ§ 浼§♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 § 彸ﻐ彸�彸ꅨ §ﻐ寮彸 § 浼§ 彸怄 浼§ﻐ
飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ彸 § 浼§♈♈�ﻐ浼§ 浼§飠ꅨ♈璈彸ﻐꅨ §寮彸 §�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§彸 彸飠璈浼 §ﻐ璈§뺌似锌㛈§彸ﻐ§ﻐ彸怄 §♈ꅨ浼§
浼 浼ﻐﻐ浼 §§ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈彸§寮 彸飠 §璈怄浼浼§ﻐ寮彸 §璈§浼彸ꅨ� �ﻐ§ﻐ§彸 §ﻐꅨ� 浼 § 璈 飠浼§ 锌ꅨ浼§㦸§锌ꅨ浼§浼§
璈§诈뾬§�鱼뺌빜鱼뺌§♈ꅨ �浼§浼§ﻐ�ﻐ彸 §♈ﻐ璈浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈 §浼§ﻐﻐ璈彸璈彸彸§彸 §ﻐ彸 怄§璈 §璈��♈ §飠ꅨ� §
璈彸�浼§ꅨ§ﻐꅨ寮§浼ﻐꅨ ﻐ浼§ꅨ §ﻐ  璈ﻐ浼§璈飠彸彸§ꅨ§� 璈ꅨ�璈浼§浼 彸ꅨ ♈浼 璈§飠ꅨ 彸彸ꅨ §ﻐꅨ寮浼浼§
뺌似锌㛈§ 彸浼飠§璈 §彸♈♈浼 彸璈浼§浼ﻐꅨ 彸 怄§ꅨ§彸怄 §璈 §浼♈浼璈�浼§寮ꅨ� §浼璈 §ꅨ§ 浼§ﻐꅨ 怄浼§
ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈彸§鱼 浼浼ﻐ彸 怄§璈§璈怄浼§ 彸ﻐ飠浼璈 飠§寮彸 §♈浼璈�ﻐ浼♈浼 §璈�浼§ﻐ飠ꅨ� §浼§ ꅨ� §彸 § 浼§♈ꅨ  §ﻐꅨ §
㛈彸§뺌璈§㛈�怄�§ﻐ璈 §�浼浼♈浼§ꭔ浼§ 浼 �飠浼§ 璈§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  §ﻐꅨ♈§ ꅨ浼 §ﻐꅨꅨ§♈璈§璈§璈§ꅨ浼§彸 § 浼ﻐ浼§
♈ꅨ  §�§ﻐ彸§寮璈 §ﻐꅨ§璈걜浼 §彸 ꅨ§璈飠飠ꅨ� §彸 § 彸 §ﻐ彸怄�浼§浼彸ꅨ�§ﻐ浼ﻐ浼璈飠 § 浼� §浼§璈§㦸§㛈璈ꅨ 浼 §浼§
璈§诈诈뾬§璈ﻐꅨ§ꅨ浼 §ﻐ璈§彸 §ꅨ浼璈§ ꅨ浼ﻐ§ﻐꅨ彸§侠鱴§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈浼§ 彸怄 浼§ﻐ彸 §ﻐ彸 怄§璈 §璈��♈ §�彸 怄§
 浼§ ﻐꅨ寮빜 浼浼§彸♈浼§ ꅨ♈§㛈彸§ꅨ§뺌璈§寮 浼 §ﻐꅨ彸§彸 �§ﻐꅨ 浼 §璈 §ꅨꅨ§ﻐ璈 §♈彸飠ꅨ彸璈§ꅨ�璈彸ꅨ §璈浼§彸 §
 浼§璈飠彸浼§ﻐ璈怄浼§寮 彸浼§彸 §㛈�怄�§ﻐ璈 §�浼浼♈浼§寮彸 § 浼浼 浼 §ﻐ璈彸 怄§ꅨ§ 浼§ ꅨ浼 §ﻐꅨꅨ§ 浼§ﻐꅨ璈怄浼§
飠ꅨ♈ꅨ 浼 §ﻐꅨ §彸浼§ 璈§飠ꅨ� §璈ﻐꅨ§浼浼璈ﻐ浼§璈§飠浼璈彸 §璈♈ꅨ� §ꅨ §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§ﻐ
§
§

彸怄�浼§§뺌ꅨ 浼浼 §璈

§
§
§♈浼璈�ﻐ浼 §♈ꅨ  §♈浼璈 §♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§飠ꅨ 飠浼 璈彸ꅨ §ﻐ璈§§♈§ ꅨ§̨§
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似 似 似鱴似�§
§
㛈璈ꅨ 浼 §§�♈璈 浼 §§彸 璈彸浼§뺌§璈걜ꅨ璈§§浼� §§네�♈璈璈§§浼ﻐ璈璈§ § 飠걜§§ꅨ浼璈§彸 浼§ ꅨ浼§ﻐ
ꅨꅨ§彸ꅨ怄浼 彸飠§ꅨ璈彸浼§ꅨ怄璈 彸飠§飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §ﻐ浼璈걜§彸 §浼璈§♈♈�ﻐ浼§璈 §璈��♈ §㛈怄彸飠§ ꅨ浼§ﻐ
뺌浼浼ꅨꅨ§诈诈诈§诈诈§
§
锌ꅨ浼§ §뺌璈 ꅨ 浼§�§ 彸ﻐ飠 璈飠 §§ §�浼彸 浼飠 浼§ §�璈� §뺌§�飠 彸 浼§빜§ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ빜璈ﻐ浼 §♈ꅨ 浼彸 怄§ꅨ §
彸ﻐꅨ浼 ꅨ彸 §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ  §ﻐꅨ♈§浼浼怄浼浼 §浼璈浼§ﻐꅨ §塼�浼飠�§ﻐ彸浼 § 뾬§㛈♈ꅨ§ﻐ似 彸ꅨ §§�诈搀빜�诈搀§§
§
锌ꅨ浼§ §네浼浼 璈 § §璈ꅨ彸§㛈빜§璈 §�璈� §뺌§ꅨ飠浼ﻐﻐ빜璈ﻐ浼 §ﻐ彸♈�璈彸ꅨ §ꅨ §ﻐ浼璈ﻐꅨ 璈彸§璈 § ꅨ�怄 §ﻐ浼§ﻐﻐ彸 §
♈ꅨ ꅨ浼浼 浼§浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §♈ꅨ 浼§ﻐ彸ꅨ怄浼ꅨﻐ彸飠浼 飠浼§̨§ﻐ搀̨빜̨§诈§
§
锌�浼  浼§㛈§浼寮彸§鱴§§似彸飠걜ﻐꅨ §§ 璈§ §锌浼ꅨ §鱴§锌璈浼 浼§ §璈浼§§네彸 怄浼§§浼 璈�§뺌§
뺌飠네璈§ꭔ§㛈§彸浼飠浼§ §�飠 ꅨ浼�§§ﻐ浼彸 浼飠 浼§ § 璈璈♈璈�§ § 璈ꅨ§§彸♈♈浼♈璈 §§㛈§怄ꅨ璈§
♈ꅨ 浼§ꅨ § 璈�璈§ꅨ璈彸浼§ꅨ怄璈 彸飠§飠ꅨ♈ꅨ� §浼♈彸ﻐﻐ彸ꅨ §§ﻐ锌浼ꅨ  §ﻐ浼§ﻐ诈§̨稤빜☰§诈☰☰搀§
§
锌�浼  浼§㛈§璈�怄 §§璈ﻐﻐ浼�§锌§锌浼浼 浼怄§§璈浼§§네彸 怄浼§§�浼飠璈§§璈 §彸浼彸 怄§§鱼ﻐꅨ浼 浼§
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INTRODUCTION
Since the 1970’s, there has been a rapid change in the magnitude and spatial distribution of anthropogenic aerosol particle and precursor emissions with a significant decrease over e.g. Europe
and North America and a substantial increase over large parts of Asia (Lamarque et al., 2010).
During the same time period, there has been a significant increase in global greenhouse gas concentrations. The Arctic climate is particularly sensitive to both the local and remote perturbations of
the radiative budget associated with anthropogenic aerosol emissions (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009)
and thus we might expect to be able to detect the fingerprint of changes in anthropogenic aerosol
emissions in the recent record of Arctic climate change.
In the present study, the global climate model CAM-Oslo (Seland et al., 2008) is used to examine
whether the shift in aerosol emissions between 1970 and present day results in a clear fingerprint
in the modeled atmospheric circulation, temperature and surface pressure change patterns. CAMOslo includes a comprehensive module of the atmospheric aerosol cycle as well as descriptions of the
direct and indirect effects of aerosol particles on radiation, cloud reflectivity and precipitation. We
examine if the temperature, circulation and surface pressure response patterns differ when aerosol
effects are considered separately or simultaneously with a change in greenhouse gas concentration.
METHODS

CAM-Oslo
CAM-Oslo is based on the CAM3 general circulation model (Collins et al., 2006) and includes
a detailed aerosol module as described by Seland et al. (2008). The aerosol module considers
five prognostic aerosol compounds: sulfate (SO4 ), particulate organic matter (OM), black carbon
(BC), sea salt (SS) and mineral dust (DU) as well as two gaseous aerosol precursors (dimethylsulfide
(DMS), and sulfur dioxide (SO2 )). The primary aerosol size distributions are approximated using
a superposition of 11 log-normal modes which are subsequently modified via condensation and
coagulation using a 44 sectional bin framework. All prognostic compounds, except DMS, are
subjected to production, transport and dry and wet deposition (Iversen and Seland, 2002) with
the mixing state of the aerosol components determined via a process-level description of aerosol
dynamics. When the relative humidity is below 100%, the hygroscopic growth, dry deposition and
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optical properties of the aerosol particles are approximated using extensive pre-calculated lookup
tables (Kirkevåg and Iversen, 2002). Köhler theory is used to calculate the number of CCN at a
given supersaturation which is assumed to be 0.1% for stratiform clouds. For convective clouds,
the supersaturation is assumed to be 0.25% over ocean and 0.8% over land.
The aerosol fields and the direct and indirect aerosol radiative effects simulated by CAM-Oslo and
its predecessor CCM-Oslo have been comprehensively evaluated through the AeroCom (Aerosol
Comparisons between Observations and Models) aerosol modeling initiative (Kinne et al. 2006;
Penner et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2006; Textor et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2009). On a global scale,
the general characteristics of the aerosol fields and radiative forcings simulated by CAM-Oslo and
CCM-Oslo are within the range of the other models included in the AeroCom project (Kinne et al.
2006; Schulz et al., 2006; Quaas et al., 2009).

AEROSOL EMISSIONS
In CAM-Oslo, natural SO2 emissions from volcanoes are considered as well as anthropogenic sources
from combustion of fossil fuel and biomass burning. SO2 is also produced from oxidation of DMS. A
minor fraction of the anthropogenic sulfur emissions is assumed to be sulfate, produced catalytically
during or immediately after combustion. This primary particulate sulfate is emitted with a modal
radius of 75 nm, based on Stier et al. (2005).
BC and OM aerosols emitted from fossil fuel combustion are assumed externally mixed. When
emitted from biomass burning, OM and BC are assumed internally mixed, as recommended in
Dentener et al. (2006). Externally mixed BC is assumed fully hydrophobic whilst OM is assumed
to be 25% as hygroscopic as ammonium sulfate. Both BC and OM are gradually converted into
fully hydrophilic, internally mixed aerosols due to condensation of gaseous sulfuric acid, or by
coagulation with sulfate or SS. Biogenic SOA is presently treated as OM emissions and is assumed
internally mixed with BC when emitted in the same area.
Monthly varying mineral dust emissions are prescribed as area-sources on the ground and are thus
not dependent on e.g. the modeled meteorology. The modeled sea salt emissions on the other hand
depend on both the modeled SST and surface wind speed according to Mårtensson et al. (2003).

GHG conc.

Aerosol and precursor emiss. (Tg yr−1 )

CO2 (ppm)
CH4 (ppb)
N2 O (ppb)
CFC11 (ppt)
CFC12 (ppt)
DMS
SO2 + SO4
OM
BC
DU

1970
325.0
1386
295.2
49.1
138.6
18.1
126.7
27.2
5.52
1671

2000
368.9
1751
315.9
266.7
535.0
18.1
107.6
35.9
7.76
1671

Table 1: 1970 and 2000 greenhouse gas concentrations and DMS and aerosol emissions (global
total) used in CAM-Oslo. Note that sea salt aerosol emissions are calculated on-line by the model.
The magnitude of the anthropogenic aerosol and precursor gas emissions employed in the model
follows the work by Lamarque et al. (2010) and is summarized in Table 1. Air pollution regulations
in e.g. Europe and North America have resulted in a clear decrease of globally average SO2 emissions
of about 15%. At the same time, increased fossil fuel and biomass burning emission over Asia has
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resulted in an increase of BC and OM emissions of approximately 40% and 32%, respectively. See
also Figure 1 which depicts the change in the emission of anthropogenic aerosols (sulfur, OM and
BC) from 1970 to 2000 as a function of latitude.

Figure 1: Zonally averaged changes (2000 - 1970) in the emission rates of anthropogenic aerosols.
Note the SO2 + SO4 change has been reduced by a factor of 10.

SIMULATION SETUP
70 years of equilibrium simulations for the year 1970 and 2000 were performed using CAM-Oslo
coupled to a slab ocean. The last 40 years of the simulation were utilized in the analysis.
To isolate the aerosol effect on different climate variables in the model, we conducted four sensitivity simulations (Table 2); one for present-day conditions (PD) using greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentrations and aerosol particle and precursor emissions representative for the year 2000 (Lamarque et al., 2010), one simulation using GHG concentrations representative for the year 2000 and
aerosol particle and precursor emissions representative for the year 1970 (1970 AERO), one simulation using GHG and aerosol particle and precursor emissions representative for the year 1970
(1970 AEROGHG) and one simulation using aerosol particle and precursor emissions representative
for the year 2000 and GHG concentrations representative for the year 1970 (1970 GHG).
Simulation label
PD
1970 AERO
1970 GHG
1970 AEROGHG

GHG conc.
2000
2000
1970
1970

Aerosol emiss.
2000
1970
2000
1970

Table 2: Description of the four sensitivity simulations performed using CAM-Oslo.
Despite applying the same anthropogenic aerosol emissions in 1970 GHG and PD, the predicted
aerosol concentrations may still differ significantly between the two simulations, partly due to
changes in natural sea salt emissions (which are dependent on the modeled sea surface temperature and wind speed) and partly due to changes in aerosol processing (e.g. condensational and
coagulational growth, wet scavenging).
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Changes (2000 - 1970) in the annually averaged, modeled aerosol optical thickness (AOT) (Figure 2)
are strongly related to the changes in anthropogenic aerosol emissions prescribed in the model (Table
1 and Figure 1). Clear reductions in AOT over Europe are evident when changes in aerosol emissions
are applied in the model (ie. 1970 AERO and 1970 AEROGHG). Relatively small changes in AOT
are evident in the PD - 1970 GHG fields, these changes being driven by changes in in-situ processing
of the emitted aerosol in response to changes in GHG concentrations.

Figure 2: Annual average AOD (550nm) changes (2000 - 1970).
The Arctic climate response (MSLP, two metre temperature and 300 hPa geopotential height) to
the different sensitivity simulations are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 respectively. Note that a
climate response derived from equilibrium climate simulations, such as the ones conducted here
using CAM-Oslo, is exaggerated compared to a corresponding transient simulation for the same
time period.

Figure 3: Annual average mean sea level pressure changes (2000 - 1970).
In CAM-Oslo, increasing GHG concentrations tends to enhance the the MSLP in the Arctic region
(Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). When both GHG and aerosol changes are included in the model the Arctic
MSLP response is significantly reduced compared to GHG changes alone. This model characteristic
of a strong Arctic response due to increases in GHG concentrations being modulated by the inclusion
of changes in aerosol emissions is also evident in the two metre temperature (Figure 4) and 300
hPa geopotential height (Figure 5) results.
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Figure 4: Annual average two metre temperature changes (2000 - 1970). Note the change of scale.

Figure 5: Annual average 300 hPa geopotential height changes (2000 - 1970). Note the change in
scale.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The preliminary results demonstrate the presence of strong non-linearities in the climate response to
combined changes in GHG and aerosol emissions. Understanding how the Arctic climate responds to
changes in GHG and aerosol emissions is critical for accurate projections of climate in the northern
mid- and high-latitudes. Studying the mechanisms via which the prescribed aerosol changes are
influencing the model’s Arctic climate response is a first step in this regard. Further sensitivity
simulation results are available (e.g. including only the direct aerosol effect) and will be included
in the analysis.
To evaluate the simulations, we will make use of observations and re-analysis data. We will determine if the modeled patterns of atmospheric change over the period 1970 to 2000 correlate better
or worse with the observations when aerosol and greenhouse effects are included or excluded.
One limitation of the current model setup is that the oceanic DMS emissions are not calculated
online and thus do not respond to changes in climate. Results demonstrate that this effect is
important for the simulated sea salt aerosol emissions and so we plan to implement an on-line DMS
emission scheme in the Norwegian Earth system model, NorESM.
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INTRODUCTION
Naturally charged ions are part of the atmospheric mixture. In continental conditions typical concentrations range
between 200 and 2500 cm-3 for positive and negative ions in size range < 1.6 nm (Hirsikko et al. 2011). While
observation of physical number size distribution of the ions have been performed in a continental scale (Manninen et al.
2010), the spatial variability of the chemical identity of these ions is not yet known. An emerging technique to resolve
this is time-of-flight mass spectrometry based instruments have been entering the field of aerosol science. At

its most simple form the instrument, APiTOF (atmospheric pressure time of flight mass spectrometer) can
sample naturally charged ambient clusters directly from atmosphere without any pre-treatment (Junninen et
al, 2010, Ehn et al 2010). As an example, in the boreal environment the natural negative ion population is dominated
by strong acids (sulfuric acid during daytime and nitric acid during night-time) while strong bases govern the positive
ion population with a less diurnal variability (Ehn et al. 2010). In marine conditions halogen ions contribute to the
ambient ion population (Lönn et al. 2011), which are also seen in a boreal environment (Arppe et al. 2012).
A side-by-side deployment of air ion spectrometers and the APi-TOF can be used to evaluate the transmission
efficiency of the APi-TOF instrument (Ehn et al. 2011) in the field conditions. However, detailed laboratory
experiments which include cluster generation, size selection and detection with reference instrument, are
required to address the transmission in more detail. This is the aim of this study. Here we explore the variability of the
APi-TOF settings to the transmission efficiency. These results are needed in order to convert the APi-TOF mass spectra
in various field and laboratory deployments to reveal the total ion concentration in the atmosphere.

METHODS
Calibration substance in this study was ammonium sulphate that was evaporated in tube furnace at
temperature of 200-300C, carrier gas was 5.0 grade nitrogen and cluster formation was taken place in water
cooled tube at 4C. Formed clusters were charged by 241Am and mobility classified by Herrman-type DMA
(differential mobility analyser, Herrman et al 2000). The HDMA itself was calibrated using mobility
standard THAB (tetraheptylammonim bromide, Ude et al. 2005), which was electrosprayed directly into the
HDMA.
For determination of transmission for APiTOF 2 and 3 the voltages of DMA were scanned from 100V1500V in 300 logarithmic steps that lasted for 0.5 seconds. For APiTOF 1 the voltages were changed in 10
steps each last for 5-15min, the duration was defined by the signal strength of APiTOF.
Reference instrument sampling the total ions classified by DMA was an electrometer. Sampling lines from
DMA to electrometer and APiTOF were equal in length and shape.
Transmission value was obtained by diving APiTOF signal by electrometer signal.
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RESULTS
We tested seven different settings in APiTOF 1 and eleven different settings in APiTOF 2 and APiTOF 3.
The results are shown in table 1.
API1, setting1
API1, setting2
API1, setting3
API1, setting4
API1, setting5
API1, setting6
API1, setting7
API2, setting1
API2, setting2
API2, setting3
API2. setting4
API2, setting5
API2, setting6
API2, setting7
API2, setting8
API2, setting9
API2, setting10
API2, setting11
API3, setting1
API3, setting2
API3, setting3
API3, setting4
API3, setting5
API3, setting6
API3, setting7
API3, setting8
API3, setting9
API3, setting10
API3, setting11

1-500Th
500-1000Th
1000-2000Th
2000-3000Th
3000-4000Th
0.26-0.43%
0.29-0.45%
0.04-0.29%
0.01-0.04%
0.00-0.01%
0.14-0.51%
0.51-0.67%
0.18-0.64%
0.11-0.18%
0.11-0.05%
0.18-0.63%
0.63-0.83%
0.25-0.78%
0.15-0.25%
0.08-0.15%
0.08-0.24%
0.04-0.24%
0.00-0.04%
0.00%
0.00%
0.06-0.10%
0.03-0.08%
0.01-0.03%
0.00-0.01%
0.00%
0.03-0.10%
0.07-0.11%
0.01-0.07%
0.00-0.01%
0.00%
0.01-0.38%
0.08-0.42%
0.01-0.08%
0.01%
0.00-0.01%
0.28-1.88%
1.88-2.92%
1.28-3.71%
0.11-1.28%
0.19-1.20%
1.20-3.26%
3.26-5.82%
4.44-5.75%
2.29-4.44%
0.73-2.74%
2.74-3.82%
0.21-1.45%
1.12-1.59%
0.89-1.59%
0.27-0.89%
0.06-0.27
0.25-1.71%
1.23-1.76%
0.65-1.83%
0.18-0.65%
0.08-0.18%
0.18-2.31%
0.33-1.36%
0.00-0.33%
0.00%
0.17-2.10%
0.70-1.82%
0.00-0.70%
0.00%
0.00%
0.20-1.85%
0.10-0.51%
0.23-2.33%
0.87-2.32%
0.07-0.87%
0.42-3.41%
0.54-2.02%
0.07-0.54%
0.82-2.82%
1.09-2.82%
0.06-1.09%
1.12-3.54%
0.31-1.44%
0.04-0.31%
0.24-1.08%
0.98-1.28%
0.08-1.16%
0.89-1.86%
1.04-1.37%
0.05-1.04%
1.00-2.79%
0.15-1.30
0.02-0.15%
0.93-3.24%
0.72-2.86%
0.05-0.72%
1.80-4.37%
0.72-2.99%
0.05-0.72%
0.22-1.10%
0.33-1.10%
0.01-0.33%
0.57-1.37%
0.31-1.02%
0.03-0.31%
1.56-5.31%
1.56-2.56%
1.38-2.80%
0.54-1.38%
Table 1. Transmission in different setting in different mass charge ratio.

4000-5000Th
0.00%
0.01-0.05%
0.02-0.08%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.48-2.29%
-
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols influence the radiative budget of the Earth-atmosphere system directly by scattering and
absorbing solar and thermal infrared radiation, and indirectly by modifying the microphysical,
and hence the radiative properties and lifetimes of clouds. However, the quantification of aerosol
radiative effects is complex and large uncertainties still exist, mainly due to the high spatial and
temporal variation of the aerosol concentration and mass as well as their relatively short lifetime
in the atmosphere (e.g. Hatzianastassiou et al., 2007). The clear-sky direct aerosol radiative effect
at the top of the atmosphere (ADRET OA ) is defined as the difference between the net solar flux
(difference between downward and upward fluxes) defined with (Faer ) and without (F0 ) aerosols.
The negative values of ADRET OA correspond to increased outgoing short wave (SW) radiation
and planetary cooling, whereas positive values correspond to decreased outgoing SW radiation at
the TOA and increased atmospheric warming.
Satellites offer an opportunity to observe the spatial distribution of aerosol properties with adequate
resolution and coverage from regional to global scales. The Moderate Imaging Spectroradiometer
onboard (MODIS) NASA’s Terra and Aqua platforms offer global observations of aerosol and
cloud optical properties nearly on a daily basis. Both platforms also carry the Clouds and the
Earth’s Radian Energy System (CERES) instruments that measure TOA broadband fluxes with
three different detectors in the shortwave (0.3-5 µm), IR-window (8-12 µm) and total (0.3-200 µm)
channels. In this work a method is tested where collocated multisensor satellite observations are
used to estimate ADRET OA over eastern China. This approach has been previously used e.g. by
Zhang et al. (2005) for defining SW aerosol radiative effect over cloud-free oceans and Patadia
et al. (2008) for studying biomass burning effects over Amazon (CERES flux, MISR AOD). The
advantage of this satellite observation based method is that a priori information about the aerosol
type and surface properties are not needed, unlike when using the radiative transfer simulation
based methods. However, when testing this method radiative transfer simulations are used for
comparison and study e.g. the effect of changing aerosol type.
METHODS
The aerosol direct radiative effect ADRE at TOA for cloud-free sky is defined as the difference
between the SW fluxes in the absence (F0 ) and presence (Faer ) of aerosols;
ADRET OA = F0 -Faer
f
is defined as:
And further, the aerosol direct radiative effect efficiency ADRETefOA
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f
= ADRET OA (sza)/AOD550 (sza)
ADRETefOA

where sza is the solar zenith angle and AOD550 aerosol optical depth at 550 nm wavelength.
For a cloud-free pixel, the CERES measurement represents the instantaneous value of Faer . Since
aerosols are always present in the atmosphere, it is not possible to obtain the value for F0 directly
from the satellite measurements. In this work we test the method where F0 is estimated using
collocated SW flux and AOD retrievals from CERES and MODIS instruments (CERES SSF data).
It is assumed that over a month in one grid cell (0.5·0.5 deg.), the aerosol mixture and surface
properties do not vary significantly, and the changes in Faer are mainly caused by changes in the
aerosol loading (AOD). When the aerosol loading is not extremely high (≥ 2.5), the relationship
between Faer and AOD is close to linear. Hence, for each grid cell the regression between the AOD
and Faer observations is defined, and the value for F0 is obtained as the y-intercept of the regression
line (AOD = 0). The LibRadtran radiative transfer code is used to model the diurnal variation of
ADRET OA , and to convert the obtained instantaneous satellite observations to 24h averages over
a month (Remer and Kaufman, 2006).
CONCLUSIONS
The aerosol radiative effect was defined monthly from March to November 2009 over Eastern China.
Figure 1 shows the estimate of diurnally averaged seasonal mean of ADRET OA for autumn (Sept.f
. The estimate for the diurnally averaged
Nov.) and Figure 2 the corresponding values of ADRETefOA
ADRET OA over Eastern China for Mar.-Nov. 2009 is -6 W m−2 . It should be noted that the values
obtained in this study are representing only completely cloud free cases.
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Figure 1: Diurnally averaged seasonal mean of ADRET OA for autumn (Sept.-Nov.) defined from
the satellite observations. White areas are places where the regression was not succesfull due to
low number of observations.
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Figure 2: Seasonal average of ADRETefOA

The aerosol radiative effect at TOA can be either negative or positive. The positive ADRET OA
requires dark (absorbing) aerosols over very bright surface. Especially during the summer months
the method used in this study show some areas where the correlation between AOD and Faer is
negative resulting in positive values of ADRET OA . However, radiative transfer simulations reveal
that surface is not bright enough to cause strong positive effect at TOA, and hence the positive
values of ADRET OA are most likely method artifact. Most of these cases can be related to areas
where the AOD is systematically very low (≤0.1) and the fitting is not working well. However,
there are also areas where the AOD loading over one month is varying from about 0.2 to 1.0,
and the values of Faer are decreasing with increasing AOD. For this specific case radiative transfer
simulations were carried out. The simulations showed that one possible explanation for this negative
dependence of AOD and Faer is the change of aerosol type from highly scattering aerosol (when
AOD is lower than 0.4) to highly absorbing aerosol (when AOD is higher than 0.5).
Even though the fitting method is giving reasonable results over China, the method include high
uncertainties. More radiative transfer simulations, studies about changes in aerosol types as well
as surface properties are needed to estimate the uncertainties.
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INTRODUCTION
The land-atmosphere interface is where humans primarily operate. Humans modify the land surface in
many ways that influence the fluxes of energy and trace gases between land and atmosphere. Their
emissions change the chemical composition of the atmosphere and anthropogenic aerosols change the
radiative balance of the globe directly by scattering sunlight back to space and indirectly by changing the
properties of clouds. Feedback loops among all these processes, land, the atmosphere, and biogeochemical
cycles of nutrients and trace gases extend the human influence even further (Fig. 1).
iLEAPS (Integrated Land Ecosystem – Atmosphere Processes Study), a core project of IGBP
(International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme), is an international cross-disciplinary research program
aimed at improved understanding of processes, linkages and feedbacks in the land-atmosphere interface
affecting the Earth System. iLEAPS facilitates scientific collaboration as well as synthesis and distribution
of results to scientific, politic and public audiences. The main activities is iLEAPS include 1) highlighting
and advertising important scientific results (newsletters, bulletins, website, synthesis reports and articles);
2) organising science conferences, workshops and trainings around LEAP science; 3) organising and cosponsoring sessions at conferences; 4) organising the iLEAPS Science Conference that gathers together
the latest findings and breakthroughs of the iLEAPS science community all over the world, and most
importantly 5) developing LEAP science by starting off new initiatives and projects that focus on landatmosphere-society interactions and take steps towards global sustainability.
EVOLUTION OF iLEAPS
Phase I (2004 – 2014) has been a time of awareness-raising and establishing a united community of landatmosphere scientists. Science conferences held in Helsinki (2003), Boulder (2006), Melbourne (2009),
and Garmisch-Partenkirchen (2011) brought to light the importance of land-atmosphere processes and
feedbacks in the Earth System, and a number of publications have shown the crucial role of the terrestrial
ecosystems as regulators of climate and emphasised both the long-term net impacts of aerosols on clouds
and precipitation. Furthermore, the iLEAPS community has drawn attention to the importance of realistic
land-use representation in land surface modelling and to that of other feedback processes and regional
characteristics in current climate models and recommended actions to improve them.
Human influence has always been an important part of iLEAPS science but in Phase II (2014-2024),
iLEAPS will work hand in hand with social science / economics groups and use fields such as economics,
agricultural economics, social sciences, globalization research, and behavioural sciences to produce
realistic estimates of land use and anthropogenic emissions by analysing future population increase,
migration patterns, food production allocation, land management practices, energy production, industrial
development, and urbanization. Phase II will see the foundation of new types of research groups such as
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the BASC (Biodiversity, Agroecosystems, Society, Climate) Laboratory of Excellence in France led by
iLEAPS SSC member Nathalie de Noblet-Ducoudré, a consortium of thirteen laboratories with expertise
in climate sciences, genetics and genomics, evolutionary biology, ecology, agronomy, social sciences and
economics. In the boreal zone, the Pan-Eurasian Experiment (PEER) will include large-scale, long-term,
coordinated observations and modelling in the Pan Eurasian region, especially to cover ground base,
airborne and satellite observations together with global and regional models to find out different forcing
and feedback mechanisms in the changing climate, taking into account the simultaneous societal and
cultural change. PEER aims to gather all the European and Russian key players in the field of climate and
Earth system science to plan jointly in coordinated manner future research activities in the Pan-Eurasian
region.
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Figure 1. Land-atmosphere-society processes under global change.

CLIMATE REGULATION
Over the last decade, the importance of land-atmosphere processes and feedbacks in the Earth System has
been shown on many levels and with multiple approaches, and a number of publications have shown the
crucial role of the terrestrial ecosystems as regulators of climate (Ciais et al. 2003, Kulmala et al. 2004,
Arneth et al. 2010, Ganzeveld et al. 2010, Teuling et al. 2010). Modellers have clearly shown the effect of
missing land cover changes and other feedback processes and regional characteristics in current climate
models and recommended actions to improve them (Arneth et al. 2010, Bonan et al. 2011, Davin and
Seneviratne 2011, Pitman et al. 2011a, de Noblet-Ducoudré et al. 2012). For instance, Arneth et al. (2010)
showed that although research into land–atmosphere exchange processes in climate science has
traditionally focused on the surface radiation budget and its effects on sensible and latent heat fluxes, and
more recently on carbon-cycle–climate interactions, many more bidirectional land–atmosphere fluxes
modulate atmospheric composition and climate. They highlighted three principal pathways along which
biogeochemical cycles interact with the atmosphere and climate: 1) climate change alters the
biogeochemical cycling of greenhouse gases, which act directly as radiative forcing agents (CO 2, CH4,
influenced by N); 2) changes in atmospheric composition influence the biogeochemistry of radiatively
active compounds (for instance, changes in O3 levels influence photosynthesis); 3) climate change alters
the biogeochemistry of substances that are not radiatively active in themselves (O3, NOx, BVOC), but that
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affect the atmospheric concentration of other climatically active compounds (CO2, CH4, aerosols). The
international initiative Aerosols, Clouds, Precipitation, Climate (ACPC) was founded during iLEAPS
Phase I and it provided unprecedented insights of the long-term net impacts of aerosols on clouds and
precipitation (Rosenfeld et al. 2008, Stevens and Feingold 2009, Li et al. 2011). The climatic relevance of
aerosol formation has been confirmed in countless observations around the world within intensive
initiatives such as EUCAARI (European Integrated project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and Air Quality
Interactions, EUCAARI 2007-2011; Kulmala et al. 2011) or at established and new continuous
observation platforms founded in climatically important locations such as remote boreal forest (SMEAR II
research station in southern Finland), cities (SMEAR III in Helsinki, Finland) and in semi-clean areas
(Welgegund observation platform in South Africa).
LAND USE AND LAND-COVER CHANGE
Land-cover change has become one of the key research priorities in iLEAPS as new important results have
emerged from model intercomparison projects that showed that realistic land-use representation was
essential in land surface modelling, and that the soil-plant continuum was not something that could be
treated as a simple, constant block in the hydrological cycle (Pitman et al. 2009, de Noblet-Ducoudré et al.
2012). These findings led to the new Land Use and Land Cover Change (LULCC) synthesis project
undertaken by iLEAPS and the Global Land Project (GLP) in collaboration with the International Human
Dimensions Programme (IHDP). Furthermore, Ganzeveld et al. (2010) studied the influence of future land
use and land cover changes on atmospheric chemistry‐climate interaction with the aim of looking further
than at merely the changes in physical climate and the carbon cycle. Using the chemistry‐climate model
EMAC (ECHAM5/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry) constrained with present‐day and 2050 land cover,
land use, and anthropogenic emissions scenarios, they found that future LULCC may, among other things,
result in an increase in global annual soil NO emissions and a decrease in isoprene emissions. However,
compensating effects were also found, and the main conclusion was that the simulated impact of LULCC
on atmospheric chemistry depends on a consistent representation of emissions, deposition, and canopy
interactions and their dependence on meteorological, hydrological, and biological drivers to account for
these compensating effects. As part of the iLEAPS LULCC project, Pitman et al. (2011b) showed the
importance of background climate in determining the impact of land-cover change on regional climate:
increased greenhouse-gas-driven changes in snow and rainfall affect the snow–albedo feedback and the
supply of water, which in turn limits evaporation. These changes largely control the net impact of LULCC
on regional climate. Capturing whether future biophysical changes due to LULCC warm or cool a specific
region therefore requires an accurate simulation of changes in snow cover and rainfall geographically
coincident with regions of LULCC. The authors state that is is a challenge to current climate models, but it
also provides potential for further improving detection and attribution methods.
LONG-TERM LAND-ATMOSPHERE OBSERVATION PLATFORMS
Throughout Phase I, the iLEAPS community has invested in creating new ways to observe and model the
land-atmosphere continuum: observation systems have developed to networks of long-term flux stations
and large-scale land-atmosphere observation platforms and, more recently, to combining remote sensing
techniques with ground observations (Baldocchi et al. 2005, Hari et al. 2009, Guenther et al. 2011, de
Leeuw et al. 2011, Jung et al 2011). A major focus within the iLEAPS community are long-term
observations of micrometeorological fluxes of carbon dioxide, water vapour, ozone, aerosol particles, and
energy between land ecosystems and the atmosphere. Recent advances in upscaling and data integration
across multiple data streams have enabled iLEAPS scientists to produce gridded datasets of regionally and
globally explicit flux products. The sites that comprise the flux and spectral measurement networks
FLUXNET and SPECNET have become an important source for “bottom-up” inputs to models that
upscale flux quantities from canopies to landscapes and from landscapes to the globe. Data from tower
measurements also serve as a validation tool for top-down modeling based on satellite and aircraft optical
measurements. These capabilities have brought climate and ecosystem scientists within reach of
quantifying carbon, water and energy fluxes on a continuous basis all around the world. They have also
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enabled insights into climate-ecosystem interactions and trends over a range of spatial and temporal
scales; and particularly at the largest scales. Global datasets such as these have been used to reveal
important connections among plant physiology and atmospheric composition: Mahecha et al. (2010) found
marked differences in the long-term fate of carbon taken up through photosynthesis, as well as in the
availability of this carbon for respiration, across a number of sites in different biomes. The sensitivity of
respiration to changes in temperature, however, fell within a narrow range, and proved to be independent
of the mean annual temperature and biome. The global mean temperature sensitivity was also significantly
lower than previous estimates. The authors attribute the difference to the exclusion of confounding
processes in their analysis, such as the seasonal variability of biological activity. This finding could help to
explain recent observations of feedbacks between climate and the carbon cycle that are weaker than those
suggested by numerical models.
Global comprehensive measurement networks are essential in land-atmosphere interactions research. Hari
et al. (2009) suggested a way to improve and organise existing observation platforms into a hierarchical
system to cover spatial and temporal variations. The network should include stations of i) basic level ii)
flux level, and iii) ”flag-ship” level. The aim of the basic stations would be to provide information for
spatial characterization, and the number of stations globally (~8000) should be large to obtain global
coverage. The flux stations would provide information on fluxes in the ecosystem, and the approximately
400 global stations suggested would represent different ecosystems and climates; the number would be
restricted by the infrastructure and instrumentation required. Finally, the flag-ship level stations (~20
globally), whose number would be limited because of the required scientific and technical level, would
provide information on processes generating the fluxes, develop instrumentation, and serve to train
scientists and technical staff. Building on this recommendation by Hari et al. (2009), Guenther et al.
(2011) conducted a thorough review of current land ecosystem – atmosphere measurement capabilities
and presented the status and needs for global observational networks (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Schematic of land ecosystem – atmosphere interactions and hierarchical observational levels that
include basic (1), advanced (2), and comprehensive measurements at flagship sites (3). Adopted from
Guenther et al. (2011).
THE iLEAPS APPROACH
An innovative, comprehensive, multi-scale, multidisciplinary approach to land-atmosphere processes is a
key element of iLEAPS observations and modelling. For the past two decades, the Amazon basin has been
the focus of intensive, multidisciplinary measuring efforts within the ambitious study LBA (Large Scale
Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia) (Artaxo 2012). The project was one of the first in the
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world to encourage cooperation among physicists, chemists, meteorologists and biologists to dive to the
bottom of the complex Amazonian biogeochemical and ecological system. To account for the human
influence, also economists and social scientists were brought into the research. In a recent LBA review
article, Davidson et al. (2012) showed how agricultural expansion and climate variability have become
important agents of disturbance in the Amazon basin: interactions between deforestation, fire and drought
potentially lead to losses of carbon storage and changes in regional precipitation patterns and river
discharge. In the boreal zone, similar efforts took place already in the late 90’s in the BIOFOR campaign
(Biogenic aerosol formation in the boreal forest, special issue appeared in Tellus 2001, Kulmala et al.
2001). Some 50 scientists from 11 research groups in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, Germany, Ireland,
Australia, UK and USA participated in the project. In 2005, the SMEAR (Station for Measuring Forest
Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relations) research program was launched in southern Finland. The SMEAR II
station subsequently became one of the world’s leading state-of-the-art observation platforms with the first
continuous, comprehensive measurements of fluxes, storages and concentrations in the land ecosystem–
atmosphere continuum (Hari & Kulmala 2005).
The iLEAPS community serves as an example of innovative thinking where the borders among disciplines
and often very isolated measuring and modelling communities are crossed and fruitful collaboration
produces excellent results. One of the main tasks of the iLEAPS community is to inform policy-makers
that no climate-related phenomenon exists in isolation; all are linked to several processes on land and in
the atmosphere, and sometimes improving one aspect will deteriorate another. All these different
viewpoints and factors must be taken into account in impact studies and especially when designing
solutions towards sustainable development.

NEXT STEP FOR ILEAPS RESEARCH: GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
In order to respond to the new challenges of global sustainability reflected, for instance, by Future Earth,
the 10-year initiative that will reorganise ICSU’s global environmental change (GEC) programmes IGBP,
DIVERSITAS, and IHDP, closer ties with social science and economics groups will be necessary. They
will be indispensable partners for natural sciences on the road to solving the equation of one Earth and a
growing human population. Emphasis in the future work of iLEAPS should be placed on, for instance,
new observation networks incorporating remote sensing techniques with ground-based observations; the
role of land-cover changes in modulating carbon, nitrogen, and hydrological cycles and, consequently,
atmospheric chemistry, aerosol dynamics, and climate; regional (high-latitude) processes and their
influence on global simulations; and interactions among anthropogenic and biogenic aerosols, clouds, and
climate.
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INTRODUCTION

Impurities in snow, such as black carbon (BC), have been known for some time to have negative effects
on snow albedo, hence perturbing the climatic system, especially in the vast snow-covered Arctic (Warren
and Wiscombe, 1980; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004). Measurements of BC concentrations in snow have
increased in recent years (e.g. Doherty et al., 2010; Forsström et al., 2009; Aamaas et al., 2011), however,
the spatial coverage of measurements still remain sparse in many areas. In this pilot study, elemental
carbon (EC) (also referred to black carbon depending on measurement technique) was investigated in
Arctic Scandinavia. The aim of the survey was to observe EC concentration differences throughout the
Scandinavian Arctic, with the hypothesis that concentrations would increase the closer to the Russian
border a sample was taken, due to higher emissions coming from the industrialized Kola Peninsula.
METHODS
Snow samples were collected along a transect ranging from western Sweden to eastern Finland (latitude
67° 7’-69° 4’ and longitude range 18° 6’- 26° 7’). Surface snow and bulk samples of the whole snow
column were sampled from each site a certain distance away from the road travelled to avoid local
pollution from the roads. Samples were kept frozen until filtration, in which micro-quartz filters were used
to collect the impurities. Dried filters were analysed with an OCEC-analyser (Sunset Instruments Inc.,
USA) for their EC-content using the EUSAAR_2 protocol (Cavalli et al., 2010). Methods followed the
procedures previously used by Forsström et al. (2009) and Aamaas et al. (2011).

Figure 1. Location of samples collected in this Arctic Scandinavian survey.
CONCLUSIONS
Although not obvious, a tendency with higher concentrations the closer to Russia a sample was collected
could be observed in the survey (fig. 2). We suspect that the sample taken south of Kiruna (higher
concentration by a factor of at least two compared to the other samples) was affected by local pollution in
the area (town of Svappavaara). This sample was therefore not included in figure 2. Additionally the two
easternmost samples are questionable. One of the easternmost sample locations had a surface sample with
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a very high concentration (it also had a factor of two difference from the rest of the samples) compared to
the bulk sample, and its representativeness is consequently questioned. The other easternmost sample
location had especially low concentrations, which could be due to a possible north-south concentration
gradient, as these samples were gathered at higher latitude compared to the other samples. Without the
easternmost and the Kiruna samples a gradient in the Scandinavian Arctic with higher concentrations to
the east can be observed.
Bulk concentrations from each site generally agree with surface samples, with lower surface
concentrations than the bulk samples. The two outliers are the samples described above, from south of
Kiruna and the high surface concentration from eastern Finland.
This pilot study showed some promising results with an east-west gradient and also a potential north-south
gradient. Additional measurements are needed to further support these hypotheses, and a more extensive
field campaign is planned for the winter of 2013.
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Figure 2. Sample concentrations plotted as a function of their location eastwards.
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INTRODUCTION
The main objectives of CRIACC’s work package five (WP5) can be summarized shortly as, the
aim to contribute detailed scientific understanding to the interrelation of clouds, aerosols, and
climate in the Arctic environment. Specifically this is to be done in a number of ways, including
as stated in the CRAICC proposal, “Ice Nuclei counters are developed and deployed as part of
this project”. Due to the cold temperatures most Arctic clouds form when ice particles nucleate in
the atmosphere. Although, nucleation is an extensively studied phenomenon, the atmosphere is a
unique environment where the physical and chemical characteristics of aerosol particles can serve to
enhance and/or diminish the efficiency of ice nucleation. Furthermore, although they are of great
interest there is a lack of environmental measurements of atmospheric ice nucleation. Currently,
several CRAICC partners are collaborating with multiple outside-of-CRAICC partners to bring ice
nucleation measurements to the Nordic community.
One primary aspect of this effort is the development of continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFDC)
Ice Nuclei Counters (INCs), for use by CRAICC partners in both laboratory and field measurement
campaigns. The INCs will be based on designs of a Portable INC (PINC) from ETH in Zurich and
the project will be coordinated by CRAICC partners at the University of Gothenburg.
Simultaneous with the CFDC development, a substrate measurement method will be used to initiate long term ice nuclei (IN) measurements, with the central goal of establishing a baseline of
continuous IN measurements within the Nordic area. The substrate method is similar to filter collection methods, whereby aerosols are electrostatically deposited onto silicon substrates which are
subsequently analyzed using a freezing procedure in an static vapor diffusion chamber (FRIDGE).
The sampling substrates, procedure, and FRIDGE apparatus have been refined by scientists at the
Goethe-University in Frankfurt, Germany, who have agreed in principle to participate in CRAICC
led measurements.
Here we give an overview of the development of the IN project to date, and outline the plans for
building and deploying CRAICC INCs and for deploying and analyzing FRIDGE substrates.
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INSTRUMENTS
The difficulty of formulating complete theoretical descriptions of heterogeneous ice nucleation has
helped to motivate the development and deployment of INCs, with the parallel goals of contributing
to the fundamental understanding and modeling efforts of Ice Nuclei (IN). The underlying principle
of INC techniques is to collect an aerosol and in a controlled manner expose that air sample or
aerosol particle to humidity and cooling. When exposed to cold and moist conditions some of the
aerosol particles will facilitate ice particle nucleation. In most INCs the fraction of those particles
that are “activated” for given conditions is measured. Ideally in systems using ambient air sampling
the composition of the dry aerosol is also assessed. On the other hand, by analyzing known samples
created in the laboratory nucleation properties for known particles can be determined. Almost all
current INCs have evolved from technologies originally developed between the 1950s and 1970s.
Much of the fundamental measurement techniques have simply gotten more accurate since that
time period.
The most widely used INC devices are of the CFDC variety (DeMott et al., 2011). These instruments flow a focused sample aerosol between warm and cold ice coated surfaces which provide an
established temperature and vapor field that is supersaturated with respect to ice (and water if
desired). Ice nucleation in CFDCs is typically detected optically, either by an Optical Particle
Counter (OPC) mounted at the chamber outflow after an evaporation section, or by using some
type of depolarization detection. The primary benefits of CFDC chambers are the lack of substrate
effects coupled with flexible temperature and relative humidity ranges and high time resolutions.
Their relatively small size allows them to be transported and used for field and airborne measurements, but also limits the aerosol flow rate to ≈ 1 − 2 L/min. They do not assess contact-freezing
nucleation.
The filter and substrate collection techniques like FRIDGE traditionally suffered from unquantified
substrate effects. However, the new electrostatic deposition technique used for FRIDGE shows good
agreement with measurements made with continuous flow machines (Klein et al., 2010). Thus,
although these methods still lack the time resolution of online techniques like CFDC machines
they do benefit from being relatively easy to deploy in the field and provide a robust temporal
average of IN. Furthermore, deposited IN are more readily microscopically analyzed. Still other
IN characterization techniques include droplet levitation (Duft and Leisner, 2004; Svensson et al.,
2009), expansion chambers (Möhler et al., 2005; Möhler et al., 2007) and others (Bundke et al.,
2007; Hartmann et al., 2011). Each technique has specific merits and demerits, which encourages
a plurality of measurement methods and inter-comparison. In an effort to obtain a full picture of
the INC field and to best formulate a united Nordic INC effort, CRAICC has organized multiple
workshops.
The first ice nucleation workshop was held in Copenhagen in April 2011 with the aim of establishing
a baseline of scientific knowledge concerning active IN and INC research. Multiple outside visitors
with technological and measurement expertise were invited and the direction of CRAICCs effort
was actively discussed. In February 2012, a second INC workshop was held at ETH in Zurich in
order to specifically discuss INC technology and to formulate a strategic plan for the development
and deployment of such technology across the Nordic and Arctic region. At this meeting CRAICC
partners decided on a two pronged approach which will include the development and deployment
of CFDC chambers modeled on PINC in collaboration with ETH and the Leibniz Institute for
Tropospheric Research (IFT). The decision to develop a Nordic CFDC machine was made based
upon the opportunities to collaborate widely within Europe and throughout the world and also
in the interest of the CFDC technology, which is considered to be the most mature online INC
technique, with the most opportunity for direct inter-comparison with other measurements. Furthermore, with access to the design details of an existing apparatus (PINC) the collaboration with
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ETH can be mutual beneficial as the INC is further developed. The utilization of FRIDGE is seen
to be the best opportunity for quickly establishing a continuous and field deployable measurement
campaign, that can benefit all future IN research.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
At the February 2012 workshop it was deemed necessary to draft a technology sharing agreement
between all of the interested parties regarding the exchange of design and operational details of
ETH’s PINC. This agreement has been through multiple drafts and as of August 10, 2012 was
agreed to in principle. It is currently being finalized and circulated for signatures. With this
agreement each party will be protected and obligated to protect the other’s intellectual property.
It will also allow ETH to share the complete design details of the PINC instrument, including
machine blueprints, technical specifications, software etc. This is expected to proceed no later than
September 1, 2012.
In addition to the workshop and technology transfer agreement Jani Hakala from Helsinki University
and Erik Thomson from Gothenburg University visited ETH for one week in June to gain practical
user experience with the PINC machine. During this week they were able to examine the PINC
and ZINC machines in detail and operate the PINC machine. With partners at ETH potential
improvements for the next generation INC were discussed.
Currently, a detailed production plan for CRAICC INCs is expected to be completed shortly
after the technology sharing agreement has been fully implemented and CRAICC partners receive
technical specifications from ETH.
Discussions are currently in progress with the Goethe-University regarding establishing Nordic
FRIDGE monitoring stations. The primary topics concern station locations and substrate analysis.
OUTLOOK
The goal for INC development by CRAICC is to have working INCs within one year. This includes
time for planning, acquiring materials, machining, assembly, and testing. As they are completed
each working prototype will also be benchmarked against ETH’s PINC. Because the PINC has
already been inter-compared with many other apparatuses (DeMott et al., 2011) this will also
provide a baseline for data comparisons with existing measurements.
Prior to field deployment the INC will be tested extensively in the laboratory. Furthermore, many
currently used experimental apparatuses within CRAICC would benefit from adding IN measurements. Targeted apparatuses include flow tube reactors, sea-salt aerosol generators, and aerosol
chambers.
Additionally, a short (2 to 3 month) field season of FRIDGE substrate collection is anticipated in
the fall of 2012. The goal of this field season is to develop procedures and strategies for substrate
collecting, transport, and analysis with the cooperation of the Goethe-University.
A second, long-term, phase of field deployment is anticipated for the INCs developed within the
CRAICC framework. Field studies will include deployment within the Arctic and sub-Arctic to
assess the IN potential within these unique environments.
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of source/sink area is critical for understanding the data collected in the measurement site as
well as the planning the site configuration. In principle, sensor must be placed warily in an sufficient
height for the purpose of enclosing representative sample information throughout the site. Since every
point or area source will potentially contribute to the concentration or flux profile downwind to a degree
that varies with various elements such as distance from the source, elevation of observation, as well as
with characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer and atmospheric stability (Schuepp et al.,1990), for
any observation at an specific elevated point, the conman issues are the accuracy and the effect on the
upwind source area sensed by the measurement.
Footprint analysis has won its reputation for revealing the spatial context of micrometeorological
measurement with defining the surface information which the measurements represent as well as being
considered for supporting the interpretation of measurements. Applying a footprint model can help
examining the quantity obtained from measurements at different heights especially for the heterogeneous
surface. Since the earth surface is characterised by thermal as well as aerodynamical inhomogeneities in a
wide range of scales, the existence of these inhomogeneities makes footprint evaluations important
(Steinfeld et al., 2008).
For many obvious reasons such as highly growing proportion and human comforts, there is increasing
interests in studying and predicting air flow and particles dispersion within urban canopy, especially the
centre region. However, due to the complex structure of urban surface, to analyse the airflow becomes a
challenging task with regard to the geometries and unsteady buoyant flow conduction. Recently, based on
the benefits of numerical analyse; it is possible to study turbulent fluid transport and boundary condition
by using numerical models. Large eddy simulation (LES) model stands on a vantage position in its ability
to evaluate the details of subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence symptom by simulating relevant fluid dynamic
processes, furthermore, the complex building vortex shedding. Even though LES belongs to the group of
high resource cost, today’s computational resources allow us to use large eddy simulation (LES) models
that explicitly resolve all relevant scales of turbulence.
METHODS
The large eddy simulation model that has been used for this study is the parallelised LES model PALM
(Raasch and Etling, 1998; Raasch andSchroter, 2001). Detailed information on PALM is given by Raasch
(2009). PALM has been applied for a wide variety of LES studies, such as the investigation of
homogeneous (Schroter et al., 2000) and heterogeneous heated CBLs (e.g. Inagaki et al., 2006). In the
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study, temperature profile was constant with height and humidity is completely omitted. Also, cyclic
boundary conditions have been applied at the lateral boundaries of the model domain and Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory has been applied between any rigid boundary. The neutral stratification was kept until the
end of the simulation by avoiding heating and cooling of the simulated boundary layer. Coriolis force was
omitted in this simulation.
The domain of this study was chosen to be 256 m in both x- and y-direction as well as 800 m for the
vertical direction. A grid spacing of 2.5 m was used in the two horizontal and the vertical direction. All
together 1024 cuboids with a side length of 37.5 m and with a height of 40 m were distributed in a regular
pattern at the bottom of the model domain. The horizontal distance between two adjacent cuboids was
42.5 m.
10 hours after the start of simulation, when the flow had reached a quasi-stationary state, about 500000000
particles start to be released in interval time of 120s at 5 m height where is below the building top for 30
minutes and their life time last for 3 hours for the statistics reason. For the purpose of footprint
calculations, this study only consider the effective number of particles which been taken into account that
not all of the particles release in the simulation can really contribute to the footprint evaluation for a
certain distance but only particles with sources in the sensor location area. Moreover, for the purpose of
statistics, the extension of the sensor area is used here instead of the single sensor point. The evaluation of
flux footprints was carried out at sensor heights 50 m and 10 m, respectively.
Pages should not be numbered. You may arrange your text under headings, in capitals and centred. Figures
and Tables may be included in the abstracts, but please make sure that they all have a caption, and that
they are numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals. The font used in captions can be smaller than
used elsewhere, but be advised that anything smaller than 10pt may become illegible when reduced
(slightly) for printing. Make sure that the caption fully describes all the features in the Figure or Table.
Vertical lines in tables should be avoided.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the velocity components u, v and w as well as the subgrid kinetic energy, respectivly, after
averaging over 1 hour with the averaging period starting after 12 hours of the simulation and ending after
13 hours of the simulation. It can be see clearly that in the same location with respect to the cuboid, the
flow patten is similar. Figures 2 and 3 are the flux footprints with the height at 50 m and 10 m,
respectively. The sensor place is in the intersection of dash line which divide into 8 different locations
with respect to the buildings (sensor in the centre of building, behind the building, in the centre of canyon,
in front of the building, in the north of building, in the centre of open street, in the south of building and in
the intersection of street). The maximum value can seen in both figures located in the upstream of sensor
location. Fig. 2 shows the classic pattern of footprint when the sensor location is above the buildings.
Moreover, Fig. 3 shows the clear picture for the flow pass through the buildings. Furthermore, the sink
location in the footprint can be study by the relationship with the sensor location.
CONCLUSIONS

This study carried out large eddy simulations for evaluating flux footprint over idealized urban
surface. The footprint maximum is clearly situated upstream of the sensor position. The
heterogeneity of the surface is clearly reflected in the footprints for different sensor positions
within an idealized urban canopy.
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Figure 1. Hourly averaged u-, v- and w-component of wind speed as well as subgrid scale turbulence
kinetic energy at 46800s.

Figure 2. X-y cross section of f lux footprint for the sensor height at 50 m .
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Figure 3. X-y cross section of f lux footprint for the sensor height at 10 m .
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INTRODUCTION

Soils,drainage,andcarbonstorageofborealforestvariesbetweenwelldraineduplandforestsandpoorly
drainedpeatlands(Hartshornetal.2003,Seibertetal.2007,Weishampeletal.2009).Tracegasfluxes
suchasCO2,CH4,andN2Oofuplandandpeatlandsoilschangeespeciallyalongthewiderangeof
moistureconditions(Solondzetal.2008,Pihlatieetal.2004).Uplandforestsoilistypicallyalargesource
ofCO2intoatmosphere,asmallsourceorsinkofN2O,andasmallsinkofatmosphericCH4(Moosaviand
Crill1997,Kolarietal.2009,Pihlatieetal.2007,UllahandMoore2011).Naturalpeatlandsoilis
typicallyalargesourceofCO2intoatmosphere,asmallsourceorsinkofN2O,andalargeorsmallsource
ofatmosphericCH4(Martikainenetal.1995,Nykänenetal.1995,Silvolaetal.1996,Almetal.1997,
D’AngeloandReddy,1998,Riuttaetal.2007,UllahandMoore2011).

ThefieldstudiesofspatiotemporalcomparisonofborealforestCO2dynamicsalongwiderangeof
moistureconditionsbecamerecentlymorecommon(Hartshornetal.2003,Solondzetal.2008,Ťupeket
al.2008),howeversynergicCO2,CH4,andN2Ostudiesofnaturalborealforest/mireecotonesarefew(e.g.
UllahandMoore2011).Theecotonerepresentsanecologicaltensionbetweenwelldraineduplandforests
andpoorlydrainedpeatlandsconnectedonthetoeoftheslopebytheforest/miretransition.
Thetransitionbetweenforestsandpeatlandsisanecologicalswitch,wherevegetationofforestsandsoils
ofpeatlandscoincideandfrequentlyundergofluctuationsinwaterlevelposition(Hartshornetal.2003).
TheCO2,CH4,andN2Odynamicsofforest/miretransitionmaybeexpectedtodifferfromtypicalforests
andpeatlands.

TheaimofourstudywastoevaluatevariationintheforestfloorCO2,CH4,andN2Ofluxesduring
exceptionalmoistureconditionsalongtheborealforest/mireecotoneinrelationtositespecific
environmentalconditions.

Inspatiotemporalvariabilityofgreenhousegasdynamicsandintheupscalingintothelandscape
levelcarbonandnitrogenbalancestheforest/miretransitionsmayactasa‘hotsposts’(McClainetal.
2003,UllahandMoore2011).Notincludingthemintoaconsiderationofthegreenhousegasassessment
mayleadtoabiasedlandscapelevelestimate.

MATERIALANDMETHODS

TheVatiharju-LakkasuoecotoneofnineforestandmirestationsECOGRADformsagradientin
vegetationdistribution,soilmoistureandnutrientconditionsinCentralFinland(61º47',24º19')(Ťupek
et al.2008).TheECOGRADforestsaresituatedalong450mtransectwitharelativereliefof15meters
anda3.3%slopefacingNE(Fig.1).Theforesttypesrangefromwell-draineduplandforests,trough
forest/miretransitions,topoorly-drainedsparselyforestedmires(Fig.1).Catenaofsoilsisformedbywell
drainedhaplicpodzolsonthehillsope,throughintermediatelydrainedhisticandgleyic-histicpodzolsin
forest/miretransitionsonthetoeoftheslope,andpermanentlywethemichistosolsdownslope.
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Figure1.Left)Airborneinfraredphotographshowa450mlongVatiharju-Lakkasuoforest/mire
ecotoneinFinland.Middle)Fisheyephotographsshowtreestandsofuplandxeric,subxeric,mesicand
herb-richforesttypes(1CT-Calluna,2VT-VitisIdea,3MT-Myrtilus,4OMT-Oxalis-Myrtillus);
paludifiedforest-miremargintypes(5OMT+-Oxalis-MyrtillusPaludified,6KgK–MyrtillusSpruce
ForestPaludified);sparselyforestedwetmiretypes:7KR–SprucePineSwamp,8VSR1and9VSR2-
TallSedgePineFen).Right)Photographsshowgroundvegetationof9forest/miretypes.Forest/mire
typeswereclassifiedaccordingtoclassificationsystemofCajander(1949),andLaineet al.(2004).
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TheECOGRADmicrometeorologicalandgasexchangemeasurementsweretakenweeklyduring
summersof2004(July-November),2005(May-November),2006(May-September),andoccasionally
duringwinters.Themeasurementsoftheforestfloorsoiltemperaturesin5cmdepth(T5),thevolumetric
soilwatercontentin10cmdepth,thedepthofwaterlevel,theforestfloorrespiration(Rff)followedthe
sameprocedureasdescribedbyŤupeket al.(2008).

Thefieldgassamplingwasconductedweeklyduring2004and2005seasonandbi-weeklyduring2006
season.Theoccasionofthegassamplingwasatthesameday±onedayastheoccasionofthe
micrometeorologicalandCO2fluxmeasurements.Thesamplesweretakenfrom3opaque,vented,closed,
staticchambers(ø315mm,h295mm)placedoncollarsairtightly.Foreachmeasuringoccasionone
ambientgasandfour15mlsamplesweredrawninsyringesfromeachofthreechambersatintervalsof5,
10,15,20mintotallinginto13samplesforeachsite.Chambertemperaturewasmonitoredduringthe
sampling.Afterthesamplingevent,thegassampleswerestoredincoolers+4°Candanalysedwithin36
hoursinlaboratorybyusinggaschromatograph.Gaschromatograph(Hewlett-Packard,USA)wasfitted
withaflameionisationdetector(FID)forCH4andanelectroncapturedetector(ECD)forN2Odetection.
TheCH4(mgm−2h−1)andN2O(µgm−2h−1)fluxeswerecalculatedfromtheslopeoflinearregression
betweenthesetof4gasconcentrationsandchamberclosuretime.Fluxeswereverifiedagainstthe
standardandambientgasconcentrationadoptingcriteriaasusedinAlmetal.(2007).Duetodisturbance
duringthefieldgassamplingandduetopoorgaschromatographprecision17%ofCH 4and49%ofN2O
fluxeswerediscardedintotal.

RESULTS

Incomparisonbetweendryyear2006andpreviouswetteryears,theseasonalmediansoftheforestfloor
CO2effluxes(Rff)showedclearreductioninallforesttypes(1CT,2VT,3MT,4OMT,5OMT+,6KgK,
and7KR)exceptmires(8VSR1,9VSR2)(Figure2a).Indryyearthemeanofseasonalmediansofsites
withtheRffreductiondroppedalmostby½anddifferencesbetweenforesttypesdiminished.TheRffof
miresduringdryyearwasenhancedforthe9VSR2moreabundantwithhummocksthanlawns,and
remainedsimilarforthe8VSR1moreabundantwithlawns.Exceptionallywetsummer2004causedlarge
enhancementoftheRffinlessfertilexericuplandforest1CTandinfertileherbrichspruceforest4OMT.
IngeneralmedianRffvalueswerelargerinwetyear2004thaninintermediateanddryyear2005and
2006.

TheRffvaluesduringintermediateandwettersoilmoistureconditionsalongtheforest/mireecotonewere
largestinthemostfertileherbrichspruceforest4OMT.Duringwetyear2004,seasonalforest/miresite
Rffvaluesshowedincreaseinsiteswiththewatertabledepthdeeperbelowthesurface(Figure2b).
Duringdryyear2006,theopposingpatternofforest/mireRffvalueswereshowingdecreaseasground
waterlevelsofallsitesdroppeddeeper.Duringintermediateyear2005theRffvaluesshowedhillslope
maximumataround30cmwaterleveldepth.The30cmWTdepthcorrespondstotheprevailingdepth
foundinforest/miretransitions.Themonthlymediansof5OMT+,6KgKand7KRshowclearRff
reductionindryyear2006andenhancementinwetyear2004fromtheanticipatedexponentialresponseto
soiltemperature.

Theseasonalmediansofforest/miretypesCH4dynamicsshowedsmallconsumptionsforuplandforests
onmineralsoils(1CT,2VT,3MT,4OMT),andsmallconsumption/productionfortheforest/mire
transitions(5OMT+,6KgK,7KR)(Figure2c).Thesparselyforestedmires8VSR1and9VSR2showed
CH4productionduringallyears.Incomparisontoratherstableconsumptionlevelsbetweentheyears
alongtheforest/mireecotone,themireproductionsshowedlargedifferencebetweenhighCH 4emissions
in2005andlowCH4emissionsin2006.

TheCH4dynamicsshowedalongtheforest/mireecotoneanexponentialtrendfromconsumptionsto
productionsinrelationtothegroundwaterlevelsrisingfromthedeeperhorizonstowardsthesurfaceand
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saturatingthesoil(Figure2d,Figure2b).EvaluationofCH4production/consumptionintheforest/mire
transitions(5OMT+,6KgK,7KR)showedweaklinearincreaseinCH4consumptionwithlowering
groundwaterlevels.

TheseasonalmediansofN2Ofluxesshowedinsignificantvariationbetweenintermediateanddryyearand
alongforest/miretypes(Figure2e).TheN2Ofluxesfluctuatedbetweensmallconsumptionsand
productionsforeachsite.Although,themedianvaluesshowedN2Oproductionalongtheforest/mire
ecotone.WaterlevelsdidnotexplaintheN2Ofluxvariationamongtheforest/miretypes(Figure2f).


Figure2.Themonthlymediansoftheforest/miretypesa)forestfloorCO2efflux,c)methaneflux,e)
nitrousoxidefluxduringwet2004,intermediate2005,anddryyear2006.Thepanelsb,d,fshow
forest/mirerespectivefluxes.Forforest/miretypesseeFig.1.Theerrorbarsrepresent25thand75th
percentile.
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INTRODUCTION
Marine biologically active regions are known to produce a range of compounds that interact with the
atmosphere directly and indirectly affecting particle production, composition, and properties in marine
atmosphere. While the CLAW hypothesis (Charlson et al., 1987) suggests the importance of secondary
sulfate production, this hypothesis doe s not take into account the secondary organic fraction in the
composition of the formed particles. To date, observations of the presence of a marine origin secondary
organic fraction have been indicated down to nucleation mode size particles (d< 15 nm) in Atlantic waters
(Vaattovaara et al., 2006), ice edge open ocean waters in the Arctic (Vaattovaara et al., ICNAA, 2009), in
central Arctic Ocean during summertime (Paatero et al., 2009), and sub-tropical Pacific Ocean waters
(Modini et al., 2009). In spite of the importance of secondary particles to atmospheric radiatively active
particle sizes, the composition of those marine produced particles is still uncertain in other marine
biologically active environments around the world. This study about the composition of nucleation
(d<15nm) and the lower end of Aitken (20nm<d<60nm) mode particles was focused on particle
production at one such marine region located on Great Barrier Reef (Australia) in sub-tropical Pacific
Ocean.
METHODS
From May 26th to June 14th 2011 during austral winter, the CORACE-1 (COral Reef Aerosol
Characterization Experiment-1) campaign measurements were conducted on Heron Island coral cay
(23°26'35.80"S/151°54'44.23"E) very close to the Tropic of Capricorn and nearby the southern end of the
Great Barrier Reef. The study was a co-operation research project between UEF (University of Eastern
Finland, Kuopio, Finland), QUT (Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia), and SCU
(Southern Cross University, Lismore, Australia). The purpose was to find out whether coral reefs could
contribute to aerosol particle formation and hence potentially influence local climate (Swan et al. 2012)
during bubble bursting and under O3 and UV radiation. The experiments were carried out at the Heron
Island Reef flat where Acropora pulchra, a widely spread coral in the Indo-Pacific and Great Barrier Reef
(GBR) (Veron, 2012) is commonly living in a sympiotic relationship with algae.
The ultfafine particle composition was studied using the UFO-TDMA (ultrafine organic tandem
differential mobility analyzer) and the VH-TDMA (volatility hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility
analyzer) methods on the newly established atmospheric research platform on the Heron Island marine
research station. Auxiliary data were collected from the marine station regular observations and the Heron
Island weather station. The particle size distribution was measured with the SMPS (scanning mobility
particles sizer).
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In addition to atmospheric measurement, the instruments were also placed in-line with the reaction
chamber and bubbling chamber. This was because bubble bursting from breaking waves in the ocean is a
primary source of sea-air exchange and sea spray aerosol production in the atmosphere, constituting a
possible source for CCN formation. Hydroxyl radicals in the chamber were formed as a consequence of
photodissociation of ozone (O3) by solar UV in order to mimic atmospheric conditions and to get
reference data for atmospheric measurements. In this report, we concentrate on the chamber
measurements. A more detail description of these chamber experiments including gas phase sulphur
analysis is available in Deschaseaux et al. (2012; e.g. Figure 1).

Figure 1. Experimental design of the bubbling chamber experiment conducted on coral seawater at Heron
Island, May-June 2011.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The SMPS data showed that new particle formation occurs when gaseous components released into the
chamber headspace upon bubbling were exposed to UV and O3. These newly formed particles were too
small to be measured by the AMS (aerosol mass spectrometer) and therefore their chemical composition
has not been determined in more detailed. The hygroscopicity and volatility profiles of these particles
were lower and greater than for sulphates, respectively. The UFO-TDMA measurements when bubbling,
particle filtration, UV and O3 were applied, showed that the freshly formed secondary particles included at
least 50% oxidised organic compounds. The formed ultrafine particles were quickly further oxidised
(aged) when they grew bigger in size, due to the production of high level of oxidants into the air. In the
coming analysis, these results will be compared to atmospheric coral reef measurements also done during
the CORACE-1 campaign.
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INTRODUCTION

Borealforestsareasignificantsourceofbiogenicvolatileorganiccompound VOC뾬emissions Guenther
et al.1995;Tarvainenet al.2007;Rinneet al.2009뾬Scotspine Pinus sylvestris L뾬Norwayspruce
Picea abies L뾬Karsten뾬andbirches Betulaspp뾬aredominanttreespeciesinFinnishborealforests
TheirBVOCemissionshavebeenmeasuredincampaignandorcontinuousmanner Hakolaet al.2001;
Grabmeret al.2006;Hakolaet al.2006;Bäcket al.2012뾬Mostofthesestudieshavebeencarriedout
withdynamicenclosurescontainingashoot:leavesorneedlesbudsandapartofawoodentwig
Emissionsareusuallygivenperleafmassorleafareawithanassumptionthatbudsandwoodentwigdo
notaffectemissionStillleavesandneedlescompriseonlyasmallproportionofthetotalbiomassofa
borealforeststandHelmisaariet al. 2002뾬havecalculatedthat655㦈ofthebiomassofa15빜year빜old
ScotspinestandwasinstemwoodlivinganddeadstembarkandlivinganddeadbranchesIn35빜and
100빜year빜oldstandsthecorrespondingvalueswere701㦈and823㦈respectivelyWhenaforeststand
agestheproportionofstemwoodfromthetotalbiomassincreasesandthatoftheneedlesdecreases
Helmisaariet al.2002뾬AtSMEARIIstandtotaltreebiomasswas137kgha빜1inyear2008andneedle
biomasscomprisedonlylessthan1kgha빜1 Ilvesniemiet al.2009뾬Leavesandneedlesare
physiologicallyactivebuttheirbiomassislowViceversawoodytissueintrunkandbrancheshasalot
ofbiomassbutitsactivityislowAtSMEARIIstandin2002–2006therespirationoftreefoliage
includingtwigsvariedbetween218–282gCm빜2andtheCO2effluxfromthestemsandbranchesbetween
57–67gCm빜2 Kolariet al.2009뾬Abovegroundwoodytissueswereestimatedtocontributelessthan10
㦈tothetotalecosystemrespiration Kolariet al.2009뾬

AbigshareofScotspineVOCemissionsoriginatefromoleoresinstoragepoolsinbothneedlesand
woodytissuesandtherestcomesdirectlyfromde novosynthesis Ghirardoet al.2010뾬Oleoresinisa
liquidviscousmixtureofvolatileterpenesandnon빜volatileresinacidsItisaphysicalandchemical
defenseofconiferoustreesagainstpathogenicfungiandwood빜boringinsectsThecompositionof
oleoresindependsonegtreespeciesageprovenancehealthstatusandenvironmentalconditions
Manninenet al.2002;Turtolaet al.2003뾬Oleoresinisunderpressureinresinductsinwoodand
needlesItflowsoutfromadamagedsitetoprotectthetreeOnceincontactwithairvolatilepartsof
oleoresinevaporateandresidualcompoundsresinacidsakaditerpeneshardentomakeasolidprotective
sealoverdamagedtissuesThehardeningtimeofresindependsonevaporationrateofthevolatileswhich
inturndependsontemperature

TheknowledgeonVOCemissionsfromlivingtreetrunksisveryscarceHeijariet al. 2011뾬hasstudied
howherbivoryincreasedVOCemissionsof2빜year빜oldScotspineseedlingstemsbutotherwisestudieson
livingstemVOCemissionsaremissingFluxmeasurementsfromlivingScotspineshootsandambientair
havebeendonebeforebutinspring2012westartedVOCfluxmeasurementsfromScotspinetrunkThe
aimwastofindout1뾬howbigisthefluxfromwoodenpartsofatreeietrunkandthickbranches2뾬are
thereseasonalvariations3뾬howlargeisthefluxfromthetrunkcomparedtofluxfromashootwith
needlesand4뾬aretherequalitativedifferencesbetweentrunkbranchandshoot侔needleemissions
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METHODS

Thesampletreea186빜m빜tallScotspine Pinus sylvestrisL뾬growsattheSMEARIIforeststandin
SouthernFinlandThe51yearoldstandisdominatedbyScotspineAcloserdescriptionofthesitecanbe
foundforexampleatVesalaet al. 2005뾬Altogetherfourchamberswereinstalledontothispineinthe
spring2012Thepinegrowsnexttomeasurementtowersothattheentiretrunkisaccessiblefromthe
scaffolding

AstemcuvetteconsistedofaFEPfoiltightenedaroundastematbothendsInsidethechamberthereis
analuminiuminletoutletportcoveredwithFEPtapeformountinginletandoutletpiecesandatubespiral
preventingthefoiltouchingthesteminthemiddleAbranchchamberissimilarexceptthatitissmaller
andinstalledhorizontallyHeightsanddiametersofthechambersvarysothatthebarkareainsidethe
cuvetteis0011–0044m2Thechambersystemisdynamic:supplyairtothechambersissuckedfrom
abovethecanopyandsampleairisconductedviaFEPtubingtoH2OandCO2analyzersandtoaproton
transferreactionmassspectrometer PTR빜MS뾬inthemeasurementcabin

On26thMarch2012twochamberswereinstalled Figure1codingfromthelowestchambertowardsthe
topofthetree뾬:chamberDaroundabranchataheightofabout14m55cmawayfromthetrunkand
another B뾬aroundthetrunkataheightofabout12mThediameterofthebranchwas18cmandthe
diameterofthetrunkatthecuvette84cmTwomorechamberswereinstalledon8thMayTheupperone
C뾬isabout15mbelowtreetopatadiameterof35cmTheother A뾬wasinstalledtothelowerpartof
thecanopyataheightofabout7mwhichisacoupleofmetersbelowthelimitoflivingcanopySample
airfromthesetwolatterchamberswasnotsampledonlinewithPTR빜MSduetolimitedmeasurement
resourcesbutitwasanalyzedwithH2OandCO2analyzers

25monthsofVOCemissiondatawascollectedduringthemeasurementcampaignbetweenlateMarch
andmid빜JuneAsPTR빜MScannotdistinguishbetweencompoundswithsamemolecularmasstheonline
emissiondatawassupplementedwithadsorbentsamplesinordertoobtainalsocompound빜specificdata
onemissionsTenax빜adsorbent빜sampleswerecollectedduringoneweekinthebeginningofMayandone
weekinmid빜JulyTheadsorbentcollectionsfromthechambersBandDweredoneindaytimefor20–40
min





Figure1DifferentstructureofpinebarkTreeheightgrowsfromlefttoright:
chamberAat7mBat12mCat17mandDbranchbarkat14m
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PRELIMINARYRESULTSANDCONCLUSIONS

Onlypreliminaryresultscanbeobtainedatthemomentasthegrowingseasonandmeasurementperiodis
currentlycontinuingTheyshowthatsignificantVOCemissionsfrompinestemcanbedetectedandthat
theyexhibitadiurnalcycleMass137 monoterpenes뾬havethestrongestsignalbutalsoegmasses33
methanol뾬and59 acetone뾬havebeendetectedM137andM33fluxesfromthetrunkwerelargeeven
veryearlyinthespringintheendofMarchTheyseemedtofollowthedailypatternoftemperatureinthe
chamberResultsfromadsorbentsamplesalsosuggestthattherewouldbeaqualitativedifference
betweenmonoterpeneemissionsfrompinetrunkandthickbranchesForinstancemoreδ빜3빜carenewas
foundinemissionsfromthebranchthanfromthetrunkandterpinolenewasfoundfromallthesamples
fromthebranchbutitwasabsentinthosefromthetrunkStillthisissuedeservesmoreinvestigation

MostofthetreebiomassisinthelowerpartofthetrunkAstissuestherearebiologicallycomparatively
inactiveandgreenphotosynthesizingtissueispracticallymissingVOCemissionsfromthereareassumed
tobelowMeasuringVOCemissionsfromthereishardastheruggedbarkonlowerstemmakesit
difficulttogetthechamberairtightwithoutharmingthebarkAllcutsandotherdamageswouldresultin
resinflowandhenceinincreasedVOCemissionsMeasurementsetupwillbefurtherimprovedbasedon
theexperienceduringthisseason
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol number concentrations, size distributions and chemical composition have been studied at several
stations around Antarctica. There exist long-term records of aerosol number concentrations, for instance
from Neumayer and South Pole but aerosol number size distributions have been measured mainly during
campaigns both at coastal stations and in the upper plateau at South Pole. The Norwegians recently started
long-term size distribution measurements at the Troll station in Queen Maud Land (Hansen et al. 2009)
but there are no long-term size distribution measurements from the upper plateau. Also light absorption
measurements on the upper plateau are limited to campaigns. For instance at the South Pole Observatory
there are no continuous absorption measurements.
In situ aerosol measurements have been conducted at the Dome C station (75 S, 123 E) on the upper
plateau at about 3200 m amsl since December 2007. Part of these measurements have been continuous
since then, part of them only for shorter periods. Particle size distributions have been measured ranging
from the subnanometer to supermicron sizes and light absorption at three wavelengths. This work gives an
overview of the data collected so far, Järvinen et al. (this issue) present a more detailed study on seasonal
cycles of particle size distributions, modal structure, and new particle formation at Dome C.
METHODS
The size distributions in the size range 10 – 600 nm have been measured with a differential mobility
particle sizer (DMPS) and with a Grimm Model 1.108 optical particle counter in the size range 0.3 – 15
µm. They were first stopped at the end of year 2009 due to technical problems but they were continued
again in December 2010, and the goal is to continue these measurements. In December 2010 also a new
instrument, an Air Ion Spectrometer (AIS), that measures charged particle size distributions in the size
range of about 0.8 – 40 nm, was installed at the station. The AIS produced good data until May 2011.
Light absorption by particles has been measured at Dome C with a Radiance Research 3 Particle Soot
Absorption Photometer (PSAP). The PSAP reports absorption coefficients with a 0.1 Mm-1 accuracy. This
is not good enough since most of the time absorption coefficients are below that at Dome C. Therefore all
absorption coefficients were calculated from the raw signal and reference counts of the PSAP by taking
long enough integration time between subsequent measurements of signal and reference. This makes it
possible to get essentially indefinitely low detection limits – at the cost of time resolution, however
(Springston and Sedlacek, 2007). The PSAP data processing also needs scattering coefficients. These are
not being measured at Dome C. However, the measured size distributions in the size range 0.01 – 15 µm
have been used to calculate light scattering coefficients in the same wavelengths as the PSAP measures.
To do this a Mie code has been used, assuming spherical particles and varying refractive indices from that
of sulfuric acid to ammonium sulfate and sea salt.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There was a clear seasonal cycle in the number concentration data. The concentrations were at their lowest
around July and August and at highest around January, which is in agreement with the data from all other
stations in Antarctica. New particle formation events did occur all year round, even in the darkest and
coldest months June and July. These events were weak but not nonexistent, which is a new and interesting
phenomenon, not reported earlier from the upper plateau of Antarctica. The AIS measurements show that
often these particles do not grow to sizes larger than approximately 10 nm. An example of a period with
almost daily formation of new particles that do not grow larger than 10 nm is given in Figure 1.
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March 2011
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Figure 1. A one-week period of active particle formation in the Antarctic autumn 2011.
The median scattering and absorption coefficients in the period when the DMPS, the OPC and the PSAP
were all operational are presented in Table 1. The scattering coefficients and thus also the absorption
coefficients in Table 1 were calculated using the refractive index of sulphuric acid (nr = 1.426). The
aerosol seems to be weakly absorbing ( 0 < 0.95) and thus over bright snow surfaces potentially the
radiative forcing is positive.
Table 1. Median scattering ( sp) and absorption (
December 2007 to November 2009.
467 nm
-1
0.31
sp(Mm )
-1
0.019
ap(Mm )
0.94
0

ap)

coefficients at the PSAP wavelengths in Dome C in
530 nm
0.25
0.017
0.94

660 nm
0.17
0.015
0.92
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INTRODUCTION

The Arctic sea-ice extent over the modern satellite record, from 1979 to present, shows a decreasing trend
in all months and it largest at the end of summer, in September (e.g., Serreze et al. 2009; Flanner et al.,
2012; Stroeve et al., 2012). The Arctic climate warming has been linked both to increased concentrations
of atmospheric greenhouse gases and concentrations of light absorbing, i.e., black carbon (BC) aerosols
(Shindell and Faluvegi 2009). BC, when deposited on snow, decreases the reflectivity and increases
absorption of solar radiation and thus accelerates melting which further decreases reflectivity, leading to a
positive feedback and positive radiative forcing (e.g., Doherty et al., 2010).
The fifth Chinese National Arctic Expedition (CHINARE 5) takes place in late summer and autumn of
2012 and it is still going on during writing the present abstract. The expedition is conducted onboard the
Chinese polar research vessel Xue Long (“Snow Dragon” in English), the largest non-nuclear-powered
icebreaker in the world. The cruise consists of two legs: the first approximately 15,000 km and six-week
leg from China to Iceland through the Northeast passage and the second, somewhat shorther leg from
Iceland straight through the North Pole back to China (Figure 1). The expedition’s general goal is to study
marine conditions in the Arctic and the rapid changes in marine environment and their impact on climate.
Several stops are made to collect samples on meteorological, geological and chemical quantities.

Figure 1. The tentative route of the second leg of the CHINARE 5 expedition.
For the second leg, aerosol measurements were added to the earlier setup. The aim of these is to study
aerosol concentrations and the links between BC concentrations in air and snow and the reflectivity in the
sea ice of the Arctic Sea. These measurements are conducted as a cooperation between the University of
Helsinki, the University of Iceland, the Polar Research Institute of China, and the Finnish Meteorological
Institute.
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METHODS
The aerosol measurements consist of three instruments. Number concentrations are measured with a TSI
Model 3010 condensation particle counter in the size range Dp > 10 nm. Light absorption by particles is
measured with a Radiance Research 3 Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (3 PSAP) at = 467 nm,
530 nm, and 660 nm. Light scattering by particles is measured at = 545 nm with a Radiance Research
Model M903 nephelometer. These instruments were installed in a rack on the bridge of the ship, the
sample air is taken through a PM2.5 cyclone inlet above the bridge (Figure 2).

INLET
PSAP

CPC
NEPHELOMETER

Figure 2. The research vessel Xue Long a Reykjavik harbour on 18 August 2012. The insert on the left
shows the instrument rack, the insert on the right the inlet; the arrows show their locations on the bridge.
In other words, no size distributions are measured. Some indication of size distribution can be obtained,
however. The bulk of light scattering is due to particles in the accumulation and coarse modes. So, the
ratio of scattering coefficient to number concentration gives a rough indication of the size of the particles.
The scattering and absorption coefficients will be used to calculate single-scattering albedo, the measure
of the darkness of the particles.
In addition to the aerosol measurements, snow samples will be taken every time the ship stops by the seaice. These samples will be stored in a freezer, melted later, and drawn through quartz filters. These filter
samples will be analyzed for organic and elemental carbon (OC and EC). EC is approximately the same
concept as BC. On the sea-ice also albedo, i.e., the ratio of reflected to incoming radiation will be
measured. This makes it possible to study the relationship between albedo and EC concentration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the time of writing the present abstract, the ship has just left the harbour of Akureyri in Iceland, so no
results are available.
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INTRODUCTION

A large amount of biogenic VOCs (monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes) is emitted to the atmosphere by
vegetation, especially in the densely forested boreal regions (Hakola et al., 2006; Tarvainen 2005 and 2007;
Hellén et al., 2006a; Wiedinmyer et al., 2004). In the atmosphere these compounds are oxidized producing
reaction products, which may take part in the formation and growth of new particles (Tunved et al., 2006).
Even though organic compounds account for 20-90 % of the total fine particle mass concentration in a wide
variety of atmospheric environments (Kanakidou et al., 2005), only little is known about their detailed
composition.
In smog chamber studies the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) yields for different hydrocarbons and even for
different monoterpenes have been found to vary considerably (Lee et al., 2006, Griffin et al., 1999). For
many sesquiterpenes atmospheric lifetimes are so short that their concentrations in the air cannot even be
measured. Therefore knowledge about real atmospheric concentrations of the reaction products of terpenes is
essential for different kind of aerosol studies.
There are some studies on concentrations of pinonic and pinic acids in real atmospheres (Zhang et al. 2010),
but very little is known about ambient concentrations of other biogenic acids. There have been some short
campaigns, where concentrations of some of these other acids have also been measured (Warnke et al. 2006).
However, in those studies they did not have authentic standards for these compounds and they were
identified only by their mass spectra and quantified by relative methods.
In this study acidic reaction products of biogenic VOCs, which affect the formation and growth of fine
particles, were analyzed from aerosol samples taken at the SMEAR II station (Station For Measuring Forest
Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) in Finland.

METHODS
The measurements were conducted at the SMEAR II station (Station For Measuring Forest EcosystemAtmosphere Relations) at Hyytiälä, in southern Finland. The nearest vegetation consists of a homogeneous
Scots pine forest with some birches and Norway spruces growing nearby. In 2010 samples were collected
few meters outside the forest in a small opening and in 2011 inside the forest.
The aerosol samples were collected using pumped sampling from the PM 2.5 fractions in air on to quartz
filters. Before sampling filters were heated to ~500 oC for over 24 hours. Air flow through the filters was 16
L min-1. Collection times were typically 1-7 days per filter. Gases were removed from the air flow using
parallel plate carbon denuder (Sunset Laboratory Inc.). Efficiency of the denuder was checked by taking
samples of more volatile organic compounds (aromatic hydrocarbons and monoterpenes) than measured in
this study using pumped adsorbent sampling.
Samples were extracted with acetonitrile using ultrasonic extraction and evaporated to 100 µl. Camphoric
acid was used as an internal standard and samples were analyzed using high performance liquid
chromatography (Agilent 1100 Series) and electro spray ionisation ion trap mass spectrometer (Agilent 1100
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Series LC/MSD Trap). LC column used in this study was Waters XTerra ® MS C18 (3.5 µm, 2.1 x 150 mm).
The main components of the mobile phase were acetonitrile and MilliQ water. The pH of the mobile phase
was adjusted to ~3 with acetic acid.
Of the measured bio acids only pinonic and pinic acids were commercially available. Other acids were
synthesized at the Laboratory of Organic Chemistry at the Department of Chemistry of the University of
Helsinki. Compounds to be synthesized were chosen based on their precursor emissions, concentrations and
expected importance in formation of new particles. Relative yields of the reaction products in the aerosol
were studied and those with highest yields were chosen to be synthesized.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Highest concentrations for all studied compounds were measured in summer, except pinonic acid in 2010.
(Table 1). Concentrations peaking in summer are most clear for caryophyllic acid. It is known to be emitted
from typical boreal trees only in July and August (Hakola et al. 2006). Limonic acid concentrations increased
already in spring. However, there were only four one week samples from spring. Pinonic acid is showing
relatively high concentrations also in winter. Since pinonic acid is most volatile of the studied acids and it
has been found with much higher concentrations in gas phase (Hellén et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2010), cold
winter temperatures may have more effect through gas-particle distribution or through positive artifacts if
denuder did not work with 100% efficiency. In summer 2010 concentrations of pinonic and pinic acids were
clearly lower than in 2011. In 2010, measurements were conducted at different site at the SMEAR II station
than in 2011 and this can explain at least part of the difference.

Table 1. Average concentrations of bio acids during different seasons (summer 2010 - summer 2011).

Bio acid
Pinonic acid
Pinic acid
Caric acid
Limonic acid
β-caryophyllinic
acid

Precursor
α-pinene
α-pinene
3-carene
limonene
b-caryophyllene

sum-10
5.7
2.6
7.0
1.0
3.3

Average concentrations (ng m-3)
aut-10 win-10/11
spri-11
sum-11
7.4
9.5
5.8
14.8
4.4
1.5
0.8
10.1
2.1
2.5
3.5
7.3
0.9
0.5
1.8
1.7
0.8
0.5
0.6
2.8

aut-11
8.8
2.0
4.0
1.2
1.2

Figure 1. Comparison of pinic and pinonic acid concentrations during summer months (Jun-Aug 2010 and
2011). (Values below detection limits were excluded)
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Figure 2. Seasonal variation of bio acids and their precursor monoterpenes
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Concentrations of pinonic and pinic acids had relatively good correlation during summer months (Figure 1).
This was expected since they have same precursors i.e. they are both reaction products of a- and b-pinene.
Average concentrations for pinonic acid were 40% higher than for pinic acid.
Ambient monoterpene concentrations were measured at the same site from October 2010 until November
2011 close to the filter sampling site by in-situ thermo desopter-gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer.
Detailed description of the monoterpene measurements can be found in Hakola et al. (2012). Pinic and caric
acids show clearly the highest concentrations during summer months concomitant with their precursors
(Figure 2). Also β-caryophyllinic acid has highest concentrations in summer, but since the precursor is very
reactive, it cannot be found in ambient air. Limonic acid concentrations increase already in spring
eventhough limonene concentrations are still low. Bioacids and their precurosors show a similar trend, αpinene and its reaction products (pinic acid+pinonic acid) having the highest concentrations and limonene
and its reaction product (limonic acid) the lowest.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle formation is a frequent, globally observed phenomenon that depends on various
factors. The study of these factors is facilitated by classification of new particle formation events
according to certain criteria. Often this procedure is based on visual inspection of daily measurements of
particle size distribution, which requires manual labor from several researchers (e.g. Buenrostro Mazon et
al., 2009). Efforts have been made to automatize the classification process by e.g. searching for specific
features of new particle formation, such as the existence of a “continuous band” of particles all the way
from detection limit to the accumulation mode. Here, we apply an information theoretical concept
previously used in computer vision, and aim to develop an algorithm that could be used to
1)
2)
3)
4)

automatically repeat the classification process from a different perspective,
classify and predict new particle formation in real-time,
reconsider the classification schemes and
benefit other data analysis, such as interpolation of missing data.

The “eigenfaces” method (Turk and Pentland, 1991) is computationally fast and, with some limitations,
reliable for human face recognition. Although our algorithm is still in early development, we expect the
“eigenevents” to prove useful in atmospheric sciences as well.
THEORY
Particle size distributions from different days and different sites share common characteristics. One way to
describe a particular measurement is to tell how it differs from the others. A set of measurements with
similar characteristics can be decomposed into its principal components, namely the eigenvectors of the
set’s covariance matrix in a very high-dimensional space. Depending on the degree of similarity among
the measurement data, only some of these eigenvectors will have a (relatively) significant eigenvalue, and
therefore any practical significance. This smaller set of eigenvectors forms a basis set, whose linear
combinations can then be used to approximately reconstruct the original measurements, and, assuming the
learning set was representative enough, any given measurement. The measurement is then classified by
e.g. minimizing its Euclidean distance from a vector of weights defining a class.
METHOD
Particle size distribution data from e.g. a differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) is often represented as
a surface plot: particle diameter vs. time, with color indicating the particle concentration. These are
straightforward to plot directly from the DMPS data files. If one removes the size, time and total
concentration vectors from the data matrix, one is left with a concentration matrix, which can be
interpreted as an image with resolution of the number of particle size bins times the number of
measurements of the whole size range. The particle concentration is the color of the “pixel”. By using this
analogy, it is straightforward to use the “eigenface” approach described by Turk and Pentland (1991):
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1) define a learning set of DMPS measurements

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

reshape the daily measurement matrices to vectors
form a matrix comprising of the vectors of the learning set
calculate the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
discard the eigenvectors with insignificant eigenvalues
define the event classes in terms of eigenvectors
classify data by minimizing the distance of their weight vector from the class vectors

DISCUSSION
The algorithm is still in early development, and its performance is uncertain. However, the eigenface
method is known to recognize human faces reliably (with limitations unimportant for our consideration). It
is also very fast: calculating the eigenevents for a whole year of measurement data takes only 5 seconds
with the current algorithm. The main challenge will likely be in defining the weight vectors for different
new particle formation event classes. On the other hand, the principal component analysis is not the
optimal solution for class analysis, and a future version of our algorithm may have to be upgraded to
accommodate linear discriminant analysis. Some noise filtering may also be necessary.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols play an important role in the climate systems via several mechanisms (IPCC, 2007).
They affect the radiation budget indirectly by acting cloud condensation nuclei and directly by absorbing
and scattering solar and infrared radiation. The overall result of these processes is estimated to be cooling.
In high-latitudes, the deposition of black carbon particles onto snow has also contributing the positive
snow-albedo feedback mechanism (Flanner et al., 2009). The cooling potential of secondary particles
produced by boreal forests is connected tightly with aerosol dynamical processes taking place during
atmospheric transportation, especially the particle growth, since secondary particles need to reach
diameters larger than about 50-100 nm in order to participate in cloud droplet activation (Kerminen et al.,
2005).
METHODS
We analyzed how particle size distribution evolves when airmasses travel hundreds of kilometres,
and also examined the new particle formation in three measurement sites at Northern Scandinavia.
Two of the measurement sites, Värriö SMEAR I station and Pallas GAW stations are situated in
Finland and the last one, Abisko in Sweden near the border of Norway. The sites are located roughly along
a straight line from west to east on latitudes 67-68 °N. The distance from Abisko to Värriö is 440 km. The
Abisko area is dominated by subarctic mires surrounded by birch woodland and mountain tundra, whereas
Pallas and Värriö are surrounded by boreal forest. The Pallas station itself is situated above the tree line.
Our aerosol size distribution data were collected between Aug-2005 - Dec-2007. The data was
measured using Differential Mobility Particle Sizers (DMPS) with a cutoff sizes of 3 and 7 nm in Värriö
and Pallas, respectively, and using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) with a cutoff size of 10 nm
in Abisko. The measurements at Pallas and Värriö are continuous, whereas the Abisko data were collected
during campaigns of several months.
We analyzed and compared NPF events from each site according to the schema created by Dal
Maso et al. (2005). The days were classified as events, non-events and undefined days. For event days we
fitted the particle number-size distribution data to sum up to three lognormal distributions, and calculated
the growth and formation rates of the nucleating particles.
Tunved et al. (2006) had shown that boreal forests are a source of secondary organic aerosols via
emission of biogenic volatile organic compound precursors. Here we repeated and broadened their
analysis to cover also Abisko, and compared the growth of particles as a function of time the
corresponding airmass had spend over land for all three measurement station. The HYSPLIT trajectory
model (Draxler and Hess, 1998) was used to calculate the passing-times over-lands.
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Particle size distribution data from several measurement stations combined with the calculated
airmass trajectory information allowed us to study regionally the dynamical changes of aerosol particle
populations. For this, we concentrated on the airmasses that passed more than one of the stations and
compared the aerosol properties between different stations. The data describing the aerosol dynamics in
atmosphere are multidimensional, containing the initial and final states, as well as the conditions between
them. The data mining and data reduction is necessary.
When studying the aerosol dynamics, the initial states need to be comparable. For this, we clustered
the particle size distributions measured at the upwind station to obtain a set of different initial states.
RESULTS
In Fig. 1a is shown the growth of the particle diameter when the airmasses arrive from sea to over
land. As a comparison, during the NPF events the observed growing rate is about 3-4 times larger than
these rates. The difference can be explained by noting that during NPF events the rates were only from a
subset days with the most prominent growth, which was very likely to bias the results. Figure 1b) shows
how the trajectories diverse for new particle formation event days, non-event days and undefined days.
The results from Värriö and Pallas support the assumption that nucleation happened more probably when
the air had shortly come from the ocean, and had thus small particle concentration and low condensation
sink.

a)
b)
Figure 1: a) Particle diameters as a function of time the corresponding airmass has spent on-land. The growth
coefficients calculated from time values of <80 h. b) Fractions of trajectories entering to each site on NPF event day,
non-event day, and undefined day.

Three measurement sites located along a straight line enabled us to use a pseudo-Lagrangian
approach to examine the dynamics of the aerosol during transport. Among other features, we studied shifts
in the modes of the particle size distributions, when the airmasses are drifting between a measurement site
pair.
We found that during the summer time, for both west-to-east pairs, i.e. for Abisko-to-Pallas and
Pallas-to-Värriö, the most dominant cluster had an initial state with bi-modal structure. When the airmass
drifted to the next station, the mode with smaller peak diameter grew in both peak diameter and
concentration. The mode with the larger peak diameter remained relatively unaltered. For Abisko-to-Pallas
route, during the transport, the first mode grew at size from 29 nm to 37 nm, and in concentration from
240 cm-3 to 415 cm-3. With an average transport time of 15 hours, this corresponds to an apparent rates of
0.5 nm/h and 0.003 cm-3/s. For Pallas-to-Värriö route, the corresponding apparent rates were 0.87 nm/h
and 0.014 cm-3/s.
These apparent rates were again mainly smaller than the typical Euclidian growth and formation
rates measured during the new particle formation days in the Northern Scandinavia, and also the apparent
growth rate was smaller than the one obtained from the analysis made with the method introduced in
Tunved et al. (2006).
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During the summertime, the opposite routes, i.e. Pallas-to-Abisko and Värriö-to-Pallas had a
mutually similar, but different pattern when compared to the west-to-east routes. For the east-to-west
transport it was common that the predominant cluster in the upwind station had a tri-modal structure with
relatively low concentrations. When studying Värriö-to-Pallas route, this modal structure remained nearly
unchanged, whereas for Pallas-to-Abisko route the total concentration grew, but the peak diameters of the
modes remained the same. Since the peak diameters of the modes had not shifted, the dynamical aerosol
processes during the transport were in quasi-equilibrium. We do not have yet clear explanation for this.
CONCLUSION
We studied aerosol dynamical processes related to secondary particle formation over boreal forests
in Northern Scandinavia. We used three different approaches, each of them provided mutually supportive
information of the processes. The analysis of the new particle formation events gives only a restricted
view to the strength of the grow and formation, since it concentrates only to the most evident days. When
analysing weaker effects, statistical and data mining tools are needed. An analysis according to method
introduced in Tunved et al. (2006) reveals the averages of all days, whereas statistical special cases can be
found for example by clustering the initial states and studying the average changes of each cluster.
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INTRODUCTION

AtmosphericaerosolparticlesaffecttheEarth’sclimatebothdirectlybyscatteringthesolarradiation
andindirectlybyservingascloudcondensationnucleiTheseeffectshaveonaveragecoolingeffect
fortheclimatebutthelevelofscientificunderstandingofrelatedprocessesisstillrelativelylow
Significantfractionofatmosphericaerosolparticlesisformedintheairfromvaporsthroughgas빜to빜
particlephasetransitionThesenanoparticlesneedtogrowtensofnanometersinordertoaffectthe
climateeffectively

Sulfuricacidisfoundtobethekeycompoundinatmosphericnucleationthefirststepofformationof
newparticlesFortheparticlegrowththeroleofsulfuricacidseemstobesmallerInsteadatmany
environmentsorganiccompoundsarefoundtomakemostofthenanoparticlegrowthHoweverthe
exactidentificationofthesecompoundsisnotestablishedyet

Gasphaseprocessesaffecttheamountofvaporsavailableforcondensationbutalsoparticlephase
processescanaffectthegrowthrateofparticles Riipinen浼璈诈뾬Particlephaseprocesseslike
saltformationandpolymerizationchangethecompositionofparticleandasaresultaffectthe
equilibriumvaporpressureofcondensingvaporItisfoundthatvaporscondensingonthe
atmosphericnanoparticlesneedtobeverylow빜volatilewithsaturationvaporpressure诈빜̨Paorless
incasethecondensingcompounddoesnottakepartinparticlephaseprocesses Pierce浼璈诈诈뾬
Howeverinrecentexperimentalstudiessmallorganicacidsandorganicbasesbothwithsaturation
vaporpressureslargerthanthishavebeenfoundfromatmosphericparticlephase Smith浼璈诈뾬
Explanationoftheexistenceofthesecompoundsinnanoparticleshasbeensuggestedtobesalt
formation

Herewearestudyingtheeffectofformationoforganicandinorganicsaltsofthenanoparticlegrowth
usingthermodynamicalcondensationmodelForthiswehavedevelopedModelforAcid빜Base
chemistryinNAnoparticleGrowth MABNAG뾬

METHODS

ModelforAcid빜BasechemistryinNAnoparticleGrowth MABNAG뾬isacondensationmodelwhich
includesparticlephaseacid빜basechemistryinadditionforgasphasetransportMABNAGisasingle
particlecondensationmodelwhichcalculatesthetimeevolutionofparticlesizeandcomposition
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basedongasphaseconcentrationsofcondensingvaporsandinitialparticlecompositionTheparticles
areassumedtobeliquid

InthisstudyweapplyMABNAGforasystemthathassixvaporsinthegasphasetwoacidstwo
basesoneneutralorganiccompoundandwaterTheacidsaresulfuricacidandanorganicdi빜acid
herechosentobemalonicacidThebasecompoundsareammoniaandanamineheredimethylamine
DMA뾬Theneutralorganiccompoundusedinadditionforthefiveindividuallyincludedvapors
representsthesumofalltherestofthecondensingcompounds

Thecondensationoftheacidsandtheneutralorganiccompoundontheparticlearecalculatedbased
onthemassfluxesofthesecompounds
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where pisparticlediameteristotalpressureiisdiffusioncoefficientofvapormolecule彸inair
뺌iismolarmass isgasconstant istemperatureeqiisequilibriumvaporpressureabovethe
particleand∞iistheambientvaporpressureThesubscript彸referstothevapors

Thebasesandwaterareassumedtobeconstantlyinequilibriumbetweengasandparticlephase
Thereforetheamountofbasesandwaterinparticlearecalculatedbasedon
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Here彸isthemolarfractionof彸σissurfacetensionandﻐ璈彸issaturationvaporpressureof彸
Activitycoefficientof彸 γ彸뾬dependsonthemolarfractionsofallthecompoundsintheparticle

Oncethemoleculeshavecondensedontheparticletheyareexposedtoacid빜basechemistrywhich
willaffectthemolarfractionsofthecompoundsintheparticlephaseToaccountforparticlephase
acid빜basechemistrythecondensationmodelwascoupledwiththermodynamicphaseequilibrium
modelE빜AIM ExtendedaerosolinorganicmodelClegg浼璈诈☰☰;WexlerandClegg;Clegg
andSeinfelda;b;Ge浼璈诈诈뾬E빜AIMconsidersdissociationforacidsandprotonation
forbasesDi빜acids HA뾬candissociatetwiceproducingsingleanddoublechargedions

HA→HA빜侔H侔

HA빜 →A빜侔H侔

Thebases B뾬protonateandproducesinglechargedions
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B侔H侔 →BH侔

Alsothedissociationofwateristakenintoaccountinthemodel

HO→OH빜侔H侔

SulfuricacidisstrongacidandthereforeallofitisassumedtogetdissociatedinE빜AIMThusthe
modelincludesinparticlephase诈稤differentchemicalspecies

E빜AIMwasalsousedforcalculatingactivitycoefficientsofallthecondensingcompounds

RESULTS

WehaveappliedMABNAGforacasestudyday稤̨诈whenclearnewparticleeventwas
observedatHyytiäläSouthernFinlandThisdaywasselectedforcasestudyastherewereextensive
gasphasedataavailablesulfuricacidmalonicacidammoniaandamineconcentrationswereall
measuredTotalcondensableorganicvaporconcentrationisunknownandthereforetheconcentration
ofneutralorganicvaporwasestimatedbasedontheobservedparticlegrowthrateThusneutral
organiccompoundrepresentsallunknowncompoundsthatcontributetothegrowth

Themodelcalculatescondensationfromparticlesizeofapproximately稤nmindiameterTheinitial
compositionofparticlesatthissizeisnotknownandweassumedthatinthebeginningofthemodel
runparticlecontainedmoleculesofsulfuricacidmalonicacidandneutralorganiccompound
accompaniedwiththeamountofbasesandwaterthatcorrespondstoequilibrium

InthebasecasemodelruntheorganicacidwasmalonicacidandaminewasDMABasecasevalues
forvaporconcentrationweretakenfromthemeasurementsexceptforDMAforwhichvapor
concentrationwassomewhatoverestimatedThebasecasevaluesforvaporconcentrationsaregiven
inTable诈

Vapor
Concentration
Sulfuricacid
稤 诈cm빜稤
Malonicacid
 诈cm빜稤
Ammonia
 诈诈cm빜稤
Dimethylamine
诈 诈cm빜稤
Water
EquivalentconcforRH=㦈

Table诈Ambientconditionsusedasinputformodelinbasecase

Figure诈showstheMABNAGpredictionforparticlediameterandcompositionasafunctionoftime
inthebasecaseInthebasecasethemodelpredictsthatmostofthegrowthisduetotheneutral
organicandthereisverylittlegrowthduetotheorganicacidsandbasesHowevermostofthe
malonicacidthatcondensedonparticlewaspredictedtoexistintheparticlephaseasitssecond
dissociationproductandalmostalltheDMAcondensingontheparticlegotprotonatedThereforefor
thecondensationofmalonicacidandDMAacid빜basechemistryplaysanimportantroleaccordingto
themodel

Whenvaporconcentrationofbothacidsandbaseswereincreasedbyanorderofmagnitudefrombase
casevalueskeepingconcentrationsoftheneutralorganiccompoundandwatersameasinvasecase
theGRincreasedby㦈fortheparticlesindiameterrangę빜nmAlsowiththeseincreasedacid
andbaseambientvaporconcentrationsmostofthegrowthwascausedbytheneutralorganic
compoundHoweverinthiscasesulfuricacidcausedalmostsimilarfractionofparticlegrowthas
waterAlsothecondensationofmalonicacidwasenhancedasitsmassfractionincreasedto诈㦈
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AlthoughourfirstresultsfromMABNAGseemtopredictlittleorganicsaltformationwiththegiven
ambientvaporconcentrationstheyalsosuggestthatinsuitableambientconditionsorfavorable
propertiesoforganicacidandbasessaltformationmayplayanimportantroleonthegrowthof
particlesNextmoreextensivestudybyvaryingambientconditionsandpropertiesofcondensing
vaporswillbedonetomaptheconditionswhenorganicsaltformationissignificant






Figure诈a뾬Particlediameterandb뾬massfractionsofcompoundasafunctionoftimepredictedwith
MABNAGMassfractionofeachcompoundmentionedinthelegendconsistshereofthemass
fractionofthenamedcompoundaswellasitsdissociationprotonationproduct s뾬
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INTRODUCTION
Natural and anthropogenic aerosols may have a great impact on climate as they can directly interact with
solar radiation and indirectly affect the Earth's radiation balance and precipitation by modifying clouds. In
order to quantify the direct and indirect effect, it is essential to understand the complex processes that
connect an aerosol particle to a cloud droplet. However, while modern measurement techniques are able to
detect particle sizes down to nanometre all the way from ground up to the stratosphere, the data does not
serve for all of our needs for understanding the processes. Hence we will demonstrate a modelling
approach to investigate the complex processes of aerosols in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
METHODS
SOSAA (model to Simulate the concentration of Organic vapours, Sulphuric Acid, and Aerosols) is a 1D
chemical-transport model with detailed aerosol dynamics. It was constructed to study the emissions,
transport, chemistry, as well as aerosol dynamic processes in the PBL in and above a canopy [Boy et al.,
2011].
As a first application of the model after the aerosol dynamics module was implemented, we tested
different nucleation theories by simulating the new particle formation events in year 2010 at SMEAR II
station, Finland. Since there has been numerous evidence that condensable organic vapours are the
dominant contributors to the aerosol particle growth particularly in regions where biogenic volatile
organic compound emissions are high, we also simulated the concentrations of a set of organic compounds
and their first reaction products from oxidation [e.g. Kerminen et al. (2000); Sellegri et al. (2005); Boy et
al. (2005); Allan et al. (2006); Laaksonen et al. (2008)].
CONCLUSIONS
The results have showed the ability of SOSAA to reconstruct the general behaviour of atmospheric trace
gases and new particle formation in a boreal forest environment with reasonable uncertainties. The
underestimation in H2SO4 concentration during nighttimes supports the view that other production
mechanisms of H2SO4 exist. It also gives us a hint that the missing mechanisms are not likely to be
photochemical driven. The simulations about particle nucleation emphasize the complexity of the
phenomenon since there is no single nucleation theory that works all the time. The model also confirmed
the importance of organic vapours to particle growth in spite of uncertainties.
As a column model, SOSAA has turned out to be a good tool to study the vertical profile of new particle
formation events (Figure 1). Scavenging of background particles before a nucleation event has been
observed regularly in the simulations. The deposition velocity has been estimated as strong in the model.
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Figure 1: The average nucleation rates in a spring day. The results are from simulations based on kinetic
nucleation theory.
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INTRODUCTION
The chemical composition of aerosols determines their physiochemical properties, which in turn affect e.g.
their effects on climate and human health.
The Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS, Canagaratna et al., 2007) is a useful instrument
for analysis of chemical composition and quantification of basic aerosol chemical species. However, this
important ability of the AMS to quantitatively measure mass comes at a price: the 70 eV electron impact
ionization fragments the sampled molecules, often leaving little trace of original molecular composition of
the sample compound. The quality of AMS chemical analysis therefore depends significantly on data
analysis methods, particularly on the reconstruction of a picture of the original molecular composition.
METHODS
Typical AMS results provide concentrations of the main aerosol chemical species: nitrates, sulphates,
ammonia, organics and chlorides. This classification is useful for many general purposes, but for studying
aerosol physiochemical properties like particle hygroscopicity or volatility, additional molecular
composition information is often required. In this study we present a simple method for assigning AMS
main inorganic compounds – sulphates, nitrates and ammonia – into chemically more specific subgroups
of sulphuric acid (SA), ammonium sulphate (AS), ammonium nitrate (AN) and organic nitrate. This can
provide a way to better connect AMS measured aerosol chemical composition with observations of
physiochemical properties from other aerosol instrumentation.
An estimate of ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate mass loadings can be derived using
some basic chemical assumptions on acid-base reactions in forming salts, and assuming the aerosol is well
mixed externally and internally. The latter assumption is often not fulfilled in ambient aerosol, but is a
necessary first step in this type of analysis. The calculation itself is inspired by, and closely related to,
AMS collection efficiency (CE) estimations (Quinn et al., 2006) and may prove to be of use in trying to
better understand AMS CE dependencies on particle properties.
Based on the relative molar amounts of ammonium and sulphate ions (NH4+ and SO4+) measured by the
AMS, all observations can be divided into three distinct cases:
Case 1: the concentration of ammonium ions is lower than the concentration of sulphate ions
([NH4] < [SO4]). All available ammonia is taken up by sulphate to form ammonium bisulphate
NH4HSO4. The rest of the sulphate ions are assigned to liquid phase sulphuric acid in particles.
All nitrate signal is assumed to be from organic sources.
Case 2: [SO4] < [NH4] < 2*[SO4]. All sulphate and ammonia is assigned to ammonium
bisulphate or ammonium sulphate. All nitrate signal is attributed to organic nitrate.
Case 3: ([NH4] > 2*[SO4]). The leftover ammonium reacts with nitrogen condensed from gas
phase to form ammonium nitrate NH4NO3. The rest of nitrate is assumed to be organic.
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The estimate was tested on a month-long unit m/z resolution AMS dataset from the SMEAR II
station in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland. The obtained inorganic-to-organic nitrate ratio was observed to
correlate with the measured NO2+/NO+ fragmentation ratio (Figure 1), commonly used as a marker for
the presence of inorganic nitrates. Further comparisons with instruments such as hygroscopicity and
volatility tandem DMAs are ongoing to corroborate the results obtained using this method.
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Figure 1. Fraction of nitrate signal explained by calculated ammonium nitrate loading, as a function of
NO2+ /NO+ ion ratio. A high NO2+/ NO+ ratio is used as an indication of inorganic nitrate. Marker size
describes AMS total nitrate concentration and colour the ratio of [NH4] to [SO4].
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present a simple method for assigning AMS measured sulphates, ammonia and nitrates
into more specific subgroups of sulphuric acid, ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and organic
nitrate. So far especially the comparison of the calculated organic nitrate amounts to AMS NO2+ to NO+
ratio indicates a promising correspondence. The process of comparing the calculated results with data
provided by other aerosol instrumentation is ongoing.
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